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Leiter jrom His E:rullmcy Sir George Clarke, 
Governor of Bombay, to the President of tire 

Third lndia11 Industrial Corrf(rttret. 

28lh December 1907. 

DEAR SIR, 

Erery one mho hm the interests of the people of India al 
heart must rrislr lo promou tire Jr..elop11rent "f induslries as the 
necessary complement of agricullure on rrlriclr the eountry is now 
too tk perldent. 

In ll'tslern la•uh, industries Ira,. ban buill up mainly by 
the init ·: :,. of indi1·idual citiuns. II is alwa>~ d•.fficu/1 for a 
Gorernme~•tto iAtro.ruee nem forms of industrial adiPity, mhielr 
are aptlo prore delicate plants requiring e.rpensire culture. The 
sou rides! induslries art those mlriclr spring up fro,. the natural 
aflilutks m•l requirements of the pcof>le. GDP<rnments can lulp 
such i~Juslries in seroera/ mD}~, m soon as they have btgu. lo 
assume an organised form. 

I am, therefore, hopeful/hal your impor/anl Co11jerena: may 
be able lo throw light on the inJuslrial possibilities oflrulia, and 
to foster lire sfiril of self· help rrllich is essential lo tl~t healthy 
dtt'tlof'menl oflruman energy. 

Jlay 1 <JSk >"'" lo decett rny •nos! eordial rrishes for the 
SUUctl q/ :SOVT deliberations, muJ lo, 

Beliert me, 
Yours very faith fully, 

G. S. CLARKE. 
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INTROI>UCTION. 

• Thought which has been merely producth·c of further thought 
it not Aunicicnt. It. is in the practical application of thought-its 
con,·enion into practical energy-on which the future of the country 
dcpend1, Will her people rise to the occasion and draw upon the 
\'lUll fund of potential "'calth and energy which nature bas so Ja,·i~hly 
prO\·idcd her with 1 She can do so and it is the ardent hope of all 
wcll·wishcn oflndia that !Jhc will do tKJ.'-JL K. Macleod, E~aq .• 
(Paper on • The Coal Mining lndm~try of India,' pp. 230-1 of Report.) 

'No progrc11!1. i!J po11iblc in the absence of material prosperity. 
No moral dc,·clopmcnt, no intellectual achicn~ments hon·e taken 
place in rountrics where the material condition of the people is at a 
low lc\·cl and where consClJUently life il~ a bundle of pessimism, iner
tia and aJJathy., \Vc must. not rest until temples dedicated to Saras• 
wuti and Viswakarma, i.e., colleges and polytechnics, outnumber all 
the tempteR, mOIK)UC~ and churches which minister to the supposed 
spiritual needs or the people. Our religious charities must be direct. .. 
ed tow;ard11 supplying Ull with brain-power. On brain·po,\"er 
depends the regeneration of India, her prosperity and integrity and 
also her salvation.'-Profe••Ol' T. E. Oajjazo (Address of Chairman 
of the Committee, p. 20 of Report,) 

The Third lndian Industrial Conference was to have been 
held at Nagpur along with the Twenty-Third Indian National 
C<-ngress, but owing to untoward events the Penue was changed 
to Sural in tho month of November 1907. The citizens of 
Sural had thus barely six weeks in which to make the requisite 
arrangements for holding a successful session of the Confer
ence, Let it be s.~id to their lasting credit that with a public 
spirit almost unparalleled in this country they rose equal to the 
occasion and left nothing undone to make the session a suc
cess. The Conference was held in the beautiful manda[> of 
the Congress on the 30th of December 1907, 

Professor T, K. Gajjar opened the proceedings in his 
capacity of Chairman of the Committee with an address en
tirely worthy of his high reputation in the world of science 
and industry. As was to be expected, the organiser of the 
Kala-Bhuvan of Baroda and the Techno-Chemical Laboratory 
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ol Bombay laid just emphasis on the paramount need of edu
cation for industrial development. In tracing the history ofthe 
Conference movement Professor Gajjar incidentally remarked 
on the deficiencies of the Industrial Exhibitions which till 
last year were an accompaniment of the Congress since 1901. 

'It must be aaid that they were not perndcd with the 11pirit and 
insight which .ad\·anccd industrial nations have manifested in the 
exhibitions held by them. lnatead of making arrangements to show· 
the processes or manufacture our raw products paSJ& through in foreign 
countries, or auggc11ting lines of development for our exis:ing indus
tries, we collected samples of articles manufactured in Indi11 to give 
an opportunity to the agents of foreign manufacturers to take minute 
not.cl of' them and prepare their cheap machine-made imitations to 
replace our manufactures in our o\'\"R market, The11e remark! will, 
I hope (said Professor Gajjar)1 be borne in mind when such exhibi· 
tiona arc organised in future.' (P, 7.) 

This, it ought to be stated, represents one view which. 
might be urged of the Industrial Exhibitions which have of 
late been held in India. Tbe other view is represented in 
the following passage of the President, Dewan Bahadur 
Ambalal'a address :-

1 The idea that the Exhibition is a mere a how is not borne out by 
facta. Producers exhibiting their goods ha\·e obtained a. degree of 
publicity for them which would have been otherwise hardly obtain .. 
able. Further, it makes the materials for a comprehcnsh·c directory 
of Indian goods easily accessible. While a couaiderable proportion of 
the visitors must bo sight-seen, there is always an important •but 
increasing minority who benefit by it C\'en commercially. A few 
foreign rivals may perhaps derh·o adnntage from it. Hut induKtrial
ism is now an international race, in which the fittest will win. At the 
same time we are always ready to adopt suggestions for making it 
widely beneficial.' • (P. 88,) 

Speaking of the Conference itself Professor Go jjar refer• 
red to an unique advantage of it in the following terms:-

'This platform of science and industry makes room for all classes 
of the people to meet together, laying uido penonal ambition, politi~ 
cal animosity, religious prc.judicca.and state officialism, 10 that they 
could all combine· in an ·unanimous effort to raise e\·cry class in 
society to a higher condition of persenal excellnnce and usefulness. 
and extinguish class 'distinctions by diffusing ec1ual education.' (P. 7.) 

Proceeding, the learned speaker drew a sharp distinction 
between the development of a country and that of its people 
in tbe following two passages : -
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' For example, the Mysoro Government is generating electric 
pmnr in the CaU\·ery at a tremendous outlay of ita people's money, 
and has lcaMed it to a foreign Syndicate to exploit the mineral wealth 
o( the State in return (or a amaH royalty. The resources of the 
State ore doubtlc•• developed thereby, but itA people have not been 
profited to the extent they ought to have been, and ha,·e not acquired 
any aptitude (or acientific mining or for making use of. tho natural 
rorcc•.' (P, 8.) 

• The exploitation of America. Arrica and Australia has resulted 
In the extinction or serfdom of the original inhabitants. The present 
Amir of Afghnnistan fully realises this difference, and does not grant 
eonC'e!sions to foreign capitali1t1 to work the rich mineral deposits in 
hia country, but engage• foreign experts to train his subjects to 
dc\•clop the resources of the country thcmsch·es. This shows that 
the Amir cares more for the permanent interests: of his subjects lban 
for the temporary gain to his trcnsury from concessions to foreign 
ll)'ndicates on easy terms,• (P. 9.) 

It will be in the recollection of the readers that the 
Honourable Sir (then Mr.) Vitbaldas Damodher Thackersey 
expressed a similar opinion in his Presidential address at the 
previous Conference at Calcutta. We believe there will be 
a general disposition to agree with Professor Gajjar when be 
added that the charge for this neglect of duty does not 
wholly attach to the Government and that the people must 
share it. 

Speaking of the movement for the boycott of foreign 
goods, Professor Gajjar said :--

• I do oot wish to assert that bnycott is altogether impracticable 
or it is altogether useles-s. \Vhat I do wish to point out is that 
boycott can nc\•cr by itself soh·c an industrial problem. • • Scientific 
lcnowlt!dge, technical skill, and industrial enterprise and organi
sation-these arc the true rentedics, the only positi\·e forces we can 
rely on to de,·elop- our industries.' 

Professor Gajjar urged strongly the development of the 
oil industry and of chemical industries. The chemistry of 
bye· products has opened up new and unexpected avenues 
of industries in tbe West. The possibilities of the mining 
industry did not escape his attention either, and his plea 
for the creation o[ an Institute o£ Mining bas many supporters 
in the country. Indeed, in the year 1901, the Indian National 
Congress urged on the Government the establishment of a 
College of Mining. · 
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The rest of Professor Gajjar's speech was devoted to 
advocacy of the need of scientific and technical education 
based 011 a wide spread of general education. • Leave no 
stone untumed to increase the brain-power of our nation,' 
was the burthen of bis song. 1 Without universal education 
there is no salvation for us. We must undergo an intellectual 
revol11tion ; our outlook on life and our present conception 
of mtmdane duties must be modified, if we want to remain 
as a nation and a nation full of youth and prosperity as in 
the days of yore. " Educate, educate, educate" must be the 
cry heard on all sides. 1 The people should not wait for 
Government initiation, but do whatever they can indepen· 
dently. ~ _ Let us not wait for large funds, but begin with 
whatever sums we get from our people. • • Education is a 
religious duty, and let us gird up our loins to perform it to 
the best of our abilities.' · 

The Chairman of the Committee concluded his speech 
with the following inspiring exhortation :-

.• Let us thoroughly and systematica11y carry out the conclusions 
we arrh·e at. We ha\·e the necessary means present in abundance 
in our land; we -have capable men in our ranks; we ha\'e the 
guidance offered by the history and experience of EnglaDd and 
other nations ; why should we then hesitate to work out our 
industrial snh·ation ? Jf we neglect the present opportunities, 
we shall have to pay a very heavy toll in future for mere 
existence. Let this dismal and depressing prospect spur us on to 
action, to stimulate and accelerate our industrial progress. If we 
will, we shall bring about our industrial regeneration. \Vith know· 
ledge, with seJf.confidence, with determined action and with united 
endeavour in the sacred cause of our Motherland, let us, Indies and 
gentlemen, resoh·e to work out our own regeneration. (Loud 
cheer.s.) ' ( P. 21.) 

Dewan .Bahadur Ambalal Sakerlal Desai, of Ahmeda· 
bad was the President of the Conference. He is, as Pro· 
fessor Ga jjar said in his speech 1 a distinguished alumnus of 
the Bombay University, a staunch political leader of Gujarat 

. and one of the captains o£ her flourishing mill industry. 
He has high intellectnal attainments, varied experience- o£ 
life, keen and penetrative grasp of our national pt·oblems.' 
The President delivered an able, thoughtful and practical 
address which shows the characteristics mentioned by Pro· 
fessor Gajjar, and it must be helpful to those who are eager 



'" to embark on industrial enterprise. His statement .of the 
fundamental facta of our economic situation can hardly be 
improved upon : . 

(1) Wide-spread and chronic po\"erty among a large proportion 
of the population ; (2) dense ignorance of the maues ; 13) an abun• 
dance of raw materials : (f) absence of scienti6c and technical 
knowledge and practical 11kill ; (6) a low state of commercial enter• 
priwc ; (b) a large Ucficicncy of capital. The question that we are 
calll·d upon to con~idcr is how to e\·oh·e a !It ate of widespread indus
triolil~m out or the condition!! ju5t postulated. 

1 We must depend for our immediate progress on our re• 
sources as they now exist.' The want of capital is our chief 
desideratum. Dewan Dahadur Ambalal's solution of the 
difficulty would be the creation of a public opinion in favour 
of the diversion of a portion -say a fourth-of the rupee 
debt of the Go~ernment of India held by Indians, and 
of a hall of, the amount deposited in the Postal Savings 
Bank, which together would amount to about 20 crores 
of rupees, into channels of trade and industry. Then ' an 
amount of strength would be imparted to our industrial acti· 
vity, of which we have at present no adequate conception.' 
:fhe best means of compassing Ibis end would be the establish· 
nient of banking institutions all over the land : ' there is no 
reason why every town of importance should not have a 
bank of its own.' But all that is feasible in the way of organi· 
sing Indian capital might be done, and yet Indian produc•. 
live industry will require more capital thaq is available 
in the country itself. Hence foreign cnpital should be freely 
borrowed, only care should be taken that too much price is 
not paid for it. 

Dewan Bahadur Amb~lal has £reat faith in the Smadesl1i 
movement and naturally he devoted a good portion of bis 
address to an exposition and n vindication of it. 

'The nim of this mo\"cment js the establishment of new indus .. 
tries in India, by means of Indian capit3.1 if possible, so th2t the 
lndi:m people may be, as far as is prncticable, setr-oontained and in· 
derendcnt of the foreign imports that now flood the land.' {Pp. 
2G-7) 

'The SwadesJii mo\·ement ultimatelv seeks to call into existence 
the directing capocity, the technical skii~ and the requisite capital, 
10 that our own labour and money may convert our raw materiall 
inte the commodities which wo pow il'llport.' (P, 27.) 

~ 
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•Thoro i• nothing In Ctho method• or the promoter• ol tho 
mo1·ement) that any hone•~ man un aoriou•ly object to, The 
economic idea• of men differ in many points, and a difference on thia 
one is allowable. But no candid man can atigmatisc thcae piltriotic 
efforts as dishoncMt, They are perfecr.ly legitimate.' (P. 27.) 

• But • • they are not only justifiable but ur,cntly needed. • • • 
'l'ho Swade"'l propaganda ia in its essence an endeavour to reinforce 
tho cau~o of Indian industries by enlisting tho Indi;:an palriotic 
"cntiment on its behalf. It ia difficult to see how any objection' can 
exl11t against such a mo,·c. Organised voluntary effort• are 11pccially 
needed in all department11 of natiOnal acth•ity. 'l'hc Swade,,i mo,·c. 
mcnt Is the application of this principle to that of national industrial 
regeneration.' (Pd. 27·R.) 

'Thete grotifyin·g result• (of the industrial acth·ity of the !aRt 
two years) are largely attributoblo to the Swadetl1i propognndo, and 
to the Swal(esht spirit which it ha• arouacd. In the face of the~e re .. 
•ulta it is not rcaaonablc to con·il at the Swadulrlmovemcnt.' (P. 29.) 

' Now it ia permissible to enquire why a nation situated Jiko 
ours, and deprh·ed of all means of cnforciua- ira will by collecth·o 
action, may not seek to extend its indu1tr ies by appealing to a higher 
sentiment than avarice, v/1., Patriotism. E\·cn Royal peraonagc11 
ha\'O commended such on appeal nod enforced It by their example.' 
(P, 80.) 

The President next drew attention to the important sub· 
ject of railway transport which 1 has not received the attention 
it deserves.' 1 The delays in the dispatch and handling of 
goods alter al'rival are often scandalous.' The railway rates 
are too high and need to be reduced in the Interest of Indian 
manufacture,, Readers of Slr Frederick Lely's book-Sug. 
g,ll/onsfo' 1/11 Bel~r Gov.,nillg oflndla, wlll remember how 
strongly he laid &tress on the necessity of such reduction. In his 
paper on 1 The Scope and Method of an Industrial Survey' 
(pp. 40-46 of Report), Mr. A. .C. Chatterjee, I.C.S., the 
able officer wbQ Ia In charge of industrial survey in the United 
Provinces, also refers to tho subject in tho following terms :-

• One of the most Jntereating and difficult questiOns thnb have 
croppod up in connection with my inquiries in the United Province• is 
that relating to railway freightA. Many or the existing industries 
complain that it, Ia hopeless for them to find a market for their pro .. 
duce in the large towns on the seaboard 'because railway freight, even 
at tho lowest rates over long distances In the country, ia higher than 
aea freight from competing countrleollke Japan and Germany.• (P. ''·I 

'fh9 do&lrnbiljty of havjng a toJ11mOJI curroncy ancl '!nl· 
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lorm weights anp measures in the country ,.... the ned sob
;ect discuMed In the freSi;reti~s.· addteos. : The -necessity ot 
develbping tli~ domestic "t:ommertc .of our-vast country makes • 
the qllestion of a common CutTerv:y land cOmmOn Weights and 
meaoure.s one •of. notional. ·imporpneC: 

1 
"''he '!grieultural in·. 

-dustry, the. cotton oinduslry, lrdn, ro.~r ·and manganeoe, the 
sugar industry~iute and silk, te;.ther; I'~! ~dd: ?.~~er indus
trl..,, were ne~ passed ip ~ew.. 'On tlte queshon of the 
excise duty en cotton ~ tb& Prt~ident said.: • 

. '~·he public. <caQ n~ ,!bsi.tl·~ demind l~~t the ucis• duties on 
cloLh, Which h.n£ 'N:blcd· during the loUt-ten years, and now amount 
~~nearlY Jl lakh• arrUp~ci ~r: 3o1ni~n, :shbald be abolished; Tbe 
fncrCa~~oing rc,·cnuc frop1 O&cisc on•c;ptiOn ofot~~in•oh·cs a new danger 

:·to the industrY, to wbich th<! attcntitJ!I of~ f'\lblicists mig~' ~e im·rt
cd. At present the inte"rcsts otP..ancuhircc, form the sole pretext for 

• the impost. But. if the revenue from ~togrtrws•at iu pfe}e·DI. rate, eon
~ siderntions or finance are likely to be utilised for its conti[\llauce. Jt 
•-ill·~· ~id that~ the amount is too la~e to be a once remitted. This 
ia an :additionat reason for taking concerted .Kt7on no"· to :~:tt this 
obhaliquo tax remm·ed.' (P. 3:1.) 

The question of a.:ating hOm& i.ndtJSirief lor ou{ t'bml 
areas was ned discussed in brief. 

'Foni~e th":l~'siz mOnths in the year :rmost the , ... ~ple-3gricul-· 
tural population o.,f unirrigated ltracti • is. abolutct, 1\'ithout any 
employment. It, • miRht . greatlr fUJpro'f'e thei,. materi~l ~di- • 
J,ion .jf snme ltandkraftr suitable &O their ncCLds .ooJid' be 
oucce .. rully introduced ill\0 .<Millo rural.arl?s. • 1"!'• Q;lnd·loon'r may 
jDllwcr the purpqse in many cases. Kniuine' and lace-maldng atso 
suggest themseh·e•· The.mlltter is \'cry iTportant, and suggestions· 
or papm dcaijng. with it ough~ to b~i"'~\"d-: ~l'"p. 36-6.) o • 

• Speaking en educ2tit:in the Preti,a,nt dwelt on the·' 
' absolute necessity of imparti,",g a sound eleaientary educatioti ~
, io tlteJabourer if his condition ~as to"be reoUy elevated, bli:. 

the need of technical ediJca8on on ·a 'brqa<i *ale-care bei'rrg 
!;!ken that always Utere '!:'' a lilri!'!:pninectio~tween tlte • 

• lecbnical school of a djsfricot or ,.Provine~ and itS actual or 
projecled.i!ldustries-, aqd 011the aeed.Q£ 'a school or college 
providing a lull comacrCial:.~urse.. • ' ' -

In conclltCJing Jtis aCldress Dewan Bahadur ~batal made 
·u,eobsen-ation,.qtioted ~ready about the nsel~ljmr(l9Sewbich 
exhibitions of indigenous jlroducts served jn this country and 
~c auggestcd tbat tb;ir org:tnisatiou Jlli§h~.~-f.!ken·~p,hy.tflo~ 
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Conference. He further observed that the Conference might 
' encourage the acquisition of specialised practical knowledge • 

·by the offer of scholar-hips and prizes. And he addressed 
this exhortation to the assembled delegates, and through them 
to his countrymen at large: • Let us never forget that Nations 
are made.by themselves. In this as in all our acti\·ities, self· 
help and sell-sacrifice ought to be our watchwords.' 

According to Dewan Bahadur Ambalal • the very able 
papers written by gentlemen possessing special expert know· 
ledge which this Conference has been the means of evoking 
form by themselves a mine of valuable information.' Of such 
papers there was a goodly number in connection with the Sural 
Conference as at the two previous sessions. The promoters 
of the Conference must consider themselves fortunate in 
receiving the cooperation of so many qualified men-from 
among !'uropeans and officials not less than from among 
Indians and non-officials-year after year. By their contribu· 
tions to the important and difficult problems on the successful 
solution of which depends "to no small extent the future of 
Indian trade and industry, they have really placed the people 
of India under great obligation to them. 

The first of the papers "that will be found printed in the 
present Report is that of 1\lr. A. C. Chatterjee, J.C.S., on 
Industrial Survey, to which reference has alre•dy been made. 
What should be the aim of an industrial survey ? According 

·to Mr. Chatterjee-
' Its ultimate objccc ought co be to indicate the economic pos~ibi· 

lilies o(th,e pro,·incc. Briclty, we should study the resources or the 
pro,·incc in soil and i'aw products, labour both skilled and unskilled, 
capital, communications and laciliticli rur trade. \Vc ha,·c then to 
5l1Certaio the want!~ of thC people in the shape of linishcd article», or, 
in economic language, the demand that exists among consumers. 
1'he sun·ej•or has then· to endc•n-our to find out \Yhcthcr tho de· 
mand ia or ca1; be locally met, and abo tu suggc!:IC what wquld be the 
be11t method or ulili~Jing the surplus· raw. products of t.he prO\'incc.' 

Going into some detail .Me. Chatterjee pointed out that 
In studying the industrial condition of· a tract it was imperative 
to take stock first of all of the raW' products both actual ao<i 
potential. Such products may be either mineral or agricuJ. 
tural. The next point lo bear in mind is the labour supply, 
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Nor can tbe question ~f capital be neglected in ao iodustriai 
oan·ey of any part of the country. ' Each industry will have 
to be considered in detail, and a careful study will have to be 
made whether production on a large scale is necessary or 
mere hand·powcr will suffice.' Mr. Chatterjee thinks that 
a very large extension of the cooperative n:ovement is neces
sary among the industrial population of this country, and his 
opinion is that there are grea!er possibilities in industrial 
cooperation titan even in agricultural cooperation. At 
presenl there is no one to tell the craftsmen what is the style 
of goods which is oow in demand and what at tides the 
craftsmen ohould produce to suit the altered conditions of 
the trade. 'In an industrial survey an attempt should be • 
made to determine if any such agencies can be established 
lor the different industries. I need hardly say ' 1\fr. Chatterjee 
added, ' Uta! in a matter like this a very great deal can be 
effected by a non-official organis.~tion like the present 
Conference and smaller societies affiliated to il' Facilities 
of communication cannot be excluded either from the 
purview of an industrial sur\·ey. Then there is tbe question 
of consumption. Almost every knowing man takes the same 
view as Mr. Chatterjee when be said in this connection. 

• I think in Lhe present stage of our i~du~trial de\·elopment it 
b1ay be taken as an axiom that our 6nt e!nde.nour should be to 
manufacture for the home market. • • A glance at the trade returns 
of India will con\·iocc any one that there is a considerable leeway to 
01aka up in the home market before thinking of foreign markets.' 

We should therefore, as Mr. Chatterjee remarked, care
fully anal)se the traffic returns of the province and observe 
what articles at present imported from outside can be manu
factured with raw materials obtainable locally. 

1\fr. John Wallace, editor of that informing and useful 
publication, the Indian Tt.rlile Journal, di>cusses the subject 
of' Technical Education for the Workman.' (Pp. (6-58.) 
1 he following passage lays bare the glaring defects io the 
Indian workman which can only be r~medied by suitable 
education :-

1 lo one Iorge hou!'r-, facing the Elphinstone College.· all the 
joinery is 6ni5hcd wilh the j.ack plene, many or the joints in shutter 
lramca would admit a bolf anna com, tbe jute mills rattle loose, ·aud lhc 
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loCa1ly made binges are all deficient in v;earing surface. Many of the 
hinges are not in line. The \t'Ork of the plumbers and electric 
fitters is exceedingly rough although their materhd appears good, 
the painters seem quite incapable of mixing the &arne shade. conti. 
nually, and the national lack of standard of excellence is ju~t as 
obtrusive now as before. An Indian cannot paint a window frame 
without painting the glass, and if obliged to clean the glass, he will 
Use sand paper or emery cloth, which ruins the surface. He will 
\'aTnish a dog-cart with his fingers dipped in \'arnish, or paint doors 
with a piece of rng, instead of using a brush, lea,·inS" clots of paint in 
the corners. If he paints or colour-washes a wall, he leaves the floor 
all foul with droppings, and he rarely docs any repair work without 
damaging, in some way, the building in which he works. The Indian 
mason contin.ues to build walls with stones of a pyramidal ab3pe, the 
b~se forming the exterior surface, a most vicious practice, and the 
cabinet maker has so little confidence i.n his own jointing that be ties 
the legs of tables ·together to keep them from coming loose. 
Slo,·cnlincss and imperfect knowledge of his craft are the 
characteristic of his work, and his outfit of tools: is that of a man 
who will buy or make nothing that he can possibly do without, and 
who has no regard for time as an element of cosc. (l)p. 46·7 .) 

Mr. Wallace·~ opinion is th~t th.e Indian artificer bas no 
standards of goad· workmanship and that he will give the 
smallest possible return for his pay. 

'All well~\\·ishen of India desire to see il better use made of ~he 
raw products that are exported at present in such quantities. 
Materials to produce paints, varnishes, leather, canvas,. cordage, 
textiles, drugs,· oils and metals, many of which return in a 
manufactured state, might all be dealt with here if workmen 
were more reliable. lt is they who determine the final 
qulll.ity and finish of any manufacture, and if they arc stupid, careless, 
irregulnr, migratory and improvident, no talent of master or 
manager can avert the deterioration of the product. We must, there
Core, give such attention to the education of the workmaa as shall 
impro\·e his working capacity.' (P. 48.) 

Mr. Wallace considers at some length the quality of. the 
training that should be imparted to the workman, and without 
necessarily conconing in all the opinions he expresses one 
will have no difficulty in seeing that the Indian workman- will 
greatly increase in efficiency if be ;.eceives such instrucalon. 

Mr. Ishwar Das v·arshini of Aligarh writes a. long and an 
informing paper on the need of a 'Tecbnolo11ical College for 
India.' (Pp. 817·34.) The readers may remember that 
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Dewan Dahadur K. Krishnaswami Rao of Madras urged the 
aame need in a paper contributed to the Benares Conference. 
Mr. Varsbiol rightly points out that no number of scholarships 
tenable for education in foreign countries can take the place 
of a nationallecbnical institution. • We must start technolo
llical institutions in our own country, where the students may 
receive the best training that may be possible under the cir· 
cumslancea and at the same time be familiarised with the 
quality of the raw mnlerial•, labour!supply, etc~ of the country. 
After acquiring such knowledge they may profitably go to 
some foreign country for completing their education.' The 
information contained in lfr. Varshini's paper on technical 
education In Germany and the proposals he makes on the 
branches of industry In which education should be imparted 
In an Indian technoloj!ical coll-ege will undoubtedly repay 
perusal, 

1\leasrs. K. Subramani Airar (pp. 58-71) and C. Gopat 
lfenon {pp. 7t·81) write on commercial education. Mr. 
Subramani Aiyar is a man of great experience and an acknow· 
!edged authority on the subject. He points out rightly that 
commercial education will not desen•e U1e attention claimed 
for it, If commercial inslitutions are merely intended to di\·ert 
young men from one kind of quill drh·ing to another kind of 
quill dri\'ing. • The real and chief object of commercial edu· 
calion is to enable our youths to become merchants, traders 
and bankers.' Mr. Subramani Aiyar eagerly pleads for tbe 
institution of University degrees in commerce and the affilia. 
lion of commercial colleges to Ute University. In the follow. 
lng he brieRy Indicates the scope and extenl of University 
courses in commerce :-

• A aound knowlerlgc of Engliah and or at least or.e Adatic and cne 
modem European language will form an euenlia.l feature or the Univer· 
ally co•no In Commerce. Among other subjects will be cOmmercial 
mnthemnlla nnd accountancy, mercantile law and pr.adice, the history, 
aclence and practice of b:mJdag, currency, foreign exchanges, economics-, 
economic aeograrhy, the history o£ commerce, Industry and manufac
ture.. tbc theory and pracUce of atatlstlcs. raih\•ay rroblcms, transport, 
public: fina.llCC1 indusltlal dc\-clopmcnt, and the organization of industiictt. 
The scope and extent of education that a )·oung man would bave received 
at Colle&e by the lime he takes the bachelor's degree in commerce would 
be nellbcr more nor leis lhaalhe !rainlnc re<eired b1 U:o !lac;helor pf 
Arlo,' elt, (Pp, 87-8.) .. . . . ' 
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Other problems in conn~ction with commercial education 
.that demand attention are improvement in the organisation 
of the commercial schools and colleges now in existence in 
different parts of India, .the formation of vernacular commer
cial schools for the benefit of those that discontinue their 
studies on passing through the vernacular or primary depart
ment, and the establishment at the head-quarters of each 
province of a central commercial institution which would have 
distinct departments for imparting higher, secondary and 
Yernacular commet·cial education and in which provision 
would be made for training secondary and vernacular com· 
mercia! teachers for smaller schools . in the mofussil. Mr. 
Gopal Menon also insists on the necessity of instituting com· 
mercial degrees in connection with Indian Universities. 

The very able manager of the Empress Mills, .Nagpur, 
contributes a short but eminently· ·suggestive paper on the 
Labour problem (pp. 81-4). In Mr. Bezonji's opinion there 
is 'no room for doubt that there are immense potentialit.ies 
for a plentiful supply of comparatively cheap labour in numer· 
ous ~ongested areas. Only, it needs sustained and organised 
efforts to coax it to leave the paternal home where it half 
starves, and migrate to industrial centres affording more 
lucrative pursuits. The first essential to success in this direc• 
lion must be a thorough combination and association among 
the employers themselves.' He says from personal experience 
that individual employers find it practically impossible to do 
the recruiting themselves each in his own way. He suggests 
that each industrial centre should have a society of its own, 
that it should have a practical and thorough organis.,tion 
under which reliable recruit.ing agents might be appointed. 
But even for such a scheme to succeed, Mr. Bezonji is of 
opinion that onr factory system specially, and other industrial 
works generally, are too exacting and unattractive. The 
cause and the cure of the ' labour' difficulties are stated thus 
by him:-

' The hours of work are too long, t~-conditlons of Jife demoralising 
and destructive of domestic happiness, however little that may be, the im
ported labour, that Is the new comers, accustomed to open air, little work, 
and stay-at-home habits, on being Introduced Into a new way of •life, are 
irutantly bewildered by the mnvtne: machinery, the nolso. all round, the 
!l~f!Y ~tmosp~ero, and1 IY~~~. Ia mo11 ;epettont1 tho CRnijnomont lroi!J 
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dawn to duak and oven up to tate at night, more frightful than ,even 1•11 
1Jlc. No wonder the firallmpule, even for the starving people, II to run 
away, regardleiM of con11cquences. Shorter hours of work, r~gular holi· 
daya, fairly good w;~ges, well ventilated !actorlea provided w1lh sanitary 
acceuorlca, pure drinking water, and healthy dwe111ngs are necessary to 
keep the operatives In such a slate of health and case, that they :may show 
Interest, U not &cal, In their work, and may not wlah to leave ll Pensions, 
provident funds, leave rules would make tho workers highly contented.' 
(Pp. 88~f.) 

With Mr. Bezonji's paper should be read Mr. Saklatva· 
Ia's on • The Present Condition of Labour in the Textile Indus· 
try, :and the Restriction of Working Hours in Mills' (PP• 
847-55 ~ Examination of the actual condition of labour in 
our mills leads him to the conclusion that textile mills fail to 
attract intelligent and healthy labour, though other occupations 
and industries are not similarly affiicted, because of the 'un· 
pleasant and unhealthy ' conditions under which the textile 
industry in India in general is at present carried on. ' If the 
existing conditions as to light, ventilation, and other sanitary 
arrangements are altered and in:proved, and reasonable hours 
for work appointed, say 11 hours a day, there is no doubt the 
textile industry will attract labour, and the " labour problem " 
put an end to for a long tin1e to come.' The feeling in the 
country, however, seems to be that the recommendations of the 
Factory Labour Commission go as far as the circumstances 
really require. 

Next we have papers by Mr. N:. R. Bodas of Bombay 
(pp. 84-8) and Mr. Maganbhai C. Patel of Ahmedabad (pp. 
842-7) on' Industrial Banks,' Mr. Boda~ puts the case well 
in the passages given below :- · 

'In a country like tndla1 where capital ts usually stationary and trade 
comparallvely sluggish, a &.naoctng agency like a public bank is an abso-
lute neceuity to accommodate enterpri•lng traders and supply the needs 
or current business.' (P. 8G.) 

1 The necessity hal long since been recognised in larger centres of 
c:ommercc, and clUes like Bombay, Calcutta, Delhi and Labore already 
boast of se-veral organised and \YCII-conduclcd Indian banks.. Bat the 
smaller towns and rural di!ltrlcta equally want them. The needs of the 
nl:f{cultural claues who form the balk of the population in villages may be 
partially aatlsfie:t by the new c:oopera.Uvc credit soclelies Initiated by Gov
ernment i but no such concerns can really be proper substitutes for a well 
org:anloed bank with a large reserve capital.' (P. 85,) • Speciallnduslrtat 
hanb are necessary to give financial help to ensure proper orpnisaUon of 
now Industries.' (P, 8G.) 

8 
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It seems it came out in a recent trial in Germany that 
almost half the factories there are worked by machinery that 
is given on loan by the makers, who agreed to receive the 
price in instalments. Such help is much more required by 
many people in India 'who know valuable processes, which 
cannot be turned to account for want of means.' ' An indus
trial bank will help these men by timely help and thereby 
become the mother of so many different industries.' Mr. 
Maganbhai wants industrial banks to be started at district 
head-quarters with a capital" of two or three lakhs of rupees 
and on more· or less the same lines as cooperative credit 
societies. He also explains the special concessions that might 
properly be extended to them by Government. 

The immense possibilities of the cooperative credit move
ment have always appealed to the promoters of the Indian 
Industrial Conference, and, as in the case of the Benares and 
Calcutta sessions, there were admirable papers on the subject 
contributed to the Sura! Conference. One (p p. 88-98) was by 
Mr. W. R Gourlay, at present Director of Agriculture in 
Bengal. He has made a sp~cial study ofthecooperative credit 
societies of Germany and other continental countries, and to the 
enthusiastic efforts put forth by him as Registrar of Coopera
tive dredit Societies must be attributed to no small extent the 
progress in this direction achieved in the large province of 
Bengal. Mr. Gourlay points out that, the great necessity of 
Indian agriculture being cheap credit, the usefulness of the 
Agricultural Departments of Government will be enormously 
curtailed unless the good and careful agriculturist can obtain 

·capital at a rate not exceeding 129 per cent. At present, how
ever, the agriculturist is being financed at a rate of interest 
varying from 25 to 50 per cent. To quote Mr. Gourlay-

1 Everything is being done to build up an Ae:ricultural Department 
in each Province in India which will compare favourably with similar 
departments in other great agricuJtural countries. The present scheme 
for development will not be fulfilled for five or ten years yet, and therea 
fore now is the time when we mnst put forth every effort to cheapen 
credit, so that the labours of the Agricultural Department may do the 
maximum of good to the commanity. Hence the importance of the sub
ject with which we are dealing. The cheapening. of rural credit must be 
the foundati<'n of all agricultural improvement.' (P p. 88~9.) 

Perfectly so ; but it may be doubted whether small coope-
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tative credit societies alone, however numerOUI lbey may be, 
will go to any extent in 110lving the allied problems of agri
cultural indebtedness and agricultural credil They will have 
to be supplemented and aided by agricultural banks on a 
fairly large scale as pointed out in the fourth resolution of the 
Sural Conference. It were well if the Government of India 
and the se•·eral Provincial Governments concluded their pro· 
longed consideration of U1e subject and made up their mind 
to sL~rt operaliona at an early date. To come back, however, 
to Mr. Gourlay and his paper. The exposition of the subject 
is very lucid and it bas been dealt with with the confidence 
springing from knowledge and ability. Both he and Mr. 
c~mpbcll, Regis1rar of Cooperative Credit Societies, Bomtay, 
who gives a most interesting account of their growth in the 
Western Presidency (p p. 98-108), make an earnest appeal to 
those who have the opportunity to help a good cause to come 
forward to spread the idea among the people and start socie· 
ties where none exists at presenl • We want help,' says Mr. 
Gourlay. _ 

1 \Ve do not want money £rom Government to a&sial m, we want tho 
willing cooperation o( those who have the wcllare of the people of this 
land at heart to help us in apreading a knowledge of the principles and 
to guide and counsel the members of new societies. Money will come 
but we want men who love the country aod ita people : men who arc 
\VlJlin&: to give their lime and their labour towards helping their 
llruggliog brclbrcn : men who believe In this work and who are in 
enUre sympathy with the people. There can be no grander work for a 
)"oung man than this. It dcma11ds no great power and no great 
learning 1 it demands only sympathy and patience. It is lhe grandest 
wort that a man an tate up for his country. • ( P. 98.J 

Mr. Campbell pleads lor men as well as capital : men like 
U•e Honourable Sir Vitbaldas Tbackersey and Mr. Lalubhai 
Samaldas-names honourably associated with the work of the 
Industrial Conference-, among others, who have advanced 
from time to time the needed capital to individual societies 
at very easy rates. 

Mr. Jogindranath Samaddar of Jessore, an earnest 
worker, contributes a third pnper entiUed • Cooperative 
Credit in Agriculture' (pp. 335- 42). He enforces the plea 
put forward by Rai Parvati Sankar Ohaudhuri at the Calcutta 
Conference, in favour of cooperative grain banks, or Dltarma
gollJ$ as they are called. 



We pass on to Dr .. Harold Mann's excellent paper 
on' Agricultnral Development in Bombay and the Work of 
tbe Department of Agriculture ' (pp. 108-18). No one who 
knows Dr. Mann or his work need be told of the whoUy 
admirable spirit in which be bas set about his work as 
Principal of tbe Agricultural College, Poena. The paper 
under -notice, as might be expected, breathes earnest 
sympathy witb the people from beginning to end. We will 
not attempt here a summary of the contents of the paper : 
we will only call attention to tbe emphasis that Dr. Mann 
justly lays more tban once, on the test by which alone the 
utility of the Agricultural Department bas to be judged, viz., 
the bringing of its work to the knowledge and to tbe door of 
tbe cultivating ryoL Dr. Mann says in concluding his paper : 

' The idea that pervades the Department DllW1 I believe, aod which 
must pervade it, if it is to be of tl•e use we want It to be, is that it 
succeeds just in so far as, and no more than the ·agriculture of the 
Presidency i• ~mproved. Of all things I do not ,va:nt It to be thought 
of ·as a Government institution standing apart from the people. \VC 
want it to be useful, and, in my own mind, only by its usefulness can 
the expense, the energy, and 'the time required for maintaining the 
Department be justified. • • I insist on the essential aim of the Department 
of Agriculture in Bombay. We do not want {or a day to be considered 
as a Government institution. We exist smply and solely to beaefit the 
cultivator of the Prcsideacy. I wtat to leave Bombay to-morrow if I 
cannot do something to help the province. I do want to insist oa tt¥t 
with all the earnestness that I have.' (P. 118.) 

Mr. Stanly Reed, the able editor of the Times of India, 
who in the next paper discussed 1 The Desirability of 
commencing Agricultural Exhibitions in the Bombay Presi· 
!Ieney, especially at Sural and Poona' (pp. 119-22),_also 
dweUs on Ibis, what he calls • the l"'eakest spot in tbe agency 
set up to improve tbe standard of our oldest and most 
important industry' ;-that 1 between the expert on tbe one 
band and the cultivator on tbe other, there is practically no 
link.' Indeed, in his opinion, • it would be scarcely an 
exaggeration to say tba.t the experimental farm and the 
scientific expert mean no more to the great mass of tbe 
land-owning and cultivating classes of this Presidency than 
the laboratory and the alchemist did to the Middle Ages.' 
Mr. Reed's remedy is tbe formation of agricultural associ
ations and the organisation of agricultural shows. As, however, 
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1 it is desirable to hasten slowly,' Mr. Reed would, to com· 
mence with, simultaneously organise at Sural and Poona, 
1 associations whose principal busineBB it shall be to focus 
diffused effort into annual exhibitions, made as attractive as 
possible, where the progreBB of agriculture can be brought 
home to the landowner and the ryot with a force and direct· 
ness which nil other means cannot equal.' Mt·. Reed has no 
objection, in the early stages of the movement, to ask for 
Government assistance, I but if the movement is to have . lile 
nnd durability, the burden and heat of the day must be 
borne by non-officials.' 

Mr. Alfred Chatterton, \vho stands in no need of 
introduction to persons taking interest in matters industrial, 
explains with characteristic ability and at considerable 
length (pp. 122-4~), the important subject of 1 Lift Irri· 
gation,' His object in presenting the paper 'is to draw 
attention to the advance which has t'ecently been made in the 
Madras Presidency in the scientific study of subterranean 
water and well irrigation, and to place at the disposal of 
those inlerested in the improvement of the agriculture of 
India, the information which has been gathered in the Irri· 
galion Department during the four years it has been at 
work.' How well this is done one has only to read the 
whole of Mr. Chatterton's paper to realise. To be convinced 
of the desirability of substituting mechanical applicances for 
the means of raising water adopted at present, the reader 
may peruse the following :-

• One of the causes of the povtrl)' o£ the people o( India is the lilUe use 
they make of mechanical appliances, and efforts should be made to affect 
a change In lhit direction. The great rise in the price of food·stuffs, 
accompanied aa il is by an equh·alent or even greater rise In the wages of 
the labouring classes. has brought many of the wealthier agrlcollurb.ts to 
a similar conclusion, and it ls cerWn that in the next few years a gfeat 
advance wlll be made by the substitution of oil and gas en~ines for 
bull~k f'O\Ver In many of the pro:csscs for preparing agricultural produce 
for the market. n la necessary that this opinion should gain ground, and 
be more widely accepted, • etc. (P. 125.) 

• Well cultivalion is carried on to the utmost eztent possible under the 
existing conditions, and it any great extension is to take place in the immca 
dlate future, it must be by supplying the ryots witb additional power for 
HfUng water. At the same lime the cost of that power must be very 
mach leas thaa that they now pay for any work done in lhe·way of lilting 
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agricultural purposes.' (P. 127,} 

' I do not think it is an)' exaggeration to say that the oil·cngine and 
pump wj)f prove, and In fact are proving extremely potent agents in the 
development of the material resources of the country. Already in aome 
of the rural tracts the ryots are famllar with them, recognise their merits, 
and regard them aa desirable things to poasclls ; whilst those who have 
got them have been Jed to take a much deeper Jntercat In agriculture than 
they did before, and being intelligent men with capital, their farms arc 
becoming the centres for the diffusion of Improved agricultural practices 
throughout the country.' (P. lBB.} 

It is encouraging to be told that there are now about 100 
pumping plants at work in the Madras !'residency, that there 
is ample evidence that the new system of lift irrigation is 
very profitable, and that there is the best indication that it is 
appreciated in tbe fact that the rate of increase in the number 
of installations is greatest in those places where the number 
is already largest or where they have been longest at work. 
• In ordinary years and under normal conditions, given a sum
dent water-supply there should be no diiTiculty in ·turning it to 
very profitable account, but often with oil·engines and pumps 
the greatest rrofit will be made in years when the season is 
unfavourble, scarcity prevalent and prices high.' In many 
cases oil·engines and pumps may be used to supplement other 
sources of supply ·and convert agriculture of an uncertain type 
into one of great certainty. According to Mr. Chatterton it 
may possibly be desirable in the future to amend the Agricul· 
!ural Land Improvement Loans Act so as to provide greater 
facilities for obtaining loans for the purchase of engines and 
pumps. 'fhe Government itself may purchase the engines ~nd 
pumps and sell !bern to the ryots on easier terms than the 
ryots can do. Another suggestio!)• is-

' Where the water-supply is very abundant and where the ryota have 
no capital and the land is sub-divided into small plots, it might be practl· 
cable to establhsh local water-supply companies who would raise water 
and sell It to the ryobl either for a share in the produce of the land, or 
for a fixed rate per unit of volume or a fixed charge per acre irrigated. 
If anything of this kind Ia to be brought about, It will probably be neces
sary £or Government tO pioneer the way, and to provide aumclent legal 
protection to induce capital to flow in this direction. (P. 146.) 
· In many places • it will probably be found most economical 
to have a single power·generating station and to distribute 
the power electrically, driving centrifugal pumps with electro-
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motors.' Altogether a very informing and suggestive paper 
thi• of Mr. Chatterton's, 

There arc next three papers on the cultivation of cotton 
followed by four on the hand-loom weaving industry, Mr. 
Gammie treats the oubject generally (pp. 150-5) and bis 
concluPion ia that at the present juncture we are only in a 
po•ilion to say tentatively, that exotic cottons can only be 
cultivated in favoured parts of India; tree cotton cultivation is 
not worth the risk ; varieties can only be improved in their 
own localities by the adoption of methods of selection and 
crossiug, and that varieties can only be maintained in a pure 
slate in the fields if the cultivators and traders are willing to 
observe tbe needful precautions. 

Mr. Clou•lon of the C.P. Agricultural Department writes 
o'n cotton cultivation in the Central Provinces. (Pp. 155-64.) 
The area under the crop in these Provinces has increased from 
1,887,767 acres in 1866 to ~.821,041 acres in 1907. It now 
occupies a larger area than any other crop, rice being second 
in importance with au area of about 4\ million acres. Mr. 
Clouston details U1e steps that are being taken for the 
Improvement of cotton in the Central Provinces and Berar, 
and says in conclusion: 

• As yet the work has but begun but ateady progress on these 
linea ahould have roar-rc.tchlng effects. It will enable the cuiUvator to 
p:-ocure auppllca of rurc and imprO\-cd seed of the indigenous varieties 
and of such acclimatised long-stapled varie-ties as are likely to succeed in 
hi!\ tract. It will enable the local manufacturer to procure better liat of 
the p~scnt ahort-11tapled. J.::~.di and of a . purer form of Bani ; It will 1 we 
hope, also enable him to obtain locally a larger supply than he does at 
pn::scnt O( tho long•staplcd varieties instead Of having to import thetD from 
America, as he is compelled to do under existing condilions. The work 
or Improving this, our moat important crops, Is thus being conducted on 
sound Stttadtshi lines.' (P. lli~.) 

Mr. W. V. Chandel..":lr writes at great length on the 
' Cultivation of Cotton in Berar' (pp. 164-87), Mr. Cbande
kar regrets that along with !be efforts towards an increase in 
the area under the crop there have been absolutely no 
endeavours to improve its quality, 'This bas resulted in the 
deterioration of the commodity produced and the fair name 
of the province has suffered.' Improvements are required in 
two diJ'eclions-increase or outturn ond improvement in quali
ty. The old Bani and J:~di varieties should be revived. The 
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opening of seed depOts will be productive of' much practical 
good. Several other measures the adoption of which will ' 
result in good are suggested by Mr. Ohandekar. 

Mr. Bezonji Daciabhoy, if any one, is entitled to be beard 
with respect on 'The Weaving Industry' (pp. 187·90). Mr. 
Bezonji is confident that the hand-loom weaving industry is 
capable ·of great expansion, ' What is wanted is education 
and organisation.' Weaviag schoot., specially for the 
children of weavers, should be established where not only 
the art of weaving but reading and writing will be taught. 
The grown-up weavers too may Jearn something from exhibi· 
lions which might be held in these schools from time to time, 
and they may be offered prizes for new designs or excellent 
work •. 

1 Cooperative Weavers' Societlet might be fonned, which might 
buy raw materials and acll finished articles on behalf ot mcmben or 
others who may wlsb to benefit by Ita rules. Tho society mny obtain 
Information as to where the best raw materials at reasonotblc ratcJ could 
be had, what the materials are, what finished articles are moslln demand, 
and where, and supply such Information to the members. or courac, 
It may also advance the necessary Iundt. Each Individual weaver must 
be lett free to make what he pleases, and as much or as little as he pleases.' 
(Pp, 187·8.) 

Mr. Bezooji considers that hand-weaving at home is 
capable of competing favourably with power-weaving in a 
factory. His opinion of the fly·shuttle is that while it has been 
rightly given the chief importance and is good where certain 
class of weaving has to be done, the old hand· loom is found 
to be the best where coloured weft with separate shuttles for 
borders is necessary. • Then there are several descriptions 
of cloth of various designs whit:h can only be made best on 
hand-looms and where production is of less importance and 
in this case, too. the ordinary loom is found to be the most 
suitable.' • The simplest an~ Ugh test appliances should be the 
aim of every inventor' of improved looms. Besides, • what 
is now wanted is an improvement in the method of winding, 
warping and sizing. • Mr. Bezonji's conclusion is hope· 
inspiring: • Hand-weaving may be advantageously carried on 
on an extensive and paying scale and .thus find employment 
for numberless people. ' 

Mr. Alfred Chatterton writes at length on • The 
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Salem Weaving ~'actory', (pp. 190-208), Mr. D. 0, Churchill 
on 'The Hand-loom in Ahmednagar' (pp. 208-17), and Mr. 
Chunilal B. Desai narrates his experiences of the hand-loom 
factory at Nadiad (paper on 'Hand-loom Weaving in India,' 
pp. 217-27). The Salem Weaving Factory started by the 
Government of Madras on the •uggestion of Mr. Chatterton 
himself 

• 11 an experiment to ascertain whether it is possible to improve tho 
condllion of the hand-weavers in Southern Jndla-(1) by substitu
ting for tho native band-loom impro\·ed hand-looms which will 
enable the weaver to produce a greater length or cloth in a given time 
without In any way Bacrificlng the essential charactcristtca or native 
hand-woven goods; (2) by Introducing the factory system among tbe 
weavers, 10 that they may work under the management or men with 
commercial and manuCacturlng experience, and so that capital and 
organisation may be Introduced Into the industry to render the hand 
labour more productive i {8) by Introducing, If possible, Improved 
preparatory prOCC!\SCI to dlminl!h the COSt o£ the preliminary warping 
and elr.lng which the yam undergoes before It Is placed in the loom 
<rP- 192-18), 

· • The future action of Government in regard to the weav
ing industry will largely depend upon the kind of solution 
which is arrived at' at the Salem factory. 1\fr, Chatterton 
thinks-rightly enough as many a worker in the field can 
tell-that 1 if the hand-weaving industry is to be materially 
impl"O\'ed, a great deal has to be done not merely in connec
tion with the technical details of the weaving processes, but 
1\lso in connection with the training and education of the 
weaver himself.' A question of the greatest interest at present 
is whether the hand-we.wer will sunive the stress of 
competition or be driven as in other countries to seek a 
livelihood at other work. In 1\fr. Chatterton's opinion-

' The answer ts doubtrul. The fact that he has survived so long 
Is In his favour and there ts no doubt the transitional period can be 
rro1onged, but ills sUII an open question as to whether he can be in a 
position which will enable him to command the a:ame wages for the 
same number of hours of work as the power-loom weaver, or the black
smith and carpenter, whose industrial existence is not threatened by 
the prospect that Ingenious machinery will be devised to supplant them.' 
(r. 191.) 

As Mr. Bezonji has s.~id,-and as we ha,·e remarked it is 
the experience of oth~rs as well,-one great difficulty is to 
get the weavers to adopt new looms and new methods. lllr. 

4o 
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Chatterton thinks likewise. He says : • One result of our 
work at Salem during the last II! months is to furnish fairly 
reliable data for the opinion that the weaver himself is not 
likely within any reasonable time to change his methods of 
working and take to the fly-shuttle loom and it seems almost 
certain that in this part of India the factory system will have 
to be introduced if anything is to be done.' Mr. Bezonji, 
however, would not do so if he could help it. One solution 
of the difficulty appears to Mr. Chatterton to lie in the 
agency of Weavers' Guilds or other forms of cooperative enter
prise. Of one thing he is sure: 1 The only hope of progress in 
this part of the country (the Madras Presidency) is that 
outsiders will put their money into the trade and that through 
their intelligence and energy it wiU be placed upon a new 
footing.' 

Mr. Churchill's fine paper is interesting as coming from 
one by whose name is known a new kind of factory hand-loom 
that has been found to be more satisfactory than almost any 
other of its kind, The development of the band-loom at Ahme
nagar is due to his efforts. Any improved hand-loom accor
ing to him must be ·capable of being run all day after day, 
wil/1 ease, by an ordinary man ; it should have a speed approxi

. mating to that· of the power-loom ; it must be adaptable to 
all ordinary widths and fineness of Indian hand-made cloth. 

Mr. Desai pleads for the re-introduction of the Charklta 
(band-spinning wheel) in Indian homes. 

We pass on to Mr. H. H. MacLeod's short, interesting 
paper on 1 The Coal-Mining Industry of India' (pp. 227-81). 
Mr. MacLeod rapidly traces the growth of this • finest of all 
Swadesbi industries,' which ' has a magnificent future before 
it.' ' The dormant energy of " COal " awaits the commands 
of India's millions and signs are not wanting that a great 
industrial awakening is in store for India. If the active 
energy of this useful commodity is fully reflected in the energy 
of her people, India will take her proper place among the 

· nations of the earth.' llfr. MacLeod expresses the opinion that 
electricity, being a very flexible pow~r, • is destined to play a 
great ·part in the future of Jndian mining, and it is with. the 
aid of electricity that the labour problem is about to be 
seriously &!tacked.' 
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Mr. R C. Whitenack, the able American gentleman who 
acts as Economic Adviser to the Government of H. H. the 
Maharajah Gaekwar of Baroda, contributes an important paper 
on that industry of immense potentiality, the cotton-seed oil 
industry (pp. 232-47). The value of the crude products alone 
is over two crores a year, and when the value of the finished 
products is considered, it is an industry with a potential yearly 
value of 16 crores. As yet this is untouched, and so much 
wealth is being sacrificed. Mr. Whitenack considers sepa· 
rately the technical and commercial sides of the subjecL The 
former need not detain us here. The important question is 
if there is a market for the products. For the oil itself there 
is a vast dormant demand in India and a rapidly expanding 
demand in Europe. But ),ow about the cake? Not
with>tanding difficulties, Mr. \Vhitenack is convinced 
• that there is a sufficient demand e\·cn now to 
support the industry on a small sc•le, and its development 
will depend to a large extent upon the development of scienti
fic dairying and stock breeding and upou the energy of local 
oil-pres.cs in cultivating foreign markets for the cake. Active 
canvassing and judicious advertisement will do much to de· 
vclop the market at home, as a competitor of linseed, safilower, 
scsamum and other native seed-cakes.' It is probable, how
ever, that Indian crushers will ha,·e to depend principally 
upon foreign markets for the disposal of the cake. An exa· 
amination of some statistics shows' that while tbe home market 
for cake and meal may be slow in developing.' there is no 
dearth of foreign demand. It remains only for the Indian 
manufacture to meet the competition in so far as possible wiUt 
reg•rd to quality.' 

Mr. P. Roy Chaudhuri of Calcutta, an enthusiast in 
matters industrial, considers the subject of ' Oils and Oil-seeds' 
(pp. 2H-G8). He brings together a mass of useful statistics 
which are instructive as showing what a ' gigantic' industry 
may be built up out of the oil-seeds that are now exported (in 
!U06-7) to the extent of 19,~39,873 cwts. in weight and 
Hs. 12,8~,97,087 in value. At the same time so much as 
l,4GS,724 gallons of oil, of the v;~lue of Rs. 26,88,72~, is im
ported whereas probably not a galloa need be, and a 
Considerable quantity can be exported, if the seeds of different 
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Mr. i{undunmal proceeds to explain tite slat!! oi the lnt
portant arts and industries of Sind, which are (1) glazed 
pottery known as Hala pottery: (2) lacquered work ; 13) cloth 
printings ; ( 4) silk and gold thread embroidery; (~)cloth manu· 
factures-hand· looms ; (6) carpet industry; (7) the sugar in· 
dustry; (8) mats and reed work, and (9) the leather industry. 

Similarly, Mr. V. Nagamiab, late Senior Dewan 
Peishcar of Travancore and author of the Travancor• Stale 
Momual, who bas an unsurpassed knowledge of that interest
iug South Indian State, gives us a deal of useful material on 
'The Arts and Industries of Travancore' (pp. 269-89 ). It 
has been said of Travancore art-work, that its • ivory 
carving is beyond doubt the best in alii ndia.' lis ' jewellery 
is approached by none that I (Colonel H. P. Hawkes, President 
of the Madras Committee of the London Exhibition of 1886) 
have seen,' its ' steel work inlaid with gold is peculiarly in· 
terestiug ' and (judging from a photograph) its' wood work 
must be very 6ne.' Among the several industries waiting for 
development is the extraction of plantain 6bre. 

' Plantain trees of different varieties arc grown abundantly all over 
the Slate, and in fact almost every Mala)•all houae baa Us own plantain 
troea behind It In the garden. The extraction of the fibre Is only a simple 
process and as II does not affect the edible and valuable portion of the 
plantain tree lberc la a vast field open for a new and paying Industry, 
our capitalists will do well to put In hand before foreign capital which 
atcps ln.' (Pp. BTD-80.) 

It is satisfactory to know that n ' Travancore Banking 
and Industrial Union 'is being promoted by Mr. Nagamiah 
himself to take in band not only this but other lucrative in 
dustries as well. 

Rao Bahadur Madbavaram Harnarayan Vyas's paper on 
the' Stone Industry in Cambay' (pp. 289-99) is deeply in· 
teresting. Cambay was an important trade centre in times 
gone by but its decline began with the rise of Sural as the 
L1tter itself bas gone down as Bombay rose. In the present 
paper Mr. Madbavaram tells us what the Cambay Stones are, 
whence. they come, through what processes they pass, into 
what articles they are manufactured, and where they go. • The 
term Cambay Stone includes different varieties of stone 
manufactured into different articles of use and ornament, in 
Cambay, and not stones found in the Cambay soil, as the 



!erm seems to suggest.' The articles prepared from the stones 
are of great variety. 

• They arc studs; sleeve-links, · flat, oblong, circular, aemi-circubr 
and oval : various kinds of pieces (or head-ornaments, ear-pendants, 
watch chains, and charms; am'llets of varloua dealgna ; bracelets, armlets, 
wrlsUets, ~lt, watch seals, necklaCC1, slabs large and amall, for boxes ; 
rosaries of circular-cut or diamond-cut beads; paper·weighta, paper .. 
cullers, steel-holders, ink-pots. knife.handles, cigarcUe-pipea, rulers, 
seals, flower-vases, cups and saucers, chess-men ; Slllva·li11gas, with 
or without base i and many others like cannon with carriage and trap· 
pings.• (P. 207.) -

The industry is most lucrative as 'it is calculated that 
raw stones of the value of Rs. 1,000 are capable of being 
manufactured into different articles of the total value of 
Rs. 1,00,000, i.e., raw stone after being worked acquires one 
hundred times its original value, and this with the crude 
methods and primitive instruments now in use. The total 
value of raw stones, annually imported, is estimated at about 
three to five thousands and the total value of articles annually 
sold at about a Jakh and a half to two lakhs.' Unfortunately, 

' • the spirit of cooperation is lacking, and the general ignor· 
ance prevailing among them (those engaged in the work) tells 
against the development of this industry, though it is full of 

, 0 I 
prom1se. 

There remains tO notice Mr. G. B. Phansalkar's paper on 
the·, Purchase of Government Stores' (pp. 29.1-817). Mr. 
Phansalkar carries out his inquiry not only • with a view to 
ascertain. whether the Government is a friend or foe of the 
Swmkslri cause but also with a view to bring to the notice of 
the public at large the all-pervadin,~t customer in Government 
who, if inclined to buy Swadeslri goods, can buy much more 
than all of us put together or foster by direct encouragement 
the Indian arts and industries more than we all can do.' In 
this connection it cannot but be regretted that the labours of 
the Indian Stores Committee of 1906 have apparently 
proved infructuous, the Report of the Committee not even 
being published. 

A word suffices to call attention to the subjects of great 
present importance to which the resolutions of the Confer
ence (pp. 1-4) relate and to the several interesting speeches 
delivered thereon by men distinguished each in his way 
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(pp, 878- 08), During U1e months that have followed the 
Conlerence a~tion has been taken in respect of some of them, 
though but to a small extent ; but that story must be reserved 
for another place and occasion. It need only be said in 
conclusion that the Third Indian Industrial Conference 
transacted business ol great public usefulness, 

-



SUMMARY OF PROPOSALS, 

-
A.-Work of the Conference. 

1. The annual Industrial Exhibition may be taken up by 
the Conference with the help and cooperation of the 
Congress Reception Committee. ( Deii!IJn BaluJdiU' 
Ambalal Sa~rlal Desai, p. 88.) 

2. The Conference may encourage the acquisition of 
specialised practical knowledge by the award of 
scholarships and prizes lor pro6ciency in advertised 
subjects or lor monographs on particnlar industries. 
(I bid, p. Ba) 

8. The Conference and smaller societies affiliated to it 
may establish agencies to keep the craftsmen informed 
of the style of goods which is now in de~nd and o( 
the articles they should produce to suit the altered 
conditions of the trade, (.4. C. Chatterjee, Esq., p. 43.) 

"- The Conference should organise competitions in hand
spinning and give prizes to successful candidates and 
award medals to inventors of an improved Charklra. 
(Chunilal B. Desai Esq., p. 226,) 

B.-Investigation. 

S. Nati\'e Princes should institute economic SUl\'efS in their 
States with a view to help industrial advancement, 
(Profess~Jr T. K. Gajjar, p. 18.) . 

C.-E duc:atlon. 

6. Arrangements should be made for imparting instrnction 
in mining and metallurgy either in the existing colleges, 
or in an Institute of Mining. (Profeww T. K. Gajjar, 
p. 14.) 

7. The great ruling princes of India may set apart a portion 
of their revenues to supply the great want of a Mining 
institute, (/bid, p. 15.) 

5 
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8, The peC>ple should take steps to provide increased facill· 
ties for the education of the people without waiting 
either far Government initiation oc foe largj: funds. 
(/bid; pp. 18-9 and 21.) 

9, Free education, and that of the right sort, must be placed 
within the reach of the agricultural population. (Dewall 
IJahadur Ambalaf Sakerlal D.,ai, p. 82.7 

19. lt is the dufy of the State aJwell as of the rich to provide 
' as extensively as possible, sound elementary education 

for the lnbouring classes. (Ibid, p. 36.) 

11, Each province, in fact each district, ought to docide the 
. ' lines of industry for which it will provide industrial and 

technical training for itseli. Benga~ for instance 
might select the industries of silk, jute, tea and indigo; 
the U oiled Provinces. sugar, glass and woollen manu lac· 
lures; Bombay, cotton and woollen, and so fortft, The 
manufacture of leather ought to be taught in· all the 
provincial' schools. Similarly rr.echanieal' engineering 
electrical engineering, and industrial chemistry might 
be taught in all technical scllools. There ought always 
to be a living connection between the technieal school 
of a· district or province and its actuaL oc projected 
Industries. (Ibid, pp. 36-7.) 

1?. A. school or college providing a foil commercial course is 
very much needed. Among the subjects that may be· 
taught in such an institution may be included national 
and cosmopolitan political economy, private and public 
international law, comm<;rcial law·, the commercial 
policy of the leading nations, one or two foreign Ian· 
guages, commercial and political g~grapby, and 
statistics of trade and commerce, of agriculture, manu
factures, and mining, and, lastly, currency. (Ibid, p. 87.) 

IS. Such attention must be given to the educathn of the 
workman as shall improve his working capac: ty. (Jolrn 
Wal/au, Esq., p. 48.) 

14-· The success of technical instruction in railway workshops 
suggests an extension of tl1e sy£1em by which the fore
man might receive a special course of iostruction that 



would.improve bim as a foreman, or qualify him to be 
a teacher in a primary technical school. (Ibid, p. 58.) 

16. A course for the primary training -of children of the 
labouring classes outlined. (Ibid, pp. 54--6.) • 

16. A new class of teachers is required, \Yilh special train
ing, to meet the real needs of the working community, 
and no man should ·he allowed to undertake class work 
who cannot furnish proofs of his 11hility .to teach. 
·(Ibid, pp. 67-1.) 

17. Instead of making our children lawyers, ·tabsildars, 
deputy collectors or even collectors and commissioners 
we must make them engineers and captains of. industry. 

'(lswar Das Pars/zini, Esq., p. 820.) 

18. Not foreign teChnical scholarShips but national ·technical 
institutions are urgently needed. (I bill, p. '820.) 

19. The course that should be .adopted at a national techno
logical institute outlined. (Ibid, pp. 329·80.) 

20. The Indian . Universities should institute degrees in Com· 
merce and.affiliate Commercial Colleges that agree to 
.prepare candidates for University degrees iu Commerce, 
(K. Subraznani .Aiyar, Esq., pp. 61-2; C, Gopal Afe11on, 
Esq., p. 81.) 

21. Th• organisation of the commercial schools and colleges 
now in existence in -different parts of India should 
be improved as suggested. (K. Subramni Jliyar, Esq., 
•p. 88;) 

22, 'Vernacular commercial schools should be started for tlte 
benefit of those·tbat discontinue •their studies.-on pass~ 
ing 'Utrough •the vernactilar or p•imary :departmeat. 
(lbicl, ·P· 69,) 

28. .Arrongemenli ought to be made for the establishment of 
a •central commercial institution at Ute bead-quarters of 
each rprovince, rfhis institution ought to have dis· 
.tinct departments for i111parting .higher, secondary, and 
'Y<lrnacutar·commorcial.education. Provision must also 
be made in this cenlral institution for .trainir!g second· 
ory and ·vernacular. commercial teachers.11nd .supplying 
such teachers.to the smaller •chools .in .the mofussil, 

!(Ibid, p. ~0.) 



~4. Weaving schools should be established, wherever pos.. 
sible, not only to teach the art of weaving, but also to 
read and write. They should be for the special benefit 
of the children of weavers, though any others willing 
to learn may be freely admitted. (Kha11 Baltadur Be
zollji Dadabhoy Mehta, p. 187 ,) 

26· · Technical education should commence with manual train· 
ing. There ought to be universal spread of manual 
training in the primary classes. (R, C. IVIIilenock, 
B•q., p. 876.) 

D.-Capital and Coopei'Btlve Credit. -26. Indian publicists should earnestly endeavour to create a 
public opinion in favour of the diversion of indigenous 
capital from Government Securities and the Post 
Office Savings Bank into the channels of trade and 
industry. (Devan Baltatlur Arnba/al Sakerlal Desai, 
pp. 24-6.) 

27, Banking institutions should be established all over the 
land. Every town of importance should have a bank 
of its own. A net work of small banking establishments 
are wanted which will act as feeders to the bigger 
banks. (Ibid, p. 26.) 

28. We should freely borrow money of foreigners for indus-
trial purposes. (Ibid, p, 26.) . 

29. All companies formed outside India for mining should be 
compelled by Government to reserve a portion of their 
stock for Indian investors. (/bicl, p. 84.) 

80. Industrial banks should be opened in different centres of 
business to give financial help to ensure the proper 
organisation of new industries, (M. R. Boclas, Esq., 
pp, 8.6·6-7; Maganbltai Cltalurbltal l'alei,Esq.1 p. 844.) 

81. ·Government should pass legislation providing that, in 
respect of loans granted by industrial banks to artisans, 
their tools shall be exempt from attachment ; that a 
fixed portion of the subscribed capital of the bank shall 
be exclusively applied to industrial concerns ; and that 
the interest for such loans shall not exceed a specified 
rate. The scale of the registration fees for sucb banks 



should be very liberally revised. (Maganlal Chalurbhai 
Palei,IiJsg., p. 846.) 

82. A further expansion of cooperative credit associations 
ought to be encouraged for relieving agricultural indebt· 
edness. (Dewan Balladur A•nbalal Sa~rlal Desai, 
p. 82 ; W. V. Chandckar, Esq., p. 186.) 

a:J. A very large extension of the cooperative movement is 
necessary among the industrial population, and there 
are greater possibilities in industrial cooperation tban 
even in agricultural cooperation. (A. C. Ollallerjee, Esq., 
p. 43.) 

3·1. Men should come forward to spread a knowledge of the 
principles of cooperative credit, to counsel and guide 
the people in carrying them out, and to organise 
societies. ( W. R. Gourl11y, Esq , pp. 90 and 98 ; C. S. 
Campbell, Esq., p. 107.) 

SS. Individual cooperative credit societies should be organised 
int.l unillns, •uch as exist in Germany. (W, R. Gourlay, 
Esq., p. 97.) 

36. Every city might have its lending society and savings 
bank on cooperative principles. (C. S. Campbell, Esq., 
p. 107.) 

37. Either individual lenders or lending societies are wanted 
to supply capital to cooperative credit societies with 
interest low enough to fit in with the needs of the toea• 
lity. (Ibid, p. 108.) 

88, Cooperative grain banks (Ditarma golas) should be started 
iu viUagcs. (Jogin<lrallall• Saonaddar, Esg.

1 
p. 338.) 

B.-l.IJbour. 
89. As individual employers find It practically impossible to 

do the recruiting themselves each in his own way, there 
must be a thorough combination and association among 
U1e employers for the purpose. (KIIan Bal1adur Bezonji 
Dadahltoy Mehta, p. 83,) 

40. Each industrial centre should have a society of its own : 
it should have a practical and thorough organisation 
under which reliable recruiting agents might be ap
pointed. (Ibid, p. 83.) 
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41. .Shorter hours of work, regular holidays, .fairly good 
wages, well ventilated factories provided with sanitary 

. accessories, pure drinking water, and healthy dwellings 
are necessary to keep the operatives in such a state of 
health and ease, that they may show interest, if not zeal, 
in their work and may not wish to leave it. Pensions, 
provident funds, leave rules, would make the workers 
highly contented. (lbitl, p. 84; S. D. Saklalvala, Es<J., 
pp. 850·2·8.) 

·F·-Taxstlon. 
42.. The excise duties on cloth should be abolished. '(Dewall 

Baflatlur Arubalal Sakerlal Desai, p. 33.) 

. 48, · The present land policy of periodical settlements must 
. be abolished, and a permanent land tax ought to be 

fixed. (Ibid, pp. 82-3.) 

a.-Transport. 

· ~"· · 'A. s~Oicient supply of rolling stock on each line of rail· 
way ought to be insisted on. Smooth working arrange• 

· ments ·for 'interchange of waggons between ·the various 
lines ore.also•badly needed. 'The delays in the dispatch 
and handling of goods after arrival must give place to 

: more business like methods. Freight charges on aU 
'internal ·manufactures shonld be reduced. ''Indian 
•manufactures need very cheap freights and rapid trans• 
port.' (Dewall Bafladur Ambalal Sakerlal Desai, pp. 
j!Q.U.) 

'H.-Agt'/cu1ture • 
• 

45, As it will be a long time before tbe place of the agricul· 
. tural -industry becomes aecondary as in ·England, •it 
behoves the people to pay special attention to it. 

'(De111a11 Baflatlur .Afllbalal Sakerlal D .. ai, p. 32,) 

· ·4.G,. lfhe villager ought to be approached in his home and 
placed in possession of the knowledge which be lacks. 
iFDF this .village .committees should be ·formed, and 
.ma<lel farms ought.to be established for every small 
.group of villages. Trained .1ludian exper!B •ought to 
·bebrougb!'into direct contact with the peasant. And 
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tbe intervention· o£ tbe Revenue agency ought ·to bO 
sedulously shunned. V bid, p. 32.) 

4'Z. The old system of having a good storage tank for eve"Y· 
village deserves to. be revived. {Ibid; p. 31:)' 

48. The Bombay Millowncrs' Association should' show a 
practical' appreciation of the efforts ol Govemon:nt by · 
offering pric.:s to growers of long .stapled:- cotton in 
other parts of the country. (/bid, p. Sit.) 

49, Associations should be simultaneously organised, at 
Sural and Poona to commence with, whose· principal 
business it shall be to fccus diffnsed effort into annual 
exhibitions, made as attractive as possiWe,. whete: t~e 
progress of agriculture can be brought home to the 
landowner and the ryol with a force and directness 
which all other means cannot equal. (SlaalJ!· Reed, 
Esq., p. 122.) 

~0. The Agricultural Land Improvement Loan& Act may 
usefully be amended so as to provide greab:r facilities 
for obtaining loans for the purchase of engines and 
pumps for irrigation purposes. (,Alfred ChaUerton, 
Esq., p. 143.) 

~1. Government may purchase the engines and pumps 
themselves, and sell them to ryols on easier terms than 
privute firms can do. (Ibid, p. J«.} 

52. Where the water-suppiJ[ is very abundant and where 
the ryots have no capital and the land is sub-divided 
into small plots, it might be practicable to establish 
local water-supply companies who would ·raise water 
and sell it to the ryols eiU1er for a share in the prodnce 
of the land, or for a fixed rate per unit of volume or a 
fixed charge per acre irrigated. If anything of tbis 
kind is to be brought about, it will probably be necessary 
for Go\·emment to pioneer the way, and to provide 
sufficient legal protection to. induce capital to Oow in 
this direction. (/boil, p. 146.) 

liS. A re\ival of the old Bani and Jadi varieties of colton re· 
quires to be undertaken in Berar. (W. V. Clla11ol.k•r , 
Esq., p. (179.) 
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54. The opening of seed-depOts as in Oudh wiU be produc
tive of much practical good. (Ibid, p. 181.) 

55. Bulky manures such as cattle·dung as well as artificial 
manures such as saltpetre should be more largely used 
in cultivation. (Ibid, pp. 182·3.) 

56. The English plough and its working sbould be exhibited 
among the ryots so that they may be able to test its 
effects. A plough may be supplied to each taluka. 
and worked in the central villages for a week every 

· year. (Ibid, p. 1~4.) 

/ •. - Msnufsctur/ng Industries. 

57, Exhibitions might be held in weaving schools from time 
to time for the benefit of grown-up weavers, even prizes 
being offered for new designs or excellent work. (Khan 
Bahad11r Bezonji Dadabhoy Mehta, p, 187.) 

58. Cooperative weavers' societies might be formed, which 
might buy raw materials and sell finished articles on 
behalf of members or others who may wish to benefit 
by its rules. The societies may also advance the neces
sary funds. (Ibid, pp, 187-8.) 

59. The simplest and lightest implements should be the aim 
of every inventor of hand· looms. (ibid, p. 189.) 

60. An improvement in the method of winding, warping and 
sizing is wanted. (IUd, p. 189.) 

61. For various descriptions of cloth, it would not be possible 
to obtain always the right sort of sized warp from the 
mills. I~ such a case the cooperative society may have 
a small factory, which is a llecessity in such a matter 
for winding, warping and sizing only of yarns of English . 
or other makes, and supply ready-made warp beams 
to their members. (Ibid. p. 190.) 

62.. Small "power· loom factories, equipped with thirty or 
forty Raphael looms, driven by a small oil engine 
costing not more than Rs. 4 or S a day to run, might 
be worked with great succees in Ibis country and would 
afford an admirable training ground for the develop
ment of indigenous manufacturing genius. (Alfred 
Chatterton, Esq. p. 201.) 
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68. If the Oy·shutle band·loom is to be largely used in 
making the finer classes of native goods, the directiOD 
in which improvement should be sought for is not so 
much in increasing the rate of picking which is already 
quite fast enough but in improving the details of the 
shedding and the working of the sley so that the opera· 
tion of weaving subjects the comparatively delicate 
threads to the minimum amount of strain. (Ibid, p. 203.) 

64. Any improved band-loom must be capable of being run 
all day after day, wilh ease, by an ordinary man. To 
put it· beyond the probability of being soon set aside in 
competition with the power-loom, it should have a · 
speed approximating that of the latter. It must be 
adaptable to all ordinary widths and fineness of Indian 
band-made cloth. (D. C. Clmrchill, Esq., p. 214.) 

6G. The hand·loom bas now been revived in an improved 
form, and the Charkha ought to be reinstated in the 
same manner if possible. A proper Cl•arkha ought to 
be invented, in order to stop the importation of foreign 
machinery._ ( Clwni/a/ B. Desai, Esq., p. 22i> ,) 

66. A number of small sugar factories with a capital of 
Rs. GO,OOO toRs. 60,000 should be started. (C. Go-pal 
Menon, Esq., p. 371.) · 

67. The object of those who take an interest in the sugar in· 
dustry should be to study the cultivation of sugar.cane, 
and to -find out the standard varieties car able of pro
ducing a larger yield of sugar•J:<lDe per acre ; experi· 
ments should be made in testing the relative values of 
manures, in the chemical selection of sugar-cane, in the 
treatment of cane-crops with germicides and such other 
directions as wiU conduce to the increased production 
of this article. (Ibid, p p. 371-2.) 

68. To make the refinement of molasses a paying business, 
the manufacture of rum as a bye-product may be per. 
milled by the State. (DetDan Bahadur A mba/a/ Sakerlal 
Desai, .p. 84.) 

69. In order to develop the cotton-seed oil industry the 
maio thing at the outset is to provide scientific appara
tus for both crushing and refining the oil, under,. 

51 
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expert superintendence. The most advanL,geous pi'O• 
cess to adopt in the beginnin~ will be the English, that 
is to say, crushing the seed without delinting or decor· 
ticating. At the same time, delintin11 and decorticat· 
ing machinery should be installed,· inasmuch as the 
competition of American decorticated cakes in the 
foreign markets may demand the adoption of the 
American method of delinting and decorticating in 
India, (R 0. Wlrilenack, Esq., P• 247 ,) 

70. If we started o'l mills :i group of chemical industries will 
come into existence and utili!!e the bye·products. (Pro
fet<or T. K. Gajjar, p. 13.) · 

71, The people of Kathiawar and Cutch should go in for 
chemical industries-the manufacture of soda and sui· 
phuric acid-for which the valu,,ble depcnita of salt 
and iron pyrite~ hold forth bri2ht prospects. (Ibid, p. · 
16.) 

72. Every Province should have a leather factory of ita own. 
(Dewan Ba/radur Arnbalal Sakerlal Desai, p. 36.) 

73. Hand-loom weaving, knitting, lace-making and such 
other home industries should be introduced into rural 
areas so that the agricultnral populati~n may have 
some employment throughout the year. (Ibid, pp. 8~·6.) 

J.-Miscellllneo us. 

74. The feasibility of cheap production and distribution 
throughout India of electric energy owned a11d con· 
trolled by the public should be considered, (Professor 

"5. 
T. K. Gajjar, p. 16.) 

• 
Instead of blindly following in the footsteps of Western 

manufacturers, let Indians adopt their latest methods of 
· work and introduce the systems devised to nullify the 

e\'il and disastrous consequences of those prevalent 
now. (Ibid, p. 16.) 

76, Economic and industrial museums, planned on the 
models of Europe and Amtrica, should be established 
in every important industrial and commercial cent.re ·in 
India. (Ibid, p •. li.) . 
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'11. Commercial bureaus must follow as a corollary to 
museums. (Ibid, p. 17,) 

78. The reports prepared at these institutions should not 
only be published in scientific and technical English, 
but also in the vernaculars and in a form devised to 
attract the attention ol our people and to interest 
them in their contents, thereby inducing them to 
embark on the introduction or creation ol new and 
profitable industries .(Ibid, p. 17.) 

19. New guilds ol tradesmen and handicraftsmen should be 
organised to meet the requirements ol the times, (Ibid, 
p. 17.) 

80. The currency ol British India may be adopted in 
Gwali<Jr, Hyderabad, and Ute Rajputana States as has 
been done in Baroda as a common cnrrency for the 
whole country will be helpful in the development of 
internal trade. (Dewan Bahadur Ambalal Sakrlal Desai, 
p. 81.) 

:61. The introcluction ol uniform weights and measures 
throughout the counlry in the place of the present 
confusing labyrinth of the same. (Ibid,~· 31.) 

-



Resolutions passed at tbe Third Indian Industrial 
Conference, beld at Surat on tbe 

30tb December 1907. 

I, ltrdwlrinl Surwy. 

Resolveti-That U1is Conference expresses its sense of 
satisfaction that an Industrial Survey has been carried out 
in the United Provinces, and is being carried out in the 
Central Provinces and Berar and in the Baroda State, and 
It would urge other Provincial Governments in British India 
and the Governments of other Indian States to carry out at 
an early date Industrial Surveys of the territories within 
their jurisdiction, as exact and detailed information would 
afford facilities for the introduction of a sound system of 
technical education and the weU·ordered development of 
indigenous industries. 

(Proposed by Sir Bhalchandra Krishna, Kl. (Bombay), 
seconded by K. Natarajan, Esq. (Bombay), and carried 
unanimously.) 

II. Teclrnical and Commercial Education. 

Resolved-(n) That this Conference reaffirms the Reso· 
lution on Technical and Commercial Education passed at the 
last Conference. 

(b) That this Conference thanks the Government 
of the United Provinces for the action taken by them 
with a view to introduce a fairly comprehensive system of 
Technical Education in those provinces, and would express 
the hope that other Provincial Governments wiU he pleased 
to convene representative conferences such as the recent 
N aini Tal Conference, to devise measures for the spread of 
Technical Education in their respective provinces. And this 
Conference further expresses the hope that the Government 
of India would provide adequate funds for giving effect to 



the recommendations of the Naini Tal Conference and carry· 
ing out similar schemes in other provinces. 

(c) That this Conference, while appreciating the action 
taken by the Governments of some Indian ~tales to enconrage 
Technical Education, urges that further steps should be taken 
in the same direction in all Indian states. 

(d) That this Conference welcomes the growth of public 
interest in Technical Education, as shown by the action taken 
by certain local and municipal boards and private associations 
in promoting it, and it strongly urges on the leader• of the 
people the necessity of taking practical steps for providing 
increased facilities for it by starting institutions and founding 
scholarships to encourage technical studies in India and 
abroad. 

[Proposed by R. C. Whitenack, Esq. (Baroda), seconded 
by D. G. Dalvi, Esq. (Bombay), supported by Ish war Das 
Varshini, Esq. (Aiigarh), and Professor Ruchi Ram Sahni 
(Lahore), and carried unanimously.] 

Ill. Agricultural Education. 

Resolved-That this Conference records its sense of 
appreciation ·of the action taken and contemplated by the 
Government in regard to the establishment of Agricultural 
Colleges in the several provinces, and would urge that in 
view of the importance of a· wider spread among the culti
vating and landholding classes of a practical knowledge of 
the principles of scientific agriculture and modern methods, 
Government would be pleased to establish Experimental and 
Demonstration Farms as widely as possible and to. start 
vernacular schools in connectioll with them, one at least in 
every district. 

[Proposed by G. Subramania Jyer, Esq. (Madras), 
seconded by Rao Bahadur Khandubhai Gulabbhai Desai 
(Sural), and carried unanimously.] 

IV. Agricr~llural Ba11ks. 

Resolved-That this Conference begs to call the attention 
of Government to the urgent need of promoting the establish· 
(llent o! Agricultqral Banks to help co-operative credit 



societies and to advance loans directly to ~griculturists at 
reasonable rates of interest, and further begs to suggest that 
the advice and co-operation of representative members of the 
Indian community may be enlisted in devising a suitable 
scheme to secure this object. 

[Proposed by Rao Bahadur· Lalshankar Umiashaokar 
(Ahmedabad), oeconded by Thakorram Kapilram, Esq. 
(Sural), and carried unanimously.] 

1'". 1M Alining I11duslry. 

Resolved-( a) That this Conference expresses its sense 
of satisfaction at the successful formation of the Tala Iron 
and Steel Company, Limited, with the help entirely of capital 
raised in India. 

(b) That this Conference invites the attention of capita
lists in India to the urgent need of developing and· fully 
utilising the mineral resources of the country, and trusts t!lat, 
in view of the ultimately lucrative character of the industry, 
they will make organised efforts in that direction. 

(c) That this Conference is of opinion that special 
consideration should be shown to Indian enterprise and 
initiation by the Government and preferential treatment given 
to it. 

[Proposed by Rao Bahadur R. N. Mudholkar (Amraoti), 
seconded by the Honourable Mr. Go!.:uldas K. Parekh 
(Bombay), and carried unanimously.] 

I"I. Colton ,.Spinning and Wt<~l1ing. 

Resolt'td-(a) That this Conference records its sense of 
satisfaction at the stimulus the Spinning and the Weaving 
industry have received from the Swadesbi movement, and it 
urges th~ bestowal of increased attention on Cotton Culti· 
vation, the erection of Spinning and ·Weaving Mills at 
~uitable centres, and the revival of the Handloom Weaving 
mdustry on a commercial basis as essential to the success of 
the movement, 

(b) That this Conferen~e urges the Government to 
remove the restrictions retarding the expansion of the indus
try and to provide facilities for affording practical instruction 



in weaving by the establishment of Weaving Schools at every 
important weaving centre. 

[Proposed by L. K. Tulasiram, Esq. (Madura}, seconded 
by S. B. Sankaram, Esq. (EIIore), and carried unanimously.] 

VII. The Sugar Indwtry. 

Resolved-(a) That this Conference notices with con
cern the increase in the imports of foreign ·sugar, and is of 
opinion that 1 to arrest the steady decline of the indigenous 
industry it is absolutely necessary to encourage the cliltivation 
of healthier and more prolific varieties of cane, to employ 
greater care in cultivation, to use more economical processes 
for extracting the juice, and, above all, to adopt the most 
modern and efficient methods of refining. 

(b) That this Conference urges the Government to pro
vide more extensive irrigalional facilities, allow the utilisation 
of bye-products, and, further, to consider the desirability of 
imposing a duty upon imported sugar in order to protect the 
indigenous industry. 

[Proposed by the Honourable Pandit Madan Mohan 
Malaviya (Allahabad), seconded by Manubhai Nandshankar, 
Esq. (Baroda), supported by Lala Dharam . Das Suri, 
(Lahore), and Chunilal Vrijbhukandas, Esq. (Bombay), and 
carried unanimously.] 

VIII. A.ppointmmt of Office-bearers aPJd Provision 
of Funds for the year 1908. 

Resolved-That this Conference re-appoints Rao Baha
dur R. N. Mudholkar as General Secretary and Mr. C. Y. Chin
tamani as Assistant Secretary, and it appeals to the public for 
a sum of Rs. 10,000 for meeting the expenses for the next 
twelve months. · 

[Proposed by Sir Bhalchandra Krishna, Kt. (Bombay), 
seconded by the Honourable Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya 
(AUahabad), and carried unanimously,] 

Sural, 
80th December 1908. 

AMBALAL SAKERLAL DESAI, 
Presideut, 

Third Indian Industrial Conferetrc•. 
R. N. MUDHOLKAR, 

General Seeretary, 
Indian IndtiSirial Conferertce, 



REPORT 
OF THE 

Third Indian Industrial Conference. 

The Third Indian Industrial Conference was held in the 
Congress Ma111lap at Sura! at 12 noon on Monday, the 30th 
December 1907, There was a large gathering of delegates 
and visitors belonging to the different parts of India. The 
Conference was opened by Professor T. K. Gajjar, Chairman 
of the Committee, who delivered the following speech :-

Speeoh ot the Ohalrman of the Oommlttee, 

BROTHBR·DBLHGATHS, LADIES AND GENTLBioiBN, 

Before I proceed to discharge the duties assigned to me 
by the Reception Committee of the Third Industrial Confer
ence, I must offer my apology for my inability to do justice to 
the responsible work entrusted to me. I have often been in
vited by kind-hearted friends to speak on the topics connected 
with my favourite lines of work. I have, however, been 
obliged to decline the invitations, as I have always felt myself 
diffident about venturing on public plaUorms. I have no 
hereditary aptitude lor the art of public speaking, being born · 
of an artizan family, and have therefore contented myself with 
doing whatever other work lay within my power. But the 
citizens of Sural, the place of my birth, nominated me to the 
proud privilege, lor which I am thankful to them, of aocord· 
ing to you all-the representatives of Industrial India, a 
hearty welcome worthy of the city which was the greatest 
industrial and commercial centre on this side of India under 
Ute Moguls. and I could not decline the nomination. It was 
here at Sural that our present rulers got a footing as traders 
alter roaming over seas, and it was here that they established 
the factory which developed in the course of centuries into ,_ 



great Empire. Sural then was in tlie zenith of her glory. 
;>kill, intelligence, enterprise and commerce combined to shed 
lustre· over it. But, alas I now its glory has gone, and its 
energy and activity have declined. The world-renowned arts 
of Surat now lack the spirit of progress and linger behind the 
advances of Science. At this place then, Gentlemen, I give you 
a most cordial welcome. 

It is in the fitness of things that this Conference should 
meet at a place which furnishes an object-lesson of our 
present economic sjtuation, and which should consequently 
inspire and stimulate the sacred work we have undertaken. 
It was a happy idea of the Benares Exhibition Committee to 
organise in connection with the Industrial Exhibition, an 
Industrial Conference. In doing so they took the practical step 
without which, according to the penetrative observation of the 
Hon. D1·. Rash Behari Ghosh, exhibitia'ns were useless. The 
practical genius of the great Ranade also had perceived the 
necessity of Industrial Conferences, which were consequently 
held in Poona in the years 189l-9:l--9S. But this movement 
did not continue after the elevation of Mr. Ranade to the 
Bench of the Bombay High Court. Its spirit lay dormant. It 
was reserved for a Gujarati colonist of Upper India, the 
Hon. Munshi Madho La!, with the able co-operation of 
Mr, R. N. Mudholkar, to revive the] movement and secure 
the co-operation and sympathy of all workers, whether 
official or non-official, the cause of India's industrial 
progress. The Conference was launched at a very 
opportune moment-a moment when Indi1 experienced 
travails caused by the birth of far-reaching movements 
-a moment when the Swadeshi movement swept over the 
whole country, welcomed and supported by all people, rich 
or poor, literate or illiterate. 

The national spirit embodied in the sessions of the Indian 
National Congress gave a tangible shape in 1901 to our indus• 
trial endeavours by the institution of an Industrial Exhibition 
at Calcutta under the organising talent of the Hon. Mr. 
J. Chaudhuri. The sessions that followed organised these 
shows on a more or less grand and comprehensive scale. But 
it must be said they were not pervaded with the spirit and 
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insight which advanced industrial nations have manifested in 
the exhibitions held by them. Instead of making arrange
ments to show the processes of manufacture our raw products 
pass through in foreign countries, or suggesting lines of deve
lopment for our existing industries, we collected samples of 
articles manufactured in India to give an opportunity to the 
agents of foreign manufacturers to take minute notes of them 
and prepare their cheap machine-made imitations to replace 
our manufactures in our own market, These remarks will, I 
hope, be borne in mind when such exhibitions are organised 
in future, 

The short time at our disposal bas -not enabled us to 
exhibit Indian-made articles on these grounds. We have 
tried to meet this deficiency by holding a small but excellent 
exhibition of handlooms, including some from Sural itself. 
This is the first time, therefore, that our Conference meets 

. without its parent institution. This break, let us, however, 
hope, will conduce to a modification of the ideals of future 
exhibitions. 

Brother-delegates, we have assembled here to deliberate 
with a view to take practical steps in regard to the vital question 
of the industrial regeneration of ourselves, on which all other 
questions-political, social, religious- depend to a greater or less 
extent. This platform of science and industry makes room 
for all classes of the people to meet together, laying aside per
sonal ambition, political animosity, religious prejudices and 
state ofiicialism, so that they could all combine in an 
unanimous effort to raise every class in society to a higher 
condition of personal excellence and usefulness, and 
extinguish class distinctions by diffusing e~ual education, 
We have taken in hand this most vital question, and we cannot 
allow any further time to pass by, without organised action to 
oaise our nation to the rank from which it bas fallen. 

I may now crave your indulgence for a brief reference to 
the great problems on which the industrial efficiency of a 
nation depends. Keeping aside the political, geographical 
and sociological factors, we may touch the economic factors 
which have been repeatedly pointed out in lucid and definite ' 
anguage as being available in our country. Our fertile lands, 
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rich mines, vast forests and bidden treasures, the natural forceo 
pent up in the mighty water-falls of the rivers that irrigate 
India,-the capital hoarded in temples and invested in non· 
industrial transactions,-the abundant labour that can be 
obtained on easy terms,-have not arrested the decay and 
poverty with which we are overwhelmed. Our ignorance and 
apathy, and the inOuence exerted by foreign manufacturers on 
our fiscal policy have reduced us to such a state. 

For the last so many years we have been working for the 
progress of our nation, but, 1 must say, without a proper 
grasp of the methods and aims of that progress. We have 
neglected the lines of the solution of economic problems 
followed by the foremost nations of to-day. Some of our 
national problems would ere now have been solved to a great 
extent, if systematic technical education along with general 
education had been introduced throughout India. Japan 
adopted technical education 26 years after our benign 
Government initiated the present educational system in India, 
and during such a short period she has become a compara· 
lively trained nation, trained to think, trained to do the best 
along any line that may turn up, and has grown into a world. 
power whose friendship and good will are sought by other 
nations. But what has been our fate ? Our indigenous indus
tries have been crippled by foreign competition, or have lao· 
guished for want of a proper application of the modern industrial' 
methods. The nation that proudly called herself the workshop 
of the world, allowed our country to be degraded into one of 
the chief markets of the world, Foreign syndicates make 
use of India's natural forces to deprive her of mineral wealth, 
in the absence, among other causes, of enterprise and adequate 
training on the part of the people. 

For example, the Mysore Government is generating 
electric power in the Cauvery at ~ tremendous outlay of its 
people's money, and has leased it to a foreign syndicate to 
exploit the mineral wealth of the State in return for a small 
royally. The resources of the State are doubtless developed 
thereby, but its people have not been profited to the extent 
they ought to have been, and have not acquired any aptitude 
lor scientific mining or for making use of the natural forces. 
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What is thus happening in !.!)"SOre also operates more Ot 

less all over the country. ·The Indian Government is trying 
to develope the mineral resources ol India, but it must be 
borne in mind that the development o( a country is quite 
different from that of its people. The exploitation of America, 
AI rica and Australia has resulted in the extinction or serfdom 
of the original inhabitants. • The present Amir ol Afghanistan 
fully reali5es this difference, and does not grant concessions 
to foreign capitalists to work the rich mineral deposits in his 
country, but engages foreign experts to train his subjects to 
de,·elope the resources of the country themselves. This shows 
that the Amir cares more for the permanent interests of his 
subjects, than for tbe temporary gain to his treasury from 
concessions to foreign syndicates on easy terms. 

The charge of this neglect of duty, hou·ever, does not 
wholly attach to our Government : we must share it in part 
ourselves, because the pioneers of modern industries in India 
ha\-e not combined tlu:ir energies together to devise ways and 
means for organising a system of technical education managed 
by and for them. 

We shut our eyes to the benefits other nations have reaped 
through an efficient educational system in their countries. 
Our very bones and marrow ( oilseeds) are exported to fertilise 
o~er lands, and our corn is exported to feed others when our 
people barely get one meal per day. Our raw products are 
sent to foreign countries and imported as manufactured goods. 
Thus tbe large margin of profit that should ha\-e served to 
feed our own brethren goes to enrich the foreign ma!IU
Iacturer. 

All Ibis happens under our own eyes. Not being provided 
,.·ith tbe modern industrial facilities and mental equipment, 
we ha,·e been reduced to a state ol helplessness, and we 
suffer ourselves to be impoverished and our country to be 
exploited by foreigners. 

l cannot onrit to mention in this connection tbe work tbe 

.. • .. U,'' sa~ Yr. C~ .. tbe Go\"Cfllment •ould gr.mt r.Ul~~r.~.y and 
mtmo;;:: coocrssaoos to fon:tgnen. t .. e country would dentope rapidly, fO( 
it! manes ~one would attract m:any prospectors and. if found to be aS 
a:!erui~ at Ctl!T'Ult.ly bdleved, much e1.pibl "WOUld follow. The G<m:m
mcnt and people. bowCYer. are united ia opposing any eonoessioas to 
tocei::ocn.•'-T.k 1-.ll.JJ• Tr.M~ J,•,•U, D::c. 18, L901. 

2 
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Government and some of our eulightened people have done in 
this direction. Our rulers have in their own way and in 
accorrlance with their light and interest fostered education, 
general and technical, have carried on economic and indus· 
trial investigations, have organised departments deemed neces· 
sary for the industrial expansion of modern times,-undertaken 
experiments and convened conferences for the development of 
the resources of India. But the people of this country have 
themselves availed but little of these surveys, of the reports and 
monographs published by the Government or of the results of 
its experiments and investigations, because they were never 
taught the modern methods of handling industrial questions. 

In the same way the large sums subscribed by our people 
were utilised by the Government for educational purposes in 
accordance with the prevalent ideas about education. Had a 
portion of these sums been spent in educating our artizans, 
farmers and capitalists in the ways and means pursued by the 
people of Europe and America, we would not have been made 
dependent on others for the necessaries of our life. Our 
Princes introduced facilities for technical stndies in their states 
but their measures were not carried out in the right patriotic 
spirit which demands in educationists earnestness, complete· 
ness and foresight, especially in a country like India, rich in 
resources and abounding in people addicted to conservative 
and exploded methods of work and unaware of the progressive 
and scientific methods of advanced nations. 

Lord Reay's famous Resolution on technical education fell 
into dissuetude, because persons eYtrusted to carry it out did 
not possess the essential qualification just mentioned. The reso· 
lution aimed at making the Sir J. J. Art School a central insti· 
lute for art industries, the V. J. T. Institute one for mechanical 
industries and the l'oona College of Science one for scientific 
o.nd technological studies, But when Mr. Chatfield was 
interpellated in the Bombay Legislative Council as to the 
fate of the ReBolution, his reply w os to the effect that the 
problem of industrial training was being solved by the 
Technical School of Baroda. 

The Kalabhuvan of BJroda was instituted when H. H, 
the Gaekwar initiated his enlightened policy for the advance· 
ment of his subjects. General eclucation1 the foundation of 
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all technical education, was made free and compulsory in one 
division of the State, i.e,, in Amreli, and by this time it is ex· 
tended to all the divisions. Three trade schools were also 
opened, A :,itate museum was established, and a system of 
industrial loans was instituted on tho lines of the culture system 
of Java suggested by 1\lr. ll.anade. This liberal policy encour· 
aged me to organise the Kalabhuvan which had for its ideals 
the Zurich and Charlottenburg technical schools. It undertook 
to impart instruction in such subjects as would not only serve 
the present industrial needs of the people but enable them to 
start new industries. 

The industry that occupies a prominent place in our 
commercial life is the mill industry. Its commercial and 
mechanical sides arc attended to but until recently no thought 
was devoted to the development of its chemical and artistic 
aspects. Our technical schools are partly responsible 'for the 
neglect of these important fac~ors in mill industry. \Vith the 
single exception of the Kalabhuvau, !hoy rested satisfied with 
the provision of instruction which the existing needs of the 
industry required, anti took no steps to introduce studies 
necessary for its [urthet· development. The V. J. Technical 
Institute is now arranging for instruction in Dyeing aod 
1'extile Chemistry twenty years after the Kalabhuvan took 
up the subjects at Baroda. 

The Kalabhuvan bad a great share in the introduction of 
the dyeing industry in India. When our vegetable colours 
were driven out from the world's market, which they had 
held for centuries, by the man·ellous colours modern chemis· 
try had extracted from coal-tar ; when our dyers and 
weavers were reduced to poverty, their occupation having 
been taken up by others, there was no recourse left but to 
make use of these ne1v colours and not to pay unnecessarily 
lor Ute process of dyeing carried on outside India. Germany, 
the home of the•e chemical dyes, was anxious to secure 
a market for them ill India. Our mill industry als<> needed 
a healthy growth and development. These considerations 
led me to suggest to the gre.1t colour manufacturers o[ 
Germany to train student.. and instruct native dyers in 
the use of Uteir dyes if they desired India to become one of •· 
their great consumers. They appreciated the suggestion a'ld 
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acted upon it, and started their first laboratory in this very 
city, and commenced to instruct students and native dyers 
in the processes connected with dyeing. When the tate 1\fr. 
J. N· Tala heard about this, he at once communicated with 
me and made up his mind to append a dye-house to his milt, 
with the help of dyers trained in my private laboratory at 
Baroda. Dyeing schools were soon after opened at Ahme
dabad, Delhi, Cawnpore, Amritsar an<l othet places under my 
supervision, and s~veral trained dyers were sen! round as travel
ling agents. These are the educational methods the Germans 
adopted for their purely commercial interests, and the result 
is the present remarkable revival in our dyeing industry. My 
friend Mr. 'fulsiram, who introduced dyeing at Madura, 
informed me at the time of the last Bombay Congress that 
47,000 Sourashtra settlers have been blessing the trained dyer, 
sent by me there some years back, and that the Glas!OW 
iurkcy red yarn manufacturers had to send their agents to 
1\faduta to enquire why all the imports were stopped imd 
what were the methods of dyeing there adopted. Since that 
time an extensive u.<e of coal-tar colours is made in India 
and dye- houses are opened in our milis in numbers, and thus 
is saved to her the margin of profit swallowed by Lancashire 
and Glasgow. 

We live in a time when new ideas are spreading. For 
instance, many believe and their number is on the increase, 
that since our Government cannot be expected to promote oar 
industries by a policy or Protection, we should promote !hem 
ourselves by means of a consumers' league to boycott foreign 
articles. Now I do not wish to ·~~ert either !hal boycott is 
altogether impracticable or it is altogether useless. What I da 
wish to point out is that boycott can never by itself solve an 
industrial problem. For instance, tbe word agriculturists of 
India boycotted indigo, branding it " devil's drug " and the 
Legislature also came to their aid by passing the harshest law 
to punish those who imported it. But the use and import of 
indigo went oii in England until modern chemistry produced 
the colouring matter artificially and at less cosl Scientific 
knowledge, technical skill, and industrial enterprise and 
organisation-these are the true remedies, the only positive 
forces we cail rely on to develope our industries. 
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h bas been pointed out above th•t the expansion o£ mill 
industry bas not been attended with the parallel development 
of !he chemical industries. Many raw products await chemists 
to transform them into articles of use and commerce. Take 
for instance, the varieties of seeds our bod rroduces from 
year to year. They are sent to foreign countries to provide 
us with their oils and deri.-ed prodocls. If we started 0.1 miDs, 
a group of chemical industries wiU come into exisleilce and 
utilise the bye-produch. You are not unaware of the new and 
unexpected avenu"" of industries which lhe chemistry o[ 

hyc·producll open• up in the West. For the last twenty years I 
have been preaching the grcat future that lies in store for oil 
industry in our country. ·Tbe dazzling prospects that the 
textile industry hold• forth, however, leaves little room lor it tO 
attract capitalisll and manufacturers. 

Another disadvantage which we suffer from the lack o£ 
chemical knolfledge is seen in mining operations. \\"e bave 
been quarrying mineral depnsill and exporting them to Europe 
because we do not know how to make them into articles of 
use. The minerals tbat demand chemical treatment are 
not touched, but only those \\'hicb can be readily and 
easil1 transhipped to Europe. Tbe gigantic scheme of the 
late Mr. J. N. Tala to work iron ores, wbich have been 
allowed to remain undisturbed up till now, wit~ no doubt, in 
course of lime, bring about a steady progress in otir metallurgi" 
cal undertaldngs and stimulate the growth of ail exfeilsive 
mining industry. 

"The feature which slands out most prominently in a 
survey of the mineral industries l'f India is the fact !hat practi· 
cally nothing bas been done to develope those minerals which 
are es.enlial to modern metallurgic:>! and chemical industries, 
while most striking progress bas been made during recent 
years io openir.g out deposits from wbicb pro;Iucll Me obbio
ed suitable for export, or for consumption in the country by 
what may conveniently be called direct processes" 

" In th~ respect India of to. day stands in contrast tu 
India of a century ago. The European chemist, armed with 
cheap supplies al sulphuric acid and alkali and aided by low sea 
freights and increased facilities for internal distribution by a 
spreading network al railways, bas been enabled to stamp 
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out In ail but remote localities, the once flourishing 
native manufactures of alum, the various alkali compounds, 
blue vitriol, copperas, copper, lead, steel and iron, and serious 
ly to curtail the export trade in nitre and borax. The high 
quality-of the native made iron, the early anticipations of the 
processes now employed in Europe for the manufacture of 
high-class steels and the artistic products in copper and brass 
gave the country a prominent position in the ancient metallur
gical world. " 

" With the spread of railways, the development of manu
factures connected with jute, cotton, and paper, and the 
f!radually extending usc of electricity, the demand for metallur
gical and chemical products in India bas steadily grown. 
Before long the stage must be reached at which the variety 

·ami quantity of products required, but now imported, will 
satisfy the conditions ~ecessary for local production of those 
which can be economically manufactured only for the supply 
of groups of industries." 

What line of action does this extract from the new 
Imperial Gazetteer suggest to us 1 What steps are necessary 
to develope our mining industry on a scientific basis 1 Instruc
tion in mining and metallurgy, either in the existing 
colleges or in an Institute of Mining, will alone lead 
to the fulfilment of prospects our rich mineral deposits hold 
forth. By its means another great staple industry will come 
into• existence and supply the people of India with commercial 
activity and remunerative work, and repay the cost of educa
tion thousandfold. 

Our Government does not }let appear to have realised the 
necessity of creatiug a great Institute of Mining. The great 
work it is carrying on for the improvement of agriculture 
should be supplemented by some efforts in this direction, 
because all industries depend upon agriculture and mining. 
Its agricultural improvements will take time before they are 
universally adopted throughout India, but provision of instruc
tion in mining and of facilities for the working.of mines will 
give a stimulus to the prosperity of India and check impoverish
ment a11d destitution to which villages after villages have fallen 
victim through the changing conditions of the times. 

We are fortunate in having big Native States to look after 
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our interests. 1£ our Government does not shake off its tardi
ness. let us appeal to the great ruling princes of India to set 
apart a portion of their revenues to supply this great want. 
The money spent on it will be repaid by the enhancement of 
their revenues caused by U1e industries which will spring up 
in connection with the working of the mineral wealth which 
lies imbedded in their territories or in British India. 

In this connection I ha..-e great pleasure in announcing 
to you that H. H. the Thakore Saheb of Morvi intends to 
establish a l"echnical Institute in his State. It will provide 
instruction in Technological Chen1istry and in Mining and 
Metallurgy for which there is a great field and demand in 
India. The Institute will provide a higher standard of studies 
than that pro,;ded for at the Kalablmvan. 

Kathiawar and Cutch contain great possibilities of de
velopment for some chemical industries. The valuable deposits 
of s•lt and iron pyrites there bold forth bright prospects for 
the manufacture of soda and •ulnhuric acid-the two great 
pillars of chemical industries. The people o! l{athiawar and 
Cutch do not lack enterprize. Let some of them divert tneh 
energies from the cotton trade and go in for these industries. 
II they do so, the favourable geographical ·position, rich 
geological formations and the patriotic interests of the chiefs 
will, within a decade, transform the two peninsulas into a 
great manufacturing centre, and drive out for 1!\·er the recur
ring famines which depopulate and paralyse some of the 
Na!ive States. 

For want of time, I have to lea\·e off reference to impor
tant industries such as Tanning, Brewing, Glass and Porce
lain and many others, which have a great future before them. 

Indigenous Indian industries are characterised by the 
simplicity of tool• and implements employed by the workers. 
The labour unit of Indian industry is small and the capital 
required for working that unit successfully is also small. 
Time has brought us, whose industries possess these character
istics, face to face with the modern achicYe:nents o~ Western 
Science, and its multifarious inventions in the mechanical: 
chemical and electrical branches. So, on the one hand, \1 e 
have to produce on a large scale and to adopt the factory 
system ; but, on the oth~r hand, we have also to rescue our 
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small ind11stries and make them with the help of modern 
science a source of prosperity to our country. The question 
of cottage or village industries is one of the vital questions of 
our national life. 'l'here is some possibility of solving it, 
according to Professor Hobson, • if a cheap production of ~Icc· 
tric energy owned or controlled by the public can be cheaply 
distributed throughout India· 

Let our industrial and political leaders concentrate their 
energies on the proper handling of a problem like this and 
solve it once for all. Many of the disadvantages we suffer 
!rom would thus find a remedy. Let our activities profit by 
the lesson the industrial history of the West has to teach to the 
world, that combinations for the maintenance of artilicial 
prices, huge and lying advertisements and gross adulteration of 
manufactured products get rid of the efficiency in manufactur· 
ing operations by which every business should naturally stand 
or fall, t Let us not proceed on lines which have brought 
in their train mi~(ort11ne and dis..ster. Instead of blindly 
following in t!1e fo.,lsteps of Western manufacturers, let. us 
... J..,pl their latest methods of work, and introduce the systems 
devised to nullify the evil and disastrous ~onscquences of those 
prevalent now. ~.et us bear in mind that t!1e dominant factor 
of industrial success js just simple efficiency, by which I mean, 
" a cpmbination of economy and progress in manufacturing 
operations." lf we do this we shall not be handicapped in 
the competitive race of commerce !;>ut we shall be ahead 
of Western countries in proportion as we develop the nasceut 
skill of our people and to the ~!'lent we make usc of our 
resoqrcess. ·. 

We have undertaken a grave responsibility in meeting in 
such Conferences from year to year. The destinies of India 
hang on the practical results of our deliberations. Conse· 
q!J~atly, I may be permitted to suggest oome lines capable of 
leading us to the desired goal, We must not only apply 
ourselves to the study ol the industrial conditions prevalent in 
India and elsewhere, but sho.uld come to a definite conclusion 
as to the meanr. and methods tq be adopted to improve our 
condition in consonance wilh !he highest developments of 

• Vide" Science in Public AUalr8", 
t Proreesor Duncan's Chcml1lr)' of Commerce. 
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modern science. We should bring about the creation of ali . 
the facilities in India which the artizans, manufaCtur~is' :ind 
capitalists possess in the West. The economiC: and industrial 
museums, planned on the inodels of Europe and America', 
should be established hi every important commercial a:O:d 
industrial centre... Our annual exhibitions may Iorin a 
nucleus lrom which the future museums may grow in eonfot
mity with local conditions and requirements. k cellectio·n til 
samples of foreign manufactures should. be piaced· side by side 
with that of home·made articles, so thai loi:al arliiaiis rimy 
have the benefit of cultivating their taste in th'e' proper 
direction by comparative study. Their heads should be j>atrio
tic Indians who possess sufficient experience 61 the' needs and 
resources of India ; they will furnish the requisite information 
and help our people to go in lor new productive indusfriei 
It is unnecessary to add that commercial bureaus must follow 
as a corollary to museums. The reports prepared at ih'ese 
institutions should not only be published hi scientific' atid 
technical English, which takes for granted a good deal of 
training, information and knowledge on the part of the 
rearlers, but also in the ,·ernaculars and in· n form deviSed 
to attract the attention of our people and to interest tb'erri'in 
their contents, thereby inducing t11ein to embark on the 
introduction or creation' of new and profitable indusiries. 

Our ancient guilds known as the ?.Iahajanas in dujara~ 
have suffered disintegration with the peritieatioli or Brifisl\ 
inlluence in India. The services th'ey performed a5 sbciat and 
commercial forces were great, but now t'hey have faiien into 
disuse. It is time that new guilds should be organised to' meet 
the requirements of the times. They shall have tci' attend to 
the organisation of their industr'ies, the creation of fac:ili!ies in 
the shape ol museums, bureaus, technical institutes, ini:lustrhtl 
banl:s, etc., to guard tlie interests of industrial cenires 
and communities and to undertake industrial stirveyS' i'n 
special directions. Our Conference will render :1.' very ilitpor
t:tnt service to the industries ol india, if it ta!tes up this ques~ 
tion of U1e formation of guilds seriou.•ly. 
. O~ly the Government has the means to carry out general 
mdustnal surveys. If they are properly carried out and their 

•Refer to my Museum Notes. 
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results placed within the reach of the teeming millions of India, 
the British Government will confer a great benefit on them. 
Our native Princes may also be approached to come fonvard 
to help our industrial advancement by instituting economic 
surveys in their states. Our industrial development will be 
stimulated if surveys of particular industries are carried out 
instead of planning a general survey. H. H. the Gaekwar 
entrusted me, some years ago, with the work of making a 
survey of the dyeing and calico·printing industries, This sur· 
vey proved of considerable help to me in my subsequent work 
for the revival of the dyeing industry in India, 

Before making my suggestions on the last but \mpor~1nt 
factor of our industrial regeneration, I have a pleasant duty to 
perform. Our Conference bas been fortunate enough in 
securing as its President my friend, Dewan Bahadur Ambalal 
Sakerlal, who is a distinguished alumnus of the Bombay 
University, a staunch political leader of Gujarat and one 
of the captains of her flourishing mill industry. His high 
intellectual attainments, varied experience of lile, keen and 
penetrative grasp of our national problems will, I am sure, 
give a practical shape to our deliberations. The Industrial 
Conference is a practical offshoot of t~e Indian National 
Congress, We who have assembled here to·day are all 
practical men and naturally anxious to work ; we are idealists 
too : the industrial efficiency and expansion of India will be 
the realization of our ideals, if we put our shoulder to the 
wheel and work day and night for the amelioration and pro· 
gress of our country. 

Ladies and gentlemen, I hav~: laid great stress on Techni· 
cal Education, and again I revert to it because it is the lever 
of industrial progress to which our activities must be seriously 
and vigorously applied. We must organise a national system 
of technical education with the help of industrial guilds which 
will formulate technical courses to meet local needs, start 
institutions where instruction in them can be provided, and to 
raise funds to equip and finance such institutions. Let us all 
-all the workers in the onward march of India-rally round 
the banner of Education, and leave no stone unturned to 
increase the brain·power of our nation. Let us not wait for 
Government initiation in this matter, We must take our 
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destinies into our own hands, and the Government is sure to 
help us when we help oursel\·es. Let us study the national 
forces of England, Germany and America, in order to be 
enlightened as to the means and measures we should take for 
the regeneration and development of our industries. Without 
universal education, there is no salvation lor us. We must 
undergo an intellectual revolution ; our outlook of life and 
our present conception of mundane duties must be modified, 
if we want to remain as a nation and a nation full of youth 
and prosperity as in the days of yore. "Educate, educate, 
educate •· must be the cry heard on all sides. Listen to the 
words of wisdom the present Secretary lor War in England 
utters: " Science," s.~ys the Right Hon'ble 1\!r. Haldane, " is 
essential to victory, whether the struggle be in the arts of war 
or in those of pe.~ce. Organisation is the key to success ; 
organisation depends on steady thinking, and thinking depends 
on ideas-ideas which give birth t~ · ideals. For inspiration 
as well as guidance, those engaged in enterprise of every 
kind look more and more to the trained mind. They 
are forced to do so ............ We are learning that nothing can 
be accomplished on a large scale \\;!bout the, indispensable 
preliminary of first taking thought. And we are learning that 
the taking of thought requires at every turn, not only the 
expert, but the highest type of e.zpert knowledge.''• Then 
be goes on to show tl1e great importa'hce talent bas attained 
in the modem world :-

While speaking at Wakefield on October li at a public meeting held 
in oonnecUon with the Wakc6eld Education Guild. he said: • Higher 
cducatlon is or grut value to those eopged. ln industrial pursaits, in bet 
it is of value: to the whole n.;a.tioo. Learning for teaming's sake is a great 
text, ;md it docs not shot oat the utilitarian aide. The profits of industrial 
enterprise go to the man or bn.ins. to the ma.n with the power or direction. 
This shows that it is vital to those engaged in indosl.rial enterprises tbat 
they should h3ve command of science and as much knowledge as 
they can £4 Unlesa knowledge is spread among tbc people there cannot 
be cqu~lity of opportunity. Tbcn: is only one lc1'Cller, only one man who 
does anythioc so~lant~t b> make people cqla), and tbat is lbe scbool· 
master. Education io this couotrJ will never be right uatit the elemcot.ary 
Khool, the sccoodary school, and the uaivcnity are linked together. The 
British people perhaps need education more U1an any other natioO:. We 
arc Yery prosperous; we are \"a)' scU·rdiant; we have magnificent 

• " Sdeo.ce io Public Affairs." 



energy i if we had not, we should have been distanced in the race. But 
we are competing against science and the Increasing knowledge which 
science Rives. We are being more and more handicapped in the race, and 
it is our own individual powers that have enabled us still to get to the goal 
~ front of our competitors. I.ct us learn before science mates still 
further advances, and before they are appropriated by foreign nations to 
bJing ourselves at least up to this level." 

Shall we rouse ourselves to the consciousness of the 
urgept need India stands in for trained skill and scientific 
thought ? Shall we fritter away pur energies, miss our oppor
iunities, w~ste our resources in worthless al)d idle quarreliogs 
fqr p~~sen~l glodfic~tioo, in. idleness and inaction, in the 
practic~ of ideals de!fimental to our progress, ancl take no 
steps to diffuse u'oiversal scientific education leading to a 
~t~pe~~q~s,· .;,praiiuid int~Uectual revolution 1 Shall we remain 
satisfied with our industrial degradatiqn and dependence and 
\h~ iopie...ing P.overi). of !h~ masse~, to be crushed in the 
~!rugg!E for exi~tenc~ and !'l be cursed and condemned by our 
J>Ostefity for t~e pis,gra,cef~lleg~py we shall bequeath to them? 
Sh~U w!' ~ely upon O'!r rulers, when, as Mr, Haldane observes, 
they ~f~ !hellJselves,!>utstripped by Germany, Amerjca and 
q~h~F !!!''lntries whicp have takel\ *e fullest advantages of the 
PF!)gr~s,s q! [[IOdem knpwledge? It ought not to be so, We 
must 1'\al!e liP our [[li!l~ to found institutions for technical 
educatiqn and thereby raise our material condition. No 
P.rpgress. ;, pqssibie i-n the absence of material prosperity. 
No - moral development, no intellectual achievements 
h\'Ve taken place iq cOU!ltries where the material 
condition of the people is at a low level and where 
consequently life is a bundle of pessimism, inertia and apathy, 
We must not rest until temples iledicated to Saraswati and 

· Viswakarm~, i.e., co~eges and polytechnics outnumber aU the 
temples, mosques apd churches w!tich minister to the supposed 
~P.irihi~I n~eds of ~he p_eople. Our religious charities must be 
di(ected towards supplying us with brain· power. On brain· 
power depends the regeneration of India, her prosperity and 
integrity and also her salvation. I have great faith in it, and 
have devote<1 the best years of my life to the imparting of edu· 
ca~on, + ba,ve ~!ways 1\)oked upon it as the great panacea Cor 
~!!, \he mi~fp~t\'ne~ we groan u11der, 

The earnestness, ~~rifices and martyrdom of some of our 
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)'eople have ushered in a new era in the history of our nation. 
We are all pulsating with a new life, new ideals and new 
vigour. Let us sanctify the birth of this new life by providing 
for universal education in India. Let us not wait for large funds, 
but begin with whatever sums we get from our people, Let 
earnest and inlluential workers come forward to parsuade our 
native cl1ic£s, merchant princes and our middle-classes to set 
apart a portion o£ their revenues and incomes for educational 
purposes in the same way as they do to satisfy their 
religious cra\''i.ngs. Education is a religious duty, and Jet us 
gird up our loins lo perform it to the best of our abilities. 

I again accord you all a most cordial welcome to Sural on 
behalf of the Reception Committ<e. Sura! bas caught the 
spirit of the times and embarked on industrial activity. Let 
the same spirit. inspire us to fullil the mission which bas 
brought us together. Let us thoroughly and systematically 
carry out the conclusions we arrive at· \Ve hqve the 
necessary means present in abundance in our land ; we 
ha\·e capable men in our ranks ; we have the guidance offered 
by the history and experience of England and other 
nations i why should we then hesitate to work out our 
industrial salvation 1 If we neglect the present opportu
nities, we shall have to pay a very heavy toll in future for 
mere existence. Let thi5 dismal and depressing prospect spur 
us ou to action, to stimulate and accelerate our industrial 
progress. If we will, we shall bring about our regeneration. 
With knowledge, with self-confidence, with determined action 
and with united endeavour in the sacr.ed cause of our mother
land, let us, ladies and gentlemen, resolve to work out our 
own regeneration. (Lou(l cheers.) 

Eleotion of President. 
Mr. N. SUBBA RAo I'ANTULU (Raja/Jmut~dry), then said, 

in proposing the tlection of the President :-
Mr. Chairman and GenUemen,-It is my pleasant duty to 

propose for the Presidentship o! the Third Industrial Confer· 
ence one who is so well-known in this part of the country, 
one who, after his retirement from the Chief Judgeship of the 
Baroda State, has de\'oted the evening of his life, if I may be 
permitted to say so, for the industrial development of the 
country. He is a close student of Economics, he is closely 



connected with the mill industry o{ Ahmedabad and Sural, 
and he takes deep interest in all that appertains to our 
welfare. And need I mention his name-the name of Dewan 
Babadur Ambalal Sakerlal Desai, who has kindly c-onsented 
to honour this Conference by accepting its Presidentship and 
to guide our deliberations. I therefore propose that .Dewan 
Bahadur Ambalal Sakerlal Desai be elected President of the 
Third Industrial Conference. (Cheers.) 

Dr. HAROLD H. MANN (Poona), in seconding the proposi· 
!ion, said :-Gentlemen,-It has been suggested that I should 
second this proposition. It is with the greatest pleasure that I 
stand to do so, first because I know Dewan Bahadur Ambalal 
Sakerlal for his enthusiasm for Industry; secondly because 
I know him to be so since I began to know him. Hence, I 
have very great pleasure in seconding the motion tim! Dewan 
Bahadur Ambalal Sakerlal be elected President of this 'fhird 
Indian Industrial Conference at Sural. (Cheers.) 

Mr. BEZONJI M. ]A>IBUSARIA (Sural), in supporting the 
p~oposition, said :-Mr. Chairman,-As a citizen of Sura~ I 
have great pleasure in seconding this proposition. Gentle
men, you do not need many words from any of us .to .. com
mend this Resolution to you for your favourable oonsjdera· 
!ion. Dewan Bahadur Ambalal Sakerlal is on<Lob oar 
country's foremost men in this part of India. Until about 'a 
few years ago his mouth was muzzled: But sidce >hls:<rCi 
tirement from the Baroda Government service, Jlisoerlm'gieS 
have found a remarka!>lc scope in various dire'ctiorlau His 
sympathy with every national mowment, industrial aS·J\vell as 
social and political, is well-known.· But his sympathy is of a 
practical kind. You cannot say of him as might be said of 
many a sympathizer. He has identified him•elf with many 
an industrial institution. He is a man of sound judgment and 
of a large experience of the world and a close student of the 
problems of the day. I have no doubt that you cannot make 
a better selection. I therefore ask you to carry this Resolu
tion whole-heartedly and with acclamation. (Cheers.) 

The Chairman of the Reception ·Committee put the 
Resolution to vote, and it was carried unanimously and with 
acclamation. 
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Dewan Bah~dur Ambalal Sakerlal then took his seat in 
the Presidential Chair and delivered the following Address :

The Presidential Address. 
GRNTLRMRN,-1 thank you ·sincerely for asking me to pre· 

side at this imporL1nt Conlerence. I cannot claim the practical 
experience of trade and industries possessed by my worthy 
predecessor, nor the literary eminence and broad economic 
outlook ol Mr. Romesh Chunder Dutt, the first President. My 
connection with industries is indirect, and my studies in Indian 
Economics are somewhat recent. I beg, therefore, that you 
will be good enough to take an ilidulgent view· ol any short
comings in the observations that I offer for your consider.tion. 

The lundamental facts ol our economic situation are well 
known : (1) Wide-spread and chronic poverty among a large 
proportion of the population ; (2) dense ignorance of the 
masse• ; (3) an abundance ol raw materials; ( 4) absence of 
scientific and technical knowledge and practical skill; (5) a 
low state of commercial enterprise ; (6) a large deficiency of 
c.1pital. The question that we are called upon to consider is 
how to evolve a state ol widespread industrialism out of the 
conditions just postulated. • 

Some of the remedies suggested are those that have 
proved efficacious elsewhere, viz., a wide provision of elemen .. 
tary education; foundation of technical schools and scientific 
institutes; establishment ol commercial schools, and acquisi
tion of scientific and technical knowledge by students sent 
abroad. All these are comprised under one comprehensive 
head-Education. 'l'he efforts made till now to supply it have 
been· sp.lSmodic and feeble. But strong, systematic, and 
susL1ined exertions are indispensable. '!'hey ought to be 
continually re·enlorced by a strong national spirit that· is 
determined to achieve success at all costs, and is immovably 
steadfast in the pursuit ol its high national aim of securing 
our industrial regeneration. 

In the meanwhile we must depend for our immediate 
progress on our resources as they now esist. Our merchants 
are indeed mostly ignorant of the iulricate ramifications of 
modern industrial conditions, their \'ast extent, and the 
foundation on which they ultimately rest. Happily there arise 
now and then above our economic horizon a few persons of 



the towering eminence of the late Mr. Jarrisedji Tala; and 
commercial ente·rptise on il considerable scale has existed in 
Western and Nor'tli·Western India from time immemorial. 
Our traders have penetrated into East Africa, Persia, Turkey, 
and eastwarc!s into China and Japan. Merchants of Gtrjarat 
have recently gone to England and opened agencies there for 
the purchase of British machinery and mill-stores. Hindn 
pearl merchants have lately established firms in Paris and 
London. Th'e Indian Specie Bank of Bombay has quite 
recently opened· a branch under Indian· managemen~ in the 
hearf of the Britisli Empire'. It is to snch agencies that \ve 
must look for the immediate help that we require in the simpe 
of commercial enterprise, 

CAPITA·L. 

Next to the want of commercial enterprise and industrial 
knowledge, the thing that stands in th'e way of our industrial 
growth is the absenc• of the requisite capital. Nay, it may be 
asserted thnt the \van! of capital' is now our chief deside'ratum· 
It is· true' !Jiat the capital now employed in our cotton indusiry 
amounts to nearly 30 crores of rupees. But if we remember 
our final aim, viz., to clothe ourselves wholly· with home made 
fabrics;· \\>e must confess tliat we h·ave only made a fair begin· 
ning for a general rege11eration of ollf industry. The' great 
problem· awaitin~ a' praofical solution is that of taising the 
necess.ry· fUnd!;, 

The question admitS. of a satisfactory solution, provided 
our best- mfuds apply themselves tci· the task. 1'he rupee debt 
of the• Government of India held iii' India amounts to Rs: 105 
crores ,-arid of this Bs; 55 crores nr~' held by I'ndians. It may 
nbt be possible fo divert all this· into' the channels of t'rade a lid 
industry, but even if you could secure for· the latter purpose !th 
of it, say Rs. 14! crores, the" iinpetus iiliparted to our industries 
would' be very greaf. It is to be wished that Indian publicists 
will earnestly endeavour to creale a public opinion in favour 
of the diversion. That it is quite· within their power r· ha\'e 
no doubf. The higher returns of trade and industries ought 
to prove a strong argulllent in favour of the change. 

There is another and a· cog hate sou.rce which may well' be 
tapped by our enterprising riten. The amount deposited iri 
tlie Postal Savings Bank was for the year 1904-QS, Rs. 14 crores. 
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Nearly IS crora out of this sum were purely private Indian 
savings. Now if you could succeed in getting even a half of 
this sum, say Rs. 6 crores, for our commercial purposes, an 
amount of strength would be imparted to our industrial 
acth·ity, of which we have at present no adequate conception. 

The best way of fulfilling tbe latter purpose, as well as !bat 
of getting at the money now locked up in Government Promis· 
sory Notes, would seem to be tbe establishment of Banking 
institutions all over the land. Efforts on a small scale have 
already been made, notably in Poona, Ahmedabad, Benares, 
Lucknow, Lahore and other places. But these are tiny begin
nings of very large potentialities. There is no reason why 
every town of importance should not have a Bank of its 
own. These small institutions may establish connections witb 
the bigger ones at large commercial centres, a!ld the whole 
capital of the country will be thus utilized to the best 
advantage. 

It may be here stated in passing that it is not at aU a 
difficult thing for men of character to inaugurate such esta
blishments. In fact the great thing to be remembered is 
that there is no department of business for w~ich Indians of 
the middle classes are better fitted by heredity and past 
traditions than that of banking. Practical bank manage
ment requires just those qualities in which we excel and which 
we have cultivated for generations, viz., patience, calculation, 
foresight, thrift, and the like. We have further a natural 
advantage over our foreign rivals in this respect, viz., 
we possess an intimate acquaintance with local conditions and 
with individual solvency. 

A satisfactory beginning bas alread~· been made as re· 
gards large banJ..;ng institutions. Bombay has started two 
large banks, Madras has lannched its Indian bank, and 
Calcutta is following in the wake. These institutions have 
already proved of great value to trade; our Indian genius for 
banking is so far full of promise. We want now a network 
of small banking establishments which will act as feeders to 
Ute bigger banks. One of the principal functions of tbese 
small banks ";11 be to inspire confidence in tbe poorer popula· 
tion, and to attract tbe sums that now lie idle or concealed 
underground owing to distrust and ignorance. Education 

4 
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alooe •can finally remove the economic blindness which favours 
hoal'ding. -But small weU·managed banks can do a great deal 
in the meanwhile. 

· H lis <:lear, however, to all who ·take a comprehensive 
view .of the present industrial situation, that Indian produc
tive industry requires more capital than <Ill the ways just men· 
tioned can be expected to secure. The question arises whe· 
Ther liVe should .resort to foreign countries for loanable capita], 
or .prefer to wait till our resources grow equal to our wants. 
There~ a •strong feeling among a section of our people that 
foreign capital .should be shunned. s;milar was the feeling 
of some Japanese patriots formerly. The sentiment is natural. 
But our interests require that we should look at the matter 
frl!lm .a purely business point ·Of view. From this standpoint, 
the only <reasonable rule of conduct to follow is that we should 
freely borrow •money of .foreigners for .industrial purposes. 
The Government of India has been long doing this for Rail· 
IWay•construction. Very powerful r.ations go to the markets 
-of London and Paris for war loans, or for naval construction, 
and .also for industrial development. There is ·no reason why 
we should not do the same. 

The Hono,orable Mr. Vitbaldas, my worthy predecessor 
oin this chair, urged the., same :view. "We cannot,11 be said, 
'" ..W without .foreign capital. It will be extremely sbort
si!ihted to reject it on sentimental grounds. We must avail 
•ourselves of it, but we must take care that we do not pay 
for it .more than other ·nations." 'fhis is sound achice. In 
:this .-espeol we might follow the ex•mple of our fellow·sub
jects of Canada. Patriotic Canarlians welcome the advent of 
American 1brains and money in the development of Canada ; 
but they 111aturaUy prefer th~t the work ·DOW being done hy 
the ~pitalists of the United States should be .shared in .a 
vastly greater degree than now by those of their own country· 
"""" who h..,e money to invest. 

THE SWADESHJ MOVEMENT. 

The new .propaganda termed the Swades!li movement 
ll'equires some remarks. The aim of this movement is the 
establishment of new industries in India, by means of Indian 
c;avital if vossible, so that U1e 1 ndian people may be, as far as 
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is practicable, sell·contained and independent of the foreign 
iinports that now flood the land. 

The justification of the movement consists in the fact that 
the country bas been impoverished during the last century by 
U1e inroads of outside manufactures on its old industries, so 
that it is now unable to supply its population even with the 
necessaries of life. The foreign goods now imported are not, 
economically speaking, indispensable. The materials of many 
of them are produced in the country, and an ample supply of 
labour is ready to hand. The Swades!Ji movement ultimately 
seeks to call into existence the directing capacity, the technical 
skill, and the requisite capital, so that our own labour and 
money may convert our raw materials into the commodities 
which we now import. 

There is a general consensus of opinion that the endea· · 
vour to establish new industries in India is very laudable in 
itself. The Government oi India ·favours it. Every new 
factory establish~d, every banking institution creatoo, every 
stc;tmsbip lnuuched, is hailed by men of all shades oi opinion< 
Scholarships for obtaining technical instruction outside the 
country are given to a small extent by the Govemmen~ of 
Iodin, to a larger extent by public bodies and public-spirited 
citizens, while many enterprising and· high·spirited youths 
go abroad at their own expense to acquire higb.technicaJ 
proficiency. So far there is no rndical difference of opinibn. 

Honest and patriotic men all over the country are trying 
their best to induce our countrymen to abjure the use of 
foreign goods altogether, or in favour of indigenous ones of 
lhe s.~mc description. These earnest efforts, which are gradu. 
ally spreading over all parts of the land, are viewed differently 
by different persons. So far as_ the methods are accompanied 
by unlawful acts of violence and intimidation, ·they deserve 
to~ ~:erely condemned. But unlawfulness apart, tfiere is 
nothmg 1n tbem that any honest man can seriousty object to. 
The economic ideas of men differ in many points, and a dif· 
ference on this one is allowable. But no candid man· ought 
to stigmatize these patrj~tic efforts as dishonest. They are 
perfectly legitimate. 
. But. the ~tatement may be ventured that, even from· an 
econom1c. pomt of view, they are not onty justifiable but , 
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urg~ntly needed. The protection of new or nascent industries 
by means of high import duties and by bounties is held to be 
allowable by some of the highest authorities of the free trade 
school of Political Economy. If the St.~te in India had been 
identified in economic interests with the Indian people, some 
measure of protection might have been adopted by it long 
ago. But the Government of India being the representative 
in India of Free Trade, Britain is not at liberty at present to 
afford economic protection in any form to Indian industries. 
'fhe l'eople of India ought, therefore, to step into the vacuum, 
and do by voluntary proteclioll what the State · might have 
achieved in an easier way by tariffs and bounties. Thus the 
Swadesl1i propaganda is in its essence an endeavour to 
reinforce the cause of Indian industries by enlisting the Indian 
patriotic sentiment on its behalf. It is difficult to sec how 
any objection can exist against such a move. Organized 
voluntary efforts are specially needed now in all departments 
of national activity. The Swadeshi movement is the applica· 
tion of this principle to that of national industrial regeneration. 

In finally determining the utility of the n10vement, our view 
need not be restricted to the free trade formulre of English 
economists. Almost all the independent nations of Europe ami 
America are at the present day encouraging their own indus· 
tries by means of high t.~riff barriers and bounties. Germany 
and America are the two most prominent instances before us. 
Why should not Indians do by voluntary effort what these two 
nations are doing by the collective action of their States 1 

That this line of conduct is correct is proved by actual 
experience. The Finance Minisi~r in his Budget Statement 
last March recognized that the Swadeshi movement had result
ed in U1e contraction of imports of cotton goods to the tune of 
more than a croreof rupeeJ, indigenous manufactures having 
repL~ced them. An impetus is given to the handtoom industry 
in Bengal and elsewhere such as it had not felt for nearly a 
century, and large numbers of our countrymen have obtained 
a living thereby. There is an all·round industrial revival due 
to the Sw(J(/a/li propaganda. l''ifteen banks with a total 
capital of nearly 4. crores have sprung fnto existence. Five navi
gation companies with a capital of 121 lakhs have been st.~rted. 
Twenty-two new cotton mills with a capital of nearly ll crores 



have been established. Two jute mills, several oil pressing 
mills, sugar factories, and mining and mineral companies, 
besides many that are not known, have been launched. (These 
figure• are t.,ken from R. B. Lala Baijnath's speech at the 
U. P. Conference.) In the department of cotton spinning and 
weaving, the number of spindles has risen from 50 to 60 lakhs 
and of looms from 45 to GO thousand. These gratifying 
results are largely attributable to the Swadeshi propaganda, and 
to the Swa<lesl<i spirit which it has aroused. In the face of these 
results it is not reasonable to cavil at the Swtukshi movement. 

There ~re well·meaning people who urge that the propa· 
ganda imposes an extra burden on the poor or that it deteri· 
orates L,ste and workmanship. Now it is not always true that' 
any extra burden is suffered by our poorer countrymen on 
account of the Swadeslli movement. r n several cases the 
propaganda has been only the means of advertising widely 
Indian goods of admirable quality and cheapness which were 
languishing for ..-rnt of support. In some cases the preference 
for our own goods has indeed implied a small and often imper.' 
ceplible sacrifice. But all proiection implies such a sacrifice •. 
When a st.,te imposes a high tariff against foreign imports to 
bolster up a nascent industry, the sacrifice is equally real. 
Why should it be grudged because it is voluntarily borne l 
As to taste and quality, it is not always the case that the 
Tndian article is inferior to the foreign. Often the reverse is 
the fact. The element of durability again is generally in 
favour of our pmducts, and often goes far to counterbalance 
the loss in point of superficial finish. Lastly, there is no ground 
for the fear that patronizing crude articles will cause a per
manent deterioration of our workmanship. Such patronage 
c.,n at the best be very temporary, and competition among 
our own producers is bound iri the long run to keep up the 
quality. The poor ultimately gain by the extended employ· 
ment that arises for their labour. 

01 the lour elements of national manufacturing pros
perity, uiz., raw materials, technical skill, capital, and demand, 
the demand is the dominating factor which gives direction 

' shape ond substance to productive activity. Now our 
resources in raw materials are abundant. Technical skill can 
be created gradually, and for our immediate purposes we can 
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rely upon importing it from outside. I have already dwelt upon 

· the question of augmenting our capital. As to demand, it is 
very extensive in India. Thus all that is necessary to do. at 
present is to make the demand flow in such a way that it may 
fertilize native industries instead of foreign ones. All the fore
most nations oi the world are endeavouring at present to get 
wider and wider markets for their goods, Their political 
aclion is largely governed by this policy. In their mutual 
jealousy and competitio111 they insist on an open door for aU, 
~;~otably in the vast Asiatic countrie.•. 'rbe ordinary weapon 
used by these nations is that of making their goods cheap to 
the consumer, of lessening the cost of transport by subsidizing 
shipping lines, of practising economies in production and utilis
ing scientific inventions. They rely in the Jaat resort on au 
appeal to the avarico of the foreign consumer. 

Now it is permis•ible to inquire why a nation situ,ted like 
ours, and deprived of all n1eans of enforcing its will by 
collective action, may not seek I<> extend its industries by 
appealing to a higher sentiment than avarice, oiz., Patriotism . 
.lj:ven Royal personages bavo commended such an appeal and 
enforced it by their example. 

RAILWAY TRANSPORT. 

The question of a cheap and quick transport of our 
manufactured goods and machinery from one part of the 
counlry to another has not received the attention it deserves. 
It is, however, of vital importance to the growth of our 
industries. 'l'hc utter collapse of the carrying capu:ity of the 
11rincipal Railway lines last seasolb is fresh in our minds. lt 
caused enormous los5es to traders and producers and a serious 
dislocation of all commercial arrangements. A sufficient 
supply of rolling stock on each line is a si"' qua t1on of 
Railway efficiency and ought to be insisted on. Smooth 
working arrangements for interchange oi woggons between 
the various lines are also badly needed. The Railway staff 
ought t<> be imbued with the spirit of business. The Railway 
Board bas succeeded, indeed, in effecting a few minor improve
ments, b11t is still far from coming up to the expectations of 
busine I men, The delays in the dispatch and handling of goodt 
after arrival are often scandalous. For example, it generally 
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takes eight days before goods loaded in Bombay reach the 
bands of the consignees at Ahmedabad, which is only 300 miles 
from Bombay. The loading and unloading arrangements at bye. 
Ita tiona are defective and add to the delay. Mr. Morley made a 
boast that the Railway rates in India are very cheap. They 
may be cheap. But there is great room for improvement stiU. 
Now it costs nearly 1h. 15 (all charges included) per bat; of 
yarn or clot11 sent from Ahmedabad to 'Cawnpore OT Calcutta; 
while it can be sent to the latter place by rail and sea com· 
bined for nearly ·hal£ the BIRO. The Railways yield a large 
1urplus revenue after deducting interest and wear and tear lilf 
the fixed capital. Why should not this sarplus be ublired to 
reduce the freight charges on all internal manufactures ? A 
reduction in freights acts on trade like fresh capital on a new 
market. It is as new blood to a living organism. It is by 
-cheap and quick transport 'that America has achieved 'her 
industrin1 pre-eminence. Indian manufactures need very 
cheap freights and rapid ·transport. l would commend 1bis 
point to the eamest consideration of the 'Conference. 

UliiFORW WEIGHTS AND MEASU~S. 

Somewhat akin to the question of cheap zailway freights 
and quick transport is that of having for the \Wlole conntry a 
common currency and common weights and measures. The 
existence of import:1nt Native States, some with " standard 
coin of their own, accounts for tbe difficulties that confront ..,8 
in •the way of getting a common medium of exchange. •Polili· 
cal considerations ore here interwoven w.itb tbe economic 
problem. Mabar:qab Sayaji Rao of Baroda bas generously 
adopted 01e British coin ; and it is to be ·hoped that equally 
•broad views will inftuenoe the counsels of G"alior, Hyderabad 
and tbe Rajputana Slates in this ,;mpol'lant matter. It is the 
poor people ol1he Nnti~e States and~ra\lellers that suffer most 
£rom the existence of .a separate local curl'ellcy. Tbere is less 
u:ason, however, for maintaining ~the pre!ll"nt confusing laby. 
rintb of weights and measures. Big tradOTS can always protect 
tbeir interests .; and it is the poor and the ignorant that suffer 
mosl Tbe necessity of developing the domestic commerce of 
our vast country makes the que•tion of a common currency 
and common weights and measures ope of national importance, 
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AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY. 

I will now, with your permission, proceed to offer a few 
remarks on some of our leading industries, and, among these, 
Agriculture first demands our attention. It stands at present at 
the bead of all our other industries. An extension of purely 
industrial occupations will no doubt reduce its relative magni
tude. But it will be a long time before its place becomes 
secondary as in England. It behoves us, therefore, to pay 
special attentiou to it. The greatest impediments to ils 
growth are-(1) the ignorance of the peasant; (2) his heavy 
indebtedness; (3) tbe irregularity of the rainy seasons ; ( 4) the 
absence of irrigational facilities; and (G) the land policy of the 
Government. The charge of blind conservatism brought 
ag'l.inst our cultivator is not fully justified. He has always 
shown a readiness to produce crops that pay him best, and 
due regard being had to his indebtedness, he cannot be expect
ed to do more. The Government of India have of late tal<en 
some steps to improve the returns of agriculture. But, as usual, 
they have begun at the top in•tead of at the bottom. Some
thing more is needed than having big central institutions or 
associations. Big central associations have failed in Bengal, 
and cannot expect a better fate elsewhere. 1'he theory that 
knowledge will filter down to the peasant In his village from 
the central institution or bureau is not supported by actual 

experience. There are thick impervious strata intervening 
which prevent the desired percolation. 1'he villager ought to 
be approached iu his home and placed in possession o~ the 
knowledge which he Jacks. For Uils village committees should 
be formed, and. model farms ought to be established for every 
small group of viJlages. Trained Indian experts ought to be 
brought into direct con,tact with the peasant. Lastly, the inter
position of the Revenue agency ought to be sedulously shunned. 
As regards the peasant's indebtedness, a further expan
sion of the cooperative credit associations ought to be 
encouraged. In the matter of irrigation large works are good 
in their w•y, but the old system of having a good storage tank 
for every village deserves to be revived, Free education, and 
that of the right sort mnst be placed within the reach of the 
a(!ricultural nonulatinn_ Finallv_ thP.: nrP:~nt bncl nnlicv nf 
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periodical settlements muat be abolished, and n permanent land 
tax ought to bo fixed: 

TnE CoTToN INDUSTRY. 

The cotton indu•try is next in importance, but stnnds on a· 
different footing altogether. We get almost all the raw mate
rial for it in our own country, and spare some of it for foreign· 
crs. Egyptian and American cotton is now annually imported· 
in small quantities, and these imports will increase during the' 
present year. The cultivation of the new Sind cotton pro·· 
mises, thanka to the liberal initiative aud help of the Bmnbay 
Government, to give great impetus to our staple industry. Our' 
1\!illowners' Association may fairly be expected to show a 
practical appreciation of the efforts of Government by offering 
prices to growers of long-stapled cotton in other parts of the 
country. Meanwhile it is agreeable to note that the cotton in· 
dustry is now on a firm basis, though we are yet far behind onr 
legitimate place in the production of cotton fabrics. The system 
of paying the managing agents huge commissions calcnlated, 
on t11e outturn alone, is happily getting into public disfavour, 
and R more sensible one is gradually taking its place. The 
labour supply is unsatisfactory from a variety of.causes, plague 
being the mnin one. The public can now justly demand that 
the excise duties on cloth, which have trebled during the last 
10 years, Rnd noW aAlount to nearly 30 /ak/os of rupees per -
annum, should be abolished. The increasing revenue from 
excise on cotton cloths involves a new danger to tl1e industry, 
to which the attention of all publicists might be invited. At 
present tl1e interests of Lancashire form the sole pretext for 
the impost. But if the revenue from it grows at its present 
rate, considerations of finance are likely to be utilized for its 
continuance. It will be said that tl1e amount is too large to be 
at once remitted. This is an additional reason for taking con· 
certed action now to get this obnoxious Ia...: removed, At the 
s.~me time we have a right to e.'<pect that the industry shall 
not be allowed to be threatened wit11 new artificial restric:
tions on any grounds whatever. Whilst on this subject, we 
must thankfully acknowledge that the composition of the 
Factory Commission now sitting is quite satisfactory. We 
may be permitted to hope that ll1e interests of India Plone 
IViU dominate its final recommendation,_ 
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IRoN, CoAL AND MANGANESE. 

It is a pleasing feature of the new industrial spirit that 
Indian merchants are turning their attention to the mining of 
coal and manganese. It is gratifying that recently a few coal 
and manganese concerns have been launched by Indians with 
Indian capital. Ignorance bad hitherto hindered our pro
gress. T_o ensure future progress it would be well if steps were 
taken to train Indian experts in e:eology, mining and metal. 
lurgy. The suggestion put forward last year by Ute Hon'ble 
Mr. Vithaldas, viz., that all companies formed outside India 
for mining should be compelled by Government to reserve a 
portion of their stock for Indian investors, is worthy of consi
deration. The difficulty lies in the fact that rich foreign 
capitalists are satisfied with a smaller return than Indian 
investors, and that the latter generally fight shy of uncertain 
investments. The Tata Iron Works mark an epoch-making 
advance in mining and metallurgy, and are pregnant with 
very far-reaching results. 

THE SUGAR INDUSTRY. 

1'he United Provinces of Agra and Oudh supply half the 
home-grown sugar. But it is now becoming cl~ar that our 
sugar production is losing ground in competition with that of 
Java, Mauritius, and Germany. The Swadeshi agitation Is 
trying to enlist the religious scruples of the people in favour 
of native sugar, but the practical question of extending tl1e 
indigenous industry remains unsolved. Perhaps Mr. Hadi's 
new way of making sugar may aid in the solution. More 
i~rigation works may hasten the desired result. The difficulty 
of getting sugarcane all the year round is at the root of the 
question. It is not easy to suggest a remedy. The refinement 
of molasses, however, pays fairly well, if the manufacture of 
rum as a bye-product is permitted by the State. Our patriotic 
countrymen are however in .earnest, and Madras is going to 
have a sugar factory soon. 

JUTE AND SILK. 

The Jute and Silk Industries are at present confined to 
Bengal ; but· the Jute Mills are financed and managed by 
Europeans. We on this side of India are unable fully to 
understand the latter phenomenon. There is 110 reason why 
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awakened Bengal should not claim a share in this U1riving 
industry. In the article of silk, Bengal has a practical mono
poly, though Kashmir is preparing itsell to enter the lists. 
Praiseworthy efforts arc made in Mysore to produce silk on a 
commercial basis. Maharajah Sayaji Rao, the enlightened ruler 
of Baroda, bas taken the question in h~nd for the benefit of 
Gujarat. A Deccan Brahmin who bas returned from Japan 
after studying sericulture in all its branches has, it is stated, 
started a small and successful factory of his own in the Kon· 
kan. It is to be hoped Umt his bold example will find enter. 
prising imitators elsewhere. 

LEATHHR1 PAPER AND OTHER INDUSTRIES, 

The IcaU•er industry is gradually spreading, though no 
impression seems to have been made on UIC imports as yet. 
The efforts of Mr. Chatterton of Madras in this direction are 
deserving of great praise. But the field for leather manu• 
factures is still \'cry extensive, for we export skins and hides 
of the value of Rs. H crores. A factory at Navsari and 
anothei' at Bombay, boU1 lately started, are doing gcod busi
ness, There is no reason why every province should not have 
a lea the•· factory of its own. The new Alembic Chemical 
Works at Bombay mark a \'aluable departure, which is 
pregnant with important results in the immediate future. The 
glass works at Umballa, Debra Dun and Bankipur are among 
the offspring of the new Swatles/Ji spirit in British India, 
Cheap Railway freights are especially necessary in the case 
of glassware. Enamelled ware and pottery have b<en taken 
in hand by patriotic Bengali gentlemen, and tl1e Victoria 
Technical Institute at Bombay trains young men in enamel
ling. Surgical tools of excellent finish are now produced 
locally in Bombay and sold at a reasonable price. A tobacco 
factory near the same place must be reckoned among the 
progressive work'S of U1e year. There is, of course, abundant 
room for these industries all over the country. 

HoME INDUSTRIES. 

The question of creating home. industries for our rural 
areas is one deserving of serious consideration. For moLe 
th~n six months in the year n_lmost the whole agricultural popu~ 
lahoo of ummgated tracts IS absolutely w!thout any employ· 



menl. Jt might greatly improve their material condition if 
some handicrafts suitable to their needs could be successfully 
introduced into our rural areas. The bandloom may answer 
the purpose in many cases. Knitting and lace-making also 
suggest tl1emselves. The matter is very important, and sug. 
gestions or papers dealing with it ought to be invited. 

EDUCATION, 

No review of national industries can be complete without 
a reference to tbe subject of Education. I have touched upon 
the deficiency of the labour supply for factories. Agriculture 
makes the same complaint. Plague is no doubt one of its 
principal causes, but there are others of a deeper kind 'fbe 
labourer in the principal industrial centres gets higher wages 
than he can dispose of according to his present ideas. He 
is very ignorant and his wants are few. He squanders a con
siderable proportion of his earnings on liquor and also on 
flimsy foreign finery. IC he still has money left he delibe
rately absents himself from work till his pocket is again 
empty." Ju the meanwhile his dwelling continues to be in
sanitary, his load of debt remains undiminished, and his food 
also remains the same as before; It -is absolutely necessary, 
if his condition is to be really elevated, that he should 
receive a sound elementary education. It is the duty of the 
State as well as of the rich to provide this as extensively 
as possible- From an industrial point of view, it is as 
much needed as from any other, The quality of this ought to 
be such as will make him physically robust, and mentally und 
.morally equal to his foreign competitor. 

The need of technical educatiOn on a broad scale is now 
equally acknowledged. The Government might be reasonably 
expected to take the lead ; but the question is a national one, 
and the whole nation ought to combine to provide it. It is our 
.own problem, and we should apply our shoulders to the wheel 
to bring about the desired re•ult. The difficulty of getting 
the funds is aot so great as is imagined. How to begin is 
practically a more difficult matter than the raising of funds. 
Each province, in fact each district, ought to decide the lines 
of industry 1or which it will provide industrial and technical 
training for itself. Bengal, for instance, might select • the 



industries of silk, jute, tea, and indigo; U1e United Provinces 
sugar, glass, and woollen manufactures ; Bombay, cotton and 
woollen, and so forth. The manufacture of leather ought to be 
taught in all tbe provincial schools. Similarly mechanical engi· 
ncering, electrical engineering, and indsutrial chemistry might 
form the subject matter of instruction in aU our technical 
schools. Tqe point to be constantly kept before the eye in aU 
these endeavours is U1at there ought to be a living connection 
between the technical school of a district or province and its 
actual or projected industries. When each province bas at 
least one technical school of its own, it will be time to think of 
a big and all-embracing polytechnic institute lor the whole of 
India. Furth.:r, aU industrial progress ultimately depends on 
scientific knowledge. It is to be hoped that the Tala Research 
Institute will serve as the bead reservoir that will perpetually 
replenish all the technical institutions of the countzy wit11 the 
freshest achievements of science and art. 

The requirements of the productive industry will be met 
by a provision lor a course of education just indicated, but to 
complete our national equipment industrially, a school or 
college providing a lull commercial course is very much 
needed. Among the subjects Utal may be t:,lUght in such an 
institution may .be included national and cosmopolitan politi
cal economy, pri,·ate and public international law, commercial 
la1v, the commercial policy of U1e leading nations, one or two 
foreign languages, commercial and political geography, and 
statistics of trade and commerce, of agriculture, manufactures, 
and mining, and, lastly, currency. 

CoNcLUDING REilARKS. 

The usefulness of U1is Conference is now placed beyond 
question. It effectually focusses U1e interest of the public in 
our industries, whicl1 are a matter of vital importance to the 
whole nation. The very able papers written by gentlemen 
posses&ing special expert l.'llowledge which this ~erence 
has been the mcanJ of e•-oking form by themselves a mine 
of valuable information. The Directory of Indian Goods, 
which may be claimed as the special work of our 
indefatigable Secretary and his staff, is a production 
of great Jll3Ctical utility. lly making it the medium 
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of advertistment for our producers and Swadeshi con• 
sumers, its scope will be greatly enlarged. The exhibition 
of Indian products which has been abandoned this year for 
unavoidable reasons will, it is hoped, always form an adjunct 
to our annual gathering. It is a question whether the annual 
exhibition may not be taken up by the Conference-of course 
with the help and active co-operation of the Congress Recep· 
tion Committee. The idea that the Exhibition is a mere show 
is not borne out by facts. Producers exhibiting their goods 
have obtained a degree . of publicity for them which would 
h:tve been otherwise hardly attainable. Further, it makes 
the materials for a comprehensive directory of Indian goods 
easily ac:essible. While a considerable proportion of the 
visitors must be sight-seers, there is always an important but 
increasing minority who benefit by it even commercially. A 
few foreign rivals may perhaps derive advantage from it.· But 
industrialism is now an international race, in which the fittest 
will win. At the same time we are always ready to adopt 
suggestions for making it widely beneficial. 

It will be well if each separate province is able to have 
!ts industrial conferenf*I'I~·~-.Ynited Provinces had lately. 
There is mu~trt;ti'i.J. .:t:<llhl~~,o~ the provinces, besides 
certain ma~'l.~•tl1at :if<i""iriore ·o',;>_.'jet., local. It is for the 
Indian Inlii.~i'rr~I Oonference to1de;l~ith the general topics, 
and also lb~~r suggestion"s ~ve.; to loc'll(conferences. 

While.~· lines ·of .. wofl':.:#.Tihertq;: P,ursued may·be con· 
tinued _witli~a~tage,J~ ~vi_Il at~u.~~'/,'j!P'sustain general in· 
terest, 1f pracrrt:lll""~ .. ar~asS'oi!~ith our labours. The 
prizes for an impr;;t;e!l<lialiiilrweftl"are very appropriate. l'he 
Conference may similarly encourage' the acquisition of special
ized practical knowledge in directions suggested· by those 
who are in touch with industries. The encouragement may 
take the shape of scholarships, of· prizes for proficiency in 
advertised subjects, or for monographs on particular industries 
that now await practical action. For these and other pur· 
poses that may ·be named large funds are needed. Is it 
patriotic to wish them to come from outside sympathizers ? 
·can they come from other people ? Has any nation ever been 
industrially regenerated by external help ? There are many 
here who, I am sure, would proudly spurn the idea of receiving 
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such assistance. Let us never forget that 1'\ations are made 
by themselves. In this as in all our activities, self-help and 
self-sacrifice ought to be our watchwords. Let every patrio
tic Indian who feels for the existing poverty of,.his country 
honestly contribute bis mite, and exert his best to get others 
to do the same. To quote His Highness Maharajah ~a)aji 

Roo's words, "To help in the industrial movement of the 
present day is a duty which devolves on all equally." Let us 
then earnestly act in Ibis spirit, and ample funds will be 
always at our disposal. (Loud and prolonged c/~an.) 

Rao Bahadur R. N. Mudholkar, the General 
Secretary of the Industrial Conference, then presented the 
Annual Report, which was adopted on the motion of the 
President.• 

The President then read a list. of the papers, and said that 
those writers of papers who were present at the Conference 
would read their papers, the rest being taken as read. 

• Tbe Annual Report is printed in tbis vol!jlmC after the ~· 
~~~~- r--~. 
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PAPERS. 
THE SCOPE AND METHOD OF AN 

INDUSTRIAL SURVEY. 
By A. C. CHATl'KRJI!I!, ESQ., I.C.S., Ojf.ar in charge of 

·lhe lndttslrial Sttrvey of lite Uniletl Pravittce•, Lucknow. 

'l'be organisers o( this Conference have done me the 
honour to request me to contribute a paper on the need of au 
Industrial Survey. It bas seented to me, however, that It 
would be supererogatory labour to expatiate bofore the mem. 
bel'sortbis Conference on the necessity of an industrial survey 
of the different ports of India at the present time, The 
need h119alrendy been emphasised by many conferences and 
associations. Much attention bas also been devoted to the 
subject by the Imperial and the various Provincial Govern
ments. At the instance of the Government of India a series 
of industrial monographs, containing a great mass of valu
able information, has been compiled and published in each 
province. Many years ago, under the directions of the 
Madras Government, Mr. Havell collect~d and published 
some very instructive notes on the many indigenous indus· 
tries of that presid~ncy. Within the current year the present 
writer has been commissioned by tbe Government of the 
United Provinces to conduct an industrial survey. A 
similar appointment bas recently been made by the Central 
Provinces administration, and I believe the Government of 
Bengal is taking steps in the san1e direction. 

Much misconception, however, exists in the popular 
mind regardin~t the scope and method of an indn<trial survey. 
According to some only the indi~~~nous or hand-industries 
shoulcl come within the purview of such nn inquiry. Others, 
again, would limit it entirely to art industries. A great 
many persons appear to be of the opinion that the Govern
ment should publish a list of articles mauufactured in eoch 
town aud district with the names of tbe manufacturers nr 
their agents, so that it might be easy for dealers or ardent 
Swadeshists to ascertain whence their needs could be met. 
Another class of persons desire that the technical processe• 
of the various lnclustrie• obould be carefully studied and 
desc;rlbed for the benefit of those who desire to start such 
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business tb~lves. It Is hardly necessary tD point out 
that it is be)·ond the capacity of any indi>idual to 
conduct a sun-ey of the kind last indicakd. The indus
trial monographs referred to above partly meet the 
want. It bas, however, to be borne in mind that in all pro
gre>>i>e industries the processes are oonstantly undergoing 
change, and where they are stationary, the industry is either 
in a stagnant or In a declining oondition. A monograph 
published to-day orill not be of >ery much nse ten years 
hence- Nor is it a legitimate function of the State to publish 
a trade dim:tory of the sort asked for by many peo;>le. Direc
tories already aist for all industries COilducted on European 
lines, and it ought to be possible for prh·ate enterprise to supply 
the need regarding indigenous industries, art or otherwise. 
Such a directory will ha>e to be published every year or at 
very frequent inter>als. It may aloo be obsen-ed that a 
Government publication may do serious injury to intereskd 
parties by the omission or inclusion of particular names. 

We are thus confronted with the question, what should 
be the aim of an industrial survey? To my mind its ultimate 
oi>ject ought to be tD indicate the eoono:ni: possibilities of 
the prorinoe. Brielly, we should study the resources of the 
prorince in soil and raw pro:iuots, labour botll skilled and 

·unskilled, capital, oommuuicatious and facilities for trade. 
We have then tD ascertain the ..-ants of the people in the 
shape of finished articles, or, in eoonomie language, the de. 
maud that exists among oousumers. The surveyor has then 
tD endeuour to find out whether the demand is or can be 
loc:ally met, and also to suggest .. hat would be tlle best 
method of utilising the surplus raw poducts of the province. 

1 may be permitted to gn a little more into detail In 
studyiu~~: the indus:rial ccnd!tiou of a tract it is imperative 
tD take sto:k first of aU of tbe raw products, both aetnal and 
potentiaL Such products may be either mineral or agri. 
cultural Thus in the plains of the U uited Provinces we find 
there is neither coal nor any metal, sncb as iron, tin or 
manganese. We may therefore, ar the ""'J' outset, neglect 
the feasi:.ility of organsing industries like the iron works initi. 
ated by t>e illustrious :Mr. Tata. On the other hand, it will 
appear tllat there is lime in many places, and there are er.en-

G 
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sive tracts producing the saline efflorescence known as rth 
as well as sajji (a crude carbonate of soda largely mixed with 
sulphate of soda). The question at once presents itself why 
caustic soda is not manufactured out of these products. 
Again for cotton, a dry, well drained soil is usually consi
dered necessary. Very little cotton is grown in Eastern 
Bengal, and one studying the industrial possibilities of that 
province would be wise to exclude from immediate consi
deration the desirability of organising on an:v, large scale the 
industry of cotton spinning. His time will be for the 
pre5ent fully taken up with the solution of the problem why 
the jute grown at home cannot be locally converted Into 
fabrics instead of being exported to Calcutta, Dundee and 
New York. Again, the forests in tbe mountainous regions of 
the United Provinces have large tracts of pine.trees. In an 

·industrial survey the point will arise whether any industrial 
use can be made of these trees, for instance in the mannfac. 
ture of turpentine, or as wood for matches. 

The next point to bear in mind is tho labour supply. In 
many industries it is the most serious difficulty of all. 
Attempts have been made in various parts of India to manu· 
facture glass according to moclern methods. Most of these 
attempts have ended in failure. In some cases the want of 
success is partly attributable to an injudicious location of the 
industry Rt a site where raw materials were not available 
except at prohibitive prices. In all instances of failure, 
however, the chief cause of disaster bas been the want of 
skilled labour, both superior and inferior. Nor is the ques

. tion of unskilled labour unimportant. Perhaps the best site 
"for a wood-pulp factory in the United Provinces would be in 
Jaunsar Bawar, in the hilly part of the Dehra Dun district, 
where spruce and silver fir trees are found in abundance, and 
water power will also probably be available. Intending 
capitalists will, however, have to consider very carefully 
the question of labour supply, for the tract is very sparsely 
populated. 

The question of capital can ne~er be neglected in an 
industrial survey of any part of the country. Each industry 
w111 have to be considered in detail, :ind a careful study will 
ha~e to be made whether productio11 011 a larj:e scale is 



necessary or mere band-power .will suffice, For band indus• 
tries the great difficulty of the industrial or cottage worker 
is that be lives from baud to mouth, and has not enough 
capital either to buy hi.; ra"' materials or to be able to stock 
a sufficiently large quantity or variety of goods to take full 
advantage of the selling market. He is, therefore, altogether 
iu the grip of the money-lender. I have no desire to di .. 
parage the function of the money·lepder in the economic 
organisation of a country, but where you have to compete 
with foreign goods produced on an enormous scale, the in· 
terest on capital being merged iu profits, it will be difficult 
to hold your own with the present system. A very large 
extension of the co-operative movement is necessary among 
the Industrial population of this country, and my humble 
opinion is that there are greater possibilities in industrial 
co-operation than even in agricultural co-operation. 

The question of co-operation is also intimately associated 
with the organisation of trade in other respects. Many of 
our smalle~ industries are at present languishing for want of 
adoption of modern ntethods of adverti~ing and marketing. 
There is no agency whatever for placing the producer in touch 
with the consumer. Tastes are continuously varying among 
consumers, Our craftsmen suddenly 6nd tliat a particular 
stuff tbnt had a great sole is a glut in the market. Tllere is 
no one to tell them what is the style of goods which is now 
in demand, and what anicles the craftsmen should produce 
to suit the altered conditions of the trade, In au industrial 
survey nn attempt should be mode to determine if any such 
ogeucies can be established (or the different industries. J 
need hardly say that in a matter like this a very great deal 
con be effected by a non:official organisation like the present 
Conference and smaller societies nflilinted to it, 

Facilities of communication cannot also be excluded 
froou the purview of on industrial survey, For every industry 
you must see that all the raw materials are easily procurable, 
and that the finished commodities can be economically 
transported to the morket where the best prices are obtain
able. Thus, to take the example of a match factory again · 
the ideal location will be in the heart of the forest wber~ 
the raw wood is most ab11ndant. Yon have, however. to 



think of the cost of carriage, not only of the machinerv and 
chemicals that will be necessary (coal may be neglect~d, as 
wood fuel will probably be available) but of the finished 
matches to the large entrepots. One of the most interesting 
and difficult questions that have cropped up in connection 
with my inquiries in the United Provinces is that relating to 
railway freights. Many of the existing industries complain 
that it is hopeless for them to find a market for their 
l'roduce in the large towns on the seaboard because railway 
freight, even at the lowest rates over long distances in the 
country, is higher than sea freight from competing countries 
like Japan and Germany. 

So far I have dealt with the problem from the point of 
view of production. Reference, however, must be made to 
the question of consumption. I think in the present stage 
of our industrial development it may be taken as an axiom 
that our first endeavour •hould be to manufacture for the 
home market. A full discussion of this poiut will in\·oive 
references to cost of carriage from one country to another, 
protective tarifts and other matters that are not immediately 
relevant, 

A glance at the trade returns of India will convince any 
one that there is a considerable leeway to make up in the 
home market before thinking of foreign markets. We 
should therefore carefully analyse the traffic returns of the 
province and observe what articles at present imported from 
outside could be manufactured with raw materials obtain· 
able locally. About fifteen years ago the imponation of 
cigarettes into lnd;a was limited to high grade and 
expensive tobacco. When the !iovernmeut of the United 
Provinces decided to abolish the tobacco farm at Ghazipur, it 
wns because locally gr >Wn tobacco was not suitable for the 
manufacture of superior cigars aud cigarattes. As every one 
knows, there is now a very large consumption in the country 
of very cheap and inferior cigarettes. As a result of an 
industrial survey, inquiries will have to be made whether 
the tobacco grown in different parts of India can be utilised 
for the manufacture of this style of cigarettes. Again, large 
Imports take place every year of varnish for various 
~urposes. The materials for the manufacture of varnish 
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exist In the country in the . form of lac and mahwa (Brassia 
lalifolia) flowers as a base for the distillation of industrial 
alcohol. The industrial survey we contemplate will raise the 
question whether varnish cannot be economicall7 manufac· 
tured in the country. 

It will be found after a consideration of the traffic 
returns that many of the raw products of the province 
cannot be sufficiently utilised to meet the demand of local 
consumers. The United Provinces in a normal year produce 
more wheat than the people of the province care to consume
Some of the wheat is exported to Calcutta aud Rangoon and 
is there milled into flour, It should be one of the points for 
study iu an industrial survey what are the obstacles to the 
milling of the flour locally audits export-the industry of 
milling will not only employ local labour but retain for 
local consumption the chaff-a valuable cattle food. Simi
larly, enormous exports have been taking place in recent 
years from the cotton districts of India of cotton seed to 
Europe. There the seed is crushed, the cake is utilized as 
cattle food or manure, and the oil is consumed for soap as 
well as edible purposes, In an industrial survey, the · 
question of the export cf cotton seed will naturally be 
discussed, and it will be for agricultural and industrial 
experts to decide whether, if cotton seed be crushed locally, 
a home market cannot be found for cake or oil, or both, 
otherwise whether it will not be more economical to employ 
local labour and export the cake and oil iu~tead of the raw 
seed, 

I have uow indicated briefly what may be considered to 
be the scope of an industrial survey of any part of this 
country. It will be seen that the work cannot be accom
plished in a burry, :;or without the co-operation or collabo
ration of a large number of people. Whoever is entrusted 
with the compilation of the central data will have to delve 
deep In the large mass of Government publications, like 
census reports, provincial and imperial trade and traffic 
stati•lics, district gazetteers, Industrial monographs, scientific 
publications, like agricultural ledgers and bulletins, reports 
of the scientific departments, and last, though not least the 
monumental Dictionary of Economic Products of Sir a.:Orge 



Watt, He will need to make a close study of the principal 
markets and trade centres of the province, and he should 
have a knowledge of the smaller marts as well. He will have 
to spend many days in the industrial centres, both for the 
large and the small industries. He must be in touch with 
the capitalist as well as the labourer, and able to appreciate 
the difficulties of both. In the end he can make mere tenta
tive suggestions which actual business men only can test 
and accept or reject. In such au undertaking be needs and 
merits the help and assistance of all interested in the indus· 
trial welfare of tbe country, 

TECHNICAL EDUCATION FOR THE WORKMAN. 
By JoHN WALLACE, EsQ., C. E., 

Editor, llu:" Indian Textile Jollrnal," Bombay. 

How shall we estimate the progress of Technical Edu
cation as imparted in our schools during the past 20 years, 
and where shall we seek for the proof of it ? One naturally looks 
among the familiar craftsmen, the carpenters, joiners, masons, 
smiths, painters, glaziers, plumbers, tinsmiths and decorators, 
expecting to find improved methods of work, greater accuracy 
and expedition, and better choice of materials. But such is not 

. the case. Native workmen, working under Native control, are, 
. generally speaking, as bad as ever. It is only necessary to 

visit some of the largest houses in course of construction in the 
best parts of Bombay to find workmanship of Ute lowest class. 
In one large house, facing the Elphinstone College, all the 
joinery is finished with the jack plane, many of the joints in 
shutter frames would admit a lmlf anna coin, the jhilmils 
ratUe loose, and the locally made ·hinges are all deficient in 
wearing surface, Many of the hinges arc not in line. The 
work of the plumbers and electric fitters is exceedingly rough, 
although their material appears good ; the painters seem 
quite incapable of mixing the same shade continually, and the 
national lack of standard of excellence is just as obtrusive 
now as before. An Indian cannot paint a window frame without 
painting the glass, and if obliged to clean the glass, he will 
usc sandpaper or emery cloth, which ruins the surface. He 
will varnish a dog·cart with his fingers dipped in varnish, or 
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paint doors with a piece ol rag, instead ol using a brush, leaving 
clots ol paint in the corners. H he p•ints or colour-washes a 
wall, he leaves the floor all lou! with droppings, and he rarely 
docs any repair work without damaging, in some way, the 
building in which he works. The Indian mason continues to 
build wall• with stones ol a pyramidal shape, the base forming 
the exterior surface, a most vicious practice, and the cabinet 
maker has so little confidence in his own jointing that he ties 
the legs ol tables together to keep them from coming loose. 
Slovenliness and imperfect knowledge of his craft are the 
characteristic ol his work, and his outfit of tools is that of a man 
who will buy or make nothing that he can possibly do without, 
and who has no regard for time as an element ol cost. If tools 
are provided for him he· will wear them out in ball the time 
a European would take, and the wear is generally that of 
abuse or neglect. I found in Dhulia, Khandesh, a very clever 
wood-worker engaged in joinery and cabinet-making. He 
had made several labour-saving machines, including circular 
and fret saws. Among his products were kindergarten school 
sets of models, which he shortly afterwards abandoned, as 
Utey did not offer him a sufficient profit, although labour and 
wood were both cheap. The explanation of his failure lay in 
the faulty construction of his tools. There was no real accu
facy in !Item. A well adjusted circular saw, properly sharp
ened, will cut hundreds of cubes sci accurately tltat they do 
not need planing at all ; a slight application of fine sandpaper 
is all they need, and even that may be dispensed with if the 
saw is sharpened in a certain manner. '!he Dhulia joiner 
might, to·day, have a steady business in kindergarten models 
if he had Ute benelit of instruction from a qualified teacher of 
handicraft, and it is a reproach to Ute wood workers of India 
that any articles of wood, used for drawing or for kindergarten 
instruction should continue .to be imported from Europe. 
Tho potter for many centuries has continued to make unglazed 
cooking pots, while the potters in Southern Europe, with 
appliance• almost as simple as those of this country, are pro
ducing glazed goods that are preferred to any other material 
for cooking pots. 

The Indian artificer bas no standards of good workman
ship ; he will give the smallest possible reltn11 for his pay, and 
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when taxed with scamping or fraud, he will display consi· 
derablc ingenuity in refuting the charge, and endeavouring 
to prove that his work is as good as and possibly better than 
was ordered. It is not etiquette to admit a blunder-and U1e 
occasion offers an opportunity for talking. Setting aside his 
fertility in excuses, the Indian workman is almost devoid of 
originality; but it is to be hoped that this waste energy may, 
some day, be converted into useful force; it offers an interc'St· 
ing problem to the educationist. 

All well-wishers of India desire to see a better use made 
of the raw products that are exported at present in such 
quantities. Materials to produce paints, varnishes, leather, 
canvas, cordage, textiles, drugs, oils and metals, many of 
which return in a manufactured state," might all be dealt with 
here if workmen were more reliable. It is they who d.etermine 
the final quality and finish of any manufacture, and if they 
are stupid, careless, irregular, migratory and improvident, no 
talent of master or manager can avert the deterioration of the 
product. We must, therefore, give such attention to the educa
tion of the o,yorkman as shall improve his working capacity. 

Meanwhile large sums are annually spent on Technical 
instruction. I do nut imply that good workmen are not 
increasing In Tndia, for that would not be true. Good 
workmen are being trained in railway, dockyard, and other 
engineering work•hops under European control throughout 
India ; but what I do contend is that the influence of schools 
where handicraft is taught, pure or mixed with science and 
literature, has not yet reached the rank and file of workmen, 

· even in the towns where the instruction is given. 
It cannot be said that the Indian is averse to things that 

are foreign. His consumption of kerosene, wire nails, 
corrugated sheet iron, cheap padlocks and cutlery is enor· 
mous, and he has taken kindly, indeed, far too kindly, to 
literary education until the market is glutted and the pay for 
clerical work does not provide a decent living. Meanwhile 
the earnings of a good craftsman may easily be double those 
of the clerk. Why, then, should the ordinary workman be so 
indifferent about technical education 1 He will not go to a 
night school, and he has but scant appreciation for the in
struction .his son may get at an industrial or an art school, 
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indeed, the knowledge of drawing that the boy acquire; is the 
only part of the training lbat is appreciated by a future em
ployer and by the workman himself. 

The schools, sometimes called technical and sometimes 
industrial, according to the fancy of the promoter.;, and where 
the prospecti\"e workman gets his training, are in charge of 
men who have not been taught to teach. Some are selected 
workmen who ha\·e exercised their trade for some yean ; 
others are young men fresh from some technical institution, 
who ha'-e a very superficial knowledge of handicraft, and 
bne no csperience of .trade methods and workshops. They · 
generally attach more importance to scientific than to techni
cal knowledge, and Ibis accoonts cbiefty for their failure as 
teacher.;, while the pure workman teacher simply continues 
the habits of his craft without any thought of impro,-emenL 
He jealously conceals what he considers to be his trade 
secrets for fear any boy should become clever enough to 
supersede him. These secrets generally turn t'ut to be things 
that are common knowledge in other countries. 

One of the rarest things in India is to bear a definition of 
technical work. It is generally assumed to consist of a 
mixture, in no fixed proportion, of science and art; the 
science being mathem3tical, mechanical and chemical, and the 
technique the art of some kind of work in wood and metals. 
My earliest recollection of King's College, London, is the 
memory of a definition of physical science gh-en by one of the 
masters. He said it was a form of 1.-oowledge that could l=e 
con\"eyed in writing, and that coold be tested experimentally, 
gi\;ug the same results from similar premisses. Technique is a 
word that has been appropriated principally by the exponents 

· of the line arts, and is used with reference to the work of sculp
tors, poets, painters, writer.;, and actor.;, and in every case it 
means the distincti\-e finish of 'he work, the result of their 
method and talent, and although it forms the chief object of 
criticism, it cannot be acquired by any amount of reading, and 
is thus completely distim:t from science. Technique is the strict 
equi\"alent of art and craft, it is the same thing expressed in 
words of Greek, Latin and Saxon origin, and although nearly 
related to science the idea is quite distincL For example, one 
may read all that can be written about hammering a nail, hand-

7 
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ling a saw, wheeling a barrow, riding a horse, or swimming, 
without acquiring any one of these arts, but the most illiterate 
man· may become expert in them all by a sufficient amount 
?f practice. A technical school is literally one where science 
is not taught ; a school where science and craft are mixed is 
a trade school ; and to organise a trade school properly the most 
important directing influence should be that of men having an 
·intimate local knowledge of the trades intended to be taught. 

The Confusion of the terms technical ~nd scientific Is 
exemplified in two institutions in the Bombay Presidency, 
In the College of Science, Poona, various ph)sicai science• 
are taught, and illustrated by means of work in wood and 
metals for the training of engineers of roads, bridges and 

_canals. In the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute, Bombay, 
various physical sciences are taught, and illustrated by ineans 
of work in wood and metals, for the training of students in 
mechanical or electrical engineering and textile work. 1t is 
not easy to guess on what basis the titles of the two institu
tions were chosen1 but they illustrate the popular acceptation 
of the terms Science and Technique. in :Manchester at the 

. pr~nt time a project is being discussed for the e~tablishment 
of a Technicall>ibrary. A Library of applied Science is probably 
what is meant. 

The cause of the present state of 'l'echnical Education in 
India is traceable to the constitution of the Educational 
Department, which is controlled by University men, whose ideas 
of education are so built upon reading and writing as a found
ation, that they have overlooked the true relation of technique 

, to science in a country whose indnstrial training is stilL in a 
very backward condition. In eveL't other country which has. 
reached any industrial eminence, the knowledge of handicraft 
preceded, by many generations, that of reading and writing. 
Even in Japan, which is so often referred to as an example for 
·lndia1 reading and writing only became common property 
about 60 years ago, and even d that time the Japanese crafts· 
lnen were a century ahead of the Indian workman to-day, 

. Of the leading countries in Europe the same story may 
be tdld. Cralt reached a high development before literacy was 
:needed; and yet, in spite of all past experience, the Indian 
Government, through its Educational Department, has attemp· 
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ted to improve the technique of the people !~rough literary 
channels. It was expected that the young men coming out of 
the scientific and technical schools would become teachers 
among the men they would ultimately control, but this did not 
happen. The scientific training the students receh·¢ g~neral· 
ly increased the mental distance between supenisor and 
work111an. The students bad not been taught to teach. 
In the meantime, and quite unofficially, real technical 
education had been introduced, and was being success· 
full)· imparted to the native workmen in the railway and 
other workshops under European supervision, and the 
training, being limited to the work the men were paid 
for, was a success from the beginning. The foremen 
were not trainee) teachers, but they knew the work, and 
were responsible for its execution, so the ~en increased in 
wage value ~nd learned orderly habits. Success was ine\i· 
table, for the teacher knew exactly what was wan!ed and 
taught nothing else. This was a good beginning, but it must 
be improved upon, a subject to which I shall presently come. 

\Vhen lay assistance was required for the management of 
lrade schools the Educational Department was n"t fortonate1 
for the persons chosen to control these schools are chieOy 
remarkable for their lack of technical knowledge. Lawyers, 
doctors, civil servants, merchants, are appointed; they carry . 
out the business of tlte school, and look after the finances, but· 
the important matters of technical instruction are left with the 
masters who are frequently very ill-prepared for their duties. 
If they have been brought from Europe they naturally want 
to carry on the work as they have done in their own country, 
regardless of the enormous differences that exist between the 
foreign and the Indian student and between the actual industrial 
requirements of the two countries. In such matters the 
committee or board should be able to furnish the necessary 
guidance and control, directing the teacher's efforts to the 
most immediate need of the crafts represented in the school 
The ordinary committee man, who can only regard Technical 
education from a scientific or literary point of \iew, cannot 
understand that a ""und training in handicraft may be given 
to a man who cannot read and write. No mao can safely 
meddle \\ith Technical education in India who qoes not know . 



practically the details of at least one trade as exercised both in 
India an:! in Europe, in order that the defects in Indian 
methods may be corrected. This intimate knowledge is neces
sary, because an inexperienced committee man is liable eiU>er 

. to overlook defects in technique, or to propose reforms U>at 
are premature or unsuitable. Is it any wonder if the men who 
know reiuse to sit in committee with the men who do not 
know P There is also observable among inexperienced men a 
deplorable disposition to multiply subjects of instruction 
without any assurance that a competent teacher is available. 
This has been disastrous in several instances. Lack of know· 
ledge of technical matters is especially noticeable in the 
speeches of prominent men, delivered on public occasions, 
such as the opening of a new school or the distribution of 
prizes." They will talk of the advantages of scientific I.:nowledge, 
the increase of wealth due to technical training, the utilisation 
in "the country of raw products, and sometimes even of the 
dignity of labour. But of real technical matters not a word. 
And the audience departs not only no wiser, but_ with a false 
idea of the subject. The very worst friend of Technical edu• 
cation is he who collects the programmes of the most advanced 
scientific educational institution in Europe and America, and 
presents them, in his best literary style, as models to be fol· 

·lowed in India. He would repeat, if he were allowed, the 
errors of U1e so-called higher education, some of whose results 
are in such unpleasant evidence to-day. 

Technical education has no necessary connection with 
elaborate buildings containing marble slabs on which the 

· name and virtues of the founder are conspicuously inscribed. 
Any shed tliat is of sufficient size, 1 and is properly ligliied, 
ventilated, floored and drain~d is good enough for the pur
pose. So many schools and so many teachers are Teqoired 
that anything but the simplest. of buildings would s.wour of 
extravagance. 

An educational programme for India should have a very 
definite object, especially if the subject be technical. The 
object is to improve the efficiency of the native craftsman so 
~hat he may turn out more and better work and get a better 
return for his labour. To carry out the programme, it will 
b~ necessary to !mow very clearly what are the defects of the 



workman, what is the knowledge that he most needs, and how 
much of this most necessary knowledge can be imparted to 
him and assimilated during the time available lor his instruo
tion. We seem already to have drifted a long way from the 
imposing studies of the scientific universities of other coun· 
tries, but we are getting nearer the mark. In instructing the 
Indian workman it is also well to remember that he can only 
take in a limited amount of new knowledge per generation ; 
there is therefore all the more need to discriminate in the 

·choice of subjects. 
The success of technical instruction in railway work

shops suggests an extension of the system by which the 
foreman might receh·e a special course of instruction that 
would improve him as a foreman, or qualify him to be 
a teacher in a primary technical school. The carpenter 
may be taken as a familiar example. He might be selected 
between the ages of twenty and twenty· five alter having 
gh"Cn proofs of his intelligence and ability as a workman and, 
as the chief defects of the native workman are carelessness as 
to measurements and neglect of his tools, the pupil would be 
instructed in cutting edges wiUt tests as to their working value, 
the sharpening and use of various saws, the. construction of 
labour-saving devices of wood, simple calculations of quan· 
tities and hand sketches with dimensions as \\'orking drawings. 
An important part of his training would be the art of demon· 
strating with the aid of Ute blackboard various familiar pro· 
cesscs in carpentry. For example, he might represent a jack 
plane, a s;1w, a centre bit, or even a paring chisel, and describe 
its construction and the reasons for the shape of each part in 
such simple language as would be familiar to men of his class. 
There are reasons for every movement in handicraft, but 
Indian foremen are rarely able to tell them. A simple course 
of plain geometry, conveyed as much as possible by means of 
the plumb level and tape measure and applied to the school 
building, would complete the course, which could be mastered 
in from 6 to S months. These men should be able to read 
and write, but they should be able to teach without the aid of 
books, because most o( their pupils will be illiterate. 

As the quality of any manufactured article depends on the 
ability and discipline of the workmen, who are generally 



illiterate, ~nd who h~ve rarely served any serious apprentice.. 
§hip, the training of foremen is a rn~tter of great imnortance. 
These Jll~l! W<?ul<;l have to be maintained during their period 
of training ; and I have reason to believe that, among the 
Native Ghiefs and the wealthy lqqian employers, sqfficient 
funcjs couiP, be raised for the fees of the normal training school 
a!l\1 tpe support of tbe pupils they would send. 'fhe course 
of training just indica,ted may seem meagre to a m~n of Eura· 
pean ~xp~rience; but, <;om pared with the mental equipment of 
the average native maistry, it represents a considerable step on 
the road to ef!ici~nc;y, an<! it is prqbably quite long enough 
to sl;lrt with, It ha~, moreover, this r~COIJ1mendatioq, that whil~ 
it imprqyes his-efficiency iniJis own line, it docs not tempt him 
out of qjs proper groc;>ve towards clerical employment. There 
js, however, one s~rjp~~ difficulty in the way of this project. 
'fh~r~ is, sc;» {ar as I know, flO normal training school in 
India £of instruction in handicraft. Attention bas beep princi· 
pally pirected to the trainiqg of masters. This may prob;1bly 
!l~COI!nt for my experience in the many technical and indus
trial schools I have visited, I did not fim! one saw in good 
condition ; the grindstones, with 011e exceptioq, were all in wry 
had order, and I did not find any of the wooden screw vices of 
the pattern that are still common in England, and are cspe· 
cially suite\~ for Indian workmen on a~count of their cheapness. 
What kind of training can the teachers have hall to 'lllow the 
tools to get into such a state, and what is the value of the 
inspector who tolerates such slovenly teaching ? 

The subject of technical instruction cannot be lc!t without 
reference to the primary training of children of the labouring 
classes. What should they learn ? 

" If we may rely on the evidence of Mr. Nesfteld, Director 
of Public lnstruction in the North-West Proviltces., the throe 
R's were not of much use. He found that prirnary eqpcation 
made the children q£ cultivators less contented with their Jot 
in life, less willing to wor)t and more litigious. ll e persuaded 
1,037 old pupils who had l~ft schop) for som~ tim~ to present 
themselves for examination and of these, 16 per cent. passed 
in one or more simple subjects (reading, w~i(iqg and arithme· 
tic) and in one or other of th~ three mor~ difficult grades, 
while the remainin~ 8·~ per cent, faijed to pass in any one 



subject. the Instruction given thelh appears.to have beeo of 
no use in their daily work, and they forgot their scboolihg as 
people forget the things they do not practise. Educatibh 
did not make thein better agriculturists because their instruc
tion di<l not include anything directly bearing on agricultllM:. 
It l•as also made cleat that the short receptive period of !lie 
lives of these youths had been !o:icrlficed to a system borrowl!d 
from another and totally different countty. 'rhe ihCident took 
place 24 years ago and, although object lessons have since b~etl 
iulroduced, rendering the tuition n1ore interesting, reading and 
writing continue to be taught to and forgotten by the bulk of 
the pupils. The teaching of fire boys to read, ih ordef that 
one might remember the :trt, indicate!! very peculiar ideas 
on the subject ol education. 

The primary trade school can only be opened after 
teachers of handicraft have been trained in a special class and, 
laking \vood working by \~ily of exatnple, they should be able 
to lcacb the follo\Ving subjects :-Freehand dtawing and 
·arithmetic a• npplled to the carpenter's cr:ill 

The use ol the foot rule in correct measurement. 
The reading of the clock. . 
The rise of tlie mallet and cliisel as an introduction to the 

study of culling edges. 
The use ol the saw for e:bcl work, i e., cuttihg out a peni:ll 

.line on lioth sides of a piece of \\·ood. 'fhis is soon acquired 
1\ohen the saw is in good adjustment. The exercises should irl
clude worl..-ing with the saw in the lisual slate, comparing the 
lime occupied in doing t~e s~me amount of work with eatb 
saw. As the s.~w is the most neglected tool in the kit of an 
Indian worklilan, special care should be given to this subjtcl 
'i'be pujliiiVbuld finally learn to sharpen and sl!l the teetb of 
saws. 

'!'he systematic grinding ·and whetting of cutting tools 
would follow with a comparison of the lime used :It the grind
stone and at the Rat stone (lisano) generally used. Edges 
sharp and dull would be examined by a watchmaker's lens, 
and comparative working tests would be made of sharp and 
dull tools. 

Tests of the strength of wood. These are made with 
\"aric;ms samples of wood of similar size, resting on supports 
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and loaded in th,e middle with a bag filled with stones, until 
they break. Instruction should at the same time be given 
on the qualities of the samples tested. 

The holding power of nails and screws, 'fhe le!!SOn is 
taught with the aid of a nail-puller and a bag of stones, the 
wood being held in a vice. Experiments are made with bright 
and rusty nails and with screws. Screws, as driven in India, 
have often Jess holding power than nails. In this les.'iOn the 
shape of the point of a screw driver is explained. 

The correct use of planes and their adjustments. This 
work is taught partly by demonstration at the blackboard and 
partly by graduated exercises. 

The fitting of handles to hammers and chisels. I£ one may 
judge by ordinary examples, this subject calls for definite 
instruction of a simple kind. 

Every school should possess examples of wood working 
machines, made principally of wood, to shew how much a 
carpenter may do for himself in making machines of precision. 
I have for many years used a lathe, made principally of wood, 
in which sawing, screw cutting and dovetailing is done 
besides all the usual work· 

A short course of applied geometry will be required in 
wloich it will not be necessary to talk of Euclid or the Law of 
Gravity, The making and testing of a wooden square, a 
straight edge and a plumb·level, the fixing of hinges three in 
line (as on a door) and e.'<ercise with the square, plumb·level 
and tape measure upon the walls, doors and windows of the 
workshop, properly explained, should form an introduction to 
the carpenter's art and a safeguard against many vague or 
erroneous notions which beset the~ .ordinary worker in wood. 
This instruction should also render him more observant of any 
further useful knowledge that might come in his way ; it 
would not be likely to run to waste, for it would all be required 
by the future workman. 

The most successful exponent of technical instruction that 
I know in India is Mr. Alfred Chatterton, Director of In· 
dustrial and Technical Inquiries, Madras. When he intro
duced the manufacture of aluminium into India, he made no 
conditions of literary accomplishmenfin his technical school, 
He took in s11ch workmen as wished to learn, devised tools of 
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the cheapest and roughest appearance, but which were 
effective, and afforded the worke"' every encouragement 
and as...istance when they left, to work on their own account. 
The ouccess of this aluminium industry needs no further 
detail. His weaving school is on an equally non-literate 
basis, and his latest enterprise in boring for water by 
means of which be bas discovered enormous supplies, 
exceeding iu many places the needs of the fanners, will 
be a standing memorial to his intelligent appreciation of the 
practical needs of the people. It is impossible at the present 
time to estimate the benefit be bas conferred on the district
not by finding out bow to bore for water, but by prevailing on 
a very conservative people to adopt the system and to purcha.e 
oil engines and pumps to lift the water. 

India has yet to recover from an educational impulse in 
the wrong direction. Reading and writing, which have been 
of incalcuL•ble value to certain classes, are not of use to all, 
and they become positi\·cly pernicious when they entice youne 
men away from a sure living by handicraft to the overcrowded 
ranks of clerical labour. 

A time will come when literary knowledge will be neces.. 
sary to the whole population of India, but that is the affair of 
posterity. 

I have endeavoured in the foregoing remarks to prove 
that no •uitablc education has been pro\-ided for the large 
class of workmen on whose competence the quality of 
India's products principally depends, and th.•t many of the 
attempts that have been made to improve the craftsman have 
defeated their own ends by teaching the wrong subject and 
attempting too much. Employers of labour in India, who 
know the work they command, can all tell how very little 
special knowledge would be required to increase to a consider
able degree the wage value of their men, and bow a logical 
habit of thought, which can be acquired at a Yef}· early age, 
would enable them to continue tlteir education, by habits of 
observing, throughout a lifetime. Education for the masses has 
been tried for many yea,., \\-itb singular ill-success if we may 
judge by results, and it is certainly not because the pupil cannot 
learn. A new class of teachers is required, with special train
ing, to meet the real needs of the working community, and 

6 . 
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no man should be allowed to undertake class work who cannot 
furnish proofs of his ability to teach. An incompetent teacher 
of craft, however clever he may be as a wor!.:man, will simply 
help to perpetuate the faulty methods, the bnne of India's 
industries, which it is the chief object of technical education 
to remove. 

COMMERCIAL EDUCA'flON. 

By K. SUBRAMANI AIYAR, EsQ., F.S.A.A" 

Pri11cipal, lite Byramjee Jeejeebhoy College of Commerce, 
Incorporated A.cco11n/anl and Fellow of tfze University, Bombay. 

Twenty-five years ago there used to be sharp differences 
of opinion as to what Technical Education meant and 
included. There was a vaguene•s-an indefiniteness in 
our ideas about the scope of Technical Education. For 
some time, every kind of education other than literary and 
professional education was considered to he Technical 
Education. Later on, the view began to prevail that Techni· 
cai'"Education· is neither more nor less than Industrial 
Education. Our ideas on the subject, thanks partly to the 
annual Industrial Exhibitions and Conferences, have now 
become much clearer, and it is now pretty generally re
cognized that Technical Education embr•ces three main 
beads, viz., Agricultural, Industrial and Commercial Edu
cation. 

Agricultural Education is concerned with the produc
tion of the raw materials of commerce. Industrial Education 
is cOncerned with the conversion of raw materials into 
manufactured product~, while Cp,mmercial Education--is 
concerned with seeking out markets lor commodities and 
finding purchasers for the products of Agriculture and 
Industry. Though it bas not been easy to ascertain the best 
nteans of imparting Industrial Education, we have always 
readily acknowledged the importance and utili~y o( In.Justrial 
Education. It has not, however, J;een always so easy to get · 
the pnbl!c to recognize the importance of Commercial 
Education. Markets for commodities are as great a necessity 
for the producer as fields of production are a necessity for 
the continued existence of a market, The manufacturer's 
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occupation will be gone the moment be ceases to be a 
merchant or to co-operate with a merchant. 

The inter-dependence of commerce and industry is so 
real and obvious that it is difficult to realise why, in the past 
and to son1e extent evenonow, Commercial Education has not 
been recognized to be an important portion· of Technical 
Education. It is readily admitted that preliminary training 
Is necessary for a young man who desires to become a 
mechanical or electrical engineer, a manufacturer of glass or 
pottery, a spinner or a weaver, while it is often thought that 
buying and selling are sufficiently simple operations in 
which any young man born of a wealthy father may readily 
engage himself wit bout previous training of any kind. 

In the words of Sir William Preece, " the Americans and 
the Germans are ousting the British out of tlleir markets not 
so much by any superiority in the quality of their goods, but 
by their superior knowledge of the demands of the markets, by 
better direct comn1unicatiou with foreign countries, by supe· 
rior methods and business ways, by establishing regular iutelli
gcnce departments, and above all by possessing and exercising 
superior commercial knowledge.'' If Europe and America 
with their accumulated prestige and experience consider it 
necessary to make commerce a subject of serious study; if 
such leading commercial countries ns England and Amecica, 
Jnpau and Gennany, cousider higher Commercial Education 
necessary for the advancement of tlleir commerce, how much 
more essential must it be to orgauizc Commercial Colleges in 
this vnst continent of India, so bountifully endowed by 
Nature and so little exploited by us. \Ve are so thankful to 
the Almighty for having made our country so rich in natural 
resources that we do not care to teach our young men what 
India is capable of achieving iu the world of Industry and 
Commerce. _ · 

On the recommendation of Lord Ripon's Education 
Commission, a resolution was passed by the Government of 
India in October 1884, " that every variety of study should 
be encouraged which may serve to direct the attention of 
native youths to industrial and commercial pursuits." The 
Royal Commission on the Depr=ion of Trade in England 
recommended "a sounder commercial training as the chief 
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rentedy." 'l'his recommendation of the Covernmcnt of tndia 
was first acted upon by the 1'rustees of Pachaiyappa's 
College, Madras, who, at the instance of !lr. John Adam, 
M.A., Principal of that College, started a Commercial 
School in Madras a11d placed it in my charge. We were able 
to secure tbe·sympathy and support of the leading merchants 
of Mad!"'s and of the Madras Government. It was, however, 
tbollght by our sympathisers and supporters that the only 
nseful work which could be done by a Commercial School 
was to teach its students to write a neat hand, to fill in 
blanks in printed forms flf mercantile letters, and to make 
the simpler arithmetical calculations with rapidity and 
accuracy-in a word-to perform the duties of a Junior 
Mercantile Clerk. In the course of five or six years the 
Commercial Schools of Madras were able to convince the 
public that they could teach their students much more than 
this and that they could turn out young men qualified for 
performing the duties of Senior Clerks in the Correspondence 
and Accounts Departments of Mercantile Houses. The 
Commercial Schools of Madras and Bombay have '!~ready 
proved their ability !o turn out book-keepers and account· 
ants, shorthand writers and reporters, banking, shipping and 
insurance clerks, qualified to enter npon their duties without 
previous apprenticeship. The utility "f the schools engaged 
in imparting Elementary and Secondary Commercial Educa
tion is now so largely acknowledged on all hands that the 
permanency of such institutions may now be considered to 
be well assured. 

But Commercial Education will not deserve the attention 
which is claimed for it, if commercial institutions are merely 
Intended to divert young men fram one kind of quill driving 
to another kind of q11ill drlvinp;. The advocates of 
Commercial Education have always had a much higher 
object in view than inducing a few young men to 
accept clerkships in mercantile offices. The real and 

·chief object of Commercial Education is to enable our youths 
to become traders, merchants and bankers. The training 
imparted onght to attract the brightest of our youths and 
enable them to take a comprehensive view of the markets 
of the world to seek out the cheapest sources of supply and . . 
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the beslmnrkets for such commodities, and to ascertain :lnd 
utilise the best means of transport for th~ commodities in 
which they deal, 1'hcy should be enabled to read and 
understand statistics, to appreciate aud fullr grasp the 
significance of nil changes in the money market, to take 
full advantage of the facilities. granted by bankers to mer
chants, to promote the formation ol joint stock companies, 
and to conduct the administration of such companies. 
. The most pressing problem in connection with 
Commercial Education that now demands our serious ~tten• 
tion, is the right method of Imparting higher Commercial 
Education for the j>lll'pose of turning out merchants, bankers, 
and financiers. What is the nature of the training to be 
Imparted 1 By whom should our commercial colleges be 
financed and managed ? !ly whom should our commercial 
examinations be conducted ? How can we effectively attract 
students of the right class to these Commercial Colleges? 

However well organized and well conducted a college 
may be, the usefulness of that college will be greatly reduced 
unless the college is able to attract students who by their 
previous education ore qualified to benefit by the business 
training imparted in that college. We have for the past half 
n century been so much accustomed to associate higher 
education with n university degree that it is so difficult to 
prevail upon our young men or even their guardians to 
believe that a college which does not prepare its students for 
a university degree deserves to attmct the brightest of our 
young men. The impression unfortunately prevails that 
commercial schools aud colleges are intended only for the 
benefit of such students as have not the intellectual capacity. 
for n university course. Though it is quite easy to prove 
that such nu opinion is based upon a misapprehension of 
facts, it will be unwise to ignore this prejudice against 
colleges unconnected with a- university. The practical 
administrator ought to take uote of this prejuduce and fmnie 
his programme for the development of higher Commercial 
Education so as to attmct the brightest of our young 
men as well as the sons of well-to-do parents. This one 
reason is enough to induce us to press the Indian univer
sities to institute degrees in Commerce and affiliate 
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commercial colleges that agree to prepare candidates for 
University Degrees in Commerce. 

Another reason why our universities should provide 
for higher Commercial Education what they have done foe 
legal, medical, and engineering education is, tb.at the training 
imparted in a commercial. college unconnected with a 
university will, in endeavouring to make its instruction 
practical, pay insufficient attention to the training of the 
intellect and to mental cultur~. Such a college will pay 

. more attention to business routine and to the practical 
requirements of a busiuess office than to the consideration 
of the larger problems of production, distribution, transport, 
and finance. Such colleges will succeed in producing 
capable head clerks and even managers, but will not enable 
our young men to grasp the marvellous and complicated 
phenomena of modern commerce and to generalise from 
complicated facts in the concrete life of commercial commu
nities. A substantial portion of the course now prescribed by 
our universities for the degree of Bachelor of Arts is abso
lutely essential for the young aspirant to a Degree in Com
merce. This is. especially true in the case of languages, 
History, and Political Economy. Without such intellectual 
training and without such culture, the graduate of a commer
cial college would be unable to apply his knowledge to the 
ever-changing problems of commerce that would await solu
tion at every turn. 

It is sometimes argued by university authorities that our 
universities ought to have nothing to do with bread-winning 

· pursuits like commerce. University senators often pat ·Com
mercial Education on the ba<:k, express the profoundest 
sympathy for it, and declare that it ought to be encouraged 
by llvery possible means. But when it comes to a question 
of instituting university examinations in commerce, they 
shrug their shoulders and fight shy of university degrees in 
Oommerce. It is not the business of a university, tbey say, 
.to enable a man to earn his bread. M~ntal culture is, I 
admit, one of the fundamental objects of education. But to 
plead that university training ought not to be calculated to 
enable graduates to earn their livelihood, is to ignore tbe 
past history of universities, Indian and foreign. Are not the 
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Legal, Medical and Engineering professions bread-winning 
pursuits, and do our young men take degrees in Law, Medi' 
cine and Engineering merely to pay their homage to the 
goddess of learning ? And do they, when they begin to 
practise their profession, charge no fees for their services P 
Or, when they do charge fees, do they charge just enough to 
keep their body nnd soul together ? The fact is, to quote an 
eminent writer, "the philosophy that aftects to teach us a 
contempt of money does not run very deep. So manifold 
are the bearings of money upon the lives and character of 
mankind that an insight which should search out the life of a 
mnn iu his pecuniary relations would penetrate into almost 
every cranny of his nature. A right measure and manner of 
getting, saving, spending, giving, taking, lending, borrowing, 
nud bequeathing would almost argue n perfect mau.'' 

Another objection which has sometimes been raised to 
the institution of Qo university degree in Commerce is that 
the study of commerce will have a narrowing influence on 
the min1s of university students and will not tend to produce 
that mental cullure which ought to characterise every 
course of university studtes. But an honest and careful 
scrutiny of the course of studies recommended for a degree 
in commerce ought to dispel this illusion and ought to con·· 
vince even the most advanced advocate of university cul
ture that the studies required for a degree in Commerce 
will discipline the intellect as much as the course for the 
degree in Arts. It is because we consider general culture to 
be essential for the successlul man of business that we plead 
for university recognition of the study of Commerce. In 
the words of Sir Phillip Magnus, "the function of a univer
sity is to Iibera lise all kinds of professionR! studies, Medicine, 
Law, Engineering and Commerce, and to suggest courses of 
study leading to a university degree in the branches of 
knowledge cognate to different professional careers, and to 
encourage learning an:l original investigation in any of the· 
subjects of study included in such courses. The love of 
knowledge for its own sake, which it is the highest aim of· 
every teacher to stimulate, is not excited but rather deaden
ed by divorcing science from its application ; and it is in the 
quest of knowledge to serve some special end that the high· 
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est_ truths of science have often been 'revealed and the plea_ 
sure .of research and discovery has received its supreme 
satisfaction. ·, 

That great historian of the American Commonwealth 
~ud of the Holy Roman Empire, the Right Honourable 
James Bryce, remarks : " I have felt for many years, and I 
have 'taken many occasions of urging that modern commerce 
whether it be regarded as au exchange of commodities, be 
studied from the side of production or the side of finance, 
bas now become a subject which ought to receive full 
university recognition. It is a subject which is quite worthy 
of being treated in a philosophical and scientific way and of 
having a place in the curricula of our universities." 

Hi~ Excellency Lt>rd Nortbcote, in his capacity of Chon
cellor of the University of Bombay, urged that "commerce 
should be as thoroughly taught and honoured a study as any 
other of those other branches of learning which an Indian 

~ 

university delights to honour and that the high literary 
reputation of tile Unh·ersity of Bombay would in no way be 
diminished by increased recognition on its part ofprohciency 
in scientific, agricultural, and commercial studies." 

Whether the study of commerce deserves to be recog
nised by our universities is a question which has, during the 
past six years, been satisfactorily answered by the institution 
of degrees in Commerce by various British universities. 
Faculties of Commerce, with courses of siudies leading to a 
Bachelor'~ degree and a. Master's degree in Commerce, have 
recently been instituted in the universities of London, 
Birmingham and Manchester. Even the Uuiversitx_ of 
Cambridge has instit(\ted a degree' in Economics nearly on 
the same lines as the degrees in Commerce of the other 
universities. Our Indian senators can no longer plead- that 
the study of Commerce does uot promote mental culture and 
does not, therefore, deserve univtrsity rl.!cogoitioo. It may, 
of course, be u~ged by unsympathetic friends that whatever 
is good for England cannot also be good for India. The 
fact is that, long before 'the ·institution of a degree in Com
merce. by a British university, we in India were pleading 
for the iiiStitution of degrees in Commerce by the Indian 
upiversities. Onr proposals were then laughed to scorn oq 
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the ground that we were ·endeavouring to copy tbe American 
auivenitiea in tbe matler, and tbat even England had not 
instituted university degrees in Commerce. Now that • 
English universities have done so, we are sometimes told 
tbat we muat walt suflideutly long to watch the result of the 
experiments being made by British universities in !he matter. 
An argument of this kind, if allowed to prevail, would 
prevent, or greatly delay, the introduction af almost every 
kind of reform. 

One other objection tbat 111ay be raised against the insti· 
tution of university degrees in Commerce is, that the train. 
lug Imparted in a commercial college under university con· 
trol would be too theoretical, and might be so mnch divorced 
from pmctice that tbe gmduates of such colleges would not 
bec.lme successful men:of business. An objection oftbis kind 
deserves careful considemtion, but is one which may be met 
by a careful .organization and by a carefully drafted curri
culum. The best plan seems to be that our commercial 
colleges ought to be nuder the management of our leading 
merchants and bo.nker$, subject to university control. Univer. 
sity control wiU ensure attention to mental culture and to 
geneml principles. The supervision of the merchants will en· 
sore attention to the application of the general principles to 
the practical problems of commerce. The examinations will be 
so conducted as to test the ability of the csndidates to apply 
tbeir principles in practice. The questions set by the exami
ners ought to consist of practical problems in Commerce 
which can be solved with the principles that have been 
taugkt during the university course. The coop!r~tion of 
the university authorities with the leading merchants will 
secure hotb the objects and will create a supply of university 
graduates in Commerce, with a sufficiently sound theoretical 
and practical knowledge. -

All other kinds of objections having been met, a new 
kind of objection was recently raised by His Excellency 
Lord Lamingtnn in his first Convocation speech as Chan
cellor of the University of Bombay. His Excellency re
marked that" there seems to be a tendency to think that 
the establishment of a degree is all that is necessary for the 
complete equipment of any particular branch of h:gber edu. 

9 
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cation. I have heard suggestions {or a commercial degree. 
Now, no one disputes the importance of the aptitude for 
success in commercial life, but that a central university 
should be specialised to meet the requirements of the dif· 
ferent professions that make up the activity of the com mer· 
clal wnrld,.l believe, would be unwise until it haq adequate 
resources to take up the work thoroughly. The need for such 
specialisation may be met, when those who are chieRy con· 
cerned make the demand, as the medical and the legal pro
fessions have done in the past." It was unfortunate that 
His Excellency was not correctly informed as to the nature 
and character of our demand for the institution of a degree 
in Oommerce. We were not and could not have been so 
short-sighted as to think that the mere institution of a degree 
examlnatrou would be sufficient without the establishment 
of a well-conducted commercial college to pre['are students 
for that degree. The fact is that I was prepared to an· 
nounce large donations for conducting su~h a course as soon 
as· the university authorities were prepared to tecei•·e 
favourably my proposals for the institution of degrees in 
Commerce. Again, it is against the past history of our unl. 
versities to declare, as I.ord Lamlngton did, that our univer· 
sities should not recognise new branches of learning until 
they have adequate resources of their own to train students 
in that branch.. Ottr colleges are no1v financed and managed 
either by private bodies or by Goventment, and our unh·er· 
sities do not contribute towards the expenditure of any or 
our colleges. What the university bas to do is to institute 
and conduct the examinations and to see that adequate 
provision is made in a private or Government college fur the 
preparation of candidates for that degree. It is, however, 
gratifying to note His Excellency's admission that the need 
for such specialisation may be met when the demand is made 
by those concerned a• in the case of the medical and the 
legal professions. I may be wrong, but I am not aware 
that our lawyers and doctors presented a petition to the 
university and to Government before our universities 
instituted university degrees in Law and llledicine. 
Nor am l aware that our colleges of Law and Medicine 
have been or are financed hy our lawyers nn4 doctor~. Why 

. . . j:J ~?--)~ . 
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is it then necessary that our merchants shonld petition for 
degreeo in Commerce and should offer to finance commercial 
colleges before the nuiversity thinks of instituting degrees 
in Commerce or Government thinks of starting and main· 
tailting commercial colleges? However, commercial colleges 
would certainly gain in prestige and usefulness if our mer
chants took up the question in right earnest and cooperated 
with the University. Let us now make an authoritative 
demand for University recognition of the study of Commerce, 
and let us make au earnest endeavour to endow well· 
e<JUipped commercial colleges in each province, and I am 
pretty confident that it will be difficult, even for unsympa• 
thetic friends, to raise any more objections. 

The chances ol success are much brighter than before if 
fresh attempts are now made in this direction. The re-con. 
s.ituted Senate of the O•lcutta University actually passed a 
Resolution instituting a Faculty of Commerce, though this 
Resolution was finally dropped by the Committee appointed 
by the Government of India to frame regulations for that 
University. Au amendment to this eftect proposed by some 
of us in the Bombay Senate had secured t)le.support of a 
large number of our colleagues in the Senate, but had to be 
dropped, for tbe time being, for certain other re~sous. 1'here 
was also an agitation in the Madras Senate for the institution 
ol degrees iu Commerce, which, however, proved abortive, 

Let we now briefty indicate the scope and extent of 
university courses iu Commerce. A sound knowledge of 
English and of at least one Asiatic and one modern European 
language will form an essential feature of the University 
course iu Commerce. Among other subjects will be 
commercial mathematics and accountancy, mercantile 
law and practice, the histor-y, science and practice of 
bankiug,.cnrreucy, foreign e&changes, economics, economie 
geography, tho: history of commerce, industry and manu• 
factures, the theory and practice of statistics, railway 
problems, transport, public · finance, industrial develop
ment, and the organization of industries. The scope and 
extent of education that a young man would have received 
at· ~-allege by the time he takes the Bachelor's degree iu 
Commerce would be neither more nor less than the training 
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received by the Bachelor of Arts, the Bachelor of Science, 
the Bachelor of Laws, the Bachelor of Medicine, the Bachelor 
of Engineering or the Bachelor ol Agriculture. The scieuti• 
fie study of Commerce is so vast and extended that there is 
ample scope for the institution of a Master's degree in 
Commerce, as there is in Arts, Law, Engineering, Medicine, 
and Science. As in the case of the other Faculties, a 
matriculate will take four years to qualify for the Bachelor's 
degree iu Commerce and another two years for the Master's 
degree. 

The next problem in connection with commercial educa· 
tion that demands our attention is au improvement in the 
organization of the commercial schools and colleges now in 
existence in different parts of India. Commercial schools 
have during the pa•t three or four years been started in 
different parts ol India without any attempt being made to , 
profit by the experience of other provinces in IVorking 
similar-Institutions. Different systems are in vogue in ·the 
different provinces of India, and in certain cases the plan 
that bas been tried and given up iu one province has been 
adopted iu another province. Iu 1890 the Madras Govern• 
m~nHried the experiment of attaching commercial classes 
to the Government Training College, but very soon gave up 
the attempt in favour of starting an. independent Govern· 
meut School of Commerce. Though the requirements 
and opinions of local merchants ought to carry weight in 
settling the curriculum lor these commercial schools, the 
authori\ies should freely avail themselves of the experience 
gained in other provinces in. grouping and gmding 
the subjects and courses of instruction. ~'his bas un
fortunate~y not been done in every case ; and the conse
quence is, that the mistakes committed in the earlier stages 
in oue province, though they have subsecjuently been 
remedied, are now being repeated in utber provinces. In 
Madras, Calcutta, and Lahore, the commercial examinations 
are conducted by Government. with the coooeration of. tho 
merchants ; these local examinations are wo~ or less adapted 
to local f«JUirewents. In Bombay the mania Is for London 
examinations and London. certiJicates. Some of these 
I.ondon examinations, especially those of the Loudon 
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Chamber of Commerce, are of a high standard. · These 
Loudon examination schemes are certainly not adapted to 
local requirements, though they are very good models for 
our framing au Indian scheme of exqminatiou for senior 
clerkships in firms. Au Indian scheme or commercial 
examinations for senior clerkships, framed on English models 
but adapted to Indian requirements, Is now a great desider. 
a tum. No specific general educational qualifications are now 
demanded from candidates for the commercial examinations 
held In India. The consequence is that the training imparted 
in these commercial schools very often degenerates into 
cramming and coaching. It is necessary to insist that every 
candidate for these commercial examinations must have com· 
pleted his High School course. It is also necessary -to 
provide for some kind of inspection by responsible author!. 
ties to en•nre the adoption of right methods of teaching. 
In Bombay the demand for trained mercantile clerks is so 
large that a number cofprivate commercial schools andclasses 
have during the past five. years come into existence and aff. 
in a llourishlng condition without any kind of endowment 
aDd without any kind of help from Government. Bombay is 
the only province in India where it has not been necessary 
for the Government to spend money on commercial educa. 
tiou, This is a feature of which Bomhay may be proud, But 
freedom from pecuniary responsibility for the spread of com• 
mercia! education makes it all the more incumbent upon the 
Bombay Government to frame a local scheme of examina· 
lions and exercise some supervision over the commercial 
schools and enforce right methods of teaching by withhold. 
ing recognition from schools that do not come up to the 
mark. 

Another prublem that awaits sulution is the formation of 
vernacular commercial schools fur the beue6t ol those tbat 
discontinue their studies on passing through the vernacular 
or primary department. Nine years go, when I was Head 
Master of the Government School of Commerce,. Calicut, I 
organized a vernacular commercial class for the benefit of 
the sons and wards of petty trader.o io continuatioo of their 
"'ernacular course. This class is still being conducted by 
my old students and assistants in Malabar and has: proved a 
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complete success. At the reque.~t of the Municipal Council 
of Sholapur, I have recently draUed a course of studies for a 
vernacular commercial school ; and my draft scheme is now 
under. the consideration of the Sholapur Municipal Com· 
mittee witb"a view to its being introduced into the Municipal 
Commercial School of Sbolapur. The chief difficulty in this 
case as in the other cases is about securing a sufficient 
supply of qualified teachers. . 

Arrangements ought to be made for the establishment 
of a- central commercial institution at the head.quarters of 
each province. This institution ought to have distinct 
departments for imparting higher, secondary, and vernacular 
ccunmercial education. Provision must also be made In tbis 
central institution lor training secondary and vernacular 
commercial teachers and supplying such teachers to the 
smaller schools in the wofussil. A well.equipped Techno· 
logical Institute will cost at least 20 time.~ as muob as a 
well equipped .Commercial College. Want of funds cannot, 
therefore, be so justifiably pleaded as an excuse for not 
organizing a system of commercial schools and colleges. It 
is the will and not the absence of funds that bas been want• 
ing: In spite of all these obstacles ~e may well congratulate 
ourselves that in the space of 22 years commercial education 
in India bas made tbe progress which It bas, and bas made 
the Government of India go so far as to offer scholarships to 
young men desirous of qualifying for one of the British 
university degrees in Commerce. Another gratifying feature 

· in the growth of commercial education in India is tbat 
throughout its history the initiati,.e bas always been from 
private individuals and managers of private schools and 
colleges. In Madras, after the managers of a private college 
had started a co1nmercial school and proved it to be a success, 
Government took it up and started a school of their own in 
Malabar. In Bombay, again, it was reserved to the Tmstees 
of another private college to start and conduct at their ex· 
f>e.nse a college of.. commerce. 

It is gratifying to note that the example set by these 
private institutions ·of Madras and Bombay has since been 
followed by the Governments of Bengal and the Punjab, who 
have, during the past three years, started commercial schools 
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of their own. An organized effort is now necessary to profit 
by each other's experience, to fmme a comprehensive 
scheme, and improve the organization of the existing schools. 

HIGHER COMMERCfAL EDUCI\TION. 

By c. GoPAt. MENON, Esq., 
F. I. p, S, (Loudon), F. C. I. (Bham), A. I. B. (Eng.), 

:Madrm. 

At this Coo ference annually experts on industrial pro
blems ore InVited to prll'ent papers on subjects of supreme 
and pressing Importance for the benefit of those who ar~ 
interested in the industrial regeuemtlon of the country, 
The problem of prO<luclioll is closely associated with that of 
dislrib11tion in the machinery of commerce, and the relation 
between the factory and the merchant's office is so intimate 
that it is diflkult to con•ider them except in <'onne<'tion 
with each other. Methods o(" production have undergone 
\'aRt changes in the past lift)' )'enrs, manufacturing has beeit 
re\·olntionised by new iu\•entious, impro,·ed n1acbinery ilnd 
enlarged demands. The steam engine of Watt, the steam
ship of Symington and the locomoth·e of Stephenson have 
gh·en fresh opportunities for the tmiuiug of a new class 
of workmen more intelligent than the old. Jt is, conse
quently, · required of the· Technical Schools to supply 
for these purposes young Foremen and Superintendents. · 
Along with the wonderful revolution in the- methods of 
production there have been wonderful de~elopments In 
the methods of distribution. · Business methods have under
gone immense change, and the days have long gone by when 
men in business and industry. were expected to learn their 
business by undergoing office routine. The idea that 
education in bu•iness can be achieved by mere rule-of.thumb 
no longer exisl•, and we find to-day more schools and colleges 
or commerce all over the "'orld than under the old regime. 
It has been realioed that industrial and commercial success 
in the future will depend more on educational superiority. 
Our late Viceroy, Lord Cnrr.on, sbol'Ved it emphatically 
10hile be <!istributed the pr(>.es I! f~w years a~:o at ~he anu\lijJ 



meeting of the London Chamber of. Commerce, that the 
-prosperity of a county by manufactures and commerce would 
depend on the attention paid to technical and commercial 
education. 

In this paper I have the pleasure to give my views, based 
on my experiences as an· educational expert and a man of 
affairs. I have been for the past thirteen years engaged in. 
the training of ~om mercia! students, and also been inpmately 
connected with the operations ·of a counting bouse, which 
bad vast and varied ramifications of trade . 

. J.>rom that point of view, let me ask what is the modern 
conception of education in this work-a·day world, in which 
men. cry ·~live and let live," and which 

1 Is a very good world to live· In, 
To lend, or to spend, 'or to give iri ; 

. But to beg, or to borrow, or get a mau's own, 
The very worst world that ever was known. •' 

But, whatever that may be, we must make the best of it; 
and education is the means whereby we seek to enable our 
young men, indiVidually and as members of society, to make 
the best of the opportunities that present themselves by 
the development Of their intellect and acquisition of know· 
ledge. Education, therefore, in the popular acceptation of 
the term, is meant to be the professional or commercial 
equivalent to the German expression Gymnasial or Real, I 
am concerned mainly with the latter of the two. In speak· 
ing· on the subject, I make no claim to originality, almost all 
,that can be said upon the subject bas already been dealt 
with by others ; and my pr~sent purpose, therefore, is to 
summarise and to make this a l!asis from which to urge 
further action in the interests of those who seek to organise 
a system of higher commercial education. 

By Higher Commercial Education I do not mean that 
which enables a youth to look to a higher rate of profit or 
of ipterest on the capital emharked in the business, but that 
which trains blm to appreoiate fully the advantages of a 
'commercial calling.· It is that kind of instruction that pre
pares the future businessman for his professional success. 
Such a training should enable him to compete success· 
.fullr with tqe <!evelopment-• of tb~ outer ·world. It 



mnst he worked on a solid OOsis in ordn- that it lllliY 
<erre Its fuaction for the prepar:atiou of the .duties of 
Ji~. ll bas been agreed by most educationists ~ the 
primary system of RDY education should not be the 
loading of the memory, but must be such as to . conduce to 
the dewlopment orthe mental faculties with a view to the 
formation of ~ I.Dd to that power I.Dd habit of good 
thinking which is so essential to a nation. In the primary 
period, the question of special training is out of the question, 
bm considerations of utility should never be forgotten. 
Good grounding iD primary education is the necessary basts 
of all second:uy RDd higher education, whether proCessional, 
technical or commerciaL The question, therefore, of a 
systematic I.Dd steady development oiCommerical Education 
I.Dd a properly organised commercial school resolves itself 
into a question of culture-but culture iD the real sense of 
the term CI.Duot be imparted iD schools. It must find its 
source in self-improvement RDd self-eertion, but the schools 
that tnin the mincls of the yontbs sboald model their work 
iD such a way as to give them a strong desire for self-culture 
and self.improvement. This is the true aim I.Dd object of 
all edncatiooal systems. · • 

There is a general notion that commercial education is 
nothing more than the bare teaching of commercial subjects, 
and that methods of commerce may even be gathered by 
undergoing ..., apprenticeship in a routine of oflice work. 
The idea that a yontb can enter a counting house and 
conduct his wort satisfactorily after a period of apprenticeship 
is no longer possible, as a highly specialised li:nowledge of his 
profession, together with tbewiderculturewhic:h enables him 
to adapt his knowledge and his training to the nrying d~ 
mRDds of modern commm:e, is highly essentiaL Commercial 
education. as Sir Albert K. Rollit, M.P, s:<ys, is the larger and 
better adaptation of education in general to commercial 
l"l!quirements. It is the special training fortrade-<Ul education 
wbic:b aims directly at fitting the individnal for the needs of 
"""'mnc:e and the application of general education to iadn,._ 
trial purposes. r.oneges and Schools of Commerce that 
ronfonn to this ideal see that the cultural element predomi
ntes in the teaching of commercial subjects,. The curn-

10 . 
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culum of a business college should be so framed liS to enable 
the recipients of that training not only to serve intelligent 
apprenticeships in business pursuits, but also to enable them 
to achieve success in the discharge of the highest functions 
of the State .. 

It has been said that the commercial success of any 
nation depends on its educational superiority. There was 
a time when the sole object of education was to train men 
for ecclesiastical purposes ; at another period its aim was to 
qualifiy men for civic duty, We have already entered upon 
a period when men are recognised as parts of an industrial 
order, and education must, therefore, train the people for all 

economic citizenship. It is with social science nnd the 
demands of this citizenship that business education must 
deal. 

The best preparation, therefore, is to afford a good 
general education -in fact, the aim of all systems shonld be 
to offer general or liberal coun~es of all standards and of 
the very best character, and get as many. young men to 
pursue ·then1 as pos•ibl<', It should then go further and 
allow those youths who have gone as far as poss;ble i11 the 
liberal courses an opporunity to pursue their education still 
furthE>r along lines relating to their .future cnlling. For 
instance, an education which is based on science and is 
properly organised cannot but be liberalising, no matter if 
it be technical in the proper sense of the term. In the 
same manner the curriculam of a Commercial High School 
·or College "!:nay be sufficiently liberalising in all it• aspects, 
at the same time that it trains a youth so a• to make -him 
more useful in a business hou;e. The work of a good 
·industrial or trade high school may be·made thoroughly 
educational. It is work of this kind, which is liberal and 
practical, that educates a man while it trains him for a 
livelihood, and which should be introduced into an}" syst<'m 
of Commercial Education. 

A commercial school which imparts instmction in tbe 
higher commercial subjects, viz., the History of Commerce 

·and Commercial Institutions, Commerci.al Geography with 
the necessary preliminary work in Physical Geography, the 
study•of Products, the theory and practice of Accountancy, . . . 



should be of general interest to every educated man, whether 
be is going to business or not, while the study of com
mercial law, economic theory and lili;tory, political science, 
banking and currency supply liberal courses of education 
especially adapted to the needs of persons who are or 
who iutcud to be engaged in auy kiud of admiuistmtiou. 
Such a study constitutes what is called the SciENCE oF 
COlllllBRCB. By science of commerce I mean a systematic 
study of principles aud usages ·of all branches of trade, buy
ing and selling of different commodities, mercantile agen
cies, shipping, railways, insurance, warehouses, banking aud 
speculation· Such a training, would constitute, a proper 
faculty in the Science of Commerce. -Commercial educa
tion should then satisfy commercial needs, which au be 
ascertained only from a knowledge of the function of the 
mercantile classes. 

In order to make the education imparted iu a com
mercial ochool thorough aud etlicieut, student.s before leaving 
school must be m &de to undergo a course of training in what 
is termed tbe" I'N~CTICE oF Co>INEKCE." The object of this 
course is to train Ute students bow to apply to practical 
busin.,. what they have already learnt in ~arious other 
subjecL.., It is not my ·intention to offer anr remarks as to 
bow this course should be pursued, but what I would 
conYey is that the education imparted. iu a commercial 
school or college should be considered incomplete if lhe 
students trained there possess no knowledge of the definite 
functions they have to perform when they a:e thrown iu the 
great batUe-plain of commercial life. The various forms of 
ordinary trading, such as local salel', imports and exports, on 
one•s own account and on commission, consignments, in· 
dents, agencies, etc., must be -.introduced by fictitious tran
sactions, the leading data of which mnst be based, if possible, 
upon the transactions of a large public concern. Special 
attention must be paid to staudiug in account calculations, 
forward ezcbauge contracts, commercial and banking cor
respoodence, cable codes, etc. 

I have dealt with the definition and scope of Commercial 
education that should lind a place in the present economic 
order. 'l'he education that is required at the present day is 
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not merely technical, not merely literary, but it must be a 
combination of both. The possibility aud value of commer
cial education to the future business mau is of the greatest 
rmportaoce, for, as Lord Bosebery observed, the twentieth 
century is destined to witness a struggle for commercial 
predominance among the trading nations of the world. This 
pre·emineoce can be attained only by a correct notion of 
the present commercial and economic situation, and that 
country will be most prosperous by trade and commerce 
which pays most attention to commercial aod technical educa
tion. The fot.ure business man should have a clear coocep· 
tion of the production, distribution, and exchange of the 
various commodities that are produced io different regio115 of 
~he world. He should be equipped with an education which 
will enable him to guage correctly the state of the daily 
money market, glance over current prices, discuss the prob
able crops of corn, cotton, sugar, wool, silk, weigh the chan
ces of foreign competition, aod from all these data decide 
his own mercantile operations. Such a man must be a 
student of social science, a man imbued with sufficient know
ledge to conduct his daily operations of the counting house. 
Sucll is the m~rchaot of tile future, and he may be likened to 
a great general sitting in his war office planning operations 
for a distant field of action. Commercial knowledge is im
possible to attain without a thorough knowledge of a mao's 
environments, and the victories of this twentieth century, as 
I ha\·e already pointed out, are economic, such as will rest 
with those who can best utilise the modern agencies of 
industrial and commercial life. • • 

I am not, however, prepare~ to state that educational 
superiority alone is the oaly criterion of the commercial 
success of a nation. Educational superiority there must be 
undoubtedly; bot, coupled with this, the future business 
man must have an aptitude for his profession, he should 
believe in his work and love it, and then he will do better 
work and be happy in the doing of it. 

1 If I were a cobbler, It would be my pride 
The best of aU cobblers to be, 
If I were a Unker, no tinker beside 
Should meod _an old kctUe Jike me.'' 
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Such must be the ideal of a business man, He should 
have faithfulness and intelligent devotion in the perform• · 
auce of his duties. Business men must have business talents 
in born in them-snccessful business men are thought to be 
born, not made. This is not all that is required in a business 
ntan as a siu~ qua 11011 of his success-he should possess good 
moral qualities. In this connection it is well worth quoting 
the words of Mr. J. W, Gil ben, the pioneer of the system of 
joint stock banks in England. " Is it knowledge that gives 
respectability in commerce ? What profession requires so 
much aud such varied kuowledg~ as that of a merchant ? Is 
it utility to the State? What order of men tends more to · 
increase the wealth and happiness of the State than that of 
merchants ? Is it moral character ? To whom is moral cha· 
racter so essential as to a merchant P Without this he is 
despised." A business man should have thorough experience 
of his special branch of business, without which he will drift 
without a rudder, and is always in.im:nineut danger of catas
trophe. Business cannot be reduced to an exact system of 
knowledge like medicine, law or theology,. A business 
man's success lies in bls wide general knowledge acquired 
with regard to his particular walk of life. It is. impossible 
for him to become a specialist in all branches of trade, and 
one who tries to do all is likely to lose everything ; . the 
success you know is for the tortoise and not for. the ,hare, 
In these days of keen competition and with the vast varieties 
of the different departments of trade that beo;et a business 
mau, it would be well for him if be were to devote his atten
tion to the specialization of trade, as otherwise success is 
difficult to achieve, whatever may he his merits, 

I have explained to you the scope, value and possibility 
of commercial education, and the young mall who has acquir
ed a thorough knowledge of theJUoderu !lle~ods of commer
cial education can never become a failure in his profession, 

I shall now deal witb the salient features of the edu
cative value or commercial subjects in order t.; show that 
commercial education constitutes an intellectual training fit 
to rank with that of any classical, legal or scientific studies. 
1 shall also dwell briefly upon the system of academic edu· 
cation in England, on the cont.inent, and in .America. 
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r have already pointed out that iu order to make conl
mercial education a success, the curricuhtm of the school 
should be made as liberalising iu character as possible• 
A commercial school which imparts iustruction in the higher 
commercial subjects, viz., tbe history of commerce and 
Commercial institutions, commercial geogTaphy with the 
necessary preliminary work in physical geography, the 
study of ·products, the theory and practice of accountancy, 
should be of general interesJ: to every educated man; while 
the study of commercial law, economic theory and history, 
"political science, banking, currency, supply liberal courses 
of education specially adapted to the' needs of persons who 
are or who intend to be engaged in any kind of adminis
tration, 

The science of accountancy or book-keepillg, which is 
considered to be a dry subject, bas, in my opinion, some ez
cellent claims to be ranked amongst the educative subjecbl. 
We have "Often heard an eloquent vindication of the claims of 
seventl subjects by veteran educationists at the 'Jolducatlonal 
Guild lectures and in educational magazines ; but we ba..e 
not seen many champions of book-keeping who have made 
themselves heard in def~nce of this important art. If a 
subjeCt has to be ancient in order to be educative, book-keep
ing has the greatest merit. From certain allusions in the 
works of Pliny, it is eviJent that some sort of book-keeping 
was in vogue in his days, and from certain transactions 
entered into by Cicero, there is ground to believe that book

!keeping takes its origin in the 14th century. Is book-keeping 
really educative, and does it really afford a useful mental 

~discipline such as is calculated to rende• the mind better 
.!itted to deal with general probletns than before 1 1 have uo 
-.hesitation in answering both thes.; I}Uestions in the afllrmative. 
-It is impossible. t'l master the mysteries ·of ·book"keeping by 

double entry without having gone through a process of 
scientific training; This aoc! other subjects that come nuder 
the category of commerce are, in a true and lasting sense, 
educative. 

The question may now be well asked whether the curri
culum of a pt'O,Petly organised commercial school or college 
be 1Ucb as to create a Faculty of Commerce. That it i~ cap· 
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able of establishing a a acuity of Commerce may he seen from 
tbe steps taken by the universities of England, the conti· 
nent, America and J apau. Tbe Right Honournble J. Cham. 
berlain, tbe most distinguished citizen of Birmlnghom and 
Chancellor of that great modem university·- the university 
of the business-man and not the mere academician-thought 
fit to establish lu connection with the Birmingham Univer· 
sity the first Faculty of Commerce in the United Kingdom, 
where the future leaders and organisers of industry should 
;eceive a thorough training of a higher and more efficient 
character than bad previously been possible. Similar facul· 
ties were also created iu London, Manchester and Leeds. 
The•e universities gront Bachelor's and Master's degrees 
in Commerce and Economics. 

There are important universities of Commerce in France, 
Antwerp,.Brnssels, Russia and Switzerland. Space will not 
permit me to deal exhaustive!)' with the system of educ~Jion 
in \'ogU<' in these universities ; but suffice it to say that the 
graduates turned out from these institutions find themselves 
so fully equipped for practical business affairs that, soon ~fter 
their le3\·ing the universitie•, they enter the foreign mar
ket either ns bu)·er• or sellers, with nn enormous advantage 
over the n1an whose education has been acquired underless 
systematic methods. · 

The universities of New Vorl.:, California, Chicago and 
Pennsyh"llnia have instituted Faculties of Commerce and 
Industry. The first of the institutions to give commercial 
education of college or university grade in the United 
States wns the University of Pennsylvania, in its Wharton 
School of Finance and Economy. There are also univer. 
sities ofComnterce in Wisconsin, Vermont and Dartmouth. 

Comntercia\ educntlon was considered by the . first 
cabinet of t be present Emperor to be very essential for 
prontoting the foreign trade of Japan. The Japanese 
Goremment, in order to establish universities of Commerce, 
deputed tlteir Go,·erument officials and students of c01'~wer· 
.cia! schools to go a broad to study tlte system of education 
in Yogue in \Vestern countries, and on their:ret.um they were 
appointed as Professors nod in any kind of admioistrath·e 
work, including the sen·ire of Govem~uent, railways,":b~n.'k;s 
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and insurance companies. The Higher Commerciol School 
at Tokio stands now as one of the first commercial colleges 
in the world, the status and education of the graduates of 
which are at least equal, if not superior, to those of any 
of the continental commercial colleges. 

From the above brief survey of the university system 
of commercial education, it will be observed that the cry 
in every quarter is EDUCATION FOR BUSINESs,,.,., PUBUC 
LIFE, and how best this education can be attained in 
business colleges. The object, therefore, of a properly organ· 
ised commercial college should be to afford a systematic 
training in higher commercial subjects, in the study ofGov· 
emmeut and administration and in the work of economic 
and social investigation. 

Turning now to the system of commercial education in 
vogue in India, I may be permitted to say that it is not of a 
very high order ; nay it bas not even touched the fringe of 
higher commercial education. The system in vogue is not 
such as to be compared with those existing in the European 
countries, nor is it of such a standard as to create a Faculty 
of Commerce. I wou:d ask whether the time bas not arrived 
in India to n10dify the present systen1 of commercial 
education in n manner after the model of English and Con· 
tlnental methods and to create a Faculty of Commerce in 
the Universities of India. I ba\"e already pointed out that 
the curriculum of a properly organised commercial school 
should be such as to create a Faculty of Commerce. Success 
in the path of commercial education can be achieved only 
when our intel! igent young men can be brought under the 
inRuence of this Faculty. The desire to securo a university 
degree is so great on the part of our young men that when a 
Faculty of Commerce is created a,portion of the young men 
who are now preparing for the various degrees will take up 
this important branch of study, and thus in co•Jrse of time n 
number of Bachelors of Commercial Science would he 
turned out who, unable to secure the much coveted Govern
ment appointment, would ha\'e to re~ort to commercial 
undertakings. The outlook cleorly points to indhidual effort 
as the only means of success in life for the majority, nnd 
that effort must !>e <!irected townrds C,:orumercial and Tndl!S-
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trial undtrtnkings. India will find a vast field in this rnther 
than in the more highly favoured directions pursued at 
pre:;ent by the young men of India, namely, Government 
service and Jaw. 

1 may add that until commercial degrees are instituted 
in connection with India !I universities, and until students 
of commerce are made to realise that a knowl~dge of the 
higher branches of commerce is es.'lential to the purpose, 
commercial education in commercial schools in India should 
aim higher than the modicum of clerical knowledge that 
will be required for a clerical post. Commercial instruction 
of a secondary standard has prevailed in India _for the last 
twenty-two years, and it Is certainly time to modify the 
methods of instruction. A great leader of educational 
thought in the United States bas recommended that once in 
ten years au attempt must be ntade to formulate anew the 
educational doctrine, keeping In mind the changin;t social 
needs, the new literature or education and the practical 
experimeuts thnt hnve been conducted. A change in the 
system of commercial ~ducatiou is indispensable. Unless 
that change takes definite shape in the form of higher com
ntercial education fit to be placed on the same intellectual 
plnne ns legal education, true commercial education would 
not _lead its votary through th~ mysteries of lrar~le jirumce, by 
whtch commercial students might hope to take an important 
part in the near future in the commercial struggle of the 
nations. 

THE " LABOUR PROBLEM." 

Ry hiiAN BAIIADUR BF.?.ONJ! DADAUHO\' MEHTA, 

Mana~er, Tire Empress Mills, Nagpur. 

While there is a general complaint of scarcity of labour 
in industrial centres, there is abundance of it in congested 
districts half starving througli insufficient employment. 

The scarcity is due really to increased employment. The 
extension of railways and other facilities of communications, 
the growth of inland and maritime commerce, increased agri· 
cultural activity, liheml programmes of Public Works l:mildings, 

ll . 
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irrigation, nnd above all, the development of the staple indus
tries such as cotton, jute, coal, manganese, etc., all these have 
led to a considerable widening of the avenues to employment 
open to every class of labour. Besides, the ravages of plague 
have exercised a potent disturbing influence, especially in 
regard to the larger cities, not merely playing havoc with the 
labour market during the epidemic season, but in many cases 
raising the ~level of wages permanently bigh. Again, emi
gration is taking away a good deal of labour out of the country. 
No wonder there should be cries of scarcity from many 
quarters, and the wages of labour both skilled and unskilled 
tend continuously to exhibit an upward tendency. It is true 
the textile mills are a remunerative market on the whole, 
but then they present one of the most unattractive spheres of 
employment under present conditions, and as such are, speak· 
ing generally, somewhat hard hit in the struggle to secure a 
sufficiency of hands. 

There is, however, plenty of labour available in certain 
congested tracts, as the reports of 1\! essrs. Foley and !•'reman tie 
(of the Bengal and the U. P. services) abundantly show. It 
will be remembered these two officers were deputed hy the 
respective local administrations some time back to enquire into 
the causes of the inadequacy of labour supply in organised 
industries so far as it affected the areas under their control. 
The results of their labours have been given out in two 
admirable reports which, though dealing with the local situ
ations in the main, afford much inst.ructivt: reading to C\'C(Y 

employer of labour in this country. The gist of their maiu 
recommendations may be summed up in one \'lOrd, -Immi
gration. "There would still seem" says Mr. Foley, " an 
enormous reserve of labour in the congested districts of the 
United Provinces to draw upon, and tl!ere need be no apprehen
sion at present that the supply is likely to be exhausted." 
And this opinion is fully endorsed by Mr. Fremantlc iu his 
own report. In fact, there would seem to be no room for 
doubt that there are immense potentialities for a plentiful 
supply of comparatively cheap labour in numerous cong~sted 
areas. Only, it needs sustained and organised efforts to coax: 
it to leave the paternal home where it half starves, and migrate 
to industrial ~entres affording more lucrati\"C pur~uits. 
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thorough combinaiion and association among tbe employErs 
themselves. I may say from persooal experience that individoal 
employers lind it practically impossible to do tbe recruiting 
tbemsch·cs each in his own way. lt imposes lou great a strain 
oo the financial resources ol any single a>ncem, tbe more so 
as the latter is powerless to check tbe inroads of his oompetic 
tors on labour imported at much trouble and expense. In 
lac1, we can only hope to sooceed in this line by tbe earnest 
co-operation ol all intcre.ted in tbe matter. 

II the industrial bodies are really in earue.t to obtain an 
adequate supply of labour, it is necessary that each industrial 
centre sbould ha\-e a society of its own : it should bare a 
pradieal and U1orougb organization under 'llo'bicb reliable 
re.:ruiting agents might be appointed. They should go to the 
~ongc4ed dislricb, expbin to tbe people there tbe ad\'lW
tages ol industrial employment, facilitate tbeir emigration, lock 
alter tbcir necessities wbile in a state of transition and while 
they esbbli>h tbeOJSCl\·es in what to U1em may seem strange 
L•nds. introduce tbem into U1e way of learning tbeir new 
OCUipatioo, and, .tep by step, lca\-e tbem to belp tbemseh-es in 
their new sphere of life. 

Government would no doubt upon proper representation 
bcm~: made. come to tbc aid of such societies-by asking their 
di>lrid officers to gi\-e from time to time infom\ation regard 
in~: insufficiently employed or unemplo}-ed labour wherenr 
3\-ailable through the Go\-ernmcnt Gazettes, or what would suit 
the industrial a>mmunities best, througb the 111Jia11 Trade 
Jo•rnDI. 

But even lor such a scheme to suecrtd, I must confess, 
our factory system speci;Jly, and otbrr industrial worl;.s 
generally, :ue too exacting and unatlracti,·e. The hours o1 
work are too long, tbe conditions of life demoralizing and 
destructive of domestic happiness, hoWC\-er little that may be. 

The imported labour, !bat is tbe new comers, accustomed 
_to open air, little work, and sby-at-home habits, on being 
mtroduced into a new way of li£e, are instantly bewildered by 
the moving machinery, tbe noise all round, tbe stuffy atmos
pbcn.:, and, what is most repellent, tbc confinement from dawn 
. to du..-k '"'d even up to late at night, more frightful !ban even 
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people, is to run away, regardless of consequences. 

Shorter hours of work, regular holidays, fairly good 
wages, well ventilated factories provided with sanitary 
accessories, pure drinking water, and healthy dwellings arc 
necessary to keep the operatives in such a state of heallb and 
ease, that they may show interest, if not zeal, in their work, 
and may not wish to leave it. Pensions, provident funds, 
leave rules, would make the workers highly contented. 

In fact, the employer; must not treat their men as so many 
human machines to be worked until they have so depreciated 
as to be " scrapped, " but they should consider the interests 
of both to be identical. The welfare of the one must needs 
conduce to the welfare of the other. 

It is fortunate, or unfortunate-[ should say unfortunate
that hitherto, owing to the illiteracy and ignorance of the 
labouring classes, there are no trade unions demanding their 
legitimate-and at times illegitimate too- rights, and it behoves 
the employers, before such unions arc an accomplished fact, to 
do all in their power to satisfy the just claims of their employees 
as human beings. This will really and truly lead to their 
mutual welfare. 

INDUSTRIAL BANKS. 

By MAIIADEV ltAJ.IRA>J B<JDAs, EsQ., 

Vakil, Higl• Court, Bombay. 

The important part which is played by banks in 
modern times in promoting the trade and manufactures of a 
nation is now recognized in all civilised counlries. Banks are 
the arteries which supply the life-!Jlood that nouri&hes the 
different branches of commerce and industry ; and skill in 
finandng an enterprise is always the sitJe qua 11on of ultimate 
success. National trade usuaUy develops by the increase and 
spread of mutual credit, while arts and industries flourish only 
when the trade of the country is in a prosperous condition. 
Banks, by drawing together the scattered cash in society in a 
safe and public receptacle, serve liL.'e reservoirs that first col· 
feel rain and subsoil water; and then !erlilizc the surrotindir'g 
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individuals lor the use and profit of others, and the ultimate 
benefit of the whole nation. If money is power, these banks, 
if properly managed, concentrate this national ~wer a~d 
direct it to a definite and approved aim. In a country bke lnd1a, 
where capital is usually stationary and trade is comparatively 
sluggisb, a financing agency like a public bank is an absolute 
necessity to accommodate enterprising traders and supply tbe 
needs of current business.. Every industrial or trading centre 
in India bas hitherto contained a class of sowkars or bankers, 
each of whom finances and controls his particular set of clients 
carrying on some one industry. Thus there are sowkars in 
every village to help agriculturists to pay assessment and buy 
seed. In weaving centres like Sholapur, Yeola and Malegaan, 
there are sowkars who supply money on yarn to the wea\-ers, 
and buy the products of their looms in exchange. In cities 
like Bombay, there are capitalists who advance money on 
cotton or opium and earn a handsome profit thereon. But 
times are coming when such individual financing will not 
suffice. Every branch of trade and manufacture is rapidly 
growing in magnitude as well as intricacy; and an incor
porated bank, with a larg-. capital and managed on modern 
methods, can alone meet the multifarious demands of present 
times. The necessity has long since been recognized in larger 
centres of commerce, and cities like Bombay, Calcutta, Delhi 
and Labore already boast of several organised and well-con· 
dueled Indian banks. But the smaller towns and rural 
districts equally want them. The needs of the agricultural 
classes who form the bulk of the population in villages may be 
partially satisfied by the new cooperative credit societies 
initiated by Government; but no such concerns can really 
be proper substitutes for a well-organised bank with a large 
reserve capital. The question of the establishment of such 
banks in different centres of business is vitally connected with 
the problem of developing Indian trade and industry. 

It is a necessary corollary to these general principles 
that these banks, syndicates or credit societies, by whatever 
name they may be called, must be suited, in their scope and 
Constitution, to the circumstances and the object to be served. 
in each particular case, Exchange banks, Deposit banlal, 
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credit societies or ur9an associations, each o( these serves a 
$pecial purpose and ought to be adopted lor it. Hural and 
urban societies, such as arc now being formed in all districts 
under the auspices of Government, may largely help agricultu
rists and other handicraftsmen by advancing small loans 
on personal security, and they are often effective in keeping 
those classes alive and in normal condition ; but they are too 
petty to promote new manufactures or revolutionise an indus. 
try. Special industrial banks are necessary to gi,·c financial 
help to ensure proper organisation of new industries. Such 
indWjtrial banks are rapidly multiplying in all civilised couu· 
tries, and in New York, Chicago and other large cities of 
America we often find a separate bank established in each 
street. The £hie£ function of these banks is to receive deposits 
and to invest the money in ad\·:tnccs to enterprising manufac· 
turersor artizans on good security at a modcrarte ate o( interest. 
\Vith good mauagemeut as well as honest and dose super· 
vision, ihere ought to b:! very little risl' in such im·cstmcnts; 
and the chauccs of a Joss by failure or dishonesty in any 
p<~rticular business can be minimised by framing strict rules 
for giviug loans and taking security. A committee of good 
and honest b~sinessn1en can easily Jlnd out in each case 
whether the applicant for a loan is fit, and the security offered 
by him is sufficient to cover at least the principal of the loan. 
'l'~ese loans are repayable with iutet·est dthcr in Jump or by 
instalments within a numb.:r of y .:ars, and in the mean· 
time they arc mad~ a ch.trg..: on the profits o£ the business. 
The proprietor of a succcss(ul business is always glad to pay 
not only good interest on (he loan, but ttlso the capital in order 
to be freed £rom the O\'er·hanging burden as early as possible; 
while the bank gets not only hands()me interest, but also the 
credit of having introduced a ne9/ business or factory in the 
country. Some of the existing banks in India may be doing 
this kind of business in exceptional cases, but there is at 
present a great want of separate institutions started with this 
.object alone. Ordinary banl<s on account of being closely 
invOlved in current tr:msacUons of trade or exchange cannot 
afforg 'to lock up much '?( thei; capital for a Iong time 
~n Iong-sb.mding advances on machinery, building or the 
!cJuipment ·of a factory. A speci•l indu.strial bank with an 
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expert manager and a suitable committee of advisers is there· 
fore an absolute necessitv to achieve the object. 

The question of siarting such industrial banks ought; 
therefore, to be immediately taken in hand by leaders in 
different provinces; and I earnestly request the delegates to 
this Conference not to go home unless they formulate a work• 
able scheme. 'l'he time has not perhaps come to start sepa, 
rate hanks for each district, but it is quite possible at present 
to establish one for each province. This province or territory 
of each bank should, I think, at present be formed on the basis 
of language, as the operations of the bank will require very 
l.'lnsc and constant inter-communication between the 
manager and their clients. Thus a bank may be established 
for Gujarat, another for the Deccan, one for Sind, another 
for Bengal, and a third for the Punjab, and one each for Telugu 
and Tamil·speaking Madras. The capital of each of these 
joint stock hanks may be from 5 to 10 lakhs according to 
requirements, and the shares may range from Rs. 25 to Rs. 
I (I •, The shareholders may be paid a dividend of not more 
than 5 per cent., and the depositors from S~ to 4~ per cent, 
while all surplus protils ought to go towards a sinking fund to 
recoup accidental loss.es, and to pay bounties and other aids to 
growing industries. The interest on loans should not exceed 6 
per cent., except in exceptional cases, and the advances should 
he made either on very good personal security or on the 
security of immo\'eable property, machinery or stores, proper 
care being, of course, taken to see that the security is good and 
sufiicient.. An Advisory Board of disinterested experts should 
be appointed for each bank to sanction loans and examine 
securities, and 1n agency to gather full and reliable information 
about each applicant may abo be needed. Good and honest 
managemcnt_is a£ cours:e at~solutely necessary to ensure success, 
but if the institution is started nr.der good auspices we may 
r~t a~-.ured on this point. 

The utility of suc!t bani-; in helping enterprising manu· 
facturers :md thereby promoting new industries can ne\"er be 
o\·errated. We often come across men who are clever artisans 
or who know a \".tluable trade secret or wbo are anxious and 
capable to start a new industry, hut who cannot do anything 
for want of c.tpital. There are many ma~tpfacturjn~ CQJtCell\s 
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that yield no or very little profit, simply because there is 
no good and up-to·date machinery. There are many people 
who know valuable processes, which cannot be turned to 
account for want of means. An industrial bank will help these 
men by timely help and thereby become the mother of 
so many different industries. I may give another illustration. 
In a recent trial in Germany, it came out that almost half the 
factories in Germany are worked by machinery that is given on 
loan by the makers, who agree to receive the price in instal 
ments. Now, if some such facility is provided to Indian 
artisans or capitalists who cannot command a large sum at once 
to sink in machinery or deadstock, many of them will readily 
start new factories and produce articles which we are just now 
importing from foreign countries. So long as there are no 
manufacturers of machinery in India to give such facilities, an 
industrial bank is the best agency to achieve the purpose. 
The point in fact is so clear that I do not think I should dilate 
upon it here at greater length. My object in notig these 
few observations bas been not to lay down a definite or hard· 
and·fast scheme, but to draw your attention to a subject which, 
in my opinion, demands your most urgent consideration. Let 
us hope that something will be done in this direction before 
the next session of the lndustl'ial Conference. 

CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT SOCIETIF.S. 

By W. R. GOURLAY, Esq., I.C.S., 

Registrar of CO'ope~·alive Credit Societies ill Bengal, Calc11tta. 
The great necessity of Indian Agriculture is cheap credit. 

At present the agriculturist is being financed at a rate of 
interest varying from 2~ to 50 per cenL, so that he is unable 
to take advantage of any improvelhent which does not give a 
return of over 25 (or 50 per cent. as the case may be) on 
the capital invested, and therefore unless the good and care
ful agriculturist can obtain capital at a rate not exceeding 
12~ pel' cent., the usefulness of our great Agricultural Depart. 
ments will be enormously curtailed. Everything is being 
done to build up an Agricultural Department in each province 
in IncliJI whi~h will comrare favourably with similar de!'art· 
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scheme 'for development \viii not be fulfiUe4 · for 5 or' 10· 
years yet,' and therefore 'now is the· lime when we· must put· 
forth every effort to cheapen credit, so that the labouts of the· 
Agricultural Departments may do the maximum of. good . to 
the coin in unity. ' Herice the importance of the subJect With 
which we are dealing. The cheapening of rural credit must be 
th~ foundation of all agricultural improvement; . 

To prevent any misconception ·of the aim befo.re : us,_-'I 
will state the problem in the words of the last Fanuoe Com
mission'• Report: " We attach the highest importance to the 
establishment of some brganization or method whereby culti
vators may obtain, without paying usurious rates of interest and 
without being given undue facilities lor incurring debt; the 
advances necessary lot carrying on their business." In consi
dering 'the subject, we must keep these two factors clearly 
before us : we have to find out a method for the supply' of 
cheap credit, but it must be a method which does not give 
undue facilities for incurring debl We must make certain 
that our scheme for obtaining capital for the raiyat does not 
cause him to sink deeper into debl It. is this which ·has 
rendered the problem so difficult · of solution. When the 
Agriculturists' Loans Act was passed, an attempt was made to 
meet the problem of cheap credit in times .ol special need ; 
but though the Act ha• been' productive of much ·good, it 
failed to solve the latter part of the problem. It must not be 
thought that the total abolition of the village money-lender 
is involved. The village capitalist is as important a part of, 
the village community as the carpenter, barber or washerman· 
He renders a service without which it would be impossible for 
the cuftivator to carry on bis business. What is sought is to 
ensure that money-lending in rural India is placed npon a 
more economic basis. At present the money-lender bas a 
monopoly, and he is not to be blamed if he makes full nse of 
his opportunities. The money-lender makes great losses as 
well as great gains, and what we want to do is, as far as pas-.. 
sihle, to eliminate the losses, and to ensure that the good and 
careful agriculturist is not compelled to pay an enormous rate to 
cover the bad debts of his less careful neighbour. We are 
not seeking alter a Utopi~ where th~ raiyat will obtain his 

~~ . 
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capital without interest and the money-lender will be 000, 

existent. . We want to guide the capital of the money-lender 
irato useful channels and to prevent the enormous waste which 
goes on every year. There wiU always be gamblers willing 
to take risks on doubtful sucurity. We want to separate the 
legitimate investment of capital in agriculture from the gam
bling in doubtful securities. 

The solution of the problem, we believe, we have found 
in the establishment of co-operative credit societies. 

The object before us is the greatest which any man who 
loves this land and its people can set before him. Every man 
ean help,.and his help will be more than welcome. . It is not 
money that we want but mec. The \illagers are ready and 
willing to pay a rate of interest which will attract capital, but 
we want men to spread a Jmowledge of the principles of co
operative credit and to counsel and guide the people in carry. 
ing them out. 

I have said that we believe we have found the solution 
of the problem before us, and it is natural, before I can 
command your attention to the subject of co.operative credit, 
that you should ask the grounds for this belief. If you will 
listen for a moment to a few statistics. I will convince you 
that we bave reason for believing that we are right. 

Three years ago an Act wa.• passed which rendered the 
establishment of co-operative credit societies possible, and 
during these years a little band of men, not only officials 
but Indian and European gentlemen, who have the welfare 
of the country at heart, have been working quietly and 
slowly with one aim in view, and here is the result. Jn India 
central, urban, and rural societies have at present assets 
amounting to over 25 Jakhs of rupees, and during the past 
year they did business to the extent. of 87 Jakhs. But to-day 
I wiU confine my attention to the · work done by the rural 
societies alone. Every penny of the money invested in these 
societies bas gone to financing the agriculturist or the viUage 
artisan who in this country is dependent almost entirely on the . . ' 
proceeds of agnculture. As a result of these t~r~e year~ 
work there are at present in India 735 rural soctehes, theu 
capital amounts to II lakhs of rupees, ball of which has 
been subscribed by th~ ll)etJ)bers ~h~IJ!selyes, one quarter ha~ . . ' . . 
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been lent by the Government, and one quarter has been 
borrowed from outside. During the last year loails amounting 
to nearly 12 lakhs were given out, and the total cost of 
management amounted to only Bs. 7,000. Throughout the 
year no debts have been written off and no losses have been 
sustained, and the reserve al the end of the year amounted to 
half a lakh of rupees. 

It is but natural that you should ask what is the history of 
this co-operative credit and why its principles were not applied 
to the country sooner. This I shall endeavour to give you as 
shortly as possible. The problem of establishing some organi
zation or method whereby culti\"ators could obtain without 
paying usurious rates of interest, and \\ithout being given undue 
facilities for incurring debt, the advances necessary for carry
ing on their business occupied the attention of many philan
thropists in Europe in the middle of the last centory. Many 
schemes were tried, and three of these succeeded, and are to
day magnificent examples of the self-sacrifice and devotion 
of Raificisen and Schulze in Germany and Luzzatti in Italy. 
Raiffeisen and Schulze commenced their work about the 
•ame time : each had his own ideas, and their systems have 
succeeded in different spheres. Raiffeisen societies have 
succeedcJ in the country and the Schulze societies in the 
town. Success did not come at once ; but only after weary 
waiting. Many difficulties bad to be overcome, acd not the 
least ot these was the opposition of a well-meaning but misin
formed Government. It was not till 1893 that the complete 
success of both schemes was recognised outside of Germany. 
Luzzatti and Wollemburg followed the lead in Italy and 
H:t:ts in Dannstadt. so that now there is hardly a comer of 
Germany and Northern Italy where credit societies are not 
known and appreciated. 

The success of these schemes attracted the attention ot 
Sir Frederick Nicholson, who was in 189:1 making a special 
enquiry into the possibility of establishing lac<! and agricul
tural banks in Madras, and it is to Ute result of his labours that 
wo-owe the progress \Vhich has been made in India. 

I ~o not propose to deal with each or these systems, hut 
only w1th that system which has been prO\'ed by experience 
m be most suited to the conditions of a rural commUnity 
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pependect on agriculture such as we have in India, namely _the 
.. ~aiffeisen societies ; that these societies were the 'most suited 
to rur"l India was _the mature opinion of Sir Frederick Nichol· 

. son ~~t forth in his exhaustive report, and _it was the opinion 
of the special committee which . discussed the questio!' .before 
lhe ,.(;a-operative Credit Societies Act was framed, and the 
justice of these opinions has been proved by subsequent 
eJiperience. . 
: .. , Raiffeisen ·societies are small democratically managed 
groups of agriculturists, who join together for the_purpose of 
making their individual securities of gr_eater value, and of ena· 

J>ling each member to obtain benefits which though . p.;..ible 
,for all when united are impossible for each individually. 
,Everyman posseSses some security, or at least has ,it in his 
,power to possess something which serves as a basis of credit, 
n,amely, a character lor honesty among those who know him 

. well. He may have no money, be inay have no property, but 
he bas it in his power lo build up a character forhonesty in 
his dealings ; and all those who know rural India well, know 
that this character for honesty does exist in the villages.. .The 
. majority of cultivators within their own villages have a char· 
acter for honest dealing among their neighbours, and it is 
this character for honesty which is the basis of all, co-operative 

. credit. In India we wish lo attract the poorest 0f the poor, 
auq.therefore we cannot ask them lo ,inalj-~ _payments lowards 
.the capital of their ~ociety. But what we. do. ask, !he.m i~ to 
slake their character and all that they have f<?~. tb~ .benefit of 
each other. ',!'he security offered by 'the society is the un. 
limited liability of its m~mbers: .~very mao agreesl!?.b~ )lable 
'up_to the hilt' for a_ny loss that·may occ~r.} ha~e ?fie~ peen 

.!'s!.<ec! .what _tho security which the .. ~ociebe~ raye '?~offer is, 
specially in cases where the tena~t's right isn.?t tr,a.~sf~rable-
the security. lies in the fact th•t·no one wants to be sold up : 
C~cr.Y ·man'~ intere!;it 'is to ·see that there arc no losses, and 
e;;per)ence has proved lo us that ,;._he~e this is .the case no 
losses can ensue. The se.curity is a per~nal secqrity, the 
finest security which exists, and the greatest security iu India 
where a family seldom leaves its native village. Itjs the fear 
of being· made liable which makes the members .. careful in 
tlleir·management. 

' ' ··-- ,. . 



As there are 00 shares in these societies, so there are no 
di,;deods: the interests of all are alike: there is no antagonism 
between the borrower and the lender. It is to the interest of 
all to serve and, U1erefore, no services are cpaid for. The 
memt.ers are left to cmake all their profits from the use to 
which U1ey put their loans. Such a •)'Stem, founded ?n nn
liRJited liability renders the management c democra~c and also 
renders the busin.,. safe : the greatest qualification. o~ an 
i;,.titution which. desires to borrow money. EVCij member 
. watcJ1es his neighbOur, SO that be himself may not be IDVO)Ved 

. in loss, and if his neighbour misuses the money the other 
members recall the loan, so that they may not incur any loss, 
and tile result is that the loan is not misused. CWithout 
unlimited liability it would be impossible to create the cself
intercst which renders, free of charge and more efficiently, all 
the scn·ices of a' highly paid staff. ' ' c '· ' 

The moral effect of this on the members is no dream and, 
to take the lowest \'iew of CO•Operation, the individual member 
speedily realizes that honesty is the best policy. It has often 
been staled by those who ba,·e had no experience tb:i't no 
cculth-ator will agree to these conditions, but the cnlti,'ator 
knows well where his own interests lie, and when he wider
stands the principle, he sees that it is to his own selHDterest 

.. to join the society : the advantages to be obtahied far~ oat-
weigh the disad\-antages. c c ' "' 

Such a <"Ommunity as I ha\"e described might easily fall 
to pieces at any moment through dissensions amongst its 
members, but to pre,·ent this, to form a bond which will 
alwa}'S hold the members together, allowance is made for the 
building up of a rescn·e fund. The rate of interest at which 
the society lends money to its members is greater than the 
rat': at which tl1e money is borrowed, and from the profits 

. whi~h ensue this fund is built up. As there ;tre nQ shares, so 
the mter~t of all tl1e members in this fond is alik<;. :· but it is 

,.the property of the. members o;.ollectivety, an~ no m~mber can 
claim fshare. The .reserve fond thus becomes :noi coiily a 
capiW of guarantee, but also the strongesl bond to> bold the 
members together.i for a~ can retain b~ •• !nt~~~ j~ the 

.. fund only so long as he re10a1ns a member. c " c c c · c 

:~. Y~."iD,r~~ ~~on£. lh~~ this ~em is ontv 5uited 
··- .. ., ~ ~.,.:." J. ""'bi:-7'!1".:- ! 



to smalt rural communities where e,·ery man knows his-neigh· 
bour's character, where comings and goings are few, where 
on .man's transactions are bidden, and where it is possible for 
every one to watch his neighbour without unnecessary inter· 
ference, and this is an exact description of the life of the 
greater portion of rural India. 

I have described to you the principles upon which 
Raiffeiseo societies are founded : the next important question 

.. to consider is the source from which capital ~ to ba obtained. 
A great majority of the members join from self·interest : they 
have no money to deposit, they have come to borrow. Capital 
must in the first instance be sought from outside, and it is 

. here as you can imagine that new societies find difficulty. 
·Until confidence has been e<itablished it is .hard to attract 
capital, and without capital the society is not in a position to 
demonstrate its trustworthiness. Capitalists, however, have 
been found who are willing to take the risk, an<;l Government 
too bas sho\vn its readiness to assist. But this is only a tempo· 
rary expedi,enl The aim is to attract local capital, and most 
of all to attract the savings of the members themselves when 

. the benefits of cheap capital have placed them in a position 
to save. Societies can never succeed unless U1ey have a good 
business foundation and, therefore, the rate of interest which 

· they are willing to pay must be such as will attract local 
capital when the trustworthiness of the institution has been 
clearly demonstrated. In my own province I have found that 
this rate lies between I 2~ and 18~ per cent. according to the 
circumstances of the locality, but as success crowns our 
endeavours this rate will be lowered. 

· Meanwhile we are putting forth our efforts to prove that 
· ttie security is good, and so long as the members receive 
· ~ufficient benefit to induce him to agree to .,the te'rms of 
admission, the rate of ·interest the societies are ready to pay 
.hwit not be lower than that which will attract the local 
'~apitalist. ' The aim js in the end to divert the money of the 

.. local capitali$t into this channel, so that he will receive what 
be considers a fair return on: his money, and the borrower 

' will obtain the full market value of his security. 
The risk that a man takes in placing his all in the hands 

of his feUow·viUagers would be very gweat were It not for 



cert~in safeguards which I will explain to you. · The first of 
these i• that the society confines its business to its members : · 
leAding to outsiders is prohibited, and the operations of the 
society are confined to the village within which every man 
knows his neighbour •. Members from outside, be their secu· 
rity never so good, are not admitted. The danger of making · 
a mistake is too great, and the village community bas no bold 
O\·er an outaide member. Within the village, if a man is good 
enough to trust be is good enough to be admitted as a 
member ; while if be is not good enough to be admitted as a·' 
member, be is not lit to be trusted. The members have the 
power to exclude, and if they admit a man with their eyes open_ 
that is a proof that his neigboours trust him. The second 
safeguard is that every member, before be receives a loan, 
must state his case to the others. He must tell them what he 
wishes to do with the money, and they decide whether it 
would be safe to let him have the loan and how' much he 
really requires. The third safeguard is· that ·the member is·· 
bound to use the money for the purposes indicated. If he 
does not · do so the members call the loan back for. ·fear of 
being involved in loss. The fourth safeguard is that every' 
member has to lind two of bis fellows to be his sureties for · 
the repayment of the loan, and on these sureties falls a special 
inducement to w~tch the use made by the borTOwer of his · 
money. :Members are induced to t.•ke this responsibility by 
the knowledge that they themselves will have to find sureties 
when they come forward for a loan. The result of these safe~· 
guards is that societies of this description have been found 
a safe repository for money, and up to tbe'present not a·pennt 
has been lost either in Europe or in India. · · · · · .. 

I think I ha,·e said enough to pro,·e to you that Co-opera-· 
live Credit Societies of the nature described are sound 
institutions consistent with ,;llage life in India. 

It now remains to give you a short •cco~nt of the manner 
in which they are mMaged. · 

The societies are democratic : the management ·lies iii 
the hands of the mem~rs who appoint from their own number 
a panchayat or comm1ttee of th·e to do th<! work for one 
year, and on~ member of the committee keeps the simple 
l!cconnts .wh•cll .!'re r~efessarr. \Vhefl l! ~ety gro~ 



larger,_ tbe Secr~ry member is permitted to employ sbme one · 
to assist him. :_The 1'1etitbers of the committee are not paid : 
there is little w.ork ' to do, and it is to the interest of each . 

' . ) .. ' . 
member to tak<: his turn in IJI!lnaging. The members are not 
paid, because in :the first place the rate of interest would have 
tope j~·ery ~much rai'se(I to make this possible, and in the 
second pl~~,e,,a~ \t · ,\·ciuld always ·be to the interest of the • 
committee t<;> be re·_eleded, they would be inclined to manage 
the society with a view to secure re-election rather than tor 
the benefit of the members a• a whole ... When they are not· 
paid it_ ls to their interest to manage the society for the benefit· ' 
of all, and when their year of. office is over they are· ready to 
lay down their responsiJ>ilities, and let some one else take 
them up: ' _ · _ · · · 

This committee cannot be worried to do business for the 
mem~rs every day, 'and, therefore~ cme day a month, usually 
the day of the full moon, is fixed on which the panchayat 
meet. \Vhen a mem~er applies for a loan the committee 
consider three things : the first is the_ necessity for the loan, 
the second the instalments in which the loan is to be repaid, 
and, the third the sureties in the event of the borrower's 
deaih-.or default.. The committee kn~w exactly the circum
stances of ,each member, and they have no difficulty in coming 
to a deci~ion concerning the necessity for the loan. They also 
know t~e 1me.~ber'_s capacity to. repa1', a~d the great principle, 
of rep~~en\ is _tha,~ the _loan sh~uld r

1
epr?duce il•~lf either by' 

creating uew values or by effecting a savmg : for example, if' 
I I , , , • . t ' . 

a man borrows money to repay a loan contracted at exhcirbi- · 
tant intere~'t, the instalme~ts would 'be. fixed !:iy', the' coininittee 
after considering the difference between the rate of interest 
whi~h the me.;,ber .f'?rmerly paid to the mahajan; ·arid the 
rate of lnterest Cba~ged' by the ~ciety. When, however, 
money is lent for the purpose of raising a crop,' the whole Joan 
must be repaid irom the 'sale of the produce- When once the 
committee have decided concerning the necessity of the loan, 

and the member has agree1l to take it, the money must be 
applied rigorously to that purpose. A man who has taken a 
loan for marriage _expenses is not permitted to purchase a 
pair . of bullocks with . the money :_ the control over the 
bo~o,yei- · is gone, jf he is permitted tq change the purpose 
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concerning which the committee have already deliberated, 
The instalments vary according to the circumstances of the 
member: one man grows tobacco, he pays when he sells the 
crop ; another IMn has jute, he pays when he receives the 
price of the jute; another man is a labourer receiving a monthly 
wage, he pays a fixed amount each month, and so on. The 
in&talments are &ettled between the borrower and the com
mittee. The power of the committee to lend, however, is 
restricted to a certain amount, and their power to borrow on 
behalf of the society is also limited by the members. 

Alongside the committee of management there is a 
committee of supervision, the duties of which are to check 
the accounts at stated intervals, and to watch the use made 
by the members of their loans, and to report to the com

. mittee in case of misapplication or where the conduct of the 
member is such as to impair the security of the society. 

I have now explained to you the principles, and the 
manner in which these principles are applied. In order that 
you may be able to carry them away in your minds I will 
go over them again. The main principles of the Raiffeisen 
Cooperative Credit Societies are seven in number :-

(1) Unlimited liability ; 
(2) Operations restricted to a small area ; 
(S) No shares and cOnsequently no di~iqends; 
(4) No payment for services rendered ; 
(6) Repayment of the loan from the profits or savings 

effected ; 
(6) ·The moral as well as the material benefit of the 

members. 
These &even principles have been the foundation of what 

bas been done in Europe in the last half century, and have 
led to success there. Here in India our success is due to 
building on the same foundations. 

One thing remains : the societies as I have described to 
you are small, and in many cases weak, but as the members 
have become strong by combining, so the societies in Europe 
have become strong by associating themselves together for 
purposes of finance and controL It now remains in India to 
organize the individual societies into unions, such as exist in 
Germany. This i• the great wor\1 which is occupying the 

~ . . . 
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attention of those interested in the movement at present, and 
as success has been attained in Europe so we confidently 
look for success in India. When the societies are thus 
united they will be in a position to offer security for one 
another and so to increase the security of the individual 
society in the eyes of the public and consequently to obtain 
their capital at a lower rate. The union, too, wiU serve as a 
convenient channel for regulating the excess of capital in one 
society and the need of capiW in another and it will be to 
the interest of the older societies to teach the younger otle9 
and to see thnt they follow the principles in thei.; work. 

Such then·is a short outline of Cooperative Credit Societies, 
and I think yon will agree \vith me in believing• that the 
application of these principles will in time solve the problem 
of Indian indebtedness; but we want help. We do not want· 
money from Government to assist us, we want the wiUing 
cooperation of those who have the welfare of the people of 
this land at heart to help us in spreading a knowledge of the 
principles and to guide and counsel the members of new 
societies. Money will come but we want men who· lo\'e the 
country and its people : men who are \villing to give their 
time and their labour towards helping their struggling brethren. 
Men who believe in this work and who are in entire sympathy 
with the people. There can be no grander work for a young 
man than this. lt demands no greot power and no great 
learning ; it demands only sympathy and patience. It is the 
grandest work that a man can take up for his country. 

THE PROGRESS OF COOPERATIVE CREDIT SOCIE
TIES IN THE BOMBAY PRESIDENCY. 

B\' C. S. CAMPBELL, EsQ., I. C. S., 

Registrar of Cooperalir•e Crctlil Societies, Bombay. 

We have before us here a large subject ; and I have 
before me a short time only, in which to write it up. At the 
best, I can but be superficial. However, I satisfy myseli that 
an outline only is required, and that the progress of the move
ment ~sa wltole is the object of inquiry .. But, first·of all~ 
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having discovered what we mean by " progress,'' let us see 
what the words "Cooperative "and "Societies " may imp~ 
on us; to say nothing of the familiar words" Bombay Presi
dency." We ask vaguely, perhaps,-how is "Cooperation ", or 
the " Cooperative movement ", getting on in your parts? 
Much aa though we might ask, bow is " inocnlation " doing in 
your part ? We know what we mean by" inoculation ", but 
who knows what "Cooperation " may involve, or lead to ? 
It m;qo take all sorts of forms, rather like a Government : it 
may be centralized or decentralized, monarchical or socialistic 
or even nihilistic : as a matter of fact, with the prevailing 
democratic turn of modern ways, it has taken a turn for 
democracy. Let us be content, for the moment, with one 
form; or two at most :-the democratic, and the philanthropic 
(illogical as this may sound). 

Then " Societies" ? What is a Society ? There may be 
trading societies, religious societies, literary societies, and so 
on. Ours are u Credit Societies.'' And u Credit Societies'' 
may deal with different classes of people ; or different objects 
of credit. \Ve may take our stand on " cash"-" hard cash." 
The difliculty of obtaining it, sometimes, for one's societies, 
might well give it its name ! Now in a small area, say a Taloka, 
we might nod a shoal of societies all more or less identical 
in form and working ; very muc!t as the Kunbis of the Taloka 
would resemble one another. But, we have the Bombay Pre· 
sidcncy to deal with ; that is, we may well say, roughly five 
different ~-ountries, or parts thereof-Sind, Gujarat, the 
Konkan, the Deccan, and the Karnatic. Sind we will omit : 
I visited it, and had two societies there originally ; one failed 
to start at all after registration, and was cancelled; the other is, 
I believe, llourishing to date : but, the truth is, I have recent· 
ly handed over that corner of the Presidency to a local 
Registrar. We are left, thus, with the Presidency proper ; 
and for conve~ieoce' sake, we may sinlpiy divide it into. three 
parts, corresponding roughly to its three different languages 
of Gujarati, 1\!arathi, and Kanarese. The division is very 
practical from an adminislrati\'e point of (;•v ; for the fellow· 
feeling that makes us wondrous kind is cOnsiderably helped 
O!lt by~ mutual understanding of language. ",Coope~tion •:. 
assumes a .,.ider sense when it bridges over inter~ of .lap~ 
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guage and custom.· Perhaps we shall get there before we come 
to the end of this paper ; which bas been long enough 
beginning. 

We are to study then certain democratic institutions, co
operating credit to secure cash ; the atoms, as it were, of 
11 Cooperation "; and this ·in, roughly, Gujarat, and the 
Maratbi and Kanarese countries. 

Our standard, by the bye, is Act X of 1904 (India), and 
the Rules (Bombay) thereunder. Let us proceed by countries 
first; from base to bead; and then to middle, last but not 
least, and perhaps the most vital part of all. 

The Kanarese country was fortunate in its founder of 
" Cooperation, " my predecessor, Mr. J. McNeill, who was 
attached to Dbarwar. So Dbarwar led the way with seven out 
of the first nine registrations ; and Gadag Taluka claimed the 
first three of these, Here was our nucleus, and here is our 
nucleus stiU, in the South. The North has one now of its 
own, but not so full of Jife ; and the centre too at last, but not 
nearly so full of definite character yet. 

Gadak Taluka bas in all ten societies, one only Urban, the 
;est Rural. The terms 11 Urban" and "Rural" I may add, 
for any who may not know, are imposed by the Act, the 
former being applied to non-agricultural, the latter to agri
cultural societies. For instance. if in Surat; the agricultural 
population formed themselves into a society, it would be Rural; 
while a society, of petty village boot-makers, or the like, 
would be Urban. The constitution of the two may be 
identical. 

Betgeri Society is our Urban Society of the Gadag 'faluka; 
it is open to all classes ; the liability of a member is limited to 
any amount unpaid on his share or shares. The value of _a 
share is Re. 1 ; and one share at leas~ must, but one only need, 
be taken up by each member. There is .a committee of not 
less than five members to transact business. 'They are elected 
yearly at the Annual General Meeting. Membership of the 
society is subject to election by this committee, and is limited 
to residents of Betgeri and Gadag (the two places together 
forming one Municipality), The committee will be respon• 
sible too, for borrowing and lending, and for seeing the ac· 
count$ are properly written up. They must appoint a Secrc-· 
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tary, of course, who may be merely a paid servant, like a 
~I unicipal Secretary. Loans to members (and loans are never 
made to non·members) will carry~ percent.orsointerest, not 
lower, In the word "non-members" I do not include other 
registered cooperative societies round about in the Gadag 
1'aluka. The society may lend to them. But they, if not 
members, are yet as it were sisters or daughters. We want 
more of these god-mothers (not step-mothers). Then, besides 
borrowing from without and lending within, the society deals 
in deposits. Deposits short of the year draw 41, per cent. 
interest ; beyond that they draw anything up to 6 per cent. 
The society's capital now is roughly Rs. 10,500. 

Let us step into a Committee Meeting (as I once did 
unexpectedly). There is an air of business about, a heap of 
cash, bard cash, on the table, a Secretary writing away or 
rising to show or ask questions, learned looks on all brows. 
There is the Chairman, with his colleagues this side and that. 
A man is standing up waiting to be certified that his deposit 
of Rs. 100 (I happened to pitch on a day when a man brought 
Rs. 1,000 !) has been accepted and duly entered in his name. 
No sooner is he gone than another comes with one rupee 
and a request to be admitted as member : the rupee 
is the price of his share. A discussion follows-where 
does he Jive, what does he do, is he bard-working, is 
he likely to remain in the place, does anyone know him 
specially well, will he be honest enough to lend to ? Facts 
are considered, probabilities are weighed, and a majority 
elect him. Next week he will come again, not with money 
but lor money. His rupee satisfied the society, the society is 
now to satisfy him with Rs. 50. He1s a carpenter, and needs 
a supply of wood and a few new tools. Aiter him, in comes 
a well-to-do member who wants Rs. 500 to increase his shop 
premises, The matter is discussed, his secut.ity demanded, 
his prospects considered, and it is finally agreed by the majo. 
rity that Rs. 300 will suffice and be safe. Here we may leave, 
while they toil on to see that everything is written up and signed, 
proceedings, accounts, documents, &c. They are responsible 
to the society for good business and honest dealings. But, 
wha bas set this all in motion ? I have mentioned Mr. 1\lcNeill . 
I mu:;t mention another gentleman rotiod whom the societY 
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delights, apparently, to revolve as round a pivot, namely 
Canon Rivington, who wisely, however, says to them-" there 
is my opinion, but it is for you to decide." At Barsi 1 have a 
somewhat similar society; and I like to consider my friend 
Mr. Sane as the counterpart to the Canon ; though I belie,·e 
he has more to contend against. \Ve arc very cosmopolitan 
in our cooperative work, and the question is not so much
who is he l-but, what work does he do ? We want men 
who will work, not only preach and promise. The com· 
mittee must work, the Secretary must work, the borrowers 
must work, and the society must work and work at a profit 
too. The local depositors, even, will work ; to see their 
money is not squandered, and their neighbours do not 
default. Outside depositors or lenders lend or deposit on a 
name already made, on an audited balance·sheet, and on 
strictly observed bye-laws. 

I look on Betgeri and Barsi more or less as ideal types 
for Urban Societies, mediums for the dispensation of local or 
outside capital to the less favoured members of the same 
community, lending societies and savings·banks combined, 
instructors in business and morals, delightful channels of 
communication to unite the rich with the poor. Let the rich 

. be kindly and hwnble, and the poor know their place ; and 
" Cooperation " wm be there at its zenith. But what about 
" Rurals,n the predominant partner in the business? In 
what do they differ l In the liability of the member mostly. 
Nor do they go in for shares or dh·idcnds. They want some
thing simple, something intelligible to the man behind the 
plough. He knows what a ticld is, and he knows what a 
iield needs, and he knows what he wants but has not got i 
that generally resolves itscl£ into 11 money." The Sa\·kar he 
has; but he docs not know what he borrowed from him, 
what he pays or has paid to him, what he still owes him, nor 
whether he will ever get any more out of him. All he knows 
is that the Savkar is still alive, and asking ; aud threatening, 
perhaps, a suit, in which his laud may go. The " Coopera· 
tive " movement turns towards the agriculturist first, much as 
a .doctor .turns first to his most ailing patient. 

Let tis visit Hulkoti, then, just by Gadag, and sec what its 
l!liciety can" tell us. We are met by an honourable Patil, 
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Mr. Shiddangawda, and tDid he is the Chairman. With him 
are several others, more or less leaders tDo ; and with them 
is the schoolmaster, who we are told, is the Society's Secretary. 
We find that their capital stands now at Rs. 10,500, of which 
Rs. 4,000 (from the Bombay Urban Society) is entirely devoted 
to redemption of old debts, on land·bonds. We find they are 
charging 93 per cent. on loans to members, and giving 61-
per cent. on fixed deposits. We think at once o£ investing in 
these paying" dej>osits ", but are told that such a privilege.i.s 
reserved as a rule for " members only "I What will they gi\'11 

then for a loan ? They look at their books and find only five 
demands outstanding, just at present, for loans from members, 
they have Rs. 176 odd at hand, in the Post Office, instalments 
to the amount of Rs. 872 are due next month (will very likely 
be paid before date, \vith correspondingly reduced interest), 
so that altogether they have no immediate need of our money; 
though they may shortly, Again, we are disappointed ? But 
then, remember, we are dealing with one of the best, if not 
the best, Rural Society we have in the Presidency. \Ve may 
expect them to be cool-headed and sure-footed. \Ve ask 
ahout their membership, and find there are 123 members; 
The liability is unlimited; each is equally liable to gain or 
loss ; and they are together more like a little family, a village 
within a village, ruled by a Panch, than . a." Company 
established by law." The greater the danger the nearer are 
they likely to cling ; unlimited liability is just the thing 
they understand, the thing outsiders value ; not one 
man's credit, but Ute combined credit of aU. We need not 
ask what they spend their money on : we all know the 
ordinary needs of agriculture and the agricultorist, and· we 
have above alluded to the special need of redemption from 
previous burdens. Even in Hulkoti there is probably plenty of 
more room for mone)~money to be safely invested, and well 
used when there. And the golden rule of " line upon line " 
may not be quite in keeping with the desideratum of " loan 
upon loan." 

I have spent so much time upon two societies (out of a 
total of 91 in the whole Presidency, excluding Sind) that 
people ma)' be feeling they do11'! !;now to what lengths 1 may 
be goin& next ! · · 
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' The truth is a very few homely details about a 1iviog 
person may be worth much more than an elaborate character
sketch in a novel. I have been trying, with results of which 
I am the opposite of proud (the heavy burden of work with 
my special plague duty added must be my apology), to convey 
the inquirer into the middle of a village and town where co
operative life bas begun, and is going on vigorously. I wonder 
whether I have allured him to attempt something of the !dod 
near his own home (charity begins there) or stirred up his 
conscience to the· possibilities of good that lie before him. 
Societies do not beg for money, they work for it. And honest 
worli: is probably a better· security for repayment than 
numbers of sureties, or a bouse full of gold. It was meet, too, 
to dwell at length on two " Dharwar " societies, a district so 
deeply connected with the beginnings of cooperation in this 
Presidency. And if it is-like mother like daughter, like 
priest like people, we may expecf to find other urban and 
tural societies very similar to the ones we have now visited. 

We may close our Southern Division with mere figures; 
there are in all 9 urban and 28 rural societies : of the urban 
two are purely for weavers ; of the rural two have included 
grain-dealing in their bye-laws. All the others are, more or 
less, what we may call normal. 

We have only just enough time left to give a few figures, 
with a few remarks added, for our Northern and Central 
Divisions: Rather a large area to be disposed of so briefly I 
· · Gnjarat differs from the Kama tic possibly as much as one 
Presidency may differ from another. Yet -there are more 
likenesses, perhaps, than differences·; and our societies1 being 
of so comprehensive a turn of mind, may bring out both sides. 
The constitution will be much the same in both, but the needs 
and the cost of money will vary .• In Gujarat, on the wllole, 
money seems more plentiful, ·.and therefore cheaper : a 
society will; if one 'is not careful, go off with a flourish of 
rupees, and go on paying the interest thereon without investing 
any, or very much, of the amount it borrows : it will, as it 
were, tie up its capital in a rumal, put it at S (if it bas enough 
energy for that) in the Post Office, and go on its way cheerfully 
or .. thoughtlessly, paying out 6 per cent. for that for which it is 
llettin~ II per.ce11t. (;11i bono, and for !tow !on~? l~"Dther.cl\Ses1 
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one may ·find a mixture, baJf the membeR mere depdsifOn, 
the other baJf mere borrowen. Sometimes the· moneyed 
constituents wiD not trust the poor. What is the solution 
tb.1t approves itself to 111 most? Let the two combine where 
they can ; but where they cannot let each party be oontent 
wilb lb own society ; and let Jbe society of rich depositors {or 
obarers) lend oot to poor societies, near and far, ncb swns ~· 
they need and can pay for with their cooperative credit. -

1 would go beyond a oociety's immediate neighbourhood, 
and ouggest that well-to-<lo Gnjarat societies should lend 

-money to their povei ty·lllriclren sisters of the l)eccao security 
may be found in plentitade by those who can see on the spot; 
and Jbey can convey their knowledge to the distant~. 
This bas been done already by that philanthropic society; the 
Bombay Orban; the Hon. Mr. Vitbaldas Tbackersey's society 
I call it. That society errs, perhaps, on the side of pbilair 
thropy. I do not say that others mast do 110, too, thonglt 
following its lead. Let· the societies be strictly tmiii""SS 
like, and let their lending rate even be not too low.: Bat let 
them lend, not merely talk about it. " Bombay Urban~ :bas 
lent some Its. a,ooo to rarals at a tmly opportune time; what 
we should have done without it I reaUy do not know.. 1 :ask 
that in places where people have money Jbey may Cooperate 
in lending it : they may If tl•ey like, of CXliJl'Se, !lo a little loCal 
business in big or small Joana, fixed or current deposits, and 
may act in fact as a general Savings Bank, and lend out their 

·resulting capital discriminately, on the advice of the Registrar 
or of anybody else they choose. I am not jealous! When the 
Gujarati says, then, " I have money enough, I need no 16an ; 
or if I need, I have a cheap market ready ·at band/' we may 
reply by showing how he can employ his money bot!L kindly 
and profitably, and safely too, by joining it with that of others 
suffering from the same complainf to lend in lnmpi to h1<e 
societies of unlike means. · 

I close Gujarat with a few fignres. Like the GadagTaluka 
(Dhar ... ar) of Jbe South \\-lth its nucleus, so we hlive the 
Prantij Talaka (Ahmedabad) of the North with its 8 societies, 
due, 1 belie..-e, altogether or in great parfto Mr.· Bulakbidas, 
the then Mamlatdar, and to the aged Patil of Poglu.-. These 

· two nacleuses form nearly the e~!reme9 of the· Presidenc.y 
u 
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,prorer, north and ·south •. Mr. Lalubhai. Samalda•, another 
. Dame famou$ in the Bombay "~perative " ·.wodd, ha• 
stepped in conveniently in the north with )oans, somewhat as 
Mr. Vithaldas Thackersey has with his Bombay society in the 
S9'!~h. In' aU, Gujarat has 4 urban and 22 rural societies. ·: 

- Lastly, the Deccan : we include in this, we may say, the 
very heart of the Presidency- and a good deal of its backbone, 
I aver. I am not an anatomist 1 "Barsi P'rban" l have alluded 
. to, and Poona and Bombay have some seven societies between 
them; Manmad is the centre of a quasi·Railway society, 
catering mostly for the welfare of Railway servants. Its mom! 
nature, too, may be $een in its title "All· India Brotherhood.'' 

. Cooperative Society. They have essayed cooperative 'stores. 
·Poona,'and East and West Khandesb together have gai~ed 
·in importance (if possible) as the birthplace of societies estab· 
·lished for the benefit or Government servants.· .The Saraswat 
• Brahman Society (urban of course), witb :headquarters in 
Bombay, may serve as a good model for definite caste societies. 

. We ·may allot in aU some 10 urban societies to our Central 
• Division;: But the· important question is the rural: Even,the 
Deccan itself is not uniform. We may consider the Khandeshel!, 
perbaJ>S· a country by themselves. " Bodwad Rural ·~ shin~• 

· brilliantly in the east, doe much to my friend, Wajjr Patil. 
But I bav.e no time to dwell on !be events, of the society h~re. 

· It has some Rs. 8,800 in deposits from members. We miJ!II 
postpQae· our visit to hospitable Bod wad. . 1 • • 

· )'.et !IS turn to the stern Deccan proper, the Nasik, Nagar, 
Poona, and Satara Districts. . The three fo~er'~re disposed 
pi ·With one s\)ciety, and !bat still undeveloped. , For tpe 
Sa tara District, I can say much more thim that; but I will 
merely point out that my sojourn during . the rains, after a 
somewhat exhausting tour and before the Annual Repbrt, in 

. Satara itself enabled the neighbourhood to pick up scrapscf 
information and eome and ask lor more •. The result.hai) hee.n 
a nucleus round Sa tara itself and. spreading. · T.he .scicleties 

. are all young and tender, and they need and will need ~:are!pl 
nourishing with bread-and milk, that is moneyand advi.~e~ for 

. some time to come. The field is large, ·and abounding in, <!e~t, 
the· people poor and ready, they will cooperate in small CO'!'' 

. panies, !hey hav~ a will t9 wor~, they have li\tle or notbi~ \0 
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deposir, they are honester perhaps than other partS we have 
dealt with. 'What do they need ? Business capital to clear them 
from old debts, and then start them on new labonr and 
impro,·ement of their lands. To reverse these objects is to put 
th~ cart before the horse. \\'e do not want them to pay off 
one debt and incur another to be treated with equal careless· 
ness. Nor do we want them to learn to spend more on· 
what is neil prolit.1ble. To both these points small cooperatiVe 
credit societies pay special attention ; so we want sucb 
societies, well founded, well supervised, and well treated by 
kindly capitalists, small or great, local or distant, treated, I 
say, with the means of subsistence and the means to progress. 
Their own deposits may follow later on. The Satara District 
has now some 18 S('Cieties : of these some are technically 
urban, being of small artizans or the like. But the movement 
is rurdl rather than urban, and I am hoping our big men of 
Satara city may be >harned into action by the efforts of the 
little villages dotted in and round the sluggish mass of urba· 
nity. Two of my little societies are, as a matter of fact, 
actually in Sa tara city; but they are not " Sa tara city." It is 
suggested that every city might have its lending society and 
savings bank. Post Office iuterest is small. 

I dose the Deccan with the statement that there are 
about I i urban societies in all and about 11 rural. 

To sum up, I may say that there are 30 urban societies 
and 61 rural altogether in the Presidency proper. For further 
figures, if required, I would refer inquirers to my Annual 
Report, just out, for the 15 montl1s ending June 80th, 1~07. 1 
uave arranged that the Secretary of the Conference have one 
copy with him for ready reference. . 

\\'hat do we need ? \Vc need honorary organisers. I 
have three noble ones-Rao Bahadur Motilal Chuuilal 
{Gujaral)1 ~nd Messrs. K. N. Bhangaonkar (Khandesh), and 
A. B. Desai (Belgaum). I want one more at least for ·the 
Deccaa proper. The more, if suitable, tbe better. The work 
is growing, and growing complex. In all, n1 societies exist 
now in the Presidency proper as against Sl reported at the 

-~nd"of.the year closing llarch Sl, 1~06. You ask-how ·1;, 
· begib? Sit in the·Chavdi, aud leU tllem of ·Hulkotir B;XJwael, 
' and Belgeri witli their thousands. · 
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, · · We need capital. We ask either lor individual lenders, 
sucb.as Mr. Lalubhai Samaldas, Sir Cowasjee Jehangir, Mr, D. 
J .. Tat;~, and Sir Sassoon David have been, to our immeasur· 
able gain ; or else, for lending societies like the " Bombay 
Urban" of the Hon. Mr. Vithaldas Thackersey, or like up
country urbans, provided they have the money to lend. We 
do not ask these latter to be as philanthropic as Bombay; nor 
do we ask all capitalists to be as philanthropic as Mr. Lain• 
bhai ; we ask for business loans on business terms, but with 
interest low enough to fit in with the needs of the locality. 
Up·to now rates have ranged from 4 per cent. to 7 per cent. 
The first is obviously too low,. tbe last for some a little high. 
Six and a quarter per cent. is a convenient rate all round, aud 
a rate that enables redemption of old debts with creditable 
expedition. Once old debts are paid off, the Savkar may Jearn 
to invest his money in the local society, and draw his;income 
or pension therefrom without trouble; while the ryot may 
Jearn to live within his means, that is within Ute good books 
of his society, and subjugate mother·eartb to yield her fullest 
fruit and feed her happy children. 

-
AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT IN BOMBAY 

AND THE WORK OF THE DEPARTMENT 
OJ!" AGillCULTURE. 

By HARO~D H. MANN, EsQ., D.Sc,, 

·Prirtcipal of lite Poona Agricultrtral College, Kirkee1 Poorta, 

In an Industrial Conference like the present, concerned 
·as it is with the development of every industry throughout 
the .country, there is none which claims more attention aud 
more thought than agriculture. ~It doe,s this l>Y .-irtue of its 
size, for it remains and wm remain for mauy years, if not 
for ever, the premier industry of India. It claims attention 
also because of its essential importance, for on its success 
(a~ we know to our sorrow during tbese present months) 
devends not merely the development of the country b11t 

. evi!D the very existence of the people. It claims the best 
thDught of Iudia, too, because jt is capable of imP.J:OVement 
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in so many placet; and in so many ways. Such being the. 
case, I have no hesitation in bringing before you to-day a 
little ol the past history of the Agricultural Department in 
Bombnr, and also something of the programme of experi· 
meot and effort which I hope will be .carried out in this 
Presidency in the near future, 

We are as most here well know, faced on this side ol 
India with a variety of agricultural conditions almost with· 
out parallel in any province in the country. On the one 
hand, we have areas of as great rainfall as almost any in 
India ; on the other, we have areas ol absolute desert· We 
have large districts with some of the deepest and best soil in 
the country, as, for instance, much of that round the \'cry 
town in which we are met to·day ; but we have also districts 
containing chiefly bare uplau<l soils in which the greatest 
efforts can only produce a minimum crop. We have on the 
one band, agriculture of the very highest type, comparing 
well with the best and most intensive cultures of the ~vest, 
such as I, myself, ba,·e seen within a few miles of our 
meeting place to-day, and on the other, we have the most 
primitive methods in vogue, capable, I am confident, even 
without any greater outlay of capital than at present, of 
being so improved as to give ou the same land crops very 
much greater in amount and also in quality. It would, 
therefore, appear to be of exceediug advantage if if were 
possible to f0nu a central body which could bring the better 
methods, already in use in some partsoftbe province, to the 
notice ol the people and into their practice in another, and 
also which could at the same time discover improvements 
on any system at present in vogue, whether by importation 
of Uuropcan metho·is, seeds, implements, or manures, or by 
workiug out what was needed locally on the spot where 
they are re'luired. 

Such a central body is the Departoneut of Agriculture .. It 
was founded iu response to a recommendation of the Famine 
Commission of 1880 after the most severe famine . .from 
which Bombay had suffered for fifty years. During the 
twenty.five years which have succeeded its formation it 
cannot be sai~ that the Department has wholly f~lfilled its 
functious- No one looking_ back could consider it ~ 
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liu.qualifieci sliccess. I\ has; except in one or two areas and 
in one ·or two subjects,..faikd to get into touch with the 
actniol a:gdeulturlsisin 'fhe:ikld. -It has not always sueceed· 
ed bi4dapting its reoommendations to special local c.;ndi• 
tiDris, "'1li this bas occasionally brougl!t its suggestions into 
<lisrepute. Its experimental work, too, bas often had only 
an exceedingly localapplicoition. But with all its drawbacks, 
It cin look back· on a very c:onsiderable amount of siicxess. 
And when tbe_iniiil!e.~ence to development generally felt 1in 
its .earlier days, both by Government and by private people; 
is taken into account, as well as the lac'k of a trained agricul· 
tilriil 'staff; its influence, and the benefit derived from its 
operations are probabiy much greater than ntight have been 
antiCipated'. The Bombay Department of Agriculture has 

. bad the huge advantage of the rresence during a consider· 
p:ble part of this period, of one <•f the most practical agricul. 
~nrists who_m we have had in India,-~ mean Mr. Mollisoil
"'ho has now become Inspector·General· of Agriculture for 
~be'wh~l~ country. . . . : .. 
· · · I m1ght indicate to. you a few of the line5 in which 
succ'ess'ful work has been done. The most striking recent 
s~ccess, and ·one which if properly followed up, may lead to 
<;iiormous. consequences, has been the iptroduction ' of 
Egyptian cotton into ·sind. As you ki1ow, Indi~n cotton, as 
a .'\'I hole, .is "roarse and of short staple, a\ liDY rate. when 
fOI)lpared, with the best "f that produced elsQwhere. Efforts, 
time and again, have been made to introduce better types 
of pl11nt froiu America and other cotton growing countries', 

· but ori any large scale they have uniformly f~iled. A f<w 
·. p!arit!d1ave, however, often succeeded ib establi~hing tbem· 
selves, and after disappearing from notice for 1uany- years 
reappear a5 a new and good type Of indigenous cot toil.: But 

~no direct successful introduction" of a loug slap~ ~ottod hail 
i~ken place until Egyptian cotton was brought to Sind about 
five years ·.igo. The result of this ·introduction is' known to 
Djany here: So far as growth and the maintenance ot ~t.aple 
'is concerned, there is no l'onger much donbtthat tlie"ciinal 
tr~ts of Sind are admirably suited to tbe growth of EgYj>~iaU 
'cotton. ' though there has l:een. some difficulty Witli itisi:ct 
'pestS (and more particularly with the cotton bollworm) yet 
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there appear signs th~t ·this will be got il1 band; and wb~ 
lither obstacle!!. still remain before Egyp.tiv,u !:Otto!} is .G, 
established crop there, do not in the main concern . !~ 
feasibility, but rather the character of :the Sind· c;nitivators 
and their methods, and the need fpr. capil!ll aJ1d ,skill~ 
working o(the land11. . _ . 

So PJUCh for exotic c:ottou. ·.But there.appears to be a 
much greater field for ca.rryiog our best Iodjao type! to aJ,e~ 
where they are not known. The C!lrrying of Broach cotton 
seed to certain. parts of the Dharwar district in. the south ~f 
the Presidency is au illu.•tratioo of this, and it promises to.l>e 
very successfuL C'.onsiderable . quantities of Broach seed, 
_as .a . result, are now annually being taken to, the new 
district, and it is well within the reach of probability that in 
the comparatively near future, that best indigenous cotton 
ol India may be obtained in large quantities from Dhilf11'ar. 

But no equally important result seems to have beeu 
_obtained in the improvement of the Broach cotton itself on 
our experimental farm in the neighbourhood of S.lni\-. 
Here, by carefully combining different strains of Broach 
cott<;m, a type bas been produced which seems to be ·an 
improvement on that in general culti vntioo. After the next 
se..Son, if all is well, a sm1U quantity will · be availabi~ 
.for distribution to growers for experiment, and it.· is til .. ·be 
hoped- that it will then fulfil all the promise which~ it 'glv~. 
. lt,is well known that cotton, in any district, l"ith0ui: 

selecti?n• is j)ound to fall offio staple, and hence .in '\;ll!Je. 
Except in certain areas, such selection h.~ not been .carried 
out by the culth"Btors of the crop, and this is,. perhaps, one 
of the causes of the general reputation that cotton has 
obtain~ of rapidly deteriorating in India:· [n ·recent yi;i.j:s, 
with tbe extension of machine ginning; there has been. 
another factor causing deterioration, in the · inevitabie 
mixing of nrieties.wbich takes place at the gjJ1 •. The .best 
cultivators, of course, retain enough cotton for seed and band
Ing It 'at i1ome: the be>st cultivators also have learnt to keq. 
up their type by selection, but these are comparatively few. 
Instruction in the principles of selection of cotton fo( seed 
bas. been, bene~, repeated I)' gi\'en on .our farms, .aqcj win be 
~i:ven olt_en 1 if ~ot re~ularly, in future; !??i~ iS._h'?~-anq 
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beiieved that we shall assist in securing the maintenance, if 
not the improvement, of the cotton staple and the yield of 
the crop. 

The activity of the Department has not only been shown 
in connection with cotton. I feel that some of the most 
important results have been in the sugar-cane industry, 
especially in the Nira Canal District in the Deccan. Here, 
where the yield and quality of the sugar-cane is very bigb, 
Mr. Mollison was able to show bow equal yields could be 
obtained by the use of cheaper and yet better· manures, as 
by the substitution of safflower cake for more expensive cake 
~anures, by the use of nightsoil obtained from Poona city, 
and by the use of less water and less manure of any sort 
than the cultivators were in the habit of applying. ·Not 
only this, ·but having found a particularly good iron mill in 
use in the Poona District, its employment was spread 
throughout the country, while the efficient n1ethod of 
preparing gur from the sugar-cane juice in use at the same 
spot has been demonstrated by expert sugar-makers in a 
number of parts of the Presidency. 

Previous to the experiments of the Department there 
was a prejudice against using sewage as a manure for sugat"" 
cane. Now it bas been proved to give excellent results 
both as regards purity and yield of sugar. At present there 
are not many sewage or sewage-effluent farms in India, but, 
as they extend, the fact that first class sugar-cane can with
out doubt be grown on them is a fact of primary importance. 

Turning to other crops, it may fairly be claimed that im
proved varieties of wheat, showing greater resistance to 
disease(rust) have beeu spread over the wheat-growing parts 
·of Bombay: that similar work has been done for tur, one of the 
principal pulse crops of the Presidency ; while with ground
nuts not onl-y have varieties yielding more nuts and richer 
nuts been introduced, but others also adapted for growing 
In districts where the late or early rainfall i• not completely 
certain. 

One of the most valuable pieces of work the Department 
has ever done was the saving of perhaps the most valuable 
breeds of Gujarati cattle, the Kankreji breed-in the famine 
of 1899-1900. This was essentially Mr. Mollison's work, 
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done, I believe, with.tbe help of many· private gentlemen, 
of whom Lord ~ortbcote was the leader, and now .the 
Chborodi cattle-form founded for this purpose, has become 
a centre for producing and spreading tbe.bulls of this _bre~d. 
At the same time the initiati\·e bas been token, on · th1s s1de 
of India at any rate, in the production of essentially ·good 
milking breeds of cows. Some ofthesebave been developed, 
and bulls of these breeds are also being spread over the 
country where a call for them bas occurred, and in a8 great 
number as is yet available. 

·I am not sure whether to ·the Department, or to ·Mr. 
Mollison in particular, is not due in part ·the development of 
the now large dairying industry in Baroda and Gujarat. 
Now, as Is well known,· the . bulk of the ·cream· used in 
Bombay and from wbicb Bombay butter is made, is separated 
in Gujarat, and. then sent daily by a long railway journey to 
the capital. This is an industry capable of immense i m· 
provement ·and great development, and every effort will be 
given to bringing this about. 

Such is a rapid survey of some of the salient points in 
agricultural development in which the Department of Agri. 
culture has had a hand, and . in most instances a predom: 
inating hand. It inay be said that the improvements are 
small compared with the money and energy· expended. I 
confess it. But the future promises much greater things. 
There is now a staff more highly trained than ever before and 
constantly increasing, a Government fully alive to the im. 
portance of the work, and a better knowledge of what is 
needed by those who cultivate the land. 

In the near future the work which has been so successful 
in the past will by no means be· laid aside. The improve:· 
ment of seed, of cotton, wheat, tur, millets, and the like, will 
still be onto of the chief and most valuable lines of work: 
The difficulty that the IX\Verty of many of the raiya4 i.~ ~u~li 
as not to allow them to select their own seed will have to .be 
met. How this will be done I do not yet knOI"' I bnt some
thing will most certainly be done. Closely .1\lli~. to; th~ 
production of improved varieties by selection is their intro. 
c!nctioq from 1:hrq~d, as well as that of new ~rops,, ~n~: ·tq . 
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these matters a good deal of attention wili be given in the. 
coming years. 

To me personally the most vital question in the agri. 
culture of the Bombay Presidency, and one which forces 
it~ell particularly on the attention in this famine year, is the
economy of water in and on land. It is valuable to extend 
irrigation canals and systems,-perhaps the most valuable 
work that has been done in India for fortY years. But, so 
far as it goes, it is equally if uot more valuable if one can 
increase say by ten, twenty, or even possibly by thirty per 
cent. the land which any particular canal can irrigate. Can this 
be done 1 At present I hardly care to express an opinion. 
But I will say that there are a good many facts, which lead 
me to the conclusion that it is not altogether beyond the 
reach of possibility. At any rate we are going to make 
experiments on the subject, and if we can only succeed in 
extending the area which is secure from drought by a small 
amount the Department of Agriculture will have justified its 
existence over and over again. Side by side with this 
question lies another,-the retention of the small quantities 
of rainfall in the soil so as to make irrigation unnecessary, 
or, if not unnecessary, to make less irrigation suffice. Son•e 
success bas been obtained in this line in America, and there 
seems at least a possibility of doing the same in many of our 
agricultural tracts. At any rate we are going to do our best 
to find out how most effectively to take advantage of the 
small quantity of rain that falls. 

Another matter of importance is the question of the 
rotation of crops. There is an extraordinary unity in the way 
in which the same crops are grown after on~ another in 
most parts of western India. There are endless variations 
which might be introduced, and. it may be that our investi· 
gations will lead to the discovery of alterations which will 
prove of exceeding benefit. 

With regard to insect pests, I must own that our 
Department has been able to do comparatively little. The 
locust has continued unchecked or nearly so : the cotton 
bollworm, it seems possible, may now be treated with some 
effect : the sugar-cane borer-source of endless damage-

. lias been beyon4 our skill. But all ~hese ~re l!nqer clo•e 
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study here or by Mr. Lefroy at Pusa, and ;it is not beyond 
probability even, tbat theoe aud other eqnally serious pests 
may be made to yield. We bave several men in the depart· 
ment whose knowledge of, and experience in economic 
entomology is considerable, and any method, which promised 
at all well, will you may be sure, not be neglected. 

We intend, too, to cautiously Introduce and. recommend 
the use of artiftcial manures. Hitherto these have not been 
economical, V•lue for value, local oilcakes and similnr 
manqrcs have been far cheaper. But as the price of these is 
conti u ually on the rise, it will not be long before the use of 
artificial manwes will probably pay, more especially as in all 
probability they will, in wauy cases, decrease rather than 
increase i11 price. Sulphate of Ammonia, one of the most 
:ruportant of thew, will shortly be a local product : crude 
saltpetre is already cheap enough to compete with local 
materllils, and others can and will be tried, and if advisable 
rC\.'Q.IIImended •. In ~be meantime tests are being made on a 
number of our cxperimeutallarws, so that we shall be able 
to rec<•mmeucj. Lhe best not only for each •oil but for each 
rotation of crops. 

The question ol intproved implements is another of 
yital importance, nnd iu uo connection wore !h'ln in that of 
raising wnter, Ext~usive experiments iu the use of oH 
engines are being carried out iu Madras of the results of 
wllicll we shnll wake full use both. for demonstration, and 
further experiment. Improvement~ in instruments for actu
ally workiug the land are slowly spreading as it is and their 
spread will be encouraged and recommended. · 

Such are tile tuore important parts of our experi
mental programnte, that is to say our programme so far as 
searcil for better crops, ilelter melb.ods, better manures and 
better implements is concerned. · •l But when allthes~ are 
found," I am asked, " how do you bring these to the know· 
ledge aud to t.lle door of the culti.vating raiyal. '! It is here, I 
own, !.hat a:;rlcnltuml departments almost all over India, 
(und "?t in I.udia alan•) ha,·e failed ahuos: more thau. iu 
i\llf~hiug cl;;e. Tiley have been getting results which have 
been ·pigcuu-hol~ ius!cad pf :ueiug brought into practil:ll ; 
aad 1hiJI baa Cerlai~ly ju, a llleas11-re bappeJ!ed in Bowba~. -
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feel it Is a case of overcoming this difficulty, or, a5 a depart· 
meot, failing abjectly to fulfil our proper sphere. 

-Hence an enormous amount of attention has been 
given lately to devising methods for meeting· th~ actual 
condition of things. As a result a number of methods have 
been inaugurated of which I1 perhaps, may now -give you a 
short sketch. 

First ana foremost, there has been · initiated, and in a 
measure developed a. College of Agriculture at Poooa, in 
which the highest and best training in scientific agriculture 
that we know how to give will be provided. No expense has 
been spared in the building or equipment, and ·I am ambl· 
tious that the course there given will ultimately be equal to 
_tha_t at an English or European University. Speaking as 
Principal, 'I may say that I ·shall be satisfied with no Ieos, 
Thus we shall be able to send out, either as Government 
servants in the agricultural or other departments, or as 
workers on or managers of their own lands, a body of men 
who will be apostles of a better agriculture, to every-comer 
of the country. Already a considerable number of men of 
just the type we want are coming to the college;
meo who after their course will be able to command respect 
as agriculturists wherever they may go,-and these -will 
gradually increase in number as the years go by. 

Second only to this in importance, and perhaps in. its 
own way quite as important, will be the short couri;es for 
agriculturists for instruction in specific improvements in the 
local agriculture, to be held at the many local farms of the 
Department. These farms are scattered all over the country. 
There are two iri Gujarat, two in the Deccan, one in 
Kbaodesh, one in the Southern Mahratta country, and one 
in Sind. ·Already we give training in seed selection. I 
believe training in the near future ·may be given. in better 
methods of dairying in Gujarat : in protecting wheat and 
mUlets from smut· at Dharwar, &c., and so on: These short 
courses for training in special points will be continued and 
extended,-! think with every prospect of advantage, 

For this purpose we are developing a class of men· who 
·are to be known as Divisional Inspectors, Tbese:men are 
·agricul~urists by birth and training, they --will be. selected 



from the senioromen among our best college students, Slid 
they will be able. to carry out the courses at the ezperimental 
farms .. Tbey will, in addition, go round the country in their 
division; and become, if possible, the confidants of the 
raiyats, and not being connected with any revenue· depart. 
ment they wltl probably be able to do so. Thus they will 
from taluka to taluka, be able to· brirlg. suggestions to the 
doors of the cultivators themselves. They will have power 
to suggest modifications of practice to raiyals, and offer. to 
supply seed or manures or lend implements where the de
monstmtion of· a· new variety, a new manure, or a new.imc 
plement would be of advantage. 

Wherever possible such· a oman· would work through a 
local agricultural association, formed in the village or taluka 
"·hicb be visits. Such local agricultuml associations are 
still few iu number, but are growing fast. .. They form 
another bond between the Department and the cultivators. 
They give the first news ljlf a plant disease or. an in5e<;t pest, 
and indicate that they want help. They select the best 
men to whom new seed, new manures, or new implements 
are sent for demonstration. · They are the body to whom 
agricultural information,is ·sent, whether published in the 
form of.lea6ets or through the vernacular agricultural press, 
l'hey organise local shows . to whicl;t tb,e Deparb!lent )end· 
~;very ... assistance, and, generally f!lnn a centrejor 'the 
improvement of agriculture. To such associations. the 
Department will be of every help it possibly can. · ' 
, 1 have just spoken of local shows. These. have !M.en 
held in a few places, but will . probably be. developed to a 
considerable e><tent, through the workiug of local agricul
tural \'""ociations.. qn a larger scale every support will be 
.givea to grea~ exbibi.tions, such as that held· in Bombay 
three. y~ ~gq ~to, -.\llich selected cutti~t!lrS were ~ 
from all parts of the Presid~ncy, and all the new crops, im'. 
plements, and so on, on view there were explained to them, 
with, from all I have beard, immense advantage. For the 
discussion of the larger problems of agriculture, and also of 
the work done by the Department, annual or biennial con. 
ferences are to be held in some large centre in future years. 
The last took place in Ahmedabad only a few weeks aso + 



Nearly all those most interest~d in agricultural develop· 
ment in the province .attended, and to me, at any rate, the 
Co11ference has given valuable ideas, and an impel,l!s in the 
work I have- undertaken in Bombay. that ·can hardly be 
measured.: 

: Sueh are the·. methods. at present in operation and in 
view; They are no doubt inadequate, and stiU a g11p re
mai~ which timea.nd.enthusiasm .and energy and c;oopera· 
tion only can. fiJI up. But the idea that pervades the 
Departm-ent now; I believe, and which must pervade it; if it 
Is to.be of the.use-we wantit.to be, is that it succeeds just 
in so far as, and no more than the agriculture of the presi· 
de!!-CY is : improved.· · Of all things I do not want it to be 
thqught of as a Government institution standing apart from 
the people; ·We want. it to be .useful, and, in my own mind, 
only by its usefulness can the expense, the energy, and the 
time required for maintaining tl:e Department be justified. 

-Gentlemen; before I sit down there are two more points 
on which I insist. The first is that I insist on the essential 
aim of thjj Department of Agriculture in Bombay. We do 
not want for a· day to be considered as Govemment lns~itu
tions. WF ezist simply and solely to benefit the cultivator 
of the Presidency. ·(Applause.) 1 want to leave Bombay 
to~mot:row:lf I find that I cannot do something to help the 
province. (llear, bear.) I do want to insist on that with all 
the earnestn~ that I have. The position that I take up 
is that I am here simply and solely to be of use, and I believe 
th.at in sayipg that I speak for every member of the 
Departn:ent to which I have the honour to belong. I have 
·ou'e more suggestion to offer, and that is, that the Agricul
tural Department have a farm here,,11nd if any of you, gentle
men, would like to go round that farm, I will be: glad to 
tak~ yo~ ro~nd, au~ show that farm, (Loud eheers.) · 
. . . 
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THE DESIRABILITY OF COMMENCING AGRl
CUL TURAL EXHIBITIONS IN 'THE BOMBAY 

PRESIDENCY, ESPECIALLY AT 
SURAT AND P00NA. 

By STANI.V Rm;o, EsQ., Edilcr, Tire "Times of India,' 
Bombay 

Mr. President and Gentlemeu,-Two years ago it 
was my good fortune to pass through the principal of the 
Punjab Irrigation Colonies, and to be able to see something 
of the revolution wrought by the hydraulic engineers, which 
has enabled the once desolate bar to support the most pi'09o 
perous peasantry in the world. Riding from Lyallpur to 
one or the typical villages on the Chenab, my attention was 
arrested, on the outskirts of the town, by a series of mud 
structures, bearing a faint likenen to grand-stands and 
judges' boxes dotting the wide mal dan, In response to my 
inquiries, I was informed that thi• was the site or the annual 
agricultural show, which was one or the great annual festi
vals ofthe neighbourhood, and which brought the peasantry 
in their thousands, with exhibits in large numbers and of all 
classes, in friendly rivalry once a year. This unexpected 
spectacle Cll\tsed some little heartbu rning to one who believes 
that the Bombay Presidency is tlte salt oflndia, and should 
lead it in every important development, The Punjab peas• 
autry are grand men; but as cultivators tltey are surpassed 
by our Kaira ryots, and the very astute farmers of Mahim, 
In the Punjab they are laying the foundations of a scientific 
agricultural staff on generous and well-considered lines 
But in this respect they are a score of yean; behind th~ 
Bombay Presidency, where the exhaustive study of Indian 
agricultural conditions was commenced by Mr. Ozanne two 
decades ago. In these circumstances, is it not a reproach 
to us that in parts of the Punjab, they should be able to 
organise on a considerable scale that invaluable means of 
linking science to practice-4be agricultural show-whilst 
we are still discussing bow to commence the formation of 
agricultural societies ? 

No one acquainted with the conditions of rural England, 
•nd especiallr with the Wes~ of En!lland1 C&l! faiJ to be 



struck with· the enormous influen~- exercised by agrl
cnltural societies; and especially by their principal outward 
expressions, agricultural shows, upon the -improvement of 
English agriculture. ·Of recent years a revolution has been 
wrought in the conditions of life in the English countryside. 
By the adoption ·of intensive cultivation, scientific stock· 
breeding, and the substitution of dairying for unprofitable 
corn-raising, prosperity has been made to smile over· wide 
areas -forqterly 5mitten •With disastrous -depression. In the 
revolution the agricultural society, and especially -the agrl• 
cultral show, has been the determining factor,· for there is 
no otber agency so fruitful of educative influences: In this 
Presidency we have an Agricultural Department, ably· though 
inadequately staffed, burning with the desire to accomplish 
practical --worh." The- results of its' irrigation- are just 
coming-into sight. -The -introduction of long.stapled cotton 
into Sind promises to, buttress still more firmly our spinning 
and weaving- industry.- -The hybrid between the Broach and 
~n cottons, if established, will give an immense stimulus 
to the Indian cotton production. - ;rn various other directions 
the scientific experts are pressing forward towards knowledge 
which will remove many of the most grievous burdens 
under which Indian agriculture labours. On the other hand, 
we have a peasant population full of inherited lore, and 
anxious,: according _to general testimony, to learn about 
agricultural developments.• But between the expert- on the 
one hand and the cultivator on the other; .there is practically 
no link. It would _be scarcely an exaggeration to· say that 
the experimentaliarm and- the scientific expert mean- no 
more to the great mass of the land-owning and- cultivating 
classes of this.- Presidency. than the _laboratory and the 
alc!lemist did_ to_ the Middle Ages. 

This it seems to me is the weakest spot· in_ the agency 
s~t up !0 ,improve, the standard of ,our oldest and most 
important industry, If the country _Is_ to derive an adequ!'te 
return _for the considerable sums which Government is wisely 
spending on the-scientific study of agriculture, it· is a gulf 
which must be speedily bridge<!. Government may do much. 
It may ·provide demonstration farms and itinerant demons· 
t111tors l'%1d lecturi'J'S ;: it may furqisq a constan_t s~ream qf 
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agricultural knowledge through the publication of leaflets 
and the dissemination of news, in popular form, through the 
English and vernacular press : it may encourage certain 
forms of agricultural education. But the main impetus must 
come from outside the machinery of Government : it must, 
"' it bas been in almost every other part of the world, be 
unofliciol in character. 

It is not my purpose to discuss in any detail the precise 
form, which the necessary agricultural associations should 
take. At the recent conference at Ahmedabad a decided 
preference was expressed for village, or at the most taluka 
ao;soclations. I would only say that this is one of those 
questions where it is desirable to hasten slowly, and if it be 
agreed that a start should be mode with village societies, 
those villages should be selected where the cooperative credit 
movement hos taken the firmest root. But whether village, 
taluka, or district associations be accepted as the most pro
mising, it will be necessary, in favourable localities, to focus 
our efforts, if the societies are to materialise into agricultural 
shows, without which they must be shorn of most of their 
value. It seems to me that there are certain centres clearly 
marked out for our earliest efforts in tbia direction. They 
are here, at Snrat, where the Governweut Experimental 
Farm forms an admirable centre round whlcl! a_n agricultural 
exhibition could be arranged : Poona, where the farms at 
Kirkee and Manjri offer facilities no less favourable: 
Dbarwar, where the experimental farm is newer, but is 
making great progress. No less desirable is it to join, at any 
rate at first, these exhibitions with occasions which bring 
men of all classes together. Those of us who ha~e followed 
the instructive debates at the recent agricultural conference 
at Ahmedabad will lament the fact that' they did not take 
place in a showyard displaying the best which agricultural 
Gujarat can produce, and the most promising results which 
the Government experts have- to show. How much more 
educative this conference would be if we could walk from 
this pandal to a collection of th . products of Surat and 
Broach, and follow practical demonstrations illustrating the 
course of agricultural progress. Let us proceed with our 
village and taluka L<SOciations by all means where the 

IO 
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ground is favourable ; but let us simultaneously organise, at 
Surat and Poona to commence with, associations whose 
principal business it shall be to focus diffused effort into 
annual exhibitions, made as attractive as possible, where 
the progress of agriculture can be brought home to the 
landowner and the ryot with a force and directness which 
all other means cannot equal. 

Gentlemen, it will not be necessary to bespeak for any 
such movement the support of Government. At Ahmedabad 
Dr. Harold Mann expressed his opinion that not nearly 
enough use was made of the agricultural show. We may 
confidently rely upon the Agricultural Department for finan
cial help, and for expert advice and assistance. We may 
turn to the railway companies for cheap fares. Not the least 
of the advantages offered by Surat and Poona for this purpose 
is that both are within easy reach of Bombay, and are con
venient railway centres. We may ask Government, In the 
early stages of the movement, to assist still further by 
be'!_ring the cost of bringing picked ryots from a distance to 
the site of the sb01v. But if the movement is to have life 
and durability, the burden and beat of tlse day must be borne 
by non·of!icials. I can imagine few works, which should 
appeal more strongly to the patriotic Bombayite of all 
classes. A blessing was" of old called down upon him who 
made two blades of grass grow where one grew before. We 
can, everyone of us, earn a share of that blessing by helping 
to bring home to the hereditary and patient farmers of Wes
tern India, the scientific knowledge which will enable them 
to double the scanty produce of their fields. 

LIFT IRRIGATION. 

By ALFRED CHATTERTON, Esq., 

Director of Technical and Industrial Enquiries, Madras. 

My object in presenting this paper to the Industrial 
Conference is to draw attention to the advance which has 
recently been made in the Madras Presidency in the sci en
tific study of subterranean water and well irrigation, and to 
place at the disposal of those interested in the improvement 
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of the agriculture of India, the information which has been 
gathered in the Irrigation Pumping Department during the 
four years It bas been at work. 

Although wens and subterranean water are worthy of 
the attention of engineers it is a matter of regret that in 
India they have been very much neglected in the past and 
that the cultivators have been left almost entirely to their 
own resources, In 1882 Captain Clibborn, who was after
wards Principal ol tb~ Roorkee Engineering College, sub
mitted a long report ou well irrigation in the North-West 
Provinces and Oudb, arriving at the result that" well irri. 
galion is only profitable under favourable conditions, and 
that there is reason to believe that in most districts culti
vators have already very fully availed themselves of their 
opportunities." In Bombay, Mr. F. D. Camp ben, au Execu
tive Engineer of the Public Works Department of that 
Presidency, spent some months on special duty, and as the 
final result of his enquiries formulated the opinion that 
" nothing can be done tu introduce new or cheaper systems 
of wen construction or of lifts than those which the ryot is 
already familiar with." Much later, in 1896, in a report on 
·water· lifts recording the results of so111e experiments on the 
efficiency ol various systems of water-lifting, I wrote : 
" Steam-pumping machinery is utterly beyond ~e means of 
the ryots, and the force of the wind is too uncertain, and in 
general in India it is too weak to be profitably utilised by 
wind-mills even of the most modern type. Animals are, 
therefore, the only source of power available, and water-lifts 
In the future must continue to be, as they always have been, 
worked by cattle. Moreover, the Indian agricultural popu
lation are so singularly devoid of even the most rudimen
tary mechanical skill, that it is absolutely necessary that 
machines intended for their use should be designed to 
work without complicated gearing of any kind.'' 

At that time it seemed OS' though the last word had 
been said on the subject of well irrigation, as all the 
attempts to improve on indigeneous methods of lifting water 
had led to no decisive results, 'Bod the engineers who 
~~ed the problem retired baffied by the difficulty of pro
Tiding a water-lift of superior efficiency to the native wate;-
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lifts without incurring too great an initial outiay anci 
without forcing the cultivator to use a machine too complex 
for his comprehension, and beyond the resources of the 
ordinary village artisans when it needed repair. Further, 
the opinion was generally held throughout the Madras 
Presidency that few wells could be found which would 
yield sufficient water to keep eveu small pumps of modern 
construction at work for a sufficient time to make it worth 
while to instal them. It was assumed that the cultivator 
must keep his bnllocks for agricultural work and that in 
their off-time they could be employed working mhotes on 
the wells and that such work practically cost nothing. 

In 1900 iu an article on 11 Underground water-supply " 
1 wrote : 11 Underground water has never in India been 
studied properly by engineers or geologists and wells are 
sunk in a happy-go-lucky manner to a haphazard depth· 
They are constructed with primitive appliances, and at 
small cost. Expectations are not usually great, and as 
they are generally realised the people are content. 
The depth of the well is limited by the fact that the 
primitive methods of sinking in vogue among the ryots 
prevent them going more than a few feet below the 
bot weather level of the water. With an engine and 
pump to keep the well dry much greater depths might be 
attained and possibly the supply of water enormously 
increased." And again in 1902 in an article on" Well 
Irrigation " the following passage occurs: " In the South of 
India well sinking is a very primitive business, and the 
better the supply of water, generally the shallower the well. 
A ryot wants a well and having selected a spot which he 
thinks suitable he sets to work and either sinks a hollow 
cylinder of brickwork into the &round till water in sufficient 
quantity to sati•ly his expectations is !reached, or he e•ca· 
vates a big rectangular hole in the disintegrated rock which 
forms the sub-soil and goes on deepening it till the inflow 
of water is greater than can be dealt with by the modest 
water-lifting appliances at his disposal. Year after year, in 
the hot weather when the water-level is low, he may increase 
the depth by adding to the nuUiber of mhotes on the well, 
and in this way many valuable water-yielding wells have 
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been sunk· Let us suppose, however, that the on watering 
of the wetl in the hot weather is accomplished by a powerful 
engine and pump, the work of excavating will be easy, an.d 
the depth may be rapidly increased till either the inflow ts 
greater than can be dealt with or practical considerations 
indicate that it is not worth while to go any deeper." 

These remarks were consequent upon experience with 
the working of oil engines. For small powers they bad 
been found to be inexpensive reliable motors that required 
no great amount of skill to run them. Even with kerosine 
oil os the fuel it was obviously practicable to employ them 
for lifting water under favourable conditions, but when 
Inter on it was found that there was no difficulty In using 
the much cheaper liquid fuel which is imported into India, 
the possibilities of their employment were vastly increased. 
It wos not very difficult to convince the Government of 
Madras in the Irrigation Department that experiments in 
this direction were well worth trying, and that in fact the 
time bad arrived when the question of well irrigation might 
again be taken up with some prospect of doing useful work, 
and of evolving means of making much greater use for 
irrigation purposes of subterranean water than bad been 
previously possible. Moreover increased experience in the 
management of indigenous indttstrial work· had led me to 
think that the mechanical inaptitude of the people of this 
country can be cured, if proper means for training them are 
provided. 

One of the causes of the poverty of the people of India 
is the little use they make of mechanical appliances, and 
efforts should be made to effect a change in this direction. 
The great rise in the price of food-stuffs, accompanied as it 
is by an equivalent or even greater rise in the wages of the 
labouring classes, has brought many of the wealthier agri
culturists to a similar conclusion, and it is certain that in the 
next few years a great advanee will be made by the sub
stitution of oil' and gas engines for bullock-power in many 
of the processes for preparing agricultural produce for the 
market. It is necessary that this opinion should gain 
ground, and be more widely accepted, and that mechanical 
engineers should be induced to devote their ingenuity and 
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skill to providing simple machines capable of being driven 
by engines of a few horse-power, for such operations as 
extracting oil from seeds, the juice from th.e sugar-cane, 
hulling paddy or grinding wheat. It is true that most of 
these operations can be carried out in an extremely satis
factory manner, if the scale of wor!>ing is only sufficiently 

· large, but the day for big enterprises of this kind has not 
yet arrived, and for t~ present it is desirable to provide 
special machinery which can be worked on a small scale, and 
which can be purchased and set in operation with the com
paratively small am"unt of capital which as yet is available 
among individuals. Cooperative enterprise Is still a thing 
of the future, and till that is -realized our efforts must be 
directed to providing for the small capitalist. 

It Is true that there are many machines for doing this 
kind of work already on the market, but save in the case of 
sugar mills I do not think that any of them are quite satis
factory, and their use is not extending as rapidly as would 
be the case if they were better adapted to the work they 
have to perform. Fortunately for lifting-water the centri
fugal pump is almost ideally suited to the work which it 
has to perform. Its first cost is small, it Is extremely simple 
and fairly efficient, and combined. with the oil-engine 
there is likely to· be a wide field for its employment in this 
country. . , 

It must not, however, be imagined that the oil·engine 
and centrifugal pump will replace to any appreciable extent 
the indigenous methods of lifting water. According to the 
latest returns (for the year 1905-1906) there are in the 
ryotwari tracts of the Madras Presidency upwards of 628,400 
wells in good working order, and a further 61,000 ou_t of 
repair. The number in the zamin<l-aries is not known, but the 
total for the whole province may well be over three-quarters 
of a mllljon. To lift water from these wells either ~e 
picottah or the country mhote is used, the number of spec:al 
forms of water-lift being absolutely insignificant. Only a 
small percentage of these wells yield water sufficient to 
keep more than a single mhote or a single picottah at work. 
Not that many of them could not he made to yield a much 

1arger supply of water, but the owners either have not enough 
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land to use the '111'8ter on, or are too poor to proride the 
labour n~ssary to lift the water. 

The idea is generaU y prevalent that native ~ethods of 
lifting water are extremely c:beap since the cattle must be 
k"Pt Iinder any cin:n mstanoes, but careful investigation 
shows that it is only true within certain limits, and those 
limits have alread}· been reached. Well cultivation is 
carried on to the utmost extent possible under the existing 
<:<mditions, and if any great extensipn is to take place in the 
immediate future, it must be by supplying the ryots with 
additional power for lifting water. Al: t;be same time the 
cost of that po....,r must be very much less than that they 
now pay for any work done in the ""'Y of lifting ~er which 
is beyond the capacity of the cattle they keep for gener.ll 
agriroltural purposes. · 

It io, therefore, a most important matter tbat we should 
endeavour to ascertain the actual cost of lifting ""'ter by 
nati'"" methods, and at the outset it may be conceded that 
,.ithin the limits already referred to the ryot can lift water 
fairly cheaply. The qu.,.tjou is what be will ba\"e to pay, 
and what he da..s pay, for lifting water when cattle have to 
be lu!pt specially for work, or when he has to hire cattle. 
Fi\"e and t,...,ty years ago at the Agriroltural College Farm, 
SaidaP"l, llr. Benson, as the result of long and careful 
trials, came to th" conclusion that the cost of keeping a 
pair of good cattl" amounted to 12 annas per day, and that 
they were ca;>abl" of lifting 2W cubic feet of ...,.ter to a 
height of 25 feet for 8 hours a day. Or in other words 4,000 
cubic f""t of water could be raisei one foot for one anna, 
or an acre inc:b of water could be raised 25 fe<,t for Re. 1-6-8.. 
In th" last 25 years rates ba\"e risen very considerably, 
and the cost of lifting water has increased, so that under 
the conditions of Mr. Benson's estimate it is hardly h"kely 
that ll.<"-00 cubic fed can no\\" be raised one foot for one 
anna. 

Simple as the problem may seem, it is extremely 
difficult to find out how much work is done by a pair of 
~le u~der normal conditions. Any at~pt at aa ezpe
nmeut Interferes with the normal codirions, the efficiency 
is temporarily increased, and better =nlts are obtained 
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than are possible without some kind of special supervision. 
Two years ago I made some enquiries in the Chingleput 
District, and I found that a fair day's work for a single mhote 
was as follows : 

On a lift of 20 feet, usiug a bucket holding 20 gallons 
of water, SO lifts per hour would be made for 9 hours a day. 
The minimum cost of keepin~t the cattle was Rs. 15 a month 
and the usual rate for hiring them was Be. 1 per day. Taking 
the minimum figure this works out at 2,160 cubic feet lifted 
one foot lor one anna. These figures are corroborated by 
some data collected by the late Mr. H. A. Moss, who wns 
Executive Engineer in the same district. In a report 011 
11 Wells and Well Irrigation in the Cbingleput District" be 
states : 

' 1 Water is usually raised by picoltah, when the lift is u feet and 
under, when more bullock mhotes are used. The cost of raising water 
for about G to 10 feet is about 4 pies per thousand cubic feet per one root 
urt. From 10 to 16 feet, the cost come! to about G pies and from 16 to 
20 feet it is about 6 pies per thousand cubic feet per one foot Jifl '' 

The Chingleput District is in no way exceptional, and 
the ligures obtained will more or less apply to the rest of the 
country. Any great exactitude is impossible, but it will 
not be far from the truth, then, to put the cost of lifting 
water either by means of the picot tab or the mhote at one 
anna for every 2,000 cubic feet lifted one foot. Under 
favourable conditions, and with water-lifts specially adapted 
to the work, better results than this can be obtained. For 
instance in South Arcot, where there is an abundant water
supply at about 15 feet below the surface of the ground, 
double mhotes worked with a rotary whim are largely in 
use, atid are very much more efficient than the ordinary 
water-lift in other parts of the co)lntry. It is not, however, 
with the extremely favourable c:aSes that we have to deal. 
If lift irrigation is to be extended largely the conditions will 
generally be more difficult to deal with than has hitherto 
been the case, and the means provided must be capable· of 
working under a fairly wide range of conditions. 

During the last four years through tbe agency of the 
Irrigation Pumping Department, we have been gradually 
introducing the use of oil-engines and pumps for irrigation 
work, and have tried them under a great variety of condi-



tions, miUI}' of them being mremely tmfavourable aacl 
none of them ideaL 1 do not propose to burden this paper 
with tecbaical details as evidence regarding the statements 
which will be made is famished in fall, ia the various 
official reports •hicb, from time to time, are issued by the 
Dep&rtment. b llD appendix to this paper is givea a J:Om· 
plete list of sacb repons. · 

Oil-engines IUld pamps are oaly· economical, and their 
employment, therefore, can only be recommended when the 
qaantity of water to be dealt with is fairly large. If a well 
yield a th011$lnd cable feet a day, it will give ample employJ 
meat for a mbote, but to make it worth while to instat"·ari 
engine llDd pump the yield should be not less than' IO,ooO 
cubic ·feet a day for the greater part of the year. · It is· true 
that engines and pumps are working, and working at a 
profit, where the supply falls below this limit, bat the 
cin:nmstances are more or less special, and it is doubtful if 
they could be repeated indefinitely. The following &gores 
taken from tbe Administration Report ofthis year show what 
bas actually been the c~ of working at a number of 
installations,_ · · .. 

Number ol cubic feet 
of waterlliled ooe 
loot for one 2DD2. 

1~. 1905-06. 
Yelwsapnram ••• . .• 3,900 
Kadiampattl · 4,0IS · 6,400 
Villnpnram. 3,230 ·. 5,800 
<:uddalore •.• 9,370 6,7SO 
&idapet 8.800 . 4,126 
Katalai ••• ••• 6,:">00 
Bezwada ••• .•. ••• -· 3,840 3,1100' . 
In the report for last year it """'shown that onder :veiY 

fB\'ODrable COnditions 8 Small oil-engine and pnmp,.deaJi_ng 
with 216,000 gallons of water per day on a lift of 2li feet 
could raise 13,:,00 cnbic feet one foot for one anna. Thi; 
may be considered a maximum, seldom jf ever attained 
nod~ actual working conditions, The figures given in!:!>~ 
table fall very far short of the ideal, but the worst are as.g<XI<l 
as the best that c:aa be obtaiaed from cattle-power and the 

~1 . ' . . 
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liest show that water can be lifted at from one-third to one
fourth the cost of doing it by cattle. Tb.e larger tb.e scale
of pumping operations, the more cheaply can each unit of 
work be done whilst the indigenous methods of lifting water 
are only applicable on a very small scale, and would utterly· 
break down, if any attempt were made to use them for lifting 
large quantities of water. 

In the report by Mr. Moss already alluded to, some 
Information is given regarding the duty of water. He says: 

"The cost of irrigating paddy from wells alone Is e:~pensive, espe
cially when the rainfall is at all de&clent. On the other hand the return per. 
acre from well-irrigated paddy is mach more than from that irrigated by
~ and channels, It is generally kalf as much again, and may be even_ 
twice aS much. Six months' paddy usuallY requires 40 waterings of abOUt 
1,000 cubic feet per a.cre. The cost from a welt abput 15 feet deep maY 
be taken at one rupee per watering. If the land is far from the well it 
wlll be more, owjng to the loss by absorption. If the rainfall Js bad, 60 
waterings would be required, and the outturn without the rain ia always 
deficient. As the water in the well will be Jow the return to the ryot is 
very smaU, and paddy is not worth cuJtivatJag under such circumstances. 

11 Four months' paddy requires usually 30 wateringa at a cost of about 
Re. SO. The ~ost of watering is less than that for 6 months' paddy, but the 
return in grain is less. " 

The average area irrigated by a well is about three acres 
and as paddy requires more water than any other crop 
grown under wells, it is obvious that the average yield of the 
wells .is .less .than that which can be deduced from 
observations on paddy cultivation. Taking llr. Moss's 
figures .we find that 1,358 cubic feet of water per day 
are required for three acres of paddy. It is, therefore, pro • 

. bable that the average yield .of the. wells in this Presidency 
is not more than 1,000 cubic feet per day, and in many cases 
it is certainly less than this. In the large irrigation systems 
where the distribution of water is under proper control, the 
duty of water is from 90 to 100 acres per cubic foot per 
second ;·that is to say, a continuous flow of one cubic foot 
per second will irrigate from 90 to 100 acres ·o(land; -The 
water used by the ryot yields a duty of 195 acres or practical· 
ly twice as much, and this is probably the best result that can 
be obtained as we n.ay be fairly certain that the accumulat
ed experience of many generations of paddy growers instinc
tively pre;renta tile ~nclian cultivator frolll using· too anucq 
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water. In the note on" Irrigation by pumping from a well 
at Melrosapuram " published as au Agricultural Bulletin, the 
data collected at that station are furnished which corroborate 
this estimate. 'l'he high figures at Melrosapurqm are largely· 
due to the use o( masonry channels for conveyiug the. 
water from the well to the field. Even to the ryot the 
loss Qf water by soakage from his channels is a serious. 
matter, though the land to be irrigated is close to the well .• 
To the mau ·who uses Rll oil·eugine and pump it is still more 
important as the length of channel is much greater, and 
generally it may be assumed tbnt the larger the irrigation·, 
system, and the greater the area deriving its water from one· 
source of supply, the larger will be the percentage lost from 
the canals, and the distributaries themselves. 

. The· cost of lifting water for irrigation by mechanical 
means depends very largely upon the continuity of the supply· 
and the number of days during the year on which water is 
supplied. Interest and depreciation bulk very largely in .the· 
total cost of running the plant, and an economical result can· 
only "e obtained, when the percentage of working hours is 
large, The .ryot in one way or another pays from Rs. 5 .to 
Rs. S a month for the irrigation of an acre of land. In. most: 
cases this heavy charge is not seriously fell, as it is met by 
the utilisntion of what would otherwise be bye-products, but 
1111 soon as these bye-products are exhausted 'the full cost is
felt, q.ud the ryot realises that it is impossible to grow the 
ordinary crops at n profit. With oil-engines and pumps the 
cost of irrigation varies considerably, and for s:nall schemes 
of from 20 to 40 acres, it may be taken that the irrigation 
will cost from Re. 1·8-0 to Rs. S per month. The larger the 
scheme the lower the cost of irrigation will be, the best result 
being that which will probal>ly be obtained in the Divi Island 
Pumping s-cheme where 50,000 acres of land 11re to be, irrigat. 
ed and where t)le. water may have t_o be lifted to a· maxiiJ!Utll . 
. l>eight:of 10 feet. I~ is e:;timated that the working-expenses 
wm not amount to· more th~n Rs. 2 per a,cre for the season 
or an bvemge of about 8 annas per acre per month. As a lift 
Jrrigntion •cheme the Divi Pumping Project is exceptional 
·in regard to the size of the plaut and the extent of the area 
irrigated, but ip many places along the cQa&t Ro;lil~r sc;hC:IJlllf 

' . 
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oh 'smaller-character are practicable, and where' the--lift 
doe& not· exceed 10 or 12 feet paddy ·cultivation may: be 
earned _on profitably. For the most part, however, pumping 
will not be under such· favourable conditions,- the lift will 
usually be greater, the supply irregular, and the plant much 
smaller. · Even if paddy cultivation pays, there is no relison 
why it should be encouraged, lis other and more valuable 
crops can_ equally -well be· grown. People ·who-have the 
enterprise to instal engines and pumps generally take a great 
deal. of interest in the cultivation under them, and a3 usuallr 
they have some command of capital, the tendency is to go in 
for-intense cultivation and to grow crops which yield a very 
much larger profit per acre than can possibly be obtained 
when the common food-grains are cultivated. So far sugar
cane, platttains and ground-nuts have yielded the best 
re5ults, but large profits are also made in the cultivation of 
tobacco, turmeric and the ordinary garden crops. A supply 
of water which can be relied upon all the year round is 
practically wasted, if it is not utilized for crops which require 
water the whole year through. These are the crops which 
yield the largest return to the cultivator, partly because the 
extent to which they can be grown is limited, and partly 
because their cultivation necessitates the possession of a 
considerable amount of capital. With a perennial supply of 
water- under engines- -and pttmps the gross return from 
the cultivated Area ought to be never- less .than Rs. 100 
an -.acre, and it often ·amounts to two or three times this 
sum • 
.. . :When the Experimental Pumping Department was first 
started the impression generally prevailed Among those who 
are best acquainted with the agricultural ~onditions of the 
country that the scope for its operqlions would be extremely 
limited, because of the difficulty of finding sites where a 
sufficient water-supply could be obtained combined with 
landholders in the neighbourhood, who would have sufficient 
capital to avail themselves of it. The fact that there are now 
about 100 pumping plants at work in the Madras Presidency 
is evidence that there is a much wider field for their employ
ment than, was anticipated, and the investigatlous.which ha\fe 
·))een carried-.on,·befcire insta!l!ng-these plants, hB'I'e- put us-ia 
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possession of a large amount of information of a most satis; 
factory character. Certainly there. will be .absoltitely no 
difficulty whatever in irrigating hundreds of thousands of 
acres by engines and pumps if only the capital required 
to lift the water can be found, and the ryots can be taught 
to make use of the water in a proper way. 

· The great obstacles to progress are the poverty of the 
people, and the extraordinarily minute. way in ·which the 
land Is sub-divided. The smallest area which can be profi· 
tnbly cultivated h)' au engine and pump is from 15. to 20 
acres, and the number of such holdings in one block is 
small, Still there are a sufficiently large number to enable 
a' great deal of work to be done in exploiting this methoii of 
lifting water, and long before the possibilities of large 
holdings are exhausted, the owners of smaller holdings 
will perceive the advantage of combining together 
and by cooperation securing to themselves the benefits 
consequent upon this cheap method of lifting water. :1 do 
not think it is any exaggeration to say that the oil-engine 
and pump will prove, and in fact are proving, . extremely 
potent agents in the development of the material resources 
of the country. Already in some o£ the _rural tracts the 
ryots are familiar with them, recognise their. merits,. and 
regard them ns desirable things to possess~ whilst those 
who have got them have been led to take a rnucb deeper 
interest in agriculture than they did .before, and being 
intelltgent wen with capitaiJ their farms are. becoming the 
cmtres for the diffusion of improved. agricultural practices 
throughout the.coWI.try •. I am in hopes that inc the course 
ofn )'car or two it may be po'"ible to !orm an. .Agricultura1 
Association e1•ery_ me1uber of which.-will.bt: the. user .of au 
oil-~ugine and pump, the main object .of .the _-\ssociation 
being to encourage the extension of the use of such methods 
of lifting water and to supply the members with information 
which will enable them to make the best possible use of the 
water at their command. So far Agricultural . Associations 
in this country ·are an exotic growth and without official 
support few of them would be in existence. The. Associa
tion I. am contemplating_will stand on -a. different footing.; 
·its Diem bett wilhU ~:...gricnltnrists. operati~~g w !' ofllil:lJ 
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large scale, and keen to make the most of the capital they 
have put into their land.· 
· .. , The supplies of water sufficiently large to give employ~ 
!"ent.for engines and pumps are mainly to be found in the 
poast districts, and along the margins of some of the big 
rivers. In such districts as Coimhatore, where ;,ell.eultiva
tio.n has. reached its-. highest development on indigenous 
lines, there are apparently not many places where wells can 
be snukwhich will yield sufficient water to give employment 
to an engine and pump. Here and there there is one, but 
certainly not one in a hundred of the 76,000 wells in the 
district could furnish enough water to make it worth 
while to put In au oil-engine and pump. On the other hand, 
in South Arcot, Chingleput and North Arcot abundant evi. 
deuce has been obtained that over very considerable tracts 
of cOuntry the ordinary native wells can easily be Improved 
so as to yield enormously greater supplies of water than 
·have hitherto been drawn from them. In these districts the 
"'ater mainly occurs in vast beds of coarse saud which form 
subterranean reservoirs of considerable, but as yet quite 
unknown extent. In some cases the sand is covered by a 
comparatively thin layer of alluvial deposit, and the water 
can be found by sinking wells. from 15 to 20 feet deep. In 
other cases the saud lies at a considerably greater depth, and 
is overlaid by impervious beds of clay which have to be 
pierced to get at the water, In the South Arcot district 
between Poudicherry and Cuddalore these beds are more 
than 200 feet below the surface of the ground, but the water 
is-nuder pressure sufficient to force it up the boreholes, and 
form true artesian wells. To the North of Madras similar 
saud. beds are found at· a much smaller depth, but the pres· 
sure is. npt sufficient to constitute true artesian wells,,and 

;Jhe water has $o be lifted in some way or other •• Some 30 
or. 40 boreholes;, have been put down in the bottom 'of ex• 

·isting wells; and have successfully tapped the sub-artesian 
.water-supply. ' Most of the pipes are of 4" diameter, and 'the 
yield of the water varies· from·60 to 200 gallonsper·miliute. 

-It is ptobable that in most cases a much larger Bow could 
.be obtained by either inserting a pipe of larger diameter or 
J>¥ <leepening ·the ,well, and lifti11g the water from a lower 



level so as to diminlsh.tb.e pressure against Vfhich.lh~; ~a\M 
is forced up from below, Jn one case two 7"-p,ipes, bav~ 
been p11t dow.n, and tbe yidd of water is over 500 gal~pn~ a 
minute wbich is lifted out of the well by a 12. H. P. l!nKIDCj 
driylng at 6" cen~fifugal pump. Iu uearly every case th~ 
improved . wells will. yield sufficient water. to justify thf! 
installation of engines and pumps, but as yet the people are 
too poor and too dttbious about the continuance of, the flow 
of water to do anything in. this direction. In a year o~ twq 
they will be in a better positiou to realize ~he value· !lf th<j 

water beneath their lands, and may then be ansious. to 
avail themselves of any means whereby they can secure 
to a larger extent of. land. an unfailing supply . !lf 
water. · :: 

In the tract of country to the south of Pondicherry many 
ltundreds of boreholes have been put down, and the . watMf 
supply derived from tbe artesian beds is very considerable; 
nnd it is not improbable that to the north of Madras the d~ 
velopment of SUb'llrtesian water will be found to be of simi• 
lar extent. In other places there is reason to suppose simi• 
lnr Wllter·hearing deposits exist, bnt as yet they have not 
been explored, and their capacity is entirely unknown. 
Where the wnte.-.bearing sands occur nearer the surface, 'and 
where the surface slope of the country is considerable, they 
have been drained to some extent by ' spring headS • o't . 
kasarn. ·These consist of a pond often of considerable<size· 
which has been excavated till the · watet-bearing sand's as'e 
teached. · From the pond a dtep channel with a small bed• 
fall leads the water out on to the lower lands. This chan• 
net is generally a mile or two long, and a good deal of the 
water drained from the pond mllst be lost on its way to ;the 
land, The supply in the pond is apparently maintained ·b1 
percolation from the beds of sand which lie at a b·igher 
Jev~. · Tbe sand in these kasums is usually very coarse; and 
the flow of water apparently \'ery free, · As a rule in·the 
bot weather they· dry np altogether, or the water has to· be 
lifted out of them hy baling with picottabs or mhotes. Un
questionably the installation of engines and pumps would 
enable a very much larger hody of sand to be drained of 
water, an4 it is probabl~ thllt iPIUQS~ ~es a pere9nialsap. , 



~ly of water could be obtained in place of the present supply 
which is only sufficient fot a single crop. · 
:' · .. Where _th<: slope of. the country is_· small it is obvious 
that irrigation ·by ka1ams is impracticable, but very t!Xten: 
ilve beds of coarse sand exist and have bt!en tapped and 
tested in many places and at no very great cost, it is l'rac· 
ncable to- put in wells which will yield from 200. to 800 
gallons of water per minute. A considerable number of 
these have already been sunk, and there ·is ·no doubt that 
they ,.ill· steadily increase in number. ! It· is lmpossible·-t6 
say what area of land is underlaid. by thelie water-bearing 
sands in the Madraa Presidency, but it c..rtainly runs into 
thousands of' square. miles, 'and there is probably water 
sufficient for the irrigation of several hundred tho.usand 
acres. The withdrawal of large quantities of water will 
lower the'le17el·at which it Is found, but there is fai<' ground 
for assuming that most of these saud ·deposits are in direct 
connection· with the.main drainage lines of the country and 
every fresh which passes down· an adjoining river will .. tend 
to restore the original water level. 

. There does not seem to· be much hope that deep-seated 
artesian ·water-supplies will prove of v>~lue for irrigation. 
In the God§vari district artesian water has been tapped in 
several places, by mining prospectors in the Polsvaram 
Zamindatl, ·by the Madras Railway at Ellore and by various 
people in the neighbourhood of Samalkota and Cocanada. 
At Ellore a borehole was put down to a depth of 430 feet 
aud cost nearly B.s. 18,000, whilst the yield of. wa~er does 
aot appear to have been much more than about 3,000 gallons 
per hour, Further ·details regarding the cost of artesian 
owells will be found in a note by M~; E. W. Stoney, c.r.ll.; ju 
the November numbt!r of the India·n Engineet'. 

The sandy:beds of most of our rivers are probably 1he 
:next· most important source of water-supply and one which, 

_ ... s yet,· has been. but little made 119e of. The indigenous 
•method of getting at the water is atremely ingenious, but 
-it' Involves the expenditure of a very large amount of 
'labour. Channels · or ditches are dug In the beds of the 
·riVerS witb'a bedfall considerably Jess than that of the rh·er . 
. ~~~ tb upper .pa~t of -tb\1 -chanJ:!el th\1 wa~er from . the sur· 
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rounding ~and drain~ into t!te channel, flows dowu it and is 
carried away through a cut in the river bani<. In some 
districts" doruvu" wells ar~ employed to some extent. They 
are wells sunk in or close tn the river bank and derive their · 
water-supply from the san.!. Apparently the engineering 
work involved is l,eyond the ordinary ryot and such wells 
arc not popular. Where they exist they require study and 
where they do not exist it i:: desirable to encourage them 
os much as possible. 

It bas always been asst.med ht the past that there was 
a slow flow of water beneath the sand in the river.beds, and 
it was tacitly accepted that the spring channels probably 
drew off most of the avai I able water, as no large •upply 
could ever be obtained at any one point. A careful review 
of the evidence furnished by the partial failure of several 
utlempts to get nt the water in the sandy beds of these 
rivers, Jed to an examination of the conditions under which 
spring channels work, and it was then found that the pre. 
vailing ideas were erroneous, and that there is no flow of 
water in the sand of a river-bed except between pool and 
pool, where the slope of the water plane in the sand may be 
very steep. Below a certain level the sand in the beds of 
rivers is snhtratcd with water which remains motionless 
unless a loc.~l hydraulic gradient is establishe<l sufficiently 
steep to cnuse the water t\o flow. I do not propose to go 
into the e,•idence upon whidt these conclusions have been 
based, as it bas already beett published in this year's report. 
Every cubic foot of sand belo" the saturation level contains 
rather more-than~ gallons of water, so that a square mile
of saud 10 feet deep is 11 reservoir containing over 550 mil
lion gallons of water, or sunicient for the irrigation of a 
thousand acres of land, Allowing for the fact that the saud 
in the ri~er.beds is not al.,ays 10 feet deep and that it is 
impossible to extinct all the water from the sand, but with
out tukiug into account any -water 20 feet below the level 
of the saturation line, it is quite certain that for e\'ery square 
m~le of, ri~·er-?ed we might have an equivalent of a square · 
m•le of 1rngat10n. 'l'he problem wblclt remains unsolved is 
how to get at this vast quantity of water. In t'ltis matter 
our experience is gtadually increa~ing and one certain con-

18 
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elusion is that owing to the resistance which the s•nd offers 
to the motion of water it is intpossible, except at great ex. 
pense, to collect any large quantity of water at one point. 
On the Hagari river we found it a simple matter to obtain 
150 gallons a tltiuute, nnd for a moderate outlay • we are 
drawing 750. gallons a minute from the riverbe<!, but to 
obtain more water than this at our pumping station seems 
ikely to prove a difficult matter. By sinking 1vells in the 
iver.heds, it is found that in most cases a comparatively 

small well will yield 300 or 400 gallons of water per minute, 
so that, if a large quantity of water is to be withdrawn, a 
large number of wells should be sunk at a sufficient dis· 
lance a;>art to prevent one well materially interfering with 
another. In many c1Ses these wells can be sunk inside the 
river bank, in others quite close to the bank, and when this 
is practicable the pumping work ruay be done by power 
distributed electrically. To get at the water in the middle 
of the river-bed when the bed is very wide is a much more 
difficult matter, and may be considered for the present out· 
side the range of practicnl engineering. 

All the experience we have gathered so far points to 
the fact that with brick wells from 12 to 15 feet in diameter 
we can get enough water to supply a 4" centrifugal pump 
with a depression of the water surface of 3 or 4 feet. Some 
day I think there will be a chain of such wells extending 
along both banks of most of our river• and at intervals of 
about 10 miles there will be electric generating stations 
supplying current to electro.motors to drive these pumps. 

The perennial flow of most of our rivers is already di. 
verted by means of anicuts which in the upper reaches of 
the river, where the bed is rocky, are often very numerous. 
Still there are a few cases where tile water· supply is wasted 
by being allowed to flow into the sandy expanses iu the 
lower reaches of the rivers and the remedy is obviously to 
instal engines and pumps. Of installations of this kind 
there are already one or two at work. and thero would be 
more if permission to pumps could be obtained. 

On the West Coast in Cochin and Travancore there are 
extensive tracts of irrigated land formed by bounding of! 

• Rs. 21soo. 
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the b•ckwaters and draining thew. The system of irrigation 
is of great antiquity, but of late years it bas been modified 
by the introduction ofpumpiug machinery, and there are a 
large number o! •team and oil engines now employed in 
duiniog these lands. A great deal of enterprise bas been 
exhibited in this work but nut much engineering skill, and 
unquestionably the Kole cultivation, as it is called, could be 
enormously improved by combining irrigation with drainage 
and by putting the operations in each section under one 
control. 

lu some of the swamps along the coast and in lakes like 
Lbe Kolair, between the Kistna and Godavari rivers, there 
is a considerable body of fresh water which only requires to 
be lifted a few feet to render it availaLle for the irrigation 
of the neighbouring lands. Years ago in the Kolair Lake 
nod in the Laokas bordering on the Upputeru river such 
cultivation was established under steam pumps and 
proved moderately remunerative, but gradllally interest in 
the matter died Oltt aud the pumping stations were abandon
ed. The successful .vorkiog of the oil engines has revived 
interest iu the matter, and pumping. bas recommenced and 
may possibly be largely resorted to. 

In connection with the development of this modern 
phase of lift irrigation, the improvement of existing wells is 
a matter of gre.rt importance, and if only a small percentage 
are found suitable for working .vith oil engines and pumps, 
the absolute number will be large, and they may become 
important inasmuch as they will often occur in those tracts 
of country which are most liable to be affected by the vicis· 
situdes of the seasons. Owners nf wells ha,·e generally 
some \·ague idea of the quantity of water they will yield, 
but they have very lillie notion as to the quantity of water 
which a 3·· centrifugal pump will lift, and it frequently hop
pens they want to set Up pumps when the water-supply is 
quite inadequate. The most "satisfactory woy of im·estigat
iug cases like this is t<> first of all ascenain the yield of tbe 
existing well towards the end of the hot weather and to put 
down an explorat01y borehole to determine the nature of 
ihe surrounding =k. 'The borehole will generally furnis1 
suflicient evid"ence to enable liD opinion to be formed as to 
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Whether it is worth while to derpen the well. Sometimes 
the borehole taps fissures c:urying water under pressun.:: 
and 1naterially increases the ftow into the well ; sometim!!S it 
reveals beds of porous rock which only require opening out 
to yield a copious supply of wat.,r. Where the rock is hard 
and the water is mainly found iu fissures, the explosion of a 
charge of dynamite at the hottolll of the borehole will some
times materially improve the supply. As yet we have done 
very little work in this direction, but I am not without hopes 
from the experience already gained, that when wells can be 

· sunk to a much greater depth than has hitherto been the 
native practice, it will be found that the inflow will iu 
many cases justify resorting to pumping machinery. Where 
we can keep our engines fully employed, which means 
wherever we can command from !50 to 2UO thousand gal
lons of water per day, the depth from which it can be lifted 
before tbi; becomes au unprofitable operatiou is much 
grealer than is the case in ordinary well irrigation. \Yith 
this the limit is about 40 feet, whibt 150 feet will probably 
he found practicable with oil engines and pumps. It is not 
so much tbe height to which the water has to be lifted, as 
the risking of a large capital outlay in what must of neces· 
sity always be an uncertain undertaking, whicb. makes it at 
present doubtful whether sinking wells to any very great 
depth is to be encouraged. In sorue cases we l.Jave found 
that a \'ery slight addition to the depth of a well enormous
ly increases the inflow, aud it is just nt this poiut that 
uath·e well sinkers have to stop, as the unwatcring of tbc 
well becomes au exceedingly c.liflknll operation wllcn only 
mhotcs or picottahs can he employed. \Vhere the watt!r is 
...:onlaiued in sand it is uol c.liflicult lo frame au c~timah: ul 
tile cost of getting at a certain qun.utity of the water, ami we 
do so by putting dowu au exp\omtory borehole to ascertain 
the thickness of the deposit of >aud, which saud is itself 
examined to determine the s:ze of the grains ol which it is 
coot posed, but with wells sunk ill rock we are in uo such 
satisfactory position. We have l ut little ruore knowledge, 
and much less experience than tl•e professi~nal well·siukers 
of the cou11try, and we shall hn1 e to make wauy experi
plents before we can t~acli tit e people of tbis country 
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nnytbing. To this end we have recently ordered a portable 
petrol-pumping plant which can easily be carried about 
and can be put down any well and used either for baling 
during construction work or for observations ou the rate of 
inflow. The Government of Madras have also sanctioned a 
sufficient smn of money for a systematic series or tests as 
to the advantage or otherwise of torpedoing boreholes 
sunk in bard rock. Our progress with wells of this type is 
not likely to be very rapid, unless we can secure 
the interest and co-operation of the more intelligent men 
who are interested in the Improvement of water-supplies 
for irrigation. Throughout the country there is doubtless 
a good deal of empirical information the collection and 
study of which would be of value. It would help us to 
make a better start, but I do uot think it will carry us very 
far on our way, as the water-supplies which we arc search
ing for must lie at a mnch greater depth than is within 
the range of indigenous experience, nod to make them 
available we require an enormously greater oupply of power 
thou bas ever been ot the disposal of the owners of wells 
in the past. 

Tile financial aspects of this method of lift irrigation 
have already been dealt with to some extent when we were 
discussing the relative cost of lifting water by• the old and 
by the new methods, heoause in the figures gh•en for the · 
new methods a full and proper allowance bas been made 
for interest and depreciation 011 the capital outlay involved 
in setting up o plant. In on appendix to tWs paper will be 
found figures gi\'iug the aetna! cost of a number of instal· 
hllious which ll;\\"e Uceu set up. 'l,Ue cost pc:r ncre to be 
ultimalely bronghl nuder irrigaliuu varies considerably. 
It may be as low ns Rs. 50 an acre or ns umclt as Rs. 20u 
on ncre, but obviously for high class cultivation, where the 
yield per annum may be valued at Rs. 400 or Rs, 500 an 
acre, i.t may pay very well to expend a great deal more than 
Rs. ~00 per acre to get a good supply of water. In the 
Deccan, under so01e canals near Poona as much as Rs. f>O 
per acre Is the water-rate on. land growing sugarcane, nod 
in tWa Presidency many gardens and ,plantations could 
easily stand a wat~r-rate of a similar lllllonqt, It woul4' 



have afforded me very great satisfaction to have presented 
accurate figures regarding the working expenses and returns 
.on a number of farms where this ne\V system of lift irrig~

tlon prevails, but no one cares to furnish them. There is, 
however, ample evidence that it is \"err profitabl•, and the 
best indication that it is appreciated is to he fouui In the 
fact that the rate of increase in the number of installations 
is greatest in those places where the number is already 
largest or where they have been longest at work. In 
ordinary years and under normal conditions, given a suffi· 
cient water·supply1 there should be no difficulty in turning 
it to very profitable account, but often with oil-engines and 
pumps the greatest profit will be made in years when the 
season is unfayourable, scarcity prevalent and prices high. 

In many cases oil·engines and pumps may be used to 
supplement other sourct!ll of supply and couvert agriculture 
of an uncertain type into one of great certainty .. One of the 
earliest installations in this Presidency was erected on the 
banks of the Cauvery, from which river the water·supply to 
the pump is derived. The lands ordinarily depend upon 
channels from the river for irrigation water, but this is 
extremely uncertain, and partial or total failure of the 
crops occurred at such frequent intervals that the owners 
of the land derived nothing from it and the ryots who 
cultivated it earn <d a recarions livelihood. Over a tract 

·or :100 acres a 12'' pump has completely changed this. The 
natural water·supply may fail, but the pump is there to take 
its place, a!ld the whole area can be converted to perennial 

_Irrigation. The owner reports that during the last eighteen 
months 55 acres have been under plantain cultivation, and 
have yielded a gross retnm of over Rs. 400 per acre; or 
about one and-a-half times the wliole of the capital outlay 
on the pumping plant. In a good year tile return from 
paddy cultivation would have been about Rs. 50 per acre and 
the net profit very small. Under plantains the net 
profit on the 55 acres nmst I! ave been sufficient to pay LO 
per cent. on the initial expenditure. The area under 
perennial irrigation, such has plaintains or sugarcane, would 
have been much larg'er,. but h is restricted to 60 acres at 
this plate bY the· Revenue· authorities lest the water-
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l'lpply to lands lower down the river should be interfered 
with. 

From the figures gtve::1 in the appendix it will be seen 
tiL1.t the minimum CtlCit of a pumpin~ inst::dlation is about 
n... 2,',.-JO. and the acltt>l ont-ol·p~:ket working expense;, 
l~ng the nece~ry expen~es ftlr fue1, luhricating oil. stores 
and repaif!', will be about Rs. !>fJ a m<>ntk. The installation 
of engin"" and pumps is, therefore, a financial operation of 
con•iderable magnitude even w'th comparatively wealthy • 
ryot'S. \·cry few. if any, h:t.Vf! suffi:ient ready monel·, and a 
certain number of in,tallations have been paid for by loans 
under the Agriculturtl l;lnd Improvement L?ans Act, such 
loans being usually repayable in twelve annual instilments. 
This method of financing these pumping schemes would be 
entirely salis[actory were it not for the difficulty which the 
borrowers experience in finding the nocessary security. My 
experience is that the majority ofloans applied for are rej"!'ted 
for this reascn, and it mar possibly be desirable in the future 
to amend the Act so as to provide greater facilities for 
obtaining loans for the purchase of engines and pumps. 
If the machinery could be taken into account when =sing 
the value of the ~~urity for the loan, there would be no 
diliiculty and loans would be freely applied for. Greater 
success bas attenoled the sale of engines and pumps nnder 
the hire.purcha<e s)stem which has been worked out by
:l!essrs. Massey & Co. Under this method the would-be 
owner of the pump has to pay one-fourth of the moue,. 
down and the balance in instalments, generally extending 
over two or three years, during which time he has to pay 8 
per cent. interest on the balance debited to him. He is 
thus able to get his engine and pump for a comparatively 
small initial outlay and to pay the balance out of profits 
accruing from the use of the pump. So far the system of 
working has proved satisfactory, and it i:l probable that it 
will be re;orted to very lantely in the futore when it 
becomes more generally recogni-..1 that irrigation under oil· 
engineo and pumps can be made a very profitable business. 
The hire-purchase system is a very vicious one when applied 
to afford facilities for the purchase of unproductive goods 
by those who not afford them, but it has distinct merits. 
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In some cnses, aurl is an extremely simple method of finan
cing small industrial undertakings, as it provides the small 
capitalist with ;eady means to obtain money or the equiva. 
lent of money on fairly easy terms. It is possible that a 
great deal more might be done in thi• way if Government 
took the matter tip, purchased the engines and pumps them
selves, and sold them on easier terats than private firms can 
do. 'l'hc risk of loss will be very s•ull, as the engines and 

•pumps would remain the property of Government till they 
are fully paid for, and they would never be sold except for 
use under conditions which w111 have to be investigated by 
the expert officers of Government and reported as satis. 
factory. · 

The number of oil-engioes iu use iu this Presidency for 
minor industrial undertakings as well as for lifting water 

is growing rapidly, and there has naturally sprung up a 
rather keen demand for men capable of driving the engines. 
The extrente simplicity of the oil.engine renders it 
possible to train fitters to look after tbeon in a few days, and 
there has never been any great difficulty about getting 
drivers ; but a good fitter is ratlter wasted when put 
to drive a small oil-engine, and his pay acids quite unuces
sarily to the working expenses. In Madras we ha1•e stnrted 
a school for Oil-engine Drivers, where practical Instruction 
1s given in the driving of various kiuds of oil-engines and 
the pupils are put through an elementary course of fitting 
so as to enable them to take· the engine to pieces, clean 
them and fit thent together again. Anything more than 
this it is not considered necessary that a driver should 
know. If the engine rcall)• gets out of order it Is betlt!r 
that it should be overhuuled by a skilled mechanic, and the 
driver in charge of it should be notlting more tltan a drivef. 
A good many people who have bought engines have sent 
their men or servants to this school to be traine~, and 
after a course of Instruction lasting from Lltree to six months 
they are generally found quite capable of looking after the 
engine. Iu tllis way Oil-engine Drh·ers can be provided at 
a cost no greater to the owner than if he had to provide a 
man to look after a pair of bullocks. With large engines 
the saving in this direction is not a matter of much iwpor· 
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tance, but with small plants the f:ad that locarmen -cOtild 
be ttained to do all the woi-11: that; i9 necessary lias ten ilea 
mncb to increase the popolatity of these .engines~- The 
Engine Driving school was originally started in the School 
of Arts, hut it has now been taken over by, and fonns" part 
of, the Chengalroya NatckersTechnicallnstitnte. The class 
is popolar, as the meo who pass through it can "al waYil 
obtain work.. 

The fact that large monetary transactions are involved 
wherever oil-engines and pumps are set np and where :the 
IneHor working them has to be purchased and paid for iti 
cash has in a remarkable way led to a more definite aPl>reci~ 
ation of the monetary value of irrigation, Thill is still more 
emphasized by the rise Ill the price of food stUffs and the 
tendency to pay farm "laboUrers in cash instead of in kind. 
The farm is no longer so self.contained as it was, tbe Wi>rking 
of it necessitates transactions outside the l"iliage; and tne 
crops have to he selected by the ryots not merely with a \"iew 
to tbetr l>wn internal requirements and to meet the demands 
of Government and the District Board, hut also to meet '!he 
dJarges connected with the working of the engine. Ontside 
markets have to he studied to a greater extent than fomierly, 
and the-('llltivator is brought into more intimate contact Witti 
the outSide wrld. : Ofconrse the movement is a· \-ery small 
one at present," but the tendency is one in" the right direction, 
imd sboold 'ultimately conduce to the "developineot aria 
edilcatioil'of the agricultural commnriity. -

~I&" \he South Arcot District, where" more pnoips hirVe 
been flttei!-up than iii any other part o( -the conn tty "and 
where11early all the wells have an unfailing stippTy of 
water;" tbe" owners of pump1ng plants are beginntog to" raise 
water and sell if to their neighbours when they do not want 
It 'themselves. At the Paaampet" pumping station \ibich was 
teased to Messrs. Parry & Co. two sygtems of selling water 
were tried. Ground-out crops were irrigated at Rs. ·5 
-pet-acre per month, and for other crops the Whole "supply 
.of the pomp was sold to iny ryat who wanted- water nt a 
iixed:rate per bonr. This practice is very largely tn ..-ogue 
in the Western States of America, where 1r.1ter forirrigatioti 
is • vital necessity, and if it is once tecOgnised in tliis c:Otin. 
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try that water Is a commodity which· can be bottght and 
~old, it will probably greatly simplify some of the problems 
connected with the development of this kind of irrigation. 
Where the wat'er-supply is very abundant and where the 
ryots have no capital and the land is sub-divided into small 
plots, It might be practicable to establish local water-supply 
companies who would raise water and sell it to the ryots 
either for a share in the produce of the land, ar for a fixed 
rate per unit of volume or a fixed charge per acre irrigated. 
U anything of this kind is to be brought about, it will 
probably be necessary for Government to pioneer the way, 
and to provide sufficient legal protection to induce 
capital to flow in this direction. 

It must be recognised that only in a few plnces will it be 
possible to pump large quantities of water from a single 
source of supply. The wells must be numerous, and it will 
probably be found most economical to have a single power• 
generating station and to distribute the pGwer electrically, 
driving centrifugal pumps with electro-motors. Large power• 
stations are much more economical than smalliones, and it is 
quite possible to put in motors and pumps that require no 
more supervision than that a man should go round aad oil 
them once a day. Such water•supply corporations exist in 
America and have worked successfully for years past, and 
it is quite certain that there are no engineering difficulties 
worth speaking o& On the other hand in India it will 
require an immense amount of tact and patience to get the 
advantages of such a system acknowledged. To make it 
profitable intensive cultivation must be adopted, and even if 
the capital is forthcoming to enable this to be carried on, it 

" • 0 js donbtfnl if the ryots possess the requtslte expenence to 
make it a success. After studying the question of the better 
utilisation of subterranean water for but a very short time I 
am convinced that there are no serious difficulties from the 
engineer's point of view, either as to a sufficiency of supply 
or as to the cost of raising it above the ground so as to make 
it available. On the other band the practical administrator, 
who would like to make use of this water and apply It to the 
land so that the people may be placed in a -position which 
will enable them to c11rrry on their agricultural wo* witll '· . . . . ~ 



a fair amount of certainty, will find the achievement of 
his wishes a task of extreme difficulty. 

The purchase of laud is 11 favourite form of inves tmeut 
iu this country and tile line ofleast resistance seems to lie 
in the direction of encouraging people who have amassed 

. wealth to purchase laud which is capable of improveme!lt 
and to reserve a considerable amount of their capital for the 
improvement of the land they have purchased' Money in
vested in laud yields a very poor return, but, judiciously 
Invested in the improvement of land, the results are likely 
to be n1uch more profitable and the value of the land per
manently increased. The work which Is being done in. this 
direction by men like Mr. Gopiuatha Tawker at Surapet, 
Mr. Tota Bamanujam Chetty at Katalai, Mr. Panduranga 
Mudaliar at Cuddalore, Mr. Tilla Govinda Gramani at 
Nelikuppam, Mr. Abraham Pandither at Tanjore, and. by 
many others, Is pioneer "'ork of the utmost public value and 
deserves recognition at the hands of their fellow-country
men. 

Irrigation by pumping is still in its infancy, but the 
success which has already attended the earlier installations 
renders it certain that it will grow rapidly and there is a vast 
field for it in Southern India. What has been accomplish
ed so far is the direct result of the modem developments of 
the internal combustion engine in its various forms, and 
there is reasonable ground for hoping that further improve· 
ments may be effected in the future rendering motive power 
cheaper and pum ving appliances more tHective. 

--
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CULTIVATION OF COTTON IN INDIA. 

By G. A. GMIHIB.1 ESQ., 

EcotUJtnic Botanist, Bombay, Kirkee. 

Hislorg of Colton.-The fibre which furnishes U•e staple 
article o{ clothing In India is scarcely mentioned in the early 
literature of the ·E~~&t, but this may be explained by the con· 
temptuous indifference evinced by learned men to U1e products 
and necessaries of every-day life • 

. The Sanskrit word translated "cotton" is first mentioned 
In the Jns'titotes of Manu, where it is enjoined that the sacred 
thread of a Brahmin must be made from cotton. · 

Herodotus gives a clear description of the cotton plant, 
when .be says that the wild trees of India bear wool like sheep 
and the .Indians use <:loth · made (rom these trees. Tbeo
phrastos describes a plant with a leaf like that of a black 
mulberry, the whole plant resembling the wild rose, and b~ng 
grown in rows in the fields. · 

The first mention of cotton as an article of foreign trade 
is by Arrian, wbo flourished in the first century. He says that 
the Arabs .exported cotton to the Red Sea. 

FR)Jll India the c:ullivation of colton seems to have been 
spread westward as far as Southern Europe.· 

Cotton seems!o have remained unknown in China until 
the 18th century, As the cottons of Ibis country approach 
closely in appearance to those of Bengal and Burma, it is 
prObable that they, with tea, were introduced from India. 

11! the New World, where varieties of cotton distinct from 
those of India are produced, the product must have been 
used from the earliest times. The knowledge of spinuing and 
wefNing.gradually extended westwards and reacbe;l Engf.ind 
in the 17th century. ~· 

In the early years of the last century the production of 
cotton in the Southern States of America was enormously 
increased, and this rise in importance of America as a formid· 
able competitor induced tbe Directors of the Honourable 
Ea8t lndi~~oCompany to initiate the experiments for the purpose 
of lmp~vio& the quality aud q~aW.ity of lndian cotton fo{ 
export to l!:nsJalld. · · 



EXPERJIII!NTB 'rO J'IPROVR INDIAN CoTTONS. 

The causes of the decline in the appreciation of lndiall 
cotlona in the European markets have been often explained. . 

As regards the intrinsic value of the staple, the superior 
kinds of Indian cottons compared favourably, on· the whole, 
with the American short-stapled cottons. The average 
staple of Upland Georgian is between 1'00 and 1'02 inch, that 
of U1e best Broach from ·uo to barely one inch. The circum• 
stances which tend to increa...e the inferiority of Indian cottons 
are carelessness in picking, which causes a loss of 2·5 to about 
7 per cent. against under 2 per cent. of the American Upland' 
Georgian. It must be remembered that the friability of the 
leaves of the Indian cotton plant is due to the drought of the 
picking season, so that, even \\ith extreme care, it will ne~er be 
quite possible to pick Indian cotton in a perfectly clear slate. 

Owing to the stronger attachment of fibre to the seed. 
Indian cotton is more liable to be injured in ginning than that 
of America and Egypt. The tenacious adherence of the 
fibre to the seed or course · spoils the cotton in two ways, by 
the liability of the fibre to be cut and torn and by the break" 
ing or crushing of the seed from which oil exudes to stain the 
fibre. The high pressure to which cotton is often subjected in 
baling is said also to be detrimental to the quality of the fibre. 

According to Watson, the native varieties of cotton may 
be divided into two principal groups; the North-Western. 
yielding about one-third of its weight clear cotton and includ
ing the Broach, Dhollera, Bhaonagar, Old Khaodesh (Yaradi) 
and the Jari variety of Umravati cotton; and the South• 
Eastern group, yielding about a quarter of its weight of clear. 
cotton and including the Hingaoghat, the Bani variety of 
Umravati cotloo, the Kumpta, Madras (Upnm variety) aod the 
new Khandesh cotton (from Hinganghat seed). The .short• 
stapled Sind cotton, yielding rather more than a third of illt 
weight of clean cotton, may be considered as forming a group 
apart. The varieties under ·the names of Western· and 
Tinnevelly cotton must have been yielded by the Bourbmi 
'Y2riety, wbicll has been acclimatized in the Madras Presidency 
since the beginning of the last century. . · • 

'fhe four '('lrieties. which . in point .of quality proved . ' . ' .. 



superior . :to call . the others were the , Hing:!nghat,. Broach 
Kumpta, and the Dharwar American cotton. The varieti"' 
next in order are the Kbandesb, Western; Dhollera, U mravat 
and Madras cotton, -whilst the Sind cotton must' be pl:icee 
w~~ ...... . 

The prinCipal descriptions of Indian cottons accoMfug f.: 
Beaufort arti :-Hinganghat · (Central Provinces),: -Br<iac~ 
(-Sonlhetn Guzerat), Dhollera, Bhaonagar (Northern Guzei:at), 
Kathiawar, Cutch), Umravati (Berar, Kbandesh, Deccan}. 
Knmpta and Dharwar (Southern Mahratta country), Sind (Sind), 
Bengal (Central India, Punjab, United Provinces), Bengal 
Westerns (Sholaj:mr and .northern 'part of! Madras), .Salems 
(Salein ·and COimbatore), Cocanadas (Kistna, Nellore; Goila
vari),. Tinnies cir Tinnevellys (Tinnevelly, Madras, 'l'ricbino
poly). 

Two factors of inferiority in Indiaa . cottons are stapfe 
and yield, and many experime!lts have been attempted with 
the. express objeCt of incre_aSing the>Valiie of these. · · 

• The most· obvious and speediest-~solutloti oftbe diffii:lilty; 
11amely, the introduction · oe higl\er ·.class Ahiericali or Egyp-' 
tian, was suggested at. first, bot long experience'' has shown' 
that, except in some · paiticillarly .favoured-districtS; no 11-dva.ri-: 
taginvhatever is gained froin efforts- in this direciibn;.. .:• .· : 
.<·: ·Recent experiments point out thllf SuccesSful :results wt111 

uJtimately bcl"llrrived at by the exceediogly•slow bu·rce'rtain 
methods. of ·selection. Theoretically :no pta(:tica1 O:lifficoRiilS' 
are· anticipated: in the establishment of farnls·to·prodoce steas_ 
Qf•imptQved '""rieties in. moderately large ·9tiantities,i(juFtlil!' 
maintenance i ~ these varieties• when they -perhaps <:Qv'er latge' 
areas in cotton. districts is a subject which hM' :not .yet been 
sufijcienUy discussed in all its bearings.. l.oyal: cbopemtion· 
on' .the part of culliV!ltors arid .li!ercbants will be neceSsary for 
many years to :come. lt"is ·impossible: for -the' members of a' 
soiall Department: to· control arrangements beyond'll eertain' . . . 

P.oint. .. 
;; '"It ~~t.not be supposed ·that tbe:cultiV&Ior hiuiSl:lf is not 
{ully.alive-:tctthe itnportance·of seed'sclection. Many fanners 
Jtand:giq :the ·.seei:l required .for- the .. following ~year's .crop; 
some in suitable parts ot: the Dbai'War. District31ready-find it 
~\4Qif a~valll:fl!(e to:in!rq<\ti~c seed of a·superiorvariett~rom 



Broach, othen particularly reserve the green see~ .o£ 
Dharwar American, and in Khandesh the coarsest vanebes 
are deliberately selected on account of their hardiness, pro· 

· ductivity and higher percentage of cotton. . 
Taking into consideration the want of capttal and the 

average small holding of the Indian farmer any method of 
cultivation which would entail expenditure on artifidal or farm 
yard manures is at present out of the question. The general 
consensus of opinion of the expert cotton growers who con· 
dueled experiments in the Cotton Department appeared to be 
that no improvement was to be expected from any alteration 
in the native methods of cultivating cotton as the implements 
already used were extremely well adapted to the purpose• 
The defects complained of, as has already been shown, were 
due to faulty processes during and after harvesting the pro·. 
duce. 

The experiments, however, in these early years were 
directed with the purpose of introducing the finer exotic varie
ties into the country, This object was only attained by the 
establishment of the Upland Georgian into the Dharwar dis
trict and of Bourbon into parts of Madras. The sum of ex· 
perience gained amounted to the fact that experiments with 
foreign r.ottons were often successful when conducted as cost. 
ly garden trials while, on transfer to the fields it was found 
lhe plants would grow so moderately as not to afford a reason.; 
able profit to the cultimtor. Further, the foreign cottons 
with naked seeds fell an easier prey to harmful insects than 
the native varieties which, with one exception, have their 
seeds guarded by a dense covering of short hairs. 

The univers.1l result of the experiments may be summed 
up in the words of the report issued on those :!I Broach, 
"Some kinds of exotic cotton, such as the New Orleans and 
Bourbon, yielded Ofcasionally a small crop when cultivated 
as garden plants with great care and expense, but they never 
escaped partial damage from the effect of the seasons. When 
the same kinds were cultivated on a larger scale, even with 
the greater skill, labour and care of the experimental establish· 
ments, the crop invariably failed. The possibility of raising 
garden samples of any kind of cotton, anywhere, by unlimited 
care and expenditure, is scarcely doubted, but the feasibility 

20 
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o! doing so upon terms within the reach of the ryot and with 
in the actual market value of the article has not been demon 
strated at .Broach. It was proved that, by double the care 
and attention and more than double the expense of the native 
cultivation, a larger yield and better and cleaner quality might 
be obtained from the indigenous cotton than the ryots can 
produce, bot not sufficiently so to repay the additional outlay. 

This may be considered the final word on the subject until 
the va.rious Agricultural Departments in Tndia again took it 
under consideration. They have profited by the lesson that 
little can be gained by the introduction of foreign cottons 
which have to be subjected to a long course of acclimatiza.. 
lion. The failure of tree cottons on a large scale, afier their 
success has been completely esbblished in garden trials, has 
been repeated, and the inevitable result should now be accept• 
ed as a fact so that further loss can be avoided in the future. 

The pursuance of a rigid system of selection on a sci en· 
tific basis and the more intelligent appreciation of the laws 
which govern the production of crosses and hybrids will pro· 
bably lead to definite results, at first on the seed farms and 
afterwards on the fields. New varieties will be introduced 
into districts suitable in every way to their individual require· 
ments of climate and general environment. The Agricultural 
Department can furnish the necessary scientific guidance, but 
nothing can be done on a field scale without the assistance of 
the farmer and trader. 

CoTTON SoiLS AND CuLTuRE. 

Black soils in India are pre-eminently the best for cotton. 
Red soils are scarcely ever used for this crop. The superior· 
ity of the black soil i• probably due to its depth and adhesive. 
ness, which render it very retentive of moisture. 

Mr. Mercer made the following reytarks regarding the 
state of native cotton culture :-"In Guzerat, Khandesh, Sou· 
them Maratha Country and Berar, I find an approach to the 
American mode of culture, by sowing in drills and at regular 
intervals, while in Madras, the North. West Provinces and 
almost every other part of India where cotton is gro'."n, the 
broadcast system alone is used. The first, by allowmg the 
c;rops to be kept Crom grass and weeds, by means of the 
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plough or cultivator and the ground about the plants being 
thoroughly and constantly stirred, gives an advantage both in 
regard to cheapness and the improvement of plants them· 
selves that the other never can possess and is, indeed, the 
chief excellency of the American mode of culture and the 
only one of its feJtures which has been found not to need 
much modification. 

" It appears that the natives of large tracts, as Guzerat, 
Berar, already employ a mode of cultivating the cotton plant, 
in principle nearly the same as the American, but better suited 
in some respects to locality, &c. No people better understand 
the advantages of rotation of crops than do the nath·es of 
India generally. With regard to implements of cultivation, 
those now in use amongst the natives of the districts where the 
drill system of colton culture is practised are quite sufficient, 
being fully adapted to the most thorough tilling of the ground. 
Though the field for improvement is great, still the manner of 
growing the cotton is not nearly so defective as it has hereto. 
fore been the practice to represent.'' 

Previous experiments carefully conducted proved that 
irrigation, especially in the later stages, is harmful to the 
crop and weakens the fibre. 

In conclusion, at the present juncture we are only in a 
position to say tentatively, exotic cottons can only be cultivated 
in favoured parts of India; tree cotton cultivation is not worth 
the risk ; varieties can only be improved in their own localir 
ties, by the adoption of methods of selection and crossing, and 
that varieties can only be maintained in a pure state in the 
fields if the cultivators and traders are willing to observe the 
needful precaution. 

-
COITON CULTIVATION IN' THE CENTRAL 

PROVINCES AND BEBAR. 

By D. CLOUSTON1 EsQ., M. A., B. Sc., 

Dcprtly Director of Agriculture, C. P., Nagpur. 

The area w1der cotton cultivation in U1ese Provinces has 
increased from 1,837,767 acres in 1866 to 5

1
821,041 acres ill 
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19?7. It now. oc.cupies a larger area than any other crop, rice 
bemg second 10 101portance with an area of about q million 
acres. ~be g~eat increase in ma.terial prosperity that is every· 
where eVIdent 10 the cotton·growmg districts of these Provinces 
is largely due to their extension of cotton cultivation. This 
extension is directly due to the rise in prices, coupled with 
seasons of light rainfall favourable to cotton, which has re
sulted in making cotton more profitable than wheat, linseed, 
gram1 sesamum and other minor crops which it bas replaced. 
In Berar, where about 44 per cent. of the cropped area is 
already under cotton, and where the demand for fodder 
crops is very great owiug to the very limited area available 
for grazing, the area under cotton bas possibly almost reached 
its maximum, 1!1 the Central Provinces, on the other hand, 
there is still considerable room for expansion both in the 
present cotton.growing districts, as well as in some other, 
where cotton only ligures as a minor crop at present. 

The short-stapled cotton, which is nO\V almost universally 
grown, is admirably suited to the soil and climatic conditions 
which obtain in the cotton-growing tracts. The fertility of 
black cotton soil is proverbial. It varies in depth from 2 to 12 
feet, and in texture and colour from the deep fioe·grained and 
almost jet·black soil of low-lying fields to the shallow grey 
soils .of the higher land containing more sand and lime-stone. 
The latter gradually merges into the former, the grading 
process being largely due to U1e effect of water. The culti· 
vation of cotton is mostly restricted to the better classes of 
soU, but owing to the great boom in the cotton trade and the 
consequent rise in prices of late years, cotton is now olten 
grown on the light inferior soils. In these latter ·soils it can 
only be grown profitably while high prices prevail; any 
considerable fall in prices wonld result in the substitution of 
sesamum or some of the smaller millets which make less de • . ' maud on the plant-food of the soil. 

The climate of the cotton tract is drier than U1at of the 
rest of the provinces, and recent years of short rainfall have 
beeri peculiarly favourable to cottoiL The average rainfall for 
the last 40 years varies from about 32 inches in Nimar to 46 
in Nagpur, As the rainy season extends over a period of 3! 
jllOiltit~ only, ~iz., from the middle nl June tiU th~: e11d of 



September, the surface soil gets very dry and begins ~ crack 
freely by the beginning of November. The fissure:' ~~ 
in number and size during the dry weather, and IDJnnously 
affect the cotton crop later by letting in the drought and 
breaking many of the rootlets. The only remedy for this is to 
do as much interculture as possible up to the time that the 
plants flower. 1'his secures a fine surface mulch which checks 
evaporation and the consequent cracking of the soil. To suc
ceed under these peculiar climatic conditions, the cotton grown 
should mature in about five months, so that at least one good 
picking is obtained before the drought begins to be much felt. 
The two indigenous varieties commonly grown, namely, Jari 
(Katitilayli) and Bani (Hingangflal or Gila' I Kapa•s) mature in 
about 5 and 5~ months, respectively, while the only exotic that 
has given promise of success is Upland Georgian which 
matures even earlier than Jari. 

The Jari, which is now almost universally grown, is one 
of the coarsest and shortest-stapled cottons produced in India. 
Its origin is not welllmown. It is said that the Jari grown 
thirty years ago was comparatively a superior cotton, that it 
spun up to 16's or even 20's, and was in demand in the Bom
bay market for export to England. The present Jari falls far 
short of this description. Its staple is coarse and short, at its 
best it spins up to !9's only, and it no longer finds a market 
in England, not being suitable for use in the Lancashire mills· 
The introduction of the coarser strain is said to date from 
about the year 18o3. In that year a white·Oowered cotton, 
which was said to give 50 per cent. of clean cotton, which 
ripened early and which 1vas a most prolific yielder, was 
introduced into Bcrar from Khandesh. 'l'he first cultivators 
of this nc1v introduction, having observed that the seed pos· 
sesscd a sharp black resembling a thorn, and having concluded 
that it was a foreign variety, named it Kalivilayli or 'T/wrncd 
Englisfl.' This Kativilayti proved to be a most ,;gorous 
grower and a big yielder, and readily adapted itself to the soil 
and climatic conditions of these Provinces. Its botanical 
designation is Ncgleclum roseum and Neglectum roseurn Cut;;.. 
lhica, there being two types with white Bowers, but the one 
giving a slightly better lint than the other. The Jari which it 
ba:; largely supplanted was most likely of the two fioer-stap!c:<l 
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tYpes, viz., Ncgleclutn malvensis and Negkclum verum, mixed 
with a fairly high percentage of Bani { Gossypium iudicum) 
which was the predomioant cotton in those days. The per
centage of the coarser type in this mixture has gr_adually 
increased until the Jari of the present day contains from 70 
to 80 o£ the coarser, i.e., the Roscum type. The reasons would 
seem to be that Kativilayti is a hardy cotton and a big yielder, 
and that despite its coarJeness it finds a ready market at a 
good price l;>oth for export and for the use of Indian mills. It 
is exported mainly Germany and Japan, where it is found 
very suitable for mixing with wool in the manufacture of coarse 

· woollen fabrics ; in this country the existence of a large 
quantity of machinery especially constructed for dealing with 
sbort·stapled cotton also gives it an artificial value. The ryot, 
recognising that Kativilayti is a hardy cotton, it suffers less 
than other varieties from the exigencies of the climate, and 
gives large fluffy bolls with a very high percentage of lint to· 
seed, prefers it to the finer types which have less bulky 
bolls. The good cultivator in Berar who selects and gins 
his own seed, chooses only the big fluffy bolls, i.e., bolls of 
the Roseum type. The percentage of the. coarser types in this 
mixed cotton known as J ari is thus gradually increasing at the · 
expense of the liner, 

While the coarser types of J ari are thus ousting the finer, 
the Jari mixture is at the same time ousting Bani. Bani, 
HingangfUJl or Gf•a·t Kapa's is a cotton of long staple and silky 
fibre. The percentage of lint to seed is about ll6 compared with 
32 per cenl for the finer types of Jari and 40 per cenl for the 
coarser. Its. staple is about 1" in length as compared with h 
for the coarser type of J ari. liJ 1878 there were 1, 558,V 
acres of Bani grown in Berar an:d only 629,653 acres of Jarii; 
in 1906 there were 2,558,320 acres of Jari and only 689,580 of 
Bani. In the Central Provinces Bani has suffered even more. 
Of the 1,536

1
900 acres under cotton last year, there were only 

58,011 of Bani. This variety, formerly known as Hinganghat or 
Gha'lKapa·s, bad earned foritself a name, and was exported in 
large quantities to England long before spinning and weaving 
bad made much headway in India. When grown pure, it 
was suitable for spinning 40's. At present the home of Bani 
is the plateau districts, extending in a horse-shoe shape frol!l 
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Nim>r in the \\'est to Chanda in the East. That platean 
includes most of Buldaoa and Y eotmal and parts of AJ.:ola in 
Berar, and part of Nimar, \\'ardha and Chanda in the Central 
Pro,;nces. In Chanda, where it is grown as a cold season crop, 
it is known as Chanda Cold-Season Jari; it is known as Nimar; 
in Nimar, as Hinganghats in \Vardha from the tahsil of that 
name in which it used to be brgdy grown, and as Gha't Kapa•s 
in the Bcr.lrs and the Nizam's dominions. This plateau is 
mostly situated from about 30 to over 100 miles from the 
railway. Where the communications ha,·e been improved by 

"the opening up of new lines of railw:1y as in Wardha, Chanda 
and Nimar, Jari is fast encroocbing on the Bani tract, and the 
cotton now grown there is much mixed with Jari. In the 
more isobted parts of this tract, howe\"er, Bani is still grown 
almost pure. The very best cotton sent to the Akola market 
at the present time is Glra't Kapa·s (Bani) from the Nizam's 
dominions beyond the Painganga and from Basim, a taluq of 
.Al"Ola. Would Jari pay better than Bani if grown in the Bani 
tract. is a question that is often asked. Judging from the facts 
that in that tract buyers give only Rs. 2 or Rs. 3 more per 
kbaodi of Bani Kapas than for Jari, and that the outtum of 
Jari is recognised to be somewhat higher than that of Bani 
in ordinary years and still higher in years of drought or of 
acessi\-e rain, we belie\"e that J ari wonld be the more profit
able variety at present prices. Bani-growers, bowtter, like 
other cultivators are a coDSer\-ath-e class, they know no other 
\-ariety and will be slow to introduce e;en a more profitable 
\-ariety. 

The only other cotton grown by ryots in these Provinces is 
Upland Georgian. an acclimatized exotic introduced about 30 
years ago. It is equal to Bani in length of fibre and will spin 
up to -IO's, but it bas deteriorated \"ery much in strength. The 
tobl area under pure Upland Georgian in all these Prmmces 
will not exceed 100 acres. The other cottons that ha,·e been 
tried on the Nagpur Farm on an e..:perimenbl scale are tree 
cottons. the various annual species from other provinces and 
new and acclimatized exotics. The tree cottons that ba\"e 
been tested ba\-e ";thout exception pro\"ed failnres ; others are 
stiU being tried. Of the various species of indigenous cotton 
from other pro\mces, not one bas been found equal in profit-
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yieldihg to the local varieties. The finer-stapled varietleg such 
as the Bombay lu:rbaceurns take from seven to eight months to 
mature, and are not therefore suitable for our climate with 
its short rainfall for reasons already explained. Some of the 
early-maturing negleclums, all short-stapled species, thrive 
well, but they give a smaller outturn than the local J art and 
their fibre is equally coarse. The unacclimatized exotics tried 
or at present under trial, including American, Afghan and 
Egyptian varieties, have given little hope of success. By 
sowing Egyptian in April or May with irrigation a small but 
unprofitable outturn of lint of weak fibre was obtained. From 
the many trials made with these cottons, it is evident that a 
variety which takes seven or eight month~ to mature has no 
chance of succeeding unless sown before the rains ; but as irriga. 
tion is available in the paddy districts only, where owing to the 
higher rainfall the climate is unsuitable for cotton of any :cind, 
it follows that there is little chance of being able to introduce 
such a variety, be it ever so desirable. 

Of the acclimatized exotics Buri is far the most promising 
yet tried. It is an acclimatized type of American Upland, the 
seed of which was obtaind from Bengal two and half years ago 
through the Inspector-General of Agriculture. This cotton has 
long been grown in the Sonthal Parganas of Bengal under the 
name of Buri, and is said to.be the best foreign cotton tried 
there. It has been successfully grown on the Nagpur Farm 
for the last two years, and gives remarkably big bolls and the 
staple is very good. Several private cultivators to whom small 
quantities of seed were given last year are already sending in 
orders for as much Buri seed as they can get as they wish to 
try it on a larger scale next seaso11- Botanically it resembles 
Upland Georgian, but matures three weeks later. It is suitable, 
therefore, for our short rainfall. Khan Bahadur Bezonji, 
Manager of the Empress Mills, who inspected the growing 
crop of Buri and to whom samples of the different varieties of 
cotton grown on the farm, including selected ancl unselected 
Upland Georgian and Buri were aftewards sent for 
valuation, described Buri in the following terms :-" The best 
outturn we have found is Buri which should be paid the greatest 
attention to. The staple is as good as fully good middling 
American. I believe the yield per acre wiU be very great and 
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II it can be successfully grown, the Jari would soon be ousted.'' 
He calculated that it would spin up to 40's and that its value 
per bojha of 845 lbs. was Rs. 150 with Jar! selling at Rs. 90 
and Bani at Rs. 130. One particuL~r strain of selected Upland 
Georgian was valued at Rs. 5 more than the unselected. 

With the exception of Upland Georgian and Burl cotton, 
the former of which bas been a partial success only, and Buri 
the success of which is not yet assured, all attempts to 
Introduce long·stapled cottons in these Provinces have failed 
for reasons already explained. 'fhe Agricultural Department, 
therefore, in considering new measures for improvement, 
ba.q wisely directed its efforts mainly to the improvement of 
the quality and outturn of the local varieties chieOy. 
The general scheme of improvement includes : (I) plant-to-plant 
selection of seed of all indigenous and exotic varieties likely to 
do well in these Provinces ; (2) hybridizing ; (S) the trial of 
exotic varieties; (4) manurial experiments ; and (5) tho 
distribution of pure seed of improved varieties to the ryot 
through the agency of cotton seed farms. 

Plant. to-plant selection is carried out on the Experimental 
Stations under the direct supervision of an Agricultural expert. 
Cotton is grown on special area.• for selection ; the land is well 
manured and carefully cultivated; the plants are thinned out 
so as to give them plenty of room for their full development. 
A few of the very best plants out of thousands are then select-

. ed as mother plants of which the seed is to be kept for pro
pagation. In selecting the plant, its shape, vigour of growth, 
its freedom from disease, and insect pests, and the quality of its 
lint are all considered. The cotton of each plant that satis· 
fies all these conditions is stored in a separate bag and 
weighed ; the cotton of all plants that fail to giYe a certain 
weight of lint are afterwards discarded. The seed of each 
plant that passes all these tests is sown in a separate line, and 
from each line mother plants are again selected next year. In 
nature like begets like ; the offspring of any one mother plant 
should be good a.< a whole, i.e., they should be true to type, 
but some will always be found to be more prolific than the 
mother plant, others will be found to give a finer lin~ Bv 
carefully inspecting the individual plant and by selecting tb~ 
very best year alter year, the strain is gradually imprO\·ed. This 
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work is now receiving very careful attention at the Experlmen. 
fal Stations, and it is certain that much good will come out of it. 

Some progress bas also been made in plant breeding, but 
so far no definite results have been obtained .. 

Trials also continue to be made with exotics, Buri and 
Upland Georgian receiving special attention. There is good 
prospect of the former being successful. 

The only manure used for cotton at present is cattle-dung 
but the supply is very small, as in the cotton tract there is 
much less grazing and fewer cattle kept per acre than in other 
parts. A part of the already inadequate supply is used for 
fuel, especially In the cotton-growing districts of the Central 
Provinces ; ·consequently experiments are now being carried 
out af the Agricultural stations in order to test the effective· 
ness of other manures as crop-producers. Cattle urine 
conserved by the dry-earth system, is found to be equal in 
value to cattle-dung, and measures are being taken to induce 
culti\'ators to save this valuable part of their manure which 
they have totally neglected so far. Artificial fel'tili7.<'rs are 
also being tried and from results already obtained there is 
good reason to hope that nitrogenous fertilizers (such as nil rate 
of soda and sulphate of ammonia) can be supplied very 
economically to cotton grown in these provinces. The results 
obtained last year· front a series of experiments in which 
nitrate of $oda1 snperphosphate and sulphate of potash we1·o 
applied to cotton; ga\'e the results shown below:-
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The conclusions to he drawn £rom theSe Cxpcrimen'ts 
arc:-{ 1) That nitrogen alone is delicient in Ibis particular ~oil, 
•nd that from an economic point of view nitrate of soda IS a 
highly prolit1ble manure ; (2) that the cotton crop is not 
materially benefited hy applications of potash or superphos
phate" ilhout nitrogen; (:l) that when potash and p~osphate are 
applied along with nitrogen, the value of the increase is not 
suilicient to cover their cost; (4) that potash and phosphate, 
applied tog~ther or singly without nitrogen, result in a dead 
Joss. Another fertilizer that should do equally as weJI as 
nitrate or soda as a manure for. cotton is sulphate of ammonia. 
The colton manured with it at the Akola Experimental Station 
has this season done better even than that manured with 
nitrate, though the final outturns have not yet been ascertained. 
If it is found possible to produce this useful manure at cheap 
prices as a byc.product.of the Iron \Yorks to be constructed by 
Messrs. Tala & Co., we belie\·e that it will give a fresh 
impetus to cotton cultivation in these Provinces. 

Another line of work, which is receiving due attention 
from the AgricQltural Department, is that of establishing cotton 
seed farms, from which pure and selected seed can be distri
buted to the ryol These seed farms have already been in 
existence lor tl1e last Utree years, and have met )Vith a con
siderable measure of success. The land belongs to private 
cultivators who supply the manure and labour; the Depart
ment of Agriculture sends an Agricultural Assistant to super
\ise the cultivation and to ad,;se Ute owner as to its manage
ment The owner guarantees to follow the improved methods 
of cultivation prescribed by the Department for seed 
production. The Department on its part guarantees to 
compensate him for any loss he may surrer Utereby. The cotton 
is ginned on a Platts' gin driven at a slow speed by a bullock
gear. The seed is purchased and distributed by the Depart 
ment. As the policy of the Department is to encourage private 
enterprise, the assistant in charge is withdrawn as soon as it 
becomes evident tbat the owner is capable of managing the 
farm successfully without him; but the Department wiiJ 
continue to supply the owner with a fresh strain of 
selected seed for the Experimental Stations each year. It 
will also continue to assist the owuer lo find a 1\ood 
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market for his seed, either by purchasing it for distribution a8 
at present, or by advertising it widely for him. This line 
of farming should prove to be a most profitable one for the 
owner, who can establish a reputation for supplying superior 
seed. It wiii at the same time be a great boon to cultivators 
who at present often experience great difficulty in getting 
good seed for sowing. Seed farms also serve as demonstration 
farms where the best methods of cultivation arc practised, 
where new manures that have been tested at the Experi· 
mental Stations are tried on a field scale, and where all the 
most desirable cottons, including new crosses and varieties, 
can be grown before distribution to cultivators. 

These in brief are the measures that are being taken for 
the improvement of cotton in the Central Provinces and 
Bcrar. As yet the work bas but begun, but steady progress 
on these lines should have far-reaching effects. ll will enable 
the cultivator to procure supplies of pure and improved seed 
of the indigenous varieties and of such acdimatized long· 
stapled varieties as are likely to succeed in his tract. It will 
enable the local manufacturer to procure better lint of the 
present short-stapled Jari and of a purer form of Bani; it will, 
we hope, also enable him to obtain locally a larger supply than 
he does at present of the long-stapled varieties instead of 
having to import them from America, as be is compelled to do_ 
under existing conditions. The work of improving this, our 
most important crop, is thus being conducted on sound 
Swadesbi lines. 

CULTIVATION OF COTTON IN BEHAR. 

By W. V. CHANQEKAR1 EsQ., 

Talrsildar, Darayapur (Berar). 
u When yon view the 1odustrial situation, genUemen, the fint thing 

that forces itself on your attention is the primitive condiUon of the premier 
industry of ·the country, J mean the Agricultural Industry-the industry 
which supports more than 60 per cent., according to Lord Cun:oo 80 per 
cent.1of our population, and on which we must depend for our subsistence 
as well as Cor the ra\V material of our chie£ manufacturing industries. 

11 I rejoice to see the greatest landlord of all in India, .namely tbe 
Government, is recognizing his duty and has .tak.en, and is taking, meaaures 
to spread a scientific;; Jmow1cdge of Agricu1turcl by means of tolleges, 
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txperlm'cntal farms and such other measures, to (rcc cuiUvaliori (roM 
jnticd pe!lts and to introduce new and valuable forms of the Agricultural 
industry. 

u Few people talk o£ the Swadcshi movement in connection with 
Agriculture. Hut really th:t.t ia the industry which mo1t requires the appli· 
cation of the true Swadcahi spirit, for, do it are based all our possibilities 
of manufac\urln~ Industries." (Tilt /Jon. Jlr. VithaZdas Damodlter 
Tllctekcrscy, in /tis Jlresldculitd Acldre:u at the SrumrlltJdian lnd11slrial 
Cvllfcrc,cc.) 

INTIWDUCTlON. 

'fJie small province of Berar known in days of yore by 
the name of Vaidarbha has been famous for its cultivation o[ 
cotton. It rrew some of the best varieties of the plant yield· 
ing a tine and strong fibre. It was the home of the once 
celebrated J adi and Bani varieties which flourished to a large 
extent and afforded a superior sort of material not only to the 
'mill industry in India but also to that in England, When 
England was unable to get cotton from America in the sixties 
of U1e last century, the cotton of Berar supplied the deficiency 
to a considerable extent in quantity and quality as well. In 
\'iew of these facts the statement made by 1\fr. Vitbaldas · 
Damodhcr Thackersey that "if the mill industry flourishes in 
\Vestcrn India, it is because the Gujarati is acknowledged on 
all hands to be the most efficient cultivator of cotton in India," 
requires to be moditied to some extent. 

AMEA UNDER THE CROP AND ITS Eli."TENT. 

2. Berar is pre-eminently a province of agriculture, and 
amongst its agricultural products cotton stands first. Nearly 
two-lbirds o! the culturable area is now grown with cotton. 
Its cultivation has immensely and very rapidly grown during 
the last ten years as will be seen from the fotlowin~: table:-

l89G-6i 
}ij97-U~ 

189!i-9~' 
1899-lUOO 
1£0<1-01 
1001-o2 
1902-03 
1903-M 
11J0j,...()ll 
11105-06 

Area in acres. 

2!\4·,709 
2,1&0,709 
2,t71.123 
l,(..St-,U8 
2,621,,51 
2,689,201 
2,765,685 
2,851,000 
3,0li9,000 
8,197,900 

Year ol scarcity. 

Famine year. 
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8. Tbe increase is observable in all the districts, but it is 
most in th" districts of Amraoti, Basim and Yeotmal. In the 
latter two districts large tracts were lying fallow and have 
recently been brought under the plough. The taluks of Wun, 
Kelapur, Yeotmal, Darwha, Mangrul and Pusad haw contri. 
buted a great deal towards the increase. For sometime there was 
a belief that these tracts were not suitable lor the production 
of cotton but recent experiments have removed the misappre· 
hension. Most of the land in these tracts is what may be 
.called virgin soil, and hence the cultivation of cotton is found 
specially paying. Even in tracts where cotton has been sown 
since days of yore, more land is being brought under its culti. 
vation to the exclusion of other crops-more especially Jaori 
-the staple food of the pro\·ince. I have remarked above that 
the increase in the area under cultivation is observable all 
through the province, and the following table bears this out• 
lt shows the increase in the area brought under cultivation 
in the several districts of U1e province. 

1866-67. 1904-00. 

Acres. Acres. 
A kola 400,862 ;-t:i,2G8 
Amraoti 182,188 7Iii,l2T 
Basim 62,2H 860,069 
Buldana 1DG,l13 421,168 
Ellichpur 309,172 34X,I'i91 
Yeotmal 181,161 478,21] 

---------------·------~---------
DECLINE OF THE INDIGENOUS VARIETIES, 

4-•• It is satisfactory to note tl1at the cultivation •>f such a 
usdul article for trade should increase to such an extent, but 
it is to be regretted that along wHh the efforts to\vards the 
increase of area there have been absolutely no endeavours to 
improve its quality, This has resulted in the deterioration of 
the commodity produced and the fair name of the province 
has suffered. 

6, 'l,he evil seems to have been recognized as early ns 
1867. Dr. Hume tl1en remarked that-

u The subject o£ cotton ih Bcrar is one that requires immediate super· 
vision. It baa been lcrt in the hands of ;gnora!ll l{unbis who have no 
&hought (Ol' the morrow, but grow whatever pay• best at the lime. The 
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Khondcsh variety Is being grown largely to the ousting ol other variellcs 
to the most ccrt:tin ruin of the Berar cotton trade. At present they get 
from VllayU Khand~sh an early crop, also a large one, gelling three or 
four rlcklngs instead of two or three as they get £rom the Indigenous 
cotton.. They gel Rs. 8 or.i a bale tess In price than for the indigenooa 
cotton, but the greater bulk compensates much more for thi!: small Joss.. 
But this arrmrent rrosperlty will be short·11ved, for it is only by mixing 
thfa Vllnyati Khandesh cotton \\'lth the indigenous cotton that merchant! 
c.1n get it accepted. '' 

EARLIBST VAI!IETlES. 

6. The earliest varieties grown in the province were 
Jadi (Chanda Jadi) and Bani. The former was a cold weather 
variety, fine and silky, staple lh inches. The latter was sown 
at the beginning of the rains, fine and silky, otapie about 1 
inch, Later on came into existence Jadi sown at the begin, 
ning of the rains, bard and prolific, coarse, staple about ! incb. 
'l'hese have been described as under:-

11 Jndi :-Tall sparsely branched plants. Lower branches long'~ 
allgbtly aacendlng, median upper sparse, more or less drooping, becom
Ing succcsslvely shorter, apex o£ simple stem much produced. Leaves 
dark green, strongly heliotropic. Bracllolis triangular, entire or ·alightly 
toothed upwards. Petals reRexed, yeiiO\'l or white. 

11 Bafli :-Tall sparsely branched plants. Lower branches long, 
slightly a!cendlng, median and Dl'~r sparse, short, more or Jess drooping, 
becoming successively shorter, apex o£ simple stem much produced. 
Leave• yelto\Vlsh greeri, entire to three-lobed usually,·labes broadly ovate. 
Brad coles triangular, entire or slightly toothed upwards. Petals reftexed, 
yellow or white. Catton scanty and fine in the mast typical e:qmples. '• 
(.Vr. G. d. Ganunie.) 

THEIR QUALITY AND OuTTURN. 

7. Both Bani and J adi yielded long staple. The lint of· 
the former was uniformly tine, more glossy and silky than that· 
of the L•tte<, though its outturn was comparati•ely less. Both 
the varieties ripened late. ·Bani was more delicate · and waor 
less adapted to stand the fitful changes of the seasons Both 
these -varieties continued to grow in the province and com
manded good price in the Bombay market until within the 
last lorty.five years; when they were ousted by the pla11t now 
known as Kantabilayati, Bilayati, Houri, or New Jadi. 

8. This variety in recent years has become very popular 
because of its sturdy character and ability to stand both ex• 
cessh-e rain and partial drought. Says Mr. Gaskin:-
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"Jadlls popular because ollls hardiness and cerlnlnty, lis heavy yield 
(1,000 lbs. seed cotton giving 880 lbs. lint per acre), the ease with which 
It Is picked ap and the fact that it ripens early and so can be placed on 
the market in October.'' 

9. In 1R96·97 there was an early cessation of rains as 
baa been~ the casP. in the year we have been passing through. 
The rains stopped in September, and yet the cotton yielded a 
barvest of from 8 to 12 annas. Even in the current year the 
outturn varies from 6 to 16 annas according to the soil and 
other circumstances. Another peculiarity of this variety is 
that it yields a bumper crop with a rainfall of 20 inches C\"enly 
distributed throughout the seasons. Bulk for bulk its yield 
is much larger than that of the old Jadi and Bani though the 
staple is much shorter and less glossy. The old varieties come 
into market in January and February, whereas the new plant 
ripens much earlier and enables the cultivator to line his coat 
with silver in the months of November and December. The•e 
circumstances mostly have effectively thrust out the old in
digenous varieties of cotton. The change, it is said, came 
about in this way. 

10. With a view to improve the cotton cultivation in 
the province Government introduced the seed known by the 
name of Bilayati or Houri. It is also called Jadi in some 
provinces, but I consider it has to be distinguished from the 
old Berar Jadi variety known as Chanda Jadi. The seed was 
distributed gratis to try its growth, and the experiment proved 
that the variety introduced was suited to the soil and U1e 

~ conditions of the country in such a remarkable manner, that 
before long it became popular among the agriculturists to such 
an extent that the old varieties we~ completely forgotten ancl 
driven out. In connection with the introduction of this variety 
Mr. Gaskin observes-" U1at by the irony of fate the very cotton 
which the Government endeavoured to eradicate became 
known as one which they bad introduced. Could confusion 
of ideas go further ? " 

11. According to Mr. B. P. Standen, c.r.E., "These 
are hardy plants which can be cultivated with success in any 
part of the province where the soil overlies trap and drains 
early and the temperature of Ute cold seasoo is not so low as to 
kill the plant in December. " According to him Jadi (the 
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local Houri) has thrust out the old indigenous ..,acleti.E:S.Ba!Jl 
and Jadi, "because U1c former even in th~ most favq,uraqlo 
years pays better than the latter." The ~ame officer . ~.I)[ 
opinion that the cultivation of Bani on the .G~!s south .o~ 
Berar is due to a spirit of conservatism .on the part ~q!/-1'
culti\·ators rather than to any prudentialC!)nsi,dcptions. : ... 

1.2. ''Not only docs Bani .yiel,<;l.a sl)laller propor.tio_o of 
lint than Jadi (Houri), it gives also, under the m~tfa.,.ourabl~ 
circumstances, a smaller average qop being more Jial)le to 
dan1agc from the vicissitudes of the season." Such, in short! 
nre the circumstances under which the old famous Be~i' 
\'aricties of cotton ha\'e dwindled. and disappea~ed. J~di ~ 
sown in these provinces, is a mixture of the fo.Uo:ovipg (0.~ 
varieties :- . . 

( 1) Gossypium neglcctum ""'lr•msis ; {2) ~ossypiurn fl!g~ 
l11m vera; (3) Gossypiuflt neglectum rosea; (4) GfJ1SYpium 
negleclum rosen culchica. (The" AgriCIIIIUriJI Journal 9.[ Ii)dia," 
page ISS). . .. 

,CLASSIFICATION OF SoiLS, 

13. ·The soils of Berar ha\·e been classified under ;;eve!l 
heads known in U1e locallanl'!uage by the l)ame of (1) Kali
decp black soil ; (2) Manvand-black ordinary; (S) Paljl:(harj 
-white, adjoining the village habitations and popularly called 
Akhars ; ( 4) Chopan or Chikani land _over which a . '!"4lle 
substance gathers in the rainy season and is mos\ly fiFvoLd. of 
productive capacity; (.'i) Malai.,-alluvial _land (ormed.-.~~ 
floods: (6) Pi,·.tli-ycllowish; (7) Kh~rad Barad-:-rugged ;md 
stony land ol inferior quality. Of these U1e first, the third and 
the fifth, viz., the black soil, the white soil ,adjoining the 
village habitations and the allu\·ial formed by the flood; of ri\'ers 
are specially adapted for the culti\'ation of cotton, although it 
is capable of growing in all the seven ,·arieti~ detaile!l a .,PvC. 
The difference is pt!rely Qne of de~:ree. · 

PREP.v<ATION OF THE Son: .. 
U. Ploughing . .,-Unlike the white soil adjoining the 

village habitation, and the a,lluvial, tbe deep blac.k soil ~oes 
not req~ire to be P1oughed every .year for the cultivation of 
cotton. ~o: its better ~ylti\'~tion .i~ is nece~ry to P!opgh.t~e 
other \-aroe~~s of the soil· ltJS camed out wi,th ;m.ip!pjelllF!!\. 
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kaugar-plough, to which are yoked two to three pairs ol bulls." 
The implement consists of a block of bent wood two cubits 
long with a curve in the middle, close to which is attached an 
iron bar ~r pointed at the front, and is parallel to it, 
The iron bar is fixed to the block along the tooth (Dat) par• 
allel to it and is longer than it by a span and is enclosed by 
an iron ring. To the straight block is attached a pole to which 
the bulls are yoked. · 

15. Although the black soil m.1y not be ploughed every 
year, it needs ploughing at least once every three years. The 
ploughing is undertaken to make the soil soft so that the seed 
~ay have no difficulty in sending down its roots deep. Another 
object with which this operation is made is to turn up the land 
inside out in order to bring up down strata so that the seeds 
inaj thrive better. The operation is as costly as it is difficult 
and tedious, requiring bard and strenuous work. Its cost is 
usually Rs. 16 per tiffan of four acres or Rs. 4 per acre. Four 
men with three pairs of bulls are required to plough, three 
men to drive the three pairs of bulls yoked, and the fourth to 
hold the handle iu order that the iron bar may go on working 
straight and deep, It is the force of this man that drives the 

bar deep· 
16· Haffowing :-Another measure adopted towards the 

same end and which has to be repented annually in all soils is 
tilling ('fl!l{iit). It is carried out with ·an implement, harrow 
('fl!l{), consisting of a block of wood with two teetl1 at either 
end to which is attached a piece of iron bar (QIEI) and a pole 
to yoke the bulls. The first operation, viz., ploughing, is 
psually carried out soon after the b.arvest. When done at this 
time it is more economical and less tedious. Two pairs of 
bulls are enough to carrr it out. The latter, harrowing, is 
undertaken on the new year's day-Chailra Shuddha Padva
and is continued and repeated till the commencement of the 
rains. The plough is worked usually once, but the harrowing 
bas to be done at least twice. The first working technically 
k"llown as Vabi ('fl;'"r) is called Ekarni ~lfif{ffl) and the 
second Vabi, which is done crosswise, is called Dubhami 
~ilf{an).' The more the land is harrowed the better it becomes 
4jt fqr ~ulpvatioq. Th~ last wor)>in!l o~ the harrow is ~al!~~ 
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the Jamblud Vahi, and is usually undertaken when the nloil~ 
soon bursts and is preliminary to the sowing operation, 

The cost of harrowing Ekarni and Dubhami is usually 
Rs. 6 per tiffan of 4 acres· A pair of bulls with a man 
barrows a tiffan of 4 acres in three days. The Dubhami is 
undertaken a month a!terwards in order to allow the earth to 
be soaked wilh sun's rays before the second turning. 

17. Manuring.- The most common manure is the drop. 
ping of cattle and the refuse of the stables including catUe's. 
urine. They are collected and deposited in waste land 
adjoining villages. Many stack them in pits specially made. 
Most of the agriculturists make use of it within four or six 
months of their stacking, but a few allow it to rot for a year, 
and then it is removed to the field and spread across. it before 
the harrowing hegins. 

18. AnoUter mode of manuring is to allow Ute flocks of 
sheep and goats to stand over the field for days, so that their 
droppings and urine may fertilize the land. Cows, bulls and· 
other cattle are similarly moved from place to place in the 
fields for the same purpose in the hot season. 

19. Human excreta is also used for manuring. Its use, 
however, is c"Onfined to fields adjoining the •illage. lands and' 
known as remarked above by Ute name of Akhars, Powedul 
and valuable as !hili manure is, the villagers gel}it absolutely 
free. The fields adjoining the gaothan-babit:lions-are the 
public latrines of the villagers, To them they resort for pur· 
poses of nature throughout the year, and hence the Akbar 
lields are looked upon as of great Ylllue, With plenty of 
rainfall at seasonable intervals an Akbar field yields double the 
outturn of distant fields. Hence Akbar fields always fetch a 
higher price than Ute others. 

20. OUter manures are unknown. The modern science 
of agriculture is yet a sealed book to the Berar agriculturists, 
and happy will be the day when it is opened to them. 

21, The manure collected in pits and stacks is removed 
to the fields and is spread over in a number of places in small 
heads. This is usually done soon alter the removal of the crop 
and about the month of Falguna-5himga. These heaps are 
spread ova with a shoyel all ovec the field before the bar-



towing liegins; The harrowing mixes the manures ,.;th the 
soil reducing it to minute atoms and assimilating it. 
· · 2:!; .The impro'ved method of manuring which has re
cently been·adopted iri a very few individual cases requires to 
be prominently mentioned. It c<insists of fertilizing the land 
at the time of sowing by the same implement with two addi• 
tiona) ·sarale$ (~~d) attached in front. The manure made up 
of" stable refuse and cattle droppings is pulverized and the 
po~vder fs dropped tbrdagh the front sarale (EI~d) just as the 
s'eed~ :Ire dropped in the bind ones. The effect of this mode 
is tfiat the seed drops and takes root exactly in the spot 
manured. This method is more effective and economical but 
it is .said tbat it has a temporary effect just only for one 
S'e2tJJi, The manure spread in the old style has the power of 
fertilizing for a longer period, at least for three years. 

28 •. At present the old method is more popular and is 
considered IJlOre beneficial in the long run. 1'he point is one 
for the consideration of experts and for experiment by practi
cal workers. ~ consider both the methods have their ad van. 
tages. The i.~tter, the newly adopted "!ethod, is yet in an 
eJ!perioiental stage, and pronounced opinion as to its superi· 
o'rity or otherwise over the former would be rather premature. 

· 24. There rs yet another mode of fertilization. It is 
incfepe'ndimf ol manures' and consists of sowing crops by so ita
able relations. In the' language of the agriculturists this method 
is !..'no\vn by the techniCal term Biwad. The fields sown in 
the preceding year \villi sesamum, gram, wheat, Inc, linseed, 
are considered wen adapted for the cultivation of cotton. If 
coitdn is SO\Vn after sesam·um it is said that the field has had 
sesaniuni Bh?d. It is ~he best !3~wa~. ~abi ~rops_ Biwad is 
superior to tliat of Khan£ crops, ... ,z., Jaon, tun, od1d, muga; 
&c. But any rotation is preferable to sowing cotton after 
c6ftbli in 5uccessive years. 

RoTATION oF CRoPs. 

· ·liiJ.. I have knolvn of instances \vhere agriculturists have 
ptospered in the cultiVation simply by the punctilious adoption 
of rotation of crop!. Sowing by rotation does not require 
mili:h extra cost 'or .labour in· cultivation, yet 90 per cent· of 
"iiltivatQrp do Q()t follow it because rthey find the cultivation · 
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of cotton after cotton according to their crude notions ·less 
troulile!IOtne alld more remuntrative. · · · 

This neglect of the rudimental)' rules · of the science of 
agticulture may be attributed to the ensy-goit!g habits of. the 
cultiv:tting clns!ICS who have been immensely wanting- in the 
spirit of irtdustry and perseverailce. · ' 

SBLECTION AND PREPARATION OF SEEDS, 

26. The selection of seed lor culli\'<llion is known by !Ire 
name of Alkabalka. At one time it was practised by. _the 
agriculturisbl extensively. The mode adopted was to select 
the best bolls at the second picking and stack the cotton in a 
heap by itself. The cotton was separately ginned and the 
seeds so obtained were reserved for sowing for the nexl 
season. 

The practice of harrowing has for .all intents and pol"' 
poses died out. though it is said that it is followed by a few 
individuals in some villages towards Akote and Ellicbpur· 

Any S<.'Cd is now considered good for sowing and no effort 
ia made towards selection, For sometime alter the introduction 
of ginning factories, seeds of machine-ginned cotton· were 
looked upon as unsuitable for cultivation. But the prejudice 
is last dying out, and now the sowing of band·giooed seeds is 
more an exception than a rule. Experience has · pro\'ed 
satisfactorily that machine-ginned seed is as good for sowing 
as that obtained by hand gins. 'l'be "Omission to keep a 
supply of seeds before sending the cotton to market often 
lands a cultivator in difficulties, and these he tides over by 
purchasing from Marwaries such seeds as he may sell an~ pay 
the price be dictates. . 

27. In \icw of these circumstances it is necessary t~ 
revive the old and useful practice of Alkabalka selection. But 
Utis point will be more appropriately tr~ted under the bead 
of Improvements Suggested· - · 

iil8. Cotton seeds previous to sowing are passed through 
a sieve. A charpoi is usually used for this purpose and. colloQ 
-ds are rubbed over it. These are then bathed in a lotion 
made of a mi.,ture of black earth and catUe droppings· In 
"orne places they are batho:d in a lotion of black earth. onlY, 
Some people prefer white earth for !hi& purpose, , This }x-<J9e"' 



is undertaken to prevent the seeds from sticking to each other 
and to facilitate Uteir dropping down wiili ease ilirough the 
sarate. It is said that in times gone by Ute cotton seeds nsed 
to be bathed in water mixed with assafc:etida, but Ute practice 
seems to have got into disuse long since. Such a procedure 
is considered quite unnecessary because the seeds are not liable 
to be infected by the insects before germination. The sowings 
begin with the outburst of the monsoon in the Mrig Nakshatra 
falling nsually on the 5th to the 7th June, and is continued 
throughout that Nakshatra and also through the next Nakshatra 
of Ardra. The time for the sowing is called errcr and is limited 
to these two Nakshatras of 15 days each· .Roughly speaking, 
it has to be sown from the middle of June to the middle of july. 
In a few cases they sow cotton in Ute dust even before Ute 
rains set in. 

29. , Seeds so sown germinate and flourish well wiili ·a 
seasonable and copious rain, but oftentimes they are in fear of 
being eaten away by birds or being otherwise damaged. 
The.pppular belief is that colton sown in Ute Mrig Nakshatra 
yields a bumper harvest, and hence it is iliat as noted above, 
some cultivators sow it in dry earili even if there be no rains 
in that Nakshatra. 

· 80. The sowing is carried out by means of the implement 
called Doosa. It consists of a block of wood like that of Ute 
harrow with the- teeth·and the Pas-the iron bar removed· In 
place of the feeili are put in pegs made of Babul wood. They 
serve to make the lines over which the seeds drop- Behind the 
pegs, parallel' to them and at a distance of three cubits, stand 
two pipes of bamboos. These are called Sarate l'fffl) ~nd 
through them the seed is droppe.~. ~'ive men are r~qUired 
for sowing ; one to drive the ' Doosa,' two for droppmg the 
seeds in the bamboo pipes, and two to drive the harrows 
following the lines sown to spread earili over ~e seeds droppe~ 
in the soil. Oftentimes the harrow behmd the Doosa ts 
r11placed by a bundle of Babool branches drawn ~cross ~e 
lines sown. It is called Fasati. Of late the agnculturiSts 
have taken to put up these Sarates to the Doosa wiUt a view 
to save time and money, and 'fasati also is more freely 
employed toward Ute same end. The· cost of sowing is on an 
11verage Bs. ~ per tifiau of 4. acres-
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GERMINATION, 

81. Germination begins in four days and the first two 
leaves are put forth in a weok. In a fortnight is undertaken 
the operation of putting fresh earth around the. seedlings- ~t 
is called Davaran. The implement used in carrying it out is 
called Davara and is like the Vakhar except that it is of smaller 
dimensions to admit of its running between the two lines of the 
sowings. An iron bar, Pas, is attached to ti1e teeth (iff!!!\~) and 
it shoves on earth over ti1e roots of the young plants. Two 
Davaras are \\'orked by one pair of bullocks driven by two 
men. The average cost is one rupee for a tiffan of 4 acres. 
The operation is called Ekatashi Davaran in the agricultural 
dialect and is usually undertaken when the seedlings are four 
fingers high, When carried on when the plants have grown 
a span ohigh the operation is caUed Dotasbi Davaran. The 
difference in both the operations is this, that in the 
former the implements run only once in each line and that in 
the other it runs twice. The latter operation affords more 
nourishment to the young plants. Its cost, however, is double 
that of the fo•·mer. The Davaras are worked from two to 
four times in a season. The more they are worked the better 
the crop thrives receiving more nourishment at each working. 

32. Another implement used for the same purpose is 
called Doonda, and is similar to the Davara except that the 
former is larger in dimensions than the latter. The operation 
made hy it is called Iloondan, and is usually undertaken after 
the Dotashi Davaran has been 6nisbed. Working of Davaran 
and Doondan is nsually begun in Shravan and is continued 
till Ashwin when the plants flower and blossom. 

: SS. Simuitaneously with Davaran and Doondan is carried 
out Mindian, the weeding out of .the wild growth, and is con
tinued till the plant ripens and bears bolls. 

34. Cotton is sown by itself. But sometimes and in some 
rare places and cases it is sown as a mixed crop \Yith tur, It 
is so sown in the proportion of 20 lines of cotton to one of tur. 
Cotton is sown in lines at a distance of two spans. Cotton 
plants are sown close to each other. It is nsual to keep a 
distance of about 2 inches between each plant; but this 
~istance is pot enough and '!'Pre disl;lne<; is nec;ded 1Q let t!te 
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plants grow and spread..fre~ly. Wilen it is found that the 
sowing has been too close some of the plants are weeded out 

•to enable ihe crop to thrive. Plants 'sparsely· placed thrive 
better and yield a comparatively larger outturn than thos 

. allowe<f to remain very near to each other. 
"35.' The average outturn of cotton is 2 khandies equal to 

800 sers of 80 tolas per tiffan of four acres and its average 
· maFket value is Rs. 50 per kltandi. It would !bus appear that 
an acre of land under cotton cultivation yields a crop of Rs. 25 
•to the .cultivat9r. The cost of cultivation is usually Rs. 6 and 
·the Government rental is Rs. 2. Thus with a cost of Rs. 8 the 
farmer is able to earn Rs. 25. This is an ordinary yield, and is 
.capable 0f. being increased to double the quantity and price 
.and even more by the use of manures and regular and syste· 
mati.c agricultural operations. . 

. 86· ·The picking . of cotton is usually begun aft.er the 
oDiwali. l!'he }York is carried out by women and children· 
· !rbe . payment of wages for this purpose is made in kind. 
About a ·twentieth part of the cotton picked up by the lal>ourer 
Avas given to bim as his wages. This practice is still in vogue 
·in.some.places, but it has been replaced by cash payment .in 
ucent years, because the payment in cash is found more 

.economical to the cullivatior. The .usual rate of cash payment 
.is an~:~as 3 per mannd of cotton picked. Jn fields with a large 
outturn a labourer is able to pick irom two to three maunds of 

•cotton a day and thus earn a wage of six to nine annas. But 
· the.payment in•kind enabled him to get 10 to 12 annas a day 
·for .the same quantity picked. The twen\ieth part of the pick• 
ling was given £or the lirst picking, and for th.e subsequent 
pickings a higher proportion had (;,be given, :OVilh the res~! ~t 

I the labourer carried away the great.er porbon of the ptcking. 
·To pre\lent this the present system of .~ash payment has 
come into vogue. 

DISEASES. 

, ~~. . Unlike J aori the cotton plant is not liable to many 
, disea•~s. It thrives 9n vigorously until the Hasta Nakshatra • 
. Rainfall during the first quarter of it repders ~be soil hard and 
.Js not . wery benefici'!l to.the pl;lnt. But the raipfal) in Chitra 
A~ mischievou~. ln consequence; o! r•i!l in that period flower$ 
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and blo<<Oms borne by cotton plants drop down considerably. 
Lat~r on, in consequence of extreme cold, a disease caUed 
Chikta infests the cotton plants, but it disappears as the sun 
grows powerful in the day. 

88. Sometimes, owing to excessive rains in the cold 
weather, the cotton bolls are infected with insects. The 
agriculturists know no remedy for it. and they look to nature 
for its cure, and nature, affords it. The general experience is 
that with U1e clearing of the weather accompanied by sunshine 
an~ heat the insects die of inanition, A number ofinsects 
attack cotton· These have been described as under by Mr. 
H. Ma~well Lefroy:-

u First, \Vhen the colton plant is 1till small and flowen are not yet 
come, you will see that the leaves are sticky and the plant is sticky, and if 
')·oa look carerully you will see many small creatures dark~coloored. or 
yellow, like' m:my little grains, on the lower side of the leaf ; these caase 
this sickness. In good seasons this disease will go away and your plant 
"'ill become \\'ell i many other insects will come to eat these little 
creatures : you wilt see these on the cotton rlant, liWe yellow insects 
with black spots like h:tlr a pea, and others. U the disease is very bad 
you should lake asbes finely powdered, and in the ea.rly morning when 
the plant Is wet with dew, you 1hould sprinkle this on the plants where 
the insects are, specially turning over the leaves and putting it on the 
lower aide. Do this only ir the disease is very bad and t\'ill not :o away, 
aa in a good season the plant will get better or ftsel£. 

"' Arter this and when the Rowen are coming on the plant. you see 
m:~ny plants get yel1ow and die ; they dry up and grow no more ; if you 
poll up one or these and break it across near the roots. you will &nd a 
worm inside. a long white worm, very big and round, at one end. This 
it is whicb eats your plant and kills it. Wbeo. you find a plant dead like 
that, no man can restore it but you ace to gather all such plants: put them 
in a ht.1p and bum them, lest the in~t come out, breed and multiply and 
the younJ!, which are very many, e.1t many more or your plants. If you 
kill all the insects that infest and kill the yoo.ng plants., there will be n:o 
more to continue eating your plants later on ; so your &eld will be full 
of good cotton and there will be no empty places. 

11 At this time another in~, green in colour like a little worm, 
comes in the top shoots and tying all the leaves together, kills tbem ; you 
Sf'C then the withered leaves at the top of each shoot and i£ you look you 
will find the worm. This too you must take away and ·burn, lest it 
increase :and e:tt all your le.aves and you get Dt') cotton at all. You will 
fi.hd this and the white worm in the stem at the same time. and then 
tho cotton bolls be~in to grow and smell before they open. These are 
eaten by wormt, one a pink worm long and slender i the other il short 
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thick worm, black and while wilh many srol!. These eat holes Ia your 
green bolls to reach the tender seed" within and feed on them; yon are 
to go often to your fields when the bolls are green and look for theso 
worms. When you see a boll that is sick, or discoloured, ~or that has 
holes in it, there you will find the worms. If you leave these worms. 
they will cOme out when they are big, and will breed and multiply till 
your field is full o£ worms ; these will eat your bolls, and when you come 
~o gather cotton, much is yellow and dirty, very mach has been eOlten and 
many seeds are spoilt. You· do not get much colton and m,ach or this 
is dirty and bad. This is because or lhe worm ; if you g:o to the fields 
when bolJs are green you will see it. Therefore yon :tre to pick off the 
first bolls that get worms and so strive to stop the maay worms that will 
come later. If you can destroy them when they are few, they will not be 
able to multiply and eat many or ye.r bolls. EYery two worms will 
brine nearly two ll•ndre4 more,so you can see tt.at yoa must kill the 
first at th'a cost of a few first bolls which are alre~y spoilt, if you 
wish to cet more cotton. Many calllntors do not know·tbese things be
cause they never look in their &elds, when the bolls are yet small, and 
the cotton is not ready. Then, when they go to pick the white coUon, 
they &nd little, and much of what they find is dirty and does not sell well. 
This should not be and you are not to Jet the worms eat your cotton when 
yon can kill them while they are few. ICill all these, the 6rst that come, 
and you will see good cotton in your fields.'' 

MEASURES FOit h!PllOVEMENT. · 

39, Having detailed the different processes of cultiva· 
!ion, manuring, picking and outturn, the next question that 
demands our attention is the improvement of cotton cultiva
tion. The improvements have to be carried out with two 
ends in view-(•) increase in outturn, aad (b) improvement in 
quality. Simultaneous and continued sustained efforts in 

· both the directions are needed. 
40. Experience has show!} t\mt the outturn from the 

variety Kala Vilayati, which is aiso called Nagpur Jadi or 
Houri and which continues to be such a great favourite, has 
been gradually declining. Many a large and knowing land· 
holder with whGm I have had occasion to talk on the subject, 
'has noticed the decline and has been deploring it. This de
cline must be due to a variety of causes, but the chief cause 
to wbich it may be attrituted is 'ffie selection or rather want 
of selection oi seed. 

41. It has also suffered in quality. For wherea• in 
fonner years the Jadi cotton was suitable for counts of IG's to 



2U's it can now barely spin lll's. Mr. Gaskin, I.C.S.,~.b.epuly · 
Director of Agriculture, C.P., is of opinion that" under the 
system of selection practised by the ryot, the finer varieties, 
Malvensics and Vera, arc deliberately thrown away and the 
coarser roscas retained." 

· 42· The old Bcrar indigenous varieties of Bani and 
Ja<li-Chanda Jadi, were capable of yielding a superior qual,ity 
of colton. They produced lint capable of spinning up to 40~· 
The manager of the Empress Mills, Nagpu1·1 classes Bani as 
equal to middling American. He •ays that" it will spin 011p to 
S2's easily and 40's with difficulty.'' Mr. Gaskin is of opinion 
that "there has been little if any deterioration in Bani. \Vhen 
grown at its best and grown in the old strongholds of the 
plant it is capable of spinning up to 40'' and is probably as 
good as it was 40 years ago." If the old varieties were superior 
in quality the new variety excels them in quantity as will 
be appa1·ent from the following table :-

OuTTURN PER AcRE-

U nclcaned Cotton. Lint. · 

J aui or Houri 

Bani 

... ~IJO lbs. l51i lbs. 
(33 per cent.) 

.. ,2:,0 lhs· 70 lbs. 
(2S per cent.) 

Value. 

£2-0-8 

4} d. 

4:l, Now that the cotton· mill industry has tremendously 
increased throughout India· and shows signs of further ex
pansion, the necessity of improving both the old and new 
\'arieties is becoming greater day by day. Even in our small 
province a new spiuni ng and weaving mill came into 
existence last year at Akola ; ~hanks to the indefatigable and 
energetic efforts of Rao Saheb Deorao Vinayak and his band 
Of workers. Signs are not wanting indicating a desire to 
extend them. \Vith their cxten>ion both the long and short 
stapled colton are bound to have a demand such as never 
efisled before. In view of ·these facts a revival of the old 
Bani and Jadi varieties requires to be undertaken. That they 
l'rO capable of growing in the Berar soil can!lot be questio11ed. 
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!he remarks of Mr. Gaskin on this point are very pertinent 
and worth quoting. He says: 

•• I sec now with my more intimate knowledge of the country, wh.1 t 

I did not realize before, that owing to the physical peculiarities of the 
Bcrars, good reasons e:dst for this seed (Bani) proving a success in some 
localities and yet not answering in other parts of the province. And this 
rather confirms the view I have already expressed of the importance of 
trying to improve, by seed gan.lcns and other measures, the indit,::cnot1s 
produce of each trad, the suitability o£ which to the soil aud the climate 
has been c~tahli~hcd by long years o£ local experience. In the almu~t 
unf,1th6mablc lack colton soil of the Poorna \'alley the seed did not 
<tnswcr, and there is rc:ason to believe that the statement uf tile p.:ople 
that the jadi (old Chaud.a Jadi) pl;mt there gruwn is the d.1ss ol cutto 11 
best adapted to the peculiarith:s of the soi11 is t.:orrcct and tl:c imporl.:mc .. 
o!making further experiments will not be lost sight of. Attention will 
be given to improving the Jadi seed \\lhich hundreds ol years of cult iva
lion have proved to be well adapted to the rich land of the valley of the 
Poorna." 

44. Attempts are being made in the Experimental Farm 
at Nagpur to improve the cotton varieties by acclimatizatio11 
and hybridisation. The upland Georgian variety of cotton 
has been acclimatizt:d on the farm during the last ten years, 
and it has been distributed in several districts of the Central 
Provinces and lJerar where it is reported to havt.: done fairly 
well. (Jlide C. P. Farm Reports.) These efforts are of uoe 
arid value in their way· But I would suggest that it would bt: 

' ·rirore beneficial and is likely to lead to bolter practical results 
if more concentrated and continued efforts arc made to n.:gc. 
nerate'the now defunct races of tbe old Jadi and Bani varie
ties. 'rhesc require to be revived and developed with crosses 
and fertilizers. Efforts in this direction are being made in 
the farm at 1\agpur. "llani is one o( the parents o( live o1 

the seven crosses experimented, and'it is hoped that the cro~s. 
es, while inheriting the good '-lualitics of their parent Bani<-~ 1 
will show greater vigour of growth and yield beth.:r.,. Similar 
efforts are needed to develop and improve the Houri or Vilaya·. 
ti now in vogue. For sdentitic men arc of opinion, as Pro· 
fessor Gammie bas said, that "the progeny of plants which are 
artificially cross·fcrtilized are usually ll\ore fertile than their 
parents. This proves that cross-fertilization is really of gr11t 
~ervice to the plants. " .,.. 

fa, Experience bas so far shown that foreign exotic 
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plants do not thrive in Berar soils. In view of this fact it 
would be only prudent if efforts arc made to develop and im
prove the indigenous and tried local varieties by crosses, fer
tilir.ers and more improved methods of cultivation carried on 
carefully, systematically and steadily. 

46. Along with the selection of cotton varieties suit· 
able to the soil and climate ol the country, it is necessary 
that the seeds used to grow the plants should be well 
selected. Unlike the Oudh agriculturists, in the Bcrar 
;:~griculturists thc1·c exists .u a l:u.:k of appreciation of the 
hcnclits to he dcl'i,·ed from choosing seed from the best of the 
produce." When the cotton has been pic..:kcd up, it is sent 
to the market wholesale by farmers small and large. Tbere 
is absolutely no altel\lrt at keeping a portion of the produce 
for seed for the next season. In the ginning yards cotton 
ft·om all places and of all sorts is ginned promiscuously and the 
seeds also are so stacked. These seeds are purchased in the 
beginning of the monsoon to sow in the next season. It is no 
wonder if the outturn and quality of the variety should dete
riorate day by day. To remedy this the old system of 
All;abalka noted above requires to be revh·ed. It consists of 
picking up the best bolls in the field at the time of the second 
picking and stacking the same separately· The• cotton so 
picked is ginned separatcly and the seeds are preserved for 
>'OWing at the next season. 'l'be work could be done by the 
District and Taluka Board members. Most of them are large 
landowners and their efforts in this direction are bound to be 
successful. If they follow the practice in their fields and 
preach (t in tbdr circles, a vast change for the better \\ill be 
apparent-before long. 

4i. The opening of seed depots and their working on 
lines.indicated by Mr. W. H. Moreland, Director of Agri
culture, the United Pro\·inccs, will be a step towards the same 
goal and its adoption in Bcrar \viii be producti\'e of much 
practical good. The assistance and cooperation of the local 
bodies, District and Taluka Boards and Municip:t!ities, in this 
behalf could be enlisted with case. Another body of persons 
who should be employed to carry out these measures are the 
ex-pcrganab officers-the Desbm .. kbs and Deshpandes. They 
represent the old landed aristocracy of the province- Thf1 
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wield a large infiuence within their sphere and it would he 
only proper that it should. be freely utilized to improve their 
lands and incomes as well. as those of their neighbours. At 
one time they were the revenue officers of lite province but 
now they are only political pensioners. They are looked upo~ 
as a link between the Government and the people ; and no 
agency could forward the measures for the improvement of 
agriculture better than these ex·perganah ofiicer .. · Govern· 
ment could enlist their aid an~ cJoperatinn for the mere 
asking as the status of those person• is likely to be elevated by 
Government taking them into their confidence. 

MANURES. 

48. Next after the selection of seeds comes the question 
of manures. The province of Berar is pre·eminently a black 
soil tract and Mr. ,Clouston is cf opinion that " black colton 
soil is especially deficient in nitrogen." The deficiency has to 
be made good by manures. These are of two kinds, {I) bulky 
manures such as cattle-dung, and {2) artificial manures such 
as saltpetre. The former is known to the agriculturist and the 
latter requires to be made known. The first acts slowly and 
the second quickly. 

· 49. Although the Berar cultivators have been using cattle· 
dung manure to a certain extent, yet there arc reasons to 
believe that they have not fully appreciated its value and 
importance. For the larger quantity of cattle-dung is made 
use of as fuel. It is doubtful if the ashes of the cattle-dung so 
freely burnt are carefully preserved and used as manure• In 
view of this fact it is necessary to bring prominently. to the 
notice of agriculturists that " the manurial value of the ashes 
of cattle-dung is shown to be cod~iderable in comparison with 
no manure. The ashes appear to be almost equal in value to 
one·th.ird the dung from which they were derived. Two· 
thirds of the value of the cattle·dung is therefore lost when 
it is used as fuel. This means a loss of Hs. I' per 160 n~aunds· 
It i• very <1Ucstion;1blc .whether the fuel cakes made from this 
quantity of dung would be worth this sum." 

50. Laud in Berar bas been under cultivation for age 
and has naturally suffered in its productive powers. .It will 
continue to do 50 unless it is sufficiently manured with caltJc 
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dung. 11 In cattle manure, intelligent farmer• in any country 
should recojlnise a chenr product o( the farm that is always 
available in arahle cultivation, which will produce good crops, 
gradually enrich the soil and-improve its physical texture." 
Experiments tried at the Nagpur farm have proved that 
" land manured from year to year with cattle.dung restores its 
fertility, Bulky organic manures of this type (cattle-dung) have, 
there( ore, a definite value quite irrespective of the results they 
produce in the year o( application, for the land to which they 
are applied acquires a fertility which it would take years of 
cropping to exhaust. It would be difficult to state the money 
Talue of fertility acquired in this way but it certainly has a very 
real value a• every practical cultivator koows.'' The experi
ments have further established the fact that for bL1ck cotton 
soil ordinary cattle-dung is the cheapest manure. " The 
results fur four years show that cattle-dung gives better results 
than any of the othe1· manures in the year in which it is supplied 
and that the cumulative effect of its residues is also greater. 

51. In addition to the bull-y manure of slow a ctionit is 
necessary to apply artificial manures of quick action to secure 
a full cotton harvest. Experiments have proved that for the 
black cotton soil an artificial manure rich in nitrogen can be 
applied with profit For cotton nitrate of soda and sui 
phate of ammonia are considered the best fertilizers. It 
must not be forgot~en that these quick-acting fertilizers 
have disadvantages o( their own. They exhaust the soil in a 
short time. To pre,-ent this the simultaneous application of 
caltle-doog is needed. " The ryot should be at least able to 
apply it (cattle-dung) to his cotton crop at the rate of one 
ton per acre. The ryot who will supplement this mtural 
fertilizer by a top dressing o( about one maund (Si lbs.) of 
nitrate of soda. immediately aHer the plants are thinned out, 
will find that his profits are enorR>ously increased thereby.'' 

52. For the improvement o( Cotton tibre !he m1nure of 
potash is considered especially suitable. Mr. Clonston has 
noted in his paper on Fertilizers for Cotton that " the 
coarseness of fibre would seem to be due rather to the absence 
o( potash than to the presence of nitrate of soda. The cotton 
grown on all four plots to which potash was applied is classed 
as fine. This may be taken as something more than a 



coincidence, corroborating as it does the results of American 
experiments which prove that potash manures improve the 
quality of the lint. " 

· . 113. The methods of conservation of cattle-dung manure 
. are defective and faulty and these require to be improved as 
stated ~elow,:-" (1) The urine as well as the more solid 
'"'creta should be preserved ; (2) the manure should be 
stored in pits and always kept moist, but should never be 
allowed to get over-so>ked: (SJ the manure should be well 
rotted before it is applied to the land," 

hiPROVEliiENT OF PLOUGHS. 

· · 5!· .'~We do not advocate new ploughs, " said Mr. John 
Kenny at the First Indian Industrial Conference. But even if 
this l;>e not advocated, it is necessary to try them side by side 
with our local indigenous ploughs and ascertain the results 
of their working. English pfoughs have be•n, in recent years, 
exhibited to the Berar agriculturists but they hwe not been 
:worked in a manner So as to drive hOme their superiority in 
practical working. The English plough goes deeper and 
'produces better results but its adoption is beset with practical 
difficulties. First, its price is very high. Secondly, should it 
gd out of repairs the local village smith is unable to mend it. 
Thirdly, it requires more power to IVOL"k it than the country 
plough· It is, however, necessary that tho implement and its 
working· should be exhibited on a larger scale and the ryot 
enabled to test its effects. I •vould suggest that a plough 
should be supplied to each taluka, and that it should be worked 
at first in the central villages fm· a week every year. The 
cooperation of local revenue officers to carry this out could 
be enlisted. Other improved implements and agricultural 
apparahts should also be supplied and worked out with the 

·aid of the same agency, without telling the ryot that " his 
ancestors for thousands o( years were all wrong in their 

·ideas of ploughing and sowm~ and agricultural work in 
general." Much could be done to improve the pr•sent methods 
as well as implements by the exhibition and trials of the new 

ones. 
i)UPPLY OF CAPIT~L. 

55. Like the United P•ovinces, Berar is a provinc;e" of 



amaU holdings and high interest ; the cultivator himself h:u 
little or no capital and the rate of interest is prohibitive," 
These circumstances handicap many a culti\-ator wisbiog to 
improve his soil and cultivation. Want of capital has been' 
a great difficulty to the culti\-ators all over India and Ber!or 
is not free from it. The cultivator is always in deb~ He,· 
makes over the harvest to the creditor and carries on his • 
future operations on fresh advances received. Oftentimes h"" 
pledges his future crops to enable him to carry on the agri-·: 
cultural operations of the season. This method of raising 
the loan is known br the name of Laoni and under it the 
agricnltarist practically sells his crop at a rate less by far than·· 
that obtaining in the market. No attempt has yet been made, 
to save the cultivator from this plight. In other parts of the 
country efforts have be:n made in this direction both by· 
Government and the people and these have pro,•ed successful! 
to some extent. The establishment of cooperative credit. 
societies is a measure which has given relief to the agricul-1 
turists in those parts of India where they bave been thriving.· 
In Madras these societies have done a very useful work. People: 
have heartily ~-oopcrated with the Go,·ernment in making' 
popular the work of the societies. lt would appear that they • 
hod 3 nucleus of the new societies in their old Nidhis. Even I 
the money-lending closses there h:we come forward to advance 
the cause of the cooperative credit societies. Says Mr., Pv 
Rajagopalachariar :-" I hn-e seldom met with opposition 
from this closs •~d in a )!re•t m>ny cases they gave {"e acti\·e 

1 
help in st>rting these societies to their pecuniary detriment.". 
The remarks of the Hon. Mr. A. E. Castiestuart-Stuart are, 
still more encouraging. He says : 

The hct that the rural money-lender and loc.11 Nidhis hare showa·· 
tlle.nseh·es frie11dl)' to lhe yoang societies is encoaragiot a~d there is not
the lea!t reason \\'hy they should be otherwise. ln this Presidency, the 
large majority of money-lenders are not Professional Sbylod"'S unconnect. 
ed with the land and with nn local interests; but are for the m().$,1 part) 
the leading agrk111lurists <'If villages who h)• !laperior inteJTigence and 
enterrrl!lle, h:we ri~n to the position they hold as the financiers of their 
poor brdhren. The rntes of interest they charge foc loans are_ by oo 
means, as a rule, exorbitant. having regard to the security offered. The 
~la~ras So~·car has played and is pUying a useful and important Ft 
tn \'tlla.~e hle 3Dd there is no ~n 'YbY h~ shoald no~ ~ a m~~~r of 

~ ~~ 
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bbfvlllage cooperaUve credit society, play an even more Important part· 
In tbe future." 

· 66 •• The Marwarees are the most prominent money· 
lenders in Berar. But they, too, have become large landholders 
owing to their long domicile in the pro>ince as also in conse· 
quence•of the nature of the transactions they carried on. The 
firms of Shri Ram Shaligram, Raja Gokuldas and many others 
are no longer mere money-lending shops. They have become 
holders of extensive tracts of good land all over Berar. Even 
among the Kunbi and Mahomedan agriculturists bas grown 
up·a class of persons "who by superior intelligence and 
enterprise have risen to the position of the financiers of their 
poor--brethren." 

' 67: It would thus appear that the conditions of Berar 
are no~ quite unlike those of Madras where the credit ~ocieties 
have been flourishing so well. They would thrive in this 
pt'O>ince, too. A few have been established. in the Akola 
District. But they could hardly meet the requirements of the 
province,and it is necessary that there should be quite a number 
of them all over the province. This is a work in which the 
local leaders, the Industrial and Agricultural Associations, the 
Government, and the so·called ' Lokamanyas ' and ' Desha
bhaktas ' are alike interested. . Persistent and continued work 
to this end carried on from one end of the year to the other 
· will result in far-reaching beneficial results. 

68. As observed · by Mr. W. H. Moreland, "The 
provision of cheap capital is very much the most important 
agricultural improvement that can be suggested. The capital 
required· by the individual cultivator is small but. the aggre· 
gate amqunt required is very great; while the supply must be 
made promptly and on terms thal'the cultivator cM accept." 
Such a provision could be secured by the establishment of the 
credit societies, and I appeal . to the local members of this 
Conference to take early steps to start them on an extensive 
sCale in our province. 

59. Addressing the elite and gentry of the Yeotmal district 
the Hon. Mr. R. H. Craddock, the Chief Commissioner, has 
said, " There are many tliings which the Government cannot 
do without your help' and tliere are also many things which 
rou c;;annot go wjthout tl]e help' qf the Gov~rnmeqt. If th~FQ 
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be cooperation between the two, what grea~ -~ults might 
not be achieved in agricultural improvements, m mdustry and 
in education.'' Let us all then combine, and, as the poet bas 
said : " Act, act in the living present, Heart within and God 
overhead, " to achieve these ends. 

-
THE WEAVING INDUSTRY. 

r· 1 
By KHAN BAHADUR BEzoNn DADABHOY MEnTA,. . . 

lila/lager, Tile Empress lliills, Nagpur. 

It is generally believed that the hand-loom . weaving 
industry is doomed. I am not so pessimistic as · that,.., 
Indeed, lam confident it is capable of great expansion. Whal ·, 
is wanted is education and organization. Those who nse hand
looms are almost all illiterate and ignorant and extr~mely 
consen·ative. They look upon everything new with s~icion 
and they are entirely in the hands of 'sowkars' depending 
upon them for the purchase of raw materials and for tiie sale 
of thoir finished articles. They are content with making· only 
a very few descriptions of cloth, and when the market for 
them is overstocked, they e.xpress themselves helpless and 

. unable to go upon other descriptions for which there may ~ 
·a good demand· · 

It is, therefore, necessary that weaving schools should .he 
established, wherever possible, not only to teach the art of 
weaving, but also to read and write. 'l'hey should be for the 
special benefit of the children of weavers, though any others 
willing to learn may be freely admitted. It would be idle to 
give any instructions to grown up people. They may; how
ever, get hints from their children's education aud quieUy try 
new methods. But to go to them personally and ask them to 
adopt certain methods would he fruiUess ; at least that bas been 
my experience. ·It is possible, however, that they may learn 
something from exhibitions which might be held iu these 
schools, from time to time, even prizes being offered for new 
designs or excellent work. • 

By organization, I mean that the principle of. cooperative 
credit societies might be carried further. COoperative 
weavers' societies might be formed, which might. buy ~aw 
materials and sell finish~ articlea on behalf oi me~ o~ 

< 
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:.-theis who may wish to benefit by its rules. The society may 
'Obta:in information as to where the best raw materials at 
reasonable rates could be had, what the materials are, what 
'finished articles are most in demand, and where, and supply 
such information to the members. Of course, it may also 
advance the necessary funds. Each individual weaver must 
·be left free to make what he pleases, and as much or as little 
as he pleases. 

I am against the factory system and, if it could be 
avoided and the independence of workers preserved, the co· 
·operative society would be conferrinl! a great boon. My 
objection to factory system for band-weaving is that a factory 
has specially to be built and machinery provided by a capitalist 

· \vbo. wonld have to expect interest and profit on the 
venture, while the band-weaver will lose his independence 

18nd work· only during his master's !pleasure and at stated 
·periods of time, and would have to be satisfied with such 
wages as may be fixed by him. In such a case the members 
of his family may not b= able to help him in the same way as 
l:hey-would at home, while he would have to feed them from 
the wages he would earn. Besides, weaving at home may be 
·practised as a secondary occupation, as is the case with the 
agricultural class ; while temporary workers in a factory would 
-scarcely be encouraged. 

· I consider hand weaving is capable of competing favour
ably with power weaving in a factory. A hand-loom costs 
a modest sum of Bs. 10 to 15 whereas a power-loom costs 
Rs. 900 to Rs. 1,000 in these days, including land, building, 

·engines, boilers, etc. Depreciation and intere;t amounting to 
at le.~st 10 per cent. upon this su111 has to be provided, the capi

. 'lalist has also to earn a dividend· Weavers' wages have to be 
·paid, fuel, stores and many other charges for sophistication and 
· finishing of goods, excise duty, etc., have to be provided for, 
· whereas ·a hand weaver has !lis wages as the only profit to 
, ~eckon. upon. His stores cost very little. The only thing 
against him is production. 

· Many improved band-looms have been put into the market 
· with,. view to obtain increased production. 'fhe fly-shuttle 
'has bun-rightly .given the chief imporbnce. The fly-shuttle is 
good wbere ~rtain lllasi of weavin~bas to be done, but where 
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coloured weft with separate shuttles for borders is necessary, 
the old hnnd-loom is found to be the best. Then there are 
several descriptions of cloth of various designs which c;m 
only be made best on hand-looms and where production is of 
less importance and in this case, too, the ordinary loom. is 
found to be the most suitable. 

The im·entors of improved looms, in their zeal, forget 
that every mechanical addition not only complicates the simple 
machinery now in use, but that it adds to the weight wiJich 
the weaver has to move with his hands or feet which are not 
as physically strong as of well fed people engaged in other 
occupations. It is, therefore, necessary that the simplest and 
lightest appliances should be the aim of every inventor. What 
is called the Serampore loom is said to be the best in this 
respect. It bas been proved in competition that with certain 
band-looms, half the production of the power-looms can be 
obtained, This would be a great step forward. The Govern
ment of Madras on Mr. Chatterton's recommendation, ar.e 
about to bold an exhibition of improved hand-looms .nnd it 
would be worth the while of those interested to visit it, What. 
is now wanted is an improvement in the method ol winding, 
warping, aud sizing. '!'here is a great deal of time and labour 
wasted in these processes. If these could be saved, there will 
be a great gain in hand-weaving. If ready-made si~ed beams 
could be obtained from the spinning mills, it would be easy to 
weave them. Some of the jails do so and the work done the~ 
fully competes with the power-loom manufactures. Objection 
is taken to this method by ignora,nt weavers .on the ground 
that there would be no work for their family members, 
This seems childish- I would say, have more than one loom 
in your bouse or as many as there may be members of the 
family capable of working them, Women and children of .12 
or 14 can easily manage simple hand-looms. In this way, 
the production by a family would be trebled or . quadrupled 
and the whole family would earn better wages and in a way, 
beat the power loom production turned out by one man in a 
factory. Generally, a factory weaver considers it degrading 
to have his family members, especially females, working in a 
factory, while at home he would not be ashamed to bavq 
them aU workins· , 
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to' or various descriptions of cloth, it would not be possibie 
to obtain always the right sort of sized warp from the mills. 
In such a case, the cooperative society . may have a small 
factory, w bicb is a necessity in such a matter for winding, 
warping and sizing only of yarns of English or other makes, 
and supply ready-made warp beams to their members, 

In· this manner hand weaving may be advantageously 
carried on on an extensive and ·paying scale and thus find 
'employment for numberless people. 

THE SALEM WEAVING FACTORY· 

By ALFRED CHATTERTON, ESQ., 

Director of Tech11ical and Industrial Inquiries Jlladrns. 

ln the present paper I propose to give a brief account of 
the origin and objects of the band-loom weaving factory which 

· was established early last year in Salem under the orders of 
the Government of Madras. This factory has attracted a 
great deal of attention not only in the Madras Presidency, but 
in" all parts of India. Unfortunately, however, its aims and 
objects have been misunderstood with the result that the work 
done there has not exercised that influence over the move

. ment in favour of reform in the methods of the hand-weaver 
which we lhink it is entiUed to and which in the i~terests of 
the Indian weavers themselves it should. 

As far back as the year 1900 my attention was drawn 
. to fly-shuttle looms as an i~~~Provement over native hand-looms 
by the then Deputy Superintendent of the Chinglepu\ Refor
matory, and iri the following year l set up about half a dozen 
fly-sbutUe looms in a shed in the School of Arts, Madras, with 
the object of getting experience as to their working capacity 
and data regarding their ·possibilities. I was aware of the 
existence of the large weaving· establishments on the West 
Coast belon~:ing to the Basel Mission where fly-shuttle looms 
are exclusively used and as Inspector of Technical Schools in 
Madras, I knew a number of mission institutions where weav· 
ing with By-shuttle looms was taught. But in every case the 

·work done on the looms was with 'comparatively coarse 
llQunts and the goods turned out were iJJWriabl)' copies ol 
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the Basel Mission work. So far at I was awate no attempt 
had ever been made to turn out purely indigenous cloths on 
Ry-shuttle looms, and it was to achieve this object that I began 
the investigations. From enquiries in Madras I found that 
some attempts bad been made by people interested in the 
piece-goods trade, but that noU1ing bad come of tbem and a 
Muhammadan firm, Messrs. Hajee Mahomed Badsha Sahib 
& Co., showed me the results of a very extensive series of 
experiments they were undertaking i!l the manufacture of 
Madras handkerchiefs with the domestic hand-loom manufac
tured by Messrs. Hattersley & Sons. As their experiments 
had ended in failure they lent me some· of the looms with 
which to make further experiments, and these looms may still 
be seen in the School of Arts, Madras, among the discarded 
relics of our various weaving experiments. 

At the outset Madras handkerchiefs were taken up, and 
for two or three years we made great efforts to improve the 
various details of their manufacture in the hope of being able 
to tum them out at a profit. At first the handkerchiefs fetched 
poor prices, but latterly we were able to command the high· 
est rates paid for them, Attempts were also made to introduce 
the manufacture of these handkerchids into some of the Indus
trial schools, hut in every case the experiment ended · in 
failure, nnd at the end of 19061 after carrying on the work for 
nearly five years it was found impracticable to make the By
shuttle loom a success on the lines along which we· were 
working. We had, howe,-er, definitely ascertained that it 
was practicable to turn out a much larger percentage of cloth 
on a lly..shuttle loom than on the native loom, that a cloth of 
even better texture could be produced, and that if the sizing 
processes could be improved there seemed to be some hope 
of the Ry·shuttle loom coming into general use throughout 
U1e country. Our want of sue~ was largely due to trying 
to do many things at one time, and to the difficulty of getting 
good weavers to work regularly in the weaving shed. 

In August and September 1906, I made a tour through 
Bombay, the United Pro,inces and Bengal and in passing 
ord~rs .o~ my report the Government of Madras expressed 
the~r ~lhngness to establish a hand.loom weaving factory for 
~xper~mental wprk ~ither in Salem or r.rpdur;t. For a yariety 
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of reasons the former town was selected and in February of 
last year the looms and apparatus with which we were work· 
ing in Madras were transferred to Salem and a new start was, 
made. Salem was selected, because according to the Census 
reports there were over 8,000 hand. weavers in· the town who 
were supposed to be in;> more or less chronic state of poverty, 
because 'the climate was considered suitable, and finally 
llecause it was con\·eniently situated in regard to access from 
Madras-a matter-of some importance in connection with the 
supervision of the factory. All the experience gained in 
running the-looms in Madras was made use of in considering 
tbe lines upon which the Salem weaving factory was to 
work. 

The ·weaving problem was obviously a much more com· 
plicated one than . was dreamt of by Mr. Havell, who since 
1901 has persistently advocated the substitution of the fly
shuttle loom for the native band-loom, claiming that if that 
was done all would be well with the weavers, that their out· 
put would be doubled, and that they would gradually regain 
the enormous \'olume of trade which bas been surrendered to 
the power-loom weaving factories. Optimism is essential i£ 
one is to' endeavour to raise·the status o[ lhe hand·industries 
of India, but it must be based on a practical knowledge of U1e 
possibilities of each industry and not the result of ignorance. 
The dilettantism of the artist is a poor equipment with which 
to endeavour to solve the economic problems which the 
fudian manufacturer has to faLe, and the weaving factory at 
Salem was started with a perfectly open mind as a centre for 
experim~ntal work in. the weaving industry, and wiU10?t the 
slightest idea of using it to furnish data to support prev1ously 
formed conclusions, 

In a report ou the results of the first year's working of the 
factory which was submitted to the Government of Madras I 
have explained that it is an experiment to ascertain whether 
it is possible to improve t!Je condition of the hand-weavers in 
Southern Jndia-

(1) by substituting for the native hand-loom im
proved hand-looms which will enable the 
weaver to produce a greater length of cloth in a 
j:iven time witjlOut in anr war s~crilicin~ tqe 



essential characteristics of native hand-woven 
goods; 

(2) by introducing the. factory system among the 
weavers, so that they may work,under the 
management of n1en with commercial and 
manufacturing experience, and so that capital 
and organisation may be introduced into the 
industry to render the hand labour more 
producti\'e; 

(B) by introducing, if possible, improved preparatory 
processes to diminish the cost of the prelimin· 
ary warping and sizing which the yarn 
undergoes before it is placed in the loom. 

From this it will be seen that the weaving factory is nof 
a school for imparting technical instruction in the trade, but 
is simply for solving certain problems which have been defi. 
nitcly formulated and the future action of Gollel'nment in 
regard to the weaving industry wiU largely depend upon the 
kind of solution which is arrived al With the first set of 
problems and the third set no one, I think, will disagree, but a 
great deal of opposition has been raised tn what is c;haracterised 
as an attempt to introduce the factory system with all its 
squalor and . ugliness into what has hitherto been an artistic 
handicraft. If the hand-weaving industry is to be materially 
improved, a great deal has to be done not merely in 
connection with the techn.ical details of the weaving 
processes, but also in connection with the training and 
education of the weaver himself; In the design of woven 
fabrics· there is immense scope lor artistic skill, but the 
production of these fabrics in the loom is a purely mechanical 
operation and the hand-weaver is an artisan and not an 
artistic handicraftsman. The - production of solid bor· 
dered cloths is still beyond the capabilities of the power-loom 
and lor the very finest work the native hand-loom is still 
supreme ; but for the bulk of the textile fabrics required by 
the people of India the power·loom represents one method of 
manufacture and the question which bas yet to be answered 
is wheU1er ultimately it will not represent the only method of 
manufacture. 

ali 



· Those who study the weaver in his house amid his ordi· 
nary everyday surroundings, often short of work and nearly 
alwa~s in the hands (lf the cloth merchants, in thP. bazaar, see 
little of the independent artisan who is to be the industrial 
backbone of Ibis country, but much of the misery and poverty 
of his lot. With the assistance of his women and children he 
ekes out 'l- miserable existence, and his seeming independence 
is merely indolence and aversion to regular work. The imagina
tion of the artist casts a glamour over the wretched isolation of 
the weaver and would have us leave him to fight a losing battle 
against the products of one of the largest and best organised 
industries in the world telling him to work with tools which 
have been discarded in other conntries as inefficient. The 
purchasing power of money in India is steadily decreasing and 
in most of the othe.r trades and industries the earnings of the 
workers are increasing. In the weaving trade at best they are 
stationary and in many places are on the decline. Will the 
band-weaver survi~e the stress of competition or will he be 
driven as iq other countries to seek a livelihood at other work ? 
The answer is doubtful. The fact that be has survived so 
lo~g is in his favour and there is no doubt the transitional, 
pe~iod can be prolonged, but it is still an open question as to 
whether(he can be put in a position which will enable him to 
command the same wages for the same number of hours of 
work as the power·loon1 weaver, or the blacl-smith and 
carpenter, whose industriql existence is not threatened by the 
prospect tha.t ingenious D)achinery will be devised to supplant 
them. On all these questions, I have in respect to the weaving 
factory endeamured to preserve an open mind and it has only 
been called a factory and organised on factory -lines, 
b~cause it seemed to be the "simplest way of testing the 
el'ficiency of new methods of working and of training a certain 
number of weavers to carry on industrial experiments to a 
definit~ comroer.ci~ conclusion, As a G•>vemment institution 
one ca!! h~d,ly hope that i,t will be a great commercial 
success. Experimental factories cannot be run on purely 
commorcial lines an<! there is no c,hance of establishing any. 
•mt of. a mo'lopoly. which might enable us lor a time to obtain 
u.m.sually pro,fitable 1vork. 

So far at Salem we have not had time to tackle any 
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technical problems connected with the hand. weaving industr}' 
All our time has been engaged in getting together a sufticieot 
number of capable hand-weavers to really test U1e capacity of 
the various looms which have been brought to our notice. 
We have found that the hand-weavers of Salem like the hand 
weavers of Madras object to working in the hand-weavine 
factory, and although their wages are good their attendance is 
unsatisfactory. This is mainly because the weavers prefer to 
work in their own homes assisted by th•ir women and children 
and dislike being subjected to the discipline and regular hours 
of worl<ing which must necessarily prevail in the factory. 
Although the men can earn considerably more than they do in 
their own houses and arc ensured regular and continuous 
employment, they much preler the old system and seem to 
lind steady employment extremely irksome, but few of them 
arc free agents and nearly all are in the hands of the cloth 
merchants who from time to time make U1em advances and 
receive the cloths they manufacture. Naturally these gentle
men view the experiments at the weaving factory with 
•uspicion and their influence bas all along been against us. 
So far, therefore, we have bad to work mainly with wails and 
strays of U1e weaving community, and the Assistant in charge 
of the factory has had a long and tedious task in getting into 
it even some semblance of order. Private individu>ls bow
ever, have watched our eiiorts, imitated our meU10ds and met 
with a much greater degree of success and without any special 
advocacy on our pdrt a considerable number of hand-weaving 
factories have been started in various parts of the Presidency, 
but with what degree of success I am not able to state.· The 
interest in hand·wcaving is mainly due to the S\vadesbi move
ment and most of these factories owe their existence to the 
enthusiasm engendered at the birth of a new political move• 
D1enl Whether, in the long run, they will hold their own c:ir 
not, and whether, in consequence, they will grow in size and 
multiply in number, remains to be seen. Comparatively recent· 
ly there has been a great development in the use of cotton 
checks for native clothing and it is largely to supply U1is 
dema~d U1~t ~ost ~f the factories were started. The pioneer' 
work ~n tb1s d>rection was done by the Basel Mission weaving 
c:;tabhsbment, and it is not improbable that if the demantl 
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continues lo grow to any great extent the power•ioom weavers 
will try to cut into the business and possibly with 
success- In Madras, at any rate, there are two large band· 
weaving factories in Toodiarpet, both of which are manufactur
ing mainly Madras handkerchiefs, and in this direction the 
proprietors assure me that they are doing better than with 
native hand-looms, but as no accounts are available it is difficult 
at present to tell whether they have succeeded in placing these 
factories on a firm commercial basis, or whether they have 
achieved little or nothing more than bas been done in the 
Government weaving factory. One result of our work at Sruem 
during the last 18 months is to furnish fairly reliable data for 
the opinion that the weaver himself is not likely within any rea
sonable time to change his methods of working and take to the 
fly-shuttle loom and it seems almost certaht tltat in tl1is part of 
India the factory system will have to be introduced if anything 
is to be done. In the North of India, especially in the United 
Provinces, from enquiries which I. have recently made it would 
seem that the weavers there are more likely to take to improved 
looms on their own initiative and it does not seem lo be 
altogether hopeless that there the difficulties connected with 
the establishment of the hand weaver in a sound economic 
position may be solved through tl•e agency of Weavers' Guilds 
or other forms of cooperative enterprise. lt is not my inlen· 
tion . now to discuss these questions and I ltave merely 
mentioned them te>indicate that in different parts of India it is 
quite possible that the weaving problem will be solved in . 
different ways. A scheme which may b"e successful up north 
will prove a complete failure down here and ~iCil versa. 

I freely invite criticism of our ~methods of working and 
of the way we are tackling the weaving problem, but I dcpre
~ate all criticism which is based on ignorance of our local con· 
ditions. In Conjeeveram, a large weaving centre, at no great 
distance from Madras, the National Fund and Industrial 
Association have endeavoured to popularize the fly·sbuttle loom, 
and I have assisted their efforts in so far that I have with the 
consent of the Board of Revenue lent them six fly-shuttle 
hand-looms, but the experiment has not been productive of 
any satisf2.ctory result and the National Fund and Industrial 
j\ss9ci~tion haye (ailed to po~ularize the lly-shuttle loom not· 



withstanding the fact that they fully recognise its merits. 
~imilarly in the town of Madura, where the weavers are more 
enterprising than in most parts of tile country numerous ex
periments have been made with Ry-shutUe looms and I have 
seen the most improved types of European hand-loom such as 
the domestic loom of Messrs. Hatterseley & Sons at work in 
the bazaar, but none of these looms have caught on and plain 
weaving to·day is done in Madura much in the same way as it 
was more than a hundred years ago. It is not the expense 
which a good Ry-shuttle loom entails which stands in the way, 
for in places where looms ha\"e been lent thet·e has been no 
eagcrnes.• on tlte part of the weavers to avail themselves of 
the loan, Finally our experience in Salem itself is dead 
against any idea that the lly·shuttle loom can be popularised 
among the weavers themselves. They are ignorant and con· 
servative and in Uteir eyes the doubtful merits of the fly-shuttle 
loom arc insufficient to make them change theit· ways of 
working. As the result, therefore, of our work at Salem and 
of the observations which I have been able to make whilst 
touring through other parts of the Madras Presidency, I am 
of opinion that the only hope of progress in this part of the 
country is that outsiders will put their money into the trade 
and that through their intelligence and energy· it will be 
placed upon a new footing. 

In connection with weaving in Hy-sbuttle looms the opinion 
has hitherto generally prevailed that fine cloths cannot be 
woven on looms fitted with the By-shuttle attachment, becat)se 
owing to the greater strain only comparatively coarse yarn 
which will not readily snap can be used for the warp. This 
opinion has absolutely no foundation in fact, as where the fly· 
shuttle looms are designed for worliug in fine counts no 
difficulty has been experienced. The great bulk of the work 
done in the Salem weaving factory is in counts between 60's 
and IOO's and I should not have the least hesitation in under
taking work in higher counts if the orders were sufficiently 
large to make it worth while. The fly-shuttle loom, no matter 
what type, must be constructed to suit the work for which 
it is intended and a loom which may do very well for dungries 
or checks may bo unsuited for fine coon~, and it is mainly 
owing to the neglect a[ this point that 8y-shutUe weaving h~ 
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made so little real progress among the Indian weavers. 
From the time when these experiments in weaving were 

first started a great deal of attention has been pa;d to the 
various forms of loom which have been placed on the market 
and any pattern which offered the least promise of success has 
been thoroughly and carefully tried, and 1 propose briefly to 
state the results of the observations. \Vork was started on 
hand-looms of the pattern generally found in mission schools 
in the south of India and it was found in such looms that 
although. the fly-shuttle enabled the rate of picking to be greatly 
increased yet the increased time spent in mending broken 
threads in the warp almost entirely nullified its advantages. 
One by one the defects of this loom were remedied, tl1e pro
portions were changed, the warp beam mounted on springs, 
an automatic take-up· motion was introduced and the picking 
string carried over a guide pulley with the result that at the 
present time it can hold its own in fairly fine weaving against 
any loom which has so far been brought to my notice. In 
this loom there is nothing absolutely novel. 1t has simply 
been proportioned in its various parts to suit the work to b.e 
done and care has been taken to prevent its ,becoming compli· 
cated. For insL-mce, whilst we were engaged in making 
Madras handkerchiefs in which several colours are used in 
the weft it was thought that possibly the English drop box 
might prove a convenient addition to the slay but in practice 
it was found to be no great advantage and the use of the drop 
box was discontinued. In the English hand-loom, as in the 
native hand-loom, the picking motion is independent of the 
treadles which control the shedding motion and the weaver 
must learn to jerk the picking stri!'g with his hand when he 
bas opened the sheds sufficiently through the levers controlled 
by his feet. The loom is in no sense automatic, but it is possi
ble when the picking strings are carefully adjusted to make 
from 80 to 100 picks per minute through a warp 54" wide. At 
the present time at tl1e Salem factory where we use nothing 
but country warps sized by hand ami provided with a lease 
and lease rods,. to avoid frequent stoppages to shift the lease 
rods a fairly long spread of warp .between the warping beam 
and the healds is necessary, and this is the most serious objec
tion to this form of loom inasmuch as it makes it very bulky• 
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It became obvious at a very early stage in the ezperi• 
ments that the fty-shottle slay could be used in the na!ive 
band-loom, and that we could improve the rate of picl<ing, 
I am not now certain to whom the credit of first making this 
suggestion is due, but it is a ve1y important one, as it places 
in the hands of the native wea\·er a very great improvement 
in his loom, and one which can be obtained at a very small 
expense. This modification has been largely tried and wit!J 
considerable success, but it does not secure all the advantages 
of the frame loom pattern and is to be regarded rather as an 
intermediate stage between the Native and the English loom 
Experience has taught us that the greatest defect of this loom 
is the number of broken end• which occur in the process of 
weaving, and these have been much reduced by putting the 
warp on an elastic frame and by using brass reeds and heald~ 
with me~~llic eyes. The healds and reeds we employ are ob
tained from Messrs. Jones Brothers of Blackburn, England, 
Urrough their agents Messrs- Hutheesingh & Co. of Bombay, 
They are considerably more expensive than native healds ancj 
reeds, but 'those who have given them a fair trial consider 
tl1at they are worth the money. It is not an uncommon cu;· 
tom for native weavers to vary the closeness of the texture of 
their cloths by using reeds set much closer togethec near the 
edge of the cloth than in the middle. The practice, if not 
actually fraudulent, is not to be recommended, as it is calculat. 
ed to deceive the unwary, but it is widely in vogue and is 
likely to render English reeds unpopular unless they are made 
to conform to this practice- The automatic take-up motion 
is not an essential feature of tl1e loom, nor is it a very popular 
one with native weavers, but it enables the wea\'er to produce 
cloth of a perfectly uniform texture, and l am quite certain is 
fully appreciated hy the wea,•ers of such cloths who find them 
more durable. The cost of this loom complete varies with 
the amount of timber put into it, Uie quality of the timber, and 
the general style and 6nish. Complete with English healds 
and reeds it wiU not cost more tl1an Rs. 100 and in large 
numbers can be produced for a somewhat smaller figure. fn 
our experimental workshops we have made a good number 
of these looms and we sell them, exclusive of healds and 
reeds, for Rs. 85 each. These IQOms are purchased more as 
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}:latterns to be ¢opied than as actual working looms and our 
price is perhaps somewhat high. 

I do not propose to furnish a dissertation on weaving 
mechanisms, but before discussing the results obtained with 
other types of loom it may be well to explain that in all the 
improved hand-looms mechanism is provided whereby the 
picking and shedding moti_ons are combined, and. the weaveris 
reduced to a pure automaton who either works the loom 
through a pair of pedals or sets the mechanism in motion by 
causing the slay to swing in pendulum fashion by one or both 
hands. The weaver is a mere automaton so Ioug as every
thing works well, but if anything goes wrong or if the driving 
force be supplies is insufficient a break-down always occurs 
and his skill as a weaver will be called into play in repairing 
the damage done. 

During the last few years the discussions about the band
loom weaving in India have led many people, competent or 
otherwise, to attempt the improvement of the hand-loom, and 
many worthless· patents have been taken up. During the last 
six years I have had under observation every loom. that I have 
heard of which seemed to offer the least prospect of turning 
out successful, and the following is, I think, a complete list of 
the looms which have been tried :-

(1) The domestic hand-loom of Messrs. Hattersley 
& Sons. 

(2) The Domestic loom of Messrs. Raphael 
Brothers. 

(S) The Japanese hand-loom. 
(4) Mr. Churchill's loom (Ahmednagar). • . 
(5) Captain Maxwell's loom (Salvation Army). 

I bad the Hattersley's looms at work for a long time on 
a great variety of fabrics made from yarn of counts up to 40's, 
but the output was never satisfactory, as the work of driving 
the loom \\-olS far •too heavy for the native weaver, For a 
time I tried them putting two weavers for each loom so that 
when one worked the other t•ested and this naturally increased 
the output but not to the extent that was to be expected· 
When the loom is driven at a perfectly uniform rate, it works 
very s.1tisfactorily, but when the source of supply of power is 
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an Indian wea,·er, the supply i• very irregular and the result 
unsatisfactory. 

The Rnphael loom wns never achL11ly at work in either 
the b!.ulra• or the Salem weaving shed and my lmowledge 
and experience of its \\'orking is gained by observations made 
on the loom pnrchased by Mr. Theagaroya Cbctty of Tondiar
pd. This loom suiTe~ from the same defects as the Hatte~ley' 
loom and is much too hard work for the undeveloped legs of 
the Indian weaver. To all intents and purposes both these 
looms are power-looms and nnqnestionahly better work will 
be got from them if the treadles or pedals are done away 
witit and on arrangement made to drive them off a line of 
shafting. The looms are made of cast iron and it is astonishing 
how easily the casting• are broken nod bow helpless the 
Indian weaver is in face of even a oimple fracture. These looms 
are totally unsuited for indi\·idual weavers working on their 
own account, and 1 fail to see what advantage there is, 
if they are gathered in Iorge numbers in a factory and 
human labour is employed to drive them. Thirty or forty 
such looms can be driven by a small oil engine costing not 
more than Rs. 4 or :; a day to run and there ~· _not the least 
doubt that the output of these looms will be three or four 
times a• much as when worked by hand lnbour. I am inclined 
to think Uta! small power-loom factories of this type might he 
worked with !(l'eat success in this country and would afford ali 
admirable !mining ground for the development of indigenous 
manufactnring genins. I am now dealing with hand weaving 
and it will be out of place to discuss this suggestion any fur
ther, but! think that small power-loom factories of this kind 
would prove very SllCCessful if properly designed and worked 
on the right lines. 

With the Japanese band-loom my experience was very 
unsatisfactory. It was obtained from Mr. Sbafi through the 
Ludhiana Loom Manufacturing Company, and was found to be 
a crude and ill-designed loom and no warp ever put into Ute 
loom was woven into a s.1lisfactory cloth. \\'by the loom was 
brought from Japan to India I do not know and the sooner it 
sinks into the obscurity from which it was dragged tbe better. 
I have been told by Japanese connected with the weaving 

26 
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trade that U1e loom is not used in Japan, and I am not surprised 
as at the best it is only suitable for very coarse work. 

Air. C!lurc!lill's loom.- When I visited the American 
Mission Industrial School at Ahmednagar in 190;;, Mr. Churchill 
showed me a number of his looms at work on a kind of 
dungri, and I was much struck with the results obtained when 
weaving this kind of cloth. Subsequently Mr. Churchill huilt 
six looms for the Salem weaving factory to weave fine cloths 
from 40'' to a,., wide. On such work the loom has not been a 
success and the Salem weavers object to being put to work on 
it. The mechanism for timing the throw of the shuttle is 
defective and the shuttle is very liable to be caught in the 
warp when it is more than a yard wide. To make the shuttle 
travel properly the slay has to be moved forward witl1 increas
ing rapidity and then suddenly brought to rest, and OIJ the 
finer warps the percentage of broken threads renders the out
put of the loom much smaller. than would be anticipated from 
tl•e rate at which picking can be done when the warp is not 
too wide. 

The last loom with which we are still experimenting at 
Salem is that invented by Captain Maxwell of the Salvation 
Army and known as the" Triumph " loom. I have only one 
of them at work at Salem with which fairly sastisfactory re· 
suits have been obtained and a second loom has been ordered 
with some slight modifications which it is hoped will improve 
its 0111turn, If this anticipation is realised, it is proposed to 
put down six more looms and to thoroughly test them on the 

· same class of work against sbc looms of the English pattern 
already described. • · 

In the loon1s of both Churchill and Maxwell the driving 
force is applied to the slay, and I am inclined to think that, 
whilst this will work satisfactorily on coarse warps, the neces• 
sarily somewhat jerking motion of the slay is not conducive to 
a good output when the warp is fine, Personally I hold the 
opinion based on nearly seven years' experience with different 
types of hand.loom that, when the power-loom is converted 
into a band-loom, it becomes an unsatisfactory machine owing 
to the irregularities in the driving force; and that the hand· 
\oom must be a simple piece of mechanism in which the irregu-
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Jarities of the weaver ao·e compensated for by the gentleness 
of the action of the loom. 

A power-loom will make from 200 to ~50 picks a minute. 
and from careful observations which I have made of the out· 
turn of hand-looms I find that the daily average has only iu 
one instance exceeded 39 picks per minute, and when weaving 
tine clotl1s an average of from 20 to 25 picks a minute may he 
considered very good work. • Mr. Churchill at Ahmednagar 
was able to weave 31J yards of dungri in~~ hours, the warp 
aud weft being of IO's count and the number of picks per inch 
2~. This is equivalent to an average rate of picking of 60 per 
minute, and is an extraordinarily good result. I have often 
obsen·ed my weavers at Salem and l hnd that they can easily 
do front SJ to 1'()0 picks per minute whilst actually weaving, 
but their daily outtnrn under favourable circumstance.< shows 
that at this rate of picking Jess than 25 per cent. of their,time, 
is spent in plying the shuttle and that the rest is frittered 
away. Weaving is a very monotonous occupation and the · 
weaver is certainly unable to go on picking for any length of 
time without a change of some kind. The changing of pirns, 
the repair of broken threads, the shifting of the lease rods anc! 
other little incidents break the monotony of the work, but 
they greatly impair the eiTociency of the loom, ' • 

I am couvinced that, if the lly-shuttlc hand-loom is to be 
largely u'cd in makiug the liner classes of .native goods, the 
direction in which improvement should be sought for is not so 
much in increasing Ute rate of picking which is mready quite 
fast enough but in improving the details of the shedding and 
the working Q{ the slay so that the operation of weaving 
subjects the comparatively delicate threads to the minimum 
amount of strain. The idiosyncracies of the weaver, however. 
remain and I doubt if, under any circumstance, the averag~ 

• These facts 3.re subslanlialed -by llle r«cntly i3Sued report of the 
weaving competition which took place at Calcutta at tbe Exhibition 
associated with I he Indian Industrial Conference of 1906. The Salvation 
Army loom, which was awarded the gold medal, was worked at tbc 1.1te 
or .r·s picks per minute lor n hours, but at the end of that time the 
wc;~vtr showed signs of distress as did all the olhet competitors, and it was 
obvious lbat the result depended as muth upon the endurance rsr u,~ 
weaver ;ta upon hia skill or nic mcri!si>lllie fooon. 
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rale of picking throughout a day will ever rise to as much as 
40 or 50 per cent. of what may be termed the normal rate at 
which picking can be done. Even in a weaving factory it is 
very difficult to collect reliable data regarding the working of 
looms and their output. The conditions vary so much from 
time to time and the human element plays so important a part 
!hat some exceptional motive must be brought into paly to 
obtain anything like uniform conditions. For this reason 
I attach considerable importance to !he results obtained in 
weaving competitions when a powerful stimulus is supplied 
.to each weaver to do the best he can under the circumstances, 
Under the auspices of local associations in the Madras Presi· 
deocy one or two such competitious have already been held, 
and in February next a competition is to be held which is 
being organized on much more elaborate lines than any o( 
those already mentioned. The maio object of the competition 
is to ascertain the working-capacity of the various hand-looms 
on the market under favourable conditions, but under as f;~r as 
possible conditions which could be reproduced in a weaving 
factory. Each competition will last for six days and the results 
will be judged by the week's outturn. In this way it is hoped 
we shall obtain reliable data regarding the output of the 
V<!rious types of looll! when working on different kinds of cloth· 
A considerable number of competitions have been arranged 
for and the Government of Madras have contributed very 
largely to the prize fund which it is hoped will indue? the 
makers of every practical type of loom to enter them m the 

competitions. 
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From <lata collected at the weaving factory at Salem a 
tabular statement bas been prepared giving details of the 
cost of production of several kinds of goods most largely 
manufactured there, and I would draw attention to the 
columns in which the cost of each item is given as a percent
age of the total cost. These figures are very interesting and 
it would be well if similar ligures could be produced from 
other weaving establishments and the various items discussed. 
It will be seen that in the very fine cloths like angavastrams 
and turbans the cost of the raw materials is but little more 
than a third of the cost of the linished articles, whilst in the 
goods made in the lower counts the percentage varies between 
56 and 60. At Salem the warping and sizing is done outside 
the factory by men who do nothing else but this sort of work 
and they use fairly efficient warping mills and from the figures 
for warping and sizing it is obvious that there is not a gre01t 
amount of room for improvement. The cost of the actual 
weaving work is probably the main item in which improve
ment, can be effected and this is emphasized by the figures 
given pegarding the rate of picking which varies from 12 to 23 
picks per minute excluding country towels, the figures for 
which are not given as they are usually made on native looms 
with a simple fly-shuttle attachment. The item • warping and 
sizing 1 varies considerably with different kinds of cloths and 
the figures given are probably lower than would be obtained 
in many other places owing to the fact that in Salem the 
preparation of warps is to·li large extent a special business 
and is carried out in a much more effi_cient m mner than I 
have seen elsewhere. 

Whilst the e>.-perimental plant was,in Madras..a great 
many el<periments were carded out in different methods of 
sizing and -various forms of hand-warping mill were tried, 
TbBoproblem.of.preparing wa.tps suilablelor use on native hand
looms was laid before the makers of warping ma~hinery at 
home and after a great deal of. discussion a plant was ordered 

.from Messrs- Butterworth and Dickinson. It was set up and 
tried~n Mr. Theagaroya Chctty's factory at Tondiarpet, but 
the results were anything bul satisfactory and on account bf 
btber· and more ·l_mportant work. the experimenlt are at 
present in abeyance. 1'he main idea was fo eml'ldy ballll· 
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si?.ing and n sectional worping machine capable of turning 
on! cheeses of warp of 500 end" To mal<e up a warp cnn· 
tnining 8,000 ,,. 4,000 ends the requisite numher of cheeses 
were put on a spindle and the require~ w.arp rnn ~~ on to ~he 
weaver's beam. 'The principal defect 1s m the s1zmg whtch 
proved inferior to that which is dane by the native method 
where the warp is stretched out on a frnnte and carefnll.v ,. 
brushed. It is my intention as soon ns possible to set up th1s 
warping mill again and prepare warps of unsized yarn and 
then to expose the warp in sheet form and size it according 
to the ordinary native method. I cannot say that I am very 
sanguine that this will be a success, but it seems worth trying 
and should effect a considerable economy in the cost of 
warpin~:. Hecently Me'5rs. Hattersley & Sons hove brou~:ht 
out a hand slasher sizing machine, which will probably give 
good results \Yith low counts where the hand looms may he 
expected to turn out from 20 to SO yards of cloth a day; but 
with the much finer claM of goods which we are weavin~: at 
Salem, where the out!urn is seldom more than 5 yards a day, 
the use of \'e_ry long warps is not recommended as they 
remain ,in the loom much too long a time and the sizing 
deteriorates so much that the warps ha\•e to be· re-sized on 
the loom and, when this is done, it greatly diminishes the 
ontturn. 

Before concluding this paper it may he of interest to gh·c 
some details regarding the factory itself. For the present 
the factory is located in a rather large straggling bungalow in 
the middle of Ute town of Salem for which we pay a rent of 
Hs. 60 a month. It was intended originally to instal about 
100 looms, but owing to the difficulty of getting weavers 
noU1ing like that number has yet been reached and we find it 
difticult to keep more than about 35 looms in full work. The 
cost of running the factory last year was about Rs. 300 a IItonth 
in addition to the sale-proceeds which amounted to about 
Rs. :laO a month. A steady impro,·ement i•, however, going on 
~nd with between 40 and 50 looms installed and an average 
of 3a at work the sale-proceeds amount now to over Rs. 1,000 a 
month and the cost of running • the factory to about Rs. 200 
a. month. Ultimately it is hoped that the factory will pay 
1ts own expenses and it can probably be made to do so 
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no\V were commercial considerations of paramount im· 
portance. 

To the capitalist who puts his money into a hand-weaving 
factory it is essential that a profit shonlcl be earned and as 
that is not done at Salem it may be well to indicale briefly 
why such a desirable result has not been attained. In the 
first place the factory is a Government institution, and it is 
generally recognised that commercial work cannot be carried 
on under Government with the same degtee of economy as is 
possible when the control is vested in the hands of prh-ate 
individuals who are keenly interested in making it pay. In 
the factory we have arrived at some conclusions regarding 
looms which ha,·e already bt:en stated, and if money·makin): 
was the object in view, we ought to at once discard all other 
types of loom and confine ourselves to those classes of work 
which pay best. New experiments are always being tried, 
looms are always being altered, the wea,·ers have to accustom 
themselves to the new conditions, frequently a good deal of 
cloth is spoiled and generally the efficiency of the institution 
as a factory is greatly impaired. It is for these reasons 
mainly then that the factory does not pay and those who 
e.umine the accounts must take these facts into consideration. 
If some-of the ·gentlemeo. who have ioterested themselves in 
hand-weaving and have started hand. weaving fa,l'tories could 
be induced to furnish accurate manufacturing accounts, they 
would be of great value, but it is hardly fair to expect business 
men to give away the results of their experience and those 
who would like to find out whether the investment of money 
in hand·weaving factories is likely to be a success, . must 
examine the published accou,.ts of the Salem Weaving 
Factory in the light of my remarks. 

THE HAND-LOOM IN AHMEDNAGAR. 

BY D. C. CHURCHILL, EsQ., Alunetlnagar. 

In this paper I shall try to gh·e some of our attempts and 
results with work with the hand-loom in Ahmednagar. 

Jn January of 1902 I received a commission from the 
society which I represent to " find or produce" a hand-loom 
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wh,ich wili bi suita.bl~ for th~· ~~ea.vers of the Ahmednagar 
District. This was for .the purpose of starting a school of, 
weaving which, should lead eventually to a livelihood, .for, 
many of the famine orphans in the care <?f the Amc;rocan 
!\fission. If you will include the work we have done m th!l 
field of warping and dressing,' we can say that we have been 
:it work to carry out that commission ever since.. . . 

. .Defore purchasin)l any looms I visited the Madras. School 
of Arts and the Basel Mission Weaving Establishments m three 
cities on the Malabar Coast and many other places where 
other than Indian hand-looms were in use. and largely on 
account of the opinion of Mr. Chatterton, and because the 
1\fanagers of the Basel Mission Factories were looking for 
better looms than the English fly-shuttle (Swiss pattern)' 
which they were then and are still using, I came to the opinion, 
1 will not say conclusion-that the chief requisite to make hand 
weaving in Ahmednagar profitable was a good hand-loom. 

We began by the use of an Indian pattern of the English 
fly-shuttle loom, and subsequenlly bought two . of the Basel 
Mission pattern. This loom was invented by John Kay in the 
latter part of the H!th century. It is now made in a great 
variety ollorms and qualities by a great many p_eorle, but in 
its essential principles, those of the shuttle drive and beating 
up motions, it is the John Kay loom, the forerunner of the 
power loom, in use lor more than a century. It is, therefore, 
interesting to read Mr. Chatterton's" Supplementary Note on 
Hand-weaving," accompanying Go,·ernment Resolution 
No. 44S·l, in which he says that he has found no loom better 
suited to the general run of Indian hand-made cloth than 
the English fly·shuttle loom. 

That is the experience of many men who ha\'e laboured 
long and earnestly in trying to find and introduce a good 
hand-loom into 1 ndia. That is also our EXperience in Ahmed· 
nagar. Let us make a profound sa/tram to the memory of 
John Kay, and wonder why the wonderful, mechanical I 9th. 
century did not improve upon the w~rk of his hands and 
mind in the field of hand-weaving. 

"Fools rush. in where angels fear to tread." \Ve in 
Ahmednagar were only beginners in weavi~g experience, but 
we soon made up our minds that tlie loom was not ~OOq 

~7 
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enough or fast enough to weave the lugade and sari at a 
paying rate under ordinary conditions, and as we could find 
none better in the market we began constructing one in which 
the picking was automatic yet simple, the shuttle being driven 
in each direction without the use of cams, springs, pawls, 
clutches or anything of the kind, the reverse taking place solely 
through" system of levers with their ends firmly jointed to 
each other. To reduce breakage, we introduced a spring 
tension for the Warp which has been widely copied on 
other hand-looms and which greatly reduced breakage. We 
were able at that time to weave about twelve yards a day of 
coarse dungri, while with the John Kay type, we were able to 
weave abou.t 8 or 9 yards. Our looms ran at a speed of 110 
picks per minute, and·we were using native hand.made warp 
which was good in quality but which was not well beamed. 
It then became evident that the product of only twelve yards 
a day was not due to the lack of speed in the loom but to other 
things too numerous to mention here but chief among wbich 
was the badly beamed and arranged warp. We therefore left 
the loom largely in the hands of tbe weavers and applied our· 
selves to the warp and to making a few changes in the loom as 
they were suggested by use in the school. 1 n a year tbe speed 
had risen to an average of 180 picks and the product per day by 
one weaver had risen to 23 yards, our best record for any one 
day being 3 yards. We then made a test covering six months, 
in which five boys avera<:ed 28 yards per day each during that 
time. :Meanwhile we learned for a fact that no loom alone 
could put baud· weaving on its feet but that the use of any 
good loom must be combined with good warping, dressinl! and 
pirn.winding apparatus. Many other experimenters in Jpdia 
have come to these conclusions during the past few years and 
tbey may now be accepted as a basis on which to build. 

But I shall confine myself to the subject of the loom in 
the present paper. 

T n the weaving of coarse cloth of one yard in width we 
were so successful that when our attempts to weave s.~ries of 
46 and 50 inches in width, proved little more encouraging than 
by the use of the English fly·shuttle, we were very much 
disappointed. :Mr. Chatterton about Ibis time purchased some 
of our !com• for the new factory he was about to st~rt in 
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Salem, but they were ordered of a width beyond any which we 
bad yet constructed,-and I pointed out to him at that time that 
the shuttle drive, while working at a better rate than anything 
heretoloae produced, was based on principles which could 
never attain the highest speed mechanically possible in a 
hand-loom. As Mr. Maxwell has adopted this principl~ in 
bis Salvation Army loom, and as many other experimenters 
have copied it and will doubtless spend much time and money 
on it before giving it up as we have ; I might here state its 
defect. 

In such looms (where the motion of tl1e shuttle is derived 
directly from the motion of the sley) the picking mechanism 
begins to act when the sley bas nearly reached its back 
position, and the shuttle" does not leave the picker until the 
stey has reached its back position. This is just as the shuttle 
has partially entered the shed. 

The shuttle must now make its entire movement acwss 
the lull widtl1 of the cloth during the time that the sley is 
moving from its back position to its mid-position, and if the 
sley is moving to. and fro with a smooth motion (approxi
mating" harmonic motion," as must be the case if high speed 
is attained), this time will be about one·fourtli of the total 
time of one " pick, " or a complete to and fro movement of 
the sley. It will therefore be seen tbat.if the shuttle can be 
made to start when the slty is at its mid-position, on its back· 
ward movement, instead of at its back positioll, it (the shuttle) 
will have one-half the entire time of one pick lor traversing 
the cloth instead of one-fourth. A perfectly timed pick may, 
therefore, weave cloth of approximately twice the width, at 
the same number of picks per minute, as a loom working on 
this defective principle. 

A power-loom approximate) perfectly a picked loom, as 
to the timing of the shuttle drive, and the English fly-shuttle 
loom may be perfectly timed in the same way by a very 
skilled weaver ; but because of human imperfections and by 
becoming tired with tl1e monotony and stress of weaving, he 
loses much of that perfection of timing his movements necessary 
for fast weaving, and drops to a much lower speed to avoid 
mistakes. 

In Ahmednagar, therefore, we have left these principles, 



and believe that ~e will make progress in band-weaving b:t 
the use of more perfectly adapted mechanical principles. 

The direction of our efforts is determined largely because 
we have become convinced of the following points :-
, Firsi.-Tbat the power and skill required to perform the 
act of weaving light cloth, at a rate which can compete 
with the power-loom as at present constructed, is entirely 
within the capacity of a weaver when the advantages of hand
weaving are taken into consideration. 

Sec01zd.-That the English fly-shuttle loom does not begin 
to realize the possibilities of band-weaving as to speed, wear 
and tear on the warp, and so forth, and that this loom presents 
too small an advantage over the Indian hand-loom to make 
the possibility of its superseding the latter at all convincing. 

Tlzircl.-That for fine cloths there is no better · tban the 
English fly-shuttle loom on the market and if the hand-weaving 
industry is to prosper, there must be a better one and that if a 
much better one can be found and the Indian warping methods 
much improved, as most of those engaged in hand-weaving 
believe is entirely possible and probable, we may expect the 
continuance and prosperity of the band-weaving industry for 
many generations to come. 

· Fourlls.-We believe there bas yet been no serious attempt 
to improve the existing hand-weaving apparatus in India and 
tlmt the time has come to do it, By " serious attempt'' I mean 
that the energy, ability and equipment necessary to make sound 
mechanical improvement in a well-founded industry lmve 
never been brought to bear on the Indian or any other band· 
loom in the way that such energy, ability and equipment have 
been used to develop the power loom and its allied apparatus. 
We believe that su~h serious attempt, is absolutely necessary 
side by side, with the study of the Indian weaver and his 
materials and products : ol what he will and will not do and 
can and cannot do. · 

Such attempts as those of the Hattersley Company of 
Blackburn, England, to produce hand machinery have been 
exceedingly helpful to us here in India. In meclmnical perfec-. 
iion it will be many years before we can hope to approach the 
work of :his cori1pa'ny, but their set of apparatus with us fails, 
as it bas failed elsewhere in India, because there is no COilnec-
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lion between the makers of the apparatus and the weavers 
who are' io ·use it, and the former have no appreciation of the 
requirements, likes and dislikes of the latter, and last, but not 
least, ~>c;cause the ·designers are evidently builders of power 
machinery and not of hand machinery. Their loom is a power· 
loom with pedals, and, when considered as a piece of weaving 
machinery for a hand worker, is about as near to the mark 
as one might expect to get if he should order a bicycle of a 
carriage builder. A pha:ton with pedals would be a com
fortable thing to sit in and would present a good appearance 
and workmanship, but the sitter would get nowhere, though 
the vehicle was intended for transportation only. A bicycle 
is a light unsafe machine. It will not stand alone. A much 
too small three·comered piece of leather serves as an uncom· 
fortable seat, and a delicate rubber air bag, expensive and 
unreliable, serves as a tyre. 
· All these defects the pnblic puts up with and pays its 
money, for bec.1use the machine gives ch""P and convenient 
transporL1tion, and that is what it is made for. The first 
bicycles were made by carriage builders with carriage' wheels 
and like construction, [ owned one myself. 

A modern bicycle is as far removed from '! !>orse·drawn 
carriage in design and Construction as one can imagine a 
vehicle to be. The carriage has changed little in thirty years, 
because it is suitable for its purpose and method of propulsion. · 
The bicycle bas been revplutionized in the .same time,· each 
•uccessive change-the wire spokes, the ball bearing, the 
rubber tyre,l!'e tubular low frame; and the pneumatic lyre..;. 
having been adopted because the demand was for lranspor• 
lalion and little else by II~ limik<l power of the rider. There 
was no way to increase that power. · All that could be done 
was to utilize it without waste to the full. This has been 
done, and we have the bicycle as it star:ds to-day. It is the 
most perfectly adapted man-driven machine in existence, and 
we can therefore learn, much that is .useful from it when we 
try to develope another man·driving machine, the band-loom, 
the usefulness of which· is limited largely because of the 
limited power available to drive it. Energy, ability, and 
equipment used persistently over years, have ·put the bicycle 
and the power-loom and every other useful machine intq 



Usable form, and we may not expect the hand-loom to be 
anywhere near perfection noli! the same thing may be said 
~~ . 

With these points in mind I will enumerate some of the 
principles on which and the directions in which, in my 
opinion, the further development of the hand-loom may profi
tably take place. 

Any improved hand-loom must be capable of being run 
all day after day, will• east, by an ordi

ru!~ing. Ease of nary man, else it will fail. In tlie design Of 
such a loom the ease of rJlnning must be 

kept constantly to the fore as the most important ·point
assuming, of course, that good cloth of the kind desired must 
be produced in any and all cases. 

To put it beyond the probability of being soon set aside 
in competition with the power-loom, it should 

d.;i~~j,1!~espeed have a speed approximating that of the lat. 
ter- Mechanically speaking this is entirely 

possible, as the power required to put a thread through a 
shed is insignificant. It is the cumbersome methods and 
machinery now in use to accomplish this, that demands the 
power, not the act of weaving per se. 

It must be adaptable to all ordinary 
ard.-Adartability. . 1 · h c1 Widths and fineness of nd1an and·made otb. 

This does not mean !bat the same loom must weave all 
these, but that it ought to be capable of being designed 
to suit the various kinds of cloth. 

If we assert that the English Hy-shutUe loom with certain 
attachments is the best band-loom now on the market, but that 
it is too slow, we feel under obligation to point out why, in our 
opinion, it is too slow and how this can be overcome in any 
loom which may be an improvement upon it. 

We believe it is of necessity too slow, first because the timing 
lsi. Separation of the primary movements relative to each 
of primary other depends on the precision of the weaver 
movements. at each event, and experience has shown that 

this fact very much limits the speed attainable by any weaver, 
hour after hour, independently of his strength. 

Eighty or ninety picks per minute "'ems to be the rate at 
which the consensus of opinio~ places thNunning ~peed· of a 
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Ay-shuttle loom on a 45 "reed. Our experiments carried on 
Cor more ~han a year. with a new type of loom, show that 120 
to laO picks per minute are quite within the capacity of boys 
and girls for conlinulu9 w"rk on a 45" reed, when the three 
primary movements are mechanically so connected that their 
relation cannot change. • 

Second.-The remits of the tests in Calcutta last year and 

2ntf.-Occnpa· 
tlon ol the hands 
In dri,·lng lhe 
loorn. 

Mr. Chatterton's report this year as well as 
our own experience, go tn show that in a day's 
run practically all of the improved hand. 
looms of this type are capable of an 

" effective" number of picks from one-fourth to one-third 
the" ideal" numbor, i.e., the number obtained by multiplying 
the number of picks per minute by the total number of minutes 
in the working day. This small percentage of effective picks 
is due to many causes, but is fairly uniform in amount in those 
looms which drive the beater to and fro by hand. 

The process of hand-weaving requires the use of the hands 
Cor many things beside driving the beater and shuttle. Even 
in the power· mill a man in charge of two looms is fairly 
busy filling shuttles, mending warp, cleaning cloth of loose 
e1ds, &c., though he has no temples to move. In the use of 
the Ry·shuttle loom, whenever any of these things have. to be 
done and we see that they occupy from two·thiros to three
quarters of the weaver's time the loom stops, not because the 
weaver is tired or because things are in such shape that the 
process of weaving might not continue, but becau>e the wea
ver's hands are otherwise engaged. We have, therefore, du
ring the past few months, constructed a loomlwhich is run by 
the feet on lines determined by more than Uuee years' ex
periment and trial in this direction. This loom has not been 
constructed this way for the purpo;e of running it faster than 
our old loom in picks per minute, but for the purpose of free. 
ing the hands of the weavers to perform the duties of refilling 
the shuttle, adjusting the temples, throwing aside a broken 
end, &c., wl.ile ll•eloom is running. We have also constructed 
this new born and abandoned the old in order to adopt prin· 
ciples which are applicable to the finest yarns and widest 
cloths. 

Wear\' able if! consequence to ~et eff~ctive picks forth~ 
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en.tfr.e ~ay _(rOll). 50 per Ce~t. t~ 90 p~r cent. O( the II idea(," 
depending on .the quality of the yarn used • 

.I mention this here as. a counter,argument to those which 
'!Ssert that 80 to 90 11 effective" picks per minute are all that 
are desirable or that are humanly po•sible in a ha~d-loom. 

As I have sai!i ab~ve, I agre~ with those who think that 
· · the Joh_n .. Kay type of loom is the. best "II 

• ·In general on " 
apeed. round loom at present on the Indian market, 

. . but when such go so far as to say that 85 or 
90 p1cks per minute is th.e p;oper speed for a band-loom, and 
t,hat fl!rther attempts are in the wrong direction or unneces~ • 
sary, 1 do not agree. Some investig.1tors seem to be against 
fast picking on, prinCiple. The word fast is relative, and it 
~as not yet been determined what is fast picking on a hand· 
lpe>m· A well-known writer on the hand-loom was the author, 
some time ago, of an article in a prominent Indian paper in 
~vbicb the loom with which my name has been associated was 
~erated apparently, because he said that it ran at a rate of 
1,60 picks per minute, although, according to his own figures, it 
bad an output greater than any other loom that he had an 
acquaintance with. I cannot yet see what objection he c1n 
have against speed if it produces the cloth. Of course there 
is a limit to the speed of any loom. If one systematically 
increases the speed of the powerloom he comes to a place, 
before long, where the \vear and tear of the pickers, boxes, 
bands, etc, is a greater loss than the increased vnlue. of the 
output. I know of a power plant which formerly ran its looms 
at 200 picks per minute, and which subsequently reduced the 
speed to 18) picks and m1do money thereby, chiefly on ac
~ount of reduced wear an~ tear. . Will any ooe say that to 
have come down to 160 picks would have resulted in a still 
further. saving? Did you ever hear of the Yankee who bad 
stoves to sell and whtl urged his customer to purchsse one. 
guarante.eing that thereby he would save half his fuel? The 
~ustomcr-be could not have been a Yankee-finally decided 
io buy two stoves and thus save it all. Tn the present state of 
the art, who shall say how fast a hand.loom shall be picked Y 
We have seen that the speed may easily approach that of the 
powerloom, even with the present k:nd of cumbersome, 
power-absorbing shutU!'-box, and if some on~ will devis~ . . . 
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a simple mechanical contrivance by which at least a part o! 
the energy of the moving shuttle is stored and used for driv· 
ing the return pick, be will· make possible speed in a man• 
driven loom beyond tile present or ordinary requirements but 
one mechanically entirely possible and it is a mi,take to assume 
that 80 or 90 picks per minute in a hand·loom is the limit. 

To those who insist on the monotony of hR nd·weaving and 

Th h 
'd obj' eel to making a man into part and parcel or e uman 11 c. . 

a machine I extend a hand of sympathy. Thts 
I~ an important subject, but has no place here. Certain it is 
that the lot of the weaver is not going to be made 
more monotonous by pulling within his hands the means of 
doing his work in half the time. Weaving is at best a 
monotonous process. It is the same thing over and over again, 
and there seems to be no emancipation from such a lot if one 
remains a weaver, except to acquire an education and cultiva
tion and turn one's attention more and more to the production 
of finer and more artistic kinds of goods. A loom which is 
good for India will have within its capacity these finer designs 
also, but this does not mean that a good speed of pick will 
not be helpful. 

lntrodudlnn of 
improv~d looms 
among lhc people, 

This subject, of which the mechanical 
improvement of the loom · i~ only the 
introduction, is too important to be relegated 
to a paragraph at the end or an already too 

long paper and must be considered at another time and place. 

HAND-LOOM WEAVING IN INDIA. 

Dy CHU~Il.AL B. DIISAJ, ESQ., Barrister-at-Law, Nat!iad. 

No question has aroused gre•ter interest in India in 
recent times than the revival of its weaving industry, and Mr. 
R. C. Dull most sanguinely states that " no object has been 
pursued with a greater determination or more sustained 
endeavour hy the people of India than the re establishment 
of this industry, which was India's own in the past and which 
shall be India's own again in the future." 

During the last four years, many new mills have been 
s!arted in different parts o~ India, and in several cases ·th" 

~~ • . •• 'y 
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equipment o£ the existing mills has been considerably streng. · 
thened. Similarly the hand·loom industry has not been neg 
lected at all. 

· There are certain articles of clothing which the power
inills do not produce, and for which we have to depend upon 
hand·looms. 

IUs an established fact that a handJoom cannot stand 
competition with a power·loom, and this is so, especially with 
respect to the manufacture of cotton articles. Moreover there 
are certain articles of cotton, silk, and wool, for the manufac
ture of which. the lmnd-loom is indispensable, and the hand· 
loom i11dustry stands foremost in the lveaving industry in 
India,· notwithstanding the power.mills. 
. The Swadesbi movement has given a vigorous impetus to 
the.weaving industry throughout the country. To start power. 
mills; lar-ge capital was required, and this could be obtained 
only ill large commercial towns, and the people, therefore 
naturally . turned their minds to start hand·loom factories 
which·required small capital. Since the people began to take 
interest in the hand-loom weaving industry, not less !ban 
twenty-five different kinds of band·looms have either been in
vented or placed on the market No doubt, some of these 
have special advantages; but none of tbem can claim perfec· 
tion in every respect. 1'he English hand·loom known as 
11 Hattersley loom" is a movement of perfection, but, on the 
other hand it is a heavy and costly machine and so full of com. 
plications that it requires kncwledge and skill. Consequently, 
for the ordinary class of l~eavers, it is totally unfit, Hence 
the need for inventing a loom which can have aU the ad van. 
tages of an improved loom and which can cost little was 
greatly felt. In Ibis respect the Japan loom is considered by 
some as the best loom, but, in my opinion, this loom is also 
unlit for the ordinary weaver. It is costly, and at tht sanoe 
time requires some preparatory machines, such as warping, 
beaming, winding, etc, All these machines not being within 
the reach of a weaver, he generally would like to go in for a 
pit-loom, making the warp by band. If factories on :1 large 
scale could be started, then these improved machines and 
loomo might be used with advantage. . However, there is one 
~scape from this difficulty, ·and it is that of starting a warping 
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factory, in which warps may be prepared and sold to the 
weavers of the locality. But in this case there should be at 
least twenty improved looms for one warping machine. 

Tho in1proved hand·loom is a Ry shuttle loom or a modifi· 
cation of the same, and so much has already been said and 
written by experts on weaving by Ry·shuttle that I do not pro
pose to say anything about its working. In the fly-shuttle a 
plain cloth can be manufactured unless it is provided with 
more than two levers. In some places these looms are found 
to have eight levers. But it requires a very clever man to 
manipulate the machine, and a little mistake committed in 
touching a different lever would spoil the fabric. This loom 
also requires special healds for a decorated cloth. These are 
the main uefects in the Ry-sbuttle loom, which is the only loom 
that gives a neat and fine cloth. The Japan loom is a rna. 
chine after the type of the power-loom, and is fit only for 
coarse weaving. About two years ago the newspapers were 
full of glowing accounts of the same, and hundreds of these 
looms were ordered out from Japan. Many such were manu· 
factored with alterations and additions in J ndla. A loom of 
this type was manufactured by Mr. J. M. Patel, weaving mas
ter of the Nadiad Silk, Woollen and Cotton Hand·loom 
Weaving Co., Ld 1 and it turned out to be a heavy machine, and 
the operative, who was a strong and healthy man, cried that 
it gave him pain in the chest, .and that he could not conlinu· 
ally work for ten hours. On account of its heavy working 
many breakages were caused in the yarn, and the machine 
bad to be stopped every now and then to mend the threads. 
By a novice in tl1e art of weaving much surprise and astonish· 
ment would be felt nt seeing· the speedy working of this ma
chine. But, as stated above, a Japan loom is only tit for coarse 
weaving and twisted yarns. To start a factory with all the 
machines of Japan type would ben great folly ~nd is bound 
to !ail. To get over the defects of the lly·shuttle and the 
Japan loom Mr. Patel got a dobby to be constructed and 
fitted on to U1e fiy-shuttle looms. This dobby obviated the 
necessity of having many levers. Only one lever is attached 
to the Oy·shuttle, and this lever is connected with that of the 
dobby above with a string. The dobbies are neck·laced with 
latticl=l! in which holes are driven, in which the books of the 
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dobby fit in, and these hooks have connections with healds 
below. It is very difficult to describe all the parts of a dobby, 
but the Nadiad Silk, Woollen and Cotton Hand-loom Weav
ing Co-, Ld., has exhibited here such a debby loom of medi· 
urn size and it could be seen together with different kinds of 
beautiful and artistic fabrics manufactured in the same. The 
largest dobby manufactured by Mr. Patel has 800 hooks by 
means of which any decoration of a size of four inches square 
could be turned out in the border as well as in the whole body 
of the fabric. To work such a loom the operative need not 
be a very clever man. In the Nadiad factory all the debby 
looms are worked by boys under fifteen. In the fly-shuttle 
loom both the legs and hands of the operative have to be 
brought into work. But a weaver at the dobby loom has to. 
work with one leg only by means of which be continually 
presses the lever fixed below to the loom, to raise the healds 
and with the one hand be jerks the shuttle forwards and back· 
wards, and with the oth!'r band he beals the siey. The de
corations in the debby are adjusted by the weaving master, 
by filling up the holes in the lattices on mathematical calcu· 
lations. While the hooks above lilt up the heaids below, to 
allow the shuttle to pass through the )arn, the designs 
appear in the border and the body of the cloth most beautifully 
woven. Mr. Patel has thus by constructing a debby machine 
with all tlte advantages of an improved loom, given to the 
world the best type of factory loom. His sectional sizing and 
warping machine and his factory dobby loom are master
pieces of skill and genius and to him the weavjng class owe 
a great debt. A production of teo yards of a dboti of SO's in 
ten hours was obtained by a boy, who bad practised with the 
loom for six months only. Sucir a loom is valued at from 
Rs. 125 to Rs. 200 according to the size of the dobby and the 
number of hooks- ~ 

There is another kind of loom which is called the 
11 automatic" loom, but from personal experience I can say 
that it is fit only for coarse weaving. Such a loom costs 
Rs. 40 or 50. · 

As I have stated previously, in starting hand-loom weaving 
on a factory system, in order to successfully compete with power 
11lills1 sowe preparatory machines such as winding, warpinjl, 



sizing, beaming and drawing are needed, which may cost very 
litUe and give more production, and I propose to describe 
them in order. 

\VJNDJNG. 

Mr. Patel has constructed such a winding machine for the 
usc of the Nadiad Silk, Woollen, and Cotton Hand-loom 
\Veaving Co., Ld. By this machine a hundred bobbins, each of 
two hundred yards in length, could be wound round by three 
boys in ten hours. One boy learns the Oy-wheel, and two boys 
stand on the two sides of the machine to m<e!td the threads. 
'l"he work thus executed would require for its performance on 
the Charka, four days. Thus a great saving has been effected 
by the construction of the winding machine, which is valued 
at lb. 12ii. 

WARPING AND SIZING, ETC. 

Many types of warping machines have been manufactured 
during the last three years, and of these only three kinds are 
considered the best. They are the Drum warping, the Chur
chill warping and Kelkar's warping machines. The last 
named machine is not so good as that of Mr. Churchill"s, 
which is the best warping machine but that it is heavy and 
cosUy. In the Nadiad factory, Mr. Patel first prepared a 
drum winding aud warping machine after the type of a power
mill but that machine proved to be useless for two reasons
(!) heavinesS, (2) the wood of the drum contracted and 
expanded owing to changes in the weather. So Mr. Patel felt 
the necessity of constructing a machine that would work with 
ease and would warp and si1.e at the same time. The machine 
is now perfect and gives most satisfactory results. 

This machine is fitted with a sizing box which has a 
hearth below to keep the mixture in the box hot. It is also 
provided withJwo fans to dry up the ~ize before the yarn is 
wound round the disk bobbins. These fans are worked by a 
boy ten ye:trs old. Near the size box another boy watches 
the threads coming from the creel, and mends them when 
broken, and also stirs the mixture in the box, thus preventing 
it from becoming thicker. A third boy sits at the other 
extremity of the machine, and turns the handle of a J:ulley 
upo!!_ which the disc bobbins are wound up- In this way in 



II day of ten working hours three boys are able to wind light 
disc bobbins of 200 yards in length by 27 inches in breadth. 
If, instead of single yarn cotton, twisted or silk yam were 
to be used, the result would be more than double within the 
same time and the same number of boys working. This 
machine_is called a sectional sizing and warping machine 
audit costs nearly Rs. 250 exclusive of disc bobbins which 
cost Rs. 4 each. The machine is also filled with an automatic 
register to indicate the number of yards warped. 

BEAMING AND DRAWING MACHINES. 

They are very simple in contrivance. The first has some 
wheels and rollers, by means of which, yarn is wound round 
the beam from the disc bobbins, and when the beam is ready, 
it is carried to the drawing machine, where all the threads of 
the yarn on the beam are passed through the healds and reeds, 
and the beam with the yarn is placed on the loom to be 
woven. These two machines cost nearly Rs. 100. To work 
these two machines four boys are required. 

ERECfiON OF BUILDING FOR A WEAVIliG FACTORY, 

In weaving by hand ·power and in erecting the factory 
building, much care should be taken, The improved hand· 
loom stands from three to four feet high from the level of the 
flcor. The climate of this country being hot, the threads of 
the warp often brittle and the ordinary class of Indian weavers 
being against such waste of time and energy in mending the 
threads, fall back upon their old trusted machines, the pit· 
looms. These looms, being placed to the level of the ground, 
and owing to the lightness of their working, give comparatively 
Jess breakages. Therefore, in ere:ling factory buildings, where 
improved looms are to be used, inuch care should be taken 
and I have found it so from personal experience. 

The Nadiad Factory for want of a building of its own is 
located in a clharmasala or a caravansary. The building has 
a roof on all sides with an open ground in the middle. The 
surrounding walls are 8 feet high, while on the opposite sideS 
the roof is suspended upon pillars ten feet high. Consequently 
the height of the middle portion of the roof is fourteen feet. 
The building being open in the middle,· rays of the sun fell 
upon the machines, and the warp, being exposed to extreJDe 
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heat, cold and rains, had many breakages, and even the best 
weaver was not able to produce 2 yards o£ cloth ol GO's. The 
open sides were then covered up with hemp curtains, but this 
was ol no avail. The floor also was sprinkled with water, 
but it soon got dried up. The roof being low and single· 
tiled, got so very hot that the weavers perspired very profusely 
and refused to work in the noon time. A happy idea original· 
ed and the Hoor was caused to be covered up with the sand 
o£ river· bank•, and the sand was saturated well with plenty 
o£ water. The river sand having the power to retain moisture, 
the desit·ed effect was produced in the hottest part of the 
year and with the heaviest machine of the company. So 
moist air plays an important part in the art of weaving, and 
that has been one of the difficulties which have beset the 
progres.• o£ the improved hand-looms in India, and the fly· 
shuttle loom weavers have not been succes.•lul in competi· 
lion with the common country loom weavers. 

No rloubt there are cert"in places in India the air 
whereof is damp enough to impart the necessary toughness 
to the size upon the warps, and in such places, the tly-shuttle 
works better than the old country loom. But in many places, 
the atmosphere, being too dry, and the size being dried to 
brittleness was rubbed off the warps by the movements ol 
the reeds and healds. It is thus plain enough that the extra 
stress thrown upon the healds by the rapid working of the 
fly shuttle, which is nearly double, demands a. uniformly 
moist atmosphere for successful working. Tn the case of the 
weaving sheds worked by steam·power humidifiers have been 
introduced which have considerably increased the rate of 
production. If the rate of work is increased the yarn is 
subjected to gredter frictional stress and the moisture in the 
air mnst, therefore, be increased. The main object in 
moistening the atmosphere wherever its temperature and 
drynes:~ are excessive is to impart a certain amount of 
humidity to the size of the yarn of the warp, whereby the size, 
which is brittle when dry,. becomes tough and adhesive. 

In the c.~se of finshed yarn, if it is not sized and 
cemented together with a mixture, it draws apart, and, there
fore, a great amount of moisture is required to keep the .size 
!n the best co~dition. ll the air is hotter the mor~ water \t 



will cart1 at the point of saturation, and, therefore, temperature 
as well as humidity should both be necessarily considered. 
It is a well·known fact that when the outer air is too dry the 
air in the factory can only be moistened when the building 
is close<!. This is a mean• of circulating a constant 
supply of_fresh air, and this constant renewal will naturally 
demand a much greater amount of moistening than if the 
same atmosphere was kept in the factory. . 

ln my opinion the building for a hanctloom factory 
should be constructed as onder. The roof should be 20 feet 
bigh and the building should have as few glass doors as 
possible. The floor should be covered up with river or 
seasands four inches deep, and saturated well wiih clean 
water in the morning. 

Small holes should be made in the wall near the level of 
the Ooor for ventilation, and in the roof at a . distance of 
every twelve feet chimnies of one and a half feet in diameter 
and six feet high above the roof should be built. This will 
impart sufficient light for the work to be done underneath. 
Also, before the workman has commenced his work, the warp 
in front of hint should be covered up with a thick wet cloth, 
which, when it is dried up, should again be wetted. 

The piece of cloth should be of such a width that it may 
be stretched round the three sides of the loom, and this process 
would help to retain the moistened atmosphere. The wet sand 
below should also be turned upside down by meano of a spade 
at least once in a week. and the ground again moistened with 

. fresh water. In the hot weather the moistening process 
would have to be continued every third day, instead of every 
week. Especially the sand lying dir~ctly underneath the warp 
should be kept well drenched with water. In every case the 
moisture must be applied from below, as moistened air, being 
lighter than dry air, bas a tendency to rise. lf, instead of 
constructing many chimnies above the roof, only one big 
chimney were made that also would· serve the purpose. But 
if the factory is very large, to drive away bad air, a fan worked 
by a boy should be placed in a corner of the building. Watering 
nf sands and the workinJZ of a f'ln are Qo\ needec! during th~ 
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CAUSES OF THE DECAY OF HAND-LoOM WEAVING 

IN INDIA. 

The disappearance ol U1e spinning wheels which, only halt 
a century ago could be seen in every bouse in India, was a 
necessary corollary to the decay ol the hand-loom industry. 
The poor people we~e among the first to use the cheap fabrics 
ol the foreign country, and with this change, their women 
gave up spinning ol cotton lor being woven into cloth by a 
weaver. Sudden inOux ol foreign goods in India resulted in 
depriving millions of their employment. The hand -loom haS 
now been revived in an improved form, and the Oharkha ought 
to be reinstated in the same manner if possible. It would 
prevent starvation among the millions of India to a greater 
extent than cotton mills. With the improvement in the hand
looms, improvement in Charklla also must not be neglected. 
Some of you must have seen women of the lower class turning 
their spinning-wheels sitting near the doors and earning 
nearly an anna or so. With the extinction of Charkha from 
Ibis country, many widows of respectable families have been 
starving and if the Clmrkha is not rdnstated in due time that 

. industry will be annihilated in the course of two years. At the 
commencement of the British rule in India, cloths of fine 
texture were being imported into England when the miiJ 
industry of that country had even not taken birth." The well· 
known Dacca Muslin was made from yarn that was spun 
through a very fine bole being made in the nail of a finger. 
Whether it was spun in that way or by means of spinning 
wheels it is a fact that our women are not able to turn out 
such fine yarn now, and evenness in threa'd cannot be obtain· 
ed. The .Charkha is mor<over capable of improvement from 
time to time, but unfortunately none ol these has come into 
general use. The Indians have been famous lor their inventive 
power which has remained dormant for centuries. If any 
inventor were to tax his brain in improving a suitable Charkha · 
s~ as to spin an even thread and of desired fineness· be would be 
conferring upon the poor women of this country a very great 
boon. The erection-of mills cannot specially benefit the people 
in the interior and it would be a happy sign if a proper Charklra 
is invented, which wbould stop the importation of foreign 
machinery. It may be possible to organize weaving com-

211 
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panies on the factory system but as long as we have to rely on 
Manchester for fine yarns, so long will the weaving industry 
stand on a sandy basis. Manchester by raising the price of 
yarn may destroy it in no time. Also, it is not possible to start 
many spinning and weaving mills in this.country. We have not 
sufficient capital and enterprise to do so. Again, the Indian 
mills have a gloomy future because the Government are going 
to curtail working hours in the factories, which will result in 
killing 11r crippling our cotton mill industry. Moreover, the 
Indian Charkha is not a very costly thing. The old pattern 
Clurrklra costs only a rupee or two. Those who take interest 
in the problem of the weaving industry in India have in my 
opinion done enough in the matter of improvement of hand· 
looms, which will continue to receive due attention, And it is, 
therefore, essential for the preservation ofthe Indian hand·. 
loom weaving industry that some tangible improvement should 
be made in the Charklra so as to compete with the mill 
spinning, The only means of introducing improvements. in 
the old Clrarklra is by means of starting competitions in hand 
spinning and giving prizes to successful candidates and award· 
ing medals to inventors of an improved Charkha. This could 
in my opinion be taken up by the Congress Exhibition Com· 
mittee or by the Industrial Conference. 

GENERAL REUARKS. 

The salvation of India rests upon improving her agricul· 
!ural and industrial problems. This paper has nothing to do 
with matters agriclllturat. But next to agriculture the band. 
loom weaving industry stands foremost. 'l'his industry requires 
to be developed. The Indian weavers as a class are against 
adopting improved machines for reasons known to them. For 
spreading the knowledge of impro~ed methods and appliances 
<~11 over the country hand-loom factories may undoubtedly be 
regarded as very useful agencies.~. Dut to start sucb factories 
capital is required and it is sometimes very difficult to sub
scribe such a •small capital in ~he mofussil. ·The capitalists .of 
large cities go in for ·mills and· !rem personal experieAce I say 
that they possess the idea that the band·loom industry cannot 
be a success and money invested in it would be thrown away, 
People in the interior have no spare capiW and those who 



il in such concerns. This is a great drawback. Again, we 
Indians are a very calculating people and the articles manu
factured by the band-loom being slightly costlier than mill
made fabrics, they do not like to buy them, The foreign 
articles of perfect finish and cheapness tempt them to ~~y, 
but the fact that the Swadeshi articles are of more durabihty 
should not be forgotten. Also, your country's interest and 
wellare claim a little sacrifice from you. 

THE COAL MINING INDUSTRY OF INDIA. 
By H. H. MACLEOD, ESQ.,. 

Cl•airma11, The Be11gal Coal Co., Ld., Calcutla. 
The earliest records of coal mining in India come. from 

Bengal, and it is the vast deposits of this valuable mineral in 
'Bengal which to-day is resposible for tths of the entire 
output of the country. Valuable deposits are also worked at 
Singareni in the Madras Presidency and also at Margharita 
in Assam, but in the former case the quality does not 
approach the best qualities of Bengal, and in the latter case 
the coal although of a high quality is so crushed by geological 
changes in the strata as to lose much of its value. The latter 
mines are also distant from the great .commercial centres and 
from the sea-board. It is, therefore, mainly' th"e development 
of the coal fields of Bengal that is responsible for the great 
progress made in industrial and railway enterprise in India. 
The history of the Bengal collieries as revealed in the 
records which have come down to us reads like a romance. 
The Raneegunge coal field was the scene of the earliesi 
operations and in the neighbourhood [of Raneegunge itself 
the seams of coal are in such profusion, of such thickness and 
so readily accessible by reason of their slight inclination and 
proximity to the surface that their working in the early days 
of the last century proved "' comparatively simple task ·for 
the untrained worker. It is impossible to avoid the conclusion 
that these rich deposits ·have been so placed in order to· suit 
the primitive conditions of the country and the native worker, 

The records of the oldest company now working extend 
back to 18271 and it was about this date that capital was. 
brought in to work the seams of coal on a systematic plan, 



All Bengal Collieries are worked on what is known as the 
pillar and stall system by which coal is left in pillars to 
·support the roof, these pillars being eventually taken out and 
. the surface allowed to f;lll in. The development of coal 
mining in India has been greatly encouraged by the interest 
taken in it and the practical assistance g\ven by the Geolo-

. gical Survey Department of India. · India bas been fortunate 
in securing a long line of eminent geologists who have 
worked quietly but with far-r.eaching effects towards the 
development of the mineral resources of the country. In the 
old half.yearly reports of The Bengal Coal Company an 
interesting report is recorded over the signature of Thomas 
Oldham (Geological Survey of India). Mr. Oldham strongly 
urged the introduction of the panel system as used in the 
North of England. (See Appendix to this paper.) It is a pity 
that this system is not more in vogue at the present time, as 
in many of the existing mines large areas are standing on 
pillars, and in many cases the area is much too large to be 
consistent with safety. 

Where the coal is outcropping, inclines are run into the 
beds or seams of coal following the dip or inclination of the 

· seams. As the depth of the coal from the surface increases, 
vertical shafts are sunk, and the depth of these shafts varies 
from 80 to 600 feet. Most of the modern mines are equipped 
with machinery and plant of an up-to-date type and in at 
least one colliery electrical underground haulage and pump
ing has been installed with excellent results. Electricity is . 
so flexible a power that it is destined to play a great part in 
the future of Indian mining, and it is with the aid of Elec
tricity that the labour problem is about to be seriously 
attacked. It is strange that in a country teeming with .. 
population the main difficulty in the way of increasing the 
output of coal (and thus incidentally retarding industrial 
and railway development) is the human factor, but in spite 
of India's millions, the supply of labour is woefully short of 
requir~ments. It may be that und~rgrouod employment is 
not altqgether to the taste of every individual, but I fear the 
real explanation is not distaste for any particular employment 
but an inherent distaste for.work.of any sort. This feature 
is not confined to the east but where the unit of labour in 
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the east -is only l/5th of lhe value ~f his confrere in the west 
II will be seen that the problem so far as India is concerned 
is by no means easy of solution. The average outlum of 
coal per man per day in the United J!:ingdom is 2! tons. In 
India it works out at \ a ton, and in America with the aid of 
mechanical coal·culting plant the average is fully 5 tons. It 
is natural, therefore, that great hopes are placed on the intro· 
duction of suitable mechanical coal-cutting plant into India. 

With improved conditions for the labouring classes of 
India and the gradu~l raising of their standard of living, it 
may be possible to inculcate a desire for greater luxury which 
would bring with it a desire to earn and save more money.· 

The coal fields are divided geologically into two series 
known as "The Baneegunge" and "The Barakur." The 
B.aneegunge is the younger and the Barakur the older and 
deeper series. The ironstone sholes· divide the two coal 
measures and the Metamorphic rocks underlie them, so that 
the limits of each particular coal field are clearly defined. 

As regards the quality of Indian coal a comparison with 
Welsh coal will give some idea of the calorific value of !he 
former. · 

The Admiralty Standard of Welsh coal is approximately 
as follows :-

Fixed carbon 
Volatile carbon 
Ash and moisture 

... .; ... 76 

... 22 
3 

Total, .. 100 

Fair average analysis of good Bengal coal is as follows:-
Rarwgungo Sories, Barakur Sories. 
Fixed carbon 64 60 
Volatile carbon 34 26 
Ash 10 12 
Moisture ... 2 2 

,Total ... 100 Total, .• 100 

. ' 
. The striking feature between the Raneegunge and Bara-

kur qualities is the high volatiles and comparatively low fixed 
carbon in the former as against the high fixed carbon and 



eonlparative!y low volatiles in the latter. The competition fot 
popularity among consumers between the two grades of coal 
is very keen, the high volatile coal being very suitable where 
rapid steam raising is essential. The above are merely proxi
mate analyses. of the coal. It is in the ultimate analysis that 
a close comparison of the respective values can alone be made. 
Methane C)r Marsh Gas (C. H. 4) is the most valuable consti
tuent to be desired in coal for the volatile matter, and so long 
as the volatile matter consists of " Methane," the more volatile 
matter in the coal the better it should be, Oxygen is deleterious 
as it combines with the hydrogen and forms water. Ash by 
analysis is generally doubled when actual practical consump· 
!ion is in question. 

The present annual output of coal for the whole of India 
is only 9 million tons, of which Bengal contributes 8! million 
tons and the industry employs a labour force of over iOO,OUO 
persons. ·The annual export of coal from Calcutta averages 
about 2! million tons and quite 50 per cent· of this is shipped 
to Indian ports for consumption in the country itself. With 
the increasing· expansion of the railways and industrial 
enterprise the consumption of coal has reached a point which 
the coal industry is finding it difficult to keep pace with, and 
there is no doubt that Ibis-the finest of all Swadeshi 
industries-bas a magnificent future before it. · With the 
advent of the steel works the potentialities are so great that it 
would be difficult to forecast future developments 1vith any 
degree of ~ccuracy. Ship-building would naturally follow the 
manufacture of steel plates and India might become the 
workshop qf the east. 

'l'he dormant energy of " Coal " a waits the command' of 
India's millions and signs are not wanting that a great indus· 
trial awakening is in store for India. If the active energy of 
this useful commodity is fully reflected in the energy of her 
people, India will take her proper place among the nations of 
the earth. ·The Orient bas slumbered long centuries--

" She beard the thundering legions pass, 
11 Then plunged in thought again. " 

But 11 thought " which bas been merely productive of 
further thought is not sufficient. It is in the practical appli
cation of thought- its conversion into· practical energy- on· 
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which the (uture o£ the . country depends. Will her people 
rise to the occasion and draw upon the ,·ast fund of potential 
wealth ;md cnc rb:Y which nature has so lavishly provided 
ht.>r with ? She call do so and it is the ardent hope of all well
wishns of hHlia that she will do so. 

APPENDIX. 
1 wuuhl rccutmncnd the adoption or a modiftcation of the panel 

syalclll ;I~ II'Ctl in the North o( England. You arc, or course aware or 
I he rcculiaril ics o( this system, but lo remind ynu o( It, I give a littlo 
~kclch here:, ' huwinl( a piece of l:oal divi<!cd as to lour panels, and 
p;tnly worknl :-

CROP, 

X./> .. - Thi' r ou••h •ketch doc · 11 t 1 · 
, l,n wn double tnain"ro .Hls I . ' o pre encl to be to sc~lc, I h:wc :IISo-
W•JUhl uot be rcuttt.rc·' ·~~ - .~ ~ tcse :tre needful where \'cntilation is bad but 

, u .. n~nccgungc. . ' 
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COTTON-SEED OIL INDUSTRY. 

By RALPH CAHOON WHITENACK, EsQ., 

(MEMBER AM. AcAo. Soc. PoL. SciENCE), 

Ea:onomic Adviser and Acting Joint Revenue Comtniuioner, 
Baroda. 

Mr. President and Gentlemen;-I am glad to have the 
opportunity of speaking to this representative Indian audience, 
not that I have anything of special value to say on the subject 
which has been assigned to me and which might be better 
expounded by others, but because it gives me a chance to 
extend to you, in a thoroughly informal and unofficial way, an 
expression o{ that sympathy which the American feels for a 
people nobly struggling against adverse conditions. I am 
sure if it were permitted me to speak {or the rank and file of 
my countrymen the message conveyed across the seas would 
be one of cordial friendliness and good cheer to. every man, 
whether Indian or Briton, who puts his hand in a sincere and 
practical way to the problem of ameliorating the economic 
condition of the Indian people. America notwithstanding 
its present high position among the commercial nations of 
the world, hu not reached pre-eminence without hardship 
and struggle. Whether we approach the history of her de
velopment from the standpoint of economics, sociology or poli
tics, we shall find the annals replete with the story of toil and 
sacrifice. I am not unaware of the impression which some· 
times one hears, that the American has somehow manipulated 
a " corner " on the dispensations of Providence and is merely 
a 11 Juc!..-y " fellow with no special virtues of his own. The 
following is a fair sample of the stories which occur from 
time to time in the European Press :-

11 Our Washington correspond'ent cables th•t Hart Mom
sen, Chief of the Agricultural Division of the Census Office, is 
in the West assisting in taking the Census. He reports unoffi· 
oially •-' James Miller has a cornfield, where he raises choice 
popcorn. So intense has heen the heat of the sun that the 
kernels have exploclep on the cob into flappy white flashes. 
When the sun creeps up, ' pop, pop, pop,' is heard all through 
the corn patch. Miller is now eating popcorn of the cot>. 
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Besides popping corn the sun is hatching chickens out of cr~tes 
of fresh eggs.' " 

Of course I should not want to contradict stories "of this 
kind concerning the bounties of nature in America, having bad. 
no personal experience in the matter. Whether the incidenl 
narrated be true or not, however, it is undeniably true that the 
typical Americ.~n knows what it i~ to undertake an up-hill 
fight, and that be cordially sympathizes with every effort of 
the Indian people to achieve economic independence. 

It gives me pleasure to address you, again, because l 
have the honour to represent, in a modest way, the efforts 
being put forth by that most distinguished citizen of India, 
His Highness the Gaekwar of Baroda, to foster the commerce 
and industries of the country. His Highness bas recently 
sanctioned a scheme of State subsidy whereby the " Bank of 
Baroda, Ltd.," ahortly to come into existence, will be able to 
extend its facilities to a large part of Guzerat and Kathiawar. 
Other projects are receiving the attention of the Baroda 
Government not U1e least of which is the cotton-seed oil indus· 
try. 1t was a year ago that the writer sent out from America 
a brief note on the cotton·seed industry which led to the im· 
mediate registration of two companies in Baroda State. We 
are glad to learn also that a third company has recently been 
organized il1 the neighbouring city of Broach. Yet I would 
can attention, at the outset of this paper, to the fact that the 
commercial fe.1sibility of the industry in India has not been 
demonstrated beyond the possibility of mishap and while my 
attitude towards the infant industry is thoroughly optimistic, 
1 would have it understood that I consider the industry in 
the experimental stage, so far as India is concerned. With 
patient experiment and cautious management I have no doubt 
that in time the industry can be put on sound financial 
ground. 

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE INDUSTRY. 

Cotton fibre has been used from the remotest days as a 
textile material, yet it is a surprising fact that we have no 
record of the utilization of cotton·seed or cotton-seed oil until 
very recent times. For several generations the Chinese and 
the cotton growers of India have ground the whole seed in 

3(1 
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crude mills and fed the cake 'lo their work oxim, usini£ the 
crud~ 9il extracted by this operation for purposes of illumina• 
tion. Among Western nations the first mention of cotton· 
seed oil is to be found in the Proceedings of the Society of 
Arts, · Manufactures and Commerce lor the year I 783 where 
it is stated that seed from the West Indies had been crushed 
in a ·mill in London and the oil extracted. It was not till 
·I 8~6 that a mill was set up for the extraction of the oil, in 
Columbia, South Carolina, U.S.A. The development was 
extremely slow, however, and in- 1860 there were only seven 
·establishments for the manufacture of cotton.seed oil in the 
United States- It was not till the close of the Civil War in 
1866 that the industry began to make rapid progress. In 
-1870 there were 26 mills; in· 1880 there were 45 mills; in 
·1890 there·were 119. Up to this time the oil was almost en
tirely exported ·to Europe, owing to the preference in America 
for anima!.fats for edible purposes. It was not until the oil, 
'in the· form of Oleomargarine and lard compound entered 
the market as a substitute for lard and butter that the industry 
began to assume its present vast proportions. To give some 
idea of the scale on which the cotton·seed oil industry is at 
present conducted, I quote the latest Statistics of the U.S. 
Department of Commerce. The number of establishments 

'in the U.S. alone is now 715, employing a capital of over 22 
·crores of rupees. The value of the annual output is 29 crores 
of rupees, and the average number of wage-earners employed 
annually is 16,00(/, . · l· 

Similar figures lor the United Kingdom I do not have at 
band, but the general progress of the industry has been no 
less remarkable in England than in America. 

COMMERCIAL FEATURES, 

The uses to which the cotton·!leed and its products have 
been put are probably known to many of my hearers, but for 
the sake of completeness, and for the benefit of those who 
are not familiar with tbe story, ( shall note tbe salient facts. 
In former times cotton-seed was considered only useful to 
plant, but thousands of tons were annually burned or dumped 

·into the rivers. But at last it was shown that cotton-seed was 
- .... + "'",.' ,nln~hlP ::.~a fertilizer and feeding stuff in its Crllde 



st,le but was capable of furnishing products tbat are amobji 
the most important elements of modern industry. 

Oil.-The oil is the main product, and is used in America 
and Europe for a great variety of purposes. It is safe to say 
that nine-tenths of the oil annually produced in the U oiled 
States, for example, enters into the composition of food 
products, principally butter and lard substitutes and sala4 and 
cooking oils. In pharmaceutical preparations it takes tbe 
place of olive oil; in fact immense quantities are used on the 
continent of Europe in the preparation of olive oil. 

At first cotton·seed oil was used as an adulterant to soften 
and temper lard ; L'ter on the fluidity of the oil itself was 
corrected by mixing it with beef·fat, and this mixture was 
put on the market under the name of compound or refined 
lard. It was so kindly received by the public that before 
long all disguise was dropped and it was sold on its merits in 
competition with butter and lard. The refined oil is also 
used to a considerable extent as a lubricant, and the residue 
of the refining process is valuable as soap-stock, used in the 
manufacture of laundry, family and fancy soaps. 

Meal. -Cotton-seed meal is the ground residue or cake 
left after the extraction of the.oil by pressure. ·Its. composi· 
'tion depends upon the composition of the seed and on the 
proces.• used in preparing the seed, that it is to say, whether 
lint and hulls are removed before crushing, and also upon the 
.success with. which the oil is extracted. Cotton-seed meal is 
,rich in fat and protein (nitrogenous matter) though poor in 
carbohydrates (starch, sugar, etc.), and . when mixed with a . 
coarse fodder containing abundant carbohydrates furnishes 
a valuable ration for cattle. In ·comparative valuations of 
feeding stuffs it has been found that cotton seed meal exceeds 
corn meal {or maize) by 62 per cent., wheat by 67 per cent and 
raw cotton-seed by 26 per cent, The meal is also extensively 
used as a fertilizer. It contains phosphoric acid and potash 
in small alnounts(2·SS per cent. and 1'77 per cent. respectiveiy) 
b~t ~s cl)ieUy used as a source of_nitr;ogen in fertilizers, (con~ 
.tammg 6'79 per cent. of Ibis element). Cotto.n-sced meal ·has 
given excellent results in tbe United States as a fertilizer ··for 
sugar-cane; <;olton and maize. It has also been successfully 
substituted for barn yard manure in the culture of tobacco: 



'l'he general practice, however, in recent years, has been to 
utilize_ the meal 'principally as cattle food and _apply the 
result~ng manure to th~ soil. From 80 to 90 of the fertilizing 
matenals of the meal 1s thus recovered in the manure and 
from the food-stuffs additional benefit is secured i~ the 
production of meat, milk, etc. 

Hu_lls.-Cotton-seed h~lls constitute about half the weight 
of the g1nned seed. Analys1s shows them to be principally crude 
fibre and nitrogen-free extract matter, these two constituents 
With water, constituting more than 90 per cent. of the hulls: 
The average composition is water 11"36 per cent and 2"73 per 
cent., protein '"18 per cent., fibre 45'82 per cent., nitrogen. 
free extract 84'19 per cent., fat 2·22 per cent, On superficial 
examination the hulls, which are hard and dry and covered with 
a fuzzy lint, appear to be a most unpromising food material, 
and, in fact, until a comparatively recent period they were 
universally consider~d worthless for this purpose. The first 
attempts at systematically feeding an exclusive ration of hulls 
and meal on a large scale were not made until 1883, 
Since then the availibity of hulls as animal food has been 
amply proved •. They form a handy medium to dilute conden
sed food, and give that extension to the animal stomach, 
especially to ruminating animals, which is regarded so 
essential to healthy digestion. They have been found to be 
a cheap and effective substitute for hay. Experiments in 
the U.S. Department of A~;riculture have proved that 10 
per cent, of the protein of the hulls is digestible, 38 per cent. 
of the fibre, 40 per cent· ol the nitrogen·free extract, ~nd 77 
per cent. of the fat. So that 100 pounds of hulls contams 83 
per cent. of digestible food constituents, 

The fibrous elements olthe bulls are also used in paper· 
making in the United States, for fuel, and lor fertilizer. Cotton• 
bull ashes have been on the markel for a quarter of a century 
and have come into great demand as a cheap potash supply, 
especially among tobacco growers. Analysis of the ashes shows 
water 9 per cent., phosphoric acid 9·08 per cent,, potash 28·40 
per cent., lime 8·8S per cent., magnesia 9'97 per cent., 
carbonic acid 10·67 per cent. The value of the ashes for 
fertilizing purposes depends on the amounts of potash and 
phosphoric acid they contain. 
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The following diagram, prepared by Grimshaw on: the 
basis of the actual results at oil mills, shows bow a ton of 
collon·seed is utilized in America. 

PRODUCTS FROM A TON or AMB.RICAN CoTTON·SBBD. 

Cotton-seed, 1,000 poundt. 
I 

( 
)feats_ 1,080 pounds. 

I 
Linters, 23 pounds. 

I 
Hulls, 948 pounds. 

Coke. 718:pouncb. I 
Meal. 

I . 
.r-----,lc--"\ 

F1bre. Fael. Bran. 

jFce<Ung otuiT, I 
Fertilizer.) 

. I I I 
(H•gb-grade paper.) Ashes.. (Cattle 

crude oil. 280 pounds. 
I 

r 1 
Summer ye11ow. Soap stock. 

f\VInler yellow I cottnn-11ecd stearin) sJaps .. 

Salad oil, 

l---..,--=s::::ummer white. 
I 

Lard. 

Coltolenc, 

Miners' oil. 

I food,) 
Fertilizer. 

FEB.DING CorrON·SBI!D PRODUCTS TO FARM STOCK. 

Before passing, something more should be said of tbe 
feeding value of cotton·seed producls. Practical experience 
bas been supplemented by carefully conducted experiments, 
both in tbe United States and Europe, witb cotton-seed, 
1:0tton-seed bulls, and cotton-seed meals as food for cattle, 
slieep, pigs, horses, and mules, with the result of demon
strating their high feeding value for. all kinds of farm stock, 
with the possible exception of calves and pigs, to which tbey 
ba\'e frequently proved fatal. · . 

The high feeding value of whole cotto~ed bas long 
been recognized, having been fed raw, roasted, ~earned, 0\' 
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-boiled to live stock, especially to cattle, Almost from the 
beginning of cotton culture in this country it bas been used to 
some extent as a feeding stuff, but since the introduction of 
the cotton-oil industry the superior feeding quality of the bye
product-cotton-seed meal- has led to a \'ery general dis
placement of whole seed by the meal in localities- where tl:e 
latter is easily and cheaply obtained. 

The value of colton-seed meal for producing meat, milk, 
and butler is well established. It is one of the cheapest of the 
highly nitrogenous feeding stuffs and is, therefore, one of the 
·most economical for balancing rations deficient in protein, 
such as those in which corn is the principal grain. As the 
analyses show, it is very concentrated and should be fed in 
comparatively small quantities in connection with a large 
proportion of coarse food, such as silage, corn, straw, corn 
stover, cotton-seed hulls, etc., or with good pasturage. 

Although milch cows will do well for an indefinite period 
on cotton-seed or cotton-seed meal as the sole grain food, it is 
better to add a second, such as corn meal or wheat bran, to the 
ration. If fed to cows in large amounts without proper 
admixture of other feeding stuffs it is likely to injure the 
quality of the butter as regards flavour and colour. It ap· 
pears, however, to harden the butterand'thus to enable it to 
stand shipment better. It has also been found to facilitate 
very materially the rise of cream by gravity. 

Referring to the analyses of cotton-seed hulls and meal in 
the previous pages, we find that neither of them is adapted for 
use alone as food. The bulls contain a large excess of 
non-nitrogenous matter and the meal a large excess of 
protein ; each lacks what the other bas in abundance. -The 
meal is welf adapted by its co.riposition to· he fed with• the 
hulls, and the hulls find their proper supplement in the 
meal.· This relation is so evident that the fact that it was not 
pointed out much sooner is peculiar, although the uninviting 
character of the· bulls as food doubtless had the effect of 
·divertihg• both scientific ·and practical investigations from 
tliem,.. 

The usual ration for fattening cattle is 8 or 4 pounds 
:of meal nt first, which is gradually increased to 6, 8 and even 
10 pounds per· bead pe~ day, and all. the bulls they will eat. 
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Tbe proportions vary from· 2 to 6 pounds of hulls. to 1 of 
ineal, the most common ration at present probably being 4 of 
hulls to 1 of meal. The feeding is continued from 90 to 120 
days, A II the information at hand indicates that this practice 
is hath economical and profitable. The diet, apparently,· does 
not injure the health of the animals nor impair the healthful
ness of the resulting products, beef, mutton, milk and butter. 

PROCBRS OF MA~UPACTURING CorroN .SEED PRODUCTS. 

. The process through which the seeds are put at the mill 
is, l!riefiy, as follows:-:- (For a lull and technical. account of 
processe.s I would refer those interested to the professional 
treatises on the subject, . The best treatises that ha\'e' come 
to my attention are-Lamborn: "Cotton.seed Products," and 
Tompkins : " Cotton and Cotton-oil;'') · · 

The first process in preparing the dry seed is· to free it 
from dust. This is ~ffected by shaking it in a screen or in 
drums lined with ~ fine metallic net and containing a· strong 
.IJl~gnet to which any iron nails will adhere, which are fre
quently presenl From the drums the seeds drori'into a gutter 
leading to a machine which removes the lint left by the gin. 
This is doqe by a gin constructed for the purpose, with saws 
ciO.ei together than the ordinary cotton gin. -An average of 
22 pounds of short li'Iit is taken from a ton <>I the seed. This 
product, called "linters,'' i~ used io the manufacture of cotton 
,balling. The cleaned seeils ·are then transferred to the 
sheller, which consists of a revolving cylinder 'C<intaining 24 
cylinprical kni~es and 4 back knives. The sheller' revolves 
at great speed, and as the seed is forced between lhe · knives 
the.pericarp or hull is broken and forced lrqm the ·kernel. 
The mixed shells and kernels are separated in a winnowing 
machine by a strong blast of air ... This removal' of the hllSk 

.makes a vast difference in the meal cake, a1 desiceated"or 
decorticated cake being five. times n10re ··nutrition; and'~ hole
·some than an undecorticated cake. 
. ; ; Being thus cleaned, shelled, and separated, the kernels 
are .carried by a system of elevators to the upper story, a·nd 
then passed down into the crusher rolls to be ground to Hour. 
. . After this crushing the meats drop into a conveyor, which 

delivers them to the heaters. These are large cast-iron steam. 
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jacketed kettles provided with stirrers which keep the meats 
moving while they are bein2 cooked. The duration of the 
cooking varies from twenty to thirty minutes, according to 
the condition of the kernels and the good judgment of the 
cook, a human quality here .called for the first time to sup
plement the automatic mechanism that has conducted the 
seed tn this point through all the various processes it bas 
undergone in its journey from the seed house, The object 
of the cooking is to expand the oil in lbe meats and render it 
more fluid, and lo drive off the water, which not only reduces 
the quality of the oil but is liable to work serious injury to 
the expensive cloths used to envelope the cakes in the press. 
Very dry meats may sometimes be cooked in twelve to 
eighteen minutes, while fresh seeds may r<quire forty.five 
minutes. Close to the beaters stands the " former," which 
shapes the meats into cakes for the press. The cakes as 
they come from the former are wrapped in hair-cloth and 
removed by hand to the press, where they are arranged in a 
secies of boxes, one above lhe other, between the plates of 
.the press, and subjected to a pressure of 3,000 to 4,000 pounds 
to the square inch by hydraulic power. The cakes, pressed 
as solid as boards, are taken from the press, stripped of the 
cloths, and slacked to dry. When dry they are passed 
through a cake cracker, which breaks them into fragments of 
a size suitable to be fed to a mill. The mill grinds these 
fragments into a fine meal, which is pot up into sacks. 
Sometimes the meal is bolted to separate it from small pieces 
of the hull, which, being tough and leathery, are not Teadily 
ground up. 
· The English process differs from the above chiefly in 
that the lint and hulls are not removed, but the seed is merely 
cut open and then crushed. 

The decorticated and crushed cotton-seed yields hy 
expression an odourless, dark, brownish-green oil, having a 
specific gravity varying from 0•92 to 0'93. After being treated 
with alkaline solutions a clear, yellow oil, which is odourless 
and of pleasant taste, is racked off. The residue is called 
soap stock. The refined oil boils at about 600• F. and 
congeals at about 60' for summer and 112' for winter pressed 
oil, 
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In the process of refining, the impurities in suspension 
are usually allowed to settle, and the clear supernatant oil is 
drawn off. To the latter from 10 to 15 per cent. of caustic 
soda (l0•-1!8• Baume), according to the nature of the oil, is 
added, and the mixture agitated at a temperature of 100•
IJO• F. for forty-five minutes, the precipitate being allowed to 
settle from six to thirty-six hours. The residues obtained are 
disposed of as soap stock, in the manufacture of stearin, etc. 

The yellow oil resulting from this process is further 
purified by being heated and allowed to settle again, or by 
filtration, and is called summer yellow oil. Winter yellow 
oil is made from the above material by chilling it until it 
partially crystallizes and separating the stearin formed, about 
25 per cent., in presses similar to those used for lard. The 
latter constitutes the true cotton-seed stearin of commerce 
and is lnrgely used in the preparation of butter and lard 
surrogates and candles. 

Another substance, improperly called cotton-seed stearin, 
is obtained by distilling with superheated steam the mixture 
of organic acids formed when the mineral acid is made to 
decompose the • foots' obtained during the process of refin 
ing cotton-seed oil by alkalies, and pressing out the 1 olein' 
from the distillate alter cooling and solidification. 

For the preparation of the white oil of commerce the 
yellow oil obtained as above is shaken up with 2 to 3 per 
cent, of fullers' earth and filtered. 

THE PROSPEClS IN INDIA. 

So much has been said of the general character and 
methods of the industry in other countries. What of the 
possibilities in India, the second cotton country of the 
world? 

One needs but glance over the export figures of cotton
seed for the last ten years to realize that an immense amount 
of raw material is leaving the country without adequate re
turn, and that an industry possessing potentialities of large 
de\'elopment. has been t?o long neglected in this country. At 
the present time not a smgle cotton-seed oil mill operates in 
India. Yet during the last ten years the annual export of 
seed has jumped from 1,418 tons, valued at Rs. 76 307 to 

a1 ' ' 
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219,876 tons valued at over a crore and a quarter of rupees. 
ln America with seed at an average price of 1~ dolla~ ('~ Rs,) 
per ton (2,000 pounds), tpe milling value assigned I<> the 
vroducts of '! ton of crushed seed is 27 dollars (Rs. 81), show· 
ing th~t the value added to a ton of seed by the miU process is 
55 ver cent. Multiplying the value of the seed exported 
annually by 55 per cent, we discover that an industry worth 
two crorea and over is being sacrificed, and this amount 
r.epresents the value of the crude products only. When tho 
value of the finished products is considered we begin to get 
some i'dea of the possibilities of development latent in this 
industry. Further more, it bas been estimated that the total 
amount of ginned cotton-seed in the country during 1906-07 
wru; 1,840,492 tons, that is to say approximately eigilt times 
the amount annually exported, An industry with a potential 
yearly value of 18 crores as yet untouch~d I 

And npw the queries of a practical nature arise quick and 
insistent,-

], How does the Indian seed compare in commercial 
value with other seeds ? 

2· Where are the markets for the manufactured pro-
ducts P · 

3· In what form will the market absorb products and 
bye-products? 

4. What are the most likely processes ? 
5. What are the probable returns ? 

THE QUALITY OF INDIAN SESD. 

That Indian seed is of inferior quality in some respec.ts, as 
compared with Egyptian or American seed, either sea·iale or 
upland, is too well known to need comment. The seed is 
smaller and fuzzier and, therefore, more difficult to manipqlate. 
The percentage of oil is lighter and that of hull heavier. ln 
order to get an accurate idea of the comparative values of 
Inaian and American upland (•vhicb proves more satisf;~ctory 
in experience than Sea-isle) 1 forwarded a large quantity of 
seed to the Tompkins Company last spring and have received 
the following analysis of the average results through the 
Departmeqt of Commer~e at Washingl<iQ. 



American. 

Weight of seed (grams) 11·9 
Per cent, of meats 55"0 
Per cent. of hulls 45·0 
Per cent, of oil and meats 21•4 

I quote from the report :-

tndiah. 
4"5 

45'0 
65'0 
18"0 

" It is not possible to forecast by this analysis what the 
exact difference would be in actual milling ...... but a fair esti
mate would be as follows, assuming the present average 
yields and values of products and omitting linters (which was 
not determined in the analysis) :-

.\meri· 
can. Indian. 

tt gallons oil at 35 cents per 36 gallons oil at SD cents pe1 
gallon .• ••• • •. 1 16"-10 gallon ..• ••• • •• $ 12•25 

801) pounds mealal$1"25 re 610 pounds meal at $1•2o pe 
100 pounds ... ... 10'00 100 pounds ... ... s-oo 

660 pounds hulls at SO cents 900 pounds hulls at BO cents 
per 100 pounds •.. 1•95 per 100 pounds... ... 2-'10 

l--
1:otal ... $ 2Z.9o Total ... S 27'35 

This t.~ble would indicate the milling value of Indian 
setd $ 4•40 below the American, i.e, say 17 per cent." 

It must be remembered, however, that the above analysis, 
however useful it may be as showing the comparative values 
of American and Indian seed, assumes necessarily American 
methods of handling and American prices. In order to arrive 
at Ute real mill value of a ton of Indian seed we shall have to 
alter the figures at certain points to fit the conditions, In the 
first place it will be noted that the process followed in India, 
at least at the outset, should be the same adopted in England 
lor the handling of Indian seed, that is to say, the crushing of 
the seed, without delinting or decorticating_ the bulls. By 
this process bulls and· meats are crushed together into cakes 
and the proportion of n1erchantable cake greatly increased, 
although at some sacrifice of market value. In figuring on 
the value of the oil I assume that four to six per cent. of oil will 



remain in the cake after crushing, as all experiments indicate 
and that 12 to 13 per cent. will be extracted by the crushing 
process, that is to stay, 280 pounds (37 gallons) per ton of 
2,240 pounds. The average, price .for ihe last two years for 
refined oil of Indian seed in London bas been Rs. 324 per ton. 
I, therefore, deem it safe to estimate !be value of crude oil at 
one rupee per gallon, which is approximately 10" per cent. less 
!ban the price quoted on American oil. In estimating the 
value of the cake, I assume, in accordance with the p1aclice 
both in England and America, that a ton of cake is equal in 
exchange value to a ton of raw seed, that is to say, at the 
average prices for the last two years, Rs. 56 per ton in 
Bombay, £4 s5 in London. We are now in a position to 
estimate the mill value of a ton of Indian seed in India : 

Rs. 
37 gallons of oil at Re. J per gallon 37 
1,800 pounds undecorlicated cake at Rs. 5G 

per long ton . 44 

Gross mill value per ton... 81 

Cost of seed per ton 66 
Mill expense per ton (including interest charges) 12 

68 

Net profit per ton 13 

THE MARKET. 

No forecasts of the mill value ollhe seed are of any use, 
lowever, until we are sure of a market lor the products,_And 
under this bead it should be poinlcd out that the market for 
colton·seed products in India must to a large extent be 
created, and the chief problem connected with the develop· 
ment of the industry will be . the disposal of the cake at a 
profitable rate. For the disposal of the oil I am. convinced 
a market can be readily created in India and neighbouring 
couqlries. . With ·a small admixture of ghi to give consi~· 
tency the stearin, which forms about 25 per cent. of the oll 
will readily yield a product which ca? profi"':bl~ b~ sold at 
a price considerably below that of gb1, and willm lime form 



a popular substitute for the more expensive article. Jl is 
quite probable, moreover, that a ready sale will be found in 
the bazaars for the simple refined oil (summer yellow) as a 
competitor of " sweet oil "and otber edible oils commonly 
sold at four to six pounds for tbe rupee. The problem of 
how best to approach tbe Indian market, however, is one 
that can only be satisfactorily answered by experiments on 
a commercial scale. It is a well-known fact tbat tbe residue 
of tbe refining process, or " foots," is tbe cheapest and one 
of the best soap·makiog material in the market to-day and 
the growing soap-industry will absOrb large quantities of 
oiL I am informed through tbe American Consular service 
that importers at Marseilles are also actively looking for 
soap-oils at tbis time importing no less than 22,000 tons 
in l~OG. England imports no less tbao 38,000 tons of oil 
per annum in addition to the immense quantities pressed. at 
Hull and other centres. The embargo on cotton-seed oi! 
has recently been lifted in Turkey, and a large market is 
developing there, as well as in China and Japan. With such 
a vast dormant demand in India, and with the rapidly ex
panding demand of Europe, there can be no doubt that oil 
produced in India can be profitably disposed of in practically 
any quantity. , • 

The great problem, however, as before intimated, is 
bow to market the cake. And in this there can be no doubt 
that greater difficulties must needs be mel Tbe science of 
cattle breeding and the industry of dairying have as yet 
reached so little development as to have created very scanty 
demand for expensive concentrated foods. I am convinced, 
however, that there is sufficient demand even now to support 
the industry on a small scale, and its development will 
depend to a large extent upon the development of scientific 
dairying and stock breeding and upon the energy of local 
oil-presses in cultivating loreigii markets far the cake. Active 
can\'aSsin& and judicious advertisement will do mucb to 
develop the market at borne, as a competitor of linseed, 

.. safllower, sesamum and otber native· seed-cakes. Analyses 
offered in the Dictionary of Economic Products· of India· 
(Vol lV. G. 424-80) show tbat cotton-cake is richer in 
carbo·bydrates than linseed, til, safflower or rape-seed· 



u:eal, though somewhat less rich in albuminoids than the 
other seeds mentioned. We are endeavouring to solve the 
problem in Baroda, to a limited extent, at least, by the 
establishment of a dairy farm. For an. excellent discussion 
of the relations between the cotton·seed industry and dairying 
the auditor is referred to an article in the Indian Trade 
Journal of October 24th last. 

It is probable, !.owever, that lndian crushers will 
have to. depend principally upon foreign markets for 
the disposal of the cake. Nor do l agree with those 
who maintain that the development of the cotton seed 
industry will benefit the country only if the country is able to 
absorb all the bye-products of the manufacture. It is a well· 

· known fact that both Englan<! and America export a large 
proportion, both of the oil and the cake. It is not, therefore, 
held that the industry is not an economic gain to these coun
tries, nor should it be so maintained as concerning India. 
Some statistics of foreign markets for cake will not, therefore, 
be out of place at this juncture. 

In England the imports of cotton-seed cal;es are stated 
as follows for the last three years :-

1905 ... 

1~06 ... 
1907 ... 

... ... 1101336 tons 

... 94,459 " 

... 106,285 " 

£ 
592,408 

&4?,036 
650,870 

In Norway the average annual import of cake and meal 
is slated at 20,000 tons. 

In Gerntany !be importation of oU cakes of all kinds -was 
461,480 tons in 1906. ~ 

In France the imports of 1905 were 1471000 Is in 1905on, 
Denmark and Belgium likewise use immense quantities 

of cotton-seed cake, and meal lor cattle food, 

It will thus be seen that while the home market for cake 
~nd meal may be slow i;, developing;_. there is no dearth of 
foreign demand. It remains only for the Indian manufacture 
to meet the competition in so far as possible with regard to 
quality. 
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PRoCES.,ES. 

1 have already intimated, casually, my conviction that at 
the outset the most advantageous process to adopt wiU be the 
English, that is to say, crushing the seed without delinting or 
decorticatinll. AI the same time my advice would be to in stall 
delinting and decol"licating machinery, inasmuch as the 
competition of American decorticated cakes in the foreign 
markets may demand the adoption of the American method 
of delinting and decorticating in India. It is possible also, that 
the only way to prevent " heating " and consequent deterio
ration in transit may be the removal of lint before crushing. 

Col!CLt:stoN 

But I have already drawn this paper out to unwarranted 
length, and while there are many important questions unan
swered, and indeed unanswerable except by the method of 
patient experiment, I trust, I have set forth some ground for 
the conviction that the cotton-seed oil industry is likely to 
prove commercially feasible in India and to assume large 
proportions in the not distant future, Much has been said 
and written on the subject during recent months ; it is now 
time for action. The main thing at the outset is to provide 
scientific apparatus for both crushing and relining the oil, 
under expert superintendence. And the industry will thrive 
in proportion as it is associated with ginning and dairying, 
and with the necessary outfit for utilizing the bye.products in 
the manufacture of soaps, candles, ghi and other finishe<l 
products of daily use. 

OILS AND OIL-SEEDS. 

By P. RAY Cn,\UDIIURI, EsQ., Barrister-at-Law, Calcutta. 

Some two years ago, when I was engaged in helping a 

Personal. friend in the compilation of "Tile Indian In· 
duslria/ Guide, " the subject of oils and oil

seeds first attracted my attention. In my endeavours, since 
then, to help my colleagues in the formation of the many 
unions and trade-guilds in Calcutta, I became acquainted with 
il ~o111mittee of some Calcutta oii·Jllill owners, formed aboul 
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the same time, without the need of any extraneous help. It 
was also then that I came to know of the deplorable short
sighted policy of these mill.owners, the faulty economic basis 
on which some of the mills were managed, and to some 
extent, the regrettable want of honesty of those concerned in 
the trade._ Thus introduced into the subject, I was drawn in 
through mere curiosity at the outset, to investigate into the 
conditions of trade and other matters relating to oil and oil
seeds prevailing in our country, and to compare them with 
those prevailing abroad. Before I was able, however, to 
bring my researches to anywhere near completion, I was 
called away to direct my whole attention to a different 
matter• altogether, which kept me engrossed practically up to 
the present moment. It is with no Inconsiderable diffidence, 
therefore, that I appear before you with what might naturally 
strike you to be somewhat premature surmises. If I have 
persuaded myself to address you at all on this occasion, it is 
because I earnestly feel the gravity and urgency of the 
matter requiring your best and immediate attention, which, I 
hope, I shall succeed in convincing you, taking my stand 
even on the sure ground of admitted facts and statistics. 

Speaking generally, oils are of two kinds,-fixed and 

Connotation 
of subjccl 

volatile. Regarding volatile, or in other 
words, essential oils, I beg leave to refer you 
to that admirable and interesting paper laid 

before the last Conference, held at Calcutta, by Mr. David 
Hooper of the Indian Museum,-the only authority on the 
subject in India. Fixed oils may again be sub·divided into 
three heads,-mineral, animal and vegetable. On the present 
occasion I propose merely to deal with the last class of oils, 
termed the • fixed vegetable oils' and their parent oil.seeds. 

At the very threshold of investigation, the student of 
economy is startled at the mammoth figures 

Export of oil- that represent the annual export of oil .seeds 
seeds. 

from the country. Not taking into consider-
ation the essential oil·seecls, not a trifling amount, the follow
ing are the figures showing the export during the last five 
years:-

• Cal.;qtta Congress Exhibition, 19(llf-7, 



1962-3 
19034 
1904-5 
190r.-6 
1906-7 
These 

Import of 
olio. 

cwr. VALUE IS II.UPF.ES. 

22,098,659 14,79,20,605 
2Ui67,188 '" 14,411,03,687 
26,703,913 H,27,69,497 
17,338,626 10,40,17,449 
19.539,873 12,82,97,037 

figures, I submit, are gigantic enough to stagger 
anybody and wiD doubtless furnish much 
food for serious contemplation. 'While ex
porting this large quantity of 'raw and on· 

manufactured article' from our shores, we have had to import 
annually a considerable amount of oil for our consumption 
from abroad, as the followini figures will show :-

GALS. VALliE IS RUPEES· 

1902-3 1,118,127 19,56,045 
190.'\-, 587,~ 9,24,523 
1904-5 726,808 •• • 11,19, 793 
1905-6 901,505 ••• 14,40,805 
190i·7 1,468,724 26,83,724 

' There are, at present, over a hundred and fifty mills, 

E•port ol 
oilL 

large and small, in Jndia where oil is expres
sed from oil-seeds. It would be oofair not 
to mention here that these miUs do, to some 

extent, atone for what might have been a total ell:odos of 
raw products from the country, gelling, in exchange, the oil 
ell:pressed from those products, for our own consnmption. 
~e figures are as follows :-

GALs. 

1902.3 4,867,989 
1903-4 6,135,910 

VALUE Ill RUPEI!S, 

67,45,4:l9 
83,33,315 

GALS. VALUE IN RL"PEBS. 

1904-5 4,829,722 62,40,029 
1905·6 ll,796,248 ... 5::1,99,475 
1906·7 2,991,020 46,77,307 
Such, then, is the condition of the . trade in oils and oil. 

Ideal coadiUoo seeds. It need not be pointed out that, 
o1 Tl'2dc.. whee we ezporl our raw products, we ob-

tain only barely the cost of production of 
the article, and do not in any way give employment to our 

32 
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labourers, other than cultivators, while in re-importing oil
seeds or importing oil from gbroad, we have to bear, on the 
one hand, the whole of the cost for freight, both ways, and on 
the other, the cost of production of the oil abroad, on a much 
higher scale than we would have, under the same conditions, 
to pay our own starving labourer for having the same work 
done. Tlie ideally healthy condition, therefore, of this trade, 
as also of many others, is to retain in the country so much of 
the raw material and unmanufactured article as is required 
for home consumption, to spend on the surplus as much 
local labour as possible, under the conditions of the country, 
and to export the manufactured and finished article abroad. 
This principle, if observed, will not only give ample 
employment to our indigent teeming millions who are annually 
being swept away through sheer starvation, but will also 
otherwise be most beneficial to the yielding properties of our 
soil, as I hope presently to show. 

The remains of almost all the oil-seeds I am going to 

Oll·cake as 
manare and 
animal food. 

deal with, after they have been exhausted of 
their oii,-oil-cakes, as they are called-still 
contain in them extremely valuable and 
important elements of fertility, namely, 

nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash. Some of these oil-cakes, 
again, constitute a very highly concentrated food for agricul· 
!ural and farm-house animals. From the agricultural point of 
view, therefore, the gigantic export of oil-seeds, instead of only 
the oil extracte:l from them, is gravely injurious to the country • 

. A vast quantity of valuable manure is thus annually irreparably 
lost. The manurial constituents thus lost to the soil, every 
year, spell ever-increasing povert9 to the count~y and this will 

· probably be traced a1 one of the causes of 
Effect of export the recurring famines of India. In this con-

of oil-seed on the . • · t t th t 't · th soil. necllon, I m1ght also pom ou a 1 IS ra er 
. bad economy to use edible oil-cakes for 

.manurial purposes. I have reason to believe, however, that the 
· price of some of the purely manurial oil-cakes having gone up, 
owing to large demand, in some parts of the country, edible 
oil-cakes are being largely used as a substitute. This is what 
should pot b~. 



While on the subject of manures, it will not, I hope, be 

Export of 
manurts, 

thought inappropriate if I mention, in pass
ing, that we burn away, as fuel, a large 
portion of the animal dung,-a very rich 

manure,-and export a considerable quantity of manures, 
as Ute following figure•, for the last two years, will show •-

TONS, 

1D05-G 131,656 
1906·7 164,075 

... VALUE IN RUPBES. 

70,97,088 
1,01,54,892 

What will, no doubt, appear to be more surprising is 
the fact that, out of the total manure exported, as quoted 
above, oil-cake manure forms a very large fraction, viz. :-

1905-6 
1906-i 

·roNS. 

37,127 
58,144 

V.\LUE IN RUPEEs. 

16,99,186 
40,09,381 

It will thus appear that the export of oil·seeds, instead 

Conclusion. 
of only the oil expressed therefrom, im
poverishes the country in three ways, 

namely,-first, by denying our labourers the employment 
that legitimately ought to belong to them, secondly, by 
constantly denuding the soil of its own product of valuable 
manurial constituents, and lastly, by depriving !he cattle of a 
very rich and concentrated auxiliary food. \Ve have to admit 
with regre~ on the other band, that the labourer is starving 
himself to death from want of work and wages, that manure 
represents one o£ the ryot's main wants (the other being 
water) and that the solution of the problem of preservation of 
cattle front constant famine or scarcity is daily becoming 
more difficult. The sooner the matter receive• your attention, 
the better ; and I earnestly appeal to you to interest yourself 
in it and devise early means of remedying this sad state 
of things· · 

So far as I have been able to ascertain, the more import

Principal 
.oil--seeds. 

ant oil-seeds are :-Mustard or ·rape ; 
linseed ; se3amum or gingelly ; castor-seed; 
ground-nut ; earth-nut or pea-nut ; cocoanut ; 

Karanj; saffiower ; niger-seed ; cotton-seed ; poppy-seed ; 
radish-seed; and Ma/111a seed. There may, perhaps,' be a 
£e1v other kinds of oil-seeds commercially used in certain 



localities, but 1 have not been able to come across them, as 
yel 

Besides the oil-seeds enumerated above, there is a large 
body of seeds in the country, yet unexplored and unexploited, 
which are likely to yield a considerable percentage of oil, 
No definite information is available with regard to these · . ' 

Probable 
oil -.seeds. 

and I beheve there has not been much 
serious investigation undertaken to ascertain 
their property and economic value. It wiU, 

no doubt, be very interesting, for instance, to know the yield 
of oil, ~espectively, of the nuts and stones of the various fruit 
products of the Indian forests. The information, beyond 
being of great acade!DiC value, might open up a considerable 
field for commercial_enterprise. Researches ought to be set 
on foot to get at the probable relative economic value of 
these bye-products f~~m the chemical, physical and therapeu
tic points of view. Here is an extensive field for earnest work 
of great promise, entailing but smaU outlay of capital. Men
tion might be made, in passing, that the seeds of the custard· 
apple (Anona squamosa), lichi (Nephelium Litchi), loquet 
(Eribolrya japonica), · jack-fruit (Ar/ocarpus int~grijolia) pro• 
mise to yield good results.. Then again, it is generally believ
ed that the ripe seeds of many of our kitchen vegetables, 
such as the bottle gourd (Lagenarr"a vulgaris), karela (JJfo
.mortlica Charanlia), uchhe (Momortlica Muricala), dherash 
(Hibiscus Esculen/us), phuti (Cucumis Momortlica), shasha 
(Cucumis Salivus) :contain a large percentage of oil ; and I 
have no doubt that, regarding a, few of these, at any rate, 
research' will confirm this common notion. Experiments have 
proved successful in extracting oil from the seed of tamarind, 
bakul• nim and the vegetable-marrow. 

The genus Brassica, Linn, comprises over 150 different 
. forms, including not more than 80 or 90 

an:~~~ Rape species. But practically only three varieties 
. of it are of commercial interest, namely, the 
:Indian ·mustard--vern. Rai-[B. Juncea], Indian · r,ape
vern· Tori-[B. Napus], and Indian .Colza-vern. Sarson
[B· Campestris]. There are several other varieties produced 
in different localities, but their infiuence on the trade is not 
so very marked. 



The total area under rape, mustard and colza for t~e 
last five years, including their estimated yield of the crop, is as 
follows:-

ACREs. TONS. 

1902.3 j Pure 3,421,883 521,926 
Mixed 2,835,000 ••• 516,000 

1DOS-4. {Pure 8,588,445 ... 623,206 
Mixed ~.429,000 ... 542,000 

1904•5 j Pure .. • 9,640,000 540,400 . 
Mixed 2,509,000 3361000 

1905
_
6 

j Pure 4,002,800 563,600 
l Mixed 2,026,000 398,000 

1906•7 j Pure 4,127,792 636,900 
Mixed 2,210,000 424,000 

In the above table,'' pure " means seed sown by itself and 
"mixed" means seed sown in the same field with other crops; 
The total of the "mixed " crop is estimated, very roughly, by 
adding up the areas occupied by U1e scatterd plants. ( 1/7de. 
Agricultural Statistics of India, 1901·1905, Vol. I, p. 115.) 
Out of the above area and tonnage oftbe crop, United Bengal 
and Assllm contributed a very large share. Thus, for instance, 
in the year 1906· 7, Bengal, Eastern Bengal and Assam bad 
2,1961800 acres under this crop, yielding an estimated crop of 
889,100 tons, being over a third ofthe totals fOr the whole of 
India, including the Native States; Compare with this total, 
the export of the mustard and rape seed from the country, 
during that same period :-

CWT. VALUE IN RUPEES. 

1902-9 9,979,172 ... 2,52,04,700 
1908·41 4,492,748 ... 2,57,69,223 
1004-5 5,289,281 ... 2,79,56,736 
190S.6 2,088,1&7 1,80,78,614 
1906.7 3,776,488 2,52,35,617 
Besides the export of the seed, during the same period, 

we exported oil expressed from mnstard as follows.- ,. 

1902-8 
1909-4 
1904-5 
1905-6 
1906·7 

GALS. VALUE IN RUPEES, 

314,792 .. ... 4,79,649. 
346,17, ... 4,8.,885 
432,752 5,58,761! 
888,548 5,28, 7 44 
278,684 4,90,893 



The balance of this important oil-seed and the oil com
pressed from it has been consumed in the country. In our 
part of the country-Bengal-mustard oil is extensively used 
in the kitchen, where most of the oil is used up. The mode 
of cooking prevalent here necessitates a very large quantity 
of oil. Almost all the dishes are curried : previous to being 
curried; all the constituent vegetables and fish have got to 
be fried : and mustard oil is generally used for this purpose. 
On account of the great demand for the oil and the ruling 
high price of mustard-seed, the manufacturer has taken to 
considerable . adulteration of the oil in the process of 
manufacture. Pure mustard oil is a great desideratum of 
the Bengali kitchen, and is a thing almost as rare 
in the market as the dodo in Madagascar. Calcutta mill· 
owners-mostly Bengalis themselves-before expressing the 
oil, mix with the mustard-seed. sesamum, cotbn·seed, niger· 
seed, poppy-5eed, safflower-seed, ma/IUa·seed, radish·seed 
and Tara-seed wi!h impunity. At one time, the metropoli~~n 
health-officers exert~d themselves with laud,.ble courage to 
put a stop to this mal-practice and instituted many criminal 
prosecutions against evil·doers, !or offering lor sale to the 
customer, as mustard oil, an article very different. But then, 
those mill-owners formed themselves into a • committee ' and 
began selling the oil, openly calling it " adulterated mustard 
.oil," although the retailer continued to sell the oil as mustard 
oil, pure and simple. The monopoly of the trade being with 
them; they have, in this manner, succeeded in defying the law 
and· have placed the public absolutely at their wit's end. 
Coming from the mill, the oil undergoes, to my knowledge, 
further adulteration at the araldar's (the middle-mar) godown. 
There are various oils, such as betching oil, vacuum oil, etc.,
both. mineral and vegetable-of the lowest grade, chiefly 
jmported from abroad, which arc again mixed up with the 
mill-oil, in order to secure to the middle man his share of the 
profit. By the time, therefore, the oil reaches individual 
hearths, it becomes totally unfit for. human co.nsumption. 
This condition of ;tffairs does to a large extent account for 
ill-health and high mortality in Bengal. 

In order to keep up, and maintain the high price of 
mustard oil in the market, again, the' committee' of the Indian 
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section of the Calcutta mill-owners, from time to time, close 
their mill•, whene\·er they find that there is a larger stock of oil 
in the market than there is demand for it, to warrant a fall in 
the ruling price, This mode of artificially maintaining a high 
market is very prejudicial to public interests. The public has 
to bear the entire cost of closure of the mills, as also the 
interest lost on the rolling-stock and capital account of the 
mill. Instead of following this short.sighted policy, dictated 
purely by low, selfish motives, the mill·owners, I believe, can 
have their double satiety, as well as be true benefactors of the 
country, should they adopt the mode of expressing oil, by the 
most up..to·date approved process, from each individual kind 
of seed and selt the same as such, and leave the somewhat 
criminal work of adulteration, to be done by the middleman, as 
best as he chose •. If the market of one kind of oil appeared 
or threat• ned to be dull, the manufacture of the oil, the market 
whereof was brightest, at the particular point of time, might 
profitably be taken up and continued, till the outturn of the 
mills had succeeded in making a decided impres>ion on the 
market to forecast a discount in the ruling prices. By 
that time, the market of another oil and' oil.seed might 
have improved, consequent on the practical refusal of the 
mills to deal ·with the same for sometime, to justify 
dealing therewith, By this process, I ven lure to submit, 
much larger fraction of the total produce of oil.seed would 
be dealt within the country, even with the existing rolling. 
stock and machinery, with the result that a very effective 
check would be placed on the dangerous export of oil.seed 
from the country, which I already had occasion to allude to. 
There would, again, be no necessity for closing the mill>, the 

. price of each kind of oil being totalty under the control of the 
mill-owners. Everyone would also have the satisfaction of 
knowing U1e article he was buying, having no illusion of 
buying one description of article in lieu of quite a different 
one. This is the second matter I beg to call your special 
attention to in the earnest hope that you will find out 
effective ways and means of remedying it. 

I do not intend uselessly to tax your patience with further 
notes on the mode of cultivation of the crop, the soil best 
suited for it, aud the rotation of crops it permit$. 
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· · 'l'he seed yields, on an average, to the extent of 13 to Ui 
seers of oil to the mauod and is sold at a price varying from 
Rs. 6·8 to 7-8 per bazaar mauod, at Calcutta. The average 
yield of seed is about 10 annas per acre. 

Suamum Indicum or Orienllllis (vern. Til; r<Ui) is perhaps 

Sesame or 
gingclly._ 

the next most important oil·seed grown al· 
most all over India. It is supposed to be U1e 
very first oil-seed cultivated by mao, It is 

ground exclusively as an oil-yielding seed and is probably 
indigenous in India. The fruit is a four-celled c.~psule, con
taining numerous !ieeds, which are eit!Jer white, black, red 
nr grey in colour, according to the variety. The white seed 
(safed Iii) and the black seed (kala Iii), however, are the only 
two varieties ordinarily met with in trade, the latter, again, 
•being much more common and yielding a superior oil, 

The total area under sesame during the last five years 
•and the estimated yield of the crop are as follows :-

ACRES. TONS • 

. 19()-2.3 ! Pure 4,435,648 ... 498,liR7 
Mixed 717,000 80,000 

19og.4 I Pure 4,888,164 ... 639,478 
l Mixed 7471000 70,000 

! 90 ~.-5 S Pure 4,178,700 300,400 
1 Mixed 600,000 ... 35,000 

1905
_
6 

{Pure 3,914,200 ... 344,800 
Mixed 700,000 45,000 

1906
_
7 

S Pure 8,844,100 441,100 
l. Mixed 775,000 90,000 

The remarks already made about the " pure '' and 
mixed," (p. 9, ante) also apply to the above table. Beogal'a 

share in the above totals, in the year 1906-7, was 494,900 
acres, yielding an estimated crop of 64,800 tons of sesame. 
The total export of the seed for the same period has been :-

cwr. VAWB IN RVPIIES. 

1902-S 8,732,685 2,90,98,614 
1903·4 8,512,660 ... 2,42,89,443 
1904-5 2,516,757 1,73,71,691 
1905-6 1,685,208 1,46,98,032 
1906-7 2,740,208 ... 2,~3.79,919 

· The black variety is a rnaghi crop. taking its rotation, in 
l3eogal, after ar~s paddy and the white a bhadoi crop and may 
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be taken in rotation after aus or ama11 paddy. The crop is 
sown in case of the maglli crop in Ast•in and harvested in 
Maglr and in the case of the blladol crop, sown in Asar and 
harvested in Karlik. The crop, on an average, yields about la 
maunds o'f seed per acre. The black variety is sold at Calcutta 
at a price varying from Rs. 6-12 to Rs. 7 per bazaar maund. 

Tbe oil is extracted in the same way as from mustard, 
The oil yield is on an average about 16 or 17 seers per maun4 
of seed. The oil is very clear and limpid. free from any 
odour and does not deteriorate with age. The gingelly oil is 
frequently adulterated with ground-nut oil (q. v., post) and is 
used to adulterate almond and mustard oil, as well as ghee. J 11 
many parts of India, gingelly oil is used for culinary purposes, 
in the same way as mustard oil is used in Bengal. It forms a 
very good medium for all perfumed hair oils, called julal tel, 
and is very largely used for the purpose. The oil is exported 
in large quantities abroad, it is believed, for soap mai)Qfa~ture, 
as the following table will show :-

GALS. VALUB IN RUPEBS. 

1902-3 212,728 8,33,469 
1903-4. 285,711 ... 4,24,408 
1904-5 54.7,456 7,22,158 
1905·6 308,810 4,4.4,293 
1906-7 165,887 :1,79,64i 
The oil-cake is a very good fodder for fattening cattle. 

To the oil are attributed certain medicinal properties in 
Hindu medical works, and it is claimed for it that, when 
carefully prepared, it is as good as olive oil for medicinal use. 
It has even been asserted that much of the olive oil imported 
into India is, perhaps, nothing but gingelly oil, made in 
Europe. Witl1 the advent of the new soap industry in India, 
this oil promises to be of great service to the country. 

Linum Usilalissimum (vern, Tisi or Masllina) presents 

Linseed. 
remarkable features regarding trade among 
all the oil-seeds of India. To start with, in 

India, and probably nowhere else, Lir"''" is cultivated only 
for its seeds, whereas, in other parts ol the world, it is grown 
for the double purpose of obtaining the Hax that it yields, as 
well as the seed. In spite ol Government endeavours in the 
direction, the culth-ator has, so far, spurned the idea of 

33 
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growing it for flax production and not linseed. The plant 
that grows in India has established itself so firmly that, for 
the present, any attempt to divert the object of the cultivation 
is sure to meet with utter failure, Trials with foreign seeds, 
introduced in order to obtain the two-fold object, unfortunate
ly met with sad failure : the plants yielded neither flax of 
good quality nor the wonted return of the seed. The cultivator 
naturally; therefore, prefers being satisfied with one crop, than 
running the risk of losing all. 

·There are two varieties of the seed, the red and the white 
variety, the former being by far the more common one, 
although the latter yields a larger percentage of oil of superior 
quality. The area under linseed in l'ndia and the estimated 
yield of the crop, for the last five years, is as follows :-

ACRES. TONS. 

1902.8 j P~re 2,592,28i 859,M8 
M1xed 621,000 ... 122,000 

1903-4 { til~~d 3,609,079 466,832 
592,000 105,000 

1904-5 { P~re 3,747,400 298,400 
lhxed 647,000 49,000 

1905-6 { P~re 2,701,800 265,200 
M1xed 567,000 ... . 88,000 

1906-7 { P~re 3,028,300 306,900 
l-hxed 638,000 113,000 

Linseed can be grown on all kinds of soil, but the yield of 
oil from the seed varies according to the locality where it is 
grown. The seed of one part of India is richer in oil than 
that of another. Bold seeds yield more oil than small ones. 
Water-logging is said to seriously affect the outturn both of the 
seed and the oil. The fruit is a rounded capsule with ten 
divisions with a seed in each. ~< is generally grown alone, 
except in some parts of Bengal and the United Provinces, 
where it is occasionally sown broadcast on standing autumn 
paddy or with one or other of the rabi pulses or mustard. The 
average yield of the crop is about 5 maunds per acre. The 
export-trade of the seed is as follows :-

1902-3 
1~08-4 

CwT. 
6,828,185 
8,616,856 ... 

VALUB IN RUPEES. 

5,69,09,892 
... 5,7<1-,41,76~ 



CWT. VAl.UB IN RUPJ!J!S, 

1904-5 11,182,009 6,32,87,256 
1905-6 5,788,860 ... 4,11,55,898 
19ea-1 ·1,378,8~6 ... 3,25,98,578 
The oil extracted from this important seed is extensively 

used for oil-painting purposes, It is essential for this purpose 
that the oil should be expressed exclusively from pure linseed, 
which bas quick drying properties. The seeds that arc com· 
posed of a large percentage of oleir~e, such as mustard or rape 
or sesame, etc., if mixed with linseed, before being expressed, 
impair, to a large extent, this important quick-d1-ying pro
perty of linseed oil. Fresh linseed, pressed soon after collec
tion from fields, yields a larger percentage of oil, which varies 
from 10 to 14 seers per maund of the seed· The price of the 
seed per maund ranges from Rs. 5-8 to Rs. 6 per bazaar 
maund. While on the one hand, we export a large quantity 
of linseed, we have, on the other, to import no trifling quantity 
of expressed oil from abroad, e. g.,-

GALS. VALUE IN RUPEES. 

1902-3 232,608 5,02,914 
1903·4 270,811 4,89,894 
190~5 815,924 4,78,548 
1905-6 263,600 • 4,02,913 
1906·7 304,486 . ... 4,98,941 
It is now admitted on all hands that, if manufactured 

from carefully selected seed of Indian produce, as it is done 
by U1e Gouripore Oil Co., Ld., or the Howrah Oil Co., Ld., 
the oil is as good as any brand of the foreign manufacture, 
both as regards the quick-drying properties, as well as the 
freedom from any objectionable inherent colour, to render it 
unsuitable for being used for white or other light paints. The 
boiled variety dries quicker, with a better varnish, but is 
somewhat reddish in colour. It is remarkable, therefore, that 
we should have to import linseed oil from abroad, when 
IVe export so much linseed, for the sole purpose of yielding its 
oil, Complaints have been heard that the whole of the linseed 
crop cannot be locally treated, oil expressed and the product 
exported instead of the seed itself, because of the fact that 
there is no large local demand for the linseed-cake, which 



Mo 
is much too expensive for the poor cultivator to use as 
manure or as cattle·fodder. The oil-cake has, therefore, to be 
exported abroad to obtain its full price, thereby incurring the 
cost of freight and charges of transport. The oil·cake is elt
ceptionally wholesome fodder for cattle but ought not to be 
too hard-pressed to he useful as such. Linseed oil-cake sells 
at Rs.ll to Rs· l!-8 per maund in Calcutta. Something ought 
to be done to induce the cultivator to use the linseed oil-cake, 
in order to prevent the annual export of linseed and oil-cake 
from India. 

Ricinus Commutois (vern. Arand, Bhere~~da, Renr~) is a 
plant of considerable importance in India, 

Castor. yielding the castor-seed of commerce. The 
chief uses of this important agricultural 

product are~ 
(i) The feeding of the eri silk-worm on the leavu, in 

Assam. 
(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

The manufacture of a paper-pulp from the stem. 

The production of the oil from the seed, for
(a) Dyeing, tanning and soap-making purposes; 
(b) Lubricating machinery, either by itself or in the 

shape of palmine oil,-a preparation of nitric 
acid completely agitated with castor oil; 

(c) Burning in lamps; 
(d) Medicinal use, as a mild, but effective, demul· 

cent laxative, or for other purposes; 
(e) Preparation of a varnish, by dissolving the oil in 

alcohol and incorporating the same with a solo· 
lion of copal-tree (Valeria itodica) exuda.tion. 

The manuring of suga(·cane and other plantations 
with the oil-cake, as also the preparation therewith 
of a superior kind of burning gas, for illumination 
of public places, in smaller stations. 

The supposed milk-increasing property of tl1e leaves 
either in the form of juice given internally or as a 
poultice applied to the breast ; and other sundry 
unimportant local uses, such as,-leaf as cattle· 
fodder, oil-cake as fuel, . flower as an inducement 
for bees, in apiculture, etc. 



two varieties of the plant are commonly met with, larg~ 
and small·seeded, the former yielding a larger percentage of 
oil, but the yield of the latter being more valuable as pure 
samples thereof constitute the castor·oil used in pharmacy. 

Figures of the total area under the crop and the estimated 
yield thereof are not available. The plants, yielding the larger 
variety of seed, attain considerable height, are perennial and 
yield a larger amount of seed, while the other variety. which 
yields small seeds, is grown annually by an expensive and 
c.1reful process and yields an average outturn of about 3 
maunds of seed per acre. The harvesting in both cases is 
done by plucking the fruits with the hand. The collected seed
pods are stocked in a corner, covered up with straw or such 
other article, and allowed to stand, under pressure, for a week 
or so, when they are taken out, exposed to the sun, for two or 
three days, and then, husked either in the dhenki or with a 
heavy wooden mallet. A large portion of the total outturn of 
the seed is retained in the country, to be locally treated, while 
a considerable fraction is exported, as the following table 
will show:--

CWT. VALUE IN RUPEES. 

1902-S 1,761,688 92,05,666 
1903-4 1,566,8:38 • 69,19,562 
I 904-5 1,460,908 69,15,892 
1905·6 1,298,624 78,66,786 
1906·7 1,505,059 1,14,16,925 
The current price of the seed, in the Calcutta market, is 

between Rs. 5-8 and Rs. 6 per bazaar maund. 

The most important constituent of castor-seed is the oil 
of which the peeled kernels afford about 15 to 20 seers to ~ 
maund of seed. The oil is extracted in. either of the three 
following ways :-

(i) By tkcoclion : The seeds are partially roasted after 
being carefully deprived of their husk and then 
c':'shed, _either by ~e d~1e11ki or in a crushing 
null. ThiS meal, as tt mtght be called is then 
boiled with water and the mixture allowed' to stand 
to allow the oil to come to the top, when it is 
drawn off. The oil is again passed through the 



(ii) 

(ii) 
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process of second boiling to dissipate a portion o£ 
its acrid principles. 

By expressio11 :The seeds are first cleaned with the 
hand, husk·separated and thoroughly winnowed. 
The .kernels are then dried in the sun and broken 
into a meal in the crushing machine. The meal is 
put into small bags made of canvas, or gunny, but 
preferably goats'-hair blanketing, and pressed 
either by the hand machine or the hydraulic press 
up to about 1! tons. · The oil thus expressed is 
termed" cold drawn," but the yield is nearly 10 
per cent. less than the process, in which either the 
kernel or the meal is moderately heated either by 
steam or in a shallow iron reservoir, so as not to 
scorch or decompose it, but to .render the oil 
contained in it sufficiently liquid to make expres
sion of the oil easier. 

By the em ploymetll of cT~emical solvents : The process 
of obtaining castor·oil by means of alcohol or such 
other article is unknown in India. It is. asserted, 
however, that, for medicinal purposes, an ethereal 
or alcoholic tincture of the seed acts in smaller 
doses than the oil. 

The following is the export of oil from the country :-
GALs. VALUE IN RUPEES. 

1902-3 2,0?3,573 24,68,222 
1903-4 1,916,200 20,88,2:!9 
1904-5 1,632,106 16,43,982 
1905·6 1,432,108 17,12,088 
1906-7 1,445,686 ... 2~,22,01J>... 

And the following is the table showing the small import 
of the oil, during the same peri.od :-

GAI.S. 

1902-S 99 ... 
1903-4 284 
1904-5 257 
190li·6 286 
1906-7 6,469 
Atte!ltion is particularly requested 

VALU B IN RUPBI!S. 

186 
6?1 
4?8 

1,022 
13,018 

to the sudden rise in 
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the import during the last year, which might be read as a 
danger signal, 

The ground-nut is the seed of a very curious plant 
botanically called Arachis hypoga:a. It is 

Ground-nut. unknown in a wild state in the country and 
the Bengali name (Chiller Badam-also caUed mat·ka/1) would 
lead us to believe that it reached us through China. 

The plant is a herbaceous annual with low reclining 
branches of much the same appearance as a field clover. It 
so effectively co'""" the soil that, in many parts of Madras 
and Bombay, it is cultivated on soils to get rid of any trouble, 
some weed growing on it. It grows weD on a loose soil, 
requires a fine tilth of the soil, with occasional irrigation at 
the first stage, and has to be kept clear of weeds. The crop 
matures in six months, and, with attention, yields as much as 
20 maunds of seed-pod per acre. Heavy rain, about the time 
of harvesting, is disastrous, as the seeds are liAble to germi. 
nate. The husk-waste is about i of the weight of the entire 
pods. The nuts are frequently eaten raw or fried, as also 
various sweetmeats are prepared with it. On analysis, it has 
been found that " the residue from them, after the expression 
of the oil, far exceeds that of peas, and is even richer than 
lentil in flesh-forming constituents, while it contains more fat 
and more phosphoric acid than either of them." (Dr. Muter.) 
The following is the estimated area and yield of the crop, 
during the last three years :-

1904-5 
1905-6 
1906-7 

ACRES. 

459,700 
484,900 
601,400 

'" 

TONS. 

2i4,900 
2U,200 
299,000 

The crop is principally grown in the Mallras and 
Bombay Ppesidencies, and also in Lower Bengal, specially in 
the district of Murshidabad. The husked nut is sold in the 
Calcutta market at a price from Rs. 6-8 to Rs. 7 per bazaar 
maund. 

Tbe husked nuts yield from 15 to 20 seers of oil per 
maund, of a clear straw colou"• rich in okine (consequently, 
non-drying) which keeps well for a long time, without becom
ing rancid. The chief uses of this oil are

1
-
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(o) Adulteration with cocoanut oil in Madras, gingelly 
and mustard oil in Bengal, and with glu:e 
throughout India. 

(b) Medicinal use, as a substitute for olive or salad 
·oil, 

(c) Soap manufacture. 
(d) Dressing cloth. 
(e) Burning in lamps. 

The' cold-drawn ' oil is of a superior quality to the oil 
expressed from the nut, after being lightly roasted, although, 
by the latter process, more oil is obtained. Oil exported 
during the,last five years is as follows:-

GAI.S. VAI.UB IN RUPEES. 

1902~~ *'4,785 ... ... 1,.~0,499 
19oa-4 50,602 ... ... 7a,s7o 
l904-5 48,582 ... .,,. ... 62,547 
1905-6 7,814. 

.. 
10,7R5 .,. 

~·· 
1906-7 16,608 . . 26,203 . 

~·, 

It is worth while noticing the gradual fall of export from 
the year first quoted to the yea.r before last, with a slight im· 
proYemeqt id.the last year, This means that we have been 

. consumi11g at home, more and more of th~ oil-product. This 
lead$ .ml' to the suspiCion that our gllee and mustard oil are 
)lei11g more largely .adulterated with this product; or, would it 
be that the new soap industry o( India has been responsible 

··for this increase in the home consumption of .this oil ? Let 
U., at any rate, hope. it is so. The nut exported abroad, 
during the period under review, is as follows :- · 

cwr. VALt11! IN Rl1PEI!So 

1902·3 1,035,659 71.67,905 
1903·41 l ,921,982 ••• 1,1:i,69,103 
1904-5 1,674,421 ... 96,77,683. 
1905·6 1,874,214 86,85,688 
1906·7 1,725,239 1,25,54,682 
The leaves and branches of the ground-nut plant are 

greedily eaten by cattle, while the hay is very nutritious. So 
· also is the oil-cake, upon which the cattle readily fatten. The 

Cflke is also rich in manurial constituents '-
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i must now make a few remarks on the comparatively 

Cotton-seed. 

sive enough :-

new Industry of cotton-seed oil. The export 
'!f cotton-seed (Gossypium) bas been exten-

CWT, VALUE IN RUPEES. 

1902-8 8,978,942 ... 1,01,10,537 
1908-4. 2,677,226 ... ... '66,83,153 
1904-6 2,628,897 ... .•• 61,62,613 
1905.6 8,891,839 ... 1,02,17,600 
1906·7 . 4,887,534 ... 1,29,90,659 
This is, perhaps, one of the cheapest oil-seeds in India, 

containing between 17 to 20 per cent. of oil, approximately. 
The oil can profitably be used in the manufacture of so~p. 
lt is very largely used as an adulterant of the more expensive 
oils, and for the manufacture ol butter, lard and ghee. The 
cake is a good cattle-food and fertilizer of the soil and is a 
valuable agricultural asset, and much of what I had occasion 
to refer to already applies, with double force, in this 
case. The cotton·seed cannot be pressed in our ghanis, 
with profit, as much of the oil is soaked up in the lint and 
husk. It has, therefore, been necessary to set up oil-mills, in 
the cotton districts, to treat this seed with the latest up-to-date 
appliances for delinting, hulling and pressing the seed. The 
price of the seed averages from Rs. 2 to RS. 2·8 per bazaar 
maund at Calcutta. · · 

This important oil industry, principally of the Madras 
Presidency,-namely, the cocoanut oil,

Cocoanul oil. 
demands a few remarks. It is interesting to 

note that the discovery of later oil-refining processes and the 
importation of a considerable quantity of odour less mineral oil 
into India, having no colour at ali, is playing bavC)c with this 
industry. This mineral oil is v~ry largely mixed up with 
the first-class cocoanut oil-e.g., the • Cochin • oil-and sold 
in the market as such. Upon examination of the various 
hair oils, now offered for sale, it was found that nearly 70 per 
cent. of these oils were merely perfumed mineral oiL The 
export of cocoanut oil for the last five years is as follows :-

1902·8 
1908-· 

84 

GALS. VALUB IN RUPEES. 

2,015,830 29,64,150 
8,379,681 ... 48,81,588 



1904-5 
1906·6 
1906·7 

GALS. 

2,021,198 
1,508,424 

959,772 
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VALUE IN RUPEE!J. 

29,17,361 
22,26,673 
14,17,794 

The oil expressed from the . seed of knranj (Pongamia 
Karanj. glabra). is used for the purpose of adulterat-

ing oils that are not meant for use as a salad 
oil or for culinary purposes, e.g., the burning castor-oil. The 
oil is somewhat strong in flavour, and is said to be bitter to 
.the taste. 

Kusum or safllower (Carthamus linclorius) is very largely 

SaffioWer. 
cultivnted in India, It affords an oil·yield· 
ing seed as also dye of a rich delicate shade 

of rose-pink. Though the export trade of the dye bas dwin· 
died down to insignificance, it has, in spite of the cheap 
aniline dyes, maintained its position in India, on account, no 
doubt, of the value of its seed as an oil-yielding product. The 
seed yields between 5 to 6 seers of oil to the maund, and is 
sold in the Calcutta market at a price varying from Rs. 2·8 
tc> Rs. 3 per mannd. The seed is largely mixed with mustard 
or gingelly before expressing the oil. 

There is a common notion prevalent in Bengal, at any 

Niger-seed. 
rate, that mustard does not yield up all the 
oil, unless it is mixed up, in certain propor

tion, with G11ja (or, Sirguja)-the Niger-seed (Guizalia Abys. 
sinica). It requires no manure to grow ; and very little 
attention suffices for the crop. The seed is thrown broad. 
cast after the soil has received a ploughing or two in the 
Karlik and the crop is ready for harvest in 5 or 6 months, 
yielding, on an average, about 10 ,maunds of seed to the :rcre. 
Its export during the lost five years is as follows :-

cwr. VALUB IN RUPEES. 

1902-3 48,~90 2,78,084 
1903·4 42,659 1,1S,a38 
1904-5 63,585 2,70,079 

'1905-6 44,670 1!,53,056 
1906-7 95,!11 6,08,726 
1t will be noticed that the export of even this minor oil· 

~e~d bas also been steadil)' on the incre~se. The seed fetches 



a price of between Rs. 6-10 toRs. 5·14, in the Calcutta market 
and yields about 11 to 12 seers of oil per maund. . 

Poppy·seed or Posta, as it is called in the vernacular, 1s, 
as must be well·known, the seed of Papaver 

Poppy·oeed, Sumnijerum and is chiefiy exported to 
Europe. The oil is clear and limpid, and, of late years, is 
used locally to adulterate mustard and other culi?ary oils and 
gltte and abroad to adulterate salad or olive oil. The oil-cake 
is a good cattle·food, but is rarely met with in Bengal, owing 
to the fact that not much oil is separately expressed from this 
seed. The export of poppy-seed is as follows:-

CWT. VALUB IN RUPEES. 

1902-S 966,220 82,45,096 
1903-4 1,315,074 87,45,953 
1904-5 1,362,599 78,48,018 
1905·6 796,511 60,22,406 
1906-7 802,615 65,77,281 
The seed yields from 14 to I 6 seers of oil to the maund 

and is sold in the Calcutta market at a price varying from 
Rs. 6-12 to Rs, 7·4 per maund. 

The seed of the ordinary kitchen vegetable of the .cold 
'season, called mula or murai (Raphanu. 

Radish-seed. 
Salivus) has come to be used rather exten-

sively, of late, in the preparation of • commercial ' mustard oiL 
It yields a very large percentage of oil, namely, about 17 
or 18 seers per maund, which bas a pungent smeU,-a quality 
that strongly recommends itself to the manufacturer of the 
' adulterated mustard oil • as giving it the natural pungent. 
smell of the pure mustard oil, and thus makes detection 
of adulteration more difficuiL The price, again, is very 
favourable, being only about Rs. 2 per bazaar maund in 
Calcutta. 

For the preparatioll of the seed, \he vigorous plants are 
drawn in Paus, the lower half of the tubers cut oft, replanted 
and allowed to seed. When the pods ripen, they are collect· 
ed and seeds taken ouL 

The last seed I wish to make .a few remarks upon, Is the 
M h seed of Mahua, MOU>IJ or Mowra (Bassia /ali-

a ua-,.ed, folia). The seed-kernels of the Mahua fruit, 
as commercially found· in the Calcutta market, go by the 



name of Koncl~ra. The Mal1ua tree supplies large stores of 
food : !be yellow waxy Bowers are eaten both raw and cooked, 
and is largely used in the Indian distiUeries. The fruit is also 
edible and the seed-kernel affords a valuable oil, remarkably 
suitable for soap·making and lubrication of machinery. 
The oil is, however, very largely used in Calcutta and else· 
where, only • for being adulterated with mustard oil, cocoa
nut oil ·and ghee. The export trade of the seed is as 
follows:-

CWT," VALUE IN RUPEI!i 

l 902-S 25'-036 15,08,381 
1903-4 498,673 2~,76,559 

1904-5 653,446 30,81,271 
190a-6 387,860 17,89,556 
1906-7 116,710 7,66,286. 
The kernel yields about 13 seers of oil to !be maund and 

fetches a price of about Rs. 4-6 to Rs. 4·8 per maund. 
1 have, after all, come to the close. of this brief review. 

Before retiring, I beg to express my deep gratitude to you 
for affording me this opportunity of waiting before you with 
these words. I sincerely regret having taken so much of 
your valuable time. But, having said so much, I feel, I have 
not said enough, and that much still remains to be said on !be 
subject. Jt is my intention, however, to continue my re· 
searches ; and an occasion wiD probably arise, when I shall, 
again, beg of you to grant me the privilege and honour of 
makilig my further submissions on • the subject. On this 
occasion, however, if I have bot succeeded in convincing you 
of tbe importance of the subject, which takes its place, I 
venture to submit, only next after food·grains, demands, and 
if It receives, your earnest and best attention, 1 shall persuade 
myself that 1 have not detained y(lu quite in vain. 
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THE ARTS AND INDUSTRIES OF TRAVANCORE. 

By V. NAGAKIAH, EsQ., F.R.H.S., 

Senior De111arr Pruhear, Trivarrdr11m. 

According to Ruskin," Life without Industry is guilt, 
and Industry without Art is brutality._,,.but beautiful Art 
can only be produced by people who have beautiful things 
about th•m, and leisure to look at them." This ideal was 
understood and maintained long ago in India from the times 
of the Pui1Ulic Rajahs of old. 

The arts and manufactures of India which from time 
immemorial have brought fame and· wealth from far off 
regions have remained the wonder and admiration of the 
world to this day. Whatever might have been the origin 
and whatever the uses of the traditionary arts and indus
tries of India and their place in \be industrial and econo
mic life of her people, there can be no manner of doubt that 
history l1as given its impanial verdict in favour of their 
superlative beauty and excellence of workmanship. 
Western scholars have not failed to note this fact from a 
comparative study ol the History of India with tbat of 
other countriP.S, aud bave given to the world the 
results of their observation in terms of sympathy and 
g<!lluine admiration. In S\)eOking of the· flldian artS and 
manufactures, Sir W. W. Bunter observes :-

" In architecture, in fabrics of colton and silk, in gold
smith's work and jewellery, the people of India were then 
unsurpassed. tt 

Dr. Buist, Editor of. the Bombay Tim<!, speaking of the 
Hi•tory oflndian Industry says in his • Notes on India ':-

" The carving of its wood work, the patterns, colours 
and texture of carpets, shawls and scarfs, admired for centu. 
ries, have since the Great Fair of the world, been set forth 
IL5 patterns for the most skilled artificers of Europe to 
imitate. From the looms of Dacca went forth those wonder
ful tissues tbat adorned the noblest beauties of the Court of 
Augustus Casu-, beariug:iu the Eternal City the same desig
nation si:r:teen centuries ago as tbat by which cotton is still 
known in India; and the abundance of Roman coin and relics 
np to onr time occasionally exhumed yet preserves traces of 
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the early commercial connection between the two most 
wonderful nations in the world-those of the C;csars and 
the Moghuls." 

This capacity for artistic excellence which bas continued 
to exist more or l~ss to this day is not confined to any 
particular locality, but is to be found everywhere in India. 
The indigenous industries are carried on all over the 
continent. ln every village until quite recently all the 
traditional industries were found thriving. The village 
community of India was a body corporate in which the 
artisans played an important part. The whole community 
was provided for, every man in it bad his ordered place and 
profession. It was the stronghold of the traditional arts and 
industries. The occupations were hereditary and all persons 
(allowing the same professions iu course of time, crystallised 
into the several castes. When the arts and industries 
passed out of the village, the caste system still afforded the 
best defence against the encroachment of foreign fashions. 
By its tenacity and exclusiveness, the caste system has 
preserved the artisan. classes from contamination and 
degeneracy, and the experience of ages gained in doing the 
same kind of work from father to sou in endless chain of 
succession, has stamped a hereditary capacity for artistic 
work on our artisan classes, So much so that " the mere 
touch of their fingers trained for :J,OOO years to the same 
manipulations is sufficient to transform whate\•er foreign 
work is placed for imitation in their bands, ' into something 
rich and strange ' and characteristically Indian.'' 

Though the indigenous industries were thus fostered 
and sustained. it was chiefly through the encouragement 
given by the ruling princes and chiefs and the cultivated 
tastes of the common people thllt the arts of India were 
brought to perfection. Every native ruler entertained a 
large number of excellent master-workmen in his palace. 
They had their salary ana their daily rations for their lives 
from the exchequer and were provided with the materials 
for their work. It was under such court patronage that tiJ.e 
arts and industries grew and attained a high degree of 
perfection. As was justly remarked by Coleridge, " the 
darkest despotisms on the cootiueut have _done more for tlie 
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growth and elevation of the fine arts than the English 
Government. A great musical composer In Germany and 
Italy Is a great man In society and a real dignity and rank are 
conceded to him. So it is with a sculptor or painter or 
architect.. ....... ln this country, there is no general reverence 
for the fine arts ; and the sordid spirit of a money-amassing 
philosophy would meet any proposition for the fostering of 
art, in n genial and extended sense, with the commercial 
mnxim Laissetfairc." 

Since the advent of the European nations there came a 
change over the country ; and when the country passed 
under British rule the overwhelming importation of the 
European mnuufnctures which followed in their wake 
worked immense ruin on the hereditary native cra(tsmen. 
Under the British rule which secures the freest exercise of 
individual energy and initiative, the restraints imposed by 
caste exclusiveness became considerably relaxed to the 
marked detriment of those handicrafts, the perfection of 
which depends on the hereditary processes sud skill. The 
foreign rulers of India patronised the European manufac• 
ture~ even nt the expense of native industries. The native 
rulers and nobles also imitated the ruling class in their 
tastes and filled their palaces and mansions ~ with flaming 
Brussels carpets, with Tottenham·court furniture, with cheap 
Italian Mosaics, with French oleographs, with Austrian 
lustres and with German tissues sud cheap brocade." The 
village artisons neglected by the ruling classes and chiefs 
and nobles and unable to bold tbeir own against the fierce 
and n•erciless competition of the Western mannfacturers, 
were forced to abandon their hereditary occupation~ and 
turn to agriculture or mass together iu hundreds and !hOlt· 
sands in squalid and insanitary surroundings to assist in the 
mannfacture of goods with the aid of machinery recently 
imported into India. 

There can be no question that machinery will eventually 
kill some of our handicrafts, but there are others to which 
manual labour is best suited, and the.c' wiJI thrive and bring 
up a contented nud fairly prosperous class of artizans i£ they 
ar~ sufficiently patroni~ed by the higher and middle classes, 
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That Travancore has long been famous for the excellent 
workmanship of her arlizans may be gathered from the 
following extract from a letter addressed to His Highness 
the late Maharajah by Colonel H. P. Hawkes, President of the 
Madras Committee of the London Exhibition of 1886:-

"We feel that the best and most striking exhibits will 
come f~om Travancore. Your ivory carving is beyond 
doubt the best jn all India. Your jewellery is approached by 
none that I have seen. The steel work inlaid with gold is 
peculiarly interesting and judging from the photograph 
Your Highness is good enough to send me, your wood carv
ipg must be very fine." 

· Such excellence bas been due to the liberal encourage
ment and patronage of the rulers of the land. The occupants 
of the throne of Travancore have as a rule been personages 
of great learning and culture, and uot a few of them have 
themselves been votaries of the arts they developed and 
patronized. 

Travancore JJfusic.- Music according to Herbert Spencer 
is the finest of the fine arts. As one of the fine arts, it 
received special patronage through successive Hindu 
dynasties and was practised and cultivated by Pnndils, 
Princes and Princesses and by the well-to-do householders. 
Religion bound up as it is w:tb everything in .India 
naturally exercised a most powerful influence upon music 
as upon otller arts. " We have hardly any festivity in the 
country," said the late Justice Sir "1". Muthuswamy Aiyar, 
"domestic or national, in which an important part is not 
assigned to music. " 

According to Mr. Day, a great authority on South 
Indian Music, Travaocore O\\"es to the influence of Tanjore 
much of its excellence in music and other fine arts. 

The school of music in vogue in Travancore is tile 
Onrtralic • . The Hindustani school has also been practised, 
but it bas not taken a deep root here. It is now enjoyed 
only as a rarity. Besides these two systems, there is yet a 
third, known as Soupanam. It is an indigenous style Of 
musio peculiar to Malabar and Travancorc at present, and is 
apparently a trace of the once prevalent Dravidian music 
Hindu music has from time immemorial been patronised by 
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the SovereigDS of Travancore. The names of many musi
cians who adorned the Oourt of Rama Varma Kulasekhara 
Perumal Maharajah are still remembered. That illustrious 
Sovereign himself was a great musician and his compositions 
are still sung not only in Travancore but in countries beyond 
It, The most celebrated musicians of the day In Southern. 
India, viz., Maha Vaidyanatha Iyer and. Raghavier were pets 
at his Oourt. His nephew and successor Rama Varma, 
G.C.S.I., was another great musician and singer. 

Pai11li11g.-" Painting" It has been well said, 11 is the 
Intermediate somewhat between a thought and a thing." 
The history of painting in Travancore is the history of the 
revolution effected in India in that branch of the fine arts_ 
through the labours of Western artists, au advance which has 
been kept up here by the genius of local talent. 

That painting had reached a high state of excellence in 
India is clear from the old Sanscrit poets and dramatists. 
In Kalidasa's 'Sakuntala,' Dushyanta paints the picture of 
his banished Queen. 

Tmvancore bas picked np the opportunity of internal 
peace, which British rule has given us, for the developm~nt 
of her arts. She has produced several painters of merit. 
And the recent Oensns of 1901 gave 919 as the number of 
pointers for this little State. . • 

. The first impetus to painting on modern line~ inTra-· 
. vancore was given by that talented Maharajah, who has 

already beeu referred to above ·as the great muslcian and 
patron of music. His Highness invited one Alagari Naidu, 
the best painter of the day, from Madura and he trained 
young Raja Raja Varma of Kilimanur {the great Indian 
artist's uncle) and several others in. the art of painting. 
Ravl Varma, whose fame now extends to Europe and 
America, received his early training from his uncle. 

For painting to be truly successful in India, "it must 
be national painting." The-success of Rayi Varma's pic· 
tures has proved the truth of this statement. He was ably 
assisted by his late brother C. Raja Raja Varma, who was 
equally distinguished in the art, and by his sister, yet un· 
known to fame, Ravi Varmr/s paintings won prizes in the 
following Exhibitions :-

85 
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Fine Arts Exhibitions of Simla, Bombay, Poona 
and Madras. · 

The .. Internatioual Exhibitions of Vienna and 
Calcutta. · 

(S) The Indian and Colonial Exhibition of London. 
(4) The World's Exhibition at Chicago. 
Archileclure.-The prevailing style of architecture is the 

Dravidian. Though the Dravidians were enthusiastic builders 
and embarked on the most splendid underta!<ings, yet all 
their efforts were devoted to the single servi:e of Religion. 
The earlier specimens of the temples constructed in this 
style are the most perfect and the changes have been from 
bad to worse. Besides the temples in the Dravidian style, 
there is a large number of temples in Travancore, built on a 
model peculiar to Malabar. In architectural grandeur they 
cannot be compared with the lofty structures of the East 
Coast. 

The construction of private buildings differs consider
ably from that on the East Coast. The typicai' Nayar' 
house is situated in a large compound enclosed by a wooden 
fence or mud wall with thatched roof which is renewed 
every year, thus avoiding the expense of re .. building the 
wall often owing to the heavy rains. The extent of the 
compound varies with the affiuence of the owner, but is 
large enough in the villages. Though it is considerably 
less in the towns it is impossible to find a • Nayar' house 
without a decent compound. The gateway opening into 
the compound is surmounted by an imposing structure 
called 'Padippura,' a framework of wood thatched or tiled, 

. sometimes very attractively and artistically done. The 
house stands in the north-eastern portion of the compound 
mostly facing towards the east. At the south-western 
corner lies the Kavoo or grove of trees, dedicated to the 
abode of snakes-a portion considered sacred, To the east 
of the Kavoo is the bathing tank with the Krllappura, a cool 
shed forming a canopy over the stops of the tank affording 
facilities for privacy and protection from the inclemency of 
the weather, There is also a splendid garden containing 
everything needed to secure to the owner all the necessaries 
oflife, · The cocoanut, the jnck1 the ar«a1 the tJiantnin an<l 
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the mango trees are the most important ones to be found in 
every garden, The pepper vine is invariably seen clinging 
to these trees. Edible roots, such as tapioca, are to be found 
growing amid the clusters of trees and a tall pezhu fence at 
one comer bears the betel leaf vine. In the midst of tbis 
garden stands the Nayar house, on an elevated basement, 
generally three feet in beigbt. As one enters the premises, 
the first thing that greets the eye is a well-built ante-chamber, 
the southern porrion of which is an open hall with an orna
mental plank ceiling above. At the northern end is a fine 
snug wooden room 10 feet square. Both these are used by 
the Karana•an or chief member or the family who receives 
visitors there. Beyond this is the big open yard called 
Millarn surrounded by a cluster of buildings. ll is an 
oblong space not less than 30 x 40 feet and is kept scmpul
ously neat. To the west of the open yard is the main bouse, 
The central portion of the main bouse is known as the 
• Arappura,' a strong building· entirely made of wood to 
secure the valuables of the bouse. It bas only one door on 
the east made of massive anjili plauk fastened by one or two 
terrific-looking iron locks known as the Nazllipoollu. The 
door leads to au open verandah in front bordering on the 
Millam more than 6 feet broad and of the same length as the 
Arappura itsel(. The plank ceiling of the- verandah is 
elaborately carved. Behind the Arappura is a big Nalulullu, 
the number varying according to the opulence of the Tara wad. 
These are provided with numerous comfortable rooms for 
all the women aud children of the family, the and Karanavan 
seldom visits these parts of the house. On the north side is the 
kitchen, a detached building with an open hall for dining, 
say 40x li or 15 feet. In front of tbe kitchen to its east, is 
t!lc well, from which water for drinking and cookin~t is drawn, 
'I he cattle-shed of the house is situated generally to the 
south or south-east of the IJl!lin house. Teklulu is - small 
building situated to the south of the main building and kept 
sacred for puja to the family deity. Every house has also 
a Afalam where the Brahmin visitor is lodged and fed. 

Sculplure.-Bculpture and architecture always go band 
In hand and it is by the delicately soulptured images of gods 
and goddesses in the temples that the arcbitectuml beauty 
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of the shrines.is judged. In the temple of Sri Padmanabha 
at Trivandrum there is abundant evidence of excellent 
sculpturing on stone, 

Cart~ing.-The art of carving has beeen known iu 
Travancore for a long time. It is as ancient as tile temple 
architecture, and a naturalistic style has sprung up in 
Travancore. Carving in stone has already been referred to 
in connection with sculpture. 

The most common substance on which the workman 
can exercise his skill is wood, of which Travancore has an 
abundant supply. Wood carving has long been practised 
in Travancore in colinection with the construction of temples 
in indigenous Malabar style aud the construction of houses 
and other buildings. Iu the making of cars, palankeens and 
Vahanams required in temple service.~ and processions and 
always richly, minutely and delicately carved, the carpenter 
displays his consummate skill and high workmanship. 
Teak is the most popular wood, but sandalwood with its 
fragrant smell being valuable is generally selected to show 
the delicate touches of the carpenter's tool. 

When ivory carving was first introduced into Travancore 
is not exactly known. From the evidence. that exists in 
the form of ivory works, such as palankeens, images of gods 
and representations of plants and ani"!als, we are led to 
infer that carving in ivory must have been, if not indigeuotts, 
at least as old as the Aryan colonization of Malabar. 

The most important work in ivory was a throne made 
for that great Maharajah, who reigned between 1829 and 
1847. This is an excellent piece of workmanship and still 
adorns the old Durbar Hall at 'l'rivandrum. His Highness' 
successor, Maharajah Martanda Varma exhibited .r·still 
greater interest in the furtherance of the Art, and in 1851 
His Highness was enabled to present to Her Majesty ·the 
Queen an ivory throne elaborately carved and set with 
jewels. It was exhibited in the great Exhibition of London 
of that year and was much admired. It is a beautiful work, 
thoroughly Indian in design and well worthy of the purpose 
for which it was intended. It has now found a fitting place 
in the State rooms in Windsor Castle, 

~vory cai;Ving is done in the Trivandrom School of Arts 
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for the decorations of many articles of ordinary use such as 
the backs of brushe.•, band glasses, combs, book racks, walk
ing sticks, umbrella handles, &c. The required ivory is 
obtained from th~ State For<sts themselves. 

Besides wood and ivory, well executed designs are . 
carved in cocoanut shells. The colour of the shell when 
polished Is a fine dark brown, which becomes darker with 
age. The clean shells are subjected to elaborate carvings 
and mounted with silver, gold or ivory. 

Weaving. 
Next in importance to agriculture is the weaving 

industry, and among all the materials of our textile fabrics 
cotton undoubtedly holds the firat place. For a hug 
time it has been cultivated, spun and manufactured locally, 
nnd every village has had families of weavers and spinners 
who supplied all local demands and needs. But cotton 
spinning has nearly ceased to exist as almost all weavers 
now use only imported twist. · 

The Jzhavas, Saliars and Patuools are the chief castes 
engaged iu weaving, but there are also a few other castes 
who follow this profession. The following is the form of 
the loom in use by the majority of the weavers:-

The principal parts of it are the sley, the healds and the 
reed. The sley with its reed is suspended by two cards 
from the roof of the house and the healds by two minor 
cards. The lower portion of the sley consists of a piece of 
wood two inches thick and almost circular in sections witli 
a groove cut ·along the top for the reception of the reed, 
At each end a short upright piece of wood is fixed and· 
passes through slots cut in the upper portion of the 
sley, This is a piece of common grained wood about 
3 feet deep aud 213 feet thick with a groove cut atthe bottom 
to form a cup for the reed, to fix it in a vertical position. 
In the middle there is a handle for the weaver to grasp and 
beat up the weft with great force, .after the healds have dl
vided the warp. The bealds consist of a series ofloops linked 
together, the warp thread being drawn through the space 
formed by linking two heald loops. The shuttle with the 
waft in it, is thrown across by one hand and caught br the 
other and so on. · 
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The weaving of silk and woollen fabrics is unknown iii 

Travancore. 

Fibres·- · 

Plantain /ibre.-The existence of fibre in the common 
plantain has probably been known in India from ancient 
times, but it attracted public notice only d11ring the Crimean 
War, when owing to the stoppage of the importation of Rus
sian hemp into England the Indian Government ordered an 
enquiry into the capab:Uties of Indian fibres. But. nothing 
important was done in regard to plantain fibre owing to the 
abundance of other fibre-yielding plants and also to want of 
some simple and efficient machine for extracting the fibre. A 
few years ago the Government of Travaucore dep11ted one of 
its officers te> Ootacamund to acquaint himself with the me
thods of extracting the fibre, but for want of a suitable ma. 
chine much good did not result from this mission. When 
weaving was introduced into the School of Arts, the Govern· 
ment procnred through its Forest Department fibres extracted 
from plantains grown in the State and asked the Superin
tendeu~ of the School of Arts, Trivaudrutn, to test them with 
a view to ascertain their fitness for weaving .purposes. A 
fe'!J"'periments were made aud the results of these experi
ments are noted below : -

1, . Of the 29 varieties of plantains grown in Travan. 
core, fibres yielded by 12 were found to be the best for 
weaving cloths of fine texture and those of the. remaining 
ones were only fit for coarse weaving and cordage. The 
fibres are silky in colour aud glossy and sufficiently strong 
for a thread. 

2· A few native tanning colours were tried aud found 
successful in dyeing the fibre fast. 

8,·· Washing With alkali commonly used by nath•e wash• 
ermeu and with soda aud soap were tried in the fibre and 
the fabric woven with it. These were found ouly to increase 
the .nrength and pliability of the material. 

4; The fibre was found to possess peculiar advantages 
over other known varieties of fibres used for textile purposes. 
xt possessed an almost exact resemblance to silk in the polish 
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of the thread, which it is found to retain after it is dyed with 
any colour, or boiled or washed. 

S. The fibre needs no spinning operation like other 
fibres. It i~ ready for the loom after its extraction from the 
raw sheaths ol the plaiutain trees. 

The machinery for extracting the fibre used in the 
Trivandrum School of Arts is simple in structure, compara; 
tively cheap, and easily portable being small and light, It 
can be carried to the plantain gardens where the trees are 
cut and larg: expenditure in transit of the raw ntaterial would 
be saved thereby. The frame work is in teak. The scraping 
blade and the squeezing fluted rollers are fitted parallel to 
each other ·at the top and are worked by two separate strong 
steel springs controlled by foot levers. The additional 
mechanism for squeezing with the fluted rollers which work 
in advance of the scraping operation gives greater pliability 
to the plantain sheaths and renc!ers the extraction of the 
fibre much easier. The fibre thus obtained can consequently 
retain the full length of the sheaths available, little or no 
breakage occurring in the process of extraction, 

'rhe machine-made fibre industry yields a good profit. 
An enterprising Indian of Tanjore who to0k jhe trouble of 
having some samples of the fibre extracted by him sent to 
London, found them valued from £ 2S to£ 35 a ton. He 
estimates the cost of extracting the fibre at Rs. 55 per ton 
and allowing another Rs. 85 for putting the same on th~ 
market, or Rs. 90 altogether per ton, he calculates the profits 
at nearly £ 20 to £ 25 per ton. He states also that an acre 
of plantain garden yields one ton oi fibre on au average. 
It has to be retnembered that it has been usual hitherto to 
throw away the sheaths after reaping the produce, and if 
this refuse should yield so much as £ 2J per acre the industry 
should be a very paying one. -

Plaintain trees of different varieties are grown abun
dantly all o\"er the State, and in fact almost every Ma!liyali 
house has its own plaintain trees behind It in the garden. 
'l'he extraction of the fibre is only a simple process and as 
It does not affect the edible and valuable portion of the 
plantain tn:e t11ere is- vast field open ror a new ~nd paying 
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industry which our capitalists will do well to put in hand 
before foreign capital steps in. 

Cocoanut fibre or Coir.-Malabar has been rightly 
called the " land of the palms " and of these the 
cocoanut palm is the most important and widely 
cultivated. The cultivation of the cocoanut tree and 
the preparation of its various products seem to be 
occupations specially suited to t!Je Malabar Coast, its dense 
population; its minutely sub.divided holdings and its easy 
water-carriage to the market. Each man here lives under 
his own palm trees and every traveller by boat on the lagoon 
can. see the domestic labour going on at each threshold, the 
whole family busy in severing the husk from the nut, in 
spinning the fibre into yarn and so on. Of the several indus
tries connected with the cocoanut, the Coir industry is the 
most important, The thick pericarp or outer wall of the 
fruit yields the valuable coir fibre of commerce. The fibre 
is tough, elastic, springy, easily manipulated within certain 
limits and eminently suited for manufactures where light
ness, cleanliness and great indestructibility are required. It 
will stand water, it is almost impervious to wind and wave, 
or to damp and rain. Care should be taken to cut the cocoa
nut at the proper season. The fibre is much impaired by 
waiting for the nuts to arrive at maturity. The fibre is 
weak when cut earlier than is necessary, and If later, it be· 
comes coarse and hard and requires a longer soaking and is 
more difficult to manufacture. The best season to cut the 
nut is in the ninth or tenth month. \Vheu the cocoanuts are 
cut the husk is separated from the nut and thrown into 
pools of fresh water •nd soaked fot nearly two months. 
Trav.,llers in boats can see heaps~f these !brown Into· the 
back waters all along the way and easily recognize them 
from the offensive smell emanating from the rotten material 
in those places where the cocoanut abounds. When 
thoroughly soaked the fibrous part• are easily separated from 
the wood by beating with a stick resembling an ordinary 
rice-pounder but not so long, known as Kulltwadi. This 
beating is iuvarivbly done by women. · After separation the 
fibres are mixed and with the help of a rough country 
macbine locally known as rallu (wheel} ropes are twisted· 
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This is also largely done by women. The Izhavas are large
ly engaged In this business and their women are very dexte
rous in rope making. Of the uses to which the coir is cap· 
able of application, the following extract from a pamphlet 
Issued by an English tmder will give a fair idea :-

" Coir is found suited to the production of a variety of 
articles of great utility and elegance of workmanship. It 
was at first only used for stuffing mattresses aod cushions, 
but its applications have been enlarged and iL~ value greatly 
increased by mechanical processes. Instead of being formed 
into rough cordage only, and mats made by hand by means 
of ingeniously constructed machinery the fibre is rendered 
sufficiently fine for the loom, and matting of different tex· 
tures and coloured ligures is produced while a combination 
of wool in pleasing designs gives richness and the effect of 
hearth rugs and carpeting brushes, and brooms for house
hold and stable purposes, matting for sheep.folds, pheRSan· 
tries and poultry yards, church cushions, hammocks, cordage 
of all sizes and strings for nursery men and others for tying 
up trees and other garden purposes, nose-bags for horses, 
mats and bags for seed-crushers, oil pressure, and candle 
manufactures are only a few of the various _purposes to 
which the fibrous coating of the cocoa nat is now applied." 

Coir string is universally employed in othl!r parts of India 
in the construction of bam boo houses. To these properties 
bas to be added its great power of withstanding moisture on 
account of which it is in great demand for maritime purpose.. 

Arecanul jibre.-Besides the plantain and cocoanut 
fibres the arecanut fibre is also used iu the School of Arts, 
Trivandrum, as a substitute for wool, in the manufacture of 
carpets. When dyed, it is hardly distinguishable from wool, 
and in fact, carpets woven with it look better and finer than 
woollen carpets while th<y are considerably cheaper. The 
discovery of the uses of thi! fibre is very recent and the 
work is at present e<•nfined only to the School of Arts, Tri
vnudrum. 

Oil {>ressi11g.-Next to ooir making, oil-pressing, especial
ly the manufacture of cocoa aut oil, is the most important 
industry in the State. The cocoanut oil manufactured in 
Tmvaucore is considered better in 'luality thau that producecl 

36 
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In other:' countries. Mr. Mackenzie, the late Resident in 
Travancore and Oochin, observed that a ton of cocoanut oif 
from here fetches in the London market a few pounds more 
than that exported from any other country. 

The oil is nearly white in colour and Is largely used by 
the people of Malabar in cooking. It bas a very agreeable 
smell anli _ preparations made with it do not get spoiled 
while they taste better and keep longer. The oil is alsn 
used as medicine either by itself or boiled with other ingre. 
dients and for burning lamps and anointing the bo<ly. It is 

-said to promote the growth of hair. The fat yielded by the 
cocoanut oil is largely used in Europe for the manufacture 
of candles, and according to • Max', in Capital.-" Experi
ments made In the Philippines show that the oil can be made 
to produce a high quality of illuminating gas free from tar." 
The uses of cocoanut oil are thus manifold. 

The method of preparing it is as follows :-The ripe 
kernel of the cocoanut is cut off the skull and dried either 
by exposure to the sun or by artificial means. It is then 
known as copra. The copra is cut into thin slices which are 
put Into the presses, and oil is extracted therefrom. The 
apparatus of a nntive oil-press is very simple. It· is made of 
the trunk of a large tree {either tamarind or jack) or a 
block of a stone, which is hollowed into the form of a mortar 
and planted on a raised ground. In•this a big pole works 
as a pestle round and round. A wooden beam about 16 feet 
long pressing at one end closely against the foot of this 
mill with loud creaking noise bas an arpt projecting upwards 
at about a tblrd of its length, which is attached to the bead 
of the pestle. The mill is driven by men or oxen yoked at 
the farther end of the beam who ,PUll it round and round. 

·Every village bas a few of these country mills and accord
ingly they are to be found scattered throughout the country. 
In addition to these country mills, machines for extracting 
oil worked by steam power have been recently Introduced ; 
there are three of them established at Aleppey; a mill has 
been newly started at Quilon. 

Gingelly-oil is the next In importance. This is usually 
procured by giving the sesamum seeds frequent washings in 
cold water at first until all th«: brownisl! coloured 111atter is 
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removed and they look quite white. They are then spread 
tn dry in the sDD, after which oil is pressed from them, in the 
same way as cocoanut in country mills. The oil bas healing 
properties- It is used for bu:ning lamps and anointing. 
Some use it for cooking pnrposes. This, however, is the 
custom of the Tamils not the true Malayali. 

The laurel or Ptmttakka oil comes next in importance. 
It is ezpressed from the seeds of the laurel tree. It is 
used mostly for burning lamps, but it gives a dim light. 

The castor-oil is another important kind of oil. It Is 
made from the large or small varieties of /ljcinus Communis. 
It is an eu:c:Uent laxative and is generally administered as 
a purgative. Oil that is made for burning lamps is express
ed in the mills, but for medicinal use it is prepared by 
boiling. 

The Pullailom or lemon-grass oil is in great demand in 
Europe. lt bas a very pungent taste and a strong odour of 
lemon. This industry may be said to have monopolised the 
trade in lemon-grass oil in European markets. 

Veppa Ennai, the oil of the seeds oithe Margosa, is of 
great medicinal value. The following oils also are used as 
medicines :-Peacock oil, Deer oil, Serpent oil, Pig oil or 
gbee and Fish oil. 

Mel<ll mork-Precious melal.s.-Gold and silver are super· 
bly wrought. The making of native ornaments gives the 
goldsmiths ample scope for the display of their artistic skill, 
and their workmanship Is much admired· 

A. gold girdle or Oddyauom made in Tmvancore the 
other day was the admiration of the Madras ladieS, and they 
were positive in their statement that no Madras goldsmith 
could have shown suck finish in work. The Oddyanom 
is a waist· belt worn by young women aud this one was a 
small ornament weighing about £ 10 sterling, but the finish 
and the polish of it were unsnrpassable ; and yet this was the 
work of a goldsmith who earned only a rupee a day. 

AU the rich temples of Travancore have a large number 
of gold and silver vessels. The big V ahanams of gold and 
silver of Sri Padmanabbaswamy's pagoda at Trivandrnm 
amply testify tn the great claim that Travancore has for 
artistic work in gold and silver. 
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Brass, Coppey and Bell-melal.-Almost all the household 

vessels in a high class or middle class Hindu family are of 
brass, copper or bell-metal. 

In Tmvancore bell-metal caut<trons and copper cooking 
pots are made on a colossal scale as they are in great de
mand for the feeding-houses attached to the temples, Some 
of those in use in Trlvandrum are so large that each can 
contain condiments to feed 5,000 persons at a time and so 
deep that a boy can swim in them if filled with water. 

Iron and Sltel.-lron and steel are chiefly used for 
making agricultural implements, knives, razors, locks, &c. 
3uperior knives on the English mo!lel are manufactured iu 
Travancore. The D. P. W. Workshop does casting work in 
iron; lamp-posts, pipes and other articles are cast there, 
and most of the lamp-posts used in lighting the town of 
Trivandrum are those made in the W9rkshop. 

Carpentry,-In the construction of temples and houses, 
the native carpenter plays an important part. The Tacllchu· 
sastram or the science of carpentry prescribes in minute 
detail the rules of Construction. The chief or head carpenters 
who prepare designs for buildings and have charge of the 
execution of the works, know the whole of that science by 
heart. They are, therefore, the supreme authorities "on the 
dimensions of the rooms, the height and dimensions 
of the door frames, the inclination of the rafters, and 
their number for the roof, the area of the open yards, the 
position of the beams and their sections •; and indeed for 
every trilling detail to be followed in the construction. The 
abundance of good building timber found in the forests of 
:Malabar and their extensive use in the indigenous style of 
architecture gives ample scope to the carpenter to displ!IY 
his ingenuity. The splendid · w~od carving for which 
Travancore is deservedly famous, which bas already been 
referred.to

1 
owes its excellence to the dexterity and exten· 

sive technical knowledge possessed by the carpenters. 
Boal-building.-A. regular succession of lakes and back

waters connected by navigable canals and running in a 
:Parallel direction with ~he coast for a considerable length is 
a most remarkable feature of the Malabar coast. Almost all 
the Important and busy towns in Travancoro and Cochin 
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are situated nlong this line of water communication n~ 
might be expected every description of merchandise as well 
ns the whole produce of the country is easily conveyed 
through backwaters in boats. . 

Inmnrshy tmcts and in most parts of North Travancore 
water is the only highway of commnuication and a Va/lam 
or canoe is thus an indispensable adjunct to every house.· 
Men, women and children go in these from one house to 
another or to the morket or to their respective avocations 
in the fields or elsewllere. 

It is thus clear tllat there is a large demand for boats iu 
tile country. Accordingly we find tllat a large number of 
people are eugnged iu tlleir construction or repair. The 
boats are of various sizes, from the small fishing boat, 8 to IQ 
feet in lengtll nnd 2 feet in breadth, to the large, handsomely 
fitted up and richly carved cabin boats used by Royalty and 
other high personages. Teak, Anjili and Tambagan are the 
most important trees used in their construction, Anjili being 
the best nnd most popular. 

/1/irrirrg Industry. -There has been no geological survey 
of the State, The only minerals now worked nre the plum. 
bago aud mica. The plumbago has been pronounced to be 
of inferior quality, though two mines are being worked by 
tile Morgnn Crucible Company. The company pays a 
royalty of Rs. 4 to 6 per ton to Government, according to the 
qnallty of the ore aud in 1079 M.E. (1903-o~ A-D.) the 
Sirkar renlized a royalty of Rs. 11,134. 

Mica is found at the bed of several tanks and iu many 
places in the forests where water stagnates. But the quarl· 
tity is small aud the q unlity poor. 

Besides these two, iron ore is. largely met with; but there 
has been no organized attempt to undertake work in this 
line on a large scale. 

Gold ore was found some years ago and tested, but it 
was thought not paying. -

There can be no douht that Travancore has a large 
mineral wealth, but the mineral resources of the State have 
not been exploited as yet. The Government have now in 
their service two young men recently trained in England 
in mining and these youths are now engaged in exploiting 
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the country. It is hoped that their labours will lead to the 
discovery of abundant and valuoble mineral resources. 

Manufacture of Salt,-Salo is a Government monopoly 
in Travancore. as in British India, and in order 
to meet the wants of the people, salt Is being 
manufactured by private contractors under an arrange· 
ment with the Sirkar according to which the expenses 
of the manufacture are borne by the manufacturers them· 
selves. But tl>e State carries out all the public works neces
sary for the general maintenance and improvement of the 
pans. The manufacturers sell all the salt manufactured by 
them to the Sirkar at a fixed rate. Locally made salt is as 
good as the foreign stuff. Not long ago a private contractor 
was permitted to manufacture aalt locally and very 
recently a company of private traders has been formed. It 
has already begun work with 100 pans and the produce is 
said to be of very good quality. At a recent conference of 
salt officers held under the presidency of the Dewan of 
Travancore, it was resolved that the State should eventually 
be made independent of foreign salt by encouraging home 
manufacture. The future of the salt manufacturing industry 
is thus full of promise. 

Pottery for Bricks and Tiles.-Pottery is a very 
ancient and important industry, In the Hindu lore 
the profession is sanctified by Brahma the Creator being 
designated the chief potter, There are no houses in the 
country even of the poorest classes which do not use 
earthen pitchers, water jars, clloking pots, frying pans, 
dishes and other vessels made by the potter. There is, thus, 
an immense demand for these in every village and the 
potter is, by virtue of his calling, an important factor ill the 
village organization. 

'£he potter's wheel is a very simple and rude contrivance 
and of this primitive wheel comes every day in every part 
of India, some of the finest pottery. It consists of a hori· 
zontal tly·wheel 2 or 3 feet in diameter loaded heavily with 
clay round the rim and put in motion by the hand. Once 
set spinning, it revolves for 6 or 10 minutes with a perfectly 
steady motion. The clay to be moulded is heaped in the 
centre of the wheel and the potter squats down on the ground 
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before it. When a few vigorous turns are given, away spins 
the wheel round and round still and silent as a sleeping 
toy, when at once the shapeless mass of clay begins to grow 
under the potter's band into all sorts of faultless forms, which 
are then carried to be dried and baked as fast as they are 
thrown away from the wheel, Any polishing is done by 
robbing the baked jars and pots with pebble. The Indian 
potter ahows thoroughly artistic work in his creation and the 
red earthenware pottery of Tmvancore is one of the principal 
varieti.,g of fancy pottery in which artistic effect is sought to 
be produced. Sonte very fine pottery is being made in the 
Trivandrum School of Arts. 

The round tube-like hollow tiles of the East Coast, used 
only in South Trnvnocore, are also made in the potter's 
wheel. But the indigenous variety of tiles peculiar to 
Malabar are manufactured in the same manner as the bricks, 
The semi·solid clay prepared according to the recipe known 
to every potter is spread on level ground and allowed to dry 
for two or three days. It is then cut into the required sizes 
and shapes by a sharp-edged piece of wood or other instru
ment and left to dry a little more. The bricks of tiles are 
then co11ected and headed into a kilo constructed in tt.e form 
of a rectangle with a number of holes on a11 the sides. Dry 
twigs and firewood are strewn at the top and at the bottom 
of the heap and al•o one or more layers inside it are burnt. 
A fier sufficient burning they are removed and are ready for 
use. 

Toddy Drawing,-Toddy is a saccharine juice obtained 
by acisioo or the spadix or young flowering branch 
of the palmyra, cocoanut, date, sago, and other palms, 
of which the first two are the most important. The 
process of drn wing toddy is . as follows. When the 
spadix is a month or a month and a half old, the 
toddy drawer beglns !tis work by binding the sheath to 
prevent its expansion, after which he cuts about an inch ofi 
the end and then gently hammers the flowers, which are 
thereby exposed, with the handle of the knife or a piece of 
hard wood or bone. Finally be binds up the end with a 
broad strip of fibre. The hammering is repeated both morn· 
ing 11nd evening for 8 to 15 da~ a thin slice being cut away 
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on each occasion till the spadix is ready to yield toddy which· 
can be easily recognized by the chattering of birds, crowding 
of insects and other unmistakable signs. When ready the 
end of the spadix is fixed into a small pot and a small strip 
of leaf is pricked into the Bower to catch the oozing liquor 
and to convey the drops without wasting clear into the 
vessel. The juice exudes and drops into the earthen pot. 
It is collected every morning when the vessel is emptied and 
replaced as before and this Is repeated dally until the tree is 
exhausted and yields no more. The yield will be about half 
a gallon a day in the beginning but will gradually decrease, 
and after a period of about 40 or 50 days, stop. The juice 
of the cocoanut tree is sweet toddy. In the early morning 
it is a pleasant drink, but it ferments towards night and is 
intoxicating. 

Palmyra toddy is, though agreeable, inferior to tbe 
cocoanut toddy. It is very intoxicating and is largely drunk 

. by the lower classes after a hare! day's work In the fields or 
topes. 

Sugar, Molasses a11d Jaggery.-Coarse brown or 
black sugar is made by boiling down over a slow 
lire the juice or toddy drawn from the palmyra, the 
cocoanut or other palms, Jaggery is the hardened lump 
of the thick waxy syrup which is obtained by boiling for a 
considerable time, toddy with powdered lime. 

If sugar has to be extracted, the boiling ceases a little 
earlier than is required for tbe making of jaggery, and when 
it is warm, it is placed in baskets aad allowed to drain. 
The watery portion that drops into a pan placed below is 
molasses. 

Cadjan, Mat and Rattan Work.-Cadjan nmbr.cllas 
are a peculiarity of this ~cast, and no other part 
of Southern India produces similar ones. They are 
cheaper last Iong.r, stand rougher ware, and give more 
protecti~n against sun and rain than cloth umbrellas, which 
are, however, fast displacing them, partly owing to the ad van. 
tage of their being folded and partly to the fashion of the 
day .. Cadjau fans are also largely used during the bot 
weather and they are very cheap· Cadjan leaves are also 
woven into roull'h mats, 
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Mats of North Travancore are made (rom the reed called 
• Korai • but only rough mats are so made. The leaves of 
the Pa~danus are woven into very fine mats, which are prized 
highly for their smoothness, . 

The rattan work of Travancore is noted for its skilled 
workmanship. The Neduvangad bills yield very good canes, 
and the Koravars all along the base are great experts in 
rattan work. They make boxes, plates, baskets and other 
useful articles. Wurkalay (Jauardhanom) and the surround
ing places are famous for tltis kind of workmanship. . 

The abundance of material and the superior intelligence 
of the true Malabar population are two great factors in 
favour of our industries and it may, therefore, be safely 
predicted that a great future o£ industrial development and 
prosperity awaits Travancore before long. 

STONE INDUSTRY IN CAMBAY. 
By RAO BAHADUR MADHAVARAM HARNARAVAN VVAS, 

Dewan of Cam bay Stale, Cam bay, 

Like all ancient history, the early history of trade in 
Cam bay is shrouded in darkness. But the references of 
foreign travellers in India allow us a few glimpses occasion
ally, by lifting the veil here and there. 'The earliest of 
sttclt references takes us back to the tenth century, when 
Cambay trade was mostly in the hands of Arab and Persian 
Mnhomedans, who were treated very kindly by the tlten 
Governor of the place who was a Hindu. It was then one 
of the chief centres of trade in Gujarat, and was famous for 
the sandal known after it. It maintained its position as 
such, through the eleventh century, when it served as a 
central market, for gathering and distributing various 
articles ~f b?th indigenous and foreign prod~ction. During 
this pertod, 1ts tmde extended. as far as Pema, Arabia, and 
Africa, on the one side, and C!lina on the other. The chief 
articles of merchandise included rice, honey, cotton, giu. 
ger, indigo, and manufactured leather articles. Its impor
tance as a trade centre, seems to have grown with time 
until in the thirteenth century, it came to be one of the tw~ 
chief ports of India, notwithstanding the repeated checks it 

87 
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rec~ived at the bauds of the pirates that kept infesting the 
GuJarat Seas. It had developed a great trade in cotton, 
both raw and manufactured, indigo, and hides. A new 
element was added among the merchants of the period, ,;1., 

the Parsees, The Solankl Kings of Anhilvad cherished all 
these classes of merchants, and Cambay seems to have 
reached the height of its glory in trade, during this century. 
No information is available as regards its trade, during the 
fourteenth century, hut it appears to have added lac, silks, 
and paper to other articles of its trade in the fifteenth 
century, During this period perhaps in the apex of its 
glory, it bad to turn its attention to the political activity of 
the period, when Gujarat had already passed into the bands 
of Mabomedan rulers. In the sixteenth century, the Portu. 
guese appeared on the scene, and took away much of its sea
borne trade from the hands of the Cambay merchants. 
Though the control of foreign trade bad changed bands, 
the trade itself did not suffer much. It remained in abey. 
ance till the decline of the Portuguese power, when its 
trade with the Red Sea revived and almost regained its lost 
ground. Varied articles of merchandise came into its ntar
ket , such as r~egelab/e and animal products, manufactured 
articles, minerals including precio"" metals, perfumes and 
spices, for distribution, both inland and overland, The 
different kinds of STONES, the manufacture of which is the 
special subject ofthis paper, are first mentioned in this century 
as an important item in its trade. Reviving from its tempo
rary check, its trade tried to spread its wings as far wide as 
before, and was even successful In its efforts, for a time. 
For about the close of the century a dangerous rival sprang 
up in the rise ofSnrat. The establis~ment of the Dutch and the 
Eng lis" factories at Sural, dealt a blow to Cam bay trade trom 
which it bas never yet been able to recover, notwithstanding 
that the two nations tried to do something for Oambay also. 
What the Portuguese failed to do, was permanently achieved 
by .these two sister nations that came on tbe scene and 
Cam bay lost its importance as an Indian Port, and began to 
dwindle only into local importance. The indigo trade had gone 
down. The native merchants began to fall Into the back
ground, U!ltil the staples of its trade were limited to C11rnelia11 



and Agate stones, gtains, cotton, silk, and embroidery. in 
the eighteenth century, it became completely subordinate to 
Surat, though some of its products and manufactures were 
second to none of those of other Indian towns of note. But 
its trade was dwindling all the same, forits harbour had begun 
to fail it, and was becoming less and les5 suitable for large 
crarts. A bout the close of the century, its export trade was 
confined to StJII, tobacco, and CtJrnelians. Doring the nine
teenth century, tbe trade of Cam bay fell and it was reduced 
to the position of only a Local Port trading mainly with parts 
of Gujarat and Kathiawar1 both by laud and sea. What 
little remained to it of trade was divened by the opening of 
the Railway, at:d at the present day, i,ts staple industry con
sists of the mauufactwe ol carpeu, saree5, dholee>, and carne
liaiU and agale articles. But the ways of Providence are 
inscrutable. For the same Railway which once seemed 
to give the last death·blow to its trade, promises now 
to help its growth, and Cambay may hope to take its 
rank again as au important Indian Port, when the natural 
obstacles on the seaside are overcome by science and art 
skilfully applied. And remembering the Law ol Alternation, 
the fallen may well hope to rise, and Cam bay has a bright 
future before it, it being only a question of time and circum. 
stances. 

Having thus bric.Oy seen the early history of its trade, we 
will now concentrate our attention on one of the chief articles 
o! manufacture which came to it of old, and for which it 
stands almost alone, at least on this side of India. I mean 
the Cambay Stone lndustt)'• Here we will see what these 
stones are, whence they come, through what processes they 
pass, into what articles they are manufactured, and where 
they go. · 

The term Cambay Slone includes different varieties of 
stones manufactured into different articles of use and orna
ment, in Cambay, and not stones found in the Cambay soil, 
as the term seems to suggest. All these stones come from 
different places, outside Cambay; chiefly from the Rajpipla 
S~ Morvi Villagu, Ranpur in Ahmedabad, KapadPanj in 
Kmra, Tadkahwar in the Sural 1Ji51ricl, ChalisgtJOtl1 and 
Sara~pur, 



The chief of these is the AGATE, known from its lleshy 
colour as Carnelian. In the natural state, it is of a dull 
cloudy brown or yellow colour, and is known as Ghar; and 
when worked it is called Akik. These Agate stones present 
a variety of colours and structures, Besides these there are 
miscellaneous stones of different kinds, coming to Cambay, 
for being worked up by its lapideries. • 

The stone known as the A galt comes chiefly from the 
Rajpipla Slate in Gujarat. Obtained from a sandstone hill, 
some of the stones are known after it. They are dug up 
from the earth, the mines being worked most crudely. The 
stone is found lying in Carnelian clay, covered above with 
alternate layers of red Jnd yellow ochre and fuller's earth. 
T)le mines are worked with the simplest of instruments. A 
small iron pickaxe, a few baskets, a rope, and a pulley on a 
frame, are all the equipment of the miner. It is estimated 
that two men, working from 8 to 10 hours a day, are able 
to take out from 10 to 40 pounds of stone, per day. The 
right of working these mines is put up to auction by the 
Rajpipla State, merchants from Baroda and Cam bay going 
in for the contract. 

The stones as taken out from the mines are of a mixed 
variety needing careful sifting. For some of these require 
a special preliminary treatment, called baking, by exposure 
to sun and fire. They are, therefore, divided into two 
classes, those requiring baking and those that do not. The 
object of baking the stones is to bring out the colours or 
differentiate them. For various colours are often found 
mixed np in the same piece. When these ·are subjected to 
the heat of the sun and of fire, the colours either brighten 
up, or become deepened or dil!e~entialed. It w~uld, indeed, 
be a beautiful sight to watch these transformations as they 
occur showing the workings of natural agents on such hard 
subst;,ces. But scientific Intellect has yet to be applied to 
them in India, and it may be hoped that some future ~?'le 
may lay bare the pulsations of colour before an admtnng 
audience, and give one more glimpse into the wonderful 
workings of An All·Direclin~ Intelligence. But till then we 
should only note facts as they are· The stones that do not 
require baking are : (1) Mora, or BtJJJa. Ghori, called Onyx ; 
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(2) 0/tesltamdaror Dola, called Cat's Eye; and (8) Rori or 
Lasania called a kind of half clear yellow pebble. The first 
of these: vi:., the Bhava Ghori or Onyx, is of two kinds i 
one being dark with white veins, the other being greyish 
white with dark veins. All except these require baking. 

Baki11g consists in first submitting the stones to the 
beat of the sun, by spreading them out in open fields, 
generally in March and April. Then, iu May, they are put 
into earthen pots, with n hole broken into their bottoms. 
These filled pots are then placed inverted into trenches about 
two feet deep. They are tbell covered up, all round, with 
sheep and cowdung cakes, to which fire is set· They are 
allowed to r<main in this condition from sunset. In the 
morning, the stones are removed from the vessels, aud are 
examined and sifted. Tbe good oues are put into bogs and 
sent to the merchants, for being worked u;:>on. The chan
ges of colour they have now undergone are worth noting. 
"Among the browns, the light shades brighten into while, 
and the dark deepen into chestnuts. or yellows, maize 
go.insarosy tint, orange is intensified into red, and an inter .. 
mediate shade of yello\v becomes pinkish purple. Pebbles 
in which cloudy browns and yellow were at first mixed, are 
now marked by bands of white and red." 

Carnelians of the best colour are generally of the red 
colour, which varies from the palest to the deepest blood 
red. Those that are deep red, and free from any cracks, 
veins or fia ws, are considered to he the best. Next come 
the yellow and the variegated variety; while the white ones 
are very scarce. 

Besides this variety which comes from R!llanpore, in 
the Rajpipln State, there are four other varieties known as 
(I) the Common Agate; (2) the Mess ; (3) the Kapadvanj 
Agate, and (4) the Veined. The first of these is of two 
kinds, Chashamdar or Dola, and J amo ; the Dol a being a 
white half-clear stone, while tlte Jamo, a cloudy or streaked 
one. Though thus diff.riog, the general colour which 
characterizes them is a greyish white. 'fhey come from 
near lllehidpur, in lllorvi, Kathiawar. They are found in 
large blocks, varying in weight from five to sixty pounds; 
those of the greater weight being genemlly cracked, while 



those that are smallest are almost perfect ones. This stone 
is very hard, brittle, and massive, and takes a very high 
polish. 

The second variety is known as Sua Bhaji. This name 
seems to be a corruption of the word Swabhavik, meaning 
natural. For the stone presents variegated natural moss
like appearances, on a base of crystal. This variety comes 
from Bllll Kotra, near Tankar, in Morvi· They are found in 
massive layers, about two feet below the surface, and are 
generally cracked. The weight of pieces of these stones as 
taken out varies from half a pound to forty pounds. When 
worked up they take a fine polish. 

The third variety, the Kapadvanj Slo11e, comes, as its name 
implies, from near Kapadvanj in the Kaira District and is 
found in the bed of the river Majam. They are generally 
in the shape of balls, varying from half a pound to 10 
pounds and being both spherical and spheroidal in fomt. 
They are picked up by the Bhils and sold to merchants. 
They present a great and beautiful variety of structure, 
presenting different natural landscapes and views in mini· 
ature. These stones also take a fine polish when worked 
up, They are known to merchants in three specific varie
ties called Khariyu, Agiyu, and Raladiyu. The last, viz., the 
Veined Agate, is the most valued of Cambay stones and is 
known as Doradar, from streaks or veins which are its 
speciality. They come from Ranpuri in Ab.medabad where 
they are found as small pebbles not excluding half a pound 
in weigb.t. They occur in two chief varieties, having white 
streaks on a dark background and dark streaks on a light 
background. 

We have now dealt with lhe chief varieties of Canlbay 
Slol~e. Bnt there are other kinds~of ihe same of a miscel· 
laneous character coming to Cam bay for being worked. 
Some of these are indigenous to Gujarat and others are 
foreign ones, coming from Madras, Ceylon, China, Bussora, 
Persia and Bukhara. Some of those are only artificial pro· 
ducts of various composition. The indigenous noes come 
from Tankar in Moffii or thereabouts. The chief of them are 
the Lila, Chantdar or Palolia, varieties of Jasper; .Ralia or 
Ohocolale Slot~e, Maimariam, a liver brown marble with 
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yellowish marb of shells and animalculae ; and P luJIIlk or 
Cam bay Crystal, a variety of this Phatak Sl011e, comes f~om 
M•dras, Ceylon and China. Of the foreign stones &Jan
arlit, Lapu laml or A:;ure Slone, of a deep blne besprinkled 
with lilftry golden grains or spots, is very beantifnL It 
comes from Persia and Bukhara and derived from river 
beds and banks. Kala Ralluul or Black Slone comes from 
Bnssara and Aden, bnt is now not generally imported. The 
blue st.,ne, another variety of foreign stone, is not the trne 
I'iroja, bat an artificial product like glass, capable o£ taking 
fine polish. 

These are almost all the varieties of stones worked in 
Cambay, by its !Apideries. We will now see how these 
stones are manufactured into different kinds of finished 
articles. 

There are three main prousses of manufadUTe, through 
which all articles have to pass before they are ready for the 
market. Some articles require to go through two or three 
additional pr•JCesses. The three main processes are those 
of sawing. chU.Iling and polishing. The instrnments used in 
these processes are of the most elementary and primitive 
type, and continue to be so np to now. The materials used 
are also mOIStly prepared by the workmen themselves, 
requiring thus very little outside help. • 

The pr~ss of sawing requires a toothless iron plate, , 
serving as a saw. a suitable wooden frame to hold the stone 
in position, and a quantity of ground emery, fine sand, and 
water. The stone to be sawn is placed on the oorizontal 
bar between the two uprights of the wooden frame, and fixed 
there with a spec:i:U cement, made of coarse bee's wu and 
catton fibres. According to the size of the stone, the saw is 
worked by one or two men. While it cuts the stone, the 
mixture of gronnd emery, sand and water is kept dropping 
upon the spt:t parts of the stone, tor smoothing the faces that 
are freshly cut. The stones are thus sawn into different 
shapes as required, and then pass on to other workmen, for 
being chiselled. 

This process of chi>e/ling requires an equally smaJJ 
number of instruments, which are of Ill very simple type. A 
slauting Iron spike and a hom-headed hammer are all the 
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instruments needed. The spike is driven into the ground 
deep enough to leave only its head above the ground, The 
stone to be chiselled is then placed in different positions 
near it, so that the part to be removed just touches the pro
truding spike bead. A quick and guarded stroke with 
horn-headed hammer does the rest. The stone is repeatedly 
treated thus until all its irregularities and rougbnesses are re. 
moved. This completes the process of chiselling. It then 
passes on to the polisher. 

The polisher or ghasia as he is called, requires instru. 
ments equally simple. It is a wooden frame with a revolving 
cylinder, carrying the polishing plate, a set of bows, and a pot 
of water, The polishing platers are generally made of a 
composition made up of ground emery or karanj, and lac, In 
proportions varying from one to three parts of emery to one 
of lac, according to the hardness of the ~stone to be polished. 
Very hard stones defy the action oftbese plates, and hence 
require discs of copper instead ; while those that are not 
sufficiently bard to withstand the friction of the lac-emery 
plates require hard-grained wooden plates to polish them, 
The string of the bow is wound several times round the 
wooden roller, carrying fbe polishing plate •. The polisher 
takes bold of the bow with the right band, and with the left 
holds the stone to be polished, in close contact with the 
plate. The stone is generally held behveen the fingers 
wrapped with scraps of cotton cloth steeped in water, and 
kept wet by dipping in it, By drawing the bow tn and fro, 
the plate revolves and polishes the stone. 

Besides these, some stones require to go through special 
processes, without which they remain unfinished. For this 
purpose they have to be sent to Dltolia• and Palimars,· and 
sometimes to Vindhar5. Beads ~oth plain and cut-faced, 
knife-handles, and other articles of a similar nature, neces· 
sarily require to go through these processes. The Dholias 
and Patimars rub them against suitable surfaces, the 
former using a coarse and bard smoothing-stone, while 
the latter only a wooden polishing bead. They are also 
put up in leather bags, mixed with emery and carnelian 
dust, and nre subjected to constant rolling by two men sit· 
ting on either side of the bag, who poll it alteruately, 
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keeping the bag moist all the time. This bag-rubbing con
tinues for about a fortnighL Then comes the 'llirulluw, or 
driller, who drills the prepared articles, by means of dia
mond tipped steel drills of varions dimensions. Drilling is 
also uoed in hollowing, as in making cups, and in making 
other shapes of a similar nature. The stones are first drilled 
in different places to the reqnired depth, and at required 
intervals, and then the projections so formed are auefully 
struck off. The hollows so formed are then smoothed and 
polished, where necessary, by using required shapes of 
polishing plated compo&ition, on the polishing wheel, instead 
of simple diocs. 

The articles 110 prepared are of Kreat nrietY. They are 
studs, slee.e-1' nn, flat, oblong, circular, aemi-circnlar, and 
oval, various kinds of pieces for bead oruaments, ear-pend
eats, watcb-cllaius and charms, amulets of various designs, 
bracelets, armlets, wristlets, seals, watch seals, necklaces, 
&labs large and small, for boxes; rosaries of circular, cut or 
diamond-<:nt beads ; paper-weights; paper-cutters ; steel• 
holders ; inkpots ; knife-handles, cigarette-pipes, rulers, 
seals, flower-vases, cups and saucers, chessmen, shiva
lingas. with or without base, and many others like cannon 
with carriage and trappings. 

The manufacture is limited by the size of the stone 
available. These articles were formerly prepared with a 
special eye to the demand in the ChitJe>e, the Arabian, the 
Penian, and the Erut>J><an markets, where they were in great 
demand. China consumed a large number of beads, and 
other articles of omameuL Amulets and !'llch other articles 
were much in demand in Persia and Arabia, while articles of 
fashion and table ornaments were consumed in the Euro
pean markets. In the days of her glory, Cambay traded 
directly with these markets, but now the course of 
her trade has entirely changed, and it has direct dealings 
with only a few places outside India· except through Persian 
and Arabian horse mer:bauts that happen to visit Cam bay. 
Most of her present trade in these markets, escepting China 
is carried ou through merchants in Bombay, who serve~ 
middlemen bet~n mer.:hants in Cambay o.nd those ill 
foreign markets. · 

~fl 
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. This trade and industry which once formed one of the 
STAPI.ES of Cam bay. manufactures, continues still to he so, 

. though it has.relatively diminished in proportion. It was 
once so important that every line of this trade had its own 
guild, headed by the Akikias or merchants who got these 
stones worked. But these guilds no longer exist, and the 

.indusey is open to all who may choose to take it np. This 
·industry supports about 2,300 men, abont l/16th of the total 
population of Cambay. Formerly in the ·hands of the 
Mahomedans, it is now appropriated as a regular profession 

.by the .Kunbis, who employ other classes such as Gbanchis, 
Golas, Plnjaras, Rajputs, Ravlaias, and Mahomedans as paid 

-workmen. Of these 1,000 are Ghasias, 200 Vindhars, 250 
.Dolias, 40 Patimars, and the remaining are all Khandias, 
that is shapers, of whom about 200 are skilled and the rest, 

.unskilled. Each line of this trade is worked separately, but 
.there are about seven merchants at whose factories two or 
more of these lines are worked side by side. But the spirit of 
.cooperation is lacking, and the general ignorance prevailing 
among them tells against the development of this industry, 
.though it is full of promise. For it is calculated that raw 
.stones of the value of Rs. 1,000 are capable of being 
-manufactured into different articles of the total value of 
Rs. 1,00,000, ; .••• raw stone after being worked acquires one 
hundred times its original value, and this with the crude 
methods and primitive instruments now in use. The total 
value of raw stones, anilUaUy imported is estimated at about 
3 to 5 thousands and the total value of articles annually sold 
at about a lakh and a halfto two lakhs. 

It has been seen that the Cambay Stone Industry is an 
industry of a very long standing. but that like all things in 
this world, it had its days of youth, and is now in its old age. 
Various causes have contributed to the rise and fall of this 
industry. But the most important one seems to be, as every
where else, the extreme conservatism of those engaged in it 
as regards the methods and instruments used, these continuing 
to-day to be the same that they were in the 17th century, 
;,.hen the industry first appeared as an important item in 
Cambay trade. But it is hoped that as a result of a 
\lreater t<;>Uch \Vith the Vtliversal (!:nli~/JI~II<f•. 1 ~ean Rd11co;· 
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l1o11, the people will be able to revive this ancient industty 
oud to make a stand against new rivals, if not to compete• 
with thew. -

PURCHA.SE OF GOVERNMENT STORES. 
By G. B. PHANSALKAR, EsQ., Pleader, Satara . . 

What is It, at present, that necessarily forces itself on· 
the attention of even a casunl observer of things in India ? 
There cannot be two answers to this question, It is 
Swadeshism. The mind of the Indian world has but one 
engagement and it is the improvement of the Indian arts and 
industries. The idea of Swadeshlsm is !he ruling passion of 
the day whether with the young or the old ; Government or· 
the people. It is Swadeshism that will be found discussed in 
newspapers or on platforms. However divided the views in 
tbe diflerent polltical parties in India, it will be found lhat 
the common bond of union amongst them is Swadesbism. By 
whatsoever a name the pith of the doctrines of Swadeshism · 
way be expressed, say, whether by boycott or regeneration 
of the arts or industries of India, or honest Swadesbism, it is 
l:iwadeshism that is on the anvil in clubs, shops or mass 
meetings. The talk of people in the streets or their homes at 
leisure hours, is nothing but that such and such a person made 
or did not make, or should or should not have made purchases 
of Swodeshi goods. The merchants-European and Indian
dealing in foreign goods, whether wholesale or piecemeal,· 
will be found anxiously enquiring and finding to their sur
prise and disappointment that the general customer is fast· 
running from foreign-made to country-made articles of daily 
use. In fact, at present, the merchant, the trader, the plat- ' 
form speaker, the newspaper editor, and the Idle talker have 
no other subject of engagement than that of Swadeshl ; and · 
at such a time, pardon me if I_ encroach upon your time by 
asking your attention to how the Government of India 
purchases the large and varied stores it usually requires .. 

Generally, such enquiries are made when one bas to . 
ascertain whether A or l:l is de facto pro·Swadesbi or only a • 
lip-sympathiser, but the present enquiry is not to be carried 
on oul y with a view to ascertain whether the Government is 
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ll friend or foe of the Swadeshi cause but also with a view to 
bring to .the notice of the public at large the all-pervading 
customer in Government who, if inclined to buy Swadeshi 
goods, can buy much more than all of us put together 
or foster by direct encouragement the Indian arts and 
industries more than we all can do. To the political 
student it will give materials to draw his own con
clusions as to the drain this item of expenditcue alone entails 
on the revenues of India ; to the industrial worker it will 
supply information regarding the material help Government 
can afford, ifit is so inclined, aud to the social reformer the 
study will repay his trouble and time by knowing how 
race and class prej udlces dominate, in spite of professions to 
the contrary, the Western Government in the selection of 
articles and make him hesitate for a time in his profuse 
abuse of the class and race distinctions we people now ask 
our brethren to observe In their choice in the market of 
country-made articles. To a section of the short-sighted social 
reformers Swadeshism appears to be a big humbug, as 
according to them appearance and price are all that are to 
be looked to and not the country where the particular goods 
are made; because their sympathies enlarge and extend to 
tl!e whole world. To give you a rough idea of the vastness 
of Government purchases, allow me to state that the Stores 
Department makes annually purchases of from 6 to 7 crores 
of rupees worth of goods in England and of about 70 lakhs 
worth in India; and the list of articles is so varied and com· 
p~ehensive that it includes all possible articles both of 
necessity and luxury for the people of England who conde • 

. scend to come here to enjoy the riches of India at the 
expense of the poor Indian ryot. I would ask yon to imagine 
rather than venture to st~te the~variety and J?Umber of 
articles that the Government of India requires; a Govern. 
ment which has a large army among other departments, of 
fashionable English soldiers to be best fed, lovingly reared. 
up, and luxuriously amused, of the numerical strength of 80 
thousand people of all ranks. They require electric fans, 
bikes, motors, clothing of the best fashion and cut. You 
will, therefore, agree with me in thinking that this part of the 
subject. can be better imagined than stated. 

' 
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Up to the year 18601 every article, whether it be a pencil 

or o piece of blotting paper, of however little value, had to be 
bought in England and England alone and through the 
agency of the Stores Department, and this practice was 
enforced by a set of rules that prohibited any purchases in 
India whether the !.rticle be manufactured In or imported 
into India ; and the Stores Department like a jealous 
and domineering wife watched and chastised any 
departure from the pmctice by an officer of however 
high standing. Such a state of things was undesimble 
in the official world itself, from various points of 
view, The urgency with which articles were required 1 

the needs of the public service the cumbrous pro· 
cedure by which the articles were supplied by the Stores 
Department and the time and energy spent before a pencil 
could be got by a Ooll~ctor, or, for the matter of that a 
Governor,all induced an officer to secure a relaxation of those 
rules. It also happened that articles which were supplied 
did not often answer the requirements either through 
misdescription by the indenting officer or misconception 
on the part of the supplying agency. All these causes 
combined to facilitate repeated departures by the subor
dinate officials. Again, before the year 1860 English 
merchants in India were few. But by this time, when·tbe 
Government wns firmly and widely established, a number of 
firms had planted themselves on the Indian soil. The 
inducements to the English capitalists and merchants were 
not few. It was known by this time all over the European 
world that India was a country where labour was especially 
cheap, The old industries were completely demolished by 
the somewhat short-sighted policy of the East India Com
pany and its servants who were not only administrators but 
merchants of the worst type. The steady and consistent 
policy of demolition was carried on in a number of ways, 
and forms by itself a sorrowftii tale which is best told by 
Mr. Romesh Chunder Dntt, and does not form a proper 
subject of this paper. Be it understood that many English 
or European firms were established by this time to work 
either as manufacturers or dealers in manufactured articles. 
They formed themselves into Chambers of Commerce and. 
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assumed an importance· and inftuence which they could 
bring to bear on the respoasible officers of the Government 
oflndia. 

I must at this point carry you a little into the machinery 
by which the .Government of India procures for its use the 
many necessary articles. As already stated the Government 
of India is the . highest and biggest body, it requires the 
largest and most varied number of articles knd so it is the 
biggest customer in the land. These firms as said abo\"e1 

by their influence Induced the Government of India and its 
officers to become their customers and the Governme11t of 
India was induced to make small purchases. The rules and 
policy of the Secretary of State (or India, however, probi· 
bited purchases otherwise than through its own department, 
viz., the Stores Department. This takes me to the consti· 
tution o£ this Department. The Stores Department is thus 
organised. The chief officer of this Department is called 
the Director-General of Stores, and bas a staff for the pur
chase of stores, for the engagement of freight, and general 
correspondence, and bas room~ in the India Office. There 
is a Superintendent with a staff for examining and taking 
charge of and shipping the stores. There is another branch 
of this Department called the Ordnance Department whose 
duty it is to . provide, store, issue, and account lor all 
equipments, accoutrements and munitions of war required 
for the use of the whole army in India including :be 
Imperial Service Troops oftbe Native States and military 
police and regular police in India. It bas also to look to the 
upkeep and supply of ammunitions for the several armaments 
on the coast and frontier defences, and also to the supply of 
munitions of war for the Indian Marine and tile mainte· 
nance of certain reserves of ships bf the Royal Navy on the 
East Indian. Station, and .for fitting out armed merchant 
steamers in time-of war. This Department though .headed 
by the Milita~y Member of Council or as. now called the 
Supply Member, is after all a branch of the Stores Depart·. 
ment These .. two . bmnches of the Stores Department 
betw;en themselves not only make purchases for the Mili· 
tary Department. but . they make purchases for all the 
departments of the Government of India such as Rai.lway, 
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Telegraph, Post, Police, Education, Stamps aud so forth. 
The Stores Department independently of purchases made 
by it, costs annually, independently of the charges included 
in the " General Administration charges" for general super
vision, a sum of not less than four Iakhs of rupees to say the 
least, and is one of the heavy·drains on the resources of the 
Indian Government. But it would be digression tn refer to 
this account and I leave it with the simple remark that it is 
such a heavy drain that the Government of India has often 
protested against it and it has afforded ·them grounds to 
push forward the policy of making purchases in India in 
preference to purchases through the Stores Department. 

This practice was in vogue for a long time but no stores 
of any considerable vatu~ were purchased ; and the officers 
of the Government of India were shrewd· enough to· make 
such purchases slowly nnd always under the plea of urgency 
or necessity so as to avoid inconvenience to the public 
service. Tllus slowly initiated, the practice assumed dimen
sions by 1862 such as to attract the notice of the then 
Secretary of State for India in Council, Sir Charles Wood. 

He would not countenance a departure from the rules 
that required that all purchases should be made through the 
Stores Department. Be, therefore, in his dispatch, No. 218, 
dated 27th December 1862, addressed to the Government of 
India, requested that the growing practice of obtaining 
stores of English manufacture otherwise than through the 
Stores Department might be checked. This is the first 
dispatch of its kind which laid the foundation of a strife 
between the Government of India and the Secretary of State 
for India in regard to the policy since then constantly and 
consistently pursued by the Government of India, of en
couraging industries in India. Thereafter, long correspon
dence ensued between the Government of India and the 
Secretary of State and the pros and cons of the policy were put 
forth by either side for about 10 years, till say 1870. · In the 
year 1871 anotherchange in the powers, constitution and reci
procal relations between the Supreme Government and the 
Provincial Governments was initiated. This change though 
apparently foreign to the subject, had an amount of in
n,uenc;<; on ~~~~ §nbject in h~l\d,_ nar it sc;rv~ as t~!e !11ailJ 
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reason for inaugurating avowedly the policy of the 
Government of India of encouraging the local Industries. 
The system under which the Government of India now 
transfers to the Local Governments the responsibility of 
collecting and the right of spending a large proportion of its 
own revenues was first inaugurated by Lord Mayo's Govern• 
ment in 1871. Before that time the Government of India 
had l!ltercised sole control over the entire Imperial Revenues, 
and had been alone liable for all the demands that could be 
made thereon. The Local Governments with the exception 
of Bombay, which raised a considerable revenue for local 
purposes, had to appeal to the Government of India for the 
means wherewith to satisfy any local needs that might arise 
and had for their guidance an authoritative ruling as to the 
limits within which the expenditure on each department 
in each province had to be kept and each one asked for 
sums that it thought·might be expended on the improvement 
ot the administration. The Government of India, on the 
other hand,· being not in a position to fully understand 
local requirements and not having the knowledge neces
sary for the successful development of local resource~, bad 
to apportion its resources as best it might to meet the 
demands of the Local Governments. 

Lord Mayo's Government, therefore, determined in order 
to remove the necessity for the annual grant by the Govern
ment of India of an assignment for each department of admi· 
nistration in each Province, to hand over to the Local 
Government the financial responsibility !or those services in 
the discharge of which they were especially concerned and 
the expenses of which they were especially liable to incur. 

· With this object in view it entrusted to each Local Govern
ment the responsibility of meeting, from a fixed permanent 
grant, the expenses of the services included under the beads 
of Jails, Registration, Police, Education. Thus was lnaugu. 
rated the system known as the Provincial Contracts, which 
obtains till oow. When this change came on io the relations 
of the Provincial Governments with the Government of 
India, the strife in favour of local purchases had not ended 
and with a view to settle the dispute, or difference for the 
tn~tter of that1 a special \'Ol!lmittee ~~appointed iq the re~r 
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Government of India and Local Governments and Adminis
trations might in future be aUowed tu exercise their discre· 
tiou as tu the agency through which supplies of a11 sorts 
might be obtained subject tu certain exceptions and coudi
tions as to payment and inspection. 

Tbe objects the Committee bad in view were-
(1) Tbe reduction of the payments for stares in 

England. 
(2) The encouragement of Indian manufactures and 

of a system of local agency for supplies not of Indian origin. 
The Committee urged that as the responsibility of meet

ing certain expenses from the fixed contract grant was 
thrown on and accepted by tbe Local Governments it was 
desirable lo do all that was reasonable tu enable them to 
effect the strictest economy; and thus enable them tu satisfy 
such demands as they might think fit to provide for. Tbe 
former rules strictly enforcing resort to the Stores Depa
rtment for the necessary supplies were relaxed; and 
the growing practice which had attncted the notice of 
Sir Charles Wood, who tried at the instance of the Stares 
Department to check it, was not only not checked but was 
encouraged and became practicaUy the policy oftbe Govern
ment of India. Local Governments thus secured the discre
tion tu themselves to make their choice as tu the agency 
through which to make purchases. Certain exceptions were 
made as to which it was ruled that they were tu be invari
ably obtained through the Stores Department. These excep
tions related to (1) Railway, Engineering and Telegraph 
plant and materials ; (2) Malt Liquor; (3) Clothing for Euro
pean troops; {4' Military supplies; and {5) generally, any 
stnrcs of a special character of which large slncks were 
required. 

Tbese recommendations were appro.-ed by the Secretary 
of State. the :\larquis of Salisbury, and in his dispatch No. 
477 dated the 7th December 18i6, be desired the Government 
of India to issue orders accordingly. It took the Govern
ment of Lord N~rtbbrook full two years to frame rules in 
accordance with the recommendations of the committee and 
the first set of rules reco~uising the encouragem~t or local 

ll~ 
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industri~as one of the guiding principles of the policy of the 
administration was issued. These rules divided the subject 
into two divisions. 

A. Stores to be obtained through the India Office:
(1) Special machinery and appliances. 
(2) Railway, Telegraph and Engineering plant and 

materials. 
-(8) Malt Liquor. 
(4) Clothing materials for European troops. 
(5r Military stores of a special character. 
(6) Marine. 
(7) Writing paper, loan and water-mark -paper. 
(8)" Stamps. 
(9) Medicines (but with liberty1to Local Governn1ents 

·to buy such medicines as are to be paid for from Provincial 
Funds). 

· B. Stores to be obtained by Local purchase or direct 
·from Europe or America through mannfacturers or tbrongb 
private agents :-

(1) Books, newspapers and periodicals. 
(2) Type and printing·materials. 
(8) Stationery other than writing paper
( 4) All other civll stores. 

These orders were submitted to the Secretary of State 
for India in Council for approval. Fortunately the rei us of 
the Government were then in the sympathetic band• of the 
Marquis of Salisbury, who not only approved of those rules 
but said that be noted the substitution of Bally Mills for 
European paper as satisfactory. The Secretary of State 
also urged the desirability of more such substitutions 
even- at some temporary increase of cost. 

In the year 1880 on the ltb August tbe Secretary of 
State, Lord Hartington, a Liberal, made a further addition 
He eliminated Railway plant and materials from the snb
divislon A and put them in B, i.e., among those that should be 
procured in India. This was a decided step In advance, 
Many European firms were by this time established who 
1nanufactured railway plant and materials of similar quality 
but they were not included iu Government purchases, 
'Th~s'! W\'re ce~taintr h~rd Jin~s ·~ tbq ad'l'inistration no\ 
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only excluded Indians from having any share in the Govettl•. 
ment administrative machinery but their productions were to: 
share the same fate; but thanks to the Government of India 
who carried on a strenuous struggle, of course, in the in
terests of economy a passport was secured to Indian manu
factures. This addition to the list B of Railway plant and 
materialll was an unpleasant thing to the Stores Department, 
who as was natural, were bent on advancing the interests of 
their own departmenL There is another view of this attitude. 
lt is believed by some that the Stores Department was only 
a mouth-piece of those big English firms who bad enjoyed a 
monopoly of dealing with the Stores Department, and It 
must be they who nmst have made the Stores Department 
their instrument to fatten themselves. Be it what it may, 
certain it is that one officer of the Government of India 
within only tour months of the last addition, the addition of 
Railway plant and materials, raised a storm of opposition 
against this addition. It was General Hyde, then Inspecting 
Engineer of State Railways, who made a report on the 2Ith 
January 1880 stating all objections he could against the 
policy promulgated as recently as the 4th August 1879, He 
urged that railway plant and materials could only be usefully 
purchased through the Stores Department at home, first 
because railways having to carry passengers.dealt with 
human beings and the utmost safety must be ensured, aud that 
safety and reliance could only be secured by purchasing the 
articles manufactured in England. Secondly, many of those 
articles were not a part of the general trade of the country, 
there was less ~ompetition in India amongst manufacturers, 
and thus if they were bought in India, proper articles would 
not be forthcoming. Thirdly, be urged that many of such 
articles required inspection during the manufacturing process 
and ~he Government of India being not possessed of a 
scientific staff to inspect the processes, the articles would be 
bought without proper security. Fourthly, be said that 
while the Government of India was bent on effecting e0cnomy 
in expenditure they would be running counter to their policy 
as they would have to pay more for such articles in 
India. Thus was a howl raised against th~ policy of en
~nraging industries in India. Within four days from this 
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date,;,.,, on the31stJanuary 1880, the Director-General of the 
Stores Department took up the report and backed it with all 
his might. What strikes me as it would strike anybody 
ic the expedition and haste manifested here. While it took 
these officers fully 24 years to appoint a committee and 
three years to pass orders according to the recommendations 
of this committee; the Stores Department did not require 
as many months, nay days, even to receive, digest, and up. 
hoi~ the objection report of General llyde, the Inspecting 
Engmeer for the State Railways, So, within four davs of 
his report General Hyde found a supporter in the siores 
Department; and one would not be far wrong if one 
were to guess that this might have been the result of a pre
concerted plan. Whatever it may be it is, indeed, a unique 
coincidence; and I leave it with this remark alone. 

General Hyde had, fortunately for India, a strong oppo· 
nent in the Financial Secretary of the Government of India, 
Sir R. B. Chapman, who took the brief for the Govern
ment of India, then headed by Lord. Ripon, whose name has 
become popular for various other reforms and whose work 
in India can never be forgotten by the Indians. I must, 
before I pass on to the efforts of Sir R. Obapman, place be
fore you what the Director-General did as soon as the com· 
plaint of General Hyde was brought forward. He not only 
supported General Hyde but proposed to re-open the whole 
question with a view to the restriction of local purchase 
actualiy to those articles produced In India or found in the 
general trade of India, mark, gentlemen, of quality and price 
comparing favourably will• llle purchases lhrougl• lhe Stores 
Department. You must not have forgotten that the Com
mittee of 1876 and the latter resolution of the Government 
of India while trying to encottuage the Indian Industries 
"urged the desirability of purchasing in Indian markets 
even at some temporary increase of cost. " The Director· 
Ge.;eral wished to undo this recommendation and said : " of 
quality and price comparing favourably with the purchases 
through the Stores Department. " Thus you will at once 
see with what jealousy the Stores Department viewed the 
recent orders. Now to go to Sir R. B. Chapman, he met ali 
the arguments of General Hyde and proved that expert 
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materials produced in India were not m pomt of qnahty 
Inferior to those obtained through the Stores Department• 
He urged that true economy required the e~courage~ent of 
manufactures in India at some greater cost tn the hegtunlng 
and that the initial increase would in course oftime be more 
than repaid. He said that whenever .n~~ ~ndustries had to 
be established in any country the tmttatton was always 
attended with greater expense but that the principles of 
political economy taught that such initial apparent increase in 
prices was more than repaid in course of time. He urged 
that this point of greater price was not one that was not 
noticed by the Committee of 1876, and that they expressly 
desired such greater cost to be incurred· He also brought 
to their notice the rather indecent haste with which the 
question had been re-opened, Unless a reasonable time bad 
elapsed and a reasonable trial given to native ntanufactures, 
it would be utterly impolitic, he said, to reverse a policy · 
which bad hardly a half year for trial aud experience. Thus 
be disposed of the arguments of General Hyde. There was 
yet one insuperable argument of General Hyde's, ~iz., that 
some rail way plant and materials required inspection during 
the course of manufacturing and that the Government of 
India did not possess a scientific and experfstaff to under
take this work. Sir R. B. Chapman had to yield here ; 
he had to admit that the Indian Government was not so 
equipped, and had also to say that tlie Government of India 
could not provide such a staff because the articles prorluced 
in India and required in India would be few and the provi
sion of such a staff would entail expenditure beyond proper 
limits. However, be said that this difficulty, insuperable 
though it was, does not apply to a large number of articles 
which are wanted under the name of railway plant and 
materials. He, therefore, ur_ge!i the necessity of separating 
such articles as required inspection during the process of 
manufacturing from those that did not require it. ·After 
examination be found that there were certain articles, indeed 
that required inspection and conceded that they might b~ 
ordered to be purchased through the Stores Department. 
There were yet many that could be purchased here. He, 



therefore, recommended a·modification of former rules to this 
extent, that stores that needed inspection during manufacture 
should invariably be obtained through the Stores Department 

· and stores that were not procurable in India should also be 
indented for from the Stores Department. 

This view· of the Financial Secretary met the wishes of 
the Secretary of State for India in Oouucil who requested the 
Government of India to· issue orders directing that when 
stores were of such a nature that they had to he purchased 
in England, there should be no departure from the system of 
forwarding an indent on the Stores Department, and that 
the purchase of such special stores as Railway plant and 
material be limited to articles usually procurable in the local 
market and be not extc!nded to purchast!S in England either 
directly or through agents. The Government of India were 
again requested to announce their desire to give the ul111o.t 
encouragement consistent with true economy to the supply of 

· articles· by the Local Market, 
The Government of India issued orders carrying out the 

wishes of the Secretary of State in Council in their Resolu· 
tion, No. 366, dated 3rd November 1860 and again in more 
detail in Resolution dated lOth January 1888, No. t8 ollBSS 
(Finance and Commerce Department). The orders were 
approved by the Secretary of State in Council (No. 88 of 
16th Aprill883); and are prKctically now in force. These 
are as follows :-

Punr.tc WoRKS DPPARTMENT Coull, Vor.UMIIII, 
Appendix 30. 

" Rules for the Supply of Stores for tbe Public Service 
of India, 

"All articles required for the Public Service which are not 
1nanujactured in India should be obtained by indent upon 
the Stores Department of the India Office except in the 
following cases ,_ · · 

"(a) When for any special re..son it may be more 
economical to purchase them in India. . . 

. ~(b) When serious inconvenienceto the pubhc servtce 
would be caused by waiting to obtain them from England. 

" (c) When the articles are perishable. · 
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• (dl When the value of any one article, or anynnmber 
of articles ofthe same description, does not exceed Rs. :;o. 

"(<) Explosives; which shonld always be purchased 
locally as req<1ired. . 

"(/) Plant and materials for installation of electric 
ligilt or fans in Government buil~ings. . . . 

•• (g) Plant reqnired for the mterlockmg of SJgtlals on 
State Railways. 

"Nole.-Wben Pnblic Works Department Officers carry 
out works for Municipalities, Cantonment fnnds, or other 
corporate bodies, the prcr.ednre laid down in this appendix 
for the pnrchase of stores of Enropean manufactttre should 
be followed, unll'SS the sanction of the Government of India 
is obtained to a departure herefrom. 

" 2. The previous sanction of the Government of 
India, or roe local Go•·ernment, as the case may be, mnst be 
obtained to tile purchase of articles in the local markets 
under the clauses (a), (b), (<\ (/) aod (g), of Rnle J, and the 
reasons which make it desirable to purchase locally in such 
cases must always be placed on record. Managers o£ open 
Jines of State rail ways may sanction purchases of articles in 
the local market under clauses (a}, tb) and (c) of rnle 1 up 
to a limit of Rs. SOO for any one article or of any number of 
articles of one and the same description, provided the 
reasons for the purchase and sanction thereto are recorded 
in the minutes of the official meetings. 

"Petty purchases under clause (d) may be made locally 
by officers authorised to incur expenditure without the 
previous sanction of Government, provided they do not 
include such articles as should under para, 728 of the 
Code, Volume l, be obtained by indent upon the Superin
tendent o£ Stationery. 

".\'ole.-Nothing in these rules is to be deemed to 
prohibit the purchase of Stores of European manufactures 
by one Depanment of Railway for another. 

" S. The purchase of English stores by means of orders 
given to agents or firms in India, who have to transmit such 
orde:s t" England for execution is prohibited ; aud no arti· 
cles may be purchased fro111 Euglan<l except through the 
agency ofthe !nd!'! Office. 
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"Note.-Books and newspapers are exempted from the 
operation of these rules, their purchase being subject 
to the rules in appendix 7 of this code. 

"4. All articles required for the Public Service which 
are manufactured in India from materials produced in the 
country may be purchased locally. 

" Those manufactured from imported materials may 
be purchased in the local market subject to the following 
conditions. 

"(a) That they be comprised in the list of Schedule A 
of these rules. 

" (b) That the articles shall not have been imported 
into India in a finished or partly finished state. · 

" (c) That the price of the articles be not in excess of 
that at which similar articles of equal quality could be 
obtained by indent upon the Secretary of State, the cost of 
carriage to site being taken into account in each case. 

"(d) That all important iron and steel work shall be 
subject to the specification in Schedule C and pass the tests 
therein prescribed. ' 

"(e) That the purchase of articles under clause (d) 
'Above be made only from those firms who after satisfying the 
Government of India that they are capable of supplying 
work in accordance with the specification in Schedule C 
and that they possess the plant necessary to carry ont the 
tests in it, have their names entered on the list in Schedule 
B, this Jist being subject to revision from time to time. 

· "Articles on the list in Schedule A to which it is not 
neces~ary to apply the test prescribed in Schedule 0 may be 
·purchased from any bona fide manufacturing firms who may 
be approved by Superir.tending.Engineers under Local 
Governments or Administrations, ilr by Managers or Engi
neers·in·Chief of Railways as the case may be. 

" 11· Stores indented for Provincial as well as for 
Imperial services may be included in the same indent; but 
in such cases the only fund heading to be entered must be 
" provincial,"' subseqnent 'adjustments being made in India. 

·" 12. Indenting officers are responsible that the Store 
Jists ofnei~qboqring 1\dministratiops qJJ<! .Railwa:ys h11v~ b~ell 
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as l'ar u possible searched and that none of the items entered' 
can be advantageously procured lrotn such sources 
. "1_3. If any indent on England contains items.which it 
15 ~'llble ta obtain of Indian manufacture or of indigenoaa 
?ng.n, It shoald be distincUy explained on the face of the 
tndent In the column of remarks wby such articles have been 
~ndent~ for fro~ England instead of having been procured 
tn Indta; othennse, they will be liable to be cancelled. 

" U. Each article must carry a certificate or the neces. 
sity for the stores indented for, and that they cannot be 
advantageously procured of local manufacture, or from sur
plus stores of other Departments, Railways and other Admi, 
nistrations. · 

" ANNUAl. RJITUJIN OP ExJ>BNDITURB OK S'l'oRII&. 

"U. A statement of the n:penditure incurred on the 
purchase of stores during the previous year should be pre~ 
pared by each Examiner of Accounts and forwarded through 
the proper channel so as to reach the Go•·ernmeat of India 
not later than the Sht of Aug115t of each year." · 

'Vith regard to the encouragement of local indust!'J, the 
re90lution, para. 281 impressed on the local Governments the 
desirability of substituting articles of bo11ii fide local manufac-
ture lor similar articles obtained from Europe, adding that. 
when articles of European and Indian maoufa~re did no~ 
diOer 0111terisUy ;, priu and quaWy preference should be 
given to the latter, i.e., ot Indian manufacture. This w-. 
held to apply to articles worked up in India from importeq 
materiaL And finally it was pointed out that there were 
many articlus which might not be Immediately obtained in 
the local market but which could be made in the event of 
the Government encouraging the manufacture. Thus eodecl 
a strife bet ween the Government of India and the Stores 
Department ,.Jth a certain and positive success for the Conner 
and thus' Indian manufactures secured to themselves an 
entrance in the Government Departments. 

The same questiops were again on the anvil though in a 
different form. The question was once more opened in 1885 
by the Indian Finance Committee with regard to local pnr
~hase .of imported stores. The then Governoent of Judi' 

40 . 



unlike its predecessor, urged at this time that such articles 
should be invariably imported from the Stores Department 
because it was it~ experience tba t such articles could be 
obtained at a cheaper price when obtained through the 
Stores Department than when procured in the local market ; 
but it said that it bad recourse to the local market owing to 
the delay experienced In obtaining these articles from the 
Stores Department due to the somewhat cumbrous proce
dure of the Stores Department. The Secretary of State 
admitted the delay and asked the Stores Department to make 
the necessary change with a view to avoid the delay, which 
the Stores Department said they had made, and thus the 
qnestion was set at rest leaving the rules practically unmodi· 
fied and unchanged. 

In bbe year 1888 the Government of India took a further 
step in the direction of encouragement to local industries in 
a somewhat different way. 

Without previously obtaining the permission of the 
Secretary of State the Government of India stated that they 
had sanctioned as a tentative measure, the local purchase of 
Iron and steel for the Ordnance Department and asked the 
Secretary of State that the continuance of this ·an~ngement 
might be approved. The Secretary of State, however, 
refused sanction, only saying in his reply that no such thing 
could be allowed. 

The Government of India was not discouraged by this 
defeat and in the year 1889 forwarded its correspondence 
with Messrs. Bichardson.and Ornddas of Bombay suggesting 
that the rules might be relaxed still more and that bridge 
works, tools and plant made of steel imported from Europe 
might be classed in the list B so t!Jat they might be locally 
obtained. At this time the Government of India carried on 
the battle In the name of Messrs. Richardson and Cruddas. 
It is through the mouths of these gentlemen that the Govern
ment of India urged all arguments in favour of their view· 
To whomsoever you may give the credit of pushing Swadeshl 
at this time the battle was won by the Government of India, 
and oince then, in accordance with the resolution of the 
State Secretary, No. 260 of 1891, dated 25th June, girders and 
hinges have begun to be manufactured and purchased by the 



Oovertuueot or JndiL Among the various arguments utgeci 
by the Government or India there was one which showed 
the true shte of tbe mlud of the Government or India, then 
headed by the Marquis or Laoadowo~ But at this time they 
said that as they were imparting technical education under 
the ordera or the State Secretary, they were bound to provide. 
a field for the employment or such educated men and unless 
Government encouraged, nay initiated, such industries they 
were not upected to come into existence in such a country 
as India where la!Joor was cheap and capital nil. 

Now to touch in passing one more point, it is not 
only for the Civil works that the Govermmeot of India 
waged its war with the State Secretaty ; bot the same 
spirit, the same tone and the same labour have secured· 
to India many Government factories where arms and ammu
nition are prepared. The aim in starting these factories 
and arsenals is to make India independent or England for 
the purpose or procuring all arms and ammunition. You 
will fin!! that at present there are 11 araeoals In India and 
nine factories. In both these kinds of manufactories, 
arms, ammunition, gun powder, harness and saddlery and 
other requirements or the Ordnance Department are manu
&ctured. The arrangements are not yet completed but 
the ultimate aim of these manufactories is to supply 
the Indian Government with all ·the requirements or the 
army and navy. These manufactories are in every eeoae 
Swadeshi manufactories. The capital is supplied by the 
Indian revenues, the labour ia practically all Indian ucept 
the eupervi5iog stafJ, and the material ill mostly Indian. In 
fact, labour, capital and material are all Indian, and thanks 
are due to the Government of India that they have Initiated 
the industries by themselves and on their own account. 

For about 11) yeal'lllince the last orders In 1891 the 
subject of purchasing Government Stores was ·a dead thing 
ucept for some trivial alterations in the list of articles 
under class B or the list of firms from whom the purchases 
in India were to be made. B1tt there is one, Resolution or 
lost year which I cannot pasa unnoticed. I here quote such 
portion or it as I think relevant to the subject In hand. 

It 18 No. 6Ul under date 19th October 1906 and says:-
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"Letter from Messrs. Godrej and Boyce's Manu
facturing Company, dated 3rd August 1nos ; stating that 
they are the manufacturers of safes and Jocks, pointing out 
that Messrs. Harichand Mancharam & Son, who are also 
safe manufacturers have made exaggerated statements in 
their catalogue to the effect that they have been declared to 
be the best safe manufacturers in India and that Government 
have passed a resolution that safes for public ttse should 
only be purchased from them ; prays for an enquiry into the 
truth of the representation in the catalogue of Messrs. 
Harichand Mancbaram & Son. 

11 Resolution :-Under the Government's Resolution 
noted in the margin the names of certain manufacturers of 
iron safes were communicated to all Heads of Offices. The 
object of those orders was to inform G!!vernment offices that 
good cottntry-made safes be purchased in India. Many 
years have elapsed since these orders were passed and the 

·Jist approved in 1883 is o.anifestly obsolete. It is considered 
undesirable to autllorise any further additions to the list 
and in the circumstances the Government Resolutions 
referred to are hereby cancelled," 

The resolution speaks for itself. It shows how the 
European firms are vigilant and how successfully they can 
push their interests and put c!own in the Government 
markets the native firms. The effect of the above quoted 
resolutiqn is to give a successful fatal blow to the firm 
of Messrs. Harichaod Mancharam & Son, as regards 
purchases of safes and to require the Government offices to 
purchase them from any firm but practically from European 
firms. I do not think any more words are necessary as 
regards this attitude both of the European firms nnd'the 
Government. Except this resolntion there has been a lull 
only rec~ntly broken by the Resolution, No- 124:l-5~, dated 
17th February 1906 appointing a committee of Mr. W. Mac
donald and others til inquire Into and make proposals for 
enlarging spaciously the list of articles which should be 
bought in India whether manufactured orimported owing to 
a change of circumstances and the fact that many new and 
sound firms of manufacturing capacity have been coming into 
·e&istence In India every year. It is no us~ anticipating tho 



reforms that may be proposed and adopted by Government 
and opproved by the Stores Department and, it is only right 
to await their recommendations. This committee long ago 
submitted their report and as far as a casual newspaper 
reader can see, nothing more than the appointment of their 
committee has reached the pnblie. Nearly two year.! ago 
from the materials available then, I wrote and read a paper 
before a Poona meeting showing that the Swadeshi cause 
was first taken up by the Government of India and though 
I still cling to tbe view 1 am sorry I have to modify the 
hope then expre.<sed that it will be fostered by the Govern· 
ment of India iu view of its recent constructive and des
tructive attitude towards the Swadeshi cause. 

As this is &ot the proper place for the discussion of this 
view I do not refer to it at any length. 

TECHNOLOGICAL COLLEGE FOR INDIA. 
By lsHWAR DAS VARSHINI, EsQ., 

ConsuUing C/~emist, A.ligarll. 

In U1is paper I propose to give a scheme for a technical 
institution which we so badly need in this country not only 
to earn our livelihood but for the general well-being and 
prosperity o£ the whole nation. The neCeSsity of such 
institutions bas been publicly demonstrated more than once 
by the weighty utterances of qualified men of the day ; and I 

. believe most of the readers of this paper realise it more than 
the scope of this paper allows me to write here. I shall, 
therefore, bricAy indicate the present baci.."Ward condition 
of India, and contrast it with the progress made in other 
countries, the example of which we may profitably follow •. 
I shall U1cn proceed to discuss the branches of technology . 
instn1ction in which is most urgently needed in the present 
condition of India. I shall next outline a scheme for the 
establishment of the same, The paper will end with jllist of 
industries which can be taught in the institution. 

Let me first define what is meant by technical education 
Technial Edu- as distinguished from education in science 

cation dc6ocd. and arl Sdcuce is systematised knowledge, 
art is the practical display of science. Technical educatiou 
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ls lralning in the application of science to anything,' but by 
convention, application to the useful arts and manufacture. 
The object of technical education, therefore, is to provide 
instruction in applied science in all its ramifications to qualify 
students to turn raw materials and waste products into useful 
substances to subserve the comforts of human life, and to fit 
people for the struggle for national supremacy. 

Unfortunately India so profusely abounding in raw 
· Imports · and materials, has so long been without proper 
Exports of India. facilities for technical education. We are 
so handicapped that though there are almost unlimited 
resources to make our own salt, yet we import Rs. 66,76,000 • 
worth of salt in one year for our home consumption. Though 
Indian soil is specially suitable for the production or any 
quantity of sugar-cane, we import sugar worth Rs. 8,78181,000 
from abroad. We export a tremendous quantity of cotton, 
jute, wool and silk worth about Rs. 62 crores, and in return 
get manufactured cloth from abroad. \Ve export oil-seeds 
and import oil. India abounds in iron mines, but they are 
not worked and our demand is supplied by foreign smelted 
iron. With the imported iron, we cannot prepare our tools, 
machines, etc., but go to foreigners to buy from them more 
than ~0 crores of rupees worth of these. We export our hides 
in quite a large quantity, to the value of Rs. 16,84,87,698 in 
a year, and import tanned leather, shoes, saddles and other 
leather articles. Indian mines can &upply almost all minerals, 
but we cannot prepare chemicals with them and import 
Rs. 68,76,00U worth in one year- Almost all dye-producing 
stuffs are found in India and we use about one crore of rupees 
worth of foreign dyes. All materials for liquor manufacture 

.are abundant in India, yet we us~ one crore of rupees worth 
. 'Of foreign stuff. Most of the ra\V materials of glass are lying 
in abundance in India, yet we import glass wares worth 
Rs. 1,21,14,000. India produces plenty of raw material for 
paper making, some of it is exported too, yet for our con· 
sumption most of it comes from abroad, Similarly there arc 
hundreds of thousands of things, necessary for our daily usc, 
of which raw material is at hand, yet for our supply we 

t The figures are for the year ending ~larch IV07, 
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depend on foreigners. A pitiful matter I Throwing away onr 
raw material worth Rs. 175 crores in a year and in retum 
getting manufactured articles o£108 crores of rupees, the raw 
materials ol which probably would not !etch even one.(ourth 
of the amount. How can a nation bear such heavy loss 
every year? I£ the same dreadful state of things continues for 
a few years more, only God knows what will be the fate. 

Our people must realise that for existence they have got 
our compell· to struggle bard in the markets ol the world. 

tol'l. They are to meet with persons so advanced 
as to prepare in a single factory 1,000 tons o£ sulphur every 
day ; with persons manufacturing in a single factory 40,000 
tons ol calcium carbide annually, with persons using '!,00,000 
H. P. Engines in a single factory, with persons employing 
4,50,000 hands in a single factory, with persons one o£ 
whom can spend Rs. 6,00,000 only in exhibiting his manu· 
£actured articles in some exhibition, with persons using 60 
highly educated chemists in a single factory-the majority of 
them doing independent research work, with persons who 
have such wonderfully big libraries as to have only buildings 
for one of them costing 6,818,000 $ (dollar•Rs. 3-3), and 
the land on which it stands costing 585,000 $, of which the 
shelves il put in one line would measure 60. miles, and have 
pro\ision made for extension up to 150 miles ol bookshelves. 
One can easily forecast U1e promising future of such nations. 

Difficult as the situation is, success is not impossible as 
p.,sibilities ol U1e achievements of Japan testily. What 

Success. was her condition only SO years back ? 
Industrially, were not U1e Japanese worse off than we are 
to.day? But see how matters stand with them no\V, 
They have improved more than could have been ex
pected during this short period ; they have proved them. 
selves to be an exceptionally capable nation ; they have got 
their own industries nicely developed ; they put on home· 
made cloth, they make their O\VD ships, machines, raihvays, 
etc., they use their home-made sugar, liquors, oil, salt, paper, 
drugs, explosives, matches, umbrellas and what not. They 
not only supply their O\VD demand but also export their 
manufactures to other countries. Thus having awakened to 
a sense of her national importance, Japan bas in such a short 
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time extorted recognition as one of the ·first class powers of. 
the world. 

Naturally ·the question arises, what were the important 
factors to bring about this wonderful impro· 

Secret of 
Japan'• succ;ess. vement in so short a time. The answer to this 

is thorough kclmical education, and this is the 
chief thing that we badly need for our industrial regeneration: 
Without this education we cannot succeed in the struggle 
for existence and without it 'we are bound to continue to 
suffer from famine, starvation, and, it may be, ultimately to 
perish. . 

We should not only realise its necessity but should at 
once de"vote ourselves to its development. J nstead of making 
our cblldren lawyers, tahsildars, deputy collectors or even 
collectors and commissioners we· must make them engineers 
and captains of industry. Let them go in thousands in this 
direction as they did in Japan. 

By.thisl do not mean·th~t students should be sent to only 

Wanted . 
National 
Tecbnlcal 
JnaUtuUons. 

foreign countries for technical training. Jf I 
did ~o, I should commit the grossest mistake. 
1 must say that for the technical education of 
our children, our own technical institutions 

are most urgently needed, and are of paramount importance, 
Without such institutions our students abroad meet with 
insurmountable difficulties an.d cannot take full advantage 
of their foreign travel, As I have myself experienced difficul· 
ties I write with some knowledge of the matter. 
. . At present some young men go abroad immediately they 

finish their collrge or school education 
A Mistake ~at without any knowlerlge of the industrial·con· must pe avou.led. • 

ditions of the country. Consequently they are 
unable to make the right choice of subjects, etc. They have 
to begin there at the very beginning and then go throng? 
their respective courses without reference to !neal condi. 
lions. The best of training received under such Circumstances 
can but be imperfect. They come back without any capacity 
for organising their home industries, and even do not kno~ 
what they shall do with themselves. Nflturolly th~ result IS 

vel)' disappoi,nting, 
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I would, therefore, suggest what bas been so successfnUy 
demonstrated by the Land of the Rising SD!l, 

AdV2nb(cs of 
Loc.l Tl'2ining. that we must start technological institutions in 

our own country, where the students may 
receive the best training that may be possible under the circum· 
stances and at the same time be familiarised with the quality of 
the raw materials, labour supply, etc., of the country. After 
acquiring such knowledge they may profitably go to some 
foreign country for completing thrir education. 

Such men when they return will be of real senice to 
themsel\·es as well as the natioo. I repeat that the results of 
sending untrained young men to foreign countries wiD 
continue to be disappointing and that there is absolute Recessity 

· for increasing the facilities for such training in India itself. 
Here I wish to add that mere talking and passing resolu

Real action 
needed. 

tions wonld not do any appreciable good; we 
must take real action at once. We have long 
spent onr energy in convincing people of the 

necessity of action, the time bas corpe when it ought to be 
spent in real action. If we honestly and sincerely work in this 
direction and can establish a few technical colleges and 
schools according to our present needs, in a short time we 
shall see the condition of India changed a great deal for the 
better. Fortunately we have got qnite a number of Indian 
gentlemen trained abroad in technology, their senices will be 
of very great advantage in starting these national institutions. 
I request them to gi.-e their help for the sake of their own 
brothers and children and even for their own selves. 

I know and hear every day that a number of patriotic 
indh;duals and various societies are sending students abroad 
for technical education. I would request them to cooperate 
and utilize those sums to greater ad•-antage by starting techni
cal institutions in the country. I often hear of gentlemen spend
ing their lives for the public good. I am of opinion that 
they cannot do better service lmder the present circumstances 
of India than to help in the establishment of technical col
leg"- There is the greatest need for workers in this field. 

Now before corning to my own scheme of a technical 
college, I think I bad better give some particulars of what 
is being done in other countries which are very advanced-

41 
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Probably Germany is the best example to take £or our 
Technical present purpose. The United States o£ 
Education In America have a very well doveloped system 
Germany. ol science education as well as very large 
engineering works and other factories. Yet Germany bas 
her own speciality ; she has spent le!IS money on education 
while she reaps even better results. All over the world, lor 
many years past, the scientific training in the German Unl· 
versities and technological institution• has been held up as a 
model. This fact is well proved by the mo•t healthy condi
tion o£ ber industries, as shown by the table and the diagram 
o£ imports and exports given below. 

Tabl~·showin4 twenty ,·ears' itnlrovemet~l in ll1t Chemical ltJdlJ$/rles 
of German Limitetl Liability Comlanles as d1ow11 ~ Dr. James T. Conroy, · 
B. Se., Ph. D,, In one of his tatcrs for the Society uf Cllemical lntllltlrlel, 
London. 

Year · I No. 0~ I Pald~Up Capital' Dividend. I Average rate : Companies. per cent . 

• 
£ b 

1886 82 8,127,0~2 582,905 7•17 

1890 82 9,903,6515 1,209,460 . 12•50 

1895 05 12,aoo,ou; 1,676,427 12-7 

1UOO 121 17,424.,660 2,147,7()'( 12-8 

100! 1-18 22,350,600 8,109,786 18•8 
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To make the comparuoo with India easy, let me here give 
the area and population of the German Empire. Her area Is . 

• 108, 830 eq. miles, 1.-.,lea than one eighth of India ; and her 
;:opulation In DetCIIlber 1800 was ~8, 867, 180, i.l., a liUie 
more than that of the United Provintcl of Agra and Oudb.. ' 

Thia table c;learly shoWI the rapid improvement of the , 
industriea of GermaJJy In every respec;t. The proJill vary 
mueb for the dilforeat laduatriA aild evoa for dilfer•at 

... 



w~rks m1nufactnring similar pro:l~ct.;, At pr~•ent .the best 
results are achieved in the aniline dye industry. There are 31 
aniline colour works in G.rmany, but the bulk of the trade is in 
the hands of five firms forming two large combinations. The 
combined capital oftbese five firms is nearly £5,000,000, and 
the net annual pro~t is £~,00Q,OOO, 60 per cent. of which, 
j.e., 2! per cent. of the capital, is paid in divid:nd, the remainder 
going-to depreciation and reserve. The average dividend paid 
by an aniline dye works has exceeded 20 per cent. for years 
past ; the dividend paid by individual firms' bas in some cases 
exceeded 30 per cent. One of U1e firms started in 1865 with 
40 men, and now after a long struggle of 42 years, it employs 
7,251 hands. Is it possible for a country the industries of 
which grow at this rate to be yisited by periodic. famines ? 
Do you not think and realise that we would have saved so 
many lives in' our recurring periods of drought had we 
manufacturing industries like Germany ? 

Now coming to the diagram, what an inslructi ve lesson 
it teaches; it at once shows the sccr-.t of national prosperity. 
The bottom line shows what a small quantity of their raw 
material they export, their exports principally consisting of 
their manufactures. In imports they have large quantities of 
raw material and comparatively less of manufactured goods. 
Taking the year 1905 for example, the figures ace :-

Import&. Export!!. 
Raw materials H,627,050 8,825 1650 
Manufactures 7,014,&60 28,791,650 .. 

-r--
Total 21,5-'2,600 27,117,050 

'l'bis is successful business. But just compare how tb1ngs 
· go with India. In fact there is no comparison, as we import 
everything in the 'lllanufactured form and export ou~ raw 
materials. We leave our masseor to starve while other lands 
fatten ·on India's natural resou~"ce•· Js this philanthropy ? 
Nay, folly. 

Surely we have to mend the existing stale of affairs. To 
know how to do so, let us see what other countries have done. 
I again turn to Germany for an example. She has striven for 
success, she has worked for many years with a definite object 
in view, she has supplied a superior technical education to her 
people, sbe bas devoted_ a &real rleal of time, energy and 



money to re•earch in the manufacturing industries, and her 
Government ha• got clo•er touch with the manufacturers. 
Their technological institutions give D, Sc. and Ph. D. degrees 
to students numbering 400 (in round numbers) every year and 
a majority of U1em become professors in Technological Cot. 
leges as well as find employment in works as consulting che
mists, analytical chemists, research chemists, managers, and 
so on. Thus having a highly valuable system of technical 
education of unrivalled completeness, the manufacturers are 
able to make every possible improvement in U1e articles they 
turn out. 'l'his is made clear by the list given below abstract• 
ed from a most interesting and exhaustive paper by Professor 
Dinsberg published in 18~6. The table is 11 years old but 
is none the less interesting on that account. We have every 
rt:ason to believe that a similar table, prepared to illustrate 
the conditions of to·day, would be even more striking :-

Branches of Chcmical1ndustrics. 

Metallurgy 

Heavy chemicals 

Manure works 

Salt works 

Inorganic products 

Mineral coloun. etc. 

Fine chemicals 

Organic aniline, glycerine. etc. 

Tar diaHI1ation 

Pharmaceutical wot ks 

Erplo&ives 

Tarc;oloun 

Essential oila 

Textile prinlioe 

'" 

... 

Grnnd Total 

No of • Nn. o( 

works. I chemists 
empl~ 

6 2~ 

13 90 

•• 8 ., 25 

2 7 

1 81 

a 26 

H 50 

10 26 

1 81 

' 
-..:. •. 
28 

g su 
8 18" 

l 5 
.,..--1-----·-

88 6SB 



'I'his table tells us the secret of their great success. At 
pre~nt Germany bas a sort of monopoly in coal tar colours ; 
this table at once shows why. Because the tar colour manufac
turers engage such a large number of chemists. According 
to the table the average number is about 27 chemists in one 
factory. I myself saw one factory in Germany employing 60 
chemists, most of them engaged in research work. This is 
bow they revolutionise industries. The factory referred to 
above played the most important part in driving our indigo 
out of the market. 

Most of the factories in Germany take none but diploma
holder chemists ; some of them require additional knowledge 
of engineering. There every process is placed under the 
management of a duly trained chemist who has to take the 
responsibility for the work turned out. These chemists are 
provided with residences close to works. In short they in 
Germany trust science. 

In a discussion· at a meeting of the Society of Chemical 

Advantages of 
Home Education 
exemplified. 

Industry, Professor Wilhelm Ostwald, a 
famous German chemist and author, said 
that several years ago, when the newspapers 
managed once more to show the appearance 

of strained relations between Germany and En.gland, one of 
his colleagues pointed out that in case of war, the export of 
saltpetre from Chili to Germany could be interrupted by Eng
land and that then they would have to stop fighting altogether 
(as saltpetre is needed in the manufacture of explosives). This 
position being unbearable to a patriotic physico-chemist, some 
remedy had to be discovered, Before a fortnight was gone, 
his assistant, Dr. Braner and himself found out experimentally 
how to transform ammonia into strong nitric acid, witll an 
output of 100 per cent. of theore~cal value. This, he thought 
the main thing was done ; but when the process was tried on a 
large scale it became at once clear that one invention was 110 

useful invention, every such requiring quite a number of 
secondary ones for it to be turned to practical advantage. 

In a year or so, however, these difficulties were got over, 
and an output of 15 per oent- to 92 per ceol was reached in 
a plant built on the scale of a small factory. Now they were 
!iOnverting about 50 tons of ammonia a lllonlh into nitric acid. 
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During this whole development he never found any difficulty 
in getting money for these experiments on a large 
scale, \Vealthy men there are quite accustomed to spend 
money on cnstly experiments, the issue ol which was uncer
tain though hopeful, when the thing was based only upon 
laboratory experiments, i.e., npon scientific evidence. 

I should say that every word ol Professor Ostwald bas a 
lesson for us. He by a very simple example clearly proves of 
what mighty good cur own institutions will be to ns; that 
persi•tent application of science solves even very intricate 
questions, that money is never lost in experiments-rather one 
is the foundation on which to build others. We can also con
clude that a foreign scientist would never have done what the 
German professor did in like circumstances. 

I tbink I should come to my scheme now. At present in 
Branches of Technology, applied science is generally 

Applied Sdence. grouped as under. 
1. Chemical Engineering. 
2. Mechanical Engineering. 
:1. Textile Engineering. 
4. Mining and Metallurgy. 
5. Electrical Engineering. 
6. Civil Engineering. 
7. Architecture. 
8. Na\"31 Architecture and Naval Engineering. 
9. Sanitary Engineering. 
Of course it will be the grandest thing, if we can start 

colleges giving all the conrses enumerated above, but in the 
present condition of India we have to be more modest. To 
begin \\ith I would recommend first the taking up of Chemical 
Engineering and Mechanical Engineering; of the latter, at 
least as much as is necessary in chemical works. 

Chemistry is the mother of science ; whatever and how-
Cbemlal ever small an Jndustry may be, in some way 

Engioeering. or other it stands in need of the help of 
chemistry. Therefore, if adequate knowledge 

of it is not aeqnired, all onr industries are bound to suffer. This 
has been well proved in onr own country. There are good 
many industries which took root in India, or were carried on 
successfully by our ancestors not long ago, for instance, 
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various colours-madder, Indigo, etc., calico printing, cloth 
dyeing, sugar, saltpetre, and so on, but not having a 
knowledge of chemistry we had to look on helplessly while 
they were killed in competition. It is well said in 
one of the Consular Reports of Great Britain, " Tli'ose 
countries which possess the greatest number of and 
the best trained chemists will, if the further neces
sary conditions are given, in course o£ time, become the 
richest and the most powerful, " Just on this principle, as 
already shown, Germany, notwithstanding her unfavourable 
political situation, leads the whole world in industry and 
commerce. But what about us who had so glorious a past in 
sciences and arts 1 If any one says that we have good 
schools of science which turn out B. Sc.'s and D. Sc.'s I will 
quote for his behoof the observations of Sir William Ramsay, 
K.C-B., D.Sc., LL.D., F.R.S., the eminent chemist of Great 
Britain, who was invited by Mr. Tata, our well-known great 
philanthropist, in connection with his Indian Institute of 
Science. He said : " The degrees of B.A. and B.Sc. in the 
Universities of Bombay, Madras and Bengal, so far as 
science is concerned, are given almost "entirely for book· 
worms. It is true that a little practical . chemistry and 
physics are taught, but even for the M.A. degree it 
amounts to little more than a smattering, which cannot be 
seriously considered.'' 

It is a matter of great regret that a country abounding in 
the great wealth of raw materials from one end to· the 
other, should be left in such a sad condWon. Our import 
list as already shown is full of the articles of which raw 
materials have been exported from India, and the same things 
in a finished Rhape are imported, This and other arguments 
given above sufficiently indicateS the paramount neceseity 
of applied chemistry. 

To render chemical knowledge ·fully efficien~, know· 
ledge of mecbanir.s is absolutely necessary. 

Mechanical All chemical works have, in addition to 
Engineerir.g. 

. purely chemical and exclusively manufactur. 
ing questions, a large number of engineering problems to 
solve. In fact, a chemical manufacturer requires quite as 
much attention on the engineering as on the chemical side· 
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Very large chemical works can afford to ha\-e an engineering 
drpartment, and even smaller works can, and very frequently 
do with advanL~ge, employ a special engineer. Most works, 
however, depend more or less on the engineering knowledge 
their chemists possess. Chemists who passed out 10 years ago 
mostly were not familiar with apparatus on a commercial scale, 
nor of the materials of which such apparatus is constructed ; 
but the daily growing competition does not allow such igno
rance. Now the term ' chemist' as Dr. :rhome said, means 
a man who has been educated on broad scientific lines, 
where the scientific foundations of the engineer and tbe 
chemist are combined, and in addition to that he requires a 
large amount, the larger the better, of experience in research 
work. 

So lar as regards the necessity of mechanical knowledge 
for a chemist, but even more is required. The installation of 
power bouse, the choice and the relative advanlages of the 
various forms of prime movers, whether steam, water, gas, 
suction gas, or oil, selection of machines to be worked with, and 
last but not least, their improvement or repair as occa
sion arises, require a knowledge of mechanical engineering. Tn 
short, for our present purpose, these two departments seem 
absolutely necessary. · · • 

1 would accordingly teach Chemical Engineerintin such a 

Courses o( 
Studies. 

way as tu meet !be needs of students who 
desire to acquire such a training in chemistry 
and mechanical engineering as will enable 

them to deal successfully with problems of construction, opera
tion and maintenance of works of chemical indush ies. At 
present, the course may be one of three years, but sometime 
later it "ill have to be prolonged to four years. 

The whole course should include :-
A good knowledge ol the .theory of the science of chemis

try, both organic and inorganic, a thorough knowledge of 
analytical chemistry; a good knowledge of metallurgy; develop
ment of taste for research and original work and considerable 

.Practice in the s.~me in such a way as to develop self· reliance 
in the student, so that be may be fitted to make bis way 
without depeno.ling on others' assistance; a good knowledge of 
mineralogy ; superior knowledge of local conditions ; !borough 

42 . 



mechanical knowledge of transportation, e\'aporation, dis
tillation, refrigeration, etc, ; a good knowledge of chemical 
resistance of materials commonly used in construction and 
of their general applicability to chemical manufacturing 
processes ; thorough instruction in technical chemistry in
cluding lecture and laboratory courses, special attention being 
paid to the methods of conducting both the mechanical and 
chemical .operations involved in various manufacturing pro· 
cesses ; while at the same time the chemical principles UP.On 
which the operations rest should be thoroughly taught. 

Other subjects s\lch as higher mathematics, mecha"ical 
drawing, physics, contmercial economy and industrial manage· 
ment should also be taken. 

The instruction·in the last year should be so arranged 
that the students can exercise a certain choice as to the sub
jects (particular industries) to which he wishes to devote his 
special attention and carry on independent work in ·that 
particular branch under the guidance of professors, so that in 
his future life be can ably and successfully conduct and 
improve the business. 

A fair idea of steam engineering and dynamo electric 
machinery should be given, 

· The German language may advantageously be taught as 
most of the advanced works in chemistry are in this language. 

For mechanical engineering at present only an abbrevi
ated course may be taken and it may be improved later on ; 
bowever, the course should include :-

Higher mathematics, physics, applied mechanics, general 
principles of mechanism; construction of gears, teeth, valve 
gears, machine tools, cotton machinery (specially treaicd); 
course on thermodynamics, ste3.m boilers, steam engines, 

. applied dynamics, hydraulics, foundation, etc. 
Knowledge of local il)dustries, commercial ecnnomy, 

industrial management, etc. · 
This is a suggestion for the beginning. changes may be 

made according to requirements. 
Last, but not least, is the question of finance; In order to · 

Estimate of 
Funds. 

give an idea of the funds required I give a table 
of appendix to this pape_r showing the establisb·
mimt, capital cost and ·yearly .income of some 
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blthe technical institutions of the U oiled States of America. l.t 
is impossible lor anything on a like scale to be attempted in India 
at present. I, therefore, gh·e what I conceive to be the lowest 
possible figures to start with. An institution as outlined 
above, will require at least· six laboratory halls, two 
drawing halls, one power house, one machine shop, 
one hall lor foundry, carpentry, etc., six lecture 
rooms, and two office rooms costing probably a lakh of 
rupees; another lakh ol rupees will be needed for machines, 
tools and laboratory establishments. The monthly expenses 
ol the staff will be Rs, 4,000; with this we can have twelve 
professors (two or three foreigners in the beginning at least, 
a majority of Indians who have acquired training in foreign 
countries, and a lew men trained in India itself, one Principal 
(Indian) and some assistants aud clerks necessary for the staff. 

Here only a rough idea of the proposed technical college 
bas been given, full details on the most improved lines adopted 
in Germany and America could be .given when some pro. 
\'ision is made to start one. Now, let me just say how 
much benefit can be derived from this institution. 

1t is an established fact that most of the gifts of nature are 
hidden in the bosom of India in the form of 

Wlmt this in-
alitdliun can do. mineral and vegetable products. But unfor-

tunately we have very lew amongst us who can 
recognise them and still fewer to tell their economical uses. 
Sufficient knowledge of chemical analysis and applied chemis
try will at once remove t~is difficulty and will enable men to 
work this essential wealth. In the Central Provinces people 
are making good fortune out of manganese. This mineral 
even now is exported in its raw condition; if some men of 
knowledge are there, the ore can be worked in India itself. 
This is a very simple example, there are hundreds more of 
every type and great importance not unfrequently met with in 
daily paths of life. 

Then there is quite a 1arge number of industries the 
success of which entirely or mostly depends on the knowledge 
of the two departments of engineering referred to above. A 
lew of them I name below. The Chemical Engineers of the 
proposed college will not only be thorough masters of t11e 
chemical ptlrt .of tbe industry but will command t11e !Decbani· 



· eat knowle\lge too. The mechanical engineers shall be 
of great help in improving mechanical appliances of our 
old industries as well as of new, in erecting them most 
economically and in founding new industries as far ·as the 
mecbanii::al part of the manufacture is concerned. Moreover, 
the college staff will always be available to help the students 
in their ~uture projects so as to ensure success in their enter· 
prise. 

N.UIES OF SOMB OF THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES. 

Heavy chemicals as acids and alkaUct, 
Fine chemicals as salts and other chemical producbt, 
Mineral coloune, 
Aniline colours. 
Coal tar coloul'!l, 
Dyeing and calico printing. 
Pigments, paints, varnishes. 
Essenlia.l oils. 
Essence!', 
Soap, glycerine and lubricants. 
Illuminating gases. 
Coal tar distillation. 
Phannaceulicals. 
Petroleum refining and bye.pr_odacts. 
c"andle makfn". 
Explosives. 
Photography •. 
Glasa making. 
Porcelain and 110Ucry. 
Cements. 
Enamel wares. 
Bricks and tiles. 
Rubber making. 
Paper. 
5tarcb. 
Sugar. 
Wine brewing. 
DisWJation of spirill. 
Wood distillation, vinegar, elc. 
Fertilizer and manure. 
Leather tanning and dyeing. 
Metallurgy, 
Electro-plating, etc. 
Manyoftheheadsnamedaboveinclude a number of indus· 

!ries ; ·there arc further many petty· industries like ink, 
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matches, pencils, parchment, fire proofing, water proofing, 
condensed milk and other dairy products, etc., etc., which all 
depend on applied chemistry. Other industries will also be 
helped a good deal as up. to-date sizing and finishing in textile 
factories can be done only through the help of the best experts 
in chemistry .. The users of furnaces, boilers, etc., can be much 
profited by the analysis of smoke and water; by finding the 
calorific value of fuels, great economy can be made in select. 
ing and purchasing il 

In short such a college as is proposed will produi:e men 
who will recognise the wealth hidden in earth, will work it 
up, earn an independent livelihood, and enrich the country. 

From what bas been said above one can easily realise 
what enormous benefit can be reaped from investing a reason
able sum of money, and bow a foundation of prosperity can 
be laid not only for ourselves but also for the generations to 
come. I, U1erefore, appeal to the ge9eral public to work out 
this problem honestly, sincerely and with active zeal in Ute 
interestofthewholenation, in the interest of ourseh·es and our 
own children. As soon as Ulis is done, there is sure promise 
for the development of the indigeneoos resources and for the 
growth of innumerable industries which ";11 give employment 
to millions of people and save India from the constant dreacL 
of famine and hunger. 

--



APPENDIX. . 
Table shofDing Eslabli•hments, Fund• and Income• of 50me of lire Teclmr'collrrslilulions of /Ire United Stales 

of America in the year 1904. · 

f'11 
INCflMB. 

~· Value sc:ientih Value o Produe> ll Benefac. 
Name. ~ of book appara- ground tlon Tution State or 

ot in the tus and and d • and From city Federal From tiona. 
library. macht- build- run s. produc- appro- other Total. == othn tivc appro- priation. sources. ~0 nery. dings. • fees. prialion . .... funds .._ 

Alassachusetis Institute o1 $ • • s s • s s s s $ I • Techno1ogy • • •• 260 186,808 880,000 1,429,624 1,222,!21 802,741 66,000 26,000 8,839 35,78' 486,COSi 101,894 
Armour Institute of Techi ' .-.o1ogy ••• 120 ... 400,000 860,000 1/iGO,OOO. 90,000 60.000 ... .. . ... 14o,ooo1 250,000 
Uniled Slates Naval Aca-! I 

demy ...... 1()0,000 200,000 7.000,000 ... ... ... . .. 390,897 .. . 330,887 ... 
Iowa College of Agrlcul- 3.19,~071 ture and Mechanical Arts. u· 80,600 S-19,000 721,276 683,709 17,818 .1,177 :!21,080 to,ooo 29,382 ... 
K:msas State Agricultural 

228,36?1 Co11cge ••. so 4.6,400 206,089 4JB,67fi 492,881 10,46i 26,688 162,202 40,000 ... ... 
Mlc:higan Agricultural 

College ... . ... U,56f 163,271 449,1901 906,180 16,084 67,818 100,000 40,000 411,503 25B,o00, ... 
Purdue University _ 66 18,600 188,260 3.1,000 48,278 17,000 147,?01 40,000 10,943, 268.911

1 66S,:J .. 
Stevena Institute of Tech 

nology .•. 226 18,000 60,000 400, I 810,000 61,061 84,381 . ... . .. 17,3QJ 102,684 1,500 
Cue School of Applied 

Science.· •.. no 10,000 90,000 
500:0001 

... ... .. . ... - ... ... 200,000 
Colorado Agricultural 

coue,e . 8 ,1,606 lH,OOO 27,8001 96,000 1,101 9,9G8 '16,410 40,000 7.8261 l:W,3(.6 ... 
Oregon State Agricollnra t 

Collril• - 3 ... 21,000 HH,OOO, 18M5B 794 t0,9U 25,109 10,000 2,:?!H 79,147 ... 



COOPERATIVE CREDIT TN AGRICULTURE. 

BY JOGINDR4N4TII s.mADDAR, ESQ., 
Kachubaria, Kasinngnr, Jessore (Bengal). 

"At a Ume 11ke abe pretent.. when the public gaze is so fixed upon 
Swadeshl manufacturing Industries, the all-important fad is art to be lost 
1lght of ttu.t SWadnbi manufadures are them~etves almost entirely 
dependent for their •occew ar~the JfiCUJS of a~riculture· Tb:~.t this is so 
will at once be apparent when it is realised th:\t the manofactnre of 
Srbt1dtslll piece--goods can only be succenfally esta.,lished when it has 
been foand possible to grow 1uitable cottom, and that when the growing 
and manufactutlng problems have been solved the question \Jf markets 
will be found also to depend on agriculture for the simple rea!On that 
the great m:~rkel for piece-goodJ Is the agricultural population, and the 
rt.nre ftonrlshlog the population is the more can it affllrd to spend on 
manufactures.'1-Sir D. M. Hamilton al tlae Be nares Conferenu. 

" Few people b.lk of the Swade!iihl movement in connection with 
agrlcollore. But really that is the Industry which most requires the 
application of the true Swadeshi spirit, for on it are based all our possibili· 
tiet~ of manuladuring ind.ostries. [( the mill indostry ftoari!hCS In 
\\'e5tem India, it i• because the Guzerathi is acknowled~ed on all hands 
to be the most efficient cultivator nr cotton in India. So long as agricul· 
ture ts carried on tn the ftreq:nt primitive fashion, no great Industrial im-
J"'''Yement need be ezpccted in Jndia.''-The Hon'ble V. D •. Tlrack!rsey 
allhe Calcutta Canferu(e. 

I begin this paper hy qootiug two passages from two 
speeches. I will quote yet another. His Hignness the Maha
ra jab Gaekwar said : 

" Famine, Ina-easing poverty, wiJe-.spread disea>Je-all these bring 
home to as tbe fact, that there is son1e radical weaL."Dess in our system and 
that something must be done to remedy il Bot, there is another and 
larger aspect of the matter, and that is, that this economic problem is our 
b.st ordeal a11 a people. It is our l:ut chance. F:~it there and what can 
the future bring us l- \Ve can grow only poorer and weaL.-er-more depen
dent on foreign help. \Ve must watch oar indtlslrial freedom fall Into 
extinction anJ drag out a miser:able c:xi~ence a• hewtn of wood and 
drawen or water to any foreign power which ha'Jrens to be our master. 
Solve that problem and you have a·great future bef.,re you, worthy of your 
::anc:e;lon and of }")Dr old position amobJ: nations. •· 

· Does it not then seem not only a m'tter o£ expediency. 
hut our duty to our motherland as well as to posterity to 
see that agriculture and the agrkultural class thrive to bring 
about tbe industrial regeneration of India ? Even protec.· 
tionisls admit that the agricultural industry must reach a bigh 
state of development before manufacturing induStries can be" 
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brought to develop. It is said that history repeats itsel£· Yn 
England, the era of Arkwright, Crompton and Hargreaves 
was preceded by the era of agriculture. And, therefore, if 
the real regeneration of India must come, history should 
repeat itself here also and the greal industriol activity which 
is being marked throughout the country must be preceded 
by agricultural activity. ~ 

Unfortunately agriculture is not thriving and the pity of it 
is that we arc nQt zealously trying to make it thrive, 

Cooperation, one of the greatest if not the greatest of 
economic forces should be employed to ameliorate the condi
tion and improve the credit of the raiyats, This falls into two 
classes : (i) Cooperative credit in money, and (ii) Coopera
tive credit in grain. The first is promoted by cooperative 
credit societies and the second hy cooperative grain banks. 

COOPERATIVE CREDIT SoctETms. 
The question which faces all small agriculturists is the 

question of money, i.e., how to obtain the 
Want or money. money which is necessary for his opera. 

lions at a rate of interest which would suit his purpose, that 
is, which would make him draw the greatest amount of profit 
out of the sum by employing it in his business, by enabling 
him to pay bis creditor without any burden to himself. 
This problem of how to get cheap capital is not 
confined to India. Even in Europe the state of affairs is 
the same,· In India, however, the problem is aggravated by 
the fact that Indian rates of interest are to some extent 
survivals from times when the security which the agriculturist 
had to offer was o£ far smaller value than at present, and also 
by the fact that the money-lender has not been slow to take 
advantage of the unwillingness of t.1Je Courts to go behind the 
terms of a written bond ;-or, as the late Viceroy in his speech 
said, 11 The conditions under which alone he can procure it 
in this country are so onerous, he is so apt to dissipate it 
when acquired by a sort of traditional improvidence, and 
the consequences o£ his indebtedness are so disastrous and even 

3ppalling. '' 
The rate of interest here is appalling. rt is 24 per cent. 

Here the raiyats borrow to Jh·e. They have no other motive
they have no other alternative. The result is that they live as 
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debtors not only throughout their own Jives, but in many cases 
they leave their debts to their descendants. • The axiom, 
" To buy. finance cheap and sell the produce dear " unlike 
other axioms, is reversed in J ndia, inasmuch as here the 
raiynl sells his produce cheap but buys his capital dear. 

How is this to be removed f The raiyats must have 
money and this can be procured and the disadvantages 
removed by the introduction of cooperative credit societies 
throughout the length and breadth of the country. ' 

I do not here propose to enter into the details of the 
Act of 1904- Worthier people have dealt with it even in 
previous conferences, though I am not sure whether it re
quires still more advertising. I shall, here content myself by 
narrating the advantages-economic, moral and educative
of this. A cooperative credit society infuses a spirit of 
unity, it promotes fellow-feeling, it inculcates business habits, 
it encourages economy, it also encourages industrious and 
sober habits. It is an open invitation to the idle and the 
extravagant to mend their ways because until they mend 
their way• they will not be permitted to enter-as one hap· 
pily puts it-'' its sacred precincts. " 

Again, in a rural credit society, every member will have 
an equal voice in the managemet of its affairs. As a commit· 
tee will have to be appointed by the members themselves 
to manage the business and auditors to audit' the accounts, 
the society will have an educative effect on the members. 

And last but not least, apart from the advantages 
which the members themselves will derive, the wholesome 
effect of such a society on the neighbourhood will be greaL 

. The Post Office Savings Banks are doing a great deal of good 
in the way of teaching us frugality and economy. · As the 
money deposited in the banks of the Society will also pay a 
like interest apart from the fact that this money will be spent 
for the benefit of the villagers themselves, a spirit of deposit
ing, as it were, will arise amo_ng them. 

Steps, however, should be taken to minimise the disad
vantages. The Pio11eer in one of its issues once observed 
that in the Punjab there had been. some failures owing to the 
members being granted large sums for extravagant marriage 

• " This poverty is an .C?Idt a very old inberjtance." 1t~stice Ranad,. 
43 . ··-
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expenses. lt should, therefore, be the earnest endeavour or 
all to see that the purposes for which societies lend money 
should be good and useful. 

I need not detail here .the advantages and privileges 
. which the Government has conferred on these societies
these are too well-known. I would only say that in this 
respect, Government has fully done its duty as the greatest 
landlord, while I regret that the lesser landlords are not doing 
their duty. It should be incumbent on them to see that 
while the raiyats suffer, the suffering of the zemindars fol
lows paripassu and that the prosperity of the latter invariably 
leads to that of the former. · 

B.-COOPERATIVE GRAIN BANKS. 

In Europe, to ameliorate the condition of the raiyats and 
llaly and Spai~. to help them to anticipate their crops at fair 

rates, the Governments of some countries have 
done something. There are the Mo11le Frt~menlarii of Italy 
and the Posilos of Spain. The former were established by the 
Government itself in the fifteenth century with the object of 
supplying advances of grain. Communal councils under the 
supervision of district authorities managed· these. Loans in 
grain for maintenance when necessary and for seed in all 
cases were granted. The Church more than the Government 
was instrumental in the growth of the Positos. As in the 
former, the communal council used to distribute the 
surplus grain. Now, the village council manages these and 
there are full and extensive regulations. The rates of interest 
are 4! per cent. on a grain loan for crop period. The district 
committee works gratnitously, while the village council is 

·allowed' one-sixth of the profits to cover expenses. • 
Compare the above rate of int,rest with the rates of inte

rest prevailing i~ Bengal ••. I state here the mtes prevailing in 
a few districts. 

(a) In Rajshab.; :,.stern Bengal and Assam) the rate 

Is .83 per cent. in grain. • i · 
(b) In Burdwan (Burdwan Division, Bengal), if a person 

.borrows 20 seers he has to. pay 21i seers. The time' for borrow. 
ing in general, is, from Jaislha to the end of Bhadra.a?d is 
p~yable up to the end of C/Jailra of the same year. If tt ts not 
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paid, then the whole of it, i.e,, 25 seers will be calculated ai 
principal the next year. 

· (c) In ',Jessore (Bengal, Presidency Division) the 'rate is 
generally 50 p~r cent. 

(d) In Barisal, the granary of Bengal, it is also 50 
per cent. 

Docs not this prove the necessity of Agricultural Coope
rative Banks where grain can be stored and from which the 
poor raiyats can be provided with it? I shall put forward one 
more argument At present after a bumper harvest, the supply 
being great relatively to the demand, the prices come down 
very low, and large quantities are bought at low prices by 
foreign merchants who are very prompt in their manreuvres. 
The result is that the supply of corn in the market is soon 
diminished and the prices again rise. Jhose cultivators who 
have already sold their corn gain nothing by this rise in prices, 
On the contrary as their rents are fixed in money they have 
already suffered a great deal by the fall in prices and 
the only result is that owing to a sudden fall in prices a 
larger quantity of corn is exported from the country than· 
would have been otherwise. · Surely these banks may 
gradually be the means of accumulating the surplus grain in 
the village. 

In a year of prosperity the villagers of a village preserve 
.,1 and collect together a stock of grain. By 
ran of tho 'd • 'II .. t k scheme. m ucmg VJ age communtties o eep a com-

mon stock of grain in a good year and by pro. 
litably investing the same in comparatively bad years and 
among themselves, a reserve might be built up which would 
enable the villagers to keep them going during a period of 
scarcity and also to avoid a calamity through any sudden 
failure in crops. It is a fact that in every village tbere is a 
number of poor people who in prosperous years even are in 
want of food-grains for a period preceding the harvest time. 
These poor people will be in a position to resort to these 
banks more readily for immediate want and when actual 
famine attacks the villag:, these will serve as permanent grain 
stores which at any time throughout U1e year any poor villaget 
may have recourse to. 
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To avoid the misery which the raiyats are subjecled to, 

Rai . Parvati Sankar Chaudhuri, a very Dacca. 
enlightened zemindar of Dacca, · induced his 

. tenants to establish a grain bank. This he named Dharma· 
gola. Finding the collection of paddy a little irksome liis 
tenants collected Rs. 105-li-9 from the villagers at Tecta and 
purchas~d some SO maunds of paddy. In eight years the 
stock rose to 1,860 maunds. · Rai Parvati Sankar Chaudhuri has 
established several other D/zarmagolas amongst his tenants. 

A Dharmagola has also been established at Panchamala 
Khulna. in Khulna by Babu Jadunath Biswas, zemin· 

dar of the place, and in its establishment 
the present writer had some hand. But for the com· 
paratively prohibitive prices of grain owing to the s~ar· 
city, the present writer would have been able to start a 
number of them in Jessore and Khulna. 

Edmund Burke in a pamphlet which he wrqte and pub. 
lished-"Thougbts and Details on Scarcity"-

The simplicity di d th b' f bl' . of the scheme. scusse e su ject o pu tc grananes. But 
Burke failed to hit upon a scheme which 

could remove the obstacles. Burke supposed that the con. 
struction of such granaries would not be feasible for three 
reasons-(!) the cost of construction would be large, l2} the 
management and attendance would require an army of allen. 
dants, agents, storekeepers, and (8) the decay and des· 
truction of corns which he apprehended would be a dreadful 
drawback of the whole dealing ; and dissatisfaction of the 
people, at having decayed, tainted, or corrupted corn sold 
to them, as must be the case, would be serious. In the 
scheme of Rai Parvati Sankar th~e would not be in the least 
any hindrances, and we really wonder how the simple expedi· 
ent of repla~ing the old corn by new corn in every convenient 
year could escape such an acute thinker as Burke". One of the 
.chief recommendations of ihe " Dharmagolas "is that in a 
year o{ famine, the great difficulty of the transport of grain 
to affected areas vanishes altogether under Ibis scheme, for 

• I may nole here tbat Rajah Peary .Mohan Mukerjce, C. S. J., of 
Vlterl""'a in a letter to me says lbat be agreed wilb l!urke. 
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every village is provided in its " Dltarmagolas" with a stock ol 
grain wbicb is enougb to last tile period of famine. • · 

These grain banks can be established in other Provinces 

Tn tbe other 
PtoYi~KU. 

as welL For, not only paddy but all the 
other staple crops of the different provinces 
in India may also be kept in go/as or banks 

at least for a certain numb~r of years- JO'UJar is the staple 
food crop in Madra.•, Bombay, Central Provinces, as weU as 
in the tinited Provinces. Jowar does not deteriorate at least 
for five years and even if the contrary h•ppens for some canse 
it may be easily eschanged for fresh stock at the begioning of 
each year. · 

The advantages of grain banks are in short, as they 
have been expressed from time to tim: in all the news
papers:-

1. These can be established in eacll village from its 
own resources. 

2. The contribntion of each individnal being only a 
smaU portion of the an anal yield of grain, is not likely to cause 
him any hardship. 

3. The cost of the up-keep \\ill not be heavy as the 
staff \\ill be honorary. 

'- On the accumulation of a stock of gr~n, old grain 
can be exchanged for new grain secnring a profit as well as 
preventing sickness which is incidental to the consumption 
of new grain, specially new rice. 

(;. The banks woold allow them to appropriate better 
prices. 

6. The reserve stock ·of grain wiU be the permanent 
fund. 

7. The banks wiU have an educative effecl 
These, in short, are the advantages. Needless to say, 

there are lots of minOlr advantages. 
ft would not be altogether,-1 \'enture to suggest, unne

cessary to draw a comparison between cooperative cre
dit societies and cooperative grain societies or banks. The 

• T~ promotcra of the &nldb.ui . ~~J;;;' also started 
~ "-d.>Uoo, " The Anna !Ubbini $.tbba",the o~ject of which is 1o 
•adw:e people lo atoce &r2in in Grain .Banks :md thus prevem uport 
It lw ~ illoupponen oacb meo as the' Maharajah of Darbbaoga, · tb; 
Maharajah 'lagorc :md a large aamber of Dtber Kmindan, etc. 
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lormer is an admirable thing in its own way and is sure to 
produce an incalculable amount of good. Credit societies, 
however, deal with money which is apt to be misapplied . 
.Agricultural bonks deal with grain-the staple food of the 
raiyats. In credit societie~, the question of limited and 
unlimited liability presents groat difficulty to the comprehen· 
sion of our illiterate raiyats while the latter easily appeals 
to their- minds. The money in credit societies is put out 
among its members only while the sphere of Dharmagolas is 
greater as their stock can be taken advantage of by aiL 

But credit societies dealing with money have one great 
advantage. Grain banks can be started only in years of 
bumpet harvest. The former have no such disadvantage. 
· If we believe that the salvation of India lies in the mill 

and the farm rather than in the forum and lecture-ball, if we 
are to bring in a regeneration of India which lies not in 
political agitation and declamation only, but in the industrial 
development of the country, the utilization of its many and 
varied resources, the promotion and the encouragement by 
the rich and the intelligent of its indigenous arts and manu
tactures, it becomes the bounden duty of all to improve the 
condition of agriculture on which depends so much ; on it 
depends not only the well-being of nearly 90 per cent• of 
the Indian people ; on its development depends the industrial 

. development of the country and in short on it depends our 
very existence, Locse the bondage of ever lasting debt which 
weighs the poor raiyat down and do anything which would 
give him greater self-reliance and prosperity, and tbe whole 
nation will prosper. 

INDUSTRIAL.BANKS. 

J3y MAGANBIIA! CHATURBHAI PATEL, EsQ., Aftmedabad. 

Since the standard of Swadeshism wasfirst raised by 
our Bengali brethren, things have undergone a great change all 
over India. Where we had sloth and despair before, we see 
tremendous energy exhibited in one form or another, 
sometimes in a way to bear fruit and sometimes misdirected 
and exhausted without any visible outcome. There 
is no doubt, however, that the . spirit of self·reliance 



and · ccm&dence in individual exertion Is being arotise4 
tct a cert:Un menl Attempts are beintr made every. 
where to build cotton mill!!, to start hand-weaving factories. and 
to devise various other means of helping the dying industries 
of the country. The idea of cooperation which was not 
heard at all sometime back is now allilating the minds of 110 

many that without a special preaching of it anybody- even a 
man of small means-thinks himself able to cnllect some capital 
on the principles of coopention wherewith to start some 
concern or other, Even villa~te s1ta1tda~s who bad DO 

confidence in a bu'in- carried on cooperative principles are 
now gradually realisinll( its true worth ; thanks partly to the 
extension of the Deccan Agriculturists' Relief Act to this part 
of the Presidency. lt is true that m:tny of these sWulars are 
simply ruined, but there are still some In whose banda 
money is lying idle and who when thrown noon the new waya 
of business are \\"llllng to help concern• carried on near to 
their doors on cooperative prinriples. • 

The Swndeshl movement has been successful to an 
appreciable degree in arousing the spirit of true p:~trloliiUil 
and self-sacrifice. The people have changed their t:lstes 
and the Idle desire to be fashionable has been replaced 
by the honest pride of wearing Swadeshi dress. In conse
quence of this the in<lu•lries which were rapidly sinking have 
sot a fresh start and thousanda who were thrown out of 
employment are now earning their bread by honest means. It 
is no idle dream to think that if the forces that are at work at 
present continue to operate the very face of India may be 
changed. 

. In view of th~ forces and the general poverty of the 
people we are brought face to'face with one very important 
question, bow to finance the petty industries of the country on 
which live practically 110 per cenl of the Indian population, 

•. Big concerns like mills started by larj!e capitalists no doubt 
support a nnmber of labourers, but they have a tendency to 

· concentrate vast moneys in the hands of individwtla. If village 
industries are revived and made to flourish there would be a 

. more equitable diatrihutlon of wenl!h and a more skilful 
and independent artisan dass would b<" brought Into exfs. 
tence. ··rho lot of a conn try in which. the proportion of . . 



1ndependent artis~ns is greater thau merely well-fed labourers 
and big millionaires. is surely more enviahle than that of one 
in which the reverse is the case. A solution of the problem 
has been sugl!ested in this Conference and the idea of 'Industrial 
Banks ' is no new one. · I wish to push this idea a little 
further and to examine the difficulties in ·carrying it out and 
to suggest the remedies that strike me. . 

Since the vear 190R a few Indian banks have been esta· 
blisbed in Bo;.,hay. Before that the banking business was 
practically in European hands. Two big banks with a capital 
of three crores of rupees have been started and they are at 
present well on their way to sncce.'IS. Being carried almost 
on the lines of the old European banks they have not 
supplied the place of•the industrial banks intended to finance 

· small village and town industries. They have, howevero 
· proved the possibility of such banks. People are getting 
· confidence. in this new line of business and this in itself is a 
great gain. 

Village agricultural banks fostered by the parental care of 
Government are another attempt in the same direction. These 
are new institutions and are being promoted by the energetic 
executive authorities. But their scope is Jmited. What is 

. advocated here is that industrial banks should be started on 
mote or less similar Jines. 

These should be started not in big cities, unlike the great 
mercantile banks of Bombay, nor in the unknown corners of 
the country like the village cooperati,•e credit societies. From 
their very nature they should be started in district towns. 
Village artisans and manufacturers visit the neighbouring towns 
almost twice a week to buy materials on which they work at 
their homes. These artisans support a number of .small 
traders in towns and the mutual help they thus render to each 
other creates some business activity in many parts of the 
district. These centres of village trade are gradually ex
panding and a demand for capital is created by the gener:l 
spread of the Swadeshi spirit among the people. To me~t th1s 
demand, therefore, industrial banks should be opened m the 
towns. Villagers and petty traders in towns cannot afford to 
go to cities to borrow money: Nobody knows them there 
;~n<l naturally they cannot ~oiiiiiland any. cr~diL So~e idle 



capital in villages and towns will also find room for invest
ment. Those who do not like to see their money invested in
concerns that are carried on far beyond the places where 
they live will be willing to make deposits in town banks. 
Such banks being in the very heart of the population to whom · 
they will lend, will be in possession of all necessary information 
about the condition of persons to whom they will be making 
advances from time to time. There is another advantage in 
selecting towns for these industrial banks. Cotton ginning 
and other factories working with small capital are multiplying 
nll over the country. It will be a special convenien~e for 
such concerns to open accounts with these town banks. 

The scope of these banks will not be confined only to the 
use of artisans and mechanics. We can avoid all difficulties 
in the case of industrial banks by inviting all classes of persons 
without restriction-all who have capital and who want to 
do regular business-to resort to them. It is not advisable to 
restrict the business of these banks to a particular class 
of artis.~ns and mechanics, for thereby banking business 
will necessarily be handicapped. The industrial banks 
ought to he profitable concerns like any other business 
enterprise although the profits may have to be kept within 
moderate limits so that the initial object of -the banks 
may not be frustrated. I should suggest that at the least 
one-third of the subscribed capital of an industrial bank 
should be exclusively employed in making advances in aid of 
local industries nt a rate of interest not exceeding six to eight 
per cent. No other restriction will be necessary. The sacri
lice that the s/Ja/mkars will make in the restriction placed on 
the rate of interest to be earned on a fixed portion of the 
capital will not be felt much by them on account of the profits 
they will make on their other transactions in which the remain
ing two-thirds of the capital will be employed. 

The capital of industrial banks should not be very large. 
A fair start may be made with two or three lakhs of rupees. 
As the advances that will have to be made to local artisans 
and traders will not be in comparatively Iaroe amounts, a 
large' capil:ll will not be required. The advances, however, 
though they will be small, must be numerous, and so, tile 
capital must not be under one lakh. 

" 
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Numerous dealings with the artisans and manufacturers 
in petty sums bring in with them difficulties which are almost 
insurmountable without the help of the legislature. Although 
!lOthing is more desirable than to keep such business cori-

. cerns entirely independent of all extraneous help it ought not 
to be fot·gotten that the assistance of the Government which 
wields the power of m~king laws is in some respects indispen
sable. To mal<e our industrial banks a success it is necessary 
that the legislature should make their path smooth by a special 
enactment by which certain concessions should be made to 
these banks, in the matter of Stamp duty process, of 
recovery of loans, etc. I would not go into details in regard 
to the concessions that the Government may with propriety 
be asked to extend to cooperative industrial banks. Certain 
concessions are made by the Cooperative Credit Societies Act 
of 1904, and these D}ay be suitably modified or amplified as 
special circumstances may require. I will only indicate one 
or two points briefly. The law might provide that the tools 
of the artisans and mechanics should be exempted from 
attachment. The Ia w should also provide for the fixed portion 
of the subscribed capital of the bank to be exclusively applied 
to the industrial concerns and also for the rate of interest to 
be charged on such loans. The concessions made may not 
extend to the other dealings of the industrial banks but it should 
be left to the option of such banks to increase the minimum 
~xed portion of capital reserved under the Act even to the 
extent of the whole capital of the bank. The banks taking 
advantage of the special concessions should be registered 
under the Companies Act and the scale of the registration fees 
for such banks should be very liberally revised. _ 

Under such a scheme as this the artisans, mechanics and 
small traders will have the adva.ntage of fair dealings and low 
rates of interest and a certainty of credit given them if they 
are persons of some respectability in villages and towns. "1 
can say &om what I know of the sltalmkars that if some 
inducement be held out to them by the Government they will 
come forward to make the industrial banks a success. The 
Government need not object on principle to making con
cessions such as have been mentioned above, or even 
more liberal concesions, to. industrial banks, as they have 



conferred some sub.tantial privileges on Presidency Banks, 
and as they have recognioed the principle of making COR

cessions in the case of the cooperati,.., credit societies. If as 
many believe and as Government will admit, the organisation 
of capital is a condition precedent of industrial development, 
they will, we need not doubt, take kindly to, and foster by 
every means in their power these urban industrial banks. The 
initiative must, however, come from the people themselves. 
Will it be vain to look for this in these days of Swadeslu t 

THE PRESENT CONDITION OF LABOUR IN THE 
TEXTILE INDUSTRY, AND THE RESTRICTION OF 

WORKING HOURS IN MILLS. 

BY S. D. SAKLATVALA, EsQ., 

Empress llfills, N agpur. 

The most prominent question for the textile industry just 
at present is the labour question, which we have seen dis
cussed by all classes of people, Ute mill-owners with vested 
interests; the autborities with their official experience ; the 
mill managers with their personal and direct experience of 
mill labour ; the journalists not only in textile papers, but all 
and sundry ; by the humanitarians who are moved by the 
oppression of the working classes ; and finally by the general 
public. 

The chief points brought out seem to be the SOocaUed 
carelessness of the Indian L1bourer, and next his comparatively 
poor physique and hence poor outturn. 

Before examining the present condition of labour a; 
actually obtaining in our mills I shall first deal with the two 
points above referred to. 

I. Carelessness.-In any and every complicated industrial 
organisation, where each individual workman is but a small 
constituent, there is certainly not a great motive for very 
careful work. If the mill-bauds are apt to be careless, this is 
not a special difficulty of the Indian mill-owners alone. 

Indeed, this carelessness. is induced by the treatment 
which Ute labourers receive from their masters, With tactiul 
supervision and the right spirit which should lead the workers 
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to understand that their own welfare is inseparably bound up 
with that ol the company they are serving, this difficulty 
can be obviated, and the workers trained to a better habit of 
work by the mill owners themselves. 

II, P!Jyslcal delerioralio11 will also result in most trades 
where men are obli)led to work at one thing exclusively, but 
if proper precautions are taken this evil result can to a great 
extent be prevented. Let the sanitary risk of the textile trade 
be met by proper cleansing, necessary ventilation, and 
the correct inside temperature, let none be admitted who is 
visibly constitutionally unfit, and, above all, let th~ hours of 
work he reasonable. 

It is in the bauds of the mill agents themsel~es by provid· 
ing suitable pnzes to ttaill their men to take a pride in being 
steady, careful, diligont, ~nd cheerful and also making good 
use of theJr Jdsure w.ucb -•l.;o s!Jo11ld be provided. 

Now, let us e.'<amiue the actual condition of labour in our 
mills, and thoscouJiuou Will also, perhaps, give us a clue why 
the texule milts fail to attract intelligent and healthy labour, 
though other occupations and industries are not similarly 
·afflicted-at least not to the same extent. 

The conditions uuder which the textile industry in 
India in general is at present carried on are certainly unpleas· 
ant and unhealthy. Though in recent years there bas been 
a great advance in sanitary precautions, fans and screens, and 
ventilators, bow many mills in India have availed themselves 
of such necessary contrivances which would tend to amelio· 
rate the hardships of the work-people ? 

In most mills lighting is far from perfecL Owing to long 
hours men are made to work till far into the evening, and 
men are supposed to piece threads and mend delicate broken 
warps in such light at such a time, and then some would talk 
glibly of careless work I Then again, though an attempt is 
made in most mills at ventilation, the ideas regarding it are 
very hazy-few mill owners or their representatives care to 
study the subject-and at most this attempt is a tentative one. 

In some of the mills at Ahmedabad which I had seen, 
oven ail altempt has not been thought of. Has it never occur· 
red to the agents Uta! it is detrimental to the healt11 of human 
being• to work the whole d~y in !be. close atmosphere of a 



stuffy room with dirt 011 the Boor and minute films in the air? 
As a rCiotltthe labourers m tst leave off and 011, and go out to 
"take a breath of freslt air" as it were-fresh air which is 
dellied to them in their worlrin~ time. A!(ain, a hue and cry is 
raised that the workmen .lre "habitu>led-" to leave their work 
now and agun. Surdy even .full will come out on the surface 
or the sea to take in a puff of fresh air ! 

The same may be said as regards temperature which is 
reg•tlated !rom every other POint ol view but the health of the 
operatives. 

Another point to be noted is the latrine accommodation 
provided in tue mills for the workmen. The Government rule 
provides that there should be one 6eat for every 50 operativ~s 

in Bombay andAbmedab~d, and one for every ;!5 operatives in 
other places, but the rule S.l)"S ""thmg·as to the •ystem to be 
in vogue. Ate the latrine; huilt on sanitary principles? Do 
they serve tueu pu: 1"''"' well or ,j:oply •Lmd as a conglome
ration of dirt and liltlt, .,r..,,-id.:d at all bec;ousc they are 
required by Governme.•t rc,lul~u"o ? It is thought nece.;sary 
by Government to unneces53rily i.ISist on a greater nu.,ber of 
latrines altering the rule I rom one seat for every 50 to one for 
every <!~ persons, b<1t it is not th.:10ght urgent to insist on a 
certain sanitary system on which they should be based I I think 
it is much better to have asf= as pos!ible of the latrines such 
as are provided in some Indian, specially Ahmedabad mills, 
instead of increasing their number. 

If better arrangements are not made for the men how 
are they expected to form better habil• ? 

Yet another point which being evidently considered too 
trivial by the mill owners is seldom taken into consideration 
at aU, is the provision of p11re drinking water and some sort of 
a sheltered place where men could take their meals. It seems 
1t is ouly lately that lhe attention of the Government bas been 
directed to the pro>-ision of rure drinki'lg water-

These evils in tl•emselvl;!l are quite .sufficient to repel 
instead of attracting labour.• But as if the work was arried 
on amidst the most favourable conditioos, the workmen are 
required to confine themselves to their work for lS hours and 
even more, and that too, just during the hot season, when the 
IDill ow11era tlu:IDSCh-ea find their task. of_ two or three llo•Jr1' 
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wor1t too much, and betake themselves to the hills I Of course, 
it is not sul(gested ,that mills in future should be built on hill· 
stations, but surely there ought to be some consideration for 
the men who amidst most aggravating conditions are requi.r
ed to put in 13 hours' work I And then a solemn complaint is 
made that the Indian labourer is " slovenly." Look at his 
Lancashire brother 'I By a subtle mathematical calculation 
wlrlcb I am unable to understand it is "proved" that the 
Lancashire man does the work of 60 decimal point something 
of our men. Has it occurred to the man who invented this 
theory that if this Lancashire brother were put in the sort 
of mill above described, and made to do 13 hours' work, and 
required to produce as much as be does at home, and above 
all, given the comparatively low materials to work upon-that 
it would be a wonder if our Lancashire brother at the end 
'Of the month emerged alive from his experiment ? 

When such strained methods obtain in our textile 
factories, the wonder is not that labour is insufficient, but 
that it should be available even to the extent that it is, Per
haps the wages offered are sufficient to tempt even a few 
new recruits. 

If, therefore, this labour question is' to be setUed once for 
·an, the first step to be taken is to improve all or some of the 
conditions indicated above. From Government reports and 
from the experience of tea-planters it is evident that in spite 
of great demand for labour there is still an ample reserve for 
the textile industry to draw from. 

In the first place we shall see how the defects noticed 
above may be removed in order to attract labour that is 
available. 

At the outset it must be admitted that from our past ex
perience it is needless to assume thai mill owners of their own 
accord will combine to bri'!g about ttrese much needed reforms. 
On all or most of these points there already exist rules framed 
by Government. Let these be now reviewed and amended 
with the sole object of improving ,t11e health of the work-
people. · 

, Perhaps the greatest difficulty will be with regnrd to 
limitation of hours for adult labourers. There undoubtedly 
exists the need for curtailing the long boun now in vogue. 
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.Mill agents have failed to rise superior to sordid con.sider• 
ations of a little gain from sweated labour, and unless there 
is legisiiJiion on the point, long houl"' will be resorted to. It 
may he and is objected th1t to invoke the law on such a point 
is to delegate to Government too much power of interference 
in restricting adult ),i.h(ltlr. rut the real question iS II \\'ill 
this power bt exercised lor the gqod of the iudnstry and .the 
people it emplo)s 1 " To this there can be but one answer
Yes. 

It is self-evident that under present conditions of the 
work-people, in the interest of the industry itself, some regu· 
lation is necessal). And when conditions of labour are regulat
ed neither by positive nor customary hw, nor by associations, 
what is to become of the labourers under such a regime 1 

It is also asserted that no interference is required as long 
hours are merely a matter of contract between the em
ployers and the employed, as it were, a matter of buying and 
sellinJ! in the market, But even in a genuine . market 
prices are settled by free competition, and to imagine 
that all indnshial relations are of the character of 
buying. and selling is a grave fallacy. Whatever may be 
the arguments ,,clvanced the fact remains that under un
regulated conditions on this point, multitudes of human beings 
will continue to labour with unremitting toit for inhuman 
hours, and working in most cases amidst horribly insanitary 
conditions I May I ask which is better-Government inter
ference or the latter 1 If, therefore, the existing conditions as 
to light, ventilation, and other sanitary arrangements are al
tered and improved, and reasonable hours for work appointed, 
say 11 hours a day, there is no doubt the textitle indnstry 
will attract labour, and the '' labour problem " put an end to 
for a long time to come. 

Several attempts have been made to tap labour from cer
tain provinces, but these hav..e not result<d in any gain as the 
attempts were made by individual mills, and according to 
the prevalent idea of" competition" among mill-owners 
labourers imported by one mill were snatched up by another. 
ln some instances the new recruits were frightened away at the 
idea of doing hard labour for IS hours, and preferred to eam 
a little less by doing more congenial work. 



Here o£ course Government legislation cannot help the 
Industry. It is for the industry itself to make sustained and 
organised efforts in this direction. Enough has been said on 
this to render any further comments unnecessary. All that 
is required is cooperation, and if lor the good of the industry 

. the mill agents cannot help themselves, there is nothing that 
can help them in this direction. The various so-called mill
owners' associations ought to join hands, app?int a committee 
and organise a system of procuring l•bour and training it, and 
dividing it amongst the various mills that have helped in the 
task. Then it will be for the individual mills to retain 
the labour that is procured for them either by a joint system 
or by their own eot•rprise. Here a few remarks as to the 
means of not only allowing labourers but keeping them to 
their new homes may not be out of place. 

The first thing which should be provided for the immi
grant is a model dwelling· place, not overcrowded, and with 
proper sanitary appli~nces providing space, light, ventilation, 
drainage and water-supply Tn short. within the limits of 
possibility, all the working men should have a decent physical 
existence. The thing next in importance is to secure for 
them to a certain extent proper family lile, and each family 
mu•t be left undisturbed in their dwelling place and in their 
.work As far as possible' petty shops dealing in all neces
sary articles for the wo1 kmen •hould be attached to or be 
opened in close vicinity of their quarters. 

If labourers are to be permanently attached to the 
works to which they belong, I would further even ad,•ocate 
the organisation of some sort of private and decentralized 
system of insurance against sickness, accidents and old age. 
In case of sickness adequate provisipn should be made for 
medical help and sick pay. I am well aware that most mills 
do · supply a certain amount of medicine to their 
men, but there should be a more systematised effort. 
The men should also ha\"e certain provisions made for them 
in case of accident and partial or total disablement. This 
should not as it now does, depend upon the mere good·will 
or humanity of the masters, but help should be rendered as a 
just claim. And last but not least is the organisation of a 
system of old age pensions. Surely all mill·owners will admit 
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the claim of those who have served them well for 25 or 30 
years, and surely these men, in the evening of their life, must 
not be left to a degraded poverty. To encourage thrift provi
dent funds. should be established which would leave the work
men a decent sum at the end of their labour, but beyond that 
help should be provided from the old age pension fund as a 
reward for long services. 

I must repeat, schemes of this nature do exist in a few 
concerns, but generally speaking there is no adequate provi· 
sion for such insurance. 

Since for the present very little is done to elevate the 
working classes, who are looked upon as no better than the 
machines they work at-as much to be got out of them as 
possible-since so little is done to bring them to a· proper 
status,-the above suggestions might seem Utopian to most of 
our friends. But let them not be discouraged by the apparent 
weight of responsibility which is proposed to bj: thrown on 
their shoulders I The ultimate result will be their own good. 
The housing problem might present difficulties but there are 
many encouraging examples which prove that the difficulty 
can be overcome, and the resulting good is much greater than 
anticipated." . 

As regards the promoting of family life amongst the 
operath•es a great deal can be do.ne by the op~ratives them
selves under the guidance of the agents, provided ample /~isure 
is also given for this purpose. 

This again brings us to the question of short hours and in 
this connection another common fallacy needs also to be 
pulled down. As a " powerful'" argument against limiting the 
number of hours it is stated that owing to less production, the 
profits of the industry will be curtailed. One " authority" 
calculates this loss at something like three crores but on closer 
examination this figure seems co have been arrived at by the 
same clever method of calculation whereby the comparative 
efficiency of the Indian and Lancashire labourers is mathema
tically gauged. The gist of all arguments on this point tends 
to show that the mill·owners are afraid that they will have tn 
forego a fraction of their remuneration as managing agents, 

• See tbe Economi' Re'llittD of l&.lB, pp. 62-L-628. The cxampJts arc 
not quoted ~a they would take muc:b apace. 
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which depends upon the outturn. But even this fear is 
. groundless. Thev forget the compensation that will certainly 

be made by the hiJ(her tone ol the industry-belter workmen; 
better work, greater out-turn per hour and saving in waste
and saving in wear and tear of machinery which is now run 
for a ruinously long time at a str·etch, and then it is in the 
hands of these agents to add to their productive rower by 
building. new mills. Thus their remuneration need ••ot 
necessarily suffer. So this theory of a disastrous financial 
deficit may also be put aside before the higher question of 
improving and elevating the labouring classes. 

In conclusion, therefore, it is safe to assert that with a little 
more. care on the part of the mill owners for the welfare 
of the working classes, with co~peration and joint organisa· 
tion for importing labour- with sanitary dwellings provided
with pensions or providentfunds established-with better disci· 
pline enfor~d -and the working time restricted to a reason• 
able number of hours-the textile industry of India bas a 
grand future before it. 

PosT ScRIPT. 

After I had completed the above report, my attention was 
drawn to a 11hort paragraph in the Boston Jou.rnnl of Com· 
merce and Texlile Industries, dated November 2nd 1907, 
headed" Mill Hours in 1858." 

This paragraph is so very apposite to our subject that I 
cannot resist the temptation of copying it out in this place, and 
expressing a wish that the mill owners will care to profit by 
the experience and example of others •. 

MILL HOURS IN 1855, 
P. H. Flood or Boston recently paid a visit to Lowell where he 

worked in the textile mills 55 years fgo, and he met there se\:ernl 
men with whom he laboured for wages that would mean stan·ation 
nowadnys and hours that would not b~ tolerated at the present time. 

Mr. Flood 1ecured possession of a .most. interesting picrc or paper 
on his visit, it being the time-table adopted by all the big Lowel~ mills' 
in September 1853, providing for an average work day or 11 hours 
That was considered a '9ery great concession to the employes, because 
prior to that time the regular schedule called for l4 hours of labour 
por day. . . 

l[r. Flood says that prior to 1853 all the employes m the mills 
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THE ARTS AND J:O.'DUSTRIES OF SIND. 
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eland at present, ~ne cannot help sounding a note of de~· 
pondency regarding almost one and all of them. The 
important art~ and industries are :-

1. Glazed potfery known in our parts as Kasbi work and 
among Europeans as Hala pottery. 

2. The lacquered work. 
3. The cloth printings. 
4. -The silk and gold thread embroidery. 
5. Cloth manufactures-band·looms. 
6. The carpet industry. 
7. Sugar industry. 
8. Mats and reed work. 
9. Leather industry. 

I.-Glazed Pottery. 

The glazed pottery seems originally to have been intro
duced into Sind by potters who came from Mulla11 or Kas!Ji. 
The Sind glazed pottery very much resembles the 1\lultan 
poftery, but in variety of colour and gloss is even 'superior to 
the latter. The chief centres are Hala and Nasarpur in 
Hyderabad District. It is after the first named place, Hala, 
.that the Europeans have named the pottery. A village in 
Rohri Taluka too boasts of this industry. The Sind potters 
produce a variety of beautiful artware, such as vases, 
fiower pots, water jars, pickle jars, tea·peys, inkstands, and a 
number of articles which are used for decoration and for 
domestic and ofber useful purposes, But fbe most important 
of all are fbe famous glazed tiles to be seen all over Sind. 
These tiles are used for roofing, flooring and for wall deco
ration. ·The patterns are purely oriental, uncontaminated by 
European taste. The process of colouring is kept a family 
secret, and is banded down froiJI generation to generation. 
But there is, however, a deterioriition in the execution of fbe 
work. The glaze is not so lasting. One great defect of the 
Sind glazed pottery is that the clay is not sufficiently hardened 
and is por~uS' and consequently it is not so useful. If the 
artisau can learn bow to harden the clay, it will be a great 
step towards finding a very good mark~! for fbis industry iu 
India as well as in European countries. The clay used is fbc 
9rdioary one an"d so u~nsils· and jugs . made of it are verr 
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brittle and consequently the pottery cannot serve the purposeS 
of stoneware or china ware. It is- not that we have not a 
better kind of clay. We have pl!nty of it, but it is not to be 
found in the centres where glazed pottery h•s been localized. 
The potters have not had the ad\oantage of the white clay and 
have not tried it. Our Sind potters are too lethargic even to 
think of procuring the superior clay and experimenting with 
it. Suggestions have been made to them and inducements 
offered for such experiments, but their conservatism simply 
does not allow them to take advantage of them and they go 
on working in the old grooves. It is to be hoped that this 
conservatism may yet be overcome. and that the Sind potter 
may some day profit by the recent improvements in the arl 

11.-Lacquer Ware. 

The next important art industry is that of lacquered 
ware. This industry is localisad in two villages in Sind, 
Khanot in HyJerabad District and Kashmo'e in Upper Sind 
Frontier District. Recently the work is being done by some 
Technical Schools in ~ind and in the Khairpur State. The 
best and most artistic ware is, however, prcduced in the 
village of Khanate, which is about three miles from Hala. This 
village contains about I~ families of turners, who lead a band -
to mouth exist.,nce. 1 he most important and· marketable 
articles of their produce are the f:tmous cradles-not the baby 
cradles but the big ones-which have come to be a necessary 
piece of furniture of almost every rich and middle class 
family in the province. They cost each from Rs. SO to Rs. 700 
and afford a very large scope for a display of artistic work· 
mansbip. The turners of Kbanot also produce a variety of 
articles for household decoration, such as flowerstands, 
circular boxes (Ganj). chairs, spinning wheels, toys, rulers, 
etc. The lacquer work is done mostly on wood, but in one 
part of the province on the f~ootier, some workmen have 
been able to produce beautiful specimens of it on pottery 
and on glass. Our lacquer ware is superior to any found in 
different parts of India, so far as colours and designs are 
concerned. Jn glaze, however, Sawantwadi ware beats it. 
I wish our worl • .-men could imitate that glass. For the last 
three or four years the industry. was in a bad way owing to illl 



abnormal rise in the price of lac. It is to be hoped that with· 
the present fall in price of that article, there will be a slight 
impetus given to this ancient inclustry. It is a matter of 
regret th"t this indu•try is also lan~ui>hing partly from want 
of organisation and partly becau>e of the unbusinesslike 
habits of the workmen. 

IIJ.-Ciolll Frinti11gs • 

. The printings of Sind are very ntuch appreciated by 
foreigners. Almost every town and village of importance has 
its printers-called Klra/is. The costumes of the Sind !•dies 
-both Mahomedan and Hindu-as also of Sind Mahomedan 
gentlemen require much of dyeing and printing to be done. 
There is a number of articles of apparel on which the printer 
can exercise his skill and display the beauty of his patterns. 
The gowns of both Hindu and Mabomedan ladies have to be 
printed Mahomedan women cover their bodies in pdnt
ed sheets and Mahomedan men generally carry printed 
scarfs with them. Apart from clothes, printers make a num• 
ber of other articles, e. g., shamianahs, table cloth, quilt· 
covers, saries, bed·covers, etc. It is a pity that the prin· 
ters have left off the natural vegetable colours and have taken 
to foreign dyes. Still the effect and the designs of the prints 
are purely oriental. The industry is in a decadent condition. 
The cheap British prints iri gaudy and attractive patterns :1re 
slowly and steadily replacing the indigenous genuine articles 
and the time is not far off when the printing industry will be 
only a minor industry of the province. 

IV.-Embroidery. 

The silk and gold thread embroidery of Sind was at one 
time famous throughout India,~ but is gradually losing its 

former place of honour· Only 20 years ago there were as 
· m"any as about 100 men hard at work in Hyderabad alone, 
making embroidered table-cloths, caps, slippers, coats, 
etc., etc., to supply the enormous demand local and foreign. 
To·day there are hardly a dozen. The change is due to the 
cheap and showy embroideries of other places having ousted 
the costly but real and lasting articles of Sind embroidery . 

. To some extent the change of fashions and tastes has consi· 
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derably deminishtd the d•mand for !hi~ industry, So much 
for the emhroiderv made by males. The females' embroidery 
is peculi.lf to each disJrH. The gold thread and silk embroi
dery of Hyder 1bad dis:rict, the rough silk embroidery of 
Thar and Parkar, ancl the c~tton thread embroidery of Thatta 
and Shik:trpur are all a.•proci •led by foreigners and find a 
ready s.1le in Huropeaa markets. 

In Sind we h.1ve belUtimj embroidery worked on leather. 
The leather >11al• serve the purpo<e of carpets and are very 
lasting. Besides these, the other embroidered leather articles 
are used in the harness of horses and camels. 

I may mention here that at the Ahmeuab1d Exhibition 
the Sind section displ.•yed some pictures worked in embroidery 
which were greatly admired for the exactness of the por
traits. 

V.-Hand-loom Weaving. 

Hand·loom weaving is a very important industry of Sind. 
Eve•·y town and village has a nnmbe•· of weavers who ply 
their shuttle in the primitive method. There are two villages 
-Thalia and Nasarpur-the cotton fabrics ol which places 
are famous throughout Sind. The gt·eat specialities of these 
places, the famous coverlets (klless) in geometrical patterns 
-costing from 5 to I CJO rupees are so strong anct durable that 
U1ey will last a life time. The striped cloth of these places
called sr.sis and garbis-are used for trousers by the rich and 
the poor of the province alikt, It speaks not a little in favour 
of our fabrics that we secured a silver medal at Ahmedabad, 
the centre of cotton manufacture The silk fabrics of 
Thatta-known as /oongis, which are peculiar to Sind alone
are used as turbans by Mahomedans. A loongi would cost 
from 5 to .50 rupees, It is a pity that these beautiful products 
of the province are going out of fashion, and are being re
placed by the cheaper and wo~thless products of the Man
chester looms. The minor hand-loom products are muslrroos, 
a mixture of silk and cotton cloth which will compare favour
ably with any proc!uced in other parts of India. \Ve have 
also waist-bands, which are produced in innumerable patterns 
and which are very durable. 

The band-loom industry owing to the }!een competitio11 
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with Manchester goods is dwindling away in Sind as in other 
parts of India. As the Swadcslli wave has hardly touched our 
province, it has received no impetus as in other pro\;nces. I 
am glad to note, however, that some of our educated men are 
introducing new hand-looms But want of experience stands 
in the way of great success. One or two concerns in Upper 
Sind are turning out beautiful work in cotto11, wool and silk 
and promise to come up to the level of other indigenous pro· 
ducts of the country. Finding tht Indian loom not up to 
the mark one or two firms have imported foreign hand-looms 
and are working on them. A Shikarpur firm and the. Khair
pur State authorities are working on Hattersley's looms. 
Local men have now learnt to handle and to repair them 
easily. · 

The indigenous loom is primitive. The outturn,therdore, 
is not at all profitable. It requires great improvement. · A 
wholesale change is not desirable, it will quite do if the 
automatic shuttle arrangement is introduced in the primilive 
machine. Our villagers will not be able to repai•· ·the new 
hand-loom, even if they could man•ge to buy it. Hence it is 
best to make only the necessary reform in the native loom, so 
that ihe weaver may earn good wages. -

We h3\·e a number of ginning factories but up to now we 
have had no cotton spinning and weaving mills, though Sind 
has been producing and exporting a good deal of cotton. 
With the prospect of Sind Egyptian cotton being acclimatized, 
there is a stir among our men to erect some mills in Sind. 
Just now there are three or four proposals for starting such 
mills in our vrovince. One or two prospectuses have been issued 
and shares are being subscribed. It is hoped that in the near 
future Sind will have •Is mills as oJher cotton·r,rowing parts of 
the Presidency~ It is, however, necessary to• strike a note of 
warning against the establishment of too many mills at one 
and the same time in our province, where none has existed 
tiU now. A miU or two will quite do lor the present. Others 
may be started after the first ones have been successfully 
established. 

Vl.-Carpds. 

The Sind woollen and cotton carpets and rugs are strong 
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and used throughout the province. They are cheap and 
very durable- The industry is, however, languishing be· 
cause people are taking to the cheaper and more showy 
importations from European markets- Recently a well 
equipped carpet factory was established in Khairpur which 
turned out very good carpets. The H yderabad and Sukkur 
jails are producing very good patterns and durable ware. 
Nor should I omit to mention the very strong camel hair rugs 
of Thar and of the mountain tribes of Kohi;tan and Baluchistan 
which are famous throughout the province for their wonJerful 
durability. The work i• done in Sind and on the frontier 
by the women during their leisure hours· It is very desirable 
that this industry is put on a sound commercial basis. 

Vll.-Sugar·cane Industry. 
Our province produces a large quantity of sugor-cane. 

The Upper Sind cane is much superior to the Lower Sind one, 
the former being softer and sweeter, but it is grown only for 
eating purposes. In Lower Sind we have m•ny sugar plan
tations and there are sugar-cane crushing machines, but these 
are, as our other indigenous machines. primitive, and these 
produce only molasses. No attempt has yet been made to 
manufacture sugar. An enterprising firm may find in this 
industry a good and profitable investment· Sugar-producing 
plant does not cost much. so the work can easily be taken up 
by any intelligent, energetic mao. . .... -~- ----~-

Vlil.-l'fat and 11etd Work. 

This small industry extends through different parts of the 
pro,;nce Several kinds of mats are made. But the Bubak 
mats and reed works deserve special notice. The mats are 
thick and cheap and can be profitably used by the inhabitants 
of the Presidency proper, who usually sleep not on cots but 
on the floor. The reed work consists of trays, baskets and 
other useful domestic articles. 

IX.- l-eather. 

Sind is one of the provinces which exports a very large 
quantity of raw hides and skins to foreign parts. ln the 
year 190S-06, 6~,4U maunds of these worth Rs 18,58,812 
were exported to foreign parts. In the year l906-07 nearlr 
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SO lakhs of skins and hides, weighing 130 thousands cwts. · 
worth about Rs. 1,09,63,8:36 were exported from Sind and 
Upper India, via Karachi. Hyderab1d forms the centre of the 
leather trade in Sind. From all parts of the province hides 
and skins are brought to Hyderabad where they are cured. 
A very small portion is retained, but the bulk is exported to 
England and America. In the vicinity<>£ Hyderabad is situated 
a village inhabited only by low class people called Ka/als 
nnd Jalias numbering about 1000 men, women and children, 
whose sole occupation is to deal in leather. They cure hides 
and skins and sell them to the agents of European firms. 
Sind hides are also sent to Cawnpore and Madras wbere they 
are tanned. The curing of skins and hides in Sind is done in 
the most primitive way. There are two well equipped 
tanneries in Hyderabad which employ about 50 to 60 men, and 
these are doing good business in curing skins alone. What is 

. wanted is a technical school in the locality itself where the 
children of these low class people could be taught up to date 
methods of curing and tanning leather. It should not be on 
the model of ordinary technical schools, the sole purpose of 
which is considered bv the authorities to be to train the eye 
and the hand of the student and not to turn out trained arti
sans who can earn their livelihood on their finishing the course. 
But it should be on the lines of those foreign institutions 
-Wliich-pro!Iuc~ ~ell-equipped workmen ready to enter the 
world. Considering t~e fact that Sind exports a very large 
qunntity of raw hides and' skins, I would very much like to 
see an enterprising firm establish an up-to-date tannery 
and a boot and shoe factory somewhere near Hyderabad 
(Sind), where it will find ample raw material lor the manu· 

·facture of leather goods. 
• • • • .. 

Leather is not the only raw material which is exported · 
from Sind to foreign countries. Wheat, cotton-seeds, animal 
bones, wool, indigo. lac and many other artic!es pro· 
duced in Sind and Upper India are exported 10 large 
quantities from Karachi and other Sind ports, as the following 
figures will show :-

(I) Wbeat-I,M,34,060 cwts., worth Rs. 6,~5,59,421- . 
(the largest quantity having been. e~ported 10 the year 



in a nut.shell we are not at present doing well at all. ; 
there is no earthly reason, why we should not, in spite of· 
difficulties, he able to advance to a po<if on ol honour a mo. 
the many province• which comprise this great country. If w,_ 
ha·:e difficulties to contend against, we also possess certain' 
special advantages. And God helping, we will arise and 
avail ourseh·eo of the oppor~nities that lie before us, and 
.make the land of sacred Sind smile with prosperity. 

THE SUGAR INDUSTRY • 

. By C. GoPAL MENON, ESQ., F.S.A., etc., 

· Madras. 

The purpose of this paper is to describe the sugar que..,_ 
lion as it io at present. Sugar has now be:ome the cheapest 
of allluxurie;. It is considered as a necessary of hfe even 
by the poorest in almost all parts a£ the globe, but was a 
substance uuknown to the classical nations of antiquity. 
Formerly chemists called everything ivhich had a sweet taste, 
sugar, but the term, later on, came to be restricted to the 
sweet ingredients in \'egetable and animal juices. Untill6t9, 
only cane sugar was known as a pure substance, but in 1747, 
a German chemist dis,·overed that many roots contained sugar, 
especially the beel·root. 

Cane sugar was originally a product of Eastern Asia 
(Indo-China and the v•lley of the Ganges). The cane and the 
mode o£ extractinl( sugar irom it, were introduced by the 
Arabs first into Egypt, and then, in' the ninth century, into 
C;;-!e, Sicily, and the other islands ol the Mediterranean. At 
the p~C;.,'!nt day, the cane is cultivated all over the tropical 
and many'\ll.?·tropieal countries. In India. the produ.ctioti is 
three times as ,much as lbat of Cuba. Of the cane·r ~ 
countries which'· J~ve develoi?ed indepencJ.Pr.•• 
stimulus Java stands foremost. 

~he cultivation of sugar .. canP ·· 
. ··beet. ~~·-~\can,.. .. 
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wortn• •hoots which are sufficiently remunerative for 80 years. 
Un•< only bas sugar-cane this advantage over its modern rival 
lec•;gar-beet, but it also surpasses the latter in the easy culture 
,,,.nd in tbe amount of sugary juice obtained from a- certain 
1 quantity of raw material as well as in the relative amount of 

sugar capable of being got from the juic~. Sugar-cane cu!ti· 
vation demands hardly any attenlion1 but beet suffers under 
the disadvantas:e of requiring '(ery high cultivation. The 
plant must be replanted year by year. lt, however, yields a · 
refuse material of much higher value than sugar-cane, known 
as beet-pulp, which is used as fodder for cattle. 

Although the fa<;t that beet-root cont~i!!.ed .sug'!"Avas 
made known to the world in 1747, no.efforts were ';;iade to 
establish factories in France and Germany until1801 to ex
tract sugar from beet. In this year a- few factories were 
established but the attempt did not prove successful on 
account of the heavy expenses of extraction and the move· 
ment met with little success as a commercial venture. In 
1810, however, attention was again directed to beet-roots 
owing to the Euglisb ·blockade of European ports, which 
prevented West Indian sugar from entering France. Napoleon 
p!aced at the disposal of the Minister of Agriculture ,100,000-
acres of land free at all taxes for the cultivation of beet-root 
'6nd this may perhaps be said to be the beginning of bounties, 

In 182~ France bad 100 factories producing only 5,000 
tons of sugar, about a fortnight's production for a single big 
factory to-day. At this time France was in every way going 
ahead of Germany in industrial improvements. In 1836 
France had 486 factories making 49,000 tons of sugar. 
' Coming to more recent times the date of th~bountv~r 
may be considered to have its otigin '1)- lut 1871, ter the . .,. r 

- .. Frn~·,-.·Prussian war, when GerinaP'> .began t make real 
" Lealne. ~ F ' f 1 

1-.,~ress- · Jn 18t0 ranee manu:'l<:tured 290(100 
from Sind lo o.x., . t G • 18" 000 t / 'fh ' 

I . 1 .-~s ermany s v, OilS'. anks to the 
~nes, woo , me 1go. _ ~ I . I t • I 
d d . <·· d d ,. -erman eg1s a ors In t 1e direction of 

uce m ,;:,m an '-'Pl'e1 ... b t . -,rmany egan o flo · ·· -
quanlitie• from Karachi and other... ,,_, •

0 00 
'!\Jtnng 

-sr· · 0 tr 
figures will show :-. · ' - ----

(1) 'Vheal-1,!14,'~4,0GO cwb., worth lh. t1, li~.~·9,42l
(tbe lar.:estquantity having bec·n exporl<d in the year 



1904-0ii] when the ligures rose to 2,88,80,7111'""Y 
worth Rs. 11,92,44,927). h·· 

(2) Cotton-7,98,130 cwts., worth Rs. 2,3!l,46,829. • • 
(3) Seeds-10,17,965 cwts., \vortb Rs. 6,15

1
06,470. 

(4) Animal bones-22,306 tons, worth Rs. 12,02,867. 
(6) Wool-2,17,61,735 tbs., worth Rs. 1,13,20,054. 
(G) Indigo-about ~.600 cwts., worth Rs. 1!,66,068. 
(7) Lac- I,:J37 cwts., worth Rs!-~;33,180. 
If these could be retained in~ country and worked into 

local manufactures, India will bQ richer for it. 
Mi11or lwluslry.-There~re everal minor industries of the 

~t,;~':, '!,~-}\:l .. l}f~ I need n e only a few, for instance, the 
ivory work of Hy~:!i!~. 1d of Tatta, the inlaid work, the 
enamel industry and the sword manufactory. All these are 
almost dead. I may here mention that two l.rms in 
Hyderabad (Sind) have produced enamel for work on gold 
and silver which has been pronounced to be in no way inferior 
to· the sluff found elsewhere. 

I should not omit to mention our fish curing industry. It is 
in its infancy, but if properly handled it has a good future • 
before _it. We have several kinds of Jisli peculiar to the 
,..tlffi'!l~.t.~·~-:,U~e fmlla·lish. If these can be properly 
preserved and expoftea,~ey will be ablc;)o ;;ecure a' good 
market. 

. lt will not be out of place ~cntion here that our 
province produces a large quantity of dates, which are eaten 
freoh. No attempt has been made to preserve them. For 
•uch dates we have to depend upon Persia and Arabia. A 
smnll industry could be started for preserving dates or for 
~\l,g3.f ... therefrom. ·~. 

Agriculluro.-'So far I have been speaking of the arlo 
and industries of Sind ; but, as • elsewhere iv·...Jndia..
agricullure is the mainstay of the provi>o-<' 
have not to strike a note of despon"''' · 
hone. For agriculture we have.r' 

- unreliable and-. i~1"e.JV.-" · 
irri~ ,..-
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,•.· ·•nion of some, is due to the water of the great river 
'· ;: been tapped in the Pan jab, For providing against 

i .contingencies, G"vernment is arranging to erect a 
·'i.- at Sukkur and two canals on the two sides of the Indus, 
·hich will supply us water perennially. Our chief products 

.ire jowari, bajr&, rice, tobacco, indigo, oil seeds, pul~es, wheat, 
'cotton-Sind and Egyptian-, and sugar·cane. As I have 
shown above, a large quantity of these is exported leaving the 
local peasantry without a silfficiency of the necessaries ot !if~. 
At present the.supply of water in several districts of Sind IS 

limited to one season. In (be J amrao District, however, 
it is perennial and there exper~ents in EgypE~.Q.Eill,~.~i'e" 
being carried on very successfull}'},_t c;\9-sot agree with the 
Hon. Mr. Muir Mackenzie and Dr. Mann, the Principal .of 
the Poona Agricultural College, when they say that the Sindi 
is not capable of extending this cultivation and, theref01e, 
suggest that some of the Gujarathis should go over to :Oind to . 
grow Egyptian cotton according to scientific methods. I do 
not grudge the Gujarathis a little exploitation of our soil ; it is, 

, however, but fair that we, the residents of the province itself, 
should be given a chance. \Ve should receive the same 
inducements that are being offered to the Oj!!sj<f~·- · 

Witb a good .~pply of Egyp~"!j.eo-no;,- we are sure to 
see in our nudst tall'~imneys_ b!the dozen. As 1 have said 
above, there is already ~if em pt in that direction. 

We have to thank Government for eslablisbing an experi
mental farm in Sind. But a single one is not at all suljicient, 
as climate and other conditions are difterent in different parts 
of Srnd. We require . several District and Taluka farms in 
order to reach the cultivator. Strangely enougl!.._ 5'_qvem-mtiut' 
has been encouraging uneducated, DfOinlelligent and unenter-

, or!sir• ~a.r;!dholders but not the educated go-a.head capitalists. 
, ~ ';·,~se, where Government bas departed from its 

~"'13rkable success has been achieved and it 
· · · ~ ,; t.lle~d the authorities to lend the 

. , ·.,.~pahle !!:'en, .as they hr 
---.uO:m~p. ,r 
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The real reason for this rem>rkahle succe'" of Germany, 
may he traced to the rna ~nificent soil of the Elbe valley, 
similar to the very best soil< of France ; the establishment of • 
large factories, the usc of diffusion instead of presses, sclec· 
lion o£ roots for qu1lity, great care in culth'3.tion and bringing 
in the roots, use of m:mures, great care and scientific study 
in manufacture. and clu:apness of field labour. Th'!se are 
the main reao;,ons which caused Germany to ad\·ance over her 
continental ri\'als. 

On account of the care bestowed on culli\·~lion combined 
with the help recei•·cd from the GO\·ernment of Germany in 
the shape of bounties, the price of sugar fell down in 1884·5 
from 16s. to lOs. and the other continental countries, especially 
France, began to cry out that they should ha.·e bounties 
as in Germany, whereupon the Act of J884•va< passed and 
framed in such a way that the manufach.rer ohtained great ad· 
vautage in producing a rich root. The Germans did not take 
any notice of this law of 1R84 but, oa the -contrary, in pur
suance of their original policy, they reduced their bounties 
which in 188i were valved at 4 marks ~10 per 100 kilos of 
exported sug:u to 2 mark§ 12, which rem:tined in force until 
1S!l2. She went on cn..:oura'{ing prodllction in such a manner 
that tbe effect of bounlie• in forcing the productjon ·regard
less of consumption m 1de itself felt, and another crisis came 
in J.0~5 when the price fell to 8s. 6d. lor raw Sl;gar f.o.b. 
l-f~.r~burg. The \'Oice of the powerful land-owning class in 

t •ny made itself heard, and after maintaining the law of 
ll\.1 ('), 
,. , .another year the•· doubled their direct bountv was 
, L ~ L L f \.. • ' 0 l l 

r ........ 

r.lr. _, a.t_1·JU_'; 1 

.. -~~-took this as a challenge and the nu nol 0\\'111.~ to 
· .: =·upon by Fr;ance ao:;. ''" ~:-c unable tu ("0110-Jt ,,• lo 

~ . tarkets. Fr:nf <.e Iwli:m n· ...• i;:d_ but it 
• .. 1 

1 
t1er G_0~( .. :; ·: . , ·-,;:~.~bing ~o.:ost in Ger-

·1 '' !:h tlu: red•1•..:tion of 
\\':t5 t:u.: r: 
rrl.my and A•JstrJ. .. -
: .--, 1t ) l;crm.Hl 1 v-.,. · , .. -- •.. lllJ the- Sta!c :::d gi\'Cn to 

· an 1 Atl 1 t T n · 1rt n 1: .):1 11 ! ·~ ~nrcrs and rcfmcrs 11, 1 <l.Lll1.i.0 t· '• •' " 

G _,tl•::_ :r. 
T!~- cmc·o;.L~ar n·l1 :.~,.·,.:; ~It~.· \Vc~t Indies, ~Lnnitius and 

J 1;:i: 1, $1_·e~nh th.1t it is imrr.: ...• ~<c to con1~·tc with lx:c~-sugar, 

H 
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,-~ begm to crush eacll oth~r down. The rivalry became 
., great that it was fouud n~ry in J ~9i. to call aa . 
loteoatiooal Conference at Brus-els. which de6ned bounty 
• the adftlltage gnoted lo manufacturc•s and retinen bJ 
Govemmeotal liscalla•"l, •nd SUJ'rorted dire.:lly or indirectly 
bJ the. Slate TreasurJ. The legislation on sugar in the 
dilfereat c:oaatrics of Europe has the common fc.-aturcs of (11 
.-JUog prodDClioa, (2) limiting borne coosumption and (S) 
jNowoting f~igo coasamption. 

Snenl conferences were held .in order to come to a 
IIIDbral aadentanding among the various contiurntal coaa• 
tries for the abolition of bounties, but it •-as not until the 6th 
Kan:b liiOt tbat they were able lo come to any dc6nite t~elde- . 
IMDl· Tbe Qmftlltioa signed at Br11!15els abolishes all boun
ties ctiftct and iadirect from. the 1st S...ptc m~r 1 !II). I, and re
duces to a oail«m rate of lfa. per hundred J..-;los the bigb 
protcctiw t:arilh wbicb alone in Germany and Austria made 
tbe formation of Cartell pollible. 

It is pointed out tbat, by aboli.•hing bountie!', the Con
. ftlltion bad restored the natural ·C911ditions of bade, and 

placed cane and beet lUgar on a 6oc:al equality. 
The large imports of Austrian and C~rmao sugar into 

India, 8couraaed hy lo• Austrian IJoyd fr.cillhli, bad raiMd 
the question or indirect bounttes in its mbst acute and subtle 
form. The main object of tbe Continental countries is only to/ 
IOCUre a market for their products at the expense of othtll' 
'-of 11Upply. Since the creation of hountil"S_.4.; 

aa ~to impon beet sugar in considenble quantiti~'O:tcnt, 
01 o:.ond. \t'Ge or the sogar·cane. Sugar, like salt, is of ~ .. r&a 
•der eo I!C<Idt ~-~ tbe reople of India, an4 may ..JIIIII In 
._ 1xee cnc:auta&i~ life with them. S1=C• ?liCcm~r:.'t 
......... ''Uldbolcicn bW ........ the course olicnt aad -.nwler· 

. •• ca.. ..::: ':'""'"We to utD"a-lac~ cap*ah•ls. 
· ·-~_.__...,_"'""'" •tft% l•t depwkd frtMliC. ................. __ ..__ 

. . " . ....,.. klllcve4 and it 
. 'lliJl ~ the autboritica . to lend ttte 

nahlr JIICD, ... they ll~-. '<:: ..... '·· - ';_..._, ... 
. "'17!:14 .. 
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· India Cllllllllllel of this artide It Ia dil&uit to pge, but the 

1mportat1oa for uot-7 wa t8C,OOO tou. ProbabiJ tbJ. II DOt 
.- a fractloo of wbat the caoe IUpr could Jleld Ia I adia If 
IICieotificallJ dealt witb, • tbere are at tbe praeat day about 
.. 000 equue miles clnotcd to 111prc.M111 cultintioa fterJ 
year. Prior to the importalioa of buet-eng;v, the -ua1 
averap for the teo yean Wll •,400 equ.uc mile& Tbc toul 
lmportatioas of •aar fnlm diJfereat -ca for the pMl three 
Jell1"' are 808,000 toll8 in 1906-5, lit,OOO in 1!105-1, aod 
'114,000 Ia 1101·7. Tbe IDIIICa ol ~awlf ol _......,are 
Ja,.. Muritiaa aad the Sb'aillaad of beet Germany, Aultriao 
Buapry and the tJaitecl Klaaclom. 

It might well be aallcd •bJ Judi& bcin& tbe bome o( cue 
and il bavia& a 1011 or dimate wdliUitcd to tbe lndlllky com. 
blued witb a peat euppl)' of cbeap lallour, lbc sboald 
be 1IIICier the - 'lJ ol lmporlio& thil artidc f-. 
forelp couatriea. If thia ladu.try ia etiCOIJiagcd., India will 
DOl oely ave the profit oa aupr imported for -mptiaa, 
bat lbe would, after maaafadurin& eaou&b for ber OWD 
requirement I, abo be able lo tum out aulfideat for UJQiiD& 
abroed. . 

On glaudaa throuab tbe Import w:bcdulel ol cWfereat 
porta of India, - oblene that tbe lmp11t of IUillr ba ~ 
~J Ina 1 sed In tbe last 16 yean. tJotll 1~ Maaritiua 
•applied tbe balk of ladia'a demand&. Ia 1896, whm aU utica 
of Impart were tucd Ia Iaclia, au impart duty o( 6 per cat. 
.. levied oa supr. Tbe plaatera of llauri&.h• cleclarecl 
tbat OU ICCOIInt Of thil duty, the fmporllltion of IU£lll' from 
their c:olooy would c:eue 1 but DO imDicdiate decline waa 

· obaened iD tbe Imports from lrfaaritiUI and ]ava, althon&Ja 
China and tbe Straits~all'ercd a little. It was 1101 owinc to 
thia oew taril tbat tbe above Coloaiea were aaablo to CIOID• 
pete with the Continental~npr In the Indian market. but ft 
._ the prodactioa of beet111pr at a dimlniahlng c:oatla Ger
many and Aaatria-Hungary, combined with tho reduclfoo o1 
freight by German linea of ateamera and the State aid given to 
the German and-Auatro-Hunprian manufaclureraand refiae 
of sugar, ra 

The caae-augar refinera in the Weit Incliea, MauriUUI and 
India, aoeing that it Ia imj)C*ible to COIIIpete with beewu-· 

. 67 -· 
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·made representations to the Imperial Government to take 
action to check this unfair competition. Ju!!l about this time, 
Germany and Austria were shut out from the markets of the 

·United States owing to the imposition of countervailing 
duties under the Dingley tariff. On account of this legislation 
~n the United States, a heavy stock of sugar was left over 
ID these two countries, which was shipped to India, and 

· the Indian markets were overstocked with Continental sugar. 
·The Indian Government, therefore, found it necessary to 
resort to legislation and in March 1899, a countervailing 

·duty was imposed to the extent of the bounty granted in 
these countries from where the sugar was exported. Natural· 
ly the import of sugar from these countries fell to a great 
extent, but a few months later, affairs resumed their old 
course, and thus the objects for which countervailing duties 
were imposed proved ineffectual. It was certainly a puzzle to 
specialists in this trade-the course the market had taken. 
The investigations of the Brussels Conference proved beyond 
·doubt the fact that the competition of the foreign sugar ·in 
Indian markets, was due to the additional bounties enjoyed 
by the German and Austrian sugar under the Cartel system. 
The Indian Government again passed legislation on the 23rd 
May 1902, imposing extra duties on Continental sugar to coun
teryail the indirect bounties • 

. I have now described in detail the evil effects brought 
on Ute sugar industry of India by the existence of duties iit 
the shape of Bounties and Cartels on the continent. The 
pity of it is that while in Continental Europe the scientific 

·cultivation and treatment of beet-root has been revolutionis
ing the industry, practically no improvement has been made 
in the land where the best sugar might be produced in. the 
large_st quantities and at the lowes~. cost. Even in places like 
Hawaii, the yield per acre has been brought up to nine tons, 
while in India it remains at one ton or less-three million acres 
producing only two and a half million tons of sugar, of such 
inferiority that British refiners wi:l not look at it. The sugar 
crop might without difficulty be increased in India, and in a 

. short time an yield of three tons per acre could be easily 
obtained, 

It is discouraging that in a couptry where sufficient faci· 



lilies exist for the production of sugar-cane and the manufac
ture of sugar from it, practically no serious attention is given' 
to this important industry. In India there are a few European 
sugar factories, for instance, the Rosa works at Shahjahanpore, · 
at Cossipore in the suburbs of Calcutta, at Aska, Nellikuppam, · 
and Ooribidnur. Some of these are not doing much work,· 
and generally the manufacture is roughly and wastefully con- _ 
dueled ; improvement both in the extraction of juice_ 
from the cane, and in the conversion of juice into sugar is 
greatly needed. 

What is wanted is close attention on the part of the 
Agricultural Department lo the system of cultivation of sugar• 
cane, to the raising of new varieties of sugar-cane 
capable of withstanding diseases, and standard varieties 
capable of producing a large~ yield of sugar per acre. 
Special classes and lectures about sugar-cane cultivation 
should be organised, and attached to these an experimental 
farm must also be opened. Of course, the Agricultural Colleges 
which are opened in several places in India will deal with the 
subject exhaustively and scientifically, but in addition to this, 
there is ample room and necessity for the operation of a few 
model farms in important places in India. A number of model 
sugar refming stations are also required in the chief centres 
where sugar-cane can be obtained freely. Peopl<; in the coun
try can do a great deal ; they should cooperate and try to 
open small sugar refining factories onder the auspices of the 
Agricultural Associations that are started. \'Vhen a number 
of small mills is opened in the country in the same manner 
as in Java, Mauritius and other places, there will, in course of 
time, be sufficient supply of sugar and t11e large import of this 
article of necessity will be stopped to a great extent. When 
a net-work of sugar factories is Ums established, the · 
problem we have been considering will have been solved. 
The outlay required to set up a small factory will not be more 
than Rs. 50,000 to 60,000. When an industry is in its infant 
stage, efforts should be made to start a number of small 
factories raU1er than one or two large factories. The object 
of those who take :10 interest in this branch of industry should 
be to study the cultivation of sugar-cane, and to find out the 
standard varieties capable of producing a larger yield of sngar-



cane per acre; experiments should bC inade in testing the 
relative values of manures, in the chemical selection of sugar· 
cane, in the treatment of cane-tops with germicides and such 
other directions as will conduce to the increased produc
tion of this article. There wiD, undoubtedly, be a striking 
result. Efforts should be made to put up factories with the 

. help of experts, such as Mr. A. E< Jordan of Waltair, for the 
selection of machinery of economical working, and get them 
into complete working order. The Director-General of 
Commercial Intelligence may also be consulted, and he will, I 
feel sore, he glad to furnish the public with any information 
that would be required. 

--



SPEECHES ON RESOLUTIONS. 

I.-INDUSTRIAL SURVEY. 

SIR BHAI.CBANDRA KRISHNA, Kt. (Bombay), in moving 
the first proposition said :-

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen,-The proposition 
which has been entrusted to me runs thus :-

"That U1is Conference expresses its sense of satisfaction 
that an Industrial Survey bas been carried out in the United 
Provinces and is being carried out in the Central Provinces 
and in the Baroda State ; and it would urge other Provincial 
Governments in British India and the Governments of other 
Indian States to carry out at an early date Industrial Sur• 
veys of the territories within their jurisdiction, as e:ract and 
detailed information would afford facilities for the introduction 
of a sound system of Technical Education and the well ordered 
development of indigenous industries." 

Last year this proposition was passed in a modified form, 
and as a result of that, a memorial was sobmitted by the then 
President of the Conference and the General Secretary, and 
the outcome of that petition is, that in addition to those which 
have been mentioned, lliz., the United Provinces, the Central 
Provinces and Berar, and the Baroda State, ,other Govern· 
ments also have taken up the question. The Bombay 
Government which was very backward in this respect bas, I 
am glad to s:'Y• also considered the question,and.they are very 
soon likely to undertake U1e sorvey of the whole province, and 
so also in the case of Burma and other parts. The Bengal 
Government is not qnite preparea for it, but we are hopeful 
that they also will do so shortly. Bot I think when we have 
got socb a sorvey, then it will be qnite easy for the General 
Secretary to take up U1e question in an earnest manner to 
show to the different Associations all the steps they should . 
take with regard to technical education. With these 
oboervations I beg to propose this resolution. (Civ.m.) 



Mr. K. NATARAJAN (Bombay), in seconding the resolu
' tion said·:-

Mr, President and Gentlemen,-1 beg to second this reso· 
lution; The other day His Excellency the Governor of Bom
bay said that one thing indispensable in India is an idea of 
purity in a vast mass of writing. This idea of industrial sur
vey is such, and the Government seems to have forgotten that 
the idea originated with itself, and to think that it had its origin 
with lawyers and schoolmasters. The idea owes its origin to 
Government itself. As to the necessity of the survey, it bas 
been amply demonstrated in the memorial which my friends the 
Hon'ble Mr. Vitbaldas and Mr. Mudholkar recently submitted 
to Government and those who say that they have all the know
ledge and there is no neceSsity for carrying out such a survey, 
only show how Ignorant they are. If they bad all the know· 
ledge required, why are the indigenous industries in their pre· 
sent condition ? I do not think there is any necessity of urging 
the reasonableness of this scheme. The United Provinces 
Government declared sometime ago its usefulness, and I am 
sure all Provincial Governments sooner or later will take the 
same view. Gentlemen, when the next Conference meets I 
am sure ;you will have to pass the resolution thanking all 
Governments for making the Industrial Survey. (Citeers.) 

The President then put the resolution to vote and it was 
carried unanimously. 

II. TEcHNICAL AND CoMMERCIAL EDUCATION, 

Mr. R. C. WHITENACK (Baroda) moved the second resolu
tion which runs as follows :-

"(a) That this Conference reaffirms the resolution on Tech
nical and Commercial education passed at the last Conference. 

" (b) That this Conference thanks the Gover.nment of the 
United Provinces for the action b•ken by them with a view to 
introduce a fairly comprehensive system of Technical Educa· 
tion in those Provinces and would express the hope that other 
Provincial Governments will be pleased to convene representa· 
tive Conferences such as the recent Naini Tal Conference to 
devise measures .for the spread of Technical Education in their 
respective provinces. And this Conference further expresses 
the hope that the Government of India would provide 
adequate funds for ~:iving effect to the recommendations of the 
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Naiol Tal Conference and carrying out similar schemes in 
other provinces. . · 

" (c) That this Conference, while appreciating the action 
taken by the Governments of some Indian States to encourage 
Technical Education, urges that further steps should be taken 
in the same direction in aU Indian States. 

"(.I) That this Conference welcomes the growth of public 
interest in Technical Education as shown by the action taken 
by several local and municipal boards and private associations 
in promoting it, and it strongly urges on the leaders of the 
people the necessity of taking practical steps: for providing 
increased facilities for it by starting institutions and founding 
scholarships to encourage technical studies in India and 
abroad.'' . 

Mr. Whitenack said :-Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen,
Of the efforts whi'4' I have been making with the assistance 
of His Highness the Gaekawar (clleers) to further the 
development of industries of all kinds, it may be of interest 
to know that His Highness has sanctioned a scheme 
which will enable the financiers of the slate to organise a 
large commercial bank which will :bring money easily to 
the people of the whole of Gujarat. His Highness has 
recently added to the Kala·Bhavan a course in chrome dyeing 
and we have recently ordered from Germany soriie machinery 
for the installation of this additional course. His High
ness has ordered an industrial and economic survey of the 
state to be made for his personal information, and for the infor
mation of his officers, so that they may adopt measures to im
prove the economic condition of his people. But my topic is 
commercial and technical education. The subject has been 
very ably discussed by Professor Gajjar. He bas made some 
very true and forcible remarks concerning the general nature, 
and methods to be adopted in furthering the cause of education. 
But the subject is one that _might give rise to prolonged 
oratory. It is one that appeals to every sensible man, and I 
am sure that I need not remind you that it is the high develop
ment of commercial and technical education in countries like 
America and Germany which, combined with their fiscal 
policy has enabled them to achieve in a comparatively short 
space of time, the wonderfql advance which they have mad10 
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in commercial and industrial work. There are just a few 
suggestions that I wish to make with regard to the question, 
A foreigner coming to this country is convinced within a 
short space of time that an average Indian artisan is lacking 
in that carefulness and devotion to method which charac· 
terises the artisans of Germany, England, America nod 
other commercial countries. I would suggest that technical 
education should commence with manual training. There 
ought to be universal spread of manual training in the primary 
classes. I do not know whether it would be better on the 
part of the people of India to wait until the Government of 
India deem it fit to spr!"'d the facilities. It seems to me that 
the people of this country might do more, independently of the 
operations of Government. A great deal more might be 
done by the people of fndia themselves than by the operations 
of Government to further the cause of manual training and 
commercial and industrial education. We have in this part of 
the country a good technical school and trade school-we have 
it at Baroda, -and a great deal more might be done in that 
direction than is being done, if the communities independent. 
ly of Government should, throughout the country, turn their 
benevolent instincts to the endowment of such schools. The 
Government will in time tum its attention more adequately 
than it bas yet doce to the development of technical institu· 
lions where men may be trained for mechanical engineering, 
electrical engineering and metallurgy. But apart from the 
efforts which Government will probably make in this direction, 
it seems to me that the communities in large provinces, and the 
people of all the cities of this country ought to find some way 
of raising the funds for the development of these trade 
classes. 

Gentlemen, we shall have thf Tala Research Institute
an excellent institution for the increase of knowledge-for 
adding to the •urn of knowledge and for original research. But 
between the trade classea which now exist and the Research 
Institute which will be developed under the late Mr. Tala's 
scheme (cheers), there ought to be other institutions for the 
development of technical education. Therefore I think 
that this resolution is placed before us, that Government 
should be moved in every province ·tQ assist in the develop-
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ment of technical education, and I have great pleasure in 
commending it for your acceptance. (Loud Chars.) 

llr. D. G. DALVI (Bombay) in seconding this resolution 
said:-

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen,- My principal 
excuse in venturing to offer a few observations in seconding 
this comprehensive proposition is that I have been specially 
asked to make an explanatory reference to tb= Naini Tal 
Conference and tbe lessons to be learnt therefrom. The 
subject of technical education bas made rapid strides in recent 
years to win its way into the arena of practical politics, and 
no small share of the credit must be given to the deep bold the 
new Swadesbi movement bas obtained on the people and also 
on the Governmenl Those who have looked carefully into the 
history of education in this country will remember that but a 
quarter of a century ago, it bad no place in the educational 
system of the land. The celebrated Education Conunission's 
Report contains no reference to il Last year, the Govern· 
ment of India published an excellent volume containing the 
important official documents, both imperial and provincial, on 
the subjecl On perusing them, you will find that, in the 
memorandum addressed by Sir A. MacDonnell in !8S6 to the 
local Governments, he observes that Government bad done 

• nothing to carry out their intention to impart technical 
instruction before the early eighties of the last century. 
11 Since then, howe\•er." he continues, "-things have 
changed. The supply of Government service bas far 
outrun the demand. The bar, the medical and engineer
ing professions absorb a small portion even of our 
University graduates. Our schools and colleges are yearly 
adding to the crowd of young men whom our system of edu· 
cation has render~d discont~nted with their sphere of life, to 
which they were born, without fitting them for any other." This 
pressing need for industrial and scientific training has 
been still left unsatisfied in- the last two decades the 
provincial Governments have published various schemC.: on 
paper, and the Government of India have issued reports 
and resolutions or recommendations submitted by committees 
and conferences, but as far as actual progress is concerned it 
must be unwillingly admitted, we are just where we were. 

48 
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, The various schemes may be viewed in two groups ; one 
which requires a bifurcation of studies, either at the end of 
,the primary or the secondary course, towards some technical 
pursuit, thus combining literary with industrial 
mining ; the other requires a thorough overhauling of the 
·present. system of education with the object of incorporating 
more of practical work from the commencement upwards. 
Tbel'l! .is also .a .third school which says that industrial 
training . should not be giv.en in schools at ;ill, but that 
students must be attached to various workshops and factories 
as probationers, and that the State should render what help it 
~?n for ihe purpose. However it may be, we ha .. e not yet 
emerged.out o.f the stage of deliberation to. be ready for 
action, No doubt the State has increased the number of 
te.chnical scholarships for study abroad, added to the number 
of industrial and agricultural schools and soon; but the efforts 
are.meagre and wanting in system and uniformity, and the 
grants· :amiually given for the purpose are so poor that 
unless they are increased considerably absolutely no progress 
can be .made in the immediate future. 

Better times appear, however, to be dawning in the United 
Provinces. The energetic Lieutenant-Governor of those 
Provinces bas been endeavouring to carry out some of the 
views be expressed as the bead of • the Department of 
Commerce and Industry at CalcUtta. You will remember 
the resolution issued by Lord Curzon's Government on 
technical education in which Sir John Hewett had a 
hand. The local Governments were called upon to 
submit practical recommendations based upon.the principles 
enunciated in this resolution. Early last year a member 
of the Madras Legislative Council asked the Gorern_ment 
wha.t recommendations were submitkd. The answer was that 
some· recommendations were sent up whiCh the Government 
was not ready to disclose. Some months after the same 
member again inquired in . the n•at!er, and the answer was 
that, as a result of considerable corrr<rondence, the recommen
dations made by the Madras Government were rejected 
by tl1e Imperial Government· Sir John Hewett, Lieutenant. 
Governor of the United Provinces, ha's adpoted a different 
policy. He ~ed a Conference at Naini T:!l for the purpose 



of discussing the whole question. About thirty genUemed, 
the majority of whom were non·officials, including our friends 
Pandit Madan Mohan and Babu Ganga Prasad, were invited 
to the Conference. As a result of their deliberations lasting 
for 11 days, they succeeded in adopting a scheme far the in· 
dustrial development of the Proviuces. The recommendations 
so adopted are, we are proud to observe, in complete accord 
wiU1 the resolutions proposed from this platform from year to 
yeM. They h.we been, we underoland, approved by the 
Government of India and are now awaiting the sanction 
of the Secretary of Slate. 

The difterent treatment meted out to the recommendationa 
of the Madras and the United Provinces Government affords 
the best justification lor holding such Conferences in each 
Province, in order to take the non·official public into confidence, 
and bring the official measures in a line with popular feeling& 
and requirements ; and hence this Conference urges the oU1er 
local Governments to take such steps. 

I shall offer only one observation on U1e third parl of the 
resolution bcfor" I close. The excellent technical institutes 
In Baroda and Mysore are known to us all. To the list of such 
noble attempts made by our benevolent Indian· chiefs we· 
shall, in the course of this year, add one more. l am riot, 
making a startling revelation wheo I say that •H. 1L the 
Thakore Sahch of Morvi has offered a substantial sum of, 
severallakhs for establishing a technical institute in his State,· 
and the fact that its inauguration and management rest in the 
hands of such an able scientist as Professor Gajjar, the Chair· 
man of our Committee, and a level-headed, practical worker· 
like Mr. S. N. Pandit of Rajkote, is a guarantee that it will· 
soon be a model institution of the kind. With these words I. 
commend the resolution for your acceptance. (CI<eers.) 

MR. lSHWARDAS VARSHINI (Aligarh) supported the· 
resolution. 

PROFESSOR RoeHr ~RAM Cr.<ihore), _in further supporting, 
the resolution, said :-

Mr. President and Gentlen1eo1- I have great pleasure. ·in . 
supporting this resolution, and in doing so I shall make ODe': 

or two observations as to what has been done in the Pan jab: 
as regards commel\:ial and technical education. .It was. one! 
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or two years ago ihat an Industrial Committee wa5 appointed 
by the Government oi India and the Committee came to the 
Punjab and met for six or seven days. I was invited· to be 
present at the Committee, and t11erefore I had some knowledge 
.of that Committee. I was invited there by the Director of 
Public Instruction. The Committee met from day to day for 
five or six days. · Opinions were invited from the Inspectors 
of Schools and all those who were in any way competent to 
give opinions in· matters like these. Finally the Committee 
came to the concl~ion. that.five industrial schools should be 
established in the Punjab, ,;,,, one at Ludhiana and the rest 
at some other important places' in the Province. Well, gen
tlemen, that was the recommendation of the Committee at the 
time. Now, five or six years have gone by, and we do not 
know what has been done with that report, and we also do 
not know what bas been done with the recommendations of 
that Committee. (Shame.) But, gentlemen, I am sure that 
no school has been opened. Again, two years ago, a Confer· 
ence was arranged by the Punjab Government. I received a 
Circular from the Director of Public Instruction to that effect. 
The Conference was called specially to revise the studies of 
schools and institutes of commerce. I bad the honour of 
being one of the three Indian members of that conference. 

This Conference met for five or six days and went over 
the. synopsis of studies of the institutes of commerce, and also 
went through some of the work which was done in such 
institutes in other parts of the world and it suggested a scheme 
of studies. But, gentlemen, I am sorry to say tbat nothing 
has come out of that and I think it is high time now to induce 

. Government to put a little more energy into the business and 
to start industrial and technical schools and scb.ools for teach
ing' commercial subjects. I do no~ wish, gentlemen, to take 
more of your time. I only wish to say that, so far as we in the 
Punjab are concerned, we have no such thing as technical 
or commercial education. It is something that is unknown to 
us. ln the report of the Educational .Department there is a 
chapter on technical. education ; but to us technical education 

· means the study of law as a branch of technical education : · 
and there is a School of Art and Industry, but it is more of 
fine arts and drawing and free-band . drawing and other 
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subjects of U10t class. That is, gentlemen, what technical e~t.i
cation is with us, There are in addition to these techmcal 
institutions the Law College and the Medical College, and the 
School of Engineering just started. In addition to these there 
are two or three industrial schools of most elementary wood· 
carving : that is all that stands for technical education in our 
province. I do wish that something more were done in this 
direction, and with this object in view I think this ~nference 
will be conferring a great blessing upon our Province 1f they ask 
the Government to do something in that direction. (Cheers.) 

The President then put the resolution to vote and it was 
carred unanimously, 

llf.-AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. 

MR. G. SUBRAMANIA lYER (Madras), in moving the third 
resolution said :-

Mr. President and Gentlemen,-The resolution I have the 
honour to place before you runs as follows :-

" That this Conference records its sense of appreciation of 
the action taken and contemplated by the Government in regard 
to the establishment of Agricultural Colleges in the several 
provinces, and would urge that in view of the importance of a 
wider spread among U1e cultivating and landholding classes 
of a practical knowledge of the principles of scieptific agricul
ture and modern methods, Government would be pleased to 

- establish experimental and demonstration farms as widely 
as possible, and to start schools in connection with them, at least 
one in every district, and that the education in these schools 
should be imparted in the vernacular." 

This is a plain resolution, gentlemen, on which it is not 
nccess.~ry to say much to hring its importance home to your 
mind. This is a resolution which has often been pressed from 
many a platform wherever such questions are discussed, It is 
all very well to establish Agricultural Colleges and Research 
Institutes, but you have to bring home to the ryot the know
ledge acquired in those colleges and institutes and the results 
of the researches made there. Our ryots are very conservative, 
and they are unwilling to adopt the methods of even the 
neighbouring districts. But this new departure has become 
very essential in the methods of our agriculture, and also in the 



knowledge at the·disposal of our cultivating classes. You 
know very well the pressure on the soil is increasing and the 
soil does not produce enough to feed every man and all cattle 
Besides expenses have to be incurred on an increased 
scale. Therefore it has become very necessary that the 
cultivable soil should produce more than it bas done till now 

I 
and also the fact has to be borne in mind that an increasing 
population presses upon an exhausting soil. Therefore modern 
methods must be taught to our ryo!R. But in order to do tliat 
mere colleges and research institutes will not do· In order to 
bring home to the ryt>Wnhe results of the researches carried 
on in the institutes, y~;' must give object lessons to the agricul· 
!ural classes on demonstration farms .. You do not want only 
one of them in every Province. Every village school should 
have a small demonstration farm attached to it. I may also 
add that a good deal of patience is necessary, and you must 
not get disgusted because theryots do not learn in a few years. 
It is to be regretted that so far as my province goes not much 
has been done in this direction. I think I remember that once 
Mr. Chatterton suggested that so many as 500 such schools 
should be started, but the Government of Madras did not see 
thefr way to do so. With these remarks, gentlemen, I propose 
that this resolution should be passed. (Cheers.) 
. RAo BAHADUR KHANDUBBAI G. DESAI (Sural), in second· 

ing the resolution said ~-
Mr· President; Brother-Delegates and Gentlemen,-ln 

seconding this proposition I shall lake the liberty of saying 
something about the poverty of the agriculturists and about tbe 
backward state of the agriculturists to a certain-extent. We 
all know, of course in a general way, that the agriculturists in 
this· country are very poor. I have been trying to collect 
some statistics on this point, and I' find that Mr. Digby in his 
book states that they can hardly earn Rs. 13 per head all 
through the year. I myself have been trying to take out 
certain other figures, and 1 cannot put the earnings at more 
than R& 15 per head. Now, gentlemen, that means that a 
family of four or perhaps three bas to live on a sum of Rs. 45 
throughout' the whole year, and all of u& can imagine how 
difficult that is, and that is why we· say that the cultivators are 
very poor. But, gentlemen, I do not mean to imply that the 
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country is very poor. But as that question .is not before us, I 
will pass to another point, 'IIi<., the backwardness of the agricul
turi•ts. There again the other point that because tbe agricul
turists are poor, India on the whole is poor does not follow. 
Although the agriculturists are very backward, there is a village 
within five miles from Ibis place where cultivation is carried 
on in such a highly satisfactory manner that Mr. Mollison 
and the Director and Assistant Directors of agriculture 
are highly pleased. In Nadiad also, cultivation is carried on 
in an excellent manner. But here and there people are wanting 
in knowledge of methods of cultivatilll(their soiL Gentlemen, 
we have, therefore, to try to educate these people, and for 
that purpose Government bas taken up the subject and they 
are going to establish Colleges in all the Presidencies. Our 
own province has had an agricultural school attached to the 
College of Science for a number of years, and we have been 
giving diplomas here in agriculture for a number of years. 
But while the institution formed only part of another institution, 
the amount of attention that ought to have been given to 
such an institution could not have been given, and consequently 
Government have been pleased to make it a separate institution 
and Dr. Mann, who bas read his valuatle paper before this 
Conference a little while ago, is the respected Principal of that 
institution. Gentlemen, we all know how much depends upon 
the head of an institution. If the head takes int~rest in it and 
sees that the students tl1at come learn properly and in such a 
way that whatever they learn they could use afterwards and 
teach to others, then only can the College be useful. (Hear, 
hear.) The college should not simply give a small amount of 
instruction, and gi\'e them diplomas to qualify them to lake up 
Government service as Inspectors in the Agricultural Depart
ment. · ln that case, gentlemen, the whole of the time and 
trouble of teaching is thrown away. Therefore, gentlemen, I am 
v•ry glad to hear from the lips of Principal Mann that he was 
going to conduct the school on the lines on which such institu. 
lions ought to be conducted. 1 hope, gentlemen, that tbe 
principals that might be appointed to the colleges that are 
going to be started in the other provinces \\ill be gentlemen 
who take an equal interest in the institutions under them, and 
w~ shall then see real progress made in. the direction of 



agricultural education. However, that is for simply providing 
the machinery for teaching the people. I would urge that 
there ought to be at least one agricultural school in each 
district and I would further urge that the teaching in that 
school should not be in English but in the vernacular of the 
province, because the teaching is wanted not for the purpose 
of obtaining Government service or for any other purpose, but 
it is required for the agriculturists in order to make them 
understand what are the best methods of agriculture and other 
matters such as selection of seed and so on, and it is the agri· 
culturists who are to be taught in that school. In a district 
like Surat, although it has got a population of five or six lakhs, 
the number of people who could read and write English is 
put down in the last Census as only about 600. Under such 
circumstance•, if the education is to be imparted in English it 
can reach a very, very small proportion of the people of the 
district. I would, therefore, urge that we must prominently 
point out in the resolution that the education in these schools 
should be in the vernacular. · 

Now I will proceed to a further point which is not in this 
resolution, and I may perhaps ask the mover to add a small 
rider with the permission of our President l!Dd with the 
permission of this meeting, viz., that to every free school which 
Government is going tb locate in every village, a small farm of 
about 10 acres should be attached (hear, hear) and every boy in 
that school should be required to work on that'farm for three 
or four hours according to age from the beginning and thus 
should be required to see something about agriculture in order 
that the boy should not become soft-handed, I do not mean 
to say that the Government should give us all these village 
schools with farms at once, but I say that if in the course of teo 
years Government is pleased to give us all these. schools, we 
shall have enough. Now the question will be asked as to bOW 
we are to find all this money' required for the farms. As to 
that, I may tell you this much, that the surpluses with the 
Government. are not likely to decrease but are likely to go on 
increasing every year ; consequently, now, instead of remitting 
further taxation Government should go on applying the 
surplus for t!Jis purpose. There is one item of expenditure 
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from which we could take something for this purpose, .,;,., 
the Military Charges. 

The President.-The rider suggested by llfr. Khandubhai 
Pi•., that education in the vill:lge school• should be imparted in 
vernacular is in order and might be adopted, but there is a ques· 
lion about the attaching of farms. I would, therefore, request. 
Mr. Khandubhai to consider whether it would be worth his 
while to press that part of his rider. 

Jl!r. Kbandubhai.- Unless a farm is attached to every 
school I would not be s.~tislied, but I am bound to abide by 
the ruling of the President. 

The President then put the proposition as amended to vote 
and it was carried by acclamation. 

IV. AGRICULTURAL BANKS. 

Rao Bahadur Lalshankar Umiashankar (Ahmedabad), 
in moving the fourth resolution said :-

Mr. President, Brother-Delegates and Gentlemeu,-Tbe 
resolution I am asked to put before you is as follows:-

" That this Conference begs to call the attention of 
Government to the urgent need of promoting the establishment 
of Agricultural B.~nks to help cooperative credit societies and 
to ad,-aoce loans directly to agriculturists at reasonable rates 
of interest, and further begs to suggest that the. advice and 
cooperation of representative members of the Indian communi
ty may be enlisted in devising a suitable scheme to secure this · 
object." 

The gentleman who represents the Agricultural Depart
ment here bas told us the importance of the subject which 
affects 80 per cent. of the population. In the preceding reso
lution we have dealt with the question of their ignorance. 
The condition of the agriculturists is certainly pitiable. They 
are ignorant, and they are so poor that they cannot find 
sufficient food to maintain themselves, much less to go on 
with the work of agriculture. So they need help. Where is 
that help to come from P They must go to the Sowkars. But 
t~e Sowkars take advantage of the ignorance and the needy 
etrcumstances of the agricultmists in various ways, in interest, 
in payment and in calculation. So Government have taken 
measures to release the agriculturists from the clutches of the 

" 
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Sowkars. They have established cooperative credit societies. 
But where are these to get funds from? Cooperative credit 
societies require funds. The agriculturists themselves being 
poor, they cannot from among themselves collect a sufficient 
amount and lend money to their brethren. So anyhow funds 
must be collected, and if the Sowkars are again asked then 
there will be some difficulty; so we 'must ask Government to 
give help to such cooperative credit societies and such coope
rative credit societies would then get help by the establishment 
of banks. Then the banks cannot be established in every 
village, they must be in important places. So what would be 
the proper relations between banks and cooperative credit 
societies must be ascertained and established. The banks 
cannot lend money without security and without settling the 
rate of interest, and also without the medns of repayment. For 
this purpose there must be some agency to advise Government 
and to assist the bankers. Government have their lakavi system 
but many agriculturists find it difficult to obtain their laknvi 
from revenue officers. So such banl.."S must be assisted by 
benevolent gentlemen, by persons who are working for the 
agriculturists, and who are willing to cooperate with such 
banks. So we must ask Government to cooperate with persons 
who are interested in the welfare of the agricultural population. 
I, therefore, ask you with these remarks to adopt this resolu
tion. (Cheers.) 

Mr. T&AKORRAid KAPILRA~t (Surat), in seconding the 
Resolution, said :-

Mr. President and Gentlemen,-I have been asked to 
support this proposition, which has been placed before you by 
our esteemed friend, Rao Bahadur Lalshankar Umiasbankar. 
Gentlemen, you know that cooperative credit societies have 
been established by some of our dluntrymen, and agricultural 
banks are necessary as a complement in order that those 
societies may be successful. This Resolution further proposes 
that in preparing a scheme Indian members should be consult
ed beforehand, and as all these points are put properly in the 
Resolution, I need not add anything more to it. (Cheers.) 

. The President then put the Resolution to vote ancl it was 
· ~rried unanimously. 
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V.-THE MINING INDUSTRY. 

RAO BAHADUR R. N. MuDHOLKAR (Amraoti) moved the 
filth Resolution, which runs as follows:-

"(a) That this Conference expresses its sense of satisfaction 
at the successful formation ol the Tata Iron and Steel 
Company, Limited, with the help entirely ol capital raised in 
India. 

"(b) That U1is Conference invites the attention ol capitalists 
in India to the urgent need ol developing and fully utilising 
the mineral resources ol the country, an~ trusts that, in view 
of the ultimately lucrative character ol the industry, they wiU 
make organised efforts in that direction. 

"(c) That this Conference is ol opinion that special consi· 
deration should be shown to Indian enterprise and initiation 
by the Government and preferential treatment should be given 
toiL'' 

He s.,id: -Gentlemen, I am very glad to say that the pro
position is one which is not merely ol a non-contentious 
character, but one as regards which there will hardly be-any 
difference of opinion throughout the length and breadth ol 
India. In regard to the first paragraph of this Resolution, 
1 lee! special pleasure in emphasising it. There was a time, 
a year and nine months ago, when I and certain friends 
felt very great grief when we heard that tho! Tata Iron 
and Steel Company \vould not be started with Indian 
capital and that Messrs. Tala & Sons were obliged fu 
apply to foreign countries for obtaining the requisite 
capital. But now, gentlemen, none of us need feel 
sorry. We were ready to do what we could by giving up our 
work and going about the country and trying to raise capital, 
and proposals were made in this connection. I may mention 
the name of Mr. Barjorji Padsha in this connection. But at that 
time it was found that the Tata Company had already· entered 
into a contract with an English.Company. But now I learn 
that the scheme fell through, and I am glad for it. Gentlemen, 
my satisfaction is not due to any racial or political considerations 
whatsoever. This, I suppose. 1 need not dilate upon. It is, 
gentlemen, because (I may claim to have my views in regard 
to this matter) we feel that the mineral resources of the country 
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are accumulated capital, the benefits of which should be take!l 
by the children of the soil that we feel a satisfaction that the 
Tala Company is an entirely Indian enterprise. J read with 
great .satisfaction the prospectus of Me88rs, Tala & Son• 
Inviting capitalists to purchase share~, and before my Jetter 
could reach them lor ordinary •hares, they were all taken up. 
Gentlemen, there is this feeling of satisfaction which I hope 
all of you will participate in. 

In regard to the second paragraph, gentlemen, I would 
add for your information that the Berar iron and coal are the 
but, However, the opinion of experts is that the coal is not 
capable of being turned into coke. I think that i1 likely to 
be achieved soon, and when tha~ is achieved you will find 
another iron field in juxtaposition to the othec enterprise. 
What we require in connection with this is knowledge. The 
Goverriment of India have sent to EngL1nd for training two 
young men to whom they have given scholarships, and we have 
to do our own part in the matter. We hope that the rich 
gentlemen of Sural will be able to lind anoU1er equally good 
field for their enterprise and their money. Then there Is one 
matter with regard to the third paragraph of this Resolution. 
If you are to take the lists of gentlemen who obtained conces
sions, you wiU lind that it is not too early to make that request 
to the Government of India· Thi• i• a matter with regard to 
which Mr. Holland himself says that_ the number of Indians 
who have obtained concessions i• so very small. Therefore I 
hope that Government will accept tbi• request. With thc•c 
remarkl I place the Rewlution before you. (Applau,..) 

The HoN'BLB Mr. G. K. PARBKH (Bombay), in seconding 
the Resolution said :-

Mr. President and Gentlemen,-I have great pleasure in 
seconding this Resolution. ln doing that I do not propose to 
make a speech. Many are going' into the buslne!ll ol mining, 
and making that part of the industry successful. You know 
that, so far a1 our Presidency is concerned we have done 
during the last two or three years considerable mining work 
in manganese. But we have to export much of our mangan= 
ore to England and we are not able to manulacture mang;me!IC 
out of the ore. Looking to the large quantity of the manga· 
pesc oro that i• e:~ported from Bombay, it would be much 



bet~ _if we were able to utilise it in our own country and 
torn 1t mto manganese. In the same way there is a number 
of metals and ores, and it would be better if we should build 
factories in our o- country for the purpo&e of workiag the 
ores into metals. The other matter referred to by Mr. Mudhol· 
kar is really very bDportanL litany licenses have been grant• 
ed. but mostly to Europeans. It mar be we cannot nuder· 
aland wh1 preference is given to other people. But even if no 
preference be given to our countrymen we shall have to 
approach Go\·eroment in this matter. (Che.m.) 

The President then put the Besolulion to vote and it was 
carried un:animously. 

Vf. Cono11 SrJNIIJNG AlfD W11AvJK0. 

MR. L. K. TULASJRAN (Madura), in moving the eixth Be
. eolution. said :-

Mr. Premdent and Gentlemen.-The propositioil that I have 
been asked to propose is one which relates to a large section 
of the Indian public.· You know that next to agriculture, the 
indlllltry whicb should be caDed the most important industry 
is weaving. The proposition is as follows :-

" (a) That this Conference records itnease of satisfaction 
at the stimuiua the spinning and the weaving industry have 
received from the Swadesbi mnvement, and it urges the be· 
stowal of increased attention on cotlop cultivation, the erection 
of spinning and weaving mills at auitable centres, and the 
revival of the band·loom weaving industry on a coaunereiaJ 
basis, as essential to the success of the movemenL . 

.. (6) That this Conference urges the Government to remove 
the reatric:tioaa retarding the upaasion of the indutry and 
to provide facilities for aHording practical instruction in , 

. weaving by the establishment of weaving schools at every· 
bDportant weaving centres." 

We are glad to have beard some of tho valuable papers 
read here, and from them we learn that they have succeeded 
in growing Egyptian colto:1 in our fields. There is also a move
ment owing to which Government have been thinking of 
making a reduction in the assessm~t of the land on which 
cotton is cultivated. Tbey are going to give a premium of 
two to four aaaas per acre where that ~tton ia cultivated. 
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The supply of yarn is also very defective in India. Sometimes 
the local mills send their yarn· to Hong kong and Shanghai. 
The local miU·owners of the Madras Presidency prefer the 
Chin>! to the Indian market. But it is their duty to give pre
ference to the local market. It is to be regretted that a larger 
number of mills is not coming into existence in my part of the 
country. There is a want of mutual confidence and of a spirit 
of enterprise. I suggest that some of the captains of industry 
of Western India may start mills in the Madras Presidency. I 
have collected shares to the extent of six lakhs of rupees and for 
want of four lakhs more, I am not able to go on with the con
cern which I myself have projected. When the Swadeshi 
movement \V3S at its zenith we prepared a lot of cloth for t be 
Calcutta market. I want the gentlemen who are interested in 
this. weaving industry to know what the requirements are of 
the people of different provinces. I also appeal to rich 

· gentlemen who are interested in the revival of the hand-loom
industry to try their utmost to have textile schools established 
everywhere. Weaving is connected so much with mechanics. 
I say that chemistry is connected wi!b dyeing and mechanics 
is connected with weaving. It is indispensable that our wea
vers. should know a bit of mechanics. If Y.OU start textile 
schools the hand-loom weaving industry in the whole country 
will become prosperous. With these remarks 1 commend 
this Resolution to your acceptance.tClleers.) 

MR. s. B. SANKARAM (Ellore), in seconding the proposi• 
lion, said :-
. Mr. President and Gentlemen,-I am asked to second this 
proposition and when I consented to do so I did not intend 
tospeak on cotton. I thought my friend, Mr. Tulasiram would 
do justice to it. Forgetting, for the time being, ' cotton 1 in 
the heading, we see spinning and weaving. I hope I shall not 
be ruled out of order if I say a word or' two on what has 
been done in·a northern district of the Madras Presidency. 
Attempts have been made for a very long time-long before 
the partition of Bengal was ever thought of, to revive the 
industries of the country, and to introduce new industries. 
I may tell you thao the young Zemindar of Pitbapore has 
been making attempts to start a cotton spinning and 
weaving mill in his own estate· He bas set apart a portion 
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ol his estate for growing cotton. Bel<'re that, bumble efforts 
were made by individuals as well as by limited companies to 
encourage the fiy·shultle looms. Those ol yo•1 that ha'<e ever 
visited our part o( the country know fully well that the Nor· 
them Circar.~ mus/ms are liked by European ladies. 
We want encouragement. \\"e want that you of the 
Western Presidency should help us by establisbU.g mills and 
lac!ories there. 1 ha,·e been spending sometime in Bombay 
only lor that purpose. I ba\'e been here in connection with an 
industry, and am trying to raise a small capital. We have 
started in Ellore a jute factory to which relerence bas been 
made by the President in his address. Tbe President bas said 
that the jute industry has been up to this time a monopoly of the 
foreigners. There are about •o mill• worked by English capital. 
There is only one mill in Calcutta which is owned by a Gujarati 
gentleman. I ba\-e not found any mill owned by the Bengalis. 
Howe,·er, now it may be said to their credit that they are doing 
some practical work. Now to come to my point, we have 
been able to start a company wbicb we ba\e named as the 
Krishna Jute and Cotton Mills Company, Ld. Tbe capital was 
6\·e lakhs ol rupees. We ha'<e been able to sell· shares to the 
extent o( four lal.hs and 6\·e ibousand r~pees, and all this money 
has come (rom Indians onl)·· The lllunicipal town ofEilore bas 
contributed a Jc.kh and twenty thousand ru!'(:CS. The only 
difficulty is as regards the six hundred shares we have not 
been able to sell. I have come here in the hope that we 
might get some capitalists to help us. There is another jute 
mill at Guntur. It is still under construction. They are 
trying their le'<el best to complete iL The difficulty with them 
is, as usual, ol money. I therefore draw )"OUr attention to that 
facL_ There are also attempts being made to extend the culti
\-:ltion of jute. With these remarks I beg to second this 
propositi""· (Chars.) 

The President then put the Resolution to vote and it wa~ 
~rried niUilimously. 

VII.-THE SuGAR INDUSTR\". 

The SC\-enth Resolution runs as follows :--
" (al That this Conference notices with concern the increase 

in the imports of foreign sugar, and in order ~ ~ the 
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steady decline oftheihdigenous industry, this Conference urges 
the introduction of healthier and mnre prolific varieties of 
cane, the employment of greater care in cultivation, the use of 
more economical processes for extracting the juice, and above 
all, the adoption of the most modern and efficient methods of 
relining. · 

" (b) That this Conference urges on the Government the 
necessity of providing more extensive irrigational facilities, 
allowing the utilisation of bye-products, and considering 
the desirability of imposing import duties to protect the 
indigenous industry from being destroyed by foreign competi
tion." 

The HONOURABLE PANDIT MADAN MOHAN MALAVIYA 

(Allahabad), in moving this Resolution said :-
Mr. President and Gentlemen,-The sugar industry is one 

of our most important industries. It is a matter of great 
grief that while our indigo industry has been destroyed by the 
action of foreign countries, particularly Germany, we are 
running the risk of losing our sugar industry also. I will not 
detain you by going into many figures. One or two figures 
will suffice. 'The imports of sugar last year amounted to 
something like half a million tons, about a fourth of the toL•I 
production of the country. The value of imported sugar last 
year was over seven crores of rupees. That, J think, is suffi
cient to enable you to judge how great has been our loss in 
this industry. 'fhat will also enable you to judge how greater 
will be the loss if you allow this industry to be entirely 
destroyed. In 1854 the quantity of sugar imported was 80,000 
tons and worth 2 crores and 14 lakhs. In 1905·6 the quantity 
imported was so much as to be worth 7 crores and 77 lakhs. 
As a result a great deal of the indigenous sugar industry has been 
and is·being further destroyed. 1 do not think that there is 
any Government-any civilised Government-either in Asia or 
in Europe which would look without concern upon the dcstrnc
tion of such an important industry. The Government of India 
have not been quite inactive ; for many years th•'Y have noticed 

· the fact and taken steps to avert the calamity to the indige· 
nous industry. But the steps were not adequate. What is 
needed is protective duties to be imposed in order to shut the 
gates against foreign sugar. This point was referred to by 
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one of the offici:>! members of the Viceroy's Council bst ye:>r. 
The Government of Indi:l recognised the necessity of imposing 
coantervailing duties in 189~, bee:>use there have been 
bounties in Fr:>nce, Germany, Austri:l, :>nd Russia. The 
counterv:Liling duties of 1899 b:ld the effect of shutting the 
g:>tes ag:Unst bounty-fed foreign sugar. The result was that in 
two years' time, after the cnuntervailrng duties were impos
ed, the imports of bounty-fed foreign sugar were very mncb 
reduced. L:>ter on, when the countervailing duties ceased to 
exist, in, I think, 1~03, the result was that from that time 
forward the imports of foreign sugar have gone on increasing, 
:>ud I fe:>r they will go on increasiiJg from ye:>r to year until 
Government once more re:ognises the necessity of adoptiing 
the 13me steps which it had recognised the necessity of adoptiing 
some ye:>rs ago. There is one advantage in this conn..ction 
which we have. England is not a sugar producing conntry, 
and I do not think there will be any competition between 
England ond Indi:l in this matter. If there was competition, 
we could not re:>sonably expect England to levy protective 
duties. But, where there is :>bsolutely no competition between 
the English industry and Indian industry, we do think we are 
not wrong in asking England to protect as ag:Unst the indus
tries of other countries which have ·the greater advantage of 
working on scientific lines. It is not only th~ bounties that 
are :>gaiast us, but the scientific methods of Germany :llld 
Austria are also ag:Unst liS. Owing to oar old methods of 
refining sugar and our primitive method of prodaction we 
produce 1 ·3 taos of sugar per acre, whereas Egypt grows 3 
tans, · Cuba ll tons, and so on. Owing to our :llltiquated 
methods of producing sugar and owing to the combinations of 
European manofactarers :the result has been an immense in
jury-an irretrievable injury-to our country. If Government 
recogn~ the wisdom of imposing conntervailing duties in 
1>199 they will now see that uuless the g:>tes are ag:>in closed 
against foreign sugar there is no hope of sa'iing this industry in 
the country. Do not let it be imagined fora moment that I am 
blind to, and that I do not recognise, the measures the Govern
ment are taking in this. direction. In the Agricultural 
Department in my own pro'iince much is being dope. Bat 
the Government must impose protective duties to shot oat 
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forei~n su~ar fro~ India. The Piot~eer in discussing this 
queshon, r~ghtly sa1d that this was ·one of the steps which · 
would shut out foreign sugar. lf the Government of India i; 
awakened to the enormity of this situation, we can soon 
improve this industry of the country. The situati~n being 
grave, I do not think the Government, if they realise 
it, will turn a deaf ear to our ·proposals on this 
question.- We are talking of reviving our industries. Here 
is one of the most important and one of the most valuable in· 
dustries which is being crushed to death under our very eyes. 
The figures of import are mounting up year alter year show
ing that more and more money is going out of our country' 
in this direction. We are in need of protection, and the duty 
rests upon us of saving ourselves from the present perilous 
situation. Send appeals from every district and every tahsil 
.Sking Government ,to impose protective duties on ·foreign 
sugar. l feel sure the question bas only to be placed before 
Government and it would .be considered. (Cheers.) 

MR. MANUBHAI NANDSHANKAR MBHTA (Baroda), in second. 
ing the Resolution, said~-

Mr. President and Gentlemen,-Time was when our 
country expQrted a large quantity of sugar. But those days 

.are now long gone by, and we see a large quantity of foreign 
sugar imported into our country. At one time we were threat· 
ened with this foreign invasion merely from Mauritius, but 
now a good deal of sugar is imported into India from many · 
other places. The only remedy, therefore, is as proposed by 
Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya. Besides tbis we have also to 
took to the cultivation of cane: There is the necessity of in· 
trod~cing healthier and more prolific varieties of cane, nnd 
for, doing that Government must ~e requested to improve 
irrigation~! facilities. As regards the permission to use bye· 

Products \Government might permit us to manufacture rum 
~ . I 

frolll the bye-products of sugar. With these ohservahons 
second tbis Resolution, which has been so ably p~t before 

you. (Applause.) . . . 
LALA DHARA:r.IDAS SuRI (Lahore), m supporhng the 

Resolution, said:- • 
Mr. President and Gentlemen,- I gladly s?pport thi.s Re

solution. I may be allowed _to add an observation to this Re· 



solution· My friend, Lala Ruchiram, said in connection with 
Technical and Commercial education, that no action was taken 
on the deliberations of the Committee to which he has refer· 
red in his speech. About this Resolution I may say that Gov
ernment did take action, and that is that tbe Government has 
raised the water-rate on sugar-cane cultivation. (SI~ame.) 

Gentlemen, ti1is Resolution shows what our needs are, but we 
do not know why the cry of these needs does not reach Eng· 
lond. We express and formulate our needs from time to 
time, but our voice does not reach England. (Applause.) 

MR· CIIUNILAL VRIIBHUCANDAS MEHTA (Bombay), in fur· 
thcr supporting this Resolution, said :-· 

Mr. President and Gentlemen,-! wish to support the 
view of the learned mover that protection is essential. Per
haps there is one point which has escaped the Honourable 
Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya's notice. It is this, that ti1e 
·British Government, on acc~unt of the agitation of the foreign· 
ers ~oined the Brussels Convention. If our. Government now 
follows suit, it will be disastrous. We should have a protective. 
tariff in order to prevent foreign sugar from being imported 
into India. The state of the industry is miserable, and tmless 
this action is taken it will become still more disastrous. The 
Bombay Chamber of Commerce agrees with this view, I there
fore, request yon to carry the proposition unanimously. 
(Applause.) · • 

The President then put the Resolution to vote and it was 
carried unanimously. 

VIII. APPOINTMENT OF 0FFICB·BRARBRS ANll PROVISION 
OF FUNDS FOR TUB YEAR 1~08. 

The eighth proposition is as follows:-
" That this Conference re-appoints Rao Bahadur R. N, 

Mudholkar as General Secretary, and Mr. C Y. Chintamani as 
Assistant Secretary, and it appeals to the public for a sum of 
Rs. 10,000 for meeting Y,e expenses for ti1e next twelve 
months!• · 

SIR BHALCU,\NDRA KRISHNA (Bombay), in proposing this 
Hesolution, said :- · . 

Mr. President and Geutiemen,-The proposition with which 
.1 have· been entrusted is that. this Conference re·appoi!lts Rao 
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Bahadur R.N. Mudholkar (cl•eers) as General Secretary, and 
Mr. Cbintamani (cheers) as Assistant Secretary. Gentlemen, I 
.hope that just as you have cheered the first part of the propo
sition yon will also cheer the second part, which is an appeal for 
funds. This proposition does not require any lengthy remarks 
from me to commend it to you. The General Secretary has done 
excellent work throughout all the two years, and bas been 
devoting his time and attention to the work of the Conference 
from the time that it bas come into existence. He bas done 
his best to further the cause. His Assistant you know, and I 
need not make any remarks about him. He has been indefa. 
tigabJe in his work. He bas done his duty both at Amraoti 
and in the places be has visited. I do not think it is necessary 
that [ should in any way advance any argument in support of 
these two gentlemen. They stand on their own legs. The 
second portion is that of providing Rs. 10,000 lor the e..:penses 
of the Conference Office. Last year, you must have heard tb~ 
Secretary reading, Rs. 10,000 were promised, but less ~han 

, ball the sum came out. That is a state of things that ought 
not to continue,. and it is inadvisable in the interests of this 
Conference. The Conference is one which concerns itself 
with the most important interests ofthe people, and if we stint 
in supporting it we shall not be doing our duty. I appeal to 
you, to the whole of India for this purpose, and I am sure that 
if only our province contributes its mite, we should soon 
have the Rs. 10,000. In the course of six or seven months the 
Gc:oneral Secretary will have all the money that is required for 
the expenses of the office in order to keep the work going, 
and in order to show satisfactory work at the next Conference. 
Therefore, all of you, and your friends who are interested in 

· the success of this Conference, will contribute your mite ta.this 
sum. About Rs. 3,600 have been. subscribed, and I do not 
despair of the balance coming i~ as Mr· Chintamani is an 
adept at putting his bands in other people's pockets. (Cheers.) 

The HoNOURABI.E PANDIT MADAN MoHAN MALAVI\'A 

(Allahabad), in seconding this proposition, said :-
Mr. President and Gentlemen,-The Conference has been 

doing solid work in the country. I am sure a greater success 
-will be attained in the industrial movement by reason of the 
activity of the Conference. We are indebted to Messrs. 



Mudholkar and Cbinl.amani for the creditable work done by 
the Conference hitherto. :md to ;item \Ve mast tender our best 
thanks. We hope they will be able to do even better work in 
future years. As to subcriptions, money is required to carry 
on the work, and if more mon~y were available more work 
could be done. If more money were a,-aiJ.,ble aU these papers 
could be translated and they would then be the means of 
enlightening the people with regard to the industrial condition 
of the country, and with regard to the reforms that we wish 
to see carried ont in that field. These papers should be 
translated into \-emaculars, and made available to people 
belonging to Jhe different parts of the country. I hope that 
the Rs. 3,600-the amount su'>scribed here now-will be 
increased very soon. I hope you will not only subsaibe the 
money here, but when you go ho'lle, you will ask youi- friends 
also to su~ribe. You have oaly to make up your minds 
to collect money, and it will come in. Yon know we have in 
this country endowments for religious purposes- You also know 
how regularly and pnocllully paym•nts are made towards 
these funds. That being so, it is a reproach to the edncated 
Indians that we cannot follow the example of the illiterate 
donors of these..,.ndowments. What happened with reference 
to the collection for this Conference is that one man subcribes 
Rs. 100, another Rs. SO, and so on. What is needed is a rupee 
subsaiption. If you approach people in this way they will 
subscribe handsomely 1o11d heartily. If you make np your 
minds to go about and collect subsaiptions and remit them 
to Mr. lludbolklar you will make your work doubly interesting. 
With these words I commend the Resolution to your accept
lance. l Chars.) 

·The President then put this Resolution to vote, and it was 
carried unanimously and with acclamation. 

VOTE OF THANKS TO THE CHAIR. 

Babu Ganga Prasad Varma (Lucknow) said :

Gentlemen,-All of you will agree with me that our hearty 
thanks arc due to Dewan Bahadur Ambalal Sakerlal Desai for 
his presiding on this occasion and fOr his inslructi\-e address, 
(Ckan.) . 
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Pro!essor. T. K. GAJJAR1 the Chairman of the Reception 
Committee, said :-

Gentlemen, I call upon you to carry this proposition with 
acclamation. (Loud a11d prolo11ged cheers.) 

PRESIDENT's CoNCLUDING SPEECH. 

The PRESIDENT, DEWAN BAHADUR AMBALAL SAKERLAL 
DEsAI, said in closing the proceedings :-

Gentlemen, I am very much obliged to you for according 
this cordial vote of tl1anks to me. We have been treated 
here very kindly, and before we separate we must tbank the 
Reception Committee for the excellent work they have done. 
(Applause.) We bave seen many Congress Hans: but this is the 
most ~>c;autiful hall !bat we have ever seen, and for this great 
credit is due to our friend, Rao Bahadur K. G. Desai. (Cheers.) 
This Conference has done very useful work. We have bad very 
learned and valuable and useful papers read to us. 1'he 
papers by themselves form the best justification for continuing 
the Conference. But it is something more than that. The 
' Directory of the Indian Goods' is an extromely valuable 
publication, and the best proof of it is that it promises to be 
entirely self-supporting. Government also ha.ve patronised 
it by purchasing many copies. (Cheers.) What we wish is that 
there should be a central Indian institiution for the advance
men.! of Indian indllStry and commerce. (Applause.) I am 
very glad that you agree with this opinion of mine. But you 
must remember that it is a matter of funds. If we can give 

·some money to Government, why should we not spend some 
money on the Jndw;trial Conference ? If such money will be 
forthcoming it might be possible to give scholarships to 
young men for receiving industrial and technical education. 
(Applause.) Gentlemen, we have got telegrams of sympathy 
from the Tbakor Saheo of Morvi, .Mr. Lalubhai Samaldas and 
other gentlemen. Several new subjects have been brought 
to our notice. We hope to be able to take up these subjects 
at the next Conference. This morning the judges of band
looms have examined the band-looms exihibted outside this 
Panda! and they have awarded prizes. The Central Agricul-

. !ural Committee of Madras has presented a set of its 
publications to this Conference and .we have to thank them 
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f,;.. the s:tme. I now declare ·the Conference dissolved. 
(Loud a11J prolonged chem.) 

Contributiou promiaecl 

CollcclK>ns in Bomb:ly by the Hooourable Ur. \rrtbaldas 
D:amodher Tb2ckeney 

The Honourable Mr. Vithalda.• Da.modhcr Thactersey, Bombay ... 
The Honoar-.ahJe Mr. V. Krishm!11J.lmi lyer, Madras 
Dewan &hadar Ambalal S3.kerlal Desai and Sons 
Rao Bab2idur R. N. Modholbr, Amraoti 
L:alablul Samalcbs, Eoq., Bomb:ly 
Tbe Honourable Mr. Gobldas K. Parekh, Bombay 
Sir Bhalchandr.t Krishna, At., Bombay 
ProfCIIOI' T. K. \iajjar, Bombay 
Th• HDIIOllr.lble lllanshl llladho Lal, Benares 
P. R. Stmd.u2 lyer, Esq., Uadras 
ll. v. Jc.hi, Esq., Amraoti 
Dr. H:arold H. llann. Poooa 
Tbe Hono1U2ble Pandit Madan Mohan llalaviya. Allah2bad 
Roo Saheb llcor2o \"iaayat, Akola 
Dcwaa Babador L. A. GoTindiilr.lgban. lyer, lladr2s 
N. Subbar:ao Pantulo, Esq., Rajabmundry 
The H oooarable lllr. H. S. Disi~ Bomb:ly 
S. Sinha, Esq., Bankipore 
~arandu Porusbottamdas,. E~ .• Bombay 
Rao 8ah2dur Y:adt..\r.am Ha.rmn.yan \"yas, Cambay .. 
Manobhai Nandshanbr Mehta, Esq., Baroda 
M:mabhai N:mabbai, E>q., Uumb:ly 
G. A. S'atcsan, Esq .. Uadr.as 
C.. Y. Chlnt3DlaD.i, Esq., Amr.aoti 
The Honoar.able Mr. K. R. Gurus:nvmi Jyu, Tinna-dly 
Rao .. Bahadur Raoji Bbai Patel. &rod:a 
N. Ill. Bcd:lrtor,:Eoq., Allfr:loli 
Rao Babadur Kb:llldubhal G. Desai, Sural 
C. K. Gandhi. Esq., Surat 
Rao ~d:Jr Narayan Trimhak Vaidy:a, Bombay 
Professor Roehl Ram. Sahni, Lahore 
lla.rta.oci Nandsb:tnbr Mehta. Esq., Bombay 
Babu Gang:a Prasad Varma, Luctnow 
V. JWnesam.:Esq_,:Uadr:a~ 
D:ayabhal Harjinndas, Eoq, Baroda 
R:ao &h:adur Lalshanbr t.:mia.sh2nbt, Ahmedabad 

• Rs. 100 as nucleus of a perm:ancnt £uod. 
t For pri<es at balld·loom competitiou. 

1,000 
250 
200 
200" 
150 
150 
100 
100 
100 
100 
loot 
100 
100 

60 
:;o 

liO 
110 
liO 
liO 
10 
50 
liO 
30 
30 
80 
25 
20 
25 
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25 
!& 
25 
25 
20 
20 
20 
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' t, C. S.,• Allahabad 
D. G. Dalvl, Esq., Bombay 
G. S. Mudholkar, Esq., .r\mraoti 
Lala Dhar.imdas Suri, Lahore 
R. A. Deshpande 1 Esq., Amraoli 
B. J. Shastri, Eiq., Bombay 
B. J. Shah, Esq., Ahmedabad 
Bezonzi M. Jambusaria, Esq., Surat 
Bbulabhai B. Patel Esq,, Ahmedabad 
R. R. Xale, E&q., Satara 
Jaikishendas M. Vakilna. Esq •• Sorat 
B. D,. A min, Esq., Bombay 

Rs. 
16 
16 
n 
10" 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
6 

Tolal Ro ... 8,600 
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As one man turns the wheel on the side, another man Is required to 
look after the cloth and wert supply. A we(l stop-motlnn with a ben is 
attached in order that one ~n may be able to attend to two looms. The 
system o( turning the wheel, however, is tiresome and the stop-motion 
requires some improvement Otherwise the loom is very simple and with 
Mr. Kapilram'a further effortt, it ts likely to prove a very useful one for 
the same class of work as the Churchill loom. 

The other looms·ln this section require no description. They are 
adaptations of the so-calJed Japanese loom, which has proved a practical 
failure fOr Indian purposes, -and the workmanship in some of them leaves 
much to be desired. 

Of this class the Palanpur loom seems to be the best. The ordinary 
fly..ahutUe looms show nothing new. 

In all these looms it is noticeable that, where the Inventor or the 
manufacturer is a practical weaver as well as a mechanical engineer, good 
results are obtained, whereas a deficiency in either respect only produces 
a more or Jess clumsy machine, 

We recomme~d the prize for factory looms of Rs. 125 to be awarded 
to the New ChurchJll loom. 

Ootlage Loom1. 
Three looms have been exhibited in this clan, all by the Sayaji 

Loom Works or Baroda. Excepting the picking arrangement, which Is 
very simple and increases the working speed to the same extent aa the 
factory looms, all other arrangements are kept the s.'1me as In the country 
loom. The loom is thus suitable for every kind of work that can be done 
on the ordinary country loom, the Outturn being increased two to two 
and a half fold This loom Is named the Sayajl Poor Man's Loom and 
pricetl at Rs. 35 to SO according to size. The three looms exhibit~ were 
working, respectively, a simple China silk and Chandrakala sarce with 
silk border· of 40's warps and 60's wert and a 1ilk border mango design 
dholi of SO's warp and welt • 

. The back motion of the sley which Is necessary to make room for the 
working is utilised for driving the shuttle by a simple arrangement of 
straight levers and slringl'l. The work is divided between hands and feet 
and the weight of the worker is utilised in a push stroke, which drives 
the shuttle, thus ensuring easy and continuous working at a high speed. 
While the English dobby on a fty·shutUe loom requires raising the shed 
by one foot and dropping it down, the dobby arrangements In these looms 
are so made that the worker has simply to work: the treadles alternately 
by the feet as for simple weaving. We consider this loom as the best 
adapted for introduction among the weavers and recommend the award 
to ito£ the prlz;e of Rs, 125 for cottage looms. 

T. K. GA)JAR, 
L. K. TULASIRA!d, 

'!f~uuarr 19Q8. OEORAO VINAYAK, 
1"d~~., 
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List of Delegates of the Third Industrial Conference. 

L C.ICllll&.-ldaharajah Bahador Jagadindra Nalh Roy of Nattore, 
Maharajah Bahadar Sorya Kania Acbary;a of ldymensingb, lbe Honour
able Dr. Rashbcbary Gbose c.r.&.1 Babo Bbopendra ~alb Basa, Baba 
Surendr.a Natb Ta«ore, l\1,.. A. Cbaodhari, Mr. J. Cbaudhari, Mr. P. 
Chaadhari, Mr. A. Rasa~ Rai Joleodro Natb Cbaadbari, Mr. A. H. Gbaz. 
navi, Rai Panati Sanbr Cbaudborl, Mr. Lalmoban Gbose, Rai Brojendro 
Ki•h""' Roy Chaadha~ Mr. J. N. Roy, Baba Maralidbar Roy, Dr. Nil 
HoMan Sirc:ar, Babu Pronsh Chandra Mittra., Babo Satyan;and Bose. 

t. Boo%h1J.-8~u Bishna~da Cbatterji, Mr. M. C. Palit, Baba 
Duanlhi Ghosh, •lr. A. C. DuUa, Babu Bcpin Behary Miller. 

8. ltl&lll.-&bu:s Debmdranalh Datta, Nolin Bebari Ghosh, 
Charu C~odra Sinha. Dr. Satya Cba.r.m M1Uer, Tripara Ct.a.ran Dbur, 
Kbajendraoatb Miller, Jogeodra Natb Chatterjee. 

t. •uullp&laiii.-Mean. V. Ramad.u, K. Srirama Sa!tri, s. Haoo
mantha Rao, a1. Somayajala, C. Srininsa Rao, K. Haoamaolha Rao, 
B. Venbtara,.ula, G. Harisonottbama Rao, K. Krisbn:i Rao, U. Aujaoe
yalo, Rao Babadar P. Vc:ntatapplah. 

1. Ma.draa.-The Honourable Mr. V. KrbhnasWilmi lycr, Dewan 
Bahador L. A. Gorin<bragban Iyer, Messn. .N Sobba Rao Pmtola1 
P.R. Sundara lycr, G. A. Natesan:. 

s. Abla.-Rao Bahadar R. N. &ladholtar, Rao Sahcb Deorao 
VinayU:, Mcssn. G. S. Khap~rde, B. N. M udbulkar, B. V. Mabajani, 
N. M. BcdMklr, Ganesh Nagesb &boura.buddhi, Pandut;~.ng Bapuji_ 
M. V. Joshi, W:uodcY Balaji Pimplc:br, Dbondo iforc:sbwar Hingwc; 
\"i~hno 8. SaYji, Gancsh Waman Soman. Sam~l Rao Desbmukb, Dr. 
Gad£il, R. G. !dandle, B. R. L>ndge, M. B. Puaojpe, N. K. Pha<i«, 
~lji Vilhob~ 

1. lt&Putak.-Mc:ssn. Trivik~m K.lshinatb Pitre, Vilbill Venkatah 
Joshi, Krishaa Rao lolodvedtar, Gopal Rao Deobpaode, Bandarao Motali· 
tar .. 

8. Bomb&J.-Thc f;lonourable llr. Vithaldas Damodhc:r Thacker· 
scy, Mr. Hao!r>j P. Tbackc:ncy, Jlr. Jebaogir Bomanji Peti~ 
Mr. Nouotb.m Morarji Gotoldas, llr. Gordbaodas Kbatau Mabnji, 
Dr. M.G. Desbmuth, Rao Bahador C. V. Vaidya, the Hoooanble Mr. 
Daji Ab•ji Khare, Messrs. G. K. Gadgil, V. R. Jo.bl, Dr. T. D. Velantar, 
Messn. V.B. Puaojpe, Ali Mahomcd Bhimji, G. L. Page, Manilal Trivedi, 
J. R. Gbarpare, !'.B. Raoade, Viabwanatb P. Valdya, t>,G. Padbye, B. R, 
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Manerikar, K. T. Dongre, V. s. Aptc, K, S, Manerikar, G. N. Joshi, S. 1~. 
Bakhle, Joseph Baptista, T. D. Sanghvi1 Y. L. Bhandarkar, B. G. Pural·. 
kar, L. M, Sathe, V, S. Rao, G. G. Athalye, K. R. Mitra, M. P. Parekh, 
P. N. Kakar1 Chandalal N. jagirdhar, Trimbakrao Harnarayan, Varjivan
das Tribbowandas, Amiruddin Tyabji, Ambasankar U. Mulji, Sir Adamji, 
Peerbhoy, Bomanji J. Wadia, B. F, Dastur, Sif Bhalchaodra Krishna, Kt. 
Messrs. Bbaisanker Nanabhai, H. N. BhOajekar, M. R. Bodas, the Honour
able Mr. H. S. Diksbit, Messrs. Virchand Dipchand, Balubhai Damodar
das, the-Honourable l\lr. Cbimanlal Harllal Setalvad, Messrs. Chunllal 
D. Saralya, Kalyandas l(esavdas, Chaganlal Dasabhai, Chandulal Malhu
radas, Kasturbhai Nagarseth, Chimanlal Lalbhai, D. E. \Vacha, Dadabhai 
Naoroji, Damodardas Sulthadwala, Dharamse 1\forarji Gokuldas, Dorab J, 
Tala, the HCinourable Mr. Darasha R. Chichgar, Sir Din:shaw Petit, 
Messrs. D. G.Oalvi, Dwarakadas Goverdhandas, D.dpatrai Maganbh:ti, 
Daulat~m Kirparam, 1-"azulbhoy Currimbhoy Ebrahim, G. S. Rao, Govcre 
dhandas Gok-uldas Tejpal, the Jlonourable Mr. G. K, Gokhale, Me"srs. 
Galabchand M. Oam:mia, Gulabdas Bbaidas1 the Honocrahle Mr. G K. 
Parekh, Messrs. Gulabchand N. Kapucch:md, H. A. Wadya, H. K. 
Koyaji, Hiralat u. Munshi, the Honourable Mr. 1bt-ahim Rahimtoola, 
Messrs. lchcharam Suryaram De:sti, Jagmohandas Vandravandas, Jame 
nadas Narandas, Jivanchand Dharamchand, Karim:;,h•i Adamji Peerbhny, 
Abdul Hussain Adamji Peerbhoy, Kazi l'abiruddin, Kamruddin 
Amiruddin, Sir Currimbhai lb1"3bim, Kalidas l"mabhai, Keshavlal 
ManUal, Lalubhai A. Shah, Nar3.ndas Purushottamdas, Naranji 
Dwarakadas, N. G. Velinkar, UJe HonOurable Sir Pheroze~hah M. Mehta, 
K C.I.E., Messrs. Kikabhai Premchand Roychand, . Purushottamatias 
Thakordas, P. K. Karanjawalla, Pranjivandas Narand:ll, R. B. Mazumdar, 
R. J. Tata1 R M. Munshi, 8. Raghavayya, Ratilal Keshavlal, s. H. 
Hodivalla1 Soonderdas Narandas, Talekchand Navalchand, T R. Desal, 
Uttamram Keshavram 1'rh·edi .. Rao Bahadur Vasanji Khi[llji, Me11srs. 
Vrijbhukandas Almaram, Vi::h11u Krhhna Bh~lawadckar, Chandulal 
V. Dewan. 

"". 9. Ahmedaba.d,-Dewan Dahadur Amhalal Sakcrlal Desai, Rao 
Bahadur Lalshankar Umia:shanka_r, Mr, Govindarao Appaj1 Palil, Mr • 

. Bamanbhai Mahipatram Nllkailth 1 Mr. Chimanlal Gajcndar, Mutchand 
lchcharam Shah, · · , .,.... 

10. Satara.-Mr. R. P. Karandik!lr. 
11. Sholap01!81·-Mr. P. L. Nagpuikar. 
ti. Kolhapore.-Messrs. V. G. Bijapurkar, D. Saligram, V. H. 

Kulkarni, K. D. Kulkarni, 
IS. Thaaa.-M~s. V. L.-Bhavc, S. B. Patel, S. G. Phadkc. 
14. Pooaa -M~~srs. IC. P. Khadilkar, ~·C. Kelkar, s. M. Paranjre. 

S. K. Danlle, L. R. Rangarkar. 
15. Wai.-Mr. !d. G. Abhayankar. 
16.. Pandbarpur.-Mr. V. S. Jog. 
p. Bauglo.-.N~. V. R. Pharlke. 
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Fardauji E. Sbmiinb.ll....-.. Gaupotram Amopam Triqdj, GordbaJJchs 
Bh>p.-.Ddas, GODpdas Rm;ildal, Gougarom \'orojdas Bbarolia, JQo 

B.ahad.-~ Plinzsbot'aDhtr. Hi.autnm ltcsbanam, Rao Sabeb 
lfin.uncl MoticWncl. Hinbl D~yabbai ~manli. Hin.biW N• "• 1 rt, 

ldKbor.- \'njbbubDd.u, lndnjit IUbbbai, Jamidrom Ji•- Jai
tr.bcDd..o K. wjjor, Jai·kiobcDdas llonrbbai, J.....,girji 11-ji 
AWl, Gm1DN>ai Jnraabbai, Dr. (Wn.) J-ji F . ...-...~ Dr. Kaatidas 
li. lloodi, »can. K. P. Dc:ui, K. K. Daai, Ka .. blai Balatidas 
Kcsaricbmd R_.,ood, DiO....• ). Ed:olbchram, Cbanibl 111.-aai 
GaDdbi. .........,.r.odaDraal Wabb!W, ClwoclromDkbram BbiiDODODd, 
Sbaumakhnm KrisbCWIJDitbram, Cbbobbl Ambarom, Cb2Ddal2l ill2lbDQ
..... <.'b..,;w Dayabbai, ChDDibl Balakhidas, ClmDibJ Kibbbai, D.....S. 
biW Abdal H-inolli KaraDji ...... D. K. Dc:ui, Dbir.ojibl CmedraaJ, 
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:Sapnctb, Cbomilal Gal>lrleDd, £. E. Kanr2, Krisbmbl KmobiW 
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Haridas, Krisbnalal Ralanlal Dartari, Krishnamukhram Atmaram, Lalue 
bhai Vrijbbukandas, Maganlal B. Seth,·Dr. M. Pol. Mehta, 1\lr. Muhammad
bbai Amiroddin, Dr. M. M. Raiji, Messrs. Manchash=-nkar Jlwanram, 
Mancharam Sbivlal, Manubhal Prajabhai, M. V. Tbakor, Manmobandai 
Dayaldas, Mansukblal MugeUal, Mansukhlal Jchchalal Vakil, Manutbas 
Nancbbankar, Motabhal K. Atmaram, M. K. Dixit, Motabhai Mugatla, 
Desai, Motilal M. Munshi, Motlram Gordhandas, MoUram Raghavjili 
Mancha~m Gopaldas, &ladhavaram B. Hora, Mir Muzaffar Harankhan

1 
Mir Masavla Khan Sahib, Motibhai Thakardas, Maneklal Narottamdas1 

Malapc:hand Anandchand. Naginbbai Ghelabhai, Nagindas Harjivanda1, 
Nagindas Kapurchand, Nandavardhan Kapurcband, Nathabhai Lalubhai 
Valdlna1 Nanabbai' Ratilal, Nooruddln Esulalli, Dr. NaUravanjl N. 
Khambatta, Messrs. N. V. Chok1i, Nemchand Melapchaod )haveri, 
Noormahomed Rajimahomed, Resbhudas Vrijbhukandas, Popalbhai 
Bbaguhbai, Pranlal Abheram, Pranjivandas Sbivlal, •Nemchand Prem~ 
chand, Prilamlal Dhirajlal, Dr~ Ramlal Lalubhai1 Messrs. Hanchandas 
Narandas, R. R.. Doctor, Bupchand Lalubhai, Rangildas Naglndas, 
Dr. Rukhmabai, Me,srs. Raghunatbjl N. Tatia, Motilal Umedram, Ranjil· 
ram Kalabbal, Savaichand Sarcband, Savaksha Khagubhai, Sorabji 
Ratanji Wacha; Thakorbbai Cha.~tanbhaJ, Tribhowandas G. PapawaJiy, 
Tribhowandas K. Engineer, Haji Esmall Ahmad, Thakordas Malhuradas, 
Esmailji J;:brabimjl Tapldas Dayaram, Dr. V, S. Dewan, lllesaro. Vijobbal 
Trikemdas, Vitbaldas lsbwarilal Shroff, Vitbaldas Gordbaadas, Varajdaa 
Labbbal1 V, T. Pandit, V. M. Patv.S., M,lll, Pakvaaa, Vaman S. Nabar, 
Kavasjl Dbanjlsba, Husan Kasam, Maganlal Purusbot~mdas, Surchand 
Puroshothamdas, Pranshankar Bbavanisankar, jivanlal v. Desai, C. N. 
Thakor, D. D. Mehta, C. I. Mochi, Gavinbhal Wathibhai, Raojlbhai 8. 
Patel, Baojibhai M. Patel, Vasantha Rao Dhybar, Profesaor Jdasani, 
C..:himanlal P. Dalal, Ardeshir D. Kupar, )[ansukhram Bhagubhai, 
Mangaldas Girdharda~ Cbimanlal Naglnrlas, Khusaldas Gokuldas Shroff, 
Dr. J. Shillichy, Keshavlal S. Hinglok\-al~ Sobhagchand Naginchand, 
Fakirchand Ghelabhai, Asharam D. Shah, Honnusjl Khursedji, L.M. Bose. 

23~ Baroda.- Messrs. K. E. Dadacbanji, Abbas S. Tyabji, V. G. 
Bhandarkar, D. H •. Nanavati, M. Mudhorkar, G. H. Desai, Kilabhal 
Dubbbaram, Sivabhai Motebhai. 

2-1. SacbiiL-The N nvab Sahib pf Sachin, Mr. E. J. Talyafkhan, 
Rao ,Pabadur lcbcharam Bhagawanda:~~ 

20. Madlad.-Mr. Bhagwandas Harkii&endas. 
2G. Pordl.-jamsetji Hormusji. 
27. Bandlr.-Messrs. Ahmed A. Esmail, Gulan1 Huualn, Habmscth 

Ajam, Keshavlal Kashilal. 
28. Bellarea.-Babu s. ltloti Chand, Hari Das, BaJdca Das, Chandra 

.Mohan Varma, Dr. Megh Nath Banerji, PaDdye Shankar Nat h. 
20. The Puujab Chamber of Commerce.- Rai Bahadur Shri 

J{rishna Das and Mr. Harkisben Lal. 
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REPORT-
OF 

Industrial Conference Work and Record 
OF 

Gtntral lnduslrlal ./Mivlly In lht Counlry In lht 
Thlrlttn monlhs ending wllh novtmhtr 19Q7. ' 

PART I. 

INDUSTRIAL. CONFERENCE WORK. 

Not•ember a11tl December 1906. 

t. The report submitted to the Second Indian Indus
trial Conference at C1lcutta ctwered the ten months frorrfl 
January to October 1906. The work tliat mainly occupied 
the time of the Conference Office in the mqnths of Novem
ber and December was the ~.eing tk• first edition of the 
Directory of Indian Goods through\ e press, the preparation 
of the Annual Report, and arrangements in connection with 
the last se,;sion of the Conference. 

~. A meeting of representatives of the several Provincial 
Commillees and a few others specially invited by the General 
Secretary, was held at Bombay on the 1 ith and 18th 
Novemher 1906, and the nomination of President of the 
)ast Conference, the selection of subjects to be placed 
before it and the drafting of Resolutions on them were 
dealt with on the occasion. The draft Resolutions were 
circulated among the Provincial Committees for opinion 
and they were reconsidered, discussed and finally settled at 
a second meeting of representatives of the Provincial 
Comnlittees and of prominent delegates held at the room$ 
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of the Bengal Landholders' Association on the 2~th 
December. 

3. The Assistant Secretary, Mr. Chintamani, after 
completing his work for the year at the central office, visited 
Calcutta, Benares and Allahabad in the Ia;;! week of 
November and the first week of December, and spent the 
Jattet month at Calcutta assisting the local Committee in 
making arrangements for the Conference. 

4. The meetings of the Conference were held at 
Calcutta on the 29th and 31st December under the presidency 
of the Hon'ble Mr. Vithaldas Damodher Tbackersey of 
Bombay. His Highness the Maharajah Gaekwar of Baroda 
did the movement the honour of delivering an Inauguml 
Address on the opening day of the session. Tile papers 
read, the addresses and speeches delivered, and the Reso
lutions passed at the Conference are now issued in a book 
form. We regret greatly that the publication did not lake 
place earlier. 

'Jatluary to .Y ovembtr 1907. 

5. By Resolution VI of the last Conference Rao 
Bahadur R. N. Mudholkar and Jllr. c. Y. Chinlamani were 
re-appointed General and Assistant Secretary respectively, 
and the Presidept and tl1e General Secretary were empowered 
• to appoint an Additional Assistant Secretary and establish
ment on suitable pay, so that the Assistant Secretary may be 
free to visit the different provinces and help the Provincial 
Committees in all matters in which they may require 
assistance.' The Conference fu\"lher resolved to allot 
• a sum of Rs. 10,000 for meeting the expenses for the next 
twelve months, and also for issuing a quarterly bulletin of 
industrial information under suitable management.' In point 
of fact less than a half of the sum voted bas been subscribed. 
consequently, an Additional .Assistant Secretary could not 
be appointed nor could a quarterly bulletin of industrial 
ipformation be issued, 



II. The A:<sktant Secretary vC,ited Calcutta ; Bombay ; 
Allal1a!Jad. Benar"" and Ca.,.-npore in the United Provinces; 
V!Za;,"'fl'lla.m and Vl.li.magrnm in the liadras Presidency; 
~a;;.rur in the c~nlr:ll Pro·:inces, and Akula in Berar, 
duri.1~ the cour"' ,,f the year. HP. actively assisted the C nited 
Provinces Committee of the Conference in org:mising l;te First 
United Pro•inces Industrial Conference and the Exillbition 
Commi ttec at 'liizag"pat:rn in org:mising the Second South 
Indian lndu.,trial Conference. He was amble to mit more 
places, as anfortonatd y he feU ill in April and after tirot trying 
to work i:J spite of his sickness, bad to take a lor.g leave,-and 
no second Assistant Secretary having been appointed as was 
contemplated, his presence wao; required at the central office 
immediately he wa; in a position to return to duty. :J,[r. 
Chint;unani has submitted a .eparate report similar to Ja,-t 
year··· It is anne:ted to this report. 

7. The General Secretary submitted the Resolutions of 
the Calcutta. Confer~nce to the Government of India and 
the \d.rious Pr'1\;ncb.l Gvvemment:;.. 

8. A Memorial on lndustri;u Sur:ey bas been sub
mitted to the Go~emment of India in accordance with Re
solution lll of the Calcutta Cvnfcrence. (l"kk Appencfu: L) 

The General Secretary regrets that on account of conti
nued ill-health and other ur.upected difficnlties he has not 
been able to prep;u-e a :.\Iemurial on T edmical and Com
merci:.U Edncation in ao:on:bnce with Resolution I of the 
Ca!cntt.l Conference. He, how.--er, hopes to do so at an 
early date. The subject itself has not been overlooked by 
him, as the correspondence beno-een him and the Central 
Provinces Adminj,tration, 11rinted as Appencfu: II, will show. 

fl. A Hand-loom Competition was held at the Ca!cntta 
Exhibition, onder the auspices of the Iodnstrial Conference, 
and prizes of the ..Uue ol &. 500 ,..ere aw.rded to the win
net3 in the competition. A report on the same written by 
two of the judge;, Rao fuhadur Raoji Bbai Patel of Baroda 
and Yr.l!.A. Sampath Iyengar of llysore, w..s pub~ 
r=tly, and it is appended. (Vide Appeuda III.) . ~ 



thanks of the Conference are due to these gentlemen for their 
very informing, useful and interesting report, 

l 0. It had been settled by the General Secretary that 
there should be a handloom weaving competition along will1 
this year's Conference as there was last year and that prizes 
should be given to the successful competitors. But owing 
to the uncertainty which prevailed for a long time about the 
place of meeting of the Congress and therefore of the Con
ference, no definite steps could be taken io give effect to 
this intention. Meanwhile came communications from 
Madras that there would be an All-India Wea•·ing Contest 
there in February next under the auspice; of the 
National Fund and Industrial Association, which is also the 
Provincial Committee of the Conference, and that the Local 
Government had offered to mak~ a substantial grant-in-aid 
of it. If the Conference would have been held in Madras 
as it seemtd probable at one time, there was no object in 
having a Competition in Christmas when another on a 
bigger scale was to be held two months later. Eventually it 
was settled that the Conference would meet at Sura! where 
the Congress would be held. · This was decided too late for 
arrangements to be completed for a successful competition of 
the sort we had last year, tbe more so as there would be no 
Exhibition this year. The ide.• had, therefore, to be regret
fully ginn up. * Both for this reason and in response to 

. suggestions from friends in Madras we have decided, to co
operate with the Madras Committee in the All-India 
Weaving Competition which the)( have arranged and to 
offer some prizes in connection therewith. 

11. With reference to the Industrial Survey questions 
framed by the General Secretary last year, it was stated in 
last year's annual report that allhough about !,COO copies 
had been sent to dilferent persons and bodies only 20 replies 

• Since thia was in t)'JlC: the Surat Com&.Diltce have anOO\inCe"d their 
intention of holding an exhibition of local manufactures and a bandloom 

. demonstrat;on along with the Conferc:ucc. U l:iO, the Conference "ill 
give prizes at the Iauer. 



had been rcceh·ed, and that ' renewed efforts would ha\'C to 
be made to complete this enquiry.' Accordingly they were 
again sent to about 300 persons this year. The number of 
replies recei,·ed is 15. These are appended. The questions 
also are reprinted to fac;ilitate reference. (I' ide Appendix 
IV.) The thanks of the Conference are due to the 
gentlemen who have kindly responded to the Secretary's 
appeal for supply of information. 

12. The whole of the first edition of the " Directory 
of Indian Goods," which was published in December last, 
ha,·ing been sold out, and it appearing that there is a consi
derable demand for it, a second edition, revi.>ed and enlarged, 
has been prepared by the office. A slight change in the 
title of the compilation has been rendered necessary by the 
addition of se\·eral new features which, it is hoped, will, 
to some e.xtent, enhance its usefulness a.• a book of 
reference. "The Directory of Indian Goods arrd lttdttslries," 
as it wiD be known, is in the pre;s and will be ready for use 
about the 20th December. 

13. The l'irst Bombay Prm•incial Industrial Conference 
was held at Sural in the Easter holidays under the presidency 
of 1\lr. R. C. Dull, C. I. E. SC\'erdl interesting papers were 
read at it, and Resolutions were passed on Industrial Survey, 
Technical and Commercial Education, Handloom W caving, 
the Gujarat Silk Industry, Sugar Industry and Co-operative 
Associations, among other subjects. There was a splendid 
Industrial Exhibition at Sural on the same occasion, and 
its opening ceremony was performed by the Hon'ble Mr. J. 
W. P. Muir-Mackenzie, Senior Member of the Bombay 
E.xecutive Council. 

Another Conference, the First K:lrnatak Industrial Con
ference, was held at Dharwar in the month of May with the 
Hon'ble Mr. Daji Abaji Khare as President. The principal 
Resolution of the Conference was that a Technical School 
be established at Dharwar at a cost of nearly Rs. 7 5,000. 
We believe the promoters of the Conference have been e.,;erting 
themselves to give effect to this. 



14. 1'he Second South Indian Industrial Conference 
and the South Indian Industrial Exhibition were held at 
Vizagapatam in June. The Hon'ble Mr. J. N • .Atkinson, 
Member of the Madras Board of Revenue, presided at the 
opening ceremony of the Exhibition, and the Hon'ble the 
Rajah of Kurupam was the Chairman of the Committee of 
Management. The President of the Conference was Dewan 
Bahadur L. A. Govindaraghava Iyer. An interesting feature 
of the Conference was a long discussion on the address 
delivered by Mr. Alfred Chatterton, Director of Technic:!) 
and Industrial Enquiries, }fadras, in which several delegates 
took part. The Conference passed Resolutions on Technical 
Education, the Organization of Capital, Agriculture and 
Mining in Zamindaries, and the Weaving Industry, among 
other subjects. 

The Committee of the National Fund and Industrial 
Association, which acts as our Provincial Committee for the 
Madras Presidency, has done useful work during the year. 
It has sent students to foreign countries to receive 
Technical Education. It has arranged to hold· an All-India 
Weaving Competition at Madras next February with the assis· 
lance and co-operation uf the Local Go\·ernment. The 
Hon'ble Mr. V. Krishnasawmy Iyer has offered Rs. 5,000 for 
starting a weaving school at Madras, and the matter is 
engaging the Committee's attention. 

15. The United Provinces Committee held their first 
Provincial Industrial Conference at Allahabad on the 1st April. 
Rai Bahadur Lala Baij Nath pre~ided over it. His Honour 
Si.i- John Hewett, Lieutenant-Go\lernor of the Provinces, sent 
a message of sympathy with the movement through Mr, 
W.H. Moreland, Director of Land Records and Agriculture, 
U .P ., who attended the Conference with two of his Assistants, 
and read a paper on the Sugar Industry. The noteworthy 
feaiure of the Conference was the decision which was arrived 
at to found the V nited Provinces Pioneer Sugar MillS 
Co., Ld., with a capital of one lakh .of rupees, of which 
~s. 531600 were subscribed on the spot, The latest we 
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heard about this was that the promoters intended to start t 

factory at Allahabad. The United Provinces Industrial 
As<lociation was formed at the Conference and its Committee 
acts as the t: nited Provinces Committee of our Conference. 
Other Resolutions passed related to the Weaving Industry 
and Technical Education. }lajor E. Atkinson, RE., Prin
cipal of the Thomason Engineering College, Roorkee, · 
mnlributed an important paper on Technical Education to 
the proceedings of the Conference. 

Early in the year the Oudh Industrial Association was 
formed at Lucknow with the object principally of promot
ing the aims of the Indian Industrial Conference, and it 
resoh·ed "to place itself in communication with the central 
office of the Indian Industrial Conference and seek its advice 
and help." 

16. The Central Provinces and Berar Industrial Con
ference was held at Raipur in the Easter holidays, }!r. M. B. 
Dadabhoy, one of the Directors of the Berar Manufacturing 
Company, pnsiding. At this Conference two separate In
dustri•l Committees were formed for the Central Provinces 
and Bcrar, with head-quarters at ::-<agpur and Akola respec
tively. Rao Saheb Deorao Vinayak, Secretary of the Berar 
Committee, has kindly sent in a report on the work done 
during the year, and it is appended. (!"ide Appendi...: V.) 
\Ve have already referred to the correspondence between 
Rao Bahadur R. N. M udholl,<lr and the Local Administra
tion on the subject of Technical Education, which is the 
outcome of the Conference held last year at Jabal pur. 

11. Towards the end .Df October a communication 
was addressed by the General Secretary to the Provincial 
Committees touching several important matters relating 
to the Conference. It ts printed as Appendix VI. 

18. The Third Indian lndu~tri'll Conference, which is to 



meet in Christmas week, as usual, will be held, not at N agpur 
as originally expected, but atSurat,where the National Congress 
will hold its session. At a meeting of the representatives of 
the Provincial Committees held at Bombay on the lOth 
November, several important questions relating to it were 
considered. The Assistant Secretary will be deputed to 
Sural-early this month to assist the Committee that \\ill be 
formed there in making the necessary arrangements for it. 

19. Interest in the industrial movement continues 
unabated on the part of the people, as testified to by the 
record of the geneQll industrial activity in the country which 
iS printed in Part II of this Report. The Government oflndia 
and the Provincial Governments as well as the Governments 
of Indian States, too, continued to evince sympathetic 
interest in the movement. A brief account of the steps taken 
by them will be found in Part II. We desire to make special 
acknowledgments of the most valuable and greatly needed 
work begun by the United Provinces Government for the 
furtherance of industrial development. It is to the large
hearted sympathy and broad-minded statesmanship of Sir 
John Hewett that the new policy owes its origin. 

20. We ~ay perhaps say a iew words at this place 
on the future organi?.ation and working of the Conference 
movement. That it has done some useful work during the 
.very short period of its eliistence, will, we take it, be conceded. 
Though it may not be able to advance a valid claim to 
having carried out any important original or constructive 
work, it has shown its usefulne$ at least as an agency for 
the collection and dissemination of valuable information on 
subjects in regard to which there is the greatest necessity 
to add to the knowledge of the public. It will, we trust, 
not be out of place to quote the observation made by the 
Indian Te.<tile Jonmal in one of its recent issues, that "if 
the Indian. National Congress leaves no other record to 
posterity than the annual Industrial Conference, it will still 
have strong claims on the good will of progressive Indians," 



This organization has been the means of influencing Provin· 

cial acti\ity in matters of industrial de\·elopment, and there 

need be no doubt that the movement will filter downwards. 
The opinions expressed and the proposals made at its meeting;; 

may be said to have attracted attention in influential quarters 

as is evidenced by the proceedings of the Industrial Conference 

held at Naini Tal in August last under the auspices of the 
United Provinces Government. This is satisfactory so far as it 

goes, But it is only a modest beginning and a great deal more 
can be done and ought to be done to make the Conference a 

better organized and more efficient body-achieving substantial 

and enduring results. We realize that progress can only be 
the work of time and must be slow to be lasting. But there 

will be progress only if the supporters and well-wishers of 

the movement, who we are glad to think are many, work 

earnestly in furtherance of its aims. We invite their active 

help and co·operation in this patriotic duty and are confident 
ol a cordial response. 

2 I. We are indebted to the managers of several prominent 

newspapers and periodicals for their kindly supplying their 

journals to the office of the General Secretary. They have 

been of great help in the work which the ollice has been 
carrying on. We beg to repeat our acknowledgments to 

the Supreme and the Local Governments and Admin is· 
trations for !heir kindness in gi\;ng to our office· their 

Gazettes and other· publications bearing on industrial 
matters. 

• 22. Statements of Receipts and Disbursements of the 
office of the General Secretary are published with this 
Report. 

23. We would again place on record our appreciation 
2 . 
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of the valuable services which Mr. C. Y. Chiritaman~ the 
Assistant Secretary of the Conference, has been rendering to 
the cause of industrial development in India by hi> devotion, 
.earnestness and self-sacrificing zeal, 

VlTHALDAS .DAMODHER THA.CKERSEY, 

· BOMBAY, 
3rd December hi07. 

1 President, . 

J ·Seco!td btdlatt Industrial C1mjerc11ce. 

AMRAOTI, . } 
1st December l907. . 

R.N. MUDHOLKAR, 
Gmeral Secretary, . .· 

Ittdimz lttdttslrial Corifereuce, · 

-



. Summary or Aooounta or tho Indian lnduetrlal Conreronoo ror tho two mo11the, 
November and Dooomber t908. 

Receipt•. 

-----,--.---

On '' lllrcctnry of Indian Goocl• '' Acroun& ,, 
Uunallun by tho Hou, Hal Nlhal Chamt ll.a~ 

hadur, Aha1a1tarnagar ,., ... , 
Ponallnn hy Mun•hl Jfa.:hu Nandnn l'm•n;l, 

Harelll)' ... ,., 
thuulrlc• •• .,, 

... 

Ht. ,\, 1\ 

Utkl 11 0 

l1Kl 0 II 

•• , 0 0 
d g 0 

--.lUI U o 

DillhUf!•CffiCills, 

ray of the A'lliiStant 8ecrclllry, iUitl other lisli\· 
llll•hment Char.:c• ... ,,, ,, 

On u llirectory ni Indian Ooods '' Ac"·ount ,, 
On tlandloom ComJlcllllon A .. :count ,., 
'l'ron\'lllng ""'pen~"• of tha As~>l!ilant Secrolary 

tand ot Q l:lurk with the llenoml &crttary on 
on~t nccaalou) ,., ... 

1'clegnun!l 
UaiiWil)' trell:hl ... 
t•ostage ... 
l'rinting "' 
ltlndlng ,, 
Stationer)' 

... 
.... ... 

... ... ... ... 
Tat~l 

R•. "· r. 
no., 0 0 ••» II II 
U:!i\ I) II 

ll~ H 0 
~l I) II 
!!II II II 
111 II 0 , . l tl 
181ft 0 
u 1n II 

·--------------~~--------------~-------------------------------
•JhiiiADTI, 

9Ui It llftl/1007, 

N, N, Ml'PIIOI.I(Ail, 
t;,,,.,, s'""''''V' 

Jn,U•rtllndmlti•li Co,ifrl'l'lu:,·. 

~=· 
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summary of Accounts of the Jndiad 

Receiplo. 

CoHeclions in Baroda through Mr. R. C. DuU 
The Hon'ble Munshi Madho Lal, Benares 
The Hon'ble Pandit Sunder Lal, Allahabad 
Dayaram Gidumal, Esq., Surat • •.• 
Rai Bahadur Lala Baji Nath, Allahabad+ 
'l'he Hon"ble Rai Nihal Chand Babadur t 
R. C. Dott, Esq., Baroda ••• . ,,, 
Harl:isheo Lal, Esq., Lahore .•• ... 
Sir Bhalcbandra Krishna, Kt., Bombay ••• 
Lajpat Rai, Esq,, Lahore .•. ... • •• 
The Hon'ble Mr. Justice P, c. Chatterjee, Lahore 
Rai Bahadur Lala Ganga Ram, Labore ... 
R. P. Karandikar, Esq., Satara · 
N. Subbarao, Esq., Rajahmundry 
Ramanuj Dayal, Esq., Meerut • 
T. Rangachariar, Esq., Madras ••. • •• 
Dewan Bahadur Ambalal S. Desai, Ahmedabad 
Rai Saheb Lala Kedar Nath, Delhi • ••• ... 
Rat Saheb Lala Girdhari LaJ, Delhi ... 
Pandit Sundar Lal Pathak, Patiala ••• 
Thakurdas Fatehchand, Esq., Karachi ... 
Matburadas Ramacband, Esq., Karachi 
Dr. M. N. Ganguly, Cawnpore ... 
Dr. H. D. Pant, Luclmow ••• 
G. A. Natesan, Esq., Madras ••• 
Pandit D. Gopalacharlu, Madras 
V. M. Mahajani, Esq., Akola ••• 

... 
Rao Bahadur G. V. Joshi, Satara ... 
C. R. Thiruvenkatacbariar, Esq., Madras 
Munshi Raghunandan Prasad, Bareilly 
The Himalaya Glass Works, Hajpur ... 
Sums below Ra. 26 ... ... .. .. 
On 11 Directory of Jndian Goods 1' Account 
Sundriea 

• For handloom prizes. 

t Rs. 50 l~r handloom prue. 

.,. 

Amount, 

R9o A. P, 

1,600 0 0 
600[!0 
250 0 0 
aoo[co 
150[!0 
lfiO[CO 
100 0 0 
100 •. ~ 0 
100 0 
100 0 
100 0 0 
100 0 0 
100 0 0 
100 0 0 
lOOI<O 
100 0 0 
•o 1 c o 
50 0 0 
60 i i 0 
50 ! ~ 0 
&o ~ o 
60 ' 0 
80 ~ 0 
25 ~ 0 
26 0 0 
so o o 
2& I c o 
So o o 
26 : c 0 
25 'c 0 
25 0 0 

109 0 
282 8 0 

17 u 0 

Total,.. 4,789 9 0 
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Industrial Conference for the year I 906· 

Dlsburacmenls. 

Pay of Asaiatanl Secretary and other Establishment dlargcs 

On" Directory of Indian Goods" Account 

Tra,·elling charges of Auiatant Secretary (aod a clerk with 
General Sccret.ary once) 

On Handloom Competition account 

Poslagc 

Printing 

Telegrams 

Books and Papers 

StaUoncry ... 

Railway ln:lght on oundry things 

8ind1ng 

Sundrico ... 

... 

..... 

AmounL 

RJ, A. P. 

1,920 ~ 0 

816 15 9 

839 lu i 
225 1 < 0 

sa I l 8 

60 I 0 

57 Ill 0 

35 15 0 

aq 1 0 

20 0 0 

12 15 0 

10 1'' 0 

"""3,6iii9 
Balance OD Blst December 1906 Rl_ 1,125 I • a 

Total Rl... """4;738 11 0 

A>lltAOn, } 

.29th AtriJ 1007, 

R. N. MUDHOLKAR, 

Ge11eral Se:rtltrrg, 

lrul;.,. lnd,.ltial fA•fere.a. 



Summary of lccouota oUhelodlao ludualrlal OoofeHni:i 

Receipts. 

Opening Balance ••• ••• . .. 
On 11 Directory of Indian Goods •• Acc:ount 
The Hon'ble Mr. Vithaldas Damodhtr Thackcrscy,'' 

Bombay ... ••• • .• 
Seth Oamodardasji Khemrajji, Bankers, Ucawar 
R. C. Dutt, Esq,, C.J.E., Baroda ... 
11. Krishnaswamy Jyer, Esq., Madras ••• • •• 
H. H. The Maharajah of Mourbhanj, ltlourbhanj 
Lalubhai Samaldas, Esq., Bombay ... . .. 
Rao Bahadur R. N. Mudholkar, Amraoli 
Rao Bahadur Lala Baij Nath, Allahabad 
Dr. Harold H. Mann, Calcutta ••• 
Messrs. Morarji Gokuldas & Co., Bombay· 
R. N. Mookerjee, Esq., Calcutta ,., 
R. Ramachandra H:ao, Esq., Kurnool ••• 
Sir Bhalchandra Krishna, Kt., Bombay... • .• 
Maharajah Manihdra Chandra Nandi, Cossimbaz:ar .. 
The Hou'ble Mr. Gokuld:ua K. Parekh, Bombay •.• 
Rai Yatindra Nath Chaudhuri, Calcutta 
Ghulam Ali Chagla, Esq., Karachi ... • •. 
The Hon'ble Pandlt Sundar Lal, C.I.E., Allahabad • 
C. Vijiaraghavacbary, Esq., Salem ... 
A. Rangaswamy Iyengar, Esq., Mysore 
The Hon'ble Mr. H. S. Dixit, Bombay ... 
Harkisben Lal, Esq., Lahore ••• ••• 
Visbwanath P. Vaidya1 Esq., Bomba)· ... 
Pandit Motilal Nehru, Allahabad ... 
Dr. Tej Bahadur Sapru, Allahabad ... 
N. Subbarao Pantulu, Esq , Rajahmundry ... 
The Hon'ble Babu Jogendra Nath Mukerji1 Purnea 
s. N. Pandit, Esq., Rajkot ••• ... ... 
Dewan Bahadar Ambalal S Desai, Ahmedabad... . •• 
Mathuradas Ramchand Jbaveri, Esq., and Rao Bahadur 

Hiranand Khemsingh Advani, Hyderabad (Sind) 
Dewan Bahadur L.A. Govindaragbava Iyer, Madras 
N. M. Bedarkar, Esq., AmraoU ... • 
0. ~. Nat~an, Esq., Mad.ns ... • .. •, 
C. Y. Chintamani, Esq;, Vizagapatam ... 
R. P. Karandikar, Esq., Satara ... 
R. Mutbnkrishna· Jyer, Esq., Padukolah ·-
Boikunt Natl! Sen, Esq., Berhampore ,.,_ .... ._., 
Rao Bahadur Waman Madhav Kolhalkar1 Nagpur 
D. E. Wacha, Esq., Bombay ••• 
J, N. Tagoro, Esq., Calcutta -... 
Krishna Rao Ph_atak, Esq., Nagpur ... • ... 
The Hon'ble-Mr. P. S. Sivaswami lyer, Madras ... 

• For handloom prtzo. 

Amount, 

Ro. A.P, 

1,12_6. " 8 
1,708 H 8 

600 0 
600 0 0 
'6" I c o 
200 0 0 
200 ~ 0 
160 ~ 0 
loO 01 0 
160 01 0 
100 0 Q 

100 0./ 0 
100 0 0 
100 0 0 
100 oi o 
100 o, 0 
100 ~I 0 
100 " 0 
100 0 0 
100 0 0 

60 0 0 
50 0 0 
50 ~ 0 
50 ~ 0 
60.1 ~ 0 
60 0 0 
50 0 0 
60 0 0 
50 0 0 
60 0 0 

GO 01 0 

j "1:! 
80 0 
80 0 0 

26 01 0 25 0 0 
26 0 0 
25 0 0 

a• o~ o 26 0 0 
85 0 0 



for lhe Elnea Koalhl JloiiiW'J to Jlovember i80'1. 

Dl!bunemenls. 

Pay of the Aulslant Secretary, and other EstabJishment 
Charge• •·· · 

Printing 

On" Directory of Indian Goods:'' Acx:ou~~ 

On " Handloom. Competition " ~ccount 

'!'ravelling Charges of the Assistant Sc:ctetary, etc. 

Lost by thcrt 

Po> loge 

Stationery ... 

Telegrams ..• 

8ooks and P:1pen 

Sundries 

Binding 

II a lance 

Amount, 

Rs.. A. P. 

1,905 6 0 

988 li 0 

661 IS 6 

69611 0 

uo 9 6 

196 0 0 

Ul' 7 0 

87 10 0 

29 9 0 

J8 18 0 

8 2 0 

6 0 0 

4,720 11 0 
2,465 1 9 

Total 
--1-

... 7,185 I 9 

AIIRA.OTI1 R. N. l\IUDHOLKAR, 

General-secretary, 
lndia•l,dlls/rial Cvn/ertfiU, 
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Summary of .lccoanh, etc.-<011/d. 

Receipts. 

Lal Ruehl Ram Sabot, Lahore... • .. 
Kcshavalal M. Mehta, Esq., Ahmedabad ... 
Rao Bahadur Raoji Bhai Patel, Baroda ,,, 
The Hon'ble Babu Bhupendra Natb Basu, Calcutta 
V. A. Desai, Esq., Ahmedabad 
V. Ramesam, Esq., Madras 
R. R. Kale, Esq., Satara .•. 
Rao Bahadur V. N. Pathak, Satara 
T. D. Sanghvi, Esq., Bombay,.. ... 
Sir Gooroo Dass Banerjee, Kt., Calcutta ... ... 
Dewan Bahadur K. Krishnaswami Rao, C.J.E., Madras ... 
" A Bengal Friend '' ••• • •• 
Dr. Joseph Benjamin, Ahmedadad -
Dr. K. G. Deshpande, Satara ••• 
N. K. Agashe, Esq., Satara 
V. G. Chirmule, Esq., Satara ••• 
D. N. Phadnis. Esq., Sat.-.ra ••• 
D. G. Divekar, Esq., Satara ... 
Y. R. Patwardhan, Esq., Satara 
G. H. Devi, Esq., Satara 
G. K. Dcvdhar, Esq., Poona ••• ,;, 

Tolal •• 

Amount. 

Rs, A.P. 

~: g g 
~: g g 
2& c 0 
20 0 0 
I& 0 0 
12 0 0 
10 0 0 
10 0 0 
10 I 1 o 

& I~ o 
6 1, 0 
I I? 0 
6 ! ' 0 4 . ( 0 
J 0 0 
' ~ 0 s • 0 
2 0 0 
I 0 0 

---1-
71186 IB 9 
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Report eubmltted by the Assistant Secretary. 

Xovember and December 190G· 

I went io Bombay, on the 15th November to attend the 
mcetinj! of representative• of the Provincial Committees 
which was held there on the 17th and 18th idem, and return
ed to Amraoti on the 20th idem. The month was mostly 
occupied in the compilation of last year's Annual Report. I 
left Amraoti on the 26th November and was at Ca/CIIIIa for'" 
the rest of the year, except for a few days spent at Benares 
and Allallabad, which centres I \'isited early in December. 
I addressed public meetings there on industrial questions. 
Bcnares is the birth-place of the Conference and Allahabad 
the capital of the province, and it was pleasing to notice the 
keen interest with which the citizens of both places were 
watching the progress of the mm·~·menl. 

January to xo~ember 190i. 

2. l was re·appointed As•isbnt Secretary at the Calcutt:. 
Conference, and it was ~pecially enjoined on me by its 
Resolution that I ~hould regard visits to the several 
prcwinces to assist the Provincial Committees as my 
particular duty. For two reasons, how<ver,· I ha\'e 
not been able to carry out the instructions of the Con 
fercnce. No Additional As<istant Secretary has been appointed 
to work at the Central Office and I have accordingly been 
required to spend most of my time at Amraoti. Secondly, I 
was obliged by ill-health to lake lea,·e of absence for four 
months in the year, and have not been able to do even as 
much touring as I did last year. I have, therefore, an 
uneasy conscio~t•ness that it is with no record of good work 
done that I face the next session of the Conference. I cJ • 
only tn1st to the generosity .of the public to be indulgent iu. 
judging of it such as it is. . 

3. I had to remain at Calcutta for the first fortnight of 
the year to assist in winding up the affairs of the last session. 
From there I proceeded-- 4o A/lahaba.l to- assis~ in -the-
preliminary arrangements of the Provincial- Industrial 

8 
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Conference. I returned to Amraoli on the 23rd January. 
I visited A kola and A'agpur early in February. 

4. I left for Vizagapatam on the 14th Feb.:Uary in connec
tion with the arrangements of the Industrial Conference and 
Exhibition which were to be held at that place in the month 
of June. I delivered a public address there on the Swadeshi 
movement. I visited Vizia.1agram, too, and at a special 
meeting of the local Industrial Committee held to confer 
with me the steps that were to be taken by it for collecting 
information about the industries of the district were 
discussed. 

5. I again went to Allahabad and Bmares in March 
for !he First United Provinces Industrial Conference which 
was held at the former place on the Jst April under the 
presidency of Rai Bahadur Lala Baij Nath. Before returning 
from the United Provinces I paid a brief visit to Cawupore, 

· the industrial and commercial capital of the provinces. 

_ 6. I came back to Amraoli on the 24th April, but had 
immediately to take leave on account of illness and proceed 
home. The South Indian Industrial Conference and 
Exhibition were held at l'izagapatam when I was there on 
leave, and I did what I could under the circumstances to 
help in the holding of a successful se;sion of the Conference. 
Before returning to Arilraoti, I visited Rajam, where a new 
Weaving Company has been doing useful work since last 
year, and Bimlipatnm, where there is a new Pencil Factory 
at work. 

• ., 
7. I came back to Amraoh on the 18th September. 

Before doing so, howe\'et·, I went to Calcu/la for a few days 
and tried to expedite the publication of the Report of the la•t 
Conference and to interest a few of the prominent men of the 
city in the local Committee of the Conference. 

8. .The _only _place .1. have visited on ConfeNnce 
l:Jpsiness si-nce my return frop1 !~ave i~ Bpmbay, wherv I 
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went to attend a meeting of representati'-es of the Provincial 
Committees which was held there on the lOth November. 
l think I shall be required to spend the month of December 
at Sural, where the next seSsion of the Conference will be 
hdd. 

li. I humbly express •gain my sense of keen regret 
U1...t l have not been able to do g•Jod work during the 
current ye.u-. 

A~IRAOTT, ) 

21th ,, • .rucmb<, 19u7. f 
c. Y. CHDiT.UL\NI, 

.4ssistan/ Secretarv, 
I udian Industrial Conjerence. 



PART II. 
A Brief Account of lndustrls/ Activity In India 

In the Thirteen Months November /906 to 

November 1901. 

SECTION A. 
The Goi:cmmcuts of Bt·i/ish ludia aud l11dian S/a/cs1 aud 

. lmluslrial Det•elopmeut. 
As was done last year we shall attempt to give in this 

section an indicatiop of the attitude of the Governments of 
British India and the Indian States towards tl1e industrial 
movement and a brief account of the measures adopted by 
them in furtherance thereof. 

Britisllludia. 

2. General.-The Government of Bengal acth·cly 
hdped the Committee of the I ndian·lndustrial and Agricultural 
Exhibition which was held at Calcutta in December last, 
and His Excellency the Viceroy was pleased to pre;ide at 
its opening ceremony as a mark of his sympathy with the 
movement for the development of indigenous industries by 
Indians. 

3. A Committee w.1s appointed early in the year to 
ill\·estigate the question of factory labour. lls report, which 
was submitted towards the middle of the year, satisfied the 
Secretary of State of the need of a more thorough inquiry 
upon which to base IegisL~tion to regulate the conditions of 
iabour in factories, and this Commission is now pursuing its 
inquiries. 

4. With reference to Resolution I I. passed at the 
Calcutta Industrial Conference, the Hon'ble Mr. G. M. 
Chitnavis moved the Government of India for the publica
tion of the report of the Indian Stores Committee before 
the final orders of the Government thereon were passed, but 
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the Reportlus not yet been published nor is it · known 
what action the Government propose to fake on it or c\·en 
at what stage the considemtion of the subject has arri,·ed. 

5. In the maltier of Industrial Survey, too, it was 
e\idently left to the discretion of Provincial Governments 
to determine what action they should take, and only two of 
these have actually taken practical steps in this direction ; 
although the Member for Commerce and Industry in the 
Supreme Legislali\'C Council and later on, fhe Right 
Honourable the Secretary of State himself publicly declared 
themselves in favour of such a survey. 

6. The Indian Institute of Science, which India owes 
to the thoughtful munificence of the late Mr. J N. Tala, 
is gradually taking shape, ·and for this we cannot but be 
thankful. But this year no new grants were made by the 
Government of lnclia for the spread of technical education. 

7. Tht• Uniled Provinces.-Among Provincial Gm·ern. 
ments the Go,·ernment of the U niled Provinces under Sir 
John Hewett have been honourably distinguished for their 
altitude of friendliness towards the industrial movement as 
demonstrated by their activity during th~ year. Sir John 
Hewett on his assumption of the G(m!rnment of the 
United Provinces lost no lime in appointing an officer 
to carry out an lnd11Strial Survey of the Provinces for 
which he had so powerfully pleaded last year in the 
Supreme Legislative Council. And we are justified 
in looking brward to substantial good resulting from the 
investigations of Mr. A. C. Chatterjee, I.C.S., the officer 
sellected to carry out the survey. 

S. Sir John Hewett summoned in August last a 
repr.,;entative Conference to consider the question of the 
means of industrial de,·elopment in general and technical 
education in particular. The Conference sat from the 19th· 
to the 3 I $t August, and made de6nite recommendations 
for being gi\·en effect to at once. They are confidential 
still, but are understood to be reasonably liberal and 



CoDlprehensive. They are awaiting the sanction of the 
Secretary of State. We trust that it will be readily forth
coming and that the first solid step in the matter of the 
promotion of technical education will have been taken ere 
long in the United Provinces under the auspices of Sir John 
Hewett. 

9. ·speaking of the Naini Tal Industrial Conference 
it is impossible not to notice, with pleasure, the magnificent 
speech with which Sir John Hewett opened iii proceedings. 
' It is impossible for any one interested in the industrial 
development of this country' said Sir John, ' tq study the 
annual trade returns without lamenting that so much 
valuable raw produce _ which might be made up locally 
should leave our ports annually to be conveyed to other 
countries there to be converted into manufactured articles 
and often to be re-imported into India in tbat form.' In 
regard· to the help that Government might render to 
industrial enterprise Sir John Hewett said :-

• The means by which it is suggested that Go\·ernment might 
encourage industrial enterprise arc many and Yaried. It is suggested 
that Go\·ernment should itself start pioneer industries and dispose 
of them to prh·ate individuals when the profit-bearing stage iii 
reached-that it shou:d import ex:pert supcr\·isors and stilled 
workmen for particular industrieS-that it ~hould build and equip o 
factory to test the suitability of impro'"ed looms and other appliances, 
and to conduct in\·estigatioos inLo impro\·ements in the reeling, 
winding. warping, and sizing processes of different yarns- that it 
should start small wea,·ing schools-that it should encourage and 

·assist the adoption and extension of the co-operative principle in 
every available way, and particularly the e:ttension of CO·operath·e 
credit so as to reliel·e the handicraftsmen of the incubus of the 
Mabajan-that it should pro,·ide ad,·ances for the purchase of im· 
pro\·ed appliances and new tools tu be paid for by instalments
that it shOuld arrange for the circulation of information as to markets 
-that it should assist the imprOl·ement of designs so as to pte\·cn' 
what was well described recently as ''the reckless multiple reproduc:• 
tion of stock patterns tending to the ultimate neglect. of the market~ 
supplied 11-that it should train engine dri\"ers, carpenters, smiths, 
and fitters-that it sbould wake pro,·ision for the dyeing of yarns 
and other materials in largo quantities and· their dlstribu~on froiJI 
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ceatnlell&bliehm~ull-lhlll it should erwt,Jaecori.. 10 demcmttrato 
Ur. Hllli'• new r- Cor the manur.:ture ot auP,.-Ihat it 
llhould 11a11 1111all tannin& demomctratiool Khonh-thal it lbollld 
pun:h- locally manufactuml 100110, aad that il ahould do many 
other tbinp to which I DeN n01 fffrr, .11-.- * . •Qtlli

IUI I lultv , •• -,~~~~ "'"' ., •""'~ -~ ~,., Ia .. ItA 
C.,- ••• •1111 I• - ~IIi•• .. It/ liN _,._., t. 
iMflrltl/ ,.,,,.,. """ ,. f•r a lUI hi ~r ,_ I ••6 • -.;t 
•-•liw.,..ll#~ rr~~_,..,_ ~lhat lhiaConfereDCC 
•»r end- to this encl.' me italics are au,.,) 

Sir John Hewett began his discussion of the question 
ol technical education with the significant remark that 
1 there is probably no subject on which more has been 
written or said while less bas been •ooomrlisbed.' • Our 
educational S)'lllem' according to him • is distinctly back· 
ward and requires to be brought up to date.' We think it 
profitable to draw attention to some noteworthy passages 
in tbizl muarbble address and malce'no apology for qunt. 
ing them. . · 

•lc muot br admiii4!CI that thou«b {tho diocuuions on tbe subject) 
bave tra ... Ued far aad wide and bern utrnded OYel' a .. rty a quarcrr 
ot a ceniUrf, tM,- haYe pmduee4 linle tu1ibl" '""It in thi1 
prcK"inee. Aal b••o aii'C'ady shown the I!<'Drral directinn ~ oar 
lftlt'Dl Df 4!CI~tinn ia -tainly 1\01 1- pu"'IY litera" than when 
the diae .... aiona ~an. It ia equallr eemin that. if it i• tn meet the 
requir-ta or the preaent day, it mutt be amcnd4!CI 10 u lo &ive 
that ftri~ty or lludy deelaffd by the Oonrnmeat or India more IbiD 
twenty ,. .. ,. •11• to be eaoential ia order to au...-t youn& men 10 
011mmerc:ial and industrial purauiiL" . 

' It does aeem to me to be an uiom that there ill a nry cl010 
-neclion bellftfll educ:atioa and tho progtftl or laduatrioa and 
trade, 'C'adoubtedly thil truth ha1 not been aufticlently tt'COiaiaed 
in Jndi., and to my mind It• backwardneu io iJUiuatrla and trade Ia 
largeiJ due to the failure to rec>Gtlniae tho lmporcanct or Olllanioinr 
00 • proper bali• Ill ayatcm or odu .. tloa." 

• 'C'al•u wt do &ft'lniO that our induarrialechool• ahall be -
onliaatod with a central il!llllullon or lbo nature or • ttoehnologlcal 
institute, we may mw up our mind& at once thai our labouro will be 
In Yain.' · .. -• · 

• Kot only ia a techuologiatllnlllitule required ror tho CCH~trol. or 
•Dr ayatem or lnd1•11rial ..,boola that ~n be d.,•·lacd, h11t it ia alao 
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necessary for the purpos~ of commercial rese:~rch. lt is essential 
that im•estigations should be continuously directed towards increasing 
our knowledge as to the use of our vegetable and mineral products.' 

.qve w~nt, 1 think, some local authority, or authorities, who will 
themseh·es conduct research• and -supervise the investigations of these 
matters in different parts of the province. The institute, in which 
these authorities would be located, should be in close communication 
with the gn"!at factories of the pro\·ince, so a'J to ensure that mutual 
aid shall be gh·en by the work in the institute and those employed in 
the .. management of the factories. Cnwnpore ·naturally suggests itself 
as the best locality for a technological institute. • 

'For the training of workmen in local industries many sugges
tions are made in 1\fr. Chatterjee·s report. These include cotton and 
silk "·ea,·ing schools, schools of design for wea\·crs in cotton and silk, 
schools for dyeing, ~anning, glass blowing, carpentry 1 and general 
design, and for drawing and design for metal work. 1 do not propose 
as the present stage to express any opinion as to tho indhridunl 
proposals made by Mr. C.hatterjee, but my general impression is that 
schools such as he suggests must be beneficial to the industries 
referred to, ~nd are in fact, e~sential if the industries are to reach or 
maintain a substantialle\·el of success.' 

' Gentlemen, when I began my address, I s:~id that the problem 
before us was no light o:te. It is equally certain tlrnt it is of the 
utmost importance to· this country that e\·ery effort should be 
made to soh·e it without delav. In no countrv that I know of hn\'C 
the conditions now e:otisting in india C\"er prese~ted th~mseh·cs before. 
'Ve ha\·e a large and expanding railway system : we hn,·e four or 
6.\·e great centres of industry which would compare favourably with 
many of the industrial centres of Europe ; we ha\·e thc.- richest possible 
collection of mineral and vegetable products ; we have a foreign 
trade of nearly 212 millions sterling, much of which consists in the 
export of our valuable raw products in return for manUfactured 
articles made in the United Kingdom aqd foreign countries. In ce~tain 
of our parts you might imagine· yoUrselr~·in one of the bustling 
cities of Europe. 'l'ake a fe\v miles• journey into the interior of the 
country, and you will see hardly any signs of industrial enterprise, 
and will at once recognize that you are in a country the inhabitants 
of which are far too ntuch dependent on a single industry, vi:,1 

agriCulture. For such a condition of things we can find no precedent, 
rind -it iS ,·ain to look for -precede-nt in-auf efforts-to remedy it. Two 
problems set themsch·es palpably before us. First, we must educate 
people so as to dh·crt their energies to industrial pursuits other than 



nttric,Jitural. W'e must tducate skilled labour (or all our indu!l.tries. . 
• • t•rh·workto We mu~t de,·clop among our workmen an mteres m e1r , 

f('placc the feeling that the day's \\"Orit is only done for. the days . 
wage 

1 
and we must bring up educated rorcrncn, supcrn~rs, • and 

man:Jg("tl. w 0 o1ust cncour.J.gc research into the potentaal 'aloe . 
of our raw produce. Secondly, we must endeavour to o,·er~me · 
the shynct's of capital, and success in this respect cannot be ~ch~e,·ed 
unlel'll the leaders of the people thron· themseh·es cuthusJastl~ally 
into the work.' 

• !'or my part 1 consider Lhat &.he object to be gained is worth , 
a bean· t'acrifke. 1 ronfcs.s th:lL my ima~ina1ion is powerfully 
atTcctcd b\' 1he opportunilics of Lhe pre§cnt occasion. ""e cannot 
regul:lle ihe sunshine and 1 he shower, the seed time and the han·est; · 
that ill be\·ond the power of man. Bur we: can cont.rol, to some extent.· 
we can c~ntrol, the dispos.1l of the pr0f1ucl8 of r.he ear• h, thereby· 
opening ne\\· a\'cnues LO enlploymcnt and sprc01ding greater prosperity· 

m·er. the land.' ·, 

l•l. The Lu-ges! area under sugar-cane is in the United 
Provinces and there are greater facilities there than in any". 
other provrnce for the development of sugar manufac!rue. It., 
is, therefore, in the fitncs~ of things that considerable attention· 
is gi\·en to the subject by the Go,·ernmeni of the Provinces. · 
An account of the work done in this connection under the 
immediate supervision of Khan Bahadur Saiyid Muhammad· 
Hadi, Assistant Director of Agricuiture, is contained in the. 
two paragrnphs which are quoted belo;v from the la~t report· 
on the Administration of the Dep.vtment of Agriculture ~- · 

• Early in xo,·cm~r he Pir. HadiJ was placed on special duty for; 
fi,·e months in connection . with the Calcutta Industrial Exhibition; 
nod with sugar demonstrations in these prol'iuccs. During this period 
he equipped a moJcl factory and demonstrated his processes of s,ugar
making from the middle of lk-cembcr to the middle of Janu:nj .. 

On his n:tum from Calcutta he attendtd the agricultural show at· 
Sultanpur and started a school there for gi\"ing practical inStruction' 
in sugar· making to the studc11ts t_bat came to the department .from 
almost all parts of lndia f,>r speci=-1 training. The S<:hOOI 'li>.rked at 
Sulta.npur'and. trials of newly imported sugar machinery contirludi 
there up to the middle of Febrm\ry. · 

During rhe latter half of February heattended the meetings of 
the Board of Agriculture at Cawnpore and demonstrated his prOc~ 
of sugar·maling there. · · - ··' 

i 



Early in March the sugar-school and model fact01y were trans~ 
(erred to Amethi where an elaborate demonstration was given at tho 
reque.~t of the Raja of Amethi who nry kindly pro,·idcd the neces
sary raw material and labour. 

Early in April the Assistant Director attended the Industrial 
Conference in Allahabad where he read a paper on the revinl of the 
Sugar Industry of the United Pro,·inces. 

In the last week of June he went to Rampur and stayed there till 
the end orthe month to ad,·ise the st:..tc authorities about the sugnr 
factory which they propose to work in the ensuing sugar seo~son. 

1t was decided that the processes of sugar-making associated 
With the name or the Assistant Director should be shown at 
tho_ Calcutta Exhibition in order to_ obtain outside criticism; it 
w.a recognized that this course would seriously hamper demon .. 
Btr3.tions in the pro .. ·inces, and this proved to be thccnse. The Calcutta 
demonstrntions were useful and interesting, • • • .. Later in the 
y~ small-scale demonstrations were gi,·en aL Meerut, Bahrnich and 
a few places ·outside t_he provinces, and the processes were also 
exhibited at the meeting of the Board of Agriculture ; but the chief 
work of the year was done at Sultaopur and A met hi where a training 
class was held and enough cane was :wailable for quantitath·e deter
minations of' yield on a regular working scale. t am particularly 
indebted to the RaJa of A met hi for the facil.ities which he afforded 
in this mattf"r. The tr.,ining class attracted 4-'J students from all 
par"s of India nnd it was a stdking sigllt to ~ee young graduates of 
Ma:lras anj Dombay competing eagerly with sons of hereditary 
sug.tr·boilen; Of these pro\·inccs in the production of the best and whitest 
·product, A. large programme of demonstrations in the provinces is 
b.elQg arran~ed for the ensuing year, and it has been necessary- to 
refuse the loan of trained staff to gh·e demonstra.tions in other pro
..-inces, as we ha\'C barely sufficient for our own needs. 

11. The United Provinces Government have granted 
a.$~l:tolarship to a local applicant~who will learn weaving in 
E;ngland. 

12. Mt~dras.-The appointment of Mr. Alfred Chatter
ton for five years as Director of Industrial and Technical 
Inquiries, which was sanctioned by the Government of India 
last year, took effect early this year. He has been giving his 
particqlar atteqtioq to the introduction of improvenpnts in lifl 



irrigation, handloom weaving and chrome tanning. He will 
thus bko up industry after industry to investigate its com
mercial value in that part of the country. He has not been 
charged with the duty of making an industrial survey of 
the Presidency. 

t 3. Last year the Go,-ernment of India declined to 
sanction a scheme of technicnl education for the Madras 
Presidency sent up by the Local Go,-ernment. It was 
elicited by questions in the Legislative Counetlthat the latter 
had no intention of founding a college of technology Or
adopting any other large meru;ures for the furtherance of 
technical education. They '1\'0uld only strengthen tl1e 
College of Enb~neering, and found a well equipped Colle;.,<e 
of Agriculture at Coimbatore U is a matter of regret th•t 
the Madras School of Arts seems to be declining in effi
ciency and popularity. 

U. Th~ Co-operative Credit mo,'ement is steadily 
taking root, and ~d\<mtage of its provisions is being taken 
to start several useful concerns in towns. The proposals 
for starting a State-aided Agricultural Bank, which was 
recommend<-d by Sir Frederick Nicholson, is un:lers:ood 
to be still under consideration. 

] :;. The Go\-ernment of Madras sanctioned 'the 
gradual extension of the Go,-ernment Wea\ing Factory at 
Salem '1\ith a ,.iew to test thoroughly any e.-.per;ment.t .ry-stems 
of sizing. warping or wea,ing which it may be desirable to 
try on a factory scale'; they sent Mr. G. N. DewaJ, 
Weaving lfasler in the Coimbatore Jail, with a State Techni
cal Scholarship to Manchester to acquire a sound knowledge 
of nrious types of handlooms, and of pattern-"-ea'ing ; and 
rul\-e granted Rs. 2,500 to the National Fund and Industrial 
Association for an AU-India Weaving Competition which 
will be bald at Madras in February ncct. 

The Salem Wea,ing Factory • has attracted a ]arge 
amount of attention all over the country and numerous hand• 



weaving factories have been started nn lines almost identical 
with those initiated at Sat em. Moreover, the Salem factory 
has completely demonstmted the immense superiority of the 
fly-sht!!tle loom, which enables a ·weaver to turn out twice 
the quantity of cloth that can be turned out .on an old type 
handloom.' 

16. The Government of Madras have sanctioned a sum 
of Rs. '40,ti00 for the erection of a tannery at Peratnbur, 
near.Madras, where the chrome process will be employed. 

· I 7. The Madras Government are proceeding with ·the 
work of placing the local fishing industry on a satisfactory 
basis, and sanctioned nearly half a lakh of rupees for cxpen· 
dilure during the current official year on special research 
work-almost five times the amount allotted last year. They 
have passed orders on certain proposals of Sir Frederick 
Nicholson, who for some time past has been on special 
duty in cunnection with fisheri~, appt·oving generally 
the propooals to establish an e.xperimental fishery station 
on the West· Coast and the establishment of corps and 
other fresh-water fish -hatcheries in suitable localities. They 
have sanctioned the leasing of a house i.n Madras to 
enable an officer to conduct expel'iments in fish culture, and 
they have deputed a man to Japan for the study of fisheries. 

18. Bengal.-lt will be remembered that last year the 
Government of Bengal e.xpressed Uteir disbelief in the utility 
of an industrial &urvey of the province. They seem to have 
changed their opinion since, for the Chief Secretary said in 
jhe Legislative Council that 'the . firot step would possibly 
be to place some one on spe~ial duty to make a general 
study of the indusb·ial position and possibilities, to collect in- . 
formation regat·diJlg the.v;u·ious industries, and to ende<!vour 
to ascertain the cause3 of lhei~ rise or .d~cline, and so .pa~~ 
the ·way for t.he establishment of the requisite technical 
schools.' This declaration has not, however, yet led to any 
.jlction. 

19. lt is not ktl,own in what stage is the question of 



the establishment of aCollege or Technology by tl1e Coverrt
ment of Bengal in conjunction with the Association for the 
Ad\-ancement of Scientific and Industrial Education of 
Indians, about which we first heard r.tther early in 1906. 
The Go\-ernment have made a gr.tnt of fu 35,000 to tech
nical educa!iorr. A class for lndustri.~l Chemistry has been 
opened at the Sibpur Engineering College at a cost of some 
Rs •. 24,000 and a class for tr.tining motor car dri\-ers at a 
coot of about Rs.. 4,000. The Secretary of State has for
mally sanctioned the establishment of a Central Wea,;ng 
School at Ser.tmpore, and a principal and an assistant for it 
are to be sent out from Europe. 

20. ·The Committee appointed by the Government 
of Bengal to consider the subject of the decline of the 
silk industry in that pro,;nce sent in their report and the 
Govemmtnt have accepted the Committee's recommenda
tions. Tht-se will cost substantial though yearly decreasing 
sum:; till the fourth year, .after which the annual recurring 
upenditure will be between 12 and 16 thousand rupees. 
The initial cost will be borne by the Government, and it is 
probable tiM! the firms interested in the industry will be asked 
to bear one-lourf11 of the recurring charges. 

21. Mr. K. G. Gupta submitted his first report on the 
lisherit-s of Bengal. The final report is expected to be in 
tl1e bands of the Go•-ernmcnt by the end of the year. 

::2. A series of informing papers on the economic 
condition of several di,·isions and districts of Bengal written 
by their respecti\-e Commi>sioners and Collectors appeared 
in the lrrdiarr Trnd~ JoHmal in which testimory was borne 
to tl.e good effects of the Swadeshi movement. Thus in 
tile Burdwan di\·ision : • • 

: • The!.· Saadcshi mo.nmenC. has ~i~eo au impec.os to t.he loc&l 
lD.tnufael:ure of dClt.b aod thus hal improved C.be conditi?D of tbb 
weavel"'. Ir.dust.rial and a~ricolturai e~hibitions were beld daring 
tbe )ear ID lhe diatricra of Birbbum, Bankara, lf.idoapore, and. 
Boogbl7 mainly lbroa11b tbe dona of Di.al.ricl Otlicero. There ia 
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IJothe ~round For-Loping t.l•at agric•Jit.are and indigenous manutac .. 
t.nres will be improved by these exhibitions.' 

The Commissioner of the Presidency division says : 

• The weaving industry in t.h8 Bosirhat snb-dh·isinn of the 14· 
Porjlanaa is reported to have received an impPt.na from the 
Swadesl!i 'movement, but it Mnnot yet be said t.o be in a OourhthioR 
condition. In Nadia tho Swadeshi.movement has certninly benefited 
the won.v.iog indu,.try at. S:mtip•n• a.nd Kumarkhnli. Shops ond 6.rr.1s 
den.Hng .exclusively in indigenous ortiolea have como into e:~~:is .. 
teuce in n.ll impos·tnnt ceatrea of trnde in the district of Jt>st~ore. 
Cloth and amgo.r aro -mRnufuct.ured on • fairly JBrgo scale in thi1 
district. On n rvugh computation it appears there nre over 5,000 
bandlooma. Mr. Sen (the Collector) has (ound on Pnqui~f that. r.l18 

number of local looms has inoreDI!'ed and is of opinioo r.hat tho rate 
of r.oontry~mnde cloth hns iPcrPDFed hy aLout 20 tet2~ per cf'nt. in 
tho diMt.rict. Jle nlti:o rPportH r.hut most of tho loomH in use in the 
district aro on nclnptation of the Orttlmtt.le kind, but is not );opeful 
concerning the lccal sugo.r industry which cannot comp:to n~ainat 
its new rival from J11va, and ir. would seem tho.t foreign soRr" hM to 
a considerable exf.('llt OUl!ltcd tho lndinn product. thruoghoot. r.he dit:. 
\rict. • • • In Khulnll o.lso hnndloom weaving hos ret't"ivcd 
an impetug from tl•e Sw~t.de~thi movement., but the Cullector doe11 no' 
think that it it hkely tu lead to o.ny r•erananent ream1te.' 

The Collector of Monghyr writes :-
'The 11 Swo.d•!shi '' movemement is ropnrted t:~ have checked tbc

cdnsomption of imported cigGrctte,., • • • The Sub-diviaionlll 
Officer of Dumk•l is o£ opiuiun ~hat there is a gre..t npening heN Cor 
a combined r.oba.cro curing and cigatcr.te Cucturf. 'l'be" Swadeahi •' 
tno'C'cmen't bu givt>n o.n impetus tO the &hoe•making ioduMtry iu.t.hit 
aoWh·i:!•ion and tl.o }fJCal shoe-makers formed thomaeh·ea into two 
confederaoics in Dumkl\ town, and arc now turning out ·a hoes of 
·ho1ne~curcd )('OI h(:r snid to be qoite, ns good fta tho11e to ·be ·hnd in 
'Calcutta. Mr. Thompst.n thinks U1u.t there is every probability of 
·thia induest.ry expnndiug and that • tanuery bere on modern 
.principlee would be a good Vt"ntnre.' 

In Chota Nagpur, 'the use of foreign articles has recei~ed 
a very slight check owing to the " Swadeshi " movement ' ; 
• im\Jorted cigarettes have, to a very large extent been sup
planted by'local cigarettes known as their" birris"; 'since the 
" Swadeshi " movement the extent of the use of imported 
·sujlilr ha$ been 'somewhat checked/ 
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28. Easlcm Bcugal aml Assam.-The Hon'ble Mr. 
(now Sir Lancelot) Hare spoke as follows at a meeting of the 
Legislative Council of Eastern Bengal and Assam on the 
question of industrial development and technical education. 
U is not known if the pronouncement has been followed 
by any action :- · 

1 In regard to indus~riol educ•l ion I can aa!lore tl1e Honourable 
memllf>ra thaL there ia no anhject in which l take greater interesh, 
'-nt leL me also ny IJ1ora ia none wl1ich . to my mind bristles with 
J(ff'flW.r diWrniLics. l11hould nry mnr.h like t.o have in tlllR Govf'rn
ment a Departm .. nt ot Commerce and Indutttl·y, and I hope that. I 
mny yet. 11no such n deportment estnblh,hr.d, 'Ve lmve, from time to 
time, ro\·iewed our indu&ttie•, nnd ha\'"e t'onsidered a great. \'oriety 
Of Opininnl 08 IO MC!BBUroa WO miRht. take to improvo and de'f'elop 
them, but. I reel that. i.f we Ato to drnl adeqtJBtely wiLh thi11aubj~t 
we require a whole time (•fReer at the head of n df-part.me-nt posu;ef'a
lnsr special qnaliftcationa aud nperitonc~t to obtnin aud m._iutain fnll 
Information oa to a:s:isth•g industrieR and to cnrefully \VIllch and 
promote all 110" "ftorta ond to nuist all promit~ing 1\ttempta to 
atar~ D~'W iod1Jstrie1 wiLh information nnd ad\·icP, As industrir>a 
aLow any pr.l•Jlel·t of de\'f'lor,mont, and RS skillt'd persona 
are requirtd !O catry on theae iudnslrie~r, G·•vernmoht mi~l·t open 
out IUiitab~e trnlnin~tBchnohl, \Vflt c•a.nnot on be llmnit\ci .. nt, nnd lhia 
iaa· \'erj• •piJCi••\ bnlf'ICh of knowled,:t-. in which _tlJp f'X(tert is. veay. 
mnrh in d··mund. Without ~>twh a depnrtmf'nt as I !'lugl!'t>st, I C"on
LIIiclc" tlmt "fll\m likPiy to be very mn('b in l.he poMit.ion oF the blind 
)endin~tll•e blind. 'Ve are likely niRo, without ,. thoronph and 
comprehenai'fe ra'fiow of 011r position and \Vithoot a fnll grnsp and 
undo1'atanding of Ol\l" adv"ntRfl'f-8 and disAdvantages, to waste onr 
energira nl'er a hn'fe 8e1d or efl'ort,ani RO to accomplish less thai) if 
we COJ;'6ne.i.. onn-a1"C"ea to a. few selected indm1t.ries.' 

2 ~. Tile Ceulral Prooinces mrcl Bemr.-The correspon. 
dence between the Central Provinces Administration· and 
the President of the second Provincia! Industrial Conference 
on the subject of technical education has been referred to, 
and is printed as an Appendix. A Committee consisting 
of official and non-official members has been formed to 
consider and settle the plan of operations in regard to 
industrial education and the development of industries gene.. 
rally in tl!~ ~ntl':\1 PrQviqces :jnd Berar. An agriculiurai 



and industrial Exhibition is proposed to be held in 
November ne:d and an industrial survey of the province \\'ill 
be commenced immediately. Mr. C. E. Low, I. C. S., of the 
Department of Agriculture, has been placed on special duty 
to carry out the industrial survey and o•·ganize the Exhibition . 

. , 25; The school of crafts, intended especially for black
smiths and carpenters, has been sanctioned, and funds 
provided for it, amounting in all, reeuning and non-recurring, 
to some thirty or forty thousand Rupees. Proposals ha,·e been 
made for a rather more expensive equipment than hitherto for 
introducing the use of the fly-shuttle, and the money has been 
provided. The rough idea is, to send a weaver and a student, 
in pairs from each of several selected weaving centres to 
Baroda, or some equally good school of weaving ; 
bring them back here when fully qualified,. :ind starf.~ 
rrovincial school of weaving. An allempt 1\'il! at th~ same 
time be made to get weavers at selected centres to take• up 
the improved methods.. A scheme for training Mining 
Engineers is under consideration. A course would be given 
in Mining Engineering, analysis, and prospecting, more or 
less full according to the class of n)en.)yho present themseiV€5 
for it has been thought best at first to ~jake a lower class of 
learners than they will be able to attract later. The feasibili~ 
ty of gi\'ing instruction in Mining Engineering depends. on 
the acceptance of the proposal to appoint an Inspector of 
Mines, which has been separately made. But in an;Y. 
case, analysis and prospecting can be taught without. imy 
serious extra cost. There i~ reason to believe : that 
the Chief Commissioner views the scheme sympathetically. 
Promises of scholarships for students, and of employ• 
ment for passed pupils have been received from severaf 
firms. A rough scheme· for instruction in certairi 
branches of commercial chemistry, has been worked out 
and the authorities are ready to admit suitable pupils at any 
time. At the request of the Local Government, who had been 
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moved by a private firm of coalminers, 1\lr. Beckett and Mr. 
Low are also working out a scheme for training foreman 
mecbaoics, probably on the lines adopted In the big railway 
wor~ops, a combination of workshop experience and 
theoretical teaching in the hostel. 

26. Bombay.-The attention of the Bombay Govern
ment W3S caUed to the desirability of having an industrial 
survey of the Presidency carried out, by the Hon'ble Sir 
P.M. l.lehta who put a question at a mecUng of the Pro
vincial Legislative Council. Though the answer then given 
was not encouraging tile attitude of that Go\-emnient has be. 
com~ more favourable since then . and the matter is under 
consideration. 

?:1. The Bombay Go\-emment are in addition to their 
usual grants expending a eum of Rs. 1,67,0011 on technical 
education during the CUJTent official year, allolmenls nf the 
grant having been DJade to the following institutions ~The 
Victoria Jubilee Technical lmtilule and the Sit Jamsetji 
Jijibhoy School of .Art at Bombay ; the Ranchorlal Chottalal 
Technical Institute at Ahmedabad ; the College of Science 
\Vorbhops at Poona; the American Mission Weaving 

• School at Ahmednagar; the Industrial Schools at Surat. 
Nadiad and Ratnagiri ; ami U1e Sardar's High School at 
Belgaum. 

28. Bunna.-In Durma !\Jr. R. W. SindaR investigated 
the possibilities of the paJ!ft'-making industry, and the Govern
ment hllve offered to those desirous of establishing paper 
rt•ills ceriain eonecssions which wlH la.'lt fnr a period of 
21 yeru-L The main terms of the agreements between the 
CoVICrnment and the manufacturers are :-
' 'No r~~yallt wiD be ol•••aed on bun I_. en' 1\nd t1UIItili•ed' (of 

•he ma~~af~u"' .. r puiJt llr l"'l"'r within • """'"<1 ,,, rz '""'"' 
Jro IOJallt oa lllwftul'actoml ,.,.., olofolc lril) he Otlllrltfld lor •• ,....,. 

1..r., •ad &he,..fc.~ '" rt•yali 1 <"haraPd "ill ~ R~ .l P"' lion a 
,.; .. blelliCea fn• the ortGI ion of a f•o&nrr, II ••••lobi• OR ·l)o.verD
IIIOJlllapd• will be ,,..~IJ:d rout lnc for 2l .1••~· .•.11bjec~ 1oo ccrfa~ 

~ ., .. . 



restriction•, aDd the free use of all romdR to and from such foctory 
;:tuaranteed. On the other hand, the pnrLy to the agreement will 
be bound to a factory wit.hin two yeora from the date of the con .. 
cession, and to keep Lho t~:ame working at leDBt 120 do.ys in each 
)"ODI'; to prod nee after the first seven years on Qnnnal output of 
10,000 ton11, and after 14 yean nn outpnt or 20,000 tons of 
paper at;ock per year ; to render monthly Eltatemm.ta Hbowing the 
output. of the mill each month n.nd nllow a full inspection of all 
books by the Government. Tho BA:reement will be considered 
noll and void if npern.tions oro TIOt commenced os provided for in 
the term& Of the CODf'fiSSion.' 

We have quoted the above as it establishes a precedent 
ln the matter of concessions which may properly be granted 
by the State to help the development of new and promising 
industries. · 

Indian States. 

29. Mysore.-An important educational reform was 
carried· out in Mysore during the year by the introduction 
of manual training in the schools of M}'sore and Ban galore. 
This wa< done on the recommendation of Mr. H. J. Bhabha, 
Inspector-General of Education, who was convinced of its 
value by his study of the sy~iems of pi:imary and technical 
education in Eutope and America where he spent his furlough, 
The cost of the scheme is roughly estimated at Rs. 40,700, 
Technical and industrial education in the Stale made fairly 
good progress 'during the year. Additional grants for ex
penditure were sanctioned for !he .Induslrial and the Engi
neering Schools in lfysore and the six other quasi-Govern
ment Industrial and Weaving ;:>chools in !he State. 'New 
monthly grants were also sanctioned in aid of !he private 
Industrial Schools at Bagepalli and Srinivasapur. A new 
Gommercial School was opened by !he Wesleyan Mis:;ion 
~~ Mysore, and Governmtnt sanctioned a lump sum grant 
of Rs. 900 for apparatus required for the school. The 
students of the Mysore Engineering School were authorised 
to be taken out by their teachers occasionally to important 
:Ensineerins Works in the State with a view to give them 



better practical training. Fourteen Technical Scholarships were 
granted to Mysore students to enable them to undergo train
ing in the Technical and Industrial Institutions of Bombay 
and Madras. A special grant of Rs. 300 was sanctioned by 
GO\·ernment to start a small Demonstration Farm in connec
tion with the Anglo-Vernacular School at DodbaUapur to 
teach practical agriculture to the students. It bas been 
resol\•ed to grant the Damodd.l' Dass Charity Scholarships 
fo• advanced Scientific Research and Technical Education. 
The assistance rendered by the Mysore Government to the 
Tala Institute is well known. 

30. To help to revive the local wea,·ing industry 
which is fast falling into decay, the Mysore Government 
passed orders: • (a) Authorising the formation of a Weavers'. 
Co-operative Society confined to the residents of Bangalore 
City; (b) promising to help the society by advancing money 
up to Rs. 2,000 free of interest, and also to supply it free 
of cost with specimens of i:nprovcd looms and appliances 
to be tried by individual members, and adopted if found 
suitable ; and (c) requesting the Inspector-General of Educa-· 
tion in Mysore to provide suitable facilities for lhe elementary 
instruction of weavers' children in day and night schools in 
Bangalore City.' It will perhaps be interesting to state in 
this connc'Ction that the number of wea\-ers in Bangalore 
City, which according to the last Census was 10,493 has 
since been rcd,ced to not more than 3,0JO as a consequence 
ol the •isitation ol plague. An exhaustive memorandum on 
the condition of the we;l\ing industry in Bangalore 
prepared by Mr. Jll. A. Sampath Iyengar, Superintendent 
of the Hole-Narasipur Wea,ing Institute, was published in 
the Modem Ra•icw of Allahabad and it will be found 
intere.iing and suggesti"e. 

81. The. means by which the Mysore Go\'erllmcnt 
propose to promote the silk industry of the State an: 
explained in the following note :-



'The Myaore Government consider that a better way of uUlising Mr. 
Tala's silk farm In Bangalore to the best advantage would be to get the 

}'onn~ men engagad in the silk industry in the Province to go through a 

regular course under the guidance of Mr. Odzu, the Japanese expert in 
charge of Mr. Tala's farm, so that, on return to their villages, they may 
be the means of introducing improved methods in the different centres of 
the silk industry. One of the as~islants to the Agricultural Chemist is to 
be sent to the farm to study the various methods with a view to bringing 
them to the notice of the silkworm rearers in the important centres of the 

silk industry in the districts of Kolar, Mysore, Bangalore and Tumkur. 

The AgricuJtural Chemist to Government is to make the necessary 
arrange:uenta. The notes of Mr. Mukerjcc, the Bengal silk industry 

expert, a~~ to b~; translated· in full into Canarese and Hindustani 

in the form of lcaOets for distribution among the silk rearers in the centres 

named. The in~trumenls and appliances referred to in Mr. Mukerjee's 

notes are tfl be supplied· for the Tala Demonstration Farm in Bangalore 
and for sale to silkworm rearers out in the districts. It is felt that it is not 
clear- tba_t lho demonstration· of tbe Bengal S.)'Slem of reeling is still going 

on in Bangalore, and the Inspector-General of Education is to rep01:t 
whether the ser\tices of a reeler from Bengal may not wilh advantage be 
engaged for a period of siz month~.' 

3"' A company called the Banga!ore-Chickballapur 
Railway Co.,- Ld., has been started at Bangalore, with a 
captial of Rs. 12 lakhs divided into 48,000 shares of Rs. 25 
each, with the object (among others) of constructing, equip
ping, and working a line of Light Railway on 2'6" gauge 
between Bangalore and Chickballapur, a distance of 40 
miles, to begin with, and eventually to extend the line towards 
Madanapalli via Sidlaghatta and Chinlamani on one side-and 
towards Hosur viti. A-nekal on th~ other. The most import
ant feature of, the Company is the offer by the Government of 
Mysore ·of a- guarantee of four per cent. interest on the Gapital. 
expenditure of the Company. Other concessions given by the 
Government are the free grant of Government lands and the 
permission to utilise the existing Government roads _ wher. 
ever the gradients admit of such roads being_ used, 

1
for the 



I{ailway. Further, the Gover:nment have. autho~ the 
giving of interest on capital dunng construction charg.ng the 
same to Capital Account as is usually done. The Hon'ble 
1\lr. Yithaldas D. Thackersey is e.~·of!icio Managing Director 
of the Company. 

83. The M ysore Government held an I nduslrial and 
Agricultural Exhibition in 1\lysore City in October on the 
occasion of the Duss:hrd.. The primary object of the 
Committee was to impart to the Exhibition a purely educative 
character and to bring together articles, machinery and 
processes, the uses of which might advantageously be brought 
to the notice of the ryot, the artisan and the manufacturer 
by actual demonstration. A cattle and sheep show was 
att.-.ched to it. The Exhibition was open to all exhibitors 
throughout India. It was opened \\ith great ceremony by 
His Highness \he Maharajah. In the course of his speech His 
Highness s.-.id that it was not to be e."<pected that e.xhibitions 
of tl•is kind should have immediate or revolutionary infiuence 
on the agriculture and industries of tl1e country; but they 
offered to all classes an opportunity of seeing what their 
neighbours were producing. To craftsmen they were of 
special use in indicating the directions in ·which their skill 
might be usefully directed, whilst distributors might learn 
from them of new markets on the one hand and, on the other, 
of new sources of supply. Lectures on agricultural and 
industrial subjects by persons specially qualified to handle 
them were a useful adjunct of the Exhibition. This Exhi
bition is to be an annual Dussehra fixture. 

31. An association by name Sri Krishna Rajah 
Agriculluml and Industrial Association was started at 
lll~re, on the 3rd November, with a capital of Rs. 50,000, 
m31nly through the exertions of Mr. A. Rangaswami Iyengar 
Re.enue Commissioner of the State. The Association ~ 
registered under the Mysore C<H:Iperati\-e Credit Societies 
Act and it has been formed into a limited liability company. 
To ensure responsibility in the workm of the Committee it 



\vas resolved that not less than three-fourths of the General 
Committee should be shareholders and the rest ordinary 
members paying yearly subscriptions. Among other resour
ces of the Association will be grants, subsidies, etc., from the 
1\!ysore Government. The two main lines on which work 
is resolved to be done are (1) propagandism and (2} practical 
demonstration, Under the first, leading papers, journals and 
the transactions of similar Associations elsewhere \Viii be sub
cribed for, lectures will be arranged, and pamphlets on useful 
methods and ways issued·; a!so the latest and most suitable 
innovations in agriculture or industry will be sought for and 
adapted to the requirements of the country. Under the 
second heading experimental and model farms will be 
opened in one or twJ places as also establishments for petty 
artisan work, all under the supervision of experts, both 
much travelled and suitably educated. Since the concern 
is to be worked on a co-operative basis, best seeds, ploughs, 
handlooms or other machinery will be got for the members 
whenever required and also indigent members or any 
member in times of scarcity can obtain needed loans in 
kind or money to tide over the difficulty. Money invested 
in the share t:apit.'ll of the Association will not be available 
to private debtors of mem l:ers. 

35, Baroda.-His Highness the Maharajah Gaekwar's 
earnest and intelligent solicitude for the material develop· 
li1ent of the country is well-known. His Highness brought 
down with him last year from America Mr. R. 0. White· 
tiack to advise him on matters relating to industrial develop: 
men!. A separate Department o( Commerce and Industry 
has been created this year and Mr. Whitenack placed il) 
t;harge of it. 

36;. In the course of a.characteri~tic spL-ech delivered: 
on the occasion of opening a new Cotton Mill at Baroda, 
His Highness the Maharajah announced his decision to 
• have in the course of a few months an Industrial Su..-yey of 
the State with a discussio.r: of existing copditions, the 
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projects of growth and some· suggestions as to policies to 
be pursued.' 

3i. Education, as well technical as general, haS 
always found an eager friend in His Highness 
the Gaekwar, and it has been promoted during this year
with the same unfailing vigilance . as ever. The special 
attention paid to the improvement of bandloom weaving 
ba.< been similarly continued. In the matter of the silk, 
industry the late .Mr. N. G. Mukerjee, who was specially 
engaged by His Highness to investigate its possibilities in 
Baroda, drew up a scheme which included the establishment 
of two schools at Viyara and Songadh where students should 
be taught the methods of both silk-worm rearing and silk
reeling, the >tarling of mulberry plantations, the publication 
in Gujarati of a manual of practical instructions, and 
ultimately the foundation of a reeling factory on a large scale.
There need be little doubt that all steps requisite to the suc
cessful building up of the industry will be taken by His 
Highne:ss Government. The state contributed Rs. 8,000 to 
the Gaekwar Umbrella Co., which was started in Baroda 
during this year. 

3!1. Palin/ a.-The Patiala Durbar sanctioned the for..: 
mation~f the Patiala-Jakhal Railway Company, Limited, 
with a capital of 15 lakhs di,ided into J!),OOO shares of 
Rs. JOO each. The Durbar guaranteed an interest of 4!· 
per cent. \\ith an option of purchase by the State after 50 
years. The Sbte also undertook to tal..-e all the unsold shares 
and to sell them again to applicants of the authorised class, . 
.,;;;., subjects or officials of the State, at a reasonable price. 
Tbe State has also, by a provision in the Memorandum and; 
Articles of Association, agreed to purchase any necessitous 
shareholder's stock at the market value. Cn these conditions 
the subjects of the State have readily come forward to apply 
for the shares. Mr. Biddulpb, the Accountant-General of 
Patiala, in his note on the project observes :-- · 

.. The terms wLicb are contain~ in the Prospec\US aod which 
have received the ready assent of the Council ol Regency mee~ al~ 
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the requirements of the inveeting public as tesLifted to by" general 
consensus of agt·ecmellt. A pur~ from tho mero question of r"liee 
ving the Government. of the Sr.ote of t.bo neces~ity for producing or 
bo~wing runlls f~r tho Rfl.il tray I my chief object in promoting the 
Patlala:Jakhal Raul way Compauy, Limited, h1ts beon 1.o enconroge 
the &ObJects of Lhe S~t~ to devote their co pi tal to t.t.c de'\"Plopmcnt. 
of their own reltources ; ~nd t.o engendoa· a reeling of self-help or1d 
seU-con6deoae which should tend Lo promote 11 readiness t.o 
provid~ fOr their own reqniremeut.a. L'loked at from tho point nf 
view merely as a. 6n&ncial t.ransELCtion the Durbar oht"ins Fnndt1 for 
the prosecution of the Rstilway scheme without. the nece.!lsitv for 
utiliaiug itt working balance which is not more than i!l rouonably 
sufficient as an insnranco A~otnin~t l'hort crops or fa.mine, or, on t.ho 
other hand, raising a loan tl1e interest on wbiub would go ootMic.le 
the Stat.e.' 

39. Kas/tmir-During last cold weather the Maharajah 
of Kashmir inspected several edncational institutions of the 
Punjab in connection with a scheme His Highness has had 
in view for improving the edncational department of his 
own State. During this tour, the Maharajah was impressed 
by his visit to the Mayo School of Art, Lahore, and invited 
the Principal of the Lahore School, Mr. Percy Brown, to 
spend a short time in Srinagar in ordet·. to discuss the 
practicability of a scheme for art and technical education 
being put into effect at an early date in Kashmir. lfr. 
Percy Brown has submitted 'a very complete and practical 
scheme which has met with general approval,' and it is 
anticipated that before long, the State will posseSs an art 
and technical institnlicn conducted on the most approved 
lines. 

40. In Kashmir the silk industry is giving employ-. 
men! to some 70,000 persons, anC! the number of rearers is 
steadily increasing. During the yea~ I 90."•, the raw silk 
produced in the State yielded a profit of£ 28,189, or 58t 
per cent on invested capitaL Last year a record crop of 
cocoons was produced, and it.is anticipa.ted thfd with better 
prices, the profits will exceed those of the previous year. 
Kashmir raw silk is said to meet with a very ready sale in 
the Lyons market in France. 
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41. G-JJa/ior.-An English company has recently 
obtained a concession from the Maharajah of Gwalior to 
build a cotton spinning and we:.ving mill in the State. The 
concession is for a period of 14 years, and the capital of 
the Company is reported to be Rs. 40,00,000. This is 
the first textile mill in Gwalior Stale, and as 'the concession
aires are men of e~perience, the venture has e>-ery prospect of 
success.' 

42.. Bangar10palk.-A syndicate has been formed to 
work the conces.i'ln in the Eanganapalle State, eighte<ill 

. square miles in extent, granted on favourable terms by the 
Government of India to Khan Bahadur \Valjee Laljee. The 

. property is said lo contain ~"almble tit-posits of copper • 

. which upon analysis, show 23 per cent. of the metal. The 
properly is al,;o said to be diamondiferous and to. contain 
manganese. llr. Wetherell, when acting as Slate Gc:Oiogist 

. of M ysorc, miled the properties, and reported favourably 
on them. 

4-'l. A/oroi.-His Highr.es; the Thakore Saheb of 
!l!orvi has under consirleration an important scheme of 
technical education which m~y be carrie"! out _to at an early 
date. 

-



PART Il· 

SECTION B. 

Industrial Activity of the People. 

BOMBAY. 

. 1. The formation of the T:~ta Iron and Steel Company 
is the most important recent event of industrial India. It 
seemed at one time that though the enterprise owed most 
I() the genius of an Indian captain of industry the capital 
would be mostly English and the Directorate would be in 
England. But these.fears luckily proved groundless, and 
well.wishers of this country have the satisfaction of feeling 
that the Iron and Steel Company is entirely a Swadeshi 
coricern. The Times remarked in a recent issue, with per. 
feet truth as every one knows, that the capital of Bombay 
' has pursued the path of industrial development with admir· 
able concentration.' ' It has long been ' the Times wrote, ' a 
vast hive of genuine Swadeshism, possibly ·without quite 
knowing it, and apparently not much caring to spread the 
fact abroad. Its forest of factory chimneys, its great rows 
of busy mills, were largely built with Indian capital, and are 
to a great extent controlled by Indian owners.' Then the 
Times paid the following tribute to Mr: Tala :-

• Prominent among t11e!'e was the l$te Mr. Jamsetjee T.\te, a 
PanJi of Rmarkable capacity and RingnlRr prescienre, wl•o in his 
day dirl more tha.n ony ot.her Jliii.J] in Indio. to Bfl.fl.i!lt ind.!J_strial 
development and to encourage techni<"al edncntion. Before he dird, 
he gave r.he magnificent snm of ~ 200,0JO, to round 11.a Indian 
Institute of SoiencP, which h1 now in prooe~s of innngnration at 
B11ngolore. He de\"oted himsl'lf for year~, and until his dPoth, to a 
scheme for creating an iron and steel induslry in Iudi11. Hia purpose 
was steadfaEtly pursued hy his sons nud ia n,,., on tl1e verge or 
fulfilment. A capital or nearly a million and a. hal£ sterJing bas 
been subsrribcd for the purpose or stortinu ili>n 11nd ~teel works at 
the Silli Junl'tiort, on the Ben"ai·Na~pur R11ilwo.y. The money \vas 
almost ent!re1,Y found b,f Iudians, ancl tl~e d_in.ctornte ia exclusively 



Composed of lndinn 1 bu.sines!lmen resident in Bombay. Simul· 
t.anoously, a1ohome devised hy t.l•e Jat.o Mr. Tata for collecting the 
heary rainrall on the 'Vcetern Ghats, and utili!!ing it for working 
tl1e CoLton Milts nf Bomb1y, bu b~cn carried to an advanced stage.' 

The capital of the Company is Rs. 2,31,75,000, divided 
into three classes of shares : (I) 200,000 ordinary shares of 
Rs. 75 each ; (2) 50,000 preference shares of Rs. 150 each ; 
( ~) 22,500 dcfen·ed shares of Rs. 30 each. The pref~nce 
shares are to carry interest from 1st Aprill908. All the ordmary 
shares and most of the preference shares have been taken up. 

The Company is formed for the purpose of erecling in 
India blast furnaces, open hearth steel furnaces, rolling 
mills, coke ovens, and other plant necessary for the manu
facture ol pig iron, steel rails, bars, plates, etc., and for these 
purposes to acquire mining rights 0\'er very valuable and 
large deposits ol iron ore. The plant that is to be erected 
will yield an output of 120,000 tons of pig iron and the 
conversion of 85,000 tons thereof into 72,000 tons of 
finished steel ; there is thus every probability of a ready 
market on the spot for the whole production. 

Plant will be established for the manufacture of sul
phuric acid as one of the bye·products. Immediately only 
so much of the acid will be manufactured as is,.equired by 
the Company itself for producing sulphate of ammonia. The 
importance oflocal manufacture of sulphuric acid cannot be 
e~aggemted, as according to Mr. Holland the loss to In:iia 
arising from the advantage possessed by England in cheap 
sulphuric acid is over 10 millions sterling. 'With cheap 
sulphuric acid, the continued and disastrous export of 
phosphates in the form of bones from this country, would 
be checked. A growing demand for the acid will resuscitate 
on a moderen scale the once consideoable copper·smelting 
industry in South India and in"Rajputana, make the copper
bearing rock in Kulu, Garh\\'al, Nepal, Sikkim and Bhutan 
commercially workable, and reduce the large copper and 
brass bill, amounting tu £813,700 per annum, which the 
tountry pays to foreign manufactnrers: 



·. 2: . The Swadeshi movement has had a very behelidal 
effect on the progress of the textile indu~try. The losses accru
ing from the dulness of the China marktt, where the Indian 
mill-ow!ler has to face the competition of the Japanese, ha11e 
been counterbalanced by the increased demand in ·India 
itself and the position is thereby rendered distinctly favourable 
as admitted by those connected with the mill industry itself. 
The Swadeshi movemeti! has led, too, to the establishment of 
more new mills than would have otherwise been the case. 
These· are ·the Broach Industrial Cotlon · Spinning and 
Weaving Co.; Broach, capital Rs. 7 lakhs; H. H;the 
Mahara11a Shri Ajitsinghji Dharangadra Mills Co., capital 
Rs. 5 Iakhs; Fazulbhoy Mills, Bombay; Srinagar Weaving 
and Manufacturing Mill, Ahmedabad; Ahmedabad Astodaya 
Manufacturing Mill, Ahmedabad ; Jam Shri Ranjit Singjee 
Spinning and Weaving Co., Bombay, capital Rs. 8 lakhs ; 
Sri .Rasulkhan Mills Co., Bombay, capital Rs. 10 lakhs; 
Haripur. Spinning and Manufacturing Co., Ahmedabad ; 
Ahmedabad Swadeshi Spinning and Manufacturing 
Co., Ahmedabad ; Industrial 1\lills Co. ; l\laharana ' 
Bhowsinl(ji Mills Co., Bombay, capital Rs. 10 lakhs. 
The foundation was laid of the Sri Krishna :Mills at · 
Ahmedabad in June. The Albion Spinning and Weaving 
Company is to be started shortly at Bombay with a capital 
of 15 Iakhs, the value of each share being Rs. 1,000. Shares 
worth ·Rs.lO lakhs ha\'e been sold. Messrs. Narottam Morarjee 
Gokuldas and Govardhandas I<hatau arc among the 
Directors. Weaving sheds were added to the Bombay . 
Cotton Mill, the Elphinslone Mill, Bombay, and the 
Ahmeclabad Merchants' Mill. , 
· 3. Besides the above, we liave several other concerns 
to record in connection with the textile industry. It was 
resolved in the month of June by several respectable 
capitalisls of Sind that in view of the possibility of producing 
good coarse cloth from Sind cotton, a Joint Stock Mill Co. 
be started. The Nadiad Silk, Woollen and Cotton Handloom 
Weaving Co., Ld., was started at Nadiad in Januar.)' wit11. 
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a capital of Rs. · 50,00J. The Company have manufactured 
30 looms and expect to turn out 20 more within the next six 
months. The looms are of special pattern, being By-shuttle 
looms with dobby atl;~ehed to them so that (they] are 
able to make any kind of cloth whether plain or bordered. 
Several \-arietits of cloths are manufactured by the Company. 
A Wea,;ng Comp;my was started at Poona under the desig
nation of the Poona Swadeshi Weaving Co. The Swadeshi 
l.ala Co., Ahmedabad, capital Rs. 1 lakh, has for its object · 
trading in hand looms. The Swade;hi CUi co Prin ling Co., Ld., 
Bombay, was started with a capital of Rs. :; bkbs, di,;ded 
into I 0,000 shares of Rs. 50 each. The Company claims to 
be the first of its kind in the whole of India. Its chief objects 
are (I) to -establish a mill for bleaching, dyeing and calico 
printing of cloths on a commercial basis and to succesSfully 
compete with those that are at present supplied by foreign 
countries, and (2) to establish a worksh"p and a chemical 
laboratory for making experiments neassary to attain the up
to-date da-clopments of the busint'SS and for training the 
workmen as well as O\)tsiders wishing to be benefited by it. 
The Swadeshi Hosiery and Manufacturing Co. was started 
at Bombay \\~th a capital of Hs 3 lakhs. Messrs. Desai 
&: Co. started the Swadohi Dyt:ing "Factory at · 
Bijapur. The Luxmi Narayan· Handloom Works at 
Shir!,'<lOn in the Thana District tum out ' line and durable' 
cloth of se\-eral descriptio~ Another handloom factory 
was started at Raibagh in the Southern Maratha country 
under the guidance of !llr. Kashinath Pant Daodekar, L. T. 
!II. The Maharajah of Kolhapur promised a donation of 
Rs. 6,0110 to the factory. The promoters of the handloom 
factory which was started at Dhulia last year intend to 
con•-ert it into a limited liability company, Two enter• ' 
prising pleaders of Bijapur (MeSsrs. Ragha\-endra Rao and 
Panduranga Rao l>e!iai) started a Calico Printing factory at' 
:8ijapur and it is said that success has attended their efforts. 
Tbe Belgaum Loom and Industrial Machine Works was 
il.alied b1 Messrs- Nilajkar and Khatau, two enterprising 
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young men of Belgaum who returned from Japan afte~ 
completing their studies. They prepare handlooms and 
their accessories and within a period of two months of their 
starting, 22 looms have been made. They are after the 
improved Japanese pattern. Pupils are taught weaving free 
of any charge, but they are required each to purchase one 
loom. From 20 to 80 yards of cloth is turned out daily. 
Handloom classes were also opened at Nasik and Ratnagiri. 
The Bharat Press Co., Bombay, capital · Rs. 2! lakhs, the 
Nimar Cotton Co., capital Rs. 21akhs, the Malwa Cotton Co., 
capital 1! lakhs, and the Mahadeva Cotton Press Co., 
capital Rs. 60,000, and the Jhotana Ginning Co., 
Ahmedabad, gin and press cotton. 

4. The Indian 1\lercantile Insurance Co., Ld., was 
started at Bombay with a capital of Rs. 50,00,000 divi<!ed 
into 50,000 shares of Rs. 1\JO each. This company was 
formed for the purpose of carrying on the business of Fire 
Insmance in all its branches in India, Power is reserved to 
carry on with the sanction of the general body of share
holders, business in Marine Insurance. 

5, The Swadeshi Bank was started at Dharwar with a 
capital of Rs. 1 lakh, the chief object being to encourage 
manufacturers and artisans. The Pioneer Co-operative Credit 
Society, Ld. (Urban), was started at Bombay with a capital 
of Rs, I Jakh divided into 1,000 shares of Rs. 100 each. The 
society was established on the co-operative basis, to enable 
the members of it to obtain from its funds loans on easy 
terms and thus to assist them in starling small trades, in 
entering into useful professions, and in carrying out other 
practical objects, !If essrs. A. V, J ayakar Co. are the secretaries 
and managing agents. 

6. The Oriental Mining Co,, l,d., was started at 
Bombay with a capital of Rs. 5 lakhs divided into shares of 
Rs. 100 each. One of the Directors is Mr. Maniklal Ghelabhai, 
who owns some 24 manganese mines in the Goa territory. 

7,. Among other new enterprises the following may be 
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noticed, The Deccan Match Factory was sl:irted at Karad 
in the Satara District by Messrs. Shirall;ar and Bahulikar. 
The capital of the Company is Rs. 1 Jakb divided into 1,000 
shares of Rs. 100 each. The Belgaum Match Manufacturing 
Co., was started by )fessrs. Nilajkar and Khabu with a capital 
of Rs- 25,000 for making matches, suitable wood for which 
is available in the district. The Shampa Bhavan Match 
Factory at Sholapur was started for the manufacture of grass 
matches. The machine for culling the grass is prepared by 
Kirloskar Brothers of Belgaum and the other 111achine for 
dipping the matches in phosphorus is prepared by a maistry in 
the factory. The Deccan Grass !\latch Factory is at Poona. 

Mr. Kamble opened a small UmbreUa Factory at Poona 
in the month of January. All the parts of the umbrella are 
locally manufactured with the exception of iron\\ire required 
for the frame work which is imported from England. The 
workshop turns out by hand power about 50 umbrellas 
per day. 

The Soap and Candle Factory at Baramati (Poona 
District) was started by Seth Tilokchand Hirachand 
Jain and Co. The products of the factory have been 
pronounced In be fairly satisfactory. A soap factory 'WaS 

started at Hubli by Laxmi Narayan and Co. The Indian 
Soap and Candle Factory, Bombay, capital R'l. 1 lakh, 
manufacture soap, candles and perfumery, 

The Gujarat Pencil FactoryatZadeshwar, district Broach ; 
the Pencil Factory at Hubli started by Tabib Brothers ; 
Shri Rajaram Pencil Factory, Fanaswadi, Bombay, started 
by Narayan Vinayak Athalye ; the Pencil Factory at Islam
pore slarW by Yr. Dahi, Pleader, are the pencil factories 
started during the period under review in the Bombay 
Presidency. Of these the factory at Fanaswadi, Bombay, turns 
out 1,000 pencils daily, and is expected very soon to tum out 

• ~.000 daily. Almost the whole machinery was manufactured 
locally. . 

The Ci~..rette Factory at ..l..hmednagar ; the Indian 



· Condensed Milk Co. at Chaklasi (Gujarat)•; the Oil Mill lit 
. Karad (Salara District) started by Ramakrishna Naik Kale ; 
·the Indian Cement Syndicate, Bombay, capital Rs. 80,000, 
. which lllilnufactures and sells cement ; the Bombay Milk 

Supply Co.,.Ahmedabad, capital Rs. 20,000, which trades in 
. milk, butter, etc., are olher manufacturing concerins started 
. during_ this period. 

Mr. Bhaikar V a.~udev Sathe, Pleader at Dhulia, has 
· started a Flour and Oil Mill. 

8. Shops for storing and selling indigenous goods 
· continue to be started at different 1ocalities, thanks to the 
· progress of the Swadeshi movement Ainong ihese are the 

People's Swadeshi Stores Co., Hyderabed · (Sind), capital 
Rs. 20,000; the United Swadeshi Trading Cci., Bombay, 

· capital Rs. ·so,coo ; · the Borsad Swadeshi Sahayak 
Mandai of Borsad Bazaar, Bombay, capital Hs. 5,000 ; the 
Indian Stores, Karachi, 1:apital Rs. 25,0PO; the Swadeshi 
Padartha Sangraha, Dharwar, capital Rs. ~0,000 ; the Satara 
Swadeshi Commercial Co., Satara, capital Rs, 20,000 ; the 
Deshi Stores Co., Shikarpur, Bombay, capital Rs. 10,000. 
The Bombay Swadeshi Co·Operative Stores Co., which was 
registered as a limited liability company last year with large 

. capital and an influential directorate, is thrivin~: well and 
, doing very useful work, 

9. Very valuable educational work has been done 
during the year in the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute at 
Bombay. The .courses of instruction which have been 
enjoyed by students included mechanical engineering, 

. textile manufacture, electrical en~ineering, sheet metalwork
ing and technical chemistry, and in all of these branches 
of . technical education, the student is thoroughly 
grounded in the subject .he takes up from the practical 
point of view. The number of candidates seeking admission 

• 'l'he cr,ndenaed milk prepnred hf this Conlpnny was e1amined 
hy the GovPrnmcnt Chemi<>nl Anulyscr and ccr~itled to bo superior 
to the .. rtiele imported From 8\titzerland, The faotorr ill 1npervi1ed 
bY Profes!!lor 8-n_ii~r nl Bombay, 



continues to be considerably in excess of available vacancies, 
in spite of the higher preliminary education now demanded. 
The higher standard for admission to the classes has resulted 
in an appreciable improvement in the quality of the students 
entering the Institute, as also in reducing to a minimum the 
number of those who fail to go through the complete 
course of instruction. The number of students on the rolls 
on the 31st March 1907 was 387 as compared with 340 
last year and 815 the year previous. In order to meet the 
demand for trained technical teachers, which the growth of 
small technical schools in the country had created, and 
which was expected steadily to increase, the Board instituted 
a small number of Fellowships of the value of Rs. 50 per 
month. Si.'t of these have been awarded in the year. under 
review and the Fellows assist the teacher in their class work 
and, at the same lime, carry on an additionJ.! course of study. 
One of the chief items of interest during the past session 
was the opening of the Central Electric Power Station in 
connection with the electrical engineering branch of the 
Institute. The station was opened by H. E. the Governor of 
Bombay, Lord Lamington, in Februbary last. 

10. Some gentlemen of Kurundwad in.the Southern 
Maratha Country have hit upon the expedient of an " Indus
trial Lottery " with the object of obtaining funds for erect· 
ing a Sugar Manufacturing Factory. The result will no 
doubt be awaited with curiosity. 

11. The Swadeshi Vasto Pracharini Sabah of Bombay 
has bee':' working these two years for the promotion of 
Swadesbism in the country. Under its. auspices was held on 
All-India Swadesbi Conference at Calcutta about the lime of 
the Congress under the presidency of the Hon'ble Nawab 
Saiyid Muhammad Sahib Bmadur of Madras. A Pro,·incial 
Swadesbi Sammelan was held at Sural at the time oi the last 
Pro\-incial Conference The Sabha took advantage of the 
fair at Pandharpur in October last to populari.se the 
Swadeshi movement by means of lectures and preachinl(:;. 

7 
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BENGAL. 

12. The Hinduslan Co-operative Insurance Society, 
Ld., was started at Calcutta with a capital of Rs. 1 
crore divided into shares of Rs. 100 each. It has made a 
sepclality of small insurances and it is said that it affords 
facilities even for the pettiest of ryots and wage earners to 
make a _suitable provision for their families in the event 
of death or their own comfort in old age. Two other 
Insurance Companies are the National Indian Life Assurance 
Co., Ld., Calcutta, under the auspices of such exalted 
personages as the Maharajahs of Baroda and Cooch-Behar, 
and the National Insurance Co., Ld., Calcutta. . The capital 
of both the Companies is Rs. 10 lakhs each. The latter 
Company has done very satisfactory work since its start. 
It was Boated in March last and in these eight or nine 
inonths policies to the value of Rs. 15 lakhs have been 
recorded. 

13. The Bengal National Bank, Ld., was started under 
influential auspices with a capital of Rs. 50 lakhs. 

An Association was started at Bankura under the name 
of the Bankura Central Co-operative Society, with the follow
ing objecls.-(a) To create funds to lend out to its 
members or to be invested for the benefit of its members 
in accordance with the Co-operative Credit Societies Act. 
Such investment may take the form of loans to rural credit 
societies and also, with the permission of the Local 
Government to urban credit societies ; (b) to encourage 
thrift, self-help and mutual trust among its members who 
belong to the industrial class, and with this object, (1 )- to 
obtain for such members raw ma'terials at wholesale rates ; 
(2) to make advances of cash and material at reasonable rates 
of interest ; (3) to improve the standard of manufacture, and 
(4) _to sell the finished product on behalf of members, 
charging a fair commission on sales ; (d) to act as an 
organization society for the introduction of Co-operative 
Societies among the agriculturists and artisans of the district. 
The capital 9f the society has been fixed at Rs. 101000 



lor the present, to be raised by I ,000 shares of Rs. 10 each. 
The society is registered under the Co-operative Credit 
Societies Act. The capital would be gradually increased 
with the expansion of the sphere of action which would be 
limited to the district itself. 

The Gaya Bank and Trades Association, capital 
Rs. 50,000; the Ananda Bhandar, Rangpur, capital Rs. ZO,OOO, 
and the Sonamarg Lakshmi Bhandar of Sylhet, capital 
Rs. 20,0CO are other concerns which do banking business. 

14. The several steamer services started by Indians 
furnish additional proof that Bengal is forging ahead in 
business affairs, as it is already advanced in matters intellec
tual. The East Bengal Ri\·er Steam Service was started 
..,;th a capital of Rs. 6 lakhs. Raja Sreenath Roy, Babu 
Janaki Nath Roy and the Hon'ble Rai Sibnath Roy Baha
dur are the Managing Agents. Babu Brojolal Roy started 
the Bhagyakul Steam Sen;ce with a capital of Rs. 1,2~,000. 

Babu Muralidhar Roy is the Managing a.genl Besides these 
the Bikrampur Flo>tilla Service was started by Babu Benodilal 
Roy and Brothers, and the Lakshminarayan Steam Service 
by Babu Harendra Lal Roy. The East Bengal River Steam 
Service Co. also started a workshop under .the name and 
style of the East Bengal Engineering '" orks at Cossipore 
to repair their vessels and also to do outside· work. All 
these concerns are due to the enterprise of the Bhaggal.:ul 
Roy family in the district of Dacca. 

15. The Indian Cotton Cultivation Co., Ld., was 
formed for growing cotton. It acquired a plot of 250 bighas 
in the district of Birbhum, about 10 miles to the west 
of Rampore-hat, where cotton is being cultivated. The 
capital of the Company is Rs. 10,000 divided into 2,000 
shares of Rs. 5 each. 

16. The determination with which Bengalis have taken 
to the Swadeshi mo\'elllent has in no other field .produced 
more gratifying results than in the industry of weaving. The 
impetus it has given to handloon weaving is remarkable. 
We have cited official testimony to this fact in the foregoing 
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Section of this Report. The necessity for starting power
! oom mills has not totally escaped attention either. The 
su~ful working of the Bengal Luxmi Cotton Mill 
may be mentioned as an instance in point. The Desi 
Cotton Mills, Lei., of Calcutta, were, it is true, promoted by 
Messrs. Andrew Yule & Co., but the bulk of the share
holders_are understood to be Bengalis. A plant of 450 looms 
has been laid down in this mill and 250 looms are working 
now, It is intended gradually to lay down a plant of a 
thousand looms. The factory of the Calcutta Weaving 
Company was opened at Howrah. Arrangements have 
been made for the accommodation of 80 looms. Fifty 
looms . are at work at present. The National Spinning 
and Weaving Co. of Bengal was started with a capital of 
Rs. 20,000. The Surma Valley Weaving and Trading Co., 
Sylhet, was started with a capital of Rs, 20,000. The 
business of tracling in indigenous goods is combined with 
weaving. A company under the name and title of the 
Bengal Hosiery Co. was formed at Calcutta with a capital 
of Rs. 2 Iakhs. The Madanganj Pressing Co., Bengal, 
capital Rs. 1,50,000, is for pressing cotton, also jute and hides. 

17. The Bengal Agricultural and Dairy Farm, Ld~ 
capital Rs. 5 lakhs divided into 5,000 shares of Rs. 100 each, 
was started 'with the object of providing an honourab.le 
means of livelihood by farming, to the young men of this 
country.' It was proposed to partly purchase and partly to · 
lease out 1,000 highas of land at Kanchrapara and Sapia· 
gram (80 miles from Calcutta) and start cultivation and 
dairy farms. The Company wo¢d further arrange to-give 
a.practical trainmg to those young men who would serve 
as apprentices to the farm. The expert members of the 
Board will make periodical visits to inspect the working of 
the farm and lo give training to the apprentices for farming. 
It is stated that the Company intends to start such farms 
in every district with a view to making them popular. 
;Rai Saheb Gopal Chandra Chattopadhyaya, retired Executive 
.~gineer, is the Managing Director. 
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18. The Bengal Pottery Works at Baranagar were 

slarled wilh a capital of Rs. 21,000; the Chairman of tl1e 
Board of Directors being Rajah Peary Mohan Mukerji. The 
Manor•ma Candle Factory was started by Babu Nagendra 
Nalh Mazumdar, who learnt the arts of candle-making and 
pencil manufacture in Japan. Its notable feature is . that 
Mrs. Mazumdar is in charge of the business, all the details of 
which arc worked by herself and a number of other women. 
The Barisal National Oil Mills were started at Nalchitti with 
a capital of Rs. 7 5,000. A large comb factory was built at 
Cullack under the directon of lllr. Howard Lucy. The 
factory is said to be fitted with the latest machinery and an 
expert in comlrmaking has been secured from a well-known 
Scottish firm. ' This factory is the first of its kind in India, 
and is e.xpected to be in full swing by the beginning of the 
new year.' The 'Bande Mataram Factory ' for the manu
facture of matches was started at Calcutta by the Hon'ble Dr. 
R<l>h Behary Ghose and it is under the management of Messrs. 
P. C. Roy and A. C. Ghose who had been sent to Japan 
by the Association for the Ad\'llncement of Scientific and 
Industrial Education, to Jearn match-making. The' Small 
Industries Development Company' was started by this 
Association with a capital of Rs. 4 Iakhs for ~ufacturing 
pencils, buttons and other industries which do not require 
large capiL1l. It is hoped that SC\'eral of the students sent 
abroad by the Association will be employed in this concern. 
The Rangpur Tobae<:o Company, capital Rs. llakh, is for 
manufacturing cigars, cigarettes, snuffs and other products 
of tobacco. Then we have the Jalpaiguri Silpa Samity, 

'with a capital of R;. 50,000 and the Dacca Silpa Samity with a 
capital of Rs. 20,000. There are besides, the Kansat Trading 
Co., Maida, capital Rs. 20,000; the Xowgong Trading Co., 
Nowgong, capital Rs. 20,000; the Kamrup Industrial and 
Trading Co., Gauhati, capital Rs. :;0,000 ; the Durbhanga 
Trading Co., Durbhanga, capital Rs. 20,000, and the 
Tripurajatiya Bhandar Co., Comilla, capital Rs. 30,000. . 

19. We pass on to the work done in Bengal in further-



ance of scientific, industrial and commercial education. 
Foremost of the institutions devoted to fuis object is fue 
Bengal Technical Institute. Particulars of the instruction 
imparted here were given in last year's report. Here it is 
only necessary to say that fue institution is making healthy 
progress. Donations to fue Institute amount to Rs. 76,~0\1 
and monfuly subscriptions to Rs. 3,487. Mr. Dadabhai 
:Naorojl and His Highness the Gaekwar visited the Institute 
and expressed themselves pleased with what they saw. 

ll is pleasing to note the attention bestowed 011 scienti· 
fie education and manual and technical trdining at the Bengal 
National College and School. There are 17 lecturers in 
the Technical (including Scientifice and Commercial) 
Department, the budgeted grant for the current year for the 
instruction staff being a little over Rs. 1,900 per month. 
Rs. 25,000 were budgeted for the current year for the 
workshops attached to fue Technical Department and the 
Laboratories. Besides fuis, a special subscription of 
Rs. 1,000 and upwards was started for the expansion of the 
Laboratories and Workshops, and Rs. 12,000 were subscribed 
for the purpose even early in the year. Particulars of the 
courses of instruction adopted in the Technical Department 
of the Bengal National College are given in Appendix VII. 

The Association for the Advancement of Scientific and 
Industrial Education of Indians bas, as usual, done exceed· 
;rigly good work during the year. Several students sent by 
ft to foreign countries returned after completion of their studies 
and are usefully employed. Forty-eight of them were still 
abroad pursuing fueir studies at, the beginning of thisyear .. 
And so many as 96 were senl afresh this year. This is 
splendid work, on which the Hon'ble Babu J ogendra Chandra 
Gbose, the Secretary, and his fellow-workers, deserve to be 
congratulated. The financial position of fue Association is 
Satisfactory. 

Of t.bo young men who returned to IndiA after completion <'f 
their education, Mr. Satya Sundar Deb succet~:atully started the 
pottery works and is getting Rs. 150. a month. 14 ... ra. P. C. Roy 
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and A. C. Ghosn 111larted a match factory on a saln.ry of a Rs. 100 a 
month carh nnd commi,sion of 30 per t'cnt. on the profit.s. Mr. 
AmiLrondra Narayan 11BK b~cn cnga~od at Birulipatam pencil racOOry 
()D a.t~nlnry of R1. too a.nd a fllhare in Lhe profit~~. Mr. I.B. De haa been 
appointed Agril·ultnrnl Offil"er in Lhe Couch Behn.r State on fts. 600 a 
month with allow&nt'e>S and Mr. K. E. N andy haa been appointed 
Di11trict EnJtin£>er on n. tn.lary of nearly Rs.. GOO a month with 
nllowoncra. 

The Indian Association for the Advancement of Science, 
Calcutta, which was founded by the late Dr. Mahendra Lai 
Sircar, has done a year's good educational work. During the 
year, the workshop of the Association has turned out several 
new instruments such as a set of three systems of pulleys, 
one wheel and axle, a lever with several divisions and weight 
to illustrate the result of parallel forces and the leverage also 
and an eye-piece tube for ll/2 inch telescope to carry Brown
ing's spectroscope. Several tools and implements were also 
prepared for lathe itself without purchasing them from the 
market. 

The Calcutta Commercial Institute was started at 
Calcutta this year and Shorthand, Type-writing, Book
keeping, etc., are taught there. Mr. N. K. Miller, M.A., is 
the Principal and is assisted by a staff of educated. and efli. 
cient teachers. . • 

A society, under the title of Silpa Samity, was regis
tered under the Indian Companies Act, with the objec;t of 
promoting industrial education among the women of Bengal, 
The society has taken over several technical schools for girls 
from private management to be worked on an extensive 
scale. It was under contemplation to start a free day 
school, where technical and industrial instruction would be 
gh•en to girls. 

The Convent Lace School at Ranchi, Chota Nagp~~ .. 
is doing useful work in the way of giving the women 
and girls of the Bock a practical education with a view to 
affording them a more lucrative occupation than that usually 
adopted by U1e women of the district, :md one which 
would not interfere with their domestic duties. The Ranchi 



Convent already possessed a member who had studied and 
worked in a Belgian school of lace, and in 1905 the first local 
institution was founded with three pupils and a little later, a 
man trained in the lace industry came out from Belgium to 
take charge of it. Since that date the . school has been 
growing in usefulness and popularity, so that now it may be 
regarded as a firmly established concern with a future before 
it All that it needs to ensure its prosperity is a grant-in-aid 
from the Education Department. 

20. Industrial and Agricultural Exhibitions were held 
during the year at Bllasore, Kendrapara and A ngul in 
Orissa, at Hooghly, at Jhenida and some other places 
mentioned in Section A. At the Kendrapara Exhibition a 
Silver Medal and cash prize were awarded to one of the 
muslin fabric weavers of Gulnazar in the Cuttack D!strict as 
an encouragement for his first adopting the fly-shuttle to the 
country loom. 

21. Babu Purnendu Narayan Sinha, Secretary; Bihar 
Exhibition Committee, has kindly sent us the following account 
of exhibitions and fairs in Bihar :-• ln Bihar there are several 
ancient fairs, some of which give great stimulus to Indian 
inclustries. The chief of these fairs is the Sonepir Fair held 
every year on and about the Full Moon day of Kartic. No 
attempt is, however, wade to offer prizes and medals to the 
exhlbitors of the best industries nor are the industries 
catalogued in any year. Tbe other important fairs, 
such as those held at Megh Mordah (Purnea), Bihta 
(Patna) and Kat Bahrampur (Arrahl are essentially 
Cattle Fairs. But with some e!fort they mar be 
converted partly into exhibitio.y; of agricultural and general 
industries. The Bihar Industrial and- Agricultural Exhi· 
bition was held in·February 1907, at Bankipur. The chief 
exhibits were cotton, mixed . an,d silk fabrics of Bihar, 
Fatwa of Dinapur, of Patna, .of Bhagatpur, Gaya and 
Arrah, glass-made articles .of Patna, steel trunks of Patna, 
iron war~ !row. Dina pur and the ~i)l~r. Schpo! of Engineering, 
nnftPripc;;, nf. ~P\"":l.n· and Sasseram. · naintinil from Arrah, 
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orpenters' work from Dinapur, the famoos Kokti doth from 
Durbhang;o, lxlsket ware and sirki work, carpets both cotton 
and woollen, KC\·or, chiefly from jails,.aloe fibre and plantain 
fibre, cutlery and other articles. The exhibits all came from 
Bihar. 

MADRAS. 
22. The failure of Arbuthnot &: Ca. and the misery 

into which many families were plunged thereby gave an 
impetus to the organisation of capital by Indian agency, and 
the Indian Bank, Ld., Madras, was the result. Its aotborised 
capital is Rs. 20 lakhs. Business wa5 commenced in the 
middle of the year. Other joint stock banks started during 
the year are the Agricultural and Commercial Bank, Tmne
vc:Uy, capital Rs. 2 lakhs ; the Trichinopoly National Bank, 
cpital Rs. 1 bkh; the W orriar Alliance Bank, Trichinopoly, 
capital Rs. 1,49,995. There was besides, the Mad= Central 
Urban Bank, registered under the Co-operative Credit 
Societies Act. Its main object is to collect funds for 
financing Co-operative Credtt Societie> established in the 
morussil. The capital or the bank is Rs. 25,000, made up of 
50 shares or Rs. 500 each. Four-fifths of the member.; shall · 
always be non-agriculturists. Every member joining the 
bank must take at least one share, but no member can at 
any time bold more than lh-e shares. No member shall be 
permitted to transfer any share held by him, unless he had 
held such share for a period of at least one year. 

23. Reference was made in last year's Report to the 
Conjee-.-aram Wea\-ers' Urban Union. Dewan Bahadur 
P. Rajagopalachariar, who was till lately Registrar of ·Co
operati\-e Credit Societies in Madras, some months ago sent 
an interesting report to the GO\-emment of Madras 
comparing its working with that of the Benares Silk 
Weaved Co-operative Association, the principal features 
of which were also pointed out in last year·s Report The 
societies are 'essentially or a similar na!ure,' but they • diller 
considerably' in organizaiton. Mr. Rajagopalachariar writes 
to the following effect :-

• While lbe Benarea Auociation is l'egistered on l.be -basis of 
8 
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:ltm_ite~ ·liabi_lity wi~b a paid up share capital, the Conjeeverom 
Dn\o.D JB reg1st.ered. on the .basis of unlimited liability and b 

"d 0 " no p~1 -up share capital. Both Societies purchase their raw mnte .. 
rial wholesale, and tLen J'etail them to their conRtitnents at prices 
more favourable than those given them by middlemen generallr. 
The Societies then recei"re the finished prodnct.a from the weavers 
and Be~l them t.o the best advant.a.geo. The question of distributing 

· ·tbe-dntsbed produc~ howe'fer, is not so ea!'ly as that of production. 
T;he-diflicalty of getting rid-of t.he finished prodat is not so great at 

"Conjeeveram ,ns it is otBenares, as ~hA Conjf'evera.m Society turns 
oat arl;i~les of cotton, and on such a small scale as to meet a sLeady 

'local _demand for them.; whereas the bigh·priced silk goods turned 
out at Benares have to go considerable distance to find a market: 

U. Handloom weaving has received considerable 
attention. The Hanuman Weaving Factory was started 
at Madras by Messrs. S. Ranganatham Chelty & Co. II turns 
out h,andkerchiefs an!} dhotis with silk borders. The Kistna 
Te.<ti.le Manufacturing Co., Ld., was started at Narsapur in 
the Kistna district with a capital of Rs 1 lakh divided into 
1,000 shares of Rs. 100 each. The object of the Company 
ia to develop tlie industry of cotton weaving. It was 
.working at first with handlooms of different sorts, indigenous 
.as well as English, but it has since received some power-
. ooms and an engine and a boiler to work them. 

'To s;cive a sncce~srnl sto.r~ to bo~ioners a machine on the model 
·~r the .E~glish sizing· nne with oylinderR and fliz~box has been 
constructed by P. 'Moorthy Ohetty. heRd jobber of the i!Bid C'Ompany, 
and it is working satisfactorily. It could A:ive warps also for double 
-powerlooms. The yarn jg at 6rst pnt in the sizing, then rolled on 
.a .big dr.nm p.nd afterwards worked on th~ warping machine of 5o0 
b®bills and Ji.Qally these four or five warps beams o! small breadth 
are pol; on the newly consLruot.ed flizing machine and are formed 
into one warp of the teqaired ·breadt~h! 

A weaving factory was started at Puthur in the neigh· 
bourhood of N egapatam· A Komati merchant of Sidhout 
introduced fiy·shuttle looms and is carrying on good 'busi.n~ 
Two men were sent from Hospet to Calcutta at ~he public 
expense to Ieani weaving on improved handloolllS. · A 
number of young men trained at the Government Weaving 
Factory, Salem, started a private factory with fly-shuttle looms 
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at the same town. The Nidadavole Weaving Factory in the 
God.wari district and the Rajam Spinning and Weaving Co., 
Ld., in the Vizagapatam district are doing good business. 
Ellore in the Kistna district is a place noted for carpet
making. The industry is on the decline, howe..-er. It 
is right, therefore, that the Oriental Carpet Manufacturing 
Co. has been established there. It is working \\ith eight big 
looms and 52 workmen under the managtment of an expert 
of 40 years' ~ence. The Company has also employed 
a special designer. Other concerns started during the period 
under re\·iew are the Guntur Hosiery Mills Co~ Ld., Guntur, 
capital Rs. 50,000; the Kaliswarar Mills Co., Coimbatore. 
capital Rs. 9 lakhs; the Kamakshi Mills Co., Tanjore, 
capital Rs. I 0 bkhs, and the Sri T odpura Sundari Cotton 
Press, Bezwada, capital Rs. 85,000. 

25. The V JZag.tpatam Sugar De..-elopment Co., Ld., 
has just been formed at Anakapalle in the V.Z..gapatam 
district with a capital of Rs. 3 lakhs divided into 6,000 
shares of Rs. 50 each with the object of erecting • the 
First Model Sugar Factory which \\ill be in the nature of 
a Sugar School in the centre of an extensive sugarcane 
culti\'ation. The factory \\ill be managed by Yr. A. E. 
Jordan, Sugar Experl The Negapatam Swadeshi Steel 
Trunk Manufacturing Co. manufactures steel trunks, patent 
steel brief bags and di>.patch bo'es of high class quality. A · 
Glass Factory was lately started at Ennur, Madras, under 
the management of Mr. S. M. Shafi. Soda water bottles are 
made at the b.ctory. Mr. S. Ramarao returned from Japan· 
alter learning glass manufacture and has been trying tn start 
a gbss factory. He has secured a friend who offers Rs. 2,000 
as his share and efforts are being made to get a few more 
persons who will join and form themselves into a. limited· 
liability company. The sand of Tiru..-otliyur, which has 
been certified to be suitable for the purpose, will be used 
for making glass. The Viza,<>apatam Mills Co., was formed 
at_V!zag~patam with a capital of Rs.5 bkhswith the Qbjecto£ 
011llmg nee. The Sri Laxmi Rice Mills Co. was formed at Gun-
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iur with the same object with a capital of Rs. 20,000 ; and the 
Anakapalle Commercial Syndicate with a capital of Rs. 50,000 
has the same object, too. The Cocanada Jute Press Co. was 
formed at Cocanada with a capital of Rs. 1,50,000. The South 
Indian Agricultural and Industrial Improvement Co. was 
formed at Anakapalle with a capital of Rs. 1 lakh. The 
Coimbatore Industries, Coimbatore, with a capital of 
Rs. 2Q;OOO, will have a chrome tannery. The Kistna Chemical 
Works was started at Siddhantam in the Kistna district 

' where also there is the Godavari Soap and Candle Factory. 
At Pithapur in the Godavari district two factories came into 
existence for making soaps and candles. It is said that the 
Rajah of the same place is thinking of starting a Mill for 
Spinning and Weaving Cotton. The Swadeshi Steam Naviga
tion Co. which was fbrmed last year, is progressing and 
increasing in popularity. 

26. Stores for selling indigenous goods have increased 
in number since last year. Prominent among these may be 
mentioned the Triplicane Co-operative Society which has 
started a distributive Co-operative Stores •·on the historic 
model set by the Rochdale Pioneers.' '):'he number of 
members of the society at the end of June was 637, and 
the share capital amounted to about Rs. 4,950. A 
branch of the society was opened at Egmore in February. 
The total distribution of goods to members in the nine 
months ending June last amounted to Rs. 1,20,53Q, 
or an average· of nearly Rs. la,400 a month for 
all the branches. The Cuddalore Swadeshi Mercantile Co, 
Ld., opened an emporium for indigenous goods. It has 
a capital of Rs. 20,000. Under ~he name of the Aryan Stores 
a business was started at Trichinopoly as a limited liability 
company, the nominal value being Rs. 6,000. • Deposits are 
received and 7i per cent. interest is guaranteed, in addition 
to bonus at the discretion of the proprietors. The object 
of the institution is to encourage Indian articles of all kinds.' 
Two Swadeshi shops were opened at Hospet, one to sell 

cloths and the .• other stationery and other articles. The 
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promoters take moderate profits, reserving the balance of 
profits to the promotion of industries. The Tanjore National 
Co-operati\'e Emporium has a capital of Rs. 20,000. The 
Narasapur Industrial Improvements Co., capital Rs. 50,000, 
has for its primary object the sale of country-made goods. 
Similar is the case with the Kallidail.:urichi Sudesa Tolil 
Pandasali of Tinnevelly, capital Rs. 20,000, and uifh the 
Saidapet Industrial Co., Chingleput, capital Rs. 10,000. 

It was remarked in last year·s Report that almost all 
these shops are on a comparatively small scale. There are 
no stores in the presidency which will bear comparison 
with the Bombay Swadeshi Co-operative Stores Co., Ld., or 
the Indian Stores of Calcutta. The attention of the Second 
South Indian Industrial Conference which met at Vizaga
pataro was called to the matter, and it passed the following 
Resolution on it :-

• Tbat. this Conference notes witb atisfactioo Lhe increasing 
number of shops for 11torio~ anti selling art.icles of Indian manu• 
facture which are being starLed iu different parts of Southern India, 
b111o regl"t!ts t.bac. ma.ny of them ar-e k>O small lO m~&. the growing 
demAnd for &ucb article!. In the interest of t.be Sft'adesbi movement., 
'Ilia Conferencoennestly urgee educated Indians in every district to 
orR'-nize on a large ~e~.le Swadesbi stores on a Co--operative basis.' 

27. Several Industrial and Agricultural E:<hibifions 
u-ere held during the year in a few districts. The South 
Indian Industrial Exhibition of Vizagapatam has been re
ferred to. There were besides, the Narasapur Agricultural 
and Industrial E.~hibition and the Ca.nnanore Agricultural 
and Industrial Exhibition. The Northern Ci.rcan> Swadesbi 
Show uill be held at Siddhantaro in the Kistna district in 
January next. 

28. The Xational Fund and Industrial Association of 
:Madras has been doing u..<eful -work. To popularise the 
By-shuttle looms among the weavers who ~ve eviniced a 
desire to work them, the Association bas put six By-shuttle 
looms and employed a wea\ing instructor for the Conjee
veram Urban Weavers' Union. Two students were sent to 
apan to recei\-e practical training in making candles, soaps, 



pencils, cement and matches. Arrangements have been 
made to open a class in Madras to train students in soap and 
wax~making, Attempts are being made towards the 
formation of a library of industrial and technical subjects, 
and the nucleus of a library bas already been formed, We 
have already referred to the generous offer of the Hon'ble 
Mr~ V. Krisbnaswamy fyer to start a weaving school at 
Madras. Another prominent member of the Association, the 
Hon'ble Mr. P. S. Sivaswamy Iyer, bas been paying 
Rs. 50 a month to enable it to send a student to a foreign 
country for technical education. The funds of the 
Association amount to nearly Rs. 10,000. 

THE UNITED PROVINCES. 
29• The Imperial Bank, Ld., was started at Meerut with 

branches at Aligarh< and Moradabad with a capital of Rs. 2 
lakhs divided into 4,000 shares of Rs. 50 each. The Superior 
Bank, Muzaffarnagar, was s1arted with a capital of Rs. 20,000, 
The Co-operative Banking and Trading Society, Ld,, Benares, 
combines, as its name implies, banking and trading, the latter 
beinglimited to Indian goods. The aims and princrples of 

< this Society are best explained in the words of the prospectus 
from which we quote below:-

•Theso~ceas which ho.s at.teoded Lho working of Co-operative 
Credit. Socic:r.ies in otltCr districts has led o. number of leading gcnLic
men in Beno.res to interest tbemselves in est1~hlishiog a Co-operative 
Bnnking n.ud Trading concern in Bl•unres. 'l'he need' of on inst.i· 
tutioo whence lb&na moy bo obtained by- tha ordinary clo.tn~es of tho 
people. at.,modernte rnte9 of iutercr;t... and. or a. shop. for the sn.le of 
gonnine goods at. Ox.ed prices had long been JeCt here. Institutions 
started on trne cO'"<Jperati.ve principle• thrive and abound iu Euro
p'eao countries, and it will bu the aim Of the prujecterl sos:iety to 
work on the same linct~ and to help local trade by providing cheap· 
oapito.J, a.nd placing a. well-farni!!hed store of indigenous goods and 
useful and nee.E::ssary articles uot mn•io in Iodin. at the dispot~al of the 
Beoarea public. · , ' 

t·Tbe Society will bO registered under tho C(H)pero.tive Credit. 
Societies-Act, Nu. x .. or 1904, and~ its capitr'l wilt be raised by tbe 
issue· of.aharea t~mablo. by .persona residing or co.rrying on bnaincHe 
in Benaroa. In.ortler tba.t.llt lnrgo. number cf men. of all rank& may· 
9iu by. ,PnrObuiog sba.re!l, and thereby; avail tbemt~olre&J of t~o 



odnn\61:"0 ol!....! by ll"' Socio&y,the pri<e Gf ach ohare hao been 
p-.1 at R.. S ...,,,., ood "" porooa will be allowed_""'"' &han i!Uo) 

•h•ra: of the n.Iwt ,.,f R·- ].1))}. TIM! total ca;n~ a:; prtSI!Il&. 

P"''po-ed to'-" rat.<! in tllia manner i.t R.... 2-j.f))). 
• Tht! afh.in c,f tM Sr.r:ietr wiU be manazed by a Board of 

rn~on ~!« tl'd by the •h-~den. Lo:lns will be made only Co 

1111
hafttlold@'rw of the Sociel.f• or CO indepeAd~& ~rati're Cn:dt&. 

Societ*'· 'So ~a aoc:onoeded •ith a Co-operuin Credit. 
5->cio<y will be enLitl<d lo deal with this SoeiHy. Thooe Ybo deoira 
to bmf.fit. ~1 such dealinp ahoold, 'h4!refore. a&. ooce apply for 
•harc1. The SxiiP'lJ •itt wrcrk in a field all iu o•u. and will uo&; 
place iLMif ill oo~ilion 10 &aJ' esisting private firm iD BenareP: 

If the l' oiled Provinces are fortunate in having a 
Lieulenant-Govemer, who is in full sympathy with the Indus
trial llo\-cment, Ben.1res is. doubly bl=ed in ba\ing a 
Collector and District Magistrate so lull of genuine Swadeshi 
spirit as llr. E. H. Radice, I. C. S. Mr. Radice presided orer 
the meeting at which this Society was formed, and he is aL<o 
President of the Swadeshi Vasto Pracbarini Sabba of 
Benares ; the only instance, we belie\'e, in all India of a 
District Officer placing himself at the bead of 5Ucb an 
organisation. 

The Unao Town Bank was established in November 
1906 for the purpose of financing its members and rmal Co
operati•-e Credit Socilios. It showed -rcry favourable results 
for the period ending June 30th, i 90i. A dividend of 10 per 
cenl per annum was declared out o£ the net profits, after 
laying by some amount to form a reserre fund. The assets 
of the Bank were Rs. 91,700-2-4, and the total receipts for 
the period under notice amounted to Rs. 1,69,438-3-9. 

3!1, Among the concerns started during the period under 
review are the following :-the Babraia Cotton Ginning 
Press Co., Barbala, for manufacturing cotton, \VOOI, etc., 
Clpital Rs. 1 lakh ; the Jumna Flour Mills Co~ Cawnpore 
for the manufacture of flour, capital Rs. 3 lakhs ; the Union 
Indian Sugar Mills Co~ Cawnpore, capital Rs. 4 lakhs ; the 
Hilkarni Co~ Agra, for general trading, capital Rs, 20,000 ; 
the Harisankar Busdeo Cotton Press and Ginning Mill Co~ 
Debai, for manufacturing jute, cotton, etc., capital Rs. 96,000 ; 
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the Agra Boot and Equipment Factory for tanning and 
manufacturing leather, capital Rs. 5 lakhs ; the Hadi Sugar 
Manufacture Works, Meerut, capital, Rs. llakh ; the Ganges 
Sugar Works, Cawnpore, capital Rs. 5 lakhs ; the Friends' 
Trading Co., Gorakhpur, capitai!.Rs. 20,000 ; the Trading 
Vaisya Ginning and Cotton Press Mills Co., Agra, capital 
Rs. 1 lakh ; the Bharat Bhandar, Mirzapur, for encouraging 
and extending the production and consumption of Indian 
articles, capital Rs, 25,000. 

81. Messrs. Varma Brothers of Aligarh started bu•i
. ness in making felt caps which are undoubtedly superior to 
any of the kind yet made in India. The proprietor and 
founder of the business is Mr, Mohan Lal, Barrister-at-Law, 
who utilised his spare time in England while studying for 
the Bar in learning this important industry at first hand for 
future introduction in his own country. The Glass Industry 
Promoters' Association, Debra Dun, is formed for utilising 
the knowledge in glass manufacture which was acquired by 
Babu Saligram Sinha of Benares during a three years' stay 
in Japan. 

32. There is a Weaving Schoo! at Bara Banki opened 
by :Mr. Sherring. Candidates are admitted on condition 
that they each purchase one loom or machine and pay a 
monthly fee of Re. 1 for the Salvation Arm~ l_..oom cl~, 
Rs, 2 each for the Benares Loom and the Kml!tng Machme 
classes. The average period taken by a st!'dent on each 

machine is as follows :-

No. Name of Machine. Class of Student . Time taken. 

' 
fArllsan .. s months 

], SalvaUon Army Loom 
~on-arUaan 8 .. ... 

Knitting Machine ... Non-artisan ... 8 .. 
2. 

f Artisan ... 0 " 
8. Banares Loom ... 

Non-artisan 12 ... " 
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.. 11u,.daily.output in .the case of a weaver whe!l- be·haS 
'tarn! his work averages from 8 to 12t yards aci:ording'to 

the ~ount_pf Y.an1 )!~¢d •. 
. . :.33, :We have: rcierred in a foregoing paragraph to the 
Swadcshi ~·a!ltu. l'racharini Sabha .of Benares of which Mr. 
Rapice, : Dist.ricJ blagistratc,. is himself the President. The 
nn~1s anP. obje~t:; of.the S.abha .are1l) to endeavour to produce 
and.prepa(c th!:.best arts of .U1e world in India; (2) to perfect; 
improve ao1l.$eU. indigenous articles ·in fue ctiuntryand 
abroad; (:J) to loster the vernacular languages and Indian 
industry ; (·I) to discourage all such U1ings as are bar1uful to 
the cause of Indian progress and to work wifu fue principle 
of real self-help ; ('•) to gather materials fur complt:ling fue 
objects in view. A very useful adjunct to fue Sdbha is to. 
be a. factory to train and bring · different kinds of artisalls 
and handicrafts. There are also to .be opened workshops to 
give protection to the orphans, .to. foster the growth .of fue 
iur)igenous arts and to encourage. vernacular education. 

THE PUNJAB.'. . ... ,\~ . . . . . . . . . . ; . . :. . . . - - . ' . - . . . . . 
3·1. The following new banks have been started 

in· tiie.Punjal:i dliriiig the year ::-:.-the Lyallpur ·Hank, 
Ly~Iipur, capital ks: I iakh; the Industrial Bank of india, 
Ludhiana, capital Rs. 5 lakhs ; t~e Bank of Multan, capital 
Rs. 2 lakhs ; the Orient Bank of hidia; Lahore, capital Rs. 5 
lakhs ; besides a branch of the :People's Bank of r.ahore 
opened at Delhi; . 

3~. Other new concerns are the Nallonal Insurance 
and llanking Co. ol Amritsar, with a capital of Its. 10 lakhs; 
~l=rs. J. Roy & Co., Multan, C.lpital Rs. 2 lakbs, bn:.iness 
general trading • U1e l'unjab .Commercial Hpuse, Amritsar, 
c.1pital. Rs .. l. Jakh,.. b\)sincss general trading; the Century 
Flour M.ills,.Lahore,. c.1pital Rs. :.~.lakin, business milling 
flour; fue · Hhagvati Flour and General ·Mills Co., Ld,, 
Ambala, capital Rs. 15,000, business wheat and grain 
milling; the: . .Sl~eshi .. :.Weaving:.Co.,. .Amritsar, .. capital 
Rs. l>O,uOO ; the lndian,Storcs and ~lanufacturing Co., .l.lelhi, 

9 



capital Rs;l lakh, object the promotion of the sale of indii:e· 
nousgoods .. 

3G. At the Vaish Conference held at Ambala in 
· February, Rs. 50,000 were subscribed for the Foreign 

Education Fund of the community. It is said to be the 
intention of the members of the Conference to allow this 
fund to accumulate till it reaches Rs. 5 lakhs. And then it 
will be devoted principally to enable the young men of the 
Vaishya community to acquire scientific and industrial 
~ducation in foreign countries. A Swadeshi Exhibition 
and Bazaar was held along with the Conference, and it wa• a 
great sue~. 

THE CENTRAL PROVINCES AND BEHAR 

37. The only two concerns to report are the Karanjo1 
Chemical Works Company, Karanja, Berar, started to 
manufacture scents, oils, etc., under the supervision and 
guidance of Mr. N. P. Sampat of Messrs. Sampat 
Brothers ; and Messrs. Jogalekar and Co., Akola, capi· 
tal Rs. 1 lakh, for manufacturing and dealing in Swadeshi 
articles. As mentioned in last year's Report, weaving 
sheds have been added to the Akola Native Ootton Ginning, 
Pressing, Spinning and W caving Company and to the Akol" 
Oil and Ginning Oompany. 

INDIAN STATES. 

38, Mysore.,Mr. Vinayak Ganesh Joshi of Poona 
obtained certain concessions from the Mysore Government 
such as free timber and free land for opening a match factory 
in Mysore. The Karnatak, Weaving Establishment w·a. 
started at Bangalore with a cllpital Qf Rs. 50,000 for weaving 
with improved handlooms. The Mysore Fruit Syndicate 
was started with a capital of Rs. 3 lakhs for fruit cultivation. 
The M ysore Raj Tobacco Manufacturing Company was started 
at 13angalore with a capital of Rs. 15,000 for curing and 
flavouring tobacco and manufacturing cigarettes. The 
Mysore Chromium Company was started with a capital of 
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. ' Rs. Sl Jakhs for mining chromite. The directors are 
1\!essrs. Hamilton Holmes, James Short and T. R. K. Gan
dachar. 

89. Baroda.-/. new Cotton Spinning Mill was started 
at Baroda by Mr. Chimanlal s. .. mal Bechar and others early 
in the year and His Highness the Gaekwar formally opened 
it. The Gaekwar Umbrella Factory was started by Mr. 
Luhar with a capital of Rs. 50,000, divided into 500 shares 
of Rs. 1 QO each. It was proposed in this factory to 
manufacture all the parts of iron, brass and wood, etc., and 
even the water-proof cloth. The machinery would also 
pro\"e useful for manufacturing wheels, pinions and other 
parts of clocks, musical instruments, etc. Another concern 
started in Baroda is the Shrimant Rajkauza Handloom 

. Wea\ing and General Trading Co., Ld., with a capital of 
Rs. 1,25,000 divided into shares of Rs. 50 each. 

40, Ajmer.-Two companies were started at Ajmer 
-the General Assurance Society with a capital of Rs, I 
lakh, and the Pursharthi Co. for trading with a capital of 
R!l. 20,000. 

41. Cochi11.-The Swadeshi Co·operativc Stores, Ld., 
Cochin, with a capital of Ro;. 20,t•OO di,·ided into 4,1JOO 
<hare~ of Rs. 5 each, ""'-' started \\ilh the object of storing 
and selling Indian goods. · 

42. Kawardha.-The Bcngal-Nagpur cotton Mills Co. 
ha\-e established a ginning factory in the Kawardha State 
in the Central Pro,inces. This will encourage cotton cultiva
tion which has already gained a firm footing in the state. 
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• . CALCUTL. 

SIR, 
:AMRAOTI, elated Dccembe;r, 1907. · 

We are directed by the Second Indian Industrial Confe. 
renee, which was held at Calcutta on the 29th and 31st of 
December 1906, to submit a memorial to Government praying 
for the carrying out of an Industrial Survey in the different 
Provinces of lndia,·in view of the importance.of such a sur\'ey 

•for securing a suitable development of indigenous industries 
and in regard of the recommendation made by the Committee 
on Industrial Education to that eflect The Governments 
of the United Provinces and the Central .Provinces have. 
since the passing of that resolution, deputed special officers 
to make such a survey within their respective territories. 

"But since the other Local Governments have not yet been 
pleased to take similar action and since it appear~ that in 

·some influential quartets there is stiH a doubt telt as to the 
utility of such a survey, we beg to submit the following obser
lr;>Lions to Government in the hope that the facts submitted 
by us may jncline those Local Governments which-have not 
yetlaken action to reconsider their views and to adopt the 
course which has been recommended by high authority. 

2. 'fhe ic\ea.of an industrial survey is not a new one. The 
suggestion was first made by J)t .. Forbes Watson so far back as 
lSi~. He was of opinion that" each kind of produce must be 
accurately described, the different varieties distinguished, 
the pL1ces and methods of production ascertained, the 
industrial and commercial value investigated:and the quest1on 
of supply and utilization <\iscussed. And whenl a\1 th~s 11•~ 



been done, provision must be '?ade for ~eaderi.ng such kno.w
ledgc easily accessible and avmlable for tmmedtate reference 
not only by Government authorities, but by agriculturi$1, 
manufacturers. and men of business generally." The work, 
:iccording to him, could not be undertaken by any private bodf 
.but. by the Governmenl "Such a knowledge of the country 
as is here demanded for India is in Europe the accumulated 
~esult of the efforts of many successive generations, the work 
of legions of pioneers of enterprise who pushing on from 
cxrei·iment to experiment and from failure to failure have 
revealed to the country by their final success the secret of 
its · resources, The whole of the advanced portion· of 
E~rope is in consequence of the development of commerce 
covered by a net work of private agency, the express purpose 
pf which is to indicate to the consumer the best sources of 
s~pply and to off.er. to. the p~od~cer t!•e. means of r,ealisi~g 
It is products. A stmtlar orgam~ahon e:~usts, of course, m lndta 
also, but !'nly in a rudimentary state and restr!ct~d to a.~feiv 
principal towns and to a few of the prmctpal staples, 
although no doubt it would grow in time by its own effortS . 
. 'l'o shorten, however, ·;n .India the period of preliminary 
trials and unavoidable failures, and to hasten the advance-· 
. nlent of the country appears to be in the power. <if the 
Government ~vhich although unable to take the place of pri
vate enterprise may promote enquiries which will facilitate the 
task. Public, as distinguished !rom private action assumes, 
therefore, in India much larger proportions than it does here, 
and this has always been admitted to be the policy of the 
Government of India. Much has already been accomplished 
in respect of opening the country by means of informatku'l . 

. The trigonometrical, topographical, revenue and· geological 
surveys have been undertaken on a scale .of perhaps' un
.Precedented magnitude. It remains to complete the survey 
. which shall take stock of all the various productions· of the 
c<>untry, agricultural, forestal, pastoral, and mineral, of 

. manufacture•, of the localities of production. of the varieties, 
, qualities and values of the produce, its supply · aqd mode 
of distribution and consumption"!' . · 

.•.. l\Q action was taken no the sug~estio~. or' Dr. F9.rbe~·wit. 
~~o~ ~lui Sir Louis i.!a,net;who-\vas ?~.the time P.erm;ment Un
.,P.er,S~cret~ry f?.rindta,.was:leato re.'!'~.~~: :• I.f,there.is any iiiie 
thln)l winch· IS wanting 10 n.ny mvestigahop·-· of ;Indian 
problems, it is an approach to trustworthy -arid .. generaOy 
~ccepted facts: Now l am compelled to· say that sihce I have 

·been connected with the India Office I have found· a· strol)g 
. repu~ance to the adoptio~ of any adequate measutes for' the 
collection of a comprehenSive and well digested set of: facts. 
1h~ only occasiot;~ on whicl! I ~aq tlJ~, ·!Jlisforlune .~· -c;n,-



couraging ilie vehement opposition of some members of the 
Council was in my advocacy of Dr. Forbes Watson's propo
salS for an Industrial Survey of India." 

3, Shcteen years later the Government of India them. 
selves moved in the matter. In a resolution on Industrial 
Education and Industrial Survey of India, dated the 18th of 
June 1888, they said:" But as it is desirable that the step best 
i:alculated to promote technical education should form the 
subject of continuous enquiry and discussion, the Governor· 
General in Council suggests that Local Governments and 
administrations should on a convenient, but early opportunity 
take action in two ways. ImpreS!Ied with the existing want 
of information at hand as to the extent, character, and 
-circumstances of important local industries in every province 
of India, His Excellency in Council would, in the first place, 
suggest that in each province an industrial survey should be 

. completed.'' And on the 2nd November of the same year, 
they addressed all Local Governments" to enquire what action 
bas been taken towards carryin~ out the suggestion for the 
completion of an industrial . s11rvey." A little later the 
Government of India addressing the Government of Bengal 
corrected a misapprehension in re11ard to the scope of the 
survey. "In your letter under acknowledgment " wrote the 
Home Secretary, Mr. A. P. (now the Right Han. Sir Antony) 
Mac llonnell, under date the 18th July 1869, " the Govern
ment of Bengal appears to propose to limit the enquiry into 
the industries of Bengal to those industries in which European 
mechanics and overseers are now employed, The Governor
General in Council thinks it desirable to explain that the 
Government of India did not contemplate that the industrial 
survey should be limited in this inanner. If the enquiry to be 

. conducted in Bengal is thus restricted, effect will not be 
· · given to the intentions of the Government of India, wh~cb 

were to ascertain by local investigation whether any native 
industries are of sufficient importance and vitality and 
sufficiently centralised as to tie likely to benefit by the 
e•tablishment of schools of lnslruction in the theory and 
better practice of such industries.'' 
. . 4. But no complete il)du5trial survey such as w~ 
Contemplated· by the Govem'!len~ of India was carried out 10 

• ~ny province Will! the exception perhaps, of Lower Burma, 
as is shown below. 

In·· Bengal an enquiry was in progress as to the reforms 
possible in the ~ibpur Co!lege at the ti~e the Government 
of India's Resolution was 1ssued. The Lieutenant-Governor 
did . not · think that the scheme recommended by the 
.(lommitte~ ;tppoil;lted to ronduct tlpt enquiry was complele, 
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and desired to make further investigation. '' And as such. an 
enquiry would J>artalce of the character of the techmcal 
survey proposed by lhe Government of India," wrote the 
Secretary lo the Government of Bengal, ~ I am to sugg_est 
that the two subjects be dealt \Vith _together,_an offi~r _bemg 
placed on spe<:•al duty to ascertam "bat mdustnes m thts 
province offer prospect of remunerati•·e employment to young 
men educated in the country, and whether students can 
be properly trained for such employment on the system 
propoacd by the Committee.'' The Government of llengal 
added, wIt ia not proposed to make any more mmute survey, 
and for the object a~med at a deputation lasting about four 
months would probably suffice. " That the enquiry conducted 
by Mr. Collin, the officer deputed for the purpose, was far 
from being comprehensi\-e, becomes e•·ident from the passagel' 
quoted below from his report :-

" {••) I have omitted the subjecl of a;;;riculture aud the 
manufacture of raw products. It would be presumtuous 
for me in the short period of my deputation to take up this 
subject. The manufacture of sugar affo1 ds a wide field for 
inquiries, but at this season of the year it would be useles.< 
to undertake them. This industry {the cultivation of the 
silkworm and the manufacture of raw s:lk ), therefore, may 
be passed over. An industry such as the manufacture of 
indigo does not fall within the scope of my inquirie<. 
Tho manufacture of shellac is such a simple process, am! 
bas been carried on by both Europeans and Natives for so 
long that I have omitted it. 'If' 

"(b) Veterinary science is entirely neglected in Bengal, 
but a scheme for the estabilshment of a college has been 
laid before Government by the Director of the Department 
of Land Records, and it is not necessary to say an7thing on 
the subject. Butter, gbee, cheese-making are mdustries 
which al90 fall within the scope of that Department.'' 

Unduly restricted thus as Mr. Collin's enquiry was, even 
the industries which were m"<estigated were, we venture to 
~bink, superficially treated ; ·and the information contained. 
rn the Report is not, in many cases sufficient or accurdte. 
enough for practical action being based upon. it. 

In Bombay nothing whatever was done. And when a 
lew years later the Industrial Conference and the Industrial 
Association of Western India represented to the Local 
G_ovemme~t the need of an industrial survey, the reply was 
grven that 1t was not necessary. 

In reply to the Government of India the Government ol 
~adras stah:d that no industrial survey had been undertaken 
Ill that PrtSidettty but that ¥r. E. B. H a '\'ell, Supeiiatel!d"'t 
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of the School of Arts, Madras, had submitted .. reports .on .the 
condition of l11Juslrial Art in fifteen: districts of the Prc,idct;cy; 
as the results of tours undt:.rlakcn by.l11m under their· orders. 
"The general result of those reports is, " the -Goverumeut. of 
Madras wrote, ·• to show that such a survey as this Go\·ern: 
ment understand to be suggested in paragraph 2.) of the 
Hesolution of the Government of Jndia above referred to 
would be infructuous. Should the Go\'ernmcnt of J r1di:1; 
however, consider further action desirable, .. His E:xccllcncv 
the Governor in Council would ·be .glad to. be·. informed 
somewhat more precisely .wha.t.is the nature of the .indnstri"al 
snrvey·contemplated and by what agency it is proposed to: .be 
made as it would be impossible for this· Government at present 
to undertake any measures involving additional expenditure.'' 
The Government of India wrote in reply" to say that Ute 
enquiry which is being made by Mr. Havell into the arts 
and industries of the Madras Presidency is such an enquiry as 
was contemplated by the Government of Jndia \vith U1c 
exception that Mr. Havclllooks on in~ustrics from a more 
strictly artistic point of View than the Go\'crnmcnt of India 
had contemplated and omits to notice the large manu(;u.:ttl,! ing 
operations which in the Madras Presidency a.s i11 other 
provinces are doubtless carried on i_n conncctio .. with r~1ilways, 
mills or factories. Jt might be possible to enlarge the scope 
of Mr. Havell's enquiries in thi~ ~irection. 'J l~c Qovernmcnt 
of lndi:t understands that i\lr. Havell will compile !In a~cou.n.t 
of the. industries. and arts ot Madras after the compl.etion of 
this inquiry, and that His Excellency the Governor in Cour><:il 
havin_g supplemerrtcd )'r .. Havcll's inquiry in the dircctionuow 
lri._dicated, so far .1s may be ucccssary, will then be in a position 
t"ci decide• • •." As a mattct of fact, (]either did Mr. Havcll com· 
plete his·Gnquiry ·nor did the Government of M:1dra< supplement 
if in the dir"ection indicated by the ~jovernmcn~ of Judi:~. 

The Government of the United Provinces decided in the 
year 18!JO that no industrial survey of those provinces was 
ueeded. · · . · 

'l'i1e r.eply of the Govcrumcut of ·the Puujau to H.c 
Government o( ludia was as folows:- 11 Notcs on the .lr/11 
Jwiuslries · o(...t~c. Pur1jab prepared by Mr. n;ipliug and 
expand<;:d· Jrom d10se given ~~~ the' Gazetteers h;_a\'c. been 
j?ublishi:d.hdhe Indian "Art Joitrnal, and·. the smllll1ary· that 
i(cc0Ji1(1anres that letter· was drawn ·uJ' fa(. the l<c\'Cm~c .. :ufd 
AgricuJitifal~'" IJcpartmcnt. ·Mdb·ogr:"lphs on the pnncap:tl 
manufacfures'ai"e also issued periodically from the Fina~r
cial Commissioner's Oflicc and published· for inrormation. 
'Vith ~eB.:tr~ ... -~0 the S~';lll degree to \vhic~·-~xistin_g_ i~1dus~rics 
are centi<th~-ed ... the strnple uature· of· 'i'hc handlt.!r-:t.fts. and 
!lie safull·cap!tdl emrloyed1:;i does nof iit'P"'" that ani'thin); 
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more than this is required at present in the Punjab, and the 
preparation of a more elaborate survey with statistics would 
demand, for adequate treatment, a special agency. Nor would 
such a survey in the Lieutenant-Governor's opinion bring 
us, in ar•y material degree, nearer to the desired object in 
this province. " It is clear that the Government of India did 
not regard Mr. Kipling's note on Art Industries as an 
adequate substitute for an industrial survey, as they wrote 
in their Resolution of 7th September 1894, that " an industrial 
survey was not carried out, as existing industries are little 
de\'eloped. " 

In Lower Burma we understand that an industrial survey 
was carried out. 

In the Central Provinces the enquiry was entrusted to the 
Inspector-General of Education and the Commissioner of 
l'ettlements and Agriculture. Their joint Report, however, it 
must be frankly stated, was not of a character sufficiently 
helpful in the manner desired. 

In conformity with the instructions of the Commissioner 
of Berar, " to institute an enquiry each for his own district, 
and to report upon the extent, character and circumstances 
of important local industries, " the Deputy Commissioners of 
Amraoti, Akola, Wun, Basim and Buldaoa sent replies of a 
few lines each which can hardly be seriously regarded as 
partaking of the nature of an industrial survey. 

The Chief Commissioner and the Jjirector of Land 
Records and Agriculture of Assam concurred in holding an 
industrial survey of that province to be unnecessary as " we 
know already what arts and industries exist and the survey, 
if undertaken, would teach us little that is new. " 

The Chief Commissioner of Coorg similarly ~eported that 
" nothing would be gained by a further enquiry " after the 
" \'ery careful investigation " which the industries of· Coorg 
underwent at the hands of " the Local Committee which was 
appointed to collect exhibits !rom this province for the 
Colonial and Indian Exhibition in London in 1886, and over 
which I presided." 

5. Matters rested here till 1902, when the Committee 
on Industrial Education, composed of Lieutenant-Colonel J 
Clibborn, Mr. C. A. Radice, I. C. S., Mr. R. E Enthoven' 
I. C. S., and the Rev, F. Westcott, again pointed out tbe neces~ 
>ity of an industrial survey in paragraph 511 of their Report 
which~ as follows:-" In U1_e a~sence.of a complete survey of 
lndustnes, we have found 11 Impossible to make detailed 
recommendations as to particular industries and the methods 
of instruction that may with advantage be applied to each. 
The making of such a survey must necessarily precede tbe · 

•n 
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development of any scheme of Jndu.>trial Instmclion. A 
Note on fn~ian Indu~trics which will, it is hoped, be found 
useful to ofi1cers makmg a survey will be found at the end of 
thts repor~. It sh~ws in a _striking man~er the great importance 
of some mdustnes whtch have httherto received scant 
attention. '' 

_The Note referred to above was prepared by Mr. 
Rad1ce,. and some passages may usefully be quoted from it 
as showmg the need for an industrial survey. 

1
' I. The census taken in 1891 showed that in India more 

than ao million persons depended for a living on occupations 
which may be classed as industrial. This figure indicah:s the 
magnitude of the enquiry which must necessarily precede 
any systematic attempt to improve the skill of the industrial 
workers.'' 

"IT. In accordance with the orders of the Government of 
India, the Local Governments have caused surveys to be made 
of various industries, principally those which arc related to the 
textiles, earthen, China and glassware, copper and brass, the 
precious metals, ivory. The writers of the monographs, which 
were prepared in each province, dealt with the history of 
the industry, the c~stes engaged therein, the centres where 
it thrives most, the methods of work and implements adopted, 
the present state and future prospects of the industry, and 
the wages earned and profits made. by the worker, 
but no attempt was made to compare the relative influence 
of each industry on the general wealth of the country. The 
choice of the textile industries is fully justified by the vast 
number of workers it supports, but the choice of the ivory 
industry, which supports less than two thousand persons, can 
only find justification in the fact that it develops the artistic 
talent. Other industries such as those which deal with fish, oil, 
iron, leather, butter, tobacco, sugar which afford a li\·ing to 
very large numbers of workes have not yet been examined. 

"III. Turning from the census tables of l8n to the 
trade statistics lor 1901, the large export of raw material 
invites attention to those industries which would provide an 
occupation in working up such materials for foreign markets. 
The bare statement, for inst.-mce, that India exports :>t crorcs 
worth of unt~nned hides and t:inning materials, suggests the 
importance of giving instruction in processes for _tanning h~des. 
Tanning is an industry which thrives on the mistorjune~ ot the 
agriculturists and which calls for workers t') deal wtth the 
hides of the dying cattle at a time when the agriculturist 
finds it most difficult to earn a living. 

" Due enquiry would probably suggest many indust:ial 
openings in respect of other raw materials which are bcmg 



exported in vast quantities. The following may be mentioned
jute (Ill crorc• of rupees) ; short staple colton (lOt crores) ; 
forest lac lor varni•hes and printer's ink (1 crore); coarse 
wool ( 126 lakhs ), . 

"IV. The tables for imports are also instructive, 
but a carc!ul industrial survey may show that much can be 
done to foster manufactures which will compete successfully 
with the factories of Europe," 

Mr. Radice says of Drugs that •• examinat;on may indicate 
a way of greatly increasing export•, and of substituting export 
of extracts and preparations•!or that of the raw product.'' Of 
Un1hrallas he says : "Investigation may discover an Indian 
cane suitable for umbrella handles; it may be possible to weave 
the cloth for cotton umbrellas in India. Even the making up of 
umbrellas from the imported parts would employ many bands.'' 
And of iron : "The smelting of the iron ores of India is mani· 
fcslly a matter of the greatest importance. The question 
calls for care£ully organised investigation. No action, however, 
was L'ken on the recommendation of the Committee on 
Industrial Education. 

6. Tbe next occasion on which official attention was 
bestowed on the subject was, when the Hon'ble Mr. J.P. 
(now Sir John) Hewett, then Member for Commerce nnd 

, Industry, spoke of the importance of an industrial survey, 
with the concurrence as he bas since said, of the Government 
of India, in his speech in the Supreme Legislative Council on 
the 23th March 1906. He said:-" Much information 
bearing on this subject (of indigenous industries) bas been 
collected in Census Reports and in Monographs which have 
been prepared on the different industries ; but the material is 
~cattered, there is no co-ordination of results, the subject is 
m genera I treated from the artistic point of view rather than 
!rom a business standpoint, and the information is in many 
cases neither sufficiently detailed nor sufficiently exact to be 
of much practical use. \Ve hope that other Local Govern: 
!Dents • will now make a survey of the state of indigenous 
mdustries within tbe areas of their jurisdiction, with a view to 
ascertaining the exact state of the various industries and 
handier.~ Its, the amount of the earnings and the present condi· 
l•on of the artisans res1'ectively employed in them, the precise 
manner in which the different industries have been affected 

•Mr. Hewett spoke under the impres..<!.ion that the Government of 
Madras had ca~ rled out an industrial survey. This was not so as what 
tbat Government did was to p1ace Mr. Alfred Chatterton on spcki.al duty 
to w~rk up particubr _indu~tries (ror instanct"1 aluminium, handloom 
wcavm~, chrome lanmng) and not to maL-e an foyestigation into all 
industnn. A complete industrial sun-c:y of tbc Madras Presidency bas yet 
to be arricdout..--V.O.T_ & R.N.M~ 
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by competition with imported articles, the practic.~bility of 
creating new markets, or of developing markets which already 
exist, and the possibility of giving a new lease of life to these 
industries either by means of special instruction, or by the 
improvement of the appliances in use. It is not too much to 
hope that something tangible may be done to improve their 
efficiency and mcrease their scope by reorganising them on 
modern lines." · 

7. The Right Hon. the Secretary of State, too, made a 
sympathetic declaration on the subject towards the end of 
last year when his attention was called to it by a question in 
the House of Commons by Mr. H. Nuttall, M.P., President 
of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce. We quote the 
question and answer:-"Mr.Nuttall asked the SecreL.ry of SL~te 
for India whether his attention was drawn to the Report 
of the Indian Industrial Conference held at Benares last 
Christmas, and to the plea for an industrial survey on the 
lines pressed on the Government by Dr. Forbes Watson in 
1872, and supported by Sir Louis Mallet; and ·Whether, 
looking to the fact that tbe need for such a survey for the 
industrial development of India was recognised by the Govern
ment in 1888, by the Committee on Industrial Edncation, and 
by the Member for Commerce and Industry in the Viceregal 
Council last March, he would cause early steps to be taken 
so that accurate information as to industrial products and 
means of production might be made readily available to agri
culturists, manufacturers, and men of business generally. 

"Mr. Morley : I have seen the paper read before Ute 
Indian Industrial Conference, in which the need for an 
Industrial survey of India was urged. As the Hon. member 
is aware, the proposal bas received tlte general approval of 
the Government of India, and the Local Governments have 
been urged to make a survey of the state of indigenous 
industries within their territories. I trust that this may result 
in the collection of much valuable information." 

8. The above declarations, however, are, it wonld seem, 
not regarded by some Provincial Governments as authoriL~tive 
and binding and they do not seem to consider that they are 
under an obligation to give effllct to the directions laid down. 
Exceptiug the Government of 'the United Provinces and the 
Administration of the Central Provinces, the other Govern• 
ments and Administrations have not yet taken steps to have 
indnstrial surveys made of their respective provinces. The 
Government of Bengal were interpellated on the matter in 
August of last year by the Hon. Syed (now Mr. !ustice) 
Shurfuddin at a meeting of the Provincial Legislative Council, 
and they said in reply tltat they did not consider an industrial 
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survey necessary. They seem to have since chaaged their 
0 inion jud~ing from the passage quoted below from th~ 
s~cech ~f Uie Hon'ble Mr. Gait at the meeting of the Cou!'cil 
held on the 6th of Aprill9CJi :-"The first step would posstbly 
be to place some on~ ?n special d~tr ~'? make a gene~al study 
of the industrial post!lon and posstbthhe.;, to collect mforma.
tion regarding the various industries, and to endeavour to 
a.o;ccrtain the causes of their rise or decline, and so pave the 
;ray for the establishment of the requisite technical schools." 
While it is Qratifying that Ute Government of Bengal have 
changed their former opinion that no industrial survey was 
necessary, it is to be regretted that effect has not yet been 
given to what Mr. Gait acknowledged was the proper course 
io follow. 

In Eastern Bengal and Assam similarly, nothing has been 
done. Speaking at a meeting of the Legislative Council of 
Eastern Bengal and Assam held on the 15th April, His Honour 
the Lieutenant·Governor, the Hon'ble .Mr. (now Sir 
Laacelot) Hare said:-" In regard to industrial edu· 
cation 1 can assure the Hon'ble members that there is no 
subject in which I take greater interest, but let 1ne also say 
there is none which to my mind bristles with greater difficul
ties. I should very much like to have in this Government a 
Department of Commerce and Industry, and 1 hope that I may 
yet see such a department established. We have, from time to 
time, reviewed our industries, and have considered a great 
\'ariety of opmions as to measures we might take to improve 
and develop them, but I feel tltat if we are to deal adequately 
with this subject we require a whole-time officer at the head 
ol a department possessing special qualifications and experi
ence to obtain and maintain full information. ~ to existing 
industries and to carefully watch and promote aU new efforts 
and to assist all promising attempts to start new industries 
wtth information and advice. As industries show any prospect 
of development, and as skilled persons are required to carry 
on tl1esc industries, Government might open out suitable 
training schools. We cannot all be omniscient, and this is a 
very special branch ol knowledge in which the ""'Pert is very 
much in demand. Without such a department as I suggest, I 
conSI<Ier that we are ukely to be very much in the posllion of 
the blind leading the blind. We are likely also, without a 
thorough and comprehens1ve review of our position and witb .. 
out a !ull grasp and understanding of our advantages and 
d•sadvantages, to waste our energies over a large· field of 
effort, attd so to accomplish less Utan if we confined ourselves 
to a lew suitable sele-;ted ind~stries." We would respectfully 
subm~t that the dtfficulhes m Ute way of making an ex
haustive and accurate industrial survey are not at all so 
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great ~· His Honour regards .them, and we regrei that 
!'0 acbon has yet .been ~aken 1n th~ matter although the 
Importance of an mdustnal survey 1s recognised by the 
Government of Eastern Bengal and Assam. 

The Government of Bombay were sought to be moved in 
the m~tter by mean~ of an interpellation in the Legislative 
Counctl of that Pres1dency by the Hon'ble Sir Pherozeshalt 
Mehta. The reply then given was not .,f a very satisfactory 
nature. But we understand that since then the subject has 
been engaging their attention. No action, however, has yet 
been takeR. 
- The only provinces in which action bas been taken or 
has been decided to be taken are the United Provinces and the 
Central Provinces. 

9. We have endeavoured to give in what bas been sub
mittecl above, the history of this question as we believe it would 
serve .to remove the misconcepti0[1S which prevail in certain 
quarters. We think it desirable to emphasise the fact that the 
idea origin~ted with persons whose Jmowledge and authority 
is admitted by all and that the Government of India themselves 
have on more occasions than one declared their accep~1nce 
of the view advanced and policy recommended, because we 
notice w1th regret that there is still a disposition amOnJ'! some 
of those on whom depends the institution of an industrial 
survey to question its necessity, utility or practicability. The 
need for such a survey is all the greater now on account of the 
awakening to the absolute necessity of industrial development 
which is observable in every part of the country. Enthusiasm 
Without knowledge cannot, however, avail much; and at 
present there is wide-spread ignorance of even the natural 
resources of the country. And even among the educated and 
otherwise well informed classes and persons interested in 
commerce and trade, there is not sufficient knowledge of its 
industrial capabilities immediate and potential. No real and 
solid progress is •possible unless and until this. i&norance is 
removed and this knowledge supphed. And th1s IS what an 
indastrial survey aims at. For such a survey to y•eld the 
maximum benefit it is capable of, it must be complete and 
thorough • it must extend all over the country, and it '!must be 
so condu~ted as to regard nothing as beneath notice." It is 
obvious that the task is of considerable magnitude and beyond 
the means of any non-official agency that can be employed for 
the purpose. 

In compliance with a resolution passed at the First Indian 
Industrial Conference held at Benares in December 1905, the 
General Secretary of the Conference tried to colle.ct inf'?r
mation which might supply the place of a rough mdustnal 
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survey. A set of questions were framed the answers to which 
would, it was hoped, give information sufficient to serve as a 
basis for an accurate and exhaustive enquiry. These questions 
were sent to over a thousand persons in different parts of 
the country but the response was most meagre and unsatis~ 
factory--several persons confessing that they bad neither the 
means nor the agency to collect the necessary facts and that 
the demands of their profession or business left them no time 
to make the neces•ary investigation personally. The difficulty 
is that in thousands of cases private enterprise, unaided by 
the State, could not get reliable information, no matter what 
it expended \\ith the objer.t of doim( so. It may be left to 
private individuals to go into the details of industrial projects 
nnd to satisfy themselves that the elements of profit are 
present in them. But as things stand in India, it is, the 
Government which should take upon themselves the task of 
collectin~ the data that will enable the manufacturers to direct 
their activities to those regions in which there is a primd facio 
case for experiment and trial. This sort ef assistance was 
rendered in the ca.e of the Sugar industry by the publication 
of several artides in the Indian Trade .'fourllallast year, What 
we respectfully urge the Government to do is to institute 
detailed enquiries in the different provinces, districts and 
sub·districts on some such line as that adopted in the questions 
drawn up by the Conference Office. We beg to enclose 
herewith a few copies of these questions. We believe that 
working upon the lines indicated, all the facts necessary to be 
found out about the past history, the present condition and 
future possibilities of Indian industries can be sufficiently 
investigated and accumulated. , 

JO, In making an industrial survey we would respectfully 
suggest that the procedure followed in the Kolbapur State 
mny u<'fully be adopted in British Provinces. The industrial 
survey of the State was oanctioned bv the Council of Admiois. 
trahon wh•ch then ruled over the Kolhapur TerritorY' . The 
schene was as follows :- · · 

(1) 
11 T,o collect information through the village· and 

d1stnct agency, about the existing industries in the 
territory ; 

(2) T'? visit th~ principal industrial centres to check the 
mformation callected, and to make local enquiries 
on the spot about ~he sL-.t~ of the existing industries 
and the means of tmproVJ'!g and developing them; 

(S) To visit the localities of mineral resources pointed 
out by the Geological Survey and to see whether 
any new industries can be started ; · . 
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(4) To visit the principal parts of the forests and to find 
~>Ut if any of the products can oe develop•d and 
Increased so as to turn them to industrial account 
and to start any forest industries ; · 

(5) To visit those parts where no industries exist and to 
devise means, if possible, to employ some portion 
of the population there ; and 

(6) Lastly, to condense the information, to describe the 
state of the existing industries, to suggest means of 
improving and developing those that already exist, 
and the possibility of starting new ones. " 

Forms and returns with explanatory notes so simple as to 
be easily intelligible to them, were printed and distributed 
broadcast to all the villages in the territory throllgh the Mam
latdars and other officers, and the occasion was also utilised 
to collect information about the indebtedness of the agricul
tural and industrial classes, by drawing up a set of questions, 
and distributing them with the other returns. Subsequently, 
instructions were also issued for making-up the totals for all 
the villages in a Taluka in a suitable form. With a view to 
check the information thus supplied by the Kulkarnees, blank 
forms of the returns were also forwarded through the Deputy 
Educational Inspector to the· schoolmasters. Some of these 
made independent inquiries and supplied useful information. 
An officer of the State was placed on special duty to visit the 
important centres of industrial and commercial activity for 
checking and supplementing the information collected as 
aforesaid. He visited large trade centres .as well as large 
weeklv markets on market days in order to estimate the con• 
sumption of local and foreign industrial products, and to 
see which of them· could be locally manufactured on a 
larger scale. At important markets arrangements w~~e made 
for enumerating the number of people that VISited the 
market from oufside and for malring a rough valuation 
of the industrial products, cattle and sheep sold. He likewise 
-.isited important shops wherever they existed and saw what 
kind of industrial products were sold, and took care to 
ascertain the quantities of manufactures that were imported 
from the neighbouring manufacturing t~wns on the borders 
of the territory, and were cap~ble of bemg locai!Jo: manufac· 
tured. At e\•ery industrial centre, the offic~r VJSJted every 
industrial house, saw the plant used, the articles ~rned out, 
and estimated the cost of the plant and the pnces of the 
raw material required,- and of the articles prepared. He 
marked out such of the workmen as struck him to be l'ossess~d 
of skill and able to do superior work, inqui~ed what d!fficulties 
lay in their way and whether they could mtro~uce Jml'rove
ments if assisted. He also tried to point out 1f a particular 
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locality posses.•ed special advantages for a particular trade. 
The result was a report full of instructive information and 
suggestions. 

11. In conclusion we bog to respectfully expre!IS the 
hope that the Government of India .will be pleased to 
favourably consider the suggestions of the Indian Industrial 
Conference and to again urge upon the Local Governments 
and Administrations the necessity and importance of instituting 
and carrying out at an early date industrial sm·veys within 
their respective provinces in BS thorough, full and accurate a 
manner as was done in the Kolhapur state. 

We have the honour to he, 
Sir, 

Your most obedient Servants, 
VITHALDAS TJAMODHER THACKERSEY, 

Prtsideut, Seamd Indian lndnslria/ Oonference. 

R. N. 1\fUDHOLKAR, 
Gmera/ Secretary, btdian lttdnslrial Conference. 



.RP'P'ENOIX II, 

'fECHNICAL EDUCATION IN THE CENTRAL 
PROVINCES AND BERAR. 

The following correspondence was published in llbe 
Central Provinces Gazelle of the 9th November 1907 :-

Dated Matilcran, tile 2Jsl May 1D07. 
FROM 

Rao Bahadur H. N. MUDHOLKAR, B.A., I.L. s., 

To 

President, Second Central Provinces a11d Berar Provi11cial 
lmlnslrial Conferet/Ce, 

THB SECRETARY TO THE. Holi'BLE THE CHIEF ComnssJoliHR, 

Central Provinces, Ed11calion and Medical Department, 

In continuation of my letter dated the 28rd Aprill•st 
and witlt reference to the Central Provinces Secretariat 
letter, No. 468- VI.9, doted the 17th idem last, and Mr. 
Slocock's letter, No. C-884, dated the :~rd June 10061 1 have 
the honour to submit herewilll for being laid ~elore the 
Bon'ble the Chief Commissioner th;, delailed suggestions 
whlcll bad to l:e made on the loplcs incinded in the first 
resoi•Jtion of the Central Provinces and llerar Provincial 
Industrial Conference held at Jubbttlpore on 15th Apri11906, 
I have again to express my regret at the long delay which 
has taken place in sending these suggestions. 

Detailed snf!f!.eslions for providing Technical Educalio11 ;, /he 
Cmlral Provi11ces a11d Berar 011 tile lines laid down ill 

Resolnlio11 I passeti allhe Second Central Provi11ces 
and Berar Provinciall11dmlrial Confereni:e field 

at J11bb11lpore 011 tlie 15tfl of Apri/1906. 

Taking into consideration the means and capnbilities 
of the combined territory of the Central Provinces and 
Bernt and the financial resources available, what can be 
aimed at for the present are :-

r. Provision of secondary and hi!:ber instruotion in 
(a) mechanical engineerin~; (b) cotton •!Hi sjlj> 



manufacture ; (c) mining; (d) hardware, (e) In
dustrial chemistry, and (f) agricullure. 

H. Orafts schools for (a) carpentry-ordinary and 
artistic ; (b) smithy; (c) pottery and china ware; (d) 
brass and bell metal manufacture, and (e) band• 
loom weaving. 

111, An institution for experiment and Instruction in 
regard to sericulture as recommended by the 
Committee on Jndnstri~l Education ; and provi• 
sion for carrying out, thouglt on a smaller scale 
than that proposed in the Report, their sugges
tions about ttsting the comparative efficacy aud 
commercial value of improved methods and 
appliances in (a) textiles and (b) lac, tans and 
dyes. 

IV. Manual training in High Schools and Anglo-Verna
cular Schools ; and dmwicg in all schools teach· 
iug above the fourth Vernacular Standard. 

I. For higher instruction there is provision made in 
the existing schemes for agriculture in the Victoria Techni· 
cal Institute at Nagpur and for mech10ical engineering at 
the Victoria Technical Institute at Amraoti. Provision also 
d•serves to be mRde for instruction in the preparation of 
textile (abrics, mining, industrial cltemistry and prepamtion 
of hardware. A class for secondary instruction iu mining 
might be joined to the Nagpur Institute and teaching of 
industrial chemistry, especially with reference to oils, paints 
and varnishes and to dyeing and t.anuing, should be 
arran~ed to be giv~n there, In the Amraoti Institute in· 
struct1on in spinning and weaving and in bard ware cau be 
armuged to be gi veu. · • 

The cost for providing the educational facilities advo· 
cated above in regard to manufacture of· textile fabrics 
and mining will depeud upon the scale on which the esta• 
blisltments are organised. Crms:dering the resources of tte 
province the provision should be of the sn01e kind as that 
settled for instruction in mecbauical engineering at the 
Amraot< Institute, Tbe capital expenditure need not exceed 
Rs. 1~,000 and the recurring expenditure Rs, 6,000 a year for 
the present. The amounts are c:•lcniated so low on tbe 
assumption that spinning and weaving classes will under 
th_e scheme be joined to the Amraoti Institute, where there 
Will be ready provision afforde<t of suit~tble lecturing rooms 
and the motive power provided for driving the mecbanicai 
workshop can be made to aubserve the purposes of the 
~pinning and weaving shed, A teacher bke .Mr. ~'ernandez 
111 the Bombay Institu\e, who for years lectured to the two 
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iower classes, but who after Mr. Monie's death bas been 
taking the third year class also, can, it is believed, he got at 

·a salary ranging from R~. 200 to HOO a mouth. With three 
: Jobbers on Rs. 60, 40 and 80 respectively, the staff will be 

fo11nd adequate for our present purposes. . 
Such an institution cannot be called a first class one 

but that is all that we can. aim at for years to come. It will 
. be something like a second grade college on a small scale. 

· For industrial cbelllistry the facilities alr.ady existing 
and contemplated in the Victoria Institute atNagpurshould 

. be fully utihsed. An Assistaut Professor, who should be a 
B.A. and B. Sr. or M.A. in Sci~nce and has further received 
some practical training, should be supplied. The salary will 

·have to be from Rs. 200 to Rs. 850. 
In regard to mining there should be two courses-the 

. Upper course and the Lower course. The aim in the Upper 
. course should be to prepare students for the Mining Engi· 
neering diploma of the Sibpur Engineering College. The 
cnrricnlum should be arranged in consultation with the 

·authorities of that College. The course should extend o\·er 
·a year and a half or two. The terms put in in the Central 
Provinces Provincial Institute should be recognised by that 
College provided the ex11ninatlon tests are fulfilled ; and 
those wbo pass should have the privilege of appearing for the 
IJiploma Examination after they put in in the Sibpur College 
the rest of the period of attendance and instruction prescrib
ed for that examinatiou. 

'l'he Lower course should aim at turoiu( out foremen 
:and cbargemeu. The iustntctlou should be in vernacular. 

The in>tructiou in hardware can couvenieolly go with 
that iu mechanical engineering . 

. . The brencbes mentioned above have been selected for 
'the reason th•t the existing conditions of this territory afford 
special facilities and, therefore make special demands for their 
·de\•elopment. The resolution of the Conference makes no re. 
·ference to either hard ware or industrial chemistry. These 
brauches are now included because the expected establbh· 
went at no distant .date of the Tala Iron and Steel Works 
would afford a far greater scope to the mr.nu!a~ture of hard
ware thau what exiots at presqnt and the provosoon for a well· 
equipped Laboratory ~nd a '·P~ofessor of ~hewistry at the 
Nag pur Victoria Tech meal Instllute makes It easy to under
take instruction in iudustrial chemistry. 

11. The Collegiate Institutions mentioned above in 
section I would supply facilities for l'!rning o!'t mill and 
factory managers and assistsnh;, Jnechan.tcal en~meers, spm
lling1 weaviui a11d_ cardipg atasters1 mdustz:Jal ehemu;ts, 
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<lirectors of large agricultural farms, \Icc. To meet the case 
of the lar~e number of men who earn livelihood by means 
of the different handicrafts it is equally necessary that provi· 
sion should be made for improving these handicraft indus
tries. The work here is twofold : (I) to teach the men who 
live by these industries the superior appliances and methods 
adopted in the advanced countries o! the West, and (2) to 
rnise their general intelligence and educational quallfica. 
tioos. For this purpose industrial schools based on the 
model of the craft school• of the West should be established. 
in each district. 'fhe circumstances of the different diotricts 
vary and the establishment of schools will have to be decided 
with reference to such circuonstances. 'fbe following sug
gestions are put forward tentath•ely, 

NAGI'Ult DISTRICT, 

Ha11d·/oo111 ll'eavi11g. 
The hand-loom weaving industry exists on a consider· 

oble scale in the Nngpur District. There should be two 
schools for hand-loom weaving organised-one at Nagpur 
and the other nt Ururer-the two chief centres of this indus
try In the District. Tne most improved patterns of bond
loom• with the lly-shllltle attachments should be provided, 
and practical inotruction in them should be given in the 
vernacular by quahfied persons with Indian experience. The 
instruction wilt ha\'e to be in regard to \1oth weaving and 
tbe preparatory processess, i.e., warping, si2ing, winding, 
beannng, &c. Ooncurrently wioh the instruction in the indus
try it•elf tbere should be instruction in general elementary 
education and ordinary dr• wing. 

Carpe,lry 011d S111itlry. 
There should be a school for carpentry-ordinary and 

artistic-and for smithy. Artistic carpentry would include 
cabiaet·makiug and carving. · 

It shoUld ·be convenient to hftve these scho•>ls located 
ncar each otber oud placed under the same board of manage• 
tnent. If possible, the funds should be obtained partly from 
local subscriptions and partir from Government contribu· 
tions, and the managt:ment should be entrusted to a compo· 
site body consisting' of representatives of the subscribers and 
tbe nominees oftbe G~vernm.ent taken in due proporti<?n• 
In case populor subscnptlou ts not fortb~ommg the entue 
money should be found by Government and the M nnicipal 
and District Boord funds, and the governing body should be 
organised accordingly. In addition to tbese special superior 
~:&rpentry and smith,: acheels, there should be schOQis Of 



cla!!'?es for teaching ordinary carpentry and smithy in each 
tahs1l. 

Provision should be made in this district for instruction 
in the manufacture of bell metal and brass also. -

The suggestions submitted about general elementary 
education in Industrial sch Jols and about carpentry and 
smithy schools for each tahsil are intended for application to 
all districts and tahsils, 

jUBBULPORB DISTIUCT. 

1 n this district the industries tbat see111 to afford scope 
for development are (1) pottery and porcelain, (•) stone and 
marble, (3) shellac and (4) sugar. Schools for giving 
instruction in these iudustnes will be found very useful. In 
regard to pottery and porcelain it might be considered 
whether any satisfactory arrangement might not be made 
with Messrs. Born & Co., under a system of grnnt·in'llld 
based partly on capitation grant and partly ou grant by 
result, • 

Pottery in 1Vardk4 and Yeo/mal Di•lrk/s, 
A school for pottery and porcelain should be opened at 

Warora, and alter it is foun!l bow it succeeds auother might 
be OJ?ened at Wun, in the vicinity of which also the materials 
required for superior kinds of earthenw:re are said to 
abound. 

Carpentry •cltaoh in ollter Dis/riels. 
Schools for superior kind of car_Pentry will do well in the 

following districts-Chanda, Seom, Hoshangabad, Mandla, 
and Raipur-as they have large for""t areas with abundance 
of good timber. 

Hand-loom weaving in ollter Dis/rich, 
Tbe band-loom weaving industry exists more or less in 

every district, It stands next to agriculture in giving em. 
ploymeut to and suppo1ting large numbers, While there 
~bould be at Nagpur a ba11d·loom weaving school equipptd 
with every kind of improved looms and with appliances 
required for the preparhtory processes, there should be one 
weaving school orgauisecl ou a llumbler scale in each district, 
At Burhanpur iu the Kbnndwa D10trict the work turned out, 
especially iu lace, is in some respects superior to that of 
Nagpur. 'l'here should be at this town a school as well 
equipped as the one proposed for the latter city. It should 
further be one in -wh1cb gold and silver lace work is taught, 

The dyeing industry and the paeer industry still exist in 
this town and the carpets called "]!'jams" are also turned 
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our. The first and the last can conveniently be taken in the 
proJlO"ed school for weaving and preparatory processes. The 
oecond will require a separate school by Itself. 

The manufacture of•jajams" ia al•o carried on in the 
Betul District and at Wun in the Yeotmal District (in Berar). 
In the weaving schools of those districts the preparation of 
these articles should receive special consideratton. 

At Akot in the Akola District and nt Ellichpur (now in 
the Ammoti District) the manufacture of strong and thick 
cotton carpets was a paying indu.<try at one time. At both 
these places schools for carpet weaving as also for weaving 
should be established. 

Bell metal and brass manufacturing schools seem wanted 
in the following districts :-Damob1 Mandla, Hosbangabad, 
Bhaudam, 

At Buldaua a considerable Dltmber of various kinds of 
arlictes of steel and iron, sucll as scissor:;, nut .. cutters, knives, 
&:c., used to be prepared nnd they bad a good demand. The 
smithy school there should be such as would enable the dis· 
appearing art of these artisans being preserved and imparted 
to othel'l!. 

The weaving school for the Bnldaua District should be 
located at Deulgaon Raja. 

Sericullure a11tt Tassar Silk Weavin,f. 
Bilnspur is the district where a tassar silk weaving 

school will not onlr do WPII, hut is in a manner wanted, 
The Committee on Indn;trial Education appointed by the 
Guvermuent of India in 1901 recommended· the establish. 
meut of an institution for experiment and instruction in seri. 
culture at Sarnbalpur subsidtary to the chief one proposed to 
be established in Bengal. As Sambalpur is no lon!(er in this 
province a school like that proposed by the Commtltee (vi~ 
Report, pages 22·23) should be established at Bilaspur or 
Raopur, 

Manufacture of S11gar, 
In the Betul and the Chhindwara Districts, where sugu

cane plantation exists on a fairly large scale and can be 
made more profitable than nt present il sugar manufacture 
is established, it would be welltf some encouragement for 
experiments in this direction is given, 

Bamboo Work. 

Bamboo work should be taught at Chanda, Raipur and 
Hosbnnl!'abnrl_ 



l11duslrial St~n~~y. 
The suggestions submitted above are put forward with 

diffidence as owing to, the absence of a properly condttoted 
industrial survey it is extremely difficult to prepare a suitable 
and 'I:Omprebensive scheme for technical education. 1"he 
necessity of such a survey, which was admitted in the Reso· 
lotion of the Government of India in the Bonte Department 
N,, l79, dated the 18th June 1888, was emphasiSP.d by the 
Committee presided over by Col. Clibborn (vide Report, para• 
graph 58) and restated authoritatively in the speech delivered 
in the Supreme Legislative Council on 28th March 1906 by 
the Hon'ble Mr. J.l'. Hewett (now Sir John Hewett), mem· 
ber for Commerce and Industry in the Council of the Gover· 
nor-General, 

Provision for IndtiSirial E.,·perime~~l, 

III. The Committee just referred to point out that 
before improvements in methods and appliances can be 
generally introduced, experiment is required :-

(i) to test the commercial value of discoveries l 
(ii) to examine the methods and appliances of 

certain industries with ,. view to introdncin~ 
improvements either :-
(a) by suitable alterations ; 
(b) by the introduction of implements and 

processes used in other countries; 
tlii) to test the practicability of producing at profi· 

table rates goods now imported into lndia in 
large quantities or of working up raw material 
before export ; 

(iv) to train instructors in the results of the investi• 
gations in so far as they lead to the discovery 
of improved methods and appliances suitable 
to Indian conditions. 

It is not possible to have in this province institutes 
where work on the lines indicated above can be carried out 
for all or most of the different industries which exist or can 
be established here. It is hoped that the utility of aainsti· 
tote for experiment and instruction in .sericulture as recom
mended above will he acknowledged and effect given to the 
suggestions of the Committee on tbis matter. But though 
similar institutes for other industries cannot be provided it 
is quite feasible to apply in .a modified form and on a smaller 
scale than tbat contemplated in the Report the very valuable 
recommendations made therein. For the present action 
111ay. be confined to two orthre~departmeals of industries;-

(i) ltand.loom weawing; 



(ii) 

(IIi} 
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oils and fats an4 their preparations for commer. 
cia! purposes ; 

Inc, tans and dyes. 

(i) There is a large number or patterns or bandlooms 
provided with the fly-shuttle attachment each claimingsuperl. 
ority over the rest as being constructed ou the mosf improved 
pinus and being most effective and economical. In the case 
of some of these there Is no doubt that some at least of the 
merits claimed are well founded. But it Is becoming obvious 
that looms suited for one kind of work or one part or the 
country are not equally efficient for or in others.. In the 
absence of a recognised body,. qualified and prepared to give 
n)lthoritative advice, persons with small means have been 
sorely disappointed 1n their expectations or compelled to 
earn their experience at a great cost. The difficulties are 
increasing, as in the ardour for industrial development 
which has. manifested itself recently new types and patterns 
of hand-looms, are put on the market every day. With 
a view to minimise these difficulties to some extent and to 
find out the relative merits of the better patterns of 
handlooms, a pri1.e competition was institnted in December 
last by the Indian Industrial Conference for both Oottage 
nnd 1-'nctory looms. Out of the thirty·two looms brought 
into the Exhibition ground at Calcutta only ten were entere<\ 
for competition. The reason wby the others failed to do so 
is obvious. And yet tbe.makers of those looms have been 
able to sell their productions almost as easily as the tested 
~L . 

It is also necessary to test the feasibility and commer. 
cial value of the alterations and improvements which are 
suggested from time to time. And it IS equally, if not more, 
necessary to have au institution where some special thought 
would be given to discover methods for improving the effi. 
cacy and utility of the handlooms. · 

While some progress has been made in the matter of 
handloom itself hardly auy advance has been ma<le in 
regard to saving of time or Increase o£ efficiency of the 
prepamtory processes. . · 

It is suggested that there should be one large Central 
S<:bool of baud loom weaving where in addition to teaching 
workers there should be scope for tile kind of experiment 
and ipstruction as is laid down in paragraplls 81 and 35 of 
the Industrial Education C!!mmlttee's Keport. This school 
should be located preferenttally at the place where provision 
is made for instruction in textil• manufa·~ture with power, 
c!riven spimjle~ aqd looms, ' 

1~ 
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:· The additional expenditnre which the carrying ont o£ 
this object will involve need not be very great. It Is not 
n!!cessary to hsve a spec.lalist or an expert of the highest 
ktnd and of the most vaned knowledge and experienee. It 
is. quite feasible to have on a salary of two to three hundred 
'rupees a mont~ a person with sufficient ,qualifications te 
answer our requuements as set out above. . 

Cil; 'and (Iii) .. 'The oil industry of the province is 
growing and the preparaUou' and refinement of cotton seed 
oil, rossa oil; &c., the improvement in the proce115es employed 
in expressing oil from lmseed, sesamum, gingelly, rapeseed, 
&c., and the manufacture of paint, varnishes, soaps, candles, 
&c., are matters which demand Urgent consideration. In 
the Nagpur. Institnte provision should be made for conduct
ing :experiments for testing the commercial value oftbe 
ind~stnes dealing with these products in the manner in 
which· the· Government of Madras made experiments in 
regard to aluminium nuder the direction of Mr, Chatterton 
or ate now doing in regard to chrome tanning. Similar 
action is also very desirable in regard to lac, tans and d)·es. 
It' our provincial Institution at Nagpur works in co-operation 
with that of Madras, as it should, there would be great saving 
of time, energy and money. With a competent ProfesBor of 
Chemistry who has studied science not only in its general 
aspects but with special reference to manufacturing iodus
tnes nod one assistant professor under him, all the demands 
on the chemical side of the institute in regard to the 
AgricullurRl College, the Arts Colleges and the_ proposed 
industrial department can be fairly met. · 

Drawing attd Jllatmal Training . 
. · IV. These subjects which form clause (4) ofthe Reao-
lution I of the Conference do not stand in need of elabora
tion, Their value as n training of the eye and hand, and as 
cultivating exactness, precision and lightness of touch, is 
now universally admitted. Their peculiar importance io· 
India lies in the fact of their counteracting the purely lite
rary tendencies ofthe race and, emphasizing the dignity of 
natural work. Drawing should ··be compulsory in the Upper 
Primary, the Secondary and High School courses and 
manual training while compulsory for those who take tbe 
High School cou!'lle should also be thrown open to such 
students in the Upper Primary and Secondary Schools as 
deserve to avail themselves of the same. 'rhe text book ol 
:Manual Training for Indian Schools of Professors Alexander 
___ _.1 "'"--------- -- '" -------- -------------



Sclrolars/rip.. 
On the matters contained in sub-clauses (a) and (b) of 

clause (5) of the resolution no special suggestion bas to be 
made beyond submitting that the number of scholarships 
should be sufficiently large. On sub-clause (c) it bas to be sub
milled that the allotment of the State scholarships only to 
mining will not meet the purposes for which these scholarships 
have been instituted. The mere existence of abundance of 
mineral resources in the province is no reason for ex11ecting 
an admittedly backward pro\;nce to supply competttors ilL 
a branch of technical knowled!le which has made very little 
progress till now anywhere m India. It was only very: 
recently that the mining course was ·established in the· 
Sibpur Engineering College. It is no wonder that none o( 
the persons who npplied for the scholarship last year was· 
found possessed of the special knowledge which is very 
properly insisted upon as a necessary qualification. It is 
suggested that the number of State Scholarships for scienti· 
fie and technical study outside India should be increased to 
three and that they may be awardable for any one oftbe 
following :-{1) Mining; {2) Mechanical engineering; {S) 
Electrical engineering; (4) Textile manufacture; {5) Seri-
culture and (6) Industrial chemistry. Pending this increase 
in scholarships the tigidity of the existing rules should be 
rela.ud to the extent of removing the restriction · ofthe' 
scholarship to mining and throwing it open to persons· 
wishing to complete their education in one of the branches. 
(1), {2), (4) and {6) mentioned above. · 

-
No, 1990-VI-91 dated N:tgpur,lhe 14th October 1907. 

From-Major T. C. P1owm~s. r. A. Third Secr\..-i;rry to the Cblef 
CommiS&ioner, Central Provinces. · · · 

To-Rao Bahadur R. N. MUDHOLKAR, B. .&.1 LI .. B., Advocate of lhe 
Central Provinces and Berar, and President, Central Pr&• 
vinces and Berar Provincial Industrial Conference.. 

I am directed to acknowledge the receipt of your lette'r; 
dated the 21st May 1907, in whicll you make suggestions for 
the improvement of industrial education and for industrial 
deYelopwent in the Central Provinces and Berar. 

2. Before discussing your proposals in detail, I am to: 
convey to you an expression of the Chief Commissioner's. 
great appreciation of the interest which you have taken. in. 
the walter and or the labour which you have expended in. 
formulating your schemes. -While Mr. Craddock is in 
thorough sy~pat~y with the object which you have in view, 
he feare that It Will be many years before these provinces: 
QUI have a complete system· of technical education without 



!eiyiug upon the Institutions of other provinces. To beglu 
with, the e1<pense would he prohibitive, and in many 
re~peds the provinces are not yet sufficiently advanced to 
juiltify the establishment of large independent schools for 
several industries. In the case of large and new industries, 
which could he carried out only with considerable r.apital, 
Government con do nothing direct: such capital must be 
found by private enterprise. A. you will observe from the 
following paragraphs, which deal with your suggestions in 
detail, Government already gives indirect assistance by 
means of scholarships with a view to enabling promising' 
young Indians ·to qualify themselves for employment a>t 
skilled managers and assistants in existing or projected large 
industrial concerns, such as cotton mills and mineral enter• 
prises. 

· S~ . You suggest that a higher course of instruction In 
textile fabrics be attached to the Amraoti Technickl Institute 
and ,you estimate the initial cost at Rs. lli,OOO and the 
annual recurring expenditure at Rs. 6,000. l'bough this 
would be only a second grade institution the expenditure 
proposed would be quite inadequate to start anything 
really useful iu the shape of advanced instmctlon iu. 
tbe J>repara,tiou of textile fabrics. The scale on which 
prov1sion is made for the teaching of this subject at 
the Yorkshire. College at Leeds or the Bombay Victoria 
Jubilee l'echnical· Institute will show that anything 
on.. the scale. suggested would be of very little use.· 
Moreover, the Ohief Commissioner does not consider that 
the industrial development of tbe province bas yet reached 
the stage at which the establishment of an expensive college 
for an advanced course "f instruction iu textile industrie• 
would be warranted. I am to point out that in the mean· 
time Ooveornment bas taken advantage of the existence of 
such institutions elsewhere by enconragin~: provincial 
students to attend them with the help of scholarships. One 
student has already been sent to England with a State 
scholarship to study this subject; and in order to secure 
qualified scholars for the State technical scholarships in. 
Jiurope, the Chief Commissioner bas decided to give three. 
scholarships tenable at the Victoria Jubilee Technical 
Institute at Bombay. Mr. Cra,ddock believes that more good 
will accrue by thus sending students to good institutions 
outs~de tban by Sl!\rting an inferior institution within the_ 
proVInces. · . 

4.. You propose that a course of instruction in in· 
dustrlal chemistry in charge of the Professor of Chemistry, 
helped by an assistant on a salary_ of Rs. 200-8501 sbould· 
~c ~dliycl 19 tbe s,vallabus of the Nagpur Victoria 1'e~huical, 



Institute. · Undoubtedly there is a cousiderable · deDWid id · 
India, ud some in the Central Prcmuces, for illduatrial 
cbem&sts for employment a' mines, sugar f11Ctories and other 
worts. The addition to the Nagpur Victoria Technical 
lDatitute of the cour&e of instruction suggested by you 
would mean aubstanlial expenditure In additional laborato
ries ud equipmeutaud extra stlllt t but tbe Chief CommW
sioaer ia l'repared to organize at that lnat\tute post-graduate. 
tac:hiuc 111 miainc chemistry ud to start a clus in ind
trial chemistry, if maaa'ers of existing factories will define 
the braw:hea of lndustnal chemistry in which t.bey think 
they could offer ueful ud attractive employment to youag 
men 10 trained. The start would necessarily be on a modest 
ac:ale. . . . . 

5. Wltb reprd to miDinc, it is uuderstoocl that :roar 
p~la aim at starting at the )ubbulpore Englaeeriac· 
Co!~ (a) a lower course of instruction 10 the vernacular 
to trutn loremeu for mines and ~b) a higher counll! in En gUsh 
which would be cousidered eq111valen' to the first part ol the 
mining course of the Sibpur OoUece to which students 
should be admitted to complete their course.. Mr. Craddoek 
doubts whether either ptoposal is feasible. It would be 
dillic:ult to graft a ftnlac:ular course on tp the existing 
coUC!Je, and the Sibpur Oollege authoriliea would almost 
certainly ref1111e to attept. on the terDIS proposed, students 
who had ~ hall their period of iustruc:t1on at another 
inatitu!lon. You are perhaps not a-re that. at the request 
of this AdmiuistraUoo, t.be Slbpur Eogineertnc Collece 
authorities have agreed to admit Cor the whole mining· 
course such students as are trained up to their entrance 
ltaadard at the Jnbbulpore Eogineerlac School; and en
quiries are ill progress aa to wbelher such a standard c:au be 
arranged for at the )nhbulpore Engiueerinc College. One. 
atadent was sent to :kngl.uid with a t;tato sc:liolarsblp to study 
mlniac ID 190:1, aad two more have Just cone. Tbe Chief 
Commissioner proposes to give three or more scholarships, 
tenable at t.be Sibpur Engineeria' Cone,e by atudentl who 
will uudenake to be traiued as nuaing eagiueers. For the' 
pret:eut M:r. Craddock ciOCII not consider that anytbias more 
cau be done towards tbe encouragement of miulus ed11ca-, 
tlon. · ·· 

6. Before lea vine that part of the subject which relates to 
the fac:ilitlea offered to young rueu ol advanc:ecl education to 
qualify them.elvea for well-paid employment iu large con..
cerua, I am to say that it it proposed to have some more: 
advucecl post-graduate teac:liins In acieuc:e Rt the Victoria• 
Tec:huicallnatilllte at Nagpur, while teac:hlag iu ·me.:haulca· 
'tW1 " if11J14erllt094, _lie. provic!Oii .at tbt Vi"or~ t~lluicaL 



fnstlt~~;te .at Amraotl, as SMII '!" it is completetl. The Chier 
CommtSstoner does not constder that the Administration 
would be justified in expanding existing institutions or rais
ing them at great expense to au equality with more advanced 
inslltutions in other provinces, until provincial development 
has further expanded and the demand for trained men has 
further increased. The supply in this case must follow the 
demand, or the advanced and expensive training will only 
tend to disappointment if those trained cannot find suitable 
avenues for the practical exercise of the art they have leamt. 
Such a result would merely cause discontent and defeat the 
object in view by making technical training unpopular. 

7. The second branch of the subject is far more 
difficult since it relates to a different stratum of society and 
requires on Improvement of handicrafts sud cottage in· 
dustries of which several are in a depressed condition. Yon 
propose to open a number of craft schools in certain dis· 
iricts for teaching handicrafts which are peculiar to such 
districts, particularly where the industry is in o decaying 
state or bas even disappeared. While ti1e Chief Contmis
sioner agrees with you that the object In view should be to 
revive and improve such industries, he doubts very wucb 
whether such handicraft schools as you suggest are the best 
means for attaining this object The Indian system nuder 
which a son or relative (in most trades even a stranger) is 
taught his trade by a worker in that trade meets all requtre
meuts so far as the teaching of existing methods i9 con~ 
cerned,. The real requirement for the development of these 
industries is not a system of teaching ens ling wet hods but a 
system. of teaching unprovetl methods. If an industry Is 
dying out, it will not be revived by teaching the same 
methods that have failed to keep it alive sud flourishing ; 
the causes of decay must te diagnosed, and a treatment 
prescribed that will eliminate these causes and lead to im· 
provewent. In Mr. Craddock's opinion the proper course 
is to ascertain what industries there are, to select those 
which seem to be capable of improvement, to find out the 
methods by which they may be improved, aud then to 
impart those methods to the classes likely to carry .. oa the 
industries. There are, as may easily be judged, opportnni-· 
ties for failure at every turn i:nd the chances of successful 
competition with machinery must often be small. The first 
step sltonld be to collect all the available information on. the 
subject. A. fairly large amount bas been collected at vanous 
times, but much of it is buried away in monographs and 
IJ?"cial reports, and its extraction, tabulation and classifica
tton will be a preliminary step. When this is done it will 
'bo ne;essai'J te vi~it an4 see 111 workiiiS all \he indnstri es 
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which surl"iv&t if they are flourishing they may perhaps 
admit of some extension ; if they are depressed they may 
ndmit of some improvement ; but before any practical step 
;, actually taken the a-sistance of experts will be necessary. 
The Chief Commissioner Intends to place this work under 
the direct supervision of the Director of Agriculture and to 
depute an otticer In the ensuing cold weather to make an 
indu>trial snn·ey of the province and collect in a handy 
ionn as complete information of existing industries as it is 
po>Sihle to ohtaio. The officer making the survey will re
•;nire in each district all the assistance that can he given him 
b)' gentlemen interested in the development of industries, 
and it is hope-d that the assistance will be re>l and sub-. 
stoatinl. lie will also receive such heip from Dist.rict 
Ofiiccrs as they cau reasonably gi\•e with due regard to their 
many dntie>. If. as is hoped, it is found possible to hold an 
Industrial EKlubitiou in Na£pur in November 1908, the 
officer in (tuesthm will be able to assist in its organization. 
By that time much information not now available should be 
at the dispos.1l oftbe Administration, "'hich will then be in 
a positicn to detenuine future policy in the matter of the 
mo"t promi~:u~ industries. All tbe information so collected 
will be snhmitted to, and discussed by, a specially selected 
Committee. 

K. \\'ith regard to your suggestions on the subject of 
curcntry and smithy work, 1 am to inform you that for 
snme time p3~t it has been in contemplation to establish an 
lndu~trial School in Nagpur as an experiment. The scheme 
h:1s not been proceeded with because the hope that the 
public woulu 'upport it by liberal coutril>ntions has not 
been realized : as vou were informed in ~I r. Maw's letter 
!'\o. 3t:7. dated the 26th February 1907, it has not been 
found P'"-'Stb;e to enlist auy local interest in the scheme. 
This is portly because the public at large are very busily 
occupied with their own affairs, and do not feel any special 
inward calling to de\·ote their money to the improvem<:nt or 
dasses who seem to them to be fairly well occupied, and 
partly because tho scheme has been too vague and mdt:linite 
to attract interest. But it is also largely due to the fact that 
the more clamorous sections of the Swadeshi party are more 
intc~ted in political opposition to the Go\"ernment. and in 
tile desore to find prohtable employment for educated or. 
>crut-educated youtb, than in the real betterml!nt of the 
humble weaver or leather wort.:u. They may conceal this 
e\·en from themselves_ but these, and no other, can be the 
reasons for their refusal to co-operate with the Government 
111 any scheme for the impro\"ement of handicrafts.. In· 
tilese circumstances it is left to the Government to move:· 

I 



'And orders are now issuing for the early construction of the 
-buildings •required for the achool of handicrafts. The 
.Director of Agriculture (who will infonnally perfonn the 
dutiei of Director of Industries) bas !Jeen directed to give 

·effect to the scheme os outlined by Sir Frederic I.ely in 
·Mr. Bloc:ock's letter, No. 10291, dated the 6th September 
1904, a copy of which was forwarded to you with Mr. Gown's 
letter, No. 8987, dated the 29th March 1906. Tbc scheme 
provides for the instruction of boys of the artisan class or 
any ela.•s that like to come forword in smithy, carpentry, 
wood work, utetal work and (as soon as the best form of 
bandloom for local conditions can be detennined) In weay. 
iug. The institution will comprise a hostel for boys 
who moy·come from outside villages, the necessary shed 

··for ·workshop classes, and quarters for teochers. Later 
on, when the Institution has actually come iuto beinl!' 
the Chief Commissioner has no doubt whatever that ti 
will receive much support from those genuinely inte
rested In the subject, and the success which it achieves will 
he proportionate to the degree of this support. Tbe subse
quent-management of the institution and the extent to 
which it can he placed under a Committee containing non
official members must depend on the amount of assistance 
it receives from the public. If the school is successful it 
may later on be possible to have similar schools in other 
districts. At present great difficulty is experienced .in 
securing the services of n suitable staff for even one school, 
and the estimated expenditure (Rs.l2,000 a year) is consider
able. One object of the school will be to train sutitablc craft 
ma.•ters for employment in similar district' schools. District 
Industrial schools .have been tried in the past and have failed, 
bat \lith a more carefully prepared foundation and more 
gradual growth there may lie more hope of success. 

. 9. With reference to your remarks on the subject of 
pottery and porcelain, I am to say that the Chief Commis• 
sioner understands that Messrs, Bum and Company will 
not take Indian apprentices at tbeir Jubbulpore works, 

· The small pottery works at Warora have now been closed. 
If prospects were good enough private finns would have 
started long ago to work the clays of Warora and Yeotmal. 
. 10. Mr. Craddock does~.not consider that a school in 

sugar manufacture is feasible at present. Although the 
crop ls of comparatively minor importance, the Department 
of Agriculture is doiug its best to investigate both the 
methods of cultivation and indigenous manufachtre. The 
testing ofimported varieties bas been started at the Raipur 
farm, and tho improvement of other factors in cultivation is 
uuier investi&"attou, Atte111pts have bee11 ma<le to introctnce 
• 
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Improved h~ndmilfs, nn<l arrangements have been made to 
<leterrnine the lo•s of efficiency in the indigenous processes ; 
but until the cultivation of sugarcane is extended and con· 
een!rnted in c<>mnact areas the Chief Commissioner fears 
thnt snl(llr fact<>ries are not likelv to prove a success. He 
hooes that some of the large irrigation works under con. 
stnt<tlon or projected will enable this extension and concen. 
!ration to be effected. 

11. The Tauar industry has received a great deat•.;;t 
ntten!lon, The result of enquiries has been to show that 
the defect lies rather in the inadequate supply of raw cocoons 
that in the proeesses of manufncture. A special investi• 
11•tion was made by the late Mr. N. G. Muketjee of Bengal, 
and an Agricultural Assistant is n<>w undergoing a course of 
training at the Chaibassa (Benl(lll\ Silk Fanu with the object 
of starting a fanu in these provinces if it is found feasible. 
Attempts have been made without success to introduce the 
J apan""e methods of reeling and the latest enquiry tends to 
prove tbnt these are not so I(Ood as the Indian methods; 

' There is nothing new to teach in a school. 

12. In conclusion Tam to refer yott to Chapter XIII Of 
the Centml Provinces Education Manual, which contains a 
li•t nf scholarships available for different branches of tech. 
nirol education in addition to the scholarships mentioned 
•bn~e. As you will have obsen•ed from pora!(t'llph 8 oUhis 
letter, )'Oil ore mistaken in thtnkinl!' that the State scholar· 
•hips to Europe are confined to mining ; under the orders 
of the Go\•emntent of India, engineering is tbe only subject 
exclltded. This Administration has selected mining and 
tbe textile industry as the most suit.. hie for these provinces 
nt present, but this does not exclude other sutijects if suitable 
candidates present tbemselve.<. As rel!llrds the number of 
~~ebolarships, i~ is understood that though one only Is 
attached to the Central Provinet>s and Rerar, others could be 
secured from the Government of India if suitable candidates 
come forward, 'l'he present difficulty is to secure good 
candidates, a matter in which the assistance ofthe Provincial 
Industrial Association will be cordially•welcomed. 

-



A5'5'ENDIX Ill. 

THE INDUSTRIAL CONFERENCE llANDLOOM 
COMPETITION. 

Preliminary Report. 
114· 

THB Gl!NBRAL SBCRl!TARV, 

Tire Indian Industrial Confermce, Calculla. 

Sir, 
·. . ·Out of S2 looms exhibited in the Exhibition, 14 looms 
:were found fit to enter for competition as per the conditions 
ofthe Conference, of which nine competed for the prizes, six 
as factory and three as cottage looms. A tabulated statement 
of the results of our examination has been appended here
with.. 

The Factory loom of Salvatic>n Army Industries of 
Anand, Gnjarat, and that of Mr. B. K. Ghosh of Cbander
nagor have scored 158 and ISS 1narks respectively out of 
200. In the Salvation Army loon! taking-up motion requires 
further improvement and shedding is not automatic. In 
the other loom, all the motions are automatic and it is a copy 
.of the Japanese bandloom, but the working of the loom 
requires t<? be made light and easy by using long treadling 
levers and diminishing the friction in the picking shaft and 
lever and by providing a seat, at a convenient height, for 
the weaver to sit and work. 

Thus though both the looms have not yet come to the 
'highest standard of efficiency required, yet as an encourage
ment for further improvement and better work we propose 
·two prizes of Rs. 150 and Rs. 100, respectively, to be given to 
.these looms as 1st and 2nd. 

Of the three Cottage Looms, the loom of Messrs. 
Lascar & Co., scored lS!l and Sayaji Poor Man's Loom 124 
out of 200 marks. 

The price of the loom of Jtascar & Co., which is~near. 
ly similar to an ordinary Serampore Fly.Sbuttle Loom, is 
Rs. 50, and picking is not automatic, while the price of the 
other is only Rs. 20 and it bas automatic picking, but the 
parts of the loom require to be made strong. With a view 
that cheap and effective looms alone can be within the reach 
of the poor, we after the test was made, came to the con
~Jusion that the maximum price of a cotta!te loom shoiJld 
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.j,e ouly R;. 25 instead of Rs. 60 as was advertised •. Judging 
from this standard, the loom of r.ascar & f?o., 'Y'Il have to 
be considered ns a factory loom and thus tt wtll get ,117 
ntnrks. But we cannot do so now contrary to the adverttse.d 
terms. 

Though both the looms have yet to be further improved 
upon, we propose th.~t two pri~es of ns. 160 and Rs. 100 
111ny be given to SaynJI Poor 1\!nn s Loom and Lascar's Loom 
respectively as first and second among Cottage Looms. 

} 

Yours faithfully, · 
Ct.r.CUTTA, RAOJ! BIIAI PATEL. 

161!1 January 1907. M.A. SAMPATII IYENGAR. 
MANMATHA NATH BASAl{, 
KUNJABRHARI DE, 

Foil Report. 
Rcporl 011 /lie Hmrdloom Compclilion !lcld tmdcr lire auspices of 

tire 1m/ian b11/nslrial Corifcrcllcc alllre Ca/culla E~·llibilion 
of1906-07, wii/J rcmar·ks on lite Ha11dloom Section of tire . 

E~·!tibiliOil• . · : 

The harmonious action of the following five principal 
motions iu n loom produces cloth:-

(1) Shedding (dividing warp threads into layers). 
t2) Picking, or motion of the shuttle, 
(8) Beating up the weft, or motion of the slay £or 

driving in the weft, · 
(4) Taking up the cloth woven. 
( 5) Letting oil the warp. 

There is also a sixth necessary motion whiclt does not 
work, viz., pushing back the slay to make room for the next 
stroke of the shuttle. · 

The looms exhibited way be classified with reference to' 
the mecltanical contrivances adopted to secure the working 
of these motions. 

CLASS l.-/11 whidr all the abo••• IIIO'I!CIIlenh are actuated 
by lire aclion of foot-treadles or by a wheel lrmtcd by lra11d, or by 
lite IIIOf!CIIICIII of lhc slay, . . .. 

The following were the Important exhibits under th.is' 
class,_ 

(1) Tlte loom e.t·lribiledt.y Mr. B. K. Glwsc of C/Jander
~gorc.-It is a copy of the Japanese handloom worked· 
by foot.treadles, Its working was satisfactory though 
the loom was a little too heavy to work, . The loom iB i 
l'Oced Bt Rs, 9Q, • 
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J..: (2} Sllivaji loom exhibited by the Bombay Loom Company, 
:-~-his is a modification of the Japanese handloom. The 
·weight used to regulate the taking up motion is made to 
hang down instead of being lifted up and a balance 
wheel is provided to secure the steady motion of the 
crank shaft. The loom is priced at Rs. ISO. 

{3) The Lame and Bli11d Automatic Loom.-This is also 
a modification of the Japanese bandloom ; taking up motion 
is·connected with the motion of the slay and the upper shaft 
is directly turned by a handle connected with it by level 
wheels. The frame work was _not steady, The -price of 
the loom is Rs, 95, 

( 4) Krislmabrindavan's Patent Johar Loom.-This should 
he considered a power-loom rather than a handloom. This 
was the only loom in the Exhibition which showed real 
originality and good workmanship. All the motions of; the 
loom are secured by the revolution of an ecliptic wheel 
attached to one shaft. As necessity is the mother ofin
vention, the inventor finding it difficult to get a proper 
crank shaft for this loom, which -was meant to be a copy or• 
the power-loom, hit upon this new method of communicating 
ntouon. The inventor of this loom should be encouraged 
to wake 1\ handloom of proper size, as one of that kind is 
likely to work very smoothly and lightly. If it be proper
ly made it way supersede all the existing costly automatic 
handloows in the market. 

{5) The room e:cllibited ~Y Mr. B. K. Dht~r was a copy of 
the power-loom meant to be a handloom, but not w,eful as 
such. 

(6) Messrs, Hattersley's Domestic Loom.-This was found 
to be capable of giving greater production than any other 
automatic loom and was found somewhat heavy in working. 
Our weavers accustomed to lazy working of very light 
wooden looms may not willingly take to 1t. The price of 
the loom is Rs. 1~0. 

CLASS II,._ Only shedding being actuated by foot-treadles, 
the rest of the motions being connected with tile motion of tile 
slay worked by bot!• lite /u.,ds. _ 

Tbe following were tbe i7pportant looms under- tWs 
.:lass:- ·· 

{1) The ioom e~hlbited by Mr. Osborne Maxwell of t/!e 
Salvation Army Works, Anand, Gujarat was the best, of this 
kind. The loom seems to be alter Mr. Churchill s loom 
with the picking and taking up arrange"!ents i~proved. 
The loom is well con.:;tructed and sound Ill all Its parts, 
Th. n'l'i<"A nf +'h• 1,..n.1n ia 'Pc. JOI:n 
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(2) 1/u: factory loom e.tltibi!ed bJ! the Sayaji !-oom Works, 

1/oroda requires greater stnb1hty 111 some of 1ts parts. It 
has proper arrangements made for ndjusti!'g the levels an.d 
heights of slay and yarn beams. The pnce of the loom 1s 
Rs. 50. 

CLASS 111.-Shcdcling and picking beingjoitted and actuated 
l•y fool-treadles, and the beating up of the weft attd the laking up 
oflhc woven cloll1 being done separately by hand as 111 ordmary 
lla~~<llooms. 

The Simplc.t Loom of Pali Silpas_ala was the 0!11)_' o'!e of 
this kind. 'l'he price of t11e loom 1s Rs. 35. Th1s IS s1mple 
iu construclioo. 

CLASS IV.- Shedding done by fool-treadles, picking cotltrecl
cd willt the back motion of the slay wltic/1 is '!'orkcd by boll1 1/!e 
hands, 1ne rest of the movements secured dtrecl/y by hand as 111 
ordinary 1tmtdlooms. 

A. loom of the kind was the Sayaji Poor M an:s Loom 
c.rltibilcd by the Sayaji Loom Works, Baroda. In th1_s loom 
the weaver has to work sitting at a pit hnving. h1s. warp 
stretched on the floor as in ordinary loom>. Tb1s IS s1mple 
aud cheap. Tbe price of this loom Is Rs. 25. 

CLtiSS V.-Looms will• jly-shr~llle slay allac/red.-There 
were three varieties of this kind. 

(I) Fly-sltullle slay adopted lo ordinary pit-loom without 
yarn beam being provided, 

(2) In addition to sl<>y, yam beam also providc<llo the pit· 
loo,'IS, . 

(3) Slay adoptetl to a moveable fram.e-wJrk containing 
yarn a,.,l clol/& bearus, . ., 

Iu all these looms the movements are caused indepen
dently of oue another as in ordinary country looms worked 
d~rectly by hands and feet. 

Frame Fly-sl•ullle looms exltibited by Messrs. B. K. Ghose 
of Cltandct~~agor. and P, N .. De of CIJitiSura, antl Laskar .lit · 
l.O, of Ratpur tBtrbl'!"''>· Ptl Fly-sltulllc looms providetl wrl/• 
yarn bea111S were e.<lub•tctl by lite local weavers BabtLS Kiran 
<:Jrantlra Sen, Hari Clta11dra D"' antllltree ol/,;rs, and Mr. P. 
N. De of CltiriSura.-'l'hese were found the cheapest and most 
conve01ent forms of fty-shntlle looms to be adopted hy weavers 
that do their work in their own homes. These looms with 
slight modifications In forms and s1zes are the same as the 
Madras, Bombay, llladura and Mysore fly-shnttle looms1 all 
of which are copies of English Uy-sbnttle looms. 

Two looms were exhibited, 011e by tire Be11gal ·Silk Mills 
Company an<l lite other by lire Sayaji Loom Works, Baroda, 



The former, a foreign one, was in good· working order and 
cloth of six feet was woven in three hours 30 minutes. The 
latter was an attempt to construct such a loom with as many 
locally made parts as possible bnt was not in working order 
on account of breakages in transit. 

Messrs. Hallersley lit SoliS exhibited a Tape Weaving 
Loom priced at Bs. 250, a Towel Loom priced at Ks. 1801 and a 
Silk Weaving Loom priced at Us. 235. 

There were also Bcttares Looms for weaving Kinkabs 
with skilfully arranged Harnesses for picturesque designs. 

The Naliottal Weavittg School of Calculla exhibite<l 
different kinds of looms used in the school, vi •• , Ifal/ersley 
Fly-shullle Looms, elc. 

Besides the above looms, which were in working order, 
there were a number of model looms. Some of them were 
exhibited by students fresh from college and by some 
Government officials, In these models very ingenious, 
original mechanical inventions were displayed in crude form. 
If their. school education bad offered opportunilies for 
having their band and eye trained in mechanical work, 
their ideas would have brought them credit as useful 
inventions. They were not trained to appreciate form and 
proportion as the eye bad not been exercised in drawing 
and l'ractical work nor the hand used to the handling of tools 
and tnstmments and hence, can do but very crude work. 

The Model looms exhibited by Messrs. Bankim La! Das, 
Man!· Mohan Ghosh and Lalit Mohan Ghosh, Romesh 
Chandra Dardar and N. M. Mookerji contain original ideas 
which can be usefully devoloped wtth more parctical kpow
ledge ofthe different processes of weaving, 

Appliances for Processea preparatory to Weaving. 
SPINNING. 

There were three exhibits useful for the purpose. One 
o£ them from Darjeeling intended for spinning wool, is au 
ingenious adaptation oft he mill spinning spindle for hand 
work. 

Th~ second was from tlie Weaving Institute of llole
.Narsipur in Mysore State. l~ this the spindle is tun1ed by 
a foot-treadle and both the blinds are ttsea for spinning. This 
is used for spinning wool and any kind of fibre and cotton, 
• The third was a local exhibit, a simplified form of 

Cbarak. 
Windu•g Macllillts:-
( J) A useful bobin and pern winder exhibited h>: the 

:SayaJI Loom Works, Baroda, · · 



(2) There were useful models (rom the Weaving tustl. 
lute o! Hole-Narsipur, Mysore, and from Mahendralal 
llanerji of Calcutta. 

(3) . A bobin winder with 12 spindles priced at Rs. 152 
nnd a peru winder with 12 spindles priced at Rs. 172 were 
exhibited by JIIessrs. Hatterslcy and Sons. 

Warping Mil/s.-One machine was exhibited by Messrs. 
Hattersley & Sons. This is suited for making warps more 
than 100 yards in length but these warps are not useful for 
sizing after the Indian methods. This serves the same 
purpose as the old English wooden warping mill used in 
the Basel Mission Factories. These latter, however, had a 
greater facility! for putting in leases. Hattersley's mill was 
priced at Rs. HiO, 

The other warping mill is an'original invention exhibit. 
cd by Sadhu Cbaran Sarkar, Hari-Yarayanpur, Nadia, a 
poor man not a weaver by caste. This is an improvement 
upon the native peg warping, and is a real advance from 
within. 

A wheel 4 ft. 9 in. in diameter is divided into three con
centric circles and pins arranged round the circumference 
of these circles receive the yarn as the wheel rotates and 
pre,erve the leases formed. The machine, when tested by. 
actual work, was found capable of warping one knob in SO 
minutes. 'l'be mechanism for turning the wheel is rou~hly 
mnde and does not work smoothly without jerking. This 
was priced at Rs. 50. 

Sizing Ala<lline.-
Tllere was one exhibited by the Sayajl Lo9m Works, 

Baroda. 'l'his is yet in its experimental stage and is intended 
for handloom factory works. 

The other sizing machine was exhibited by Messrs. 
Hnttersley & Sons and it is intended to saturate the warp 
with size and to "'!Ueeze out the superfiuons size, brushing 
and drying being done on a separate frame. Tuese machines 
were not exhibited in their working order. 

Loom CompelitioR. 
Th~ Industrial Conference had announced awards of 

Rs. 560 to the best Cottage and Factory Handlooms exhibit. 
ed. A Committee of experts consisting of Rao Babadur Raoji 
Bhai Patel, Director of Agriculture and Industries, Baroda 
Messrs. Henry H. Ghosh, Bysac, nud Kttnja Behari De of 
Caictttta, Mr. B. L. Govilla, Textile Engineer and Chemist 
Knrja1 United Provinces, 8';'-d Mr. M: A. Sampath Iyengar: 
Snpenntendent, the Weavmg Institute, Hole·Narsipur, 
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Mysorl' State, was formed. Tho Cotnmittee exa~ined the 
!ooms In their eap•city and in the con•tmction of their 
tmportant puts. The looms were k!pt working for seven 
hours and the re.•ults of their examination have been given 
below, and a tabulated statement is appended. 

For the second time, a loo1n competition wn held on 
behalf of the Exhibition Committee. In this competition a 
few local ~!'·Shuttle loom• were specially got in to compete 
for the pr~ze, so. that _their working capacitv might be com
pared s1de by stde w1th the new i mprovei. looms, In this 
msta!tce loom~ 'Yere kept 1vorking for six hour•. The result. 
of tlus compebtton also h~ve been given below and a tabu
lated statement is appended. 

Tlrd Co111petition Test. 

· The looms were tested by the Committee with reference 
to the following points :-

(1) Mechanical improvements and construction. 
(2) Adaptability. 
(B) The work done. 
Under the head of Mechanical Improvements much im

portance wae attached to the arrangements made to secure 
the easy and proper workius:- of the shedding, picking ond 
taking up motions, and of the motions of the slay. The 
looms were al<o tested to see whether the parts were strong 
enough to bear the required strain without helng unneces. 
sarily bulky. The general workmanship in the manufacture 
of the machine was also noted. 

Jn regard to adaptability, the Committee took into con
sideration the following points:-

{!) Whethe~ the price was within the means of those 
for whom the machine was intended ¥ 

(2) Whether the loom was suitable for working with 
warps prepared according to the country method or necessi
tated the use of preparatory processes to which our weavers 
were unaccustomed or the use of appliances which would 
be too costly to be possesse<t by individual weavers ? 

(B) Whether the constr;tction of the loom was simple 
enough to get damaged parts repaired easily by local 
artisans? 

The Work done was tested by-
. . (1) The highest number of picks per minute attaine4 
in fast working for a short time. 



(2) Tbe effective number of picks per minute arrived 
nt llll follows:-

A. Work was taken for 7 hours 15 minutes, and the 
total number of picks on the cloth divided by the number 
of miuutes in the whole time. 

B. The structure of the cloth produced. 
Tile Res11lls of lite Tests, _ 
lu the first test the following were found the most 

successful :-
(1) Salvation Army Loom, Prize as. 150, 
(2) Mr. B. K. Ghose's Lnom of Japanese pattern, Prize 

R:!, 100. 
(:J) Laskar & Co.'s Loom (ordinary lly·s\luttle loom of 

the Englisil handloom pattern). Pri•e Rs. luo. 
(4) Sayaji Poor Man's Loom, with aatomatic picking 

which Is actuated by the back motion of tile slays. Prize 
Rs. 160. 

In the second test, the following were the most 
•uccessful :-

(1) Mr. D, K. Ghose's Japanese Loom. 
(2) Sayaji Poor Man's Loom. 
(3) Mr. ll, K. Gbose's Ordinary Fly-shuttle Loom. 
(4) Dabu Kiran Chandra Sen's Pit b'ly-shnttle Loom, 
General Remarks :-All the looms were worked by expert 

weavers with more tllan ordinary speed and at tile cud of 1 
hours all appeared much t~red. In the hurry to turn out as 
much work a• possible tile structure of clotll was somewhat 
ueglected. lu the second test they were more careful. Fly
shuttle looms in diOertnt forms have all equally done good 
work. Automatic looms on account of thetr high prices are 
entirely beyond the means of individual weavers to possess 
them. To take full advantage of the iucreased speed of the 
shuttle in the~e looms, better processes ot windiug, warp
lug and sising than the weav~rs are accustomed to, w1ll 
have to be introduced with the help of costly new mechanical 
appliauces. 

Now the vital question that has to be decided in the 
development of the handloom iudns try in India is whether it 
is possible to develop it along the lin~s in which it has so 
far progressed. 

. One of the great authorities in cotton weaving, Mr, 
R:cbard Marsden, bas expressed himself as follows:-

11 The tkill of Eastern races seems to ba \"C spent itself in achieving 
lhe most perfect re.ults of which manual processes are capable ... The 
ptod.acta of Jodiao1 Chinese and Japanese arts1 especially in textiles, 

14 
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ill excdl~nce of colouring variety, beauty of design and perfection of 
execution, are something that the mechanical production of the \Vest is 
a loag way from equalling but to which they may wilb advanb.ge 
aspire.'• , · 

Our wea"ing industry bas de.-elopecl so for as a cottage 
industry. If it is to continue as such, our mechanicnl 
improvements to increase the efficiency of hand labour must 
be such as will not compel the weavers to become mere 
flesh and bone parts of some costly machinery having no 
idea of how and why the machinery performs its rythmical 
movement. And our efforts to Improve the industry should 
not become subject to such condemnation as Prince 
Kropotkin has maae: " Skilled artisanship is being swept 
away as the survival of a past condemned to disappear, for 
the artist who formerly found resthetic enjoyment in the 
work of his hands is substitued the human slave of au iron 
slave." 

Apart from the large portion of weaving work that 
power mills should do, handlooms have got as much work or 
even more work.to do. Each bas its own sphere and altbou~h 
factory work economizes labour, the economic gains to be 
derived from this domestic industry for a hundred years to 
come should not be undervalued even in pounds, shi:lings 
and pence. 

Improvement in the human machinery oi the weaver 
hy systematic education and regular work must go hand in 
hand with the improvement of tile appliances for his .. ·ark. 
The industry can flourisll only under the stimulus of a well 
organised trade whicll must be helped by every citizen of 
India with the responsibility felt and expressed by a prudent 
economist: 

1' The trade does not belong to the merchants, capitalists 
and workpeople of the present generation. B~t that is a 
great national property in which they possess only a life
interest This they are bound by every sentiment of affection 
for their children and love for their country, to pass on to 
succeeding generations, not only unimpaired but increased 
in value. To neglect this duty will be to deprive millions 
of English people in the future of the oreans of Ji\"elibood 
and the nation of its most important resources. This would 
be practically criminal." 

RAOJI BHAI PATEL, 

Director o/ Agrib~lture a11d Industries, "Baroda • 

. M.A. SAMPATH IYENGAR, 
·. · Supe~intenilenl, Hole·Na~sip~r Weaving lt~slitute, Mysore • . ' 



The Second Indian Jndnstrlal Conference Handloom Competition, Calcutta. 

FIRST TRIAL. 

No.\ Ktnd of Loom. I Name of the Exhibitor., Time. Cloth !Width ofiEffectivel RBIU.R.U. woven. the: cloth. picka. 

bn. m.,l~ in, in. 

1 Simple Ry-shutt1e loom similar to Mr. B. K. Gbosc; Chan· 7 16 21 11 fOl •a-e Clean edges, break-
English handloom. dernagore. J2( ages good many, 

fU's yarn. 

2 Automatic handloom resembling Do. 7 7 .w st·e E'dges clean,stru• 
Japanese handloom worked by fo~ tore good, .W's yarn. 

power. 
S~ji Loom Works, 7 30 28 42 81·8 Cloth damaged. fuJI 8 Sayaji fadory loom ... ... 4 

aroda. ol breakages, 40'a 
yarD. 

4 Sayaji plllaclory loom ... ... Do. 7 30 15 7 42 20 

6 Sayaji cottage loom ... .. . Do. 7 .>10 117 21 43 30 . 
8 Factory loom ... ... .. . Mr. Osborne Maxwell 7 so 25 2 fOl 87'8 Strudure quite satis-

of the Salvation Army, factory, 4.0's yam. 
Anand, Gujarat. 

7 Ordinary 8y-shuttle loom of English Laskar & Co,1 ~ Raipur 7 30 23.11. 44 81'9 Structure saUsfadory, 
bandloom P'\tlem. (Birbhun). 40's yarn. . 



Calcutta Industrial Exhibition Handloom Competitloai 

SECOND TRIAL. 

No.I Kind of Loom .. I Name of the E hibitor j. Time I Cloth !Width oriEfl~tiv 
I x · , ' woven. the cloth. p1cks. 

'brs,·mi. ft. in. ln. 
1 Simple fly-shuttle 1oom· similar· to Mr. B. K. Ghose, Chan- G 18 25 8 4~ 88 

English bandloom. dernagore. 

2 Automatic handloom resembling Ja-
panese.batfdloom to be worked by 
foot power. 

Do. 6 u 28 10 48 41 

a Poor man's loom or fly-shuttle slay Sayajl LoQm Works, 6 25 10 4~ 48 
adopted to ordinary pit loom with Baroda. 
automatic picking arrangement. 

~ Factory loom picking and take up 
motion connected with the motion 

Do. 6 11 20 •! 41 ~ 

of the slay to be worked by band 
shedding by foot treadles. 

6 The lame and Plind automatic loom 1\ofr. Shaik Mahomed 6 lG 19 8 ~1 25 
worked by hand power. Bakur. 

6 Pit fly-shuttle loom ... "'I Babu Kiran Cbandra 6 61 1G a 46 48 
Sen. 

REMARKS. 

I 

Edges not clean, 
breakages not pieced 
up satisfactorily, 
structure fine, 40'& 
yam. 
Clean edges, uniform 
structure, 40's yaru. 

Edges clean, structure 
good, 40's yarn. 

Slruclure somewhat 
poor. 

Clean ertges, uniform 
structure. 

Warp and wert 80's, 
welllini§hed cloth. 

... 
0 ... 



Calcutta Industrial Exhibition Bandloom Competltloll-conld. 

. No.j Kind of Loom. 

7 Pit fty.abuttle loom ... 
8 Halteraley's Domestic loom 

' 

g Pit fty .. holtle loom ... 
10 Pit fty.sbultle loom ... 
n Fr.~ me Ay-shulUe loom ... 
12 Simple loom '" ... 
18 Jacqua:-d machine ... 
u Benaresloom tor Kinkhab 

SECOND TRIAL-co,td. 

... 

... 

... 

... 

. .. 

... 

. .. 

... 

I Name of the EJbibitor., Time. I Cloth 1\Vidth of,Effectivel 
woveo. theclotb. picts. 

bn.mi. Ia. IL ln. 

Jofr. Goluct Bebarl 8 21 15 45 80 
Rokbir. 

Messrs.. Allen Bros. 5 so . 63 !It I 02 

Mr. Harisbchandradas. 6 IS UJ so 
Mr. P, N. De ... 8 IS 41 20 

Do. 6 121 41 21 

Do. 8 f I 42l 16 

Bengal Silk Mills Co. 8 80 8 

I Mr. Habibulla ... 8 80 81 
. . 

Remarks. 

40's warp aad 150's 
weft, clean edges, 
uniform. strudure. 
Warps and weft. 40's 
double, ..:ry close 
structure, during the 
whole period two 
penons worked alter· 
nately, anilonn stmc:-
tare, well 
clot b. 

6ni!bed 

... 
0 .., 



Ali'li'BNDIX IV. 

INDUSTRIAL SURVEY QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

AMRAOTI1 lsi October 1907. 
DEAR Sill, 

_ The accompanying circular letter, containing a set of 
questions framed for the purpose of facilitating the collection 
of information on the present condition and future possibi
lities of the industries of each district of Briti•h India and the 
Indian States, was issued by me last year and addressed te 
nearly a thousand educated countrymen of ours in the va<ious 
parts of J ndia. Tl;e response it elicited was, I am sorry to 
say, most meagre and disappointing ; only twenty gentlemen 
having taken the trouble of repiying to it. Their replies were 
pubHshed as an appendix to the Annual Rerort presented on 
behalf of this office to the last session ofoho Industrial Confer
ence held at Calcutta. I send herewith a copy of tho set of 
questions aforesaid, with the request that you will take :.n 
earnest interest in the subject and collect the needed informa. 
lion. I need nnt tell you that it is only by the willing co
operation of gentlemen in your p~sition, keenly interested in 
the material progress of the country, that the Industrial 
Conference can satisfactorily perform the duties which it has 
imposed on itself. 'fhe first essential of all work is knowledge. 
But the information at our command on industrial subjects is 
lamentably inadequate, and must be supplemented by 
efforts made in each locality by persons like you. These efforts 
should comprise (11 the brmging together of the information 
contained in the available official publications, and (l!) local 
.inquirie•. I earnestly invite you to set yourself to this important 
task and s•nd to this office as full information as you can 
possibly put together. r shall thank you to send your 
reply before the Juth of November to enable me to 
include it in the Annual Report which will be presented to the 
next session of the Conference as was done last year,~ • 

I remain, 
Yours faithfully, 

R.N. MUDHOLKAR, 
General Secretay, 

/11dian Industrial Confermu. 
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• • • • 
QUE5TIONS TO BE ANSWERED. 

A.-AGRICULTURE. 

1. What is the condition of the agricultural industry in 
your district ? 

2. Has the whole or the greater portion of the culturable 
area been brought under cultivation ? 

1 

~- What is the general quality of the soil ? 
4. What is the general condition of the land-owning and 

cultivating classes ? 
6 To what extent are the lands held on a proprietary 

tenure by the cultivators themselves, to what extent by privi
leged tenants, and to w:~at extent by mere tenants at will ? 

G. What steps arc being taken in your district for the 
improvement of agriculture by-

( a) Supply of cheap capital ; 
(b) Extension of scientific and practical instruction ; 
(c) Employment of imp.-oved appliances ; 
(<I) Resort to recuperative processes like manure, etc. 
7. To what extent bas advantage been taken of the 

village co-operative credit system, and what amelioration has 
it effected in the condition of the peasantry ? 

B.- IIIANUFAC"tURING INDUSTRIBS. 

8. N~me the existing n1anufacturing industries in the 
different towns and villages of your district under the follow
ing heads :-

(1) Textile fabrics-Cotton, Wool, Silk, and Jute. 
(~) Vegetable and animal products. · • 
(8) Leather, horn 11nd paper, 
<•} Pottery, porcelam and glass. 
(5) Metals. 
(6) Chemical industries. 
(7) ·Furniture and decorations. 
(8) Materials used in construction. 
9. · What is their present condition ? 

10. What \vas their condition in the past? 
. 11. What is the approximate number of people employed 
m,anddepeodent on them seve_rally ? . 

12, · WhM is U>e approximate amount of capital employed 
in them severally ? . 

, I:\. st~t,a hntu f~r fh#>u h ... ,_ ........... .. tf--L-.1 '--- - _ 
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14: W~at are the Markets for the products of these 
·lndustr1es,. J,e., do they supply only a local demand, or are 
they sent to other markets in noticeable quantities ? 

16. What facilities exist to increase their supply if an 
increased demand arose ? 

16. How far, in your opinion, are the existing industries 
capable of expansion,- · 

(a) by making advances to the artisans at low rates of 
interest ; 

(b) by the improvement of the appliances iii use ; 
· (c) by the imparting of special instruction, and 

(d) by the employment of power machinery ? 
I?. What industries esisted in your district formerly 

but have smce decayed ? 
18. What are the causes of their decay ? 
19, Is it practicable to revive any of them profitably ? 
20. Jf so, suggest measures to bring about their revival. 

C.-MINERALS AND OTIIER NATURAL PRODUCTS, 

21. Name the mineral and other natural products of 
your district which are or can be manufactured into finished 
articles of consumption and use. 

22. Which of these are mauufactured in your district ? 
2~. Which, if any, of these are sent to other parts of 

the country for manufacture ? 
24. Which of them are exported to foreign countries in 

their raw state, and re·imported as finished articles ? 

0.-CAPJTAT, 

26, What banking facilities are there for the support of 
the industries .in your district? 

26. Have any urban industrial banks been started in any 
town of your district under !be provisions of the Co-operative 
Credit Societies Act ? · 

27. If so, give particnlars in regard to their organization 
the capital employed, the conpitions of lending and borrow· 
ing, etc, ·· 

E.-TacHNICAL EDUCATJOll, 

28. What facilities oro there for _training young men in 
the various industries that exist in your district Y 

29. If there _are any special schools for the purpose, give 
particulars in regard to their curri'ilila, 
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80. Ta Instruction !(ivcn both in the practice· of, and the 
principka which underlie, an industry, or, is it tlleoretical 
merely or merely empirical? 

:ll. What success has attended these schools? 
82. Are industrial and commercial cla;ses attached io an)* 

o£ the •chools in your district ? l 
33. If so, give full particulars in regard to them. · ... · 
84, Have any student• been sent abroad fro~ your 

district to acquire technical, industrial or commercial 
tducation ? · 

35. What are their qualifications and were they tested ? 
86. Who, or what agency, has sent them, and under 

what conditions, if any ? 
37. In what countries are they being trained ? 
38, What arrangem~nts are m·tde to utilise their special 

technical knowledge by !he supply of capital or otherwise, 
to start or develop the industries in which they receive special 
training 1 

89. Are there at present in your district any persons who 
have r< ceived special troining in any industry ? If so, what are 
the industries io which they ha,·e been trained ? 

40, How are they employed at present? . , 
41. If their knowledge is not being utilised, what .ste~ 

can be, or are proposed to be taken, to uutize it ? · · 

F.- hmUSTR:AL As o;-HTIONs. 
42. Is there any industrial association in your district ? 

If so, give particulars in regard to its objects, rules, funds, 
past work and present activity ? 

ANSWERS TO THE ABOYE. 
(1) BABARAV JAlRAM BHISHE, EsQ, Banswara via. 

R111lam. · 
1. Banswara is a very poor State with an area of l,Ut 

square miles and a population of 149, 128. Its revenue is 
Its. 1,50,000 only. It is indebted to the Government of India 
to the extent of about two lakbs of rupees. .; 

2, I quote below what was \\Titten by the Settlement 
Officer, Mr A. T. Home, 1. C. :s .. in the Settlement Report of 
1901·06, on the mineral deposits of the State:-

' The mineral deposits of Bansw'ra have never yet been 
properly in\·estigated and it is possible that Manganese ore as 
in the neghbouring State of Jhabuvu, or oiher minerals may 
some day be discovered. I ron mines were formerly worked 
at i.oyania in the North-West of the State, and b<~ditioo is 

15 
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current that gold was also found there. Stone quarries exist 
in numerous villages, the be•t known being at Talwana eight 
miles west of the capital.' 

1!- The iron mines of Lovania are not worked for want of 
knowledge and money. The mine at Khameria is worked by 
blacksmiths who have their houses there. '!'hey were digging 
Kachlapatllaro/Lolla from the iron mines of Udvella, Sadadi, 
Bamapoda and Yogpura, but from the commencement of this 
year they have been able to obtain only so much iron as is 
required lor their own work. The reasons for this are given 
below. The mouth of the Udevella iron mine fell down in last 
year's rainy season and the poor blacksmithn are not able to 
open another mouth. They have not also been working the 
other three mines as more cheap iron than before was import. 
ed from Bombay this year. Till this year no or almost little 
iron had been imported from Bombay, on the other hand iron 
was being exported from here to the eastern side of Gujarat. 
. 4. About eight miles north from Lo\·ania there are the 
Parsola iron mines in Udepur State and there are also several 
iron and copper mines there. J n about fifty places in 
Banswara State you will find iron mines. 

5, People say that there was formerly a gold mine, that 
one Baja filled it up and made a small ma11dir or temple 
there. Dungree, which is about quarter of a mile south·west 
of Lovania village, probably has coal. 

6. I have seen the Bengal and Warora coal mineR, as 
also the gold mines of Africa. But as I have no scientific. 
knowledge 1 can say nothing more de~nite about the mines 
in these parts. 

7. The following information about the places where 
the mines are situated will be found of usc by those who may 
desire to visit them :-Rutlam is a railway station. Selana is 
10 miles from Rutlam and there is a dak bungalow Utere. 
Danipipla is 10 miles from Selana. It is a ~olice thana of the 
Banswara State and about 40 Mallajans reside there. Eigh
teen mites from Danipipla is Banswara, the capital of the 
State. Eighteen miles from Banswara is Lov:mia, whe~e 
there are about 80 llfaltaiam. Parsola. in Tahsil Udepure, 10 
lU miles from Lovania, and 10 miles off it is Jagpura, where 
there is a police thana of Bans\\'ara State. Ilhambra is ano· · 
ther 10 miles distant, and there also there is a police tltana. A 
traveller can see from here the Udvella, Khameria, Sedadi, 
Bamanpada and Yo!,TUra lmines, Banswara is 18 miles from 
there, aud so the visitor may get back to I<utlam. 

8. About 20 miles south of Banswara ~here are also 
...... WI. Wl;n..ct. Twn F.nrnnean comoanies are trviiJ~ to get con~ 



c"''ions lor working them, but any Indian entering the field 
will ba\·e a prior claim. 

9. It is my belief that in the Banswara and Udcpur SL~les 
there is more mineral wealth than in the Central Provinces 
where Tala & Sons are going to work. 

(2) BABt: AMB!CA. CHARAN MAZUI\!DAR, Fari<lpur. 

I. The condition ol the agricultural industry in Faridpur 
is fairly satisfactory. But the craze for jute growing is gradu. 
ally absorbing U1e major pMtion of culturable areas, excepting 
the heel tracts where paddy cultivation still preponderates. 

2. With U1e exception of the swamps nearly the whole 
district is under cultivation. 

S. The soil is generally alluvial and therefore quite 
fertile. 

4. The landowning classes are generally middle class 
Bltadfll/okes. Their condition is generally deteriorating; but 
the actual cultivating classes are compar.•tively well off and 
would be better still if they were economical. 

5. Tenant proprietorship does not exist here. Tbre.,. 
fourths ol the tenants possess the right of occupancy, only a 
small fraction being tenants at will. 

6. There is an yearly Agricultur.ll Exhibition at Faridput 
and seeds and other rewards are given to botzd .fide agriculturists. 
The in~titution has been in existence for O\'er :iu years ; but 
beyond the cultivation of potatoes l do not think it has helped 
agriculture very much. 1 be raridpur District A!l3ociation bas 
recentlv taken up the subject and an account of il• working can 
be givt::n only next year. 

7. Two Co·operatiw Credit Societies ha\·e been esta· 
bbshed quite recently. It would be premature to make any 
forecasts of their working. 

8. A sort of fine Barl<y is being manufactured at DasarUJa 
io this district which has been properly tested and found to be 
very wholesome and of excellent quality. It is sold here and 
may be also found in Calcutta. 

!\ibs an.t knivc• are also manufactured here. The nibs 
are largely exported to other districts; but the knives arc sold 
only locally. 

17-!0. Sugar and weaving industries existed here very 
largely. 'fhe latter has revived under the impetus oi the 
Swadeslu movement ; but thc Iarmer is still decaying, sugiU'
~ane cultivatioa lta\'ing fallen olf on acoount of ravages bJ 
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wild animals. The sugar industry furnishe.• an imporlalll as 
well as a difficult problem. It can only be revived by power 
machinery without which it cannot stand foreign competition. 

· 21-24. Formerly there was pearl fishery in the river 
Kumar in this District. It has long died out, An effort 
might be made to ascertain if pearls exist any more in the 
shells to be found in this river. 

Shell lime is obtained from the shells to be found ·in 
abundance in this district. A methodical working of this busi
DCtiS may prove a very profitable concern. 

25. There is no bank particularly to help induslrie9, 
although the weaving industry receives some help from the 
Faridpur Loan Office, Ld. 

26, Two Co-operative Credit Societies have been recently 
started. 

28. There is a small technical school established at 
,Faridpur. Jt at present deals only in carpentry. 

34. Some students have been so sent by the Scientitic 
and Industrial Association, Calcutta ; but 1 cannot give the 
exact number. 

··42, The FaridpurDislrictAssociation recently established 
proposes to deal with industrial questions also. -

(3) RAO'BAHADUR. D. R. SHRlKHANDI~, Damolt (C. P.). 
· •. 2. Almost all the avaiL1ble land is under cultivation. 

3. Half the district is rico-growing and the other haU 
ragi.growing, 
. 4. Tenants are generally poor. Seven per cent. may be 
doing well. All malguzars are in debt with few exceptions. 

6. (b) One experimental farm is opened. 
· 11. Paper.making in Panchamnagar has decayed owing 

to competition. 
' 19. It is not practicable to revh·e any of the decayed 
Industries.· 

The answer to all other questions is Nil. 

(4) SETH OAMODAHDASA K. RATHI, TJcawar (Rajpt~lana). 
1 

(My answers should be taken as coming out of local 
enquiries only. But the in!ormalion about land has been 
·taken from Government ofiicials as no other authentic source 
· could be found. The answers pertain to the town of Beawar 
. 9nly .-D. K. R.~ 



A.-AGRICULTURE. 

(1) The bulk of the population which is rural, is de..-oted 
to A~riculture. The industry as a whole is not so paying as 
to induce people to pay more attention. Several years in the 
last two decades being those of low rainfall, the con
dition of a~:riculture is going from bad to worse. This year 
also i.!> feared as one of terrible famine and in the near future 
t~ousands of men wiU be found stan;ng. 

2. Area has been sown to the normal extent and not 
much of culturable land remains waste. 

3. Generally poor and very inferior to that of Berars, 
oomcwhere hilly and somewhere plain. Not rich even in 
isolated place'!. 

'- Poor and in a \'Cry wretched condition but having no 
aspiration or any ambition to better ttteir state and shy of 
entering any oU1er field of earning. 

5. Approxim.~tely! by the ex-proprietary tenures and 
owners, l by mortgagees, f by tenants at wilL 

6. (al, (b),(<). Nil. 
(J} Ordinary manure is only used and near the town 

miU and factory- refuse and blow dust, &c., of mills used for 
manure.. No scientific method is used to improve the laud. 

7. Nil. 

B.-M,U<UFACTURING ii<DGSTRIES, 

8. (\) three cotton ginning, six pressing houses, one 
cotton mill working with I 3,000 spindles and 6ta looms. 

One cottou mill under construction, haudlooms 
working in U1e town and a few in villages. 

Hand spinning wheels working all throughout the 
town and many of U1e bigger ,;uages, . 

Wool washing and scouring carried in town by hand 
preliminary to the san1e being sent to Europe. 

• Silk weaving was tried in local mill, but on accOunt 
of very slack demand was abandoned. . 

lS o jute industry exists neither is there found any 
jute here. . - · 

(2) Cotton cleaning done. by hand extensively in town 
press houses. Bones co~ected_ all throughout for export at the 
I:OSt of agnculture, whrch pnncrple U1e rude ,;uagers would 
not acknowledge although explained in eve" wav. · ·· _ 
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(:l) (a) Leather washed, and cleared for shoe

making and export. A large trade carried on in raw and 
partly cured bide and leather. 

(b) No horn trade ever existed. 
(c) Paper was formerly manufactured but 

under competition with machine the industry has become 
extinct. · · 

( 4) Pottery work done generally for local usc. No 
porcelain work nor of glass. 

(5) Iron, 'Brass and Bronze (!fifEII) work generally 
done on a go>od scale in the town. But the industry has 
declined on account of the keen competition with outside 
articles and also through these craftsmen getting better live
lihood in mills and factories locally as well as at Caw npur and 
Ahmedabad, and also in Railway Workshops. 

(6) Dyeing done on a good scale. But some dyers 
joined the mills getting better wages in working the looms. 
Some emigrated to Ahmedabad on account of bad trade, 
their customers, the villagers being in tbad condition. The 
town people generally use English dyed and printed goods 
being decent looking and cheap although Jess durable. 

etc. 
(7) Nil-except some imitations o£ ordinary tables, 

(8) Slate (stone) and building stone comes in 
abundance into the town and goes to adjoining places and dis· 
tricts. Ordinary bricks and tiles made for Ute use of factory 
buildings only where stone would not do 

Almost all wood work required for ordinary dwellings 
done locally as also metals-excepting screws, hinges, etc., 
which are now replaced by imported ones on account of their 
~:ood look although of very little durability. 

9. Answered above in reply to query (8). 
10. The town is generally prospering owing to the 

expansion of trade. The town is only about 70 years old. 
The district was formerlv desolate and an abode of robbers 
and dacoits who would ·not mind murdering an innocent 
traveller. ·· 

11. (1) Ginning Factories 600 h•nds in seaaon. 
Pressing Factories 500 to 5,000 hands in season. 

1 · Cotton mill employing 1 1~00 bands regularly. 
1 Cotton mill employing about 800 to 400 banda 

roplarly. 



H2Ddloms employ 3".10 b.aods iD the town. 

Accurate ligures for t"il)2ges tmanihbe bat there may 
be approximately 200 t-> 41.10. 

lhnd spinning employ• 2.000 women iD leisure time 
acq>ling rn-era1 mouths in the year soch as Cbaitra and 
Cb.aturmasbya. 

Wool washinig employs about 2(oO men iD season. 
(!) Cotton dcaniog iududed in presses Xo figures 

anilible for other proiCS5ioos under this bead. 

(3l (a) About 6110 bands. 
H) 'l(JIJ hands allthroul':h""t iDdudiog villagers. 
(!I) ~JO blacksmith bands. fin town and villages. 

50 Bra.. and Bronze. Accur.lte figures not 
available. 

(G) About..-~ to 6t.o0 bands employed in dyeing and 
printing according to good or bad time. 

(7) About 400 bands employed io carpentry u·cri: 
including villages. 

(8) According to demand for stones, slabs and pieces 
lhr nlllllben of bands .-:uy from 50 to 600. 

Numbcn of meo employed iD tiles and brick trade .-:uy 
from l .. il to ZVII. 

12. Cotton Ginning 
Presses 
Mill, one working. about 
)Jill under construction .,.-;n ccst ahout •• 

Other ligures not available. · • 

Rs. 
1.!5,000 
4,:to,ooo 

10,00,000 
:>,oo,ooo 

13. No definite idea formed about this as practically, 
before British rule. there w•s no organization ot industries 
on account of the inhabitants being in a primitive condition. 
II may be said !bat dyers and printers are losing ground against 
imported fabrics. 

1._ (I) Local and other parts of Bajputana for all band 
Industries. 

(!) Ports for raw materials. 

(S) Bengal, Punjab, Madra>, United Provinces and 
local for mill cloth. Engineers from Europe ba.e come for 
mill yams. • 

15. The unskiUed labor being cheap, an increasing 
demand for it ,.;n surcly benefit the band industries. 'Ibe 
mills '!ill e:mmd ..;th increased demand. 
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16. (~l By making advance• and improving appliance• 
hand weavmg can expand. 
. (b) Hand ciyeing and printing can expand with 
•mprov~ment in appliances, imparting of special instruction 
~nd by mcreased demand. 

Machinery is badly need for-
(1) Printing and dveing of fabrics; 
{2) Working wood, and 
(!i) Cn .. hing oil which is done on a large scale 

employing about 300 bands, 
11. Paper. 

· 18. Cheapness of machine paper. 
19. No. 
20. Nil. 

C.-MINERALS AND OTRJ!R NATURAL PRODUCTS. 

21, 22, 23 and 24. Mica is only explored and exported 
in raw co"dition to foreign countries other minerals such as 
asbestos and graphite, etc., found but remain unexplored. No 
minerals manufactured. · 

D.-CAPITAL. 

26. Practically none on scientinc principles. The people 
borrow from Hindoo and Mahomedan Sowcars. 

26. and 27. None. 

E.-l;!nucATION. 

28. Appre1tices were taken for many years up to 1908, 
and paid for learning weaving, etc., but since they all leave after 
learning-none are now taken and the weaving in Krishna Mills 
is now clone partly by local and parUy by imported la~r. 
Jn all other industries the people Jearn merely by pracbce. 
Some Engineers have been trained by the Krishna Mills 
who are now employed in U1e U. P. and Punjab. 

. 29. Nil. 
80, 81. Nil. 32. Nil. SS Nil. . 
84. No. But two students arc apprenticing themselves 

in the Krishna Mills for Engineership, one of whom-get• " 
scholarship and the other will !tel one shortly. 

8li. Nil. 86. Nil. 87. None· 88. None. 
89. Some men have been specially trained at Bombay 

in dyeing and printing on modern principles and they are proo• 
pering. • 

39, 40 and 41. Some young men arc em~loyed i!1learning 
the art of managing a Cotton Mill and then· scrv•ces ~ce111 
to be utilised by U1e mill in which they work. 
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Some of the Madr:ts, Sind and R'ashmi~ students.r~tu.,;ed 
only last month after receiving t~aining in cott?n sozm!(. ~ 1d 
weaving. It is not known how theor knowledge woll he utihse~, 
as the parents of all these are well to do people but not ente • 
prh;ing. 

F. INDUSTRIAL AssoCJATio~s. 

42. None. 
Remarks.-If capil.1l be forthcoming Beawar can very 

well maintain a Woollen Mill-also an iron foundry and a 
wood working concern. Any enterprising gentleman may 
open a cotton seed oil factory, and soap can also be made,.' 
Wool and cotton seeds are great staples in the market and 
bcnce this suggestion. -
5. P. NATE SA IYEol, Essh ,\fayavaratn (Tanjore District). : 

A.-AGRICULTURE. 

1. The Agricultural Industry in the District is in a toler· 
ably good condition ; and from year to year it is being im· 
proved. 

2. Almost the whole of the irrigable area bas been brought 
under cultivation ; but portions of Pattukottai, Thiruthurni 
pundi and Tanjore taluks, have to depend upon rain ; and 
in such cases, all have not been brought under cultivation.· 

S. The general quality of the soil of irrigable area is 
clay. But rain· fed portions consist of either gravel or sand. 
On the whole the soil requires yearly manuring. · 

4. Nearly i of the land.owning classes are in em· 
barrassed circumstances. The majority· of the cultivating 
classes are very poor. · · .. 

5. Except in portions of Pattukottai and Tanjore 
taluks the lands are the absolute property of the Mirosidars 
themselves ; and the cultivators have no proprietary interest 
in them ; and very small portions are either owned by Zemin
d·•rs, or Jnamdars where the ~ent Recovery Act is in force ; 
and in such places, the cultivators have a proprietary interest ; 
and almost all the albers are merely tenants at will. 

6. (a) No steps are being taken for the supply of 
c1oeap capital. 

(b) No steps have been taken for extension of scien:· 
lific inshuction. As regards practical instruction, no doubt 
some steps have been taken in a few centres of the District 
both by Government officials, ond private gentlemen. · But 
practically li tic work seems to he ·dcne; and even the. little 
that is done by Go\•e• nment officials is not made as popular 
as ot •hould be. But in comse of time matters might improve. 

16 
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. (c) It may b: said that there is almost no employ· 

menl of Improved appliances. The old method of ploughing 
is continueol. Here and there by lectures and by some respec. 
table Mirasidars taking.an interest in the matter, some effort 
is being made to introduce new and improved appliances. 

(d) The old method of manuring the fields by dung 
and certain kinds of leaves, etc., continues. 
· 7. 'l'he Village C.,.:operative Credit system is not knnwn 

Itt all in nw.ny villages in the District and the Registrar of 
Co-operative Credit Societies has not done much in this 
District. 

B.-MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES. 

8. (1) In almost all the Taluks of the District weaving 
goes on of cloth worn by women as of old. Improved methods 
have not been introduced except to a very slight extent. 

. As regards wool, silk and jute. it may be said that 
nothing of the kind exists at all. No doubt silk is purchased 
by merchants in these places, and these silks are dyed here 
and used. 

(2) .Plantains, jack fruits, mangoes, and such like 
fruits are available on a large scale. As regards animal pro
duels-excepting fish in some of tl1e seaport towns, nothing 
wprth mentioning is produced here. 

(S) Lealller.- As an industry it is 11il. Raw hides are 
exported to several places. 

Hom.-No manufacture. 
Paper.-Do. 
(4) Pottery. No doubt in almost all places in the 

District pottery work goes on in a large scale, not by any im
proved and new methods but in the old manger. 

Porcelain and glass Nil. 
(5) J!c/als.-Copper, brass, bell-metal utensils of 

various descriptions are prepared in some of the places, and 
sent to distant places for sale. 

(6) Chemical Industries-Nil. 
(7) Furtrilure and de;oralions.- As regards fhis in 

some places. wooden furnitures, ·.such as chairs, ·tables, mats, 
etc., are prepared. But these even cannot be said to be made 
on any grand scale. 

· (8) Materials used in construction cannot be said 
to exist on any large scale except what is absolutely necessary 
for the District. 

(9) The present condition is. that the.y have co~si
derably deteriorated. Owing to the mtroduchon of fore1gn 
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(by foreign it is not meant outside India-but outside the 
f'tstrict) things as a substitute for indigenous ones, and also 
lor want of capital and c~peration the whole thing is going 
down. Now and then some effort though not of a satisfactory 
character, is m.tde to revive these iodustric3:. 

(10) The condition of these industries seems to have 
been of a very satisfactory character in the pasl 

(ll) In towns the important industries, consist of 
weaving and metal works. In almost all villages, agriculture 
is the chief industry and so a very small portion of the popu
lation, say l/10 alone, cau be said to depend upon such 
pursuits. 

(12) In weaving, very few have capital of their own. 
The wea\·crs carry on their profession by borrowing things 
and repaying in money when possible. But there are few 
persons who have no doubt some capit.~l to begin their pro
fession, and in course of time, they become either rich or 
poor according as their business flourishes or nol 

( 13) Many of the industries have been considerably 
affected by competition, 

For instance A/ale c/oi/J.-:Illost people do not go in for 
Bwadeshi cloths because they find machine-made cloths are 
finer and cheaper. 

Female cloll•·-l'oreign female cloth apparently more 
fanciful and dead cheap. 

Afeta/s.-By the introduction of zinc and aluminium, 
etc., vessels, native vessels have lost much of their fancy and 
attraction. 

Hicles.-Similar is the case. 
Oil.- Do. do. 

(14) Cloths alone are sent to some distant places in 
the Presidency. Paddy is sent to some distant places. 

(15) No facilities at all exist to increase U1eir supply. 
(16) (••) Agriculture is the chief industry, There are 

also several artisans. By making advances, at low rate of 
interest, these cannot oe much improved, unless new 
methods are introduced. 

(b) By tl1e improvement of appliances, no 
doubt much can be done. The people are intelligent and 
capable ol turning out good work. 

(c) Special instruction is not imparted at all. 
There are very many schools for general education. People 
who are willing to learn special branches find it very difficult, 
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. , (d) Some time .. will have to eL-.pse before power 
machinery is introduced with any advantage, for the "people 
have to be first taught the rudiments. 

(17) Formerly lace embroidery, dyeing industries, 
and weaving, etc., existed but they have decayed. 

(18) The canses are U1e following :-
(1) Desire for Government employment. 

(l!J Want of organized capital. 
(8) Competition of foreign articles. 
(4) Emigration of coolies on a large scale. 

(19) Weaving can be revived most profitably. 
(20) Measures to bring about the re>ival-

( 1) Joint Stock Companies should be formed. 

(2) There must be capital enough. 

(3)" Improved looms, etc., should be introduced. 
(21) Nothing. (22) (28) and (~4) niL 

D.-CAPlTAL. 

(25) There are no banking facilities at all. 
(26) Nothing. 

(27) Do. 

E.-TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

(28)1 There are great facilities. People have a natural 
liking to learn the indnstries, but no schools where the 
necessary instruction is given have been opened. 

(29) No special schools. 
(»O) Do. 

(31) Do. 

18~) Elementary commercial classes have been 
attached to some of the schools in the lJistrict. 

(SS) Excepting the fact that boys reading mschools 
for general education, also taki. up one of these minor techni· 
cal subjects, nothing worth mentioning has happened. 

· (84) No.(a5) to (11) No. 

F. Iiw&slRIAL .AssociATION. 

(42) No industrial association at all. 
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6, J. ll. SUBBAIYA, EsQ., Coimbatore, 

Five or six miles away from this town is a small village 
called Savaripalayam, It contains only a few houses and tile 
people are all employed in weaving several varieties ?f checks 
and shirting cloths· 't'hcsc arc generally called Oounbatore 
checks. '!'hey are of the same pattern as those of the checks 
of the Basel Mission Weaving Company of Calicut. 'J be 
Coimbatore checks are \'cry cheap and vary in price from 
4 as. to U as. per yard. But the pity o4 it is that these weavers 
are poor and generally live a hand to mouth existence. At 
the end of every week they sell their products to the local 
shopkeepers. 'lhus their goods are not adverttsed. Con
sidering the durability of tl1ese cloths and their cheapness, lam 
of opinion that if brought to the notice of the public, they 
willtind a ready sale. '!'his is..,., industry which is well worth 
encouragement at the bands of all lovers of :Swadeshi. 'J bere is 
unfortunately n~ big shop that deals in these checks of 
shirting cloths, There is also here a large mill which spins 
yarns of inferior counts and whose products are sent to 
several parts of India, In the local Central Jail,. weaving is 
an important industry. !led covers, dbotis, patties and checks 
are made. 

---· 
7. JOGINDRAVATH SAMADDAR, EsQ., Khulna, BENGAL, 

A.- AGRICULTURI!. 

I. 'lhe agricultural industry in this district is in a declin-
ing state, -

2. Nearly the whole of the cultivable area was brought 
under cultivation but now some 6 lakiiS of lJighas are lymg 
waste. Moreover, ne.~rly I th of the whole distnct has become 
unpaying and it is feared that things will take a worse turn. 
The following paragraph which 1 cull from " the Telegraph ·• 
ll.iaily) will substantiate to a certain extent my statements. 
'· We earnestly beg to draw the kind attention of Mr. A, 
Ahmed, the popular Magistrate and Collector of Khulna, as 
well as of tl1e (.;overnmeut to a petition praying for the open
ing of a canal trom the river Altrabankl through the Village 
<Sangni under U1e jurisdiction of the Police :Statton Mol/arilat 
in h.lmlna. This proposed canal which would extend to half a 
mile only will make ~o,ouu bighas of land fertile by enabling 
the fresh water of the Attrabanki river to water this lana 
which now rcmai.ns almost uncultivated owing to the super! 
abundance of salme Water that -makes cultivauon iwposs1ote• 
ln thc~e days ot st.:arcity and malaria, it the cutting ot a canal 
of hall a m1le only would make ~o,uoo bighas of land fertile, 
thus prov1dmg both lood ai>d water to many people we du 
not see any ObJection why Mr. Ahmed who has don'e and is 
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doing so much for Khulna, should not take the initiative in 
recommending to the Government the construction of the 
canal ~hen as a matter of lac~ some pnblic-s)>irited gentlemen 
a•e wdhng to bear all or part1al costs for the undertaking. " 
(The Telegraplo 20th February 1903). The attention of the 
Government was drawn to it but owing to the opposition of a 
Zemindar through whose land the canal is to be cut through 
the scheme has not progressed at all. 

1 

3. Sandy-loam, loam, clay-loam, peaty-loam, and 
loamy-sand. 

4. Precarious excepting big·landownus and tenure· 
holder_s who are tolerably well·· 

5. One tenlh of the cultivators' land is held on a pro· 
prietary tenure ; three-fourths as privileged tenancy, and lhe 
remainder as non-occupancy or tenancy-at-will. 

6. (a) Practically no steps are being taken. Very rartly 
by the Government and not at all by private persons. 

(b) Very recently and insufficiently by the Govern
ment and by the .IJistrict Agricultural Association. 

(c) Practically nil. 
{d) Practically nil. 

7. Through tl1e exertions of Mr. A. Ahmad, c. :!., 
one or two ~ocieties have been started. Babu Jadunatll 
Biswas, Zeminder of Bagghat, tried to start two Societies
one of these bas been converted into a Grain Bank, and the 
other is not in a flourishing condition. '!'he raiyats are too 
uncultivated and very slow to take advantage of these 
schemes. 'l'he Zemindars and the intelligent section are 
apathetic and practically very little is being done now-a-days. 

B.-MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES. 

s. ( l) Only coarse jute which is sent to Calcutta. 
(2) No systematic breeding of animals. Among 

vegetable products gr~r {treacle) may be mentioned. 
(:lj No sorting of leather generally. The raw skin 

and horn tal<en from carcasses left in tl1e open fields and sold 
to purchasers. 

(4) Inferior pottery lot household purposes. 
(6) Only malleable iron obtained from foreign 

countries is wrought into several varieties of implements, and 
tools. A few of these were exhibited at the Khulna Agri
cultural and lndustdal Associalion held under the auspices of 
Mr. A. Ahmad C. S., Ma~istrate and Collector of Khulno, and 
tbeae were found to be tolerably \~e~l "!adc. Gold and silver 
are utilised for ornaments but the brush IS not of a htgb order.· 
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(G) Nil. 
(8) Bamboos ; wooden m1terials. Ordinary bricks 

and til""' 

9. Not impro,;ng. 

10. Was not in a flourishing conditon. 

11. One·fiftieth portion only. 

I \ Prac!ically none. 

U. With the exception of jute which is sent off to 
Oalcutta and gur which is exported either to Backergunge or 
t~ Calcutta, the products s~pply a loc.11 demand. 

)G. The existin~ indu•tries ar" fu'ly c•p~ble of expan. 
sion. A technical school has been started -the starting Of 
which was due to Mr. S C. Mukcrji, J.C.S., the former Magis
trate and Collector of Khulna. An cxpernnental farm has 
also been started where experiments are being carried on in 
several branches. 

F.-INDUSTRIAL AssOCIATIONS, 

42. NiL 

-
8. RAOJI GOVIND, E<Q., Hoshnngnbnd (C. P,) 

1. The condition of the ogricultural industry is not 
satisfactory. 

Some Malguzars and ten:tnls hlVe now begun to raise 
bunds (embanking of fields). Others, though anxious, <:an not 
do so for want of funds. 

Notwithstanding the concili:ttion courts some tenants 
have lost their l:tnd• OMng to indebtedness. ,. 

The advantage of conciliation courts was not given to 
U1e Malguz:trs, many of whom are likely to lose their estates 
on account of heavy indebtedness. 

2. ·The greater portion of the culturable land is brought 
under cultivation, but the crops (it is fe:tred) will not germi. 
nate fully for \van! of moisture in the soil In greater p~rtion 
nf the soil cotton seed was sown but owing to the stoppage of 
rains, some portions of U1e fields were again ploughed and 
the rabi crops were sown which for w~nt of moisture, it is 
apprehended will not fully germinate. Probably Government 
estimate is 88 per cent. (:tbout the l:tnd brcught under cultiva-
tion\. • 
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3. In Harda Tehasill! as. out of the whole area is 
'1~111{ (best soil) 

2 ;u~~ 

8 ijf{ij' 
(particularly in Cherwa tract 4 Sl<t,<f (lead soil). 

In Seoni Tehasil-like the Harda Tehasil. 
In Sohagpur Tehasil 8 !il{Of 

8 {(Cf,~ 

In Hoshangabad Tehasil-almost like Sohagpur. On 
the whole-one-fourth of the whole area in the district is good 
and one-fourth is bad, the rest is ordinary. 

4-. The majority of them are heavily indebted and for 
want of funds and on account of uncertainty in the fixation of 
rents and the term of the settlement they do not and cannot 
make any improvement in their holdings. 

/i, Proprietary tenures are partly (abGut half) let out by 
the plot proprietors and Malgozars to others, for want of seed 
and sufficient number of bullocks. 

The transfer of proprietary rights in Sfr to creditors 
has been proceeding rapidly. There has ahvays been a 
decrease in the area of the Sir fields. 'J'his is due to their 
indebtedness and the unsatisfactory chdracter of the season-

G. (a) An urban society was started in Harda last year 
and four rural banks in other villages of the -district. This 
does not meet the wants and necessitie3 of the agricultural 
and artisan classes. '!'here is yet time to.see their results. 
The tenants are supplied seeds, &c., by their Malguzars and 
other creditors and l!anias-

(b), (c), (d) A Government model farm was opened 
at Powarkheda,a miles from Hosbangabad where improved 
appliances are used at a ;:oosiderable cost, which is beyond 
the pow.er of ordinary agricul·urists to make use of. No 
praclicdl instruction is given any\\ here in the !Jistl'icl A 
few agriculturists have uow begun to make. use of cow-dung 
and other country manures. Some have begou to raise 
bandbias (embanking) around their fi~lds. 

7, it is too early to say anything about it at presenl 
Mostly the tenants borrow sei!d and other loans from their 
Malgozars and from Banias. 

B.-MANUFAC!TURJI>G INDUSTRIES 

8, ( 1) There .ire eleven gin factorirs, four colton presses 
and three hand looms in the Districl Jajams, Sutaras (country 
rough carpets), are prepared in Harda and Sahagpur. Weavers 



prepare rough cloth up to 20 counts in. many viUages of every 
TahSil. Rough bangles are prepared 1n four towns. · . 

2. There are some gardens which produce vegetabl~ 
and other animal products, sngarcane, &c. No potato culti• 
vation. 

8. One leather factory (not by machine) but managed by 
a European in Harda. 

4. One factory of pottery only is started this year like 
thnt of Burn & Co, Jubbulpore. 

6. Tn Handia, Hoshangabad and Harda the Kaseras 
prepare brass pots only. 

6. None. 
7. One at Rasulia, a mile from Hoshangabad, managed 

hy Missionaries. 
8. There are two big markets, one at Tharsi and 

the other at Rahelgaon, near Harda, for sale of timber 
brought from jungles in the interior of the district. Ordinary 
Kumbars prepare in almost all the villages of the district 
bricks and tiles on old fashion.: 

9 and 10. Most of the ginning factories will be closed 
this year for want of sufficient quantity of cotton owing to 
scanty rain• and also for want of sufficient capital to purchase 
cotton and also due to inefficent and incompetent managers of 
these factories. When there wore onlv two or three factories 
and the cotton yield was ~:ood a"d sul'ficient, they Aourished 
very much and that wa• the inducement to others to 
start more such factories, all or v•hich, more or less, receive 
this year a heavy shock. The pottery work factory is not 
likely to nourish at present, owhu: to the tiles, pipe., &c., being 
inferior to those turned out by Burn & Co., Jubbulpore. 

11. On gins about 600 to 700 men are engaged during 
the working seasons. About 200 men on presses (colton) 
and about 2,000 in other industries, such as Kumhars, Kaseras, 
\Veavers, &c. 

12. On gins about fi•·e lakhs of n11>ees, on presses (cotton) 
about two lakhs, on pottery about 20,000; others are worked 
hy in_dividuals with a small capital who scarcely make a decent 
earnmg. 

la. Brass pots, tiles, bricks and rough cloth are not 
very much imported in the dislri_d except the metal sheets. 

J.l.. They supply the demands of the districts only. 
15, None for the present,-unless and until the well-t<> 

do cl~ss receive t••hnic~l education and also· learn how tq 
~PII!bnJe, · 

17 
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1"6. · :By resorting to aU the means auggested in (a) to (d) 
of this question, the industries of the district are bound to 
l!ourish, 

17. Weaving industry. 
l 8. Foreign competition. 
19. Certainly it is practicable to revive many old decayed 

industries most profitably. 
20. If tbe weavers who now work in the old fashion in 

many villages of this district are encouraged by supply of 
capital and by instruction on improved handlooms, they will 
work wonders. At least one weaving school to impart 
instruction in improved methods, should be opened here. 
!;lome gentlemen here and also in Harda are thinking of 
raising private subscriptions for this purpose. When one 
indu•try like this gels a start and begins to work properly, 
the other small industries should be taken in band one by one. 
Expert supervisors and skilled workmen in each and every 
prancb of the industries are wanting. This want should be 

·met first. 

C.-MINERALS AND OTHER NATURAL PRODUCTS, 

21. It is understood that there are certain silver mines 
in J oga of the Harda Tahsil, but th~y are not yet properly 
tried· 

· There are stone quarries in Hoshangabad and morrum 
quarries in Harda. 

There is a kind of grass in the Hoshangabad Tahsil of 
which paper can be made, but the experiment is not yet 
tried by any one. 
. · There is a big jungle in the Harda Tah•il in which there 
is a kind of timber (probably called salai) which can be used 
for matches if a match factory were sL~rted here. There are 
coal mines in B:igra in the Hoshangabad Tahsil and the work 
is, I learn, under e:<periment by a European firm who com· 
menced the work of experiment five or six months ago. 

In Rangpur and Chedka of the Sohagpur Tahsil there 
are coal mines but the work is not undertaken here as yet. 

22 and 23. There are two big markets of timber (sag) 
which is exported to other dist~cts and provinces, particularly 
Jalgaon and Khandesh. . 
' Flag stones taken out from Hoshangabad quarries are 

sent to other districts and provinces. Nothing is' exported to 
foreign countries except cotton and grain (including wheat and 
til seed). Some kacha stones are found and L~en out from 
Bagda hill in the Sohagpur Tahsil. The earth (matli) taken 
ciut of these kach~ stones is used for pottery work. 
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D.-CAPITAL. 

25, None for the present· There are many rich baukeni 
in the district bot they do not understand the advantages of 
s~orting •uch banks for the support of any such industries. 

26. Only one urban bank was started in Harda, under 
U1e provisions of the Co-operative Credit Societies Act. 

27. It was started in 1906. It is managed by the well-to
do and educated ~lalguzars. Its capital is .Ks. 8,000. I had to 
be~in by purchasing 100 shares of Rs. IO each. Interest 
cb."fo!ed is 12 as. to 16 as. per cent. 

Mon<-y is lent to artisans, small shopkeepers and agri
culturists on easy terms, and whenever there is no demand the 
money is lent on hoondies for a very short period· Money is 
lent on the personal security of two respectable men. Rs. 1,000 
have been lent to another rural bdnk of this district on easy 
terms and on 8 as. interest. 

E.-TI!CHlltCAL EDUCATION. 

28. \Vant of mutual faith and co-operation amongst the 
people exists and therefore nothing can be done here unless 
the Government co-operate and give their ad\ice and help. 
II this is doue there are many facilities lor training young men. 

%9. None. 
30 to 33. Xil. 
34. I have sent only one boy at my expense to the Calcutta 

National We ning School. None else besides him. 
35. He studied up to the 1st English class and was a 

menial ser\ant of mine. He seemed to me to be very inteUigent 
and willing to learn. · • 

36 to 88. I sent him with a view to teach other weaver 
boys grdtis when he returns. 

39. None, 
40 and 4t. Nil, 

F.-bDUSTRIAL AssociATIONS. 

42. Nil. 

(D) P. SURY ANARAYANA, ESQ., Rajam (Vi.agapalalll), 
A.-AGRJCULTURII, 

1, Generally good. 
2. Yes. 
3. Good. 
4, Landlords are prospetolls but tenants are po<!t• 



t;, About nr on proprietary tenure ; the rest are tenantS· 
at. will. 

6 asd 7. None. 

• B.-MANUFACTURING lNDUSTRII!S. 

8. (1) Rajam, Pondur, Boddam, Kancharam, Mamidi· 
pille, Senavaram, Potnuru and Jami are the chiel centres of 
·cotton weaving and spinning. Cbittivalsa bas a jute factory. 

· 2. Nakkapalli and Srungavarapukota are noted for lac 
and wood works. 

. .8. Vizagapatam ivory and horn works are of world· 
wide Came. 

4. Mining of manganese is carried on by English 
companies on an extensive scale in Chipurupalli and adjacent 
taluks. 

5, Manufactories relating to leather, pottery, metals, oils, 
furniture, &c., are carrid on in several parts of the district 
in a pdmitive style. 

N. B.-The following remarks apply only to the textile 
industry which is the only one carried on on a large scale and 
~~on which about ~0,000 people depend for living. 

9. The present condition is encouraging owing to the 
Swadesbi movement. 

10. It was gradually decaying, 
11. About 40,000. 
12. Cannot be estimated. 
IS •. Materially affected by competition with imported 

articles. 
14. Bengal, Orissa, besides local market. 
15, Enough of weavers to meet increased demand. 

16. (a) Much, but the step is fraught with difficulties· 
(b) Improvement will be in proportion to the eOicacy of the 
new appliances. (c) Much good can l:e expected. (d) Much 
ezpansion will be the result. 

17 to 20. None could be named. 

C.-MINERALS, &c. 

21. Manganese, iron, graphite and mica. 
22 and 23. None. 
24. Manganese, 

D.-CAPITAL. 



E.-TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

3! and 33. A carpentry class is attached to the Mrs. 
A.V.N. College, Vizagapatam. 

34 to 41. None· Two young gentlemen went of their 
own accord to Japan to learn the making of pencils, soaps, 
matches, &c. ·fhey returned from Japan and left for England 
for the study of Jaw. 

F.-INDUSTRIAL AssOCIATioNs. 

42, There seems to be one at Vizagapatam but only in 
name. 

Note. 
The pencil factories at Bimlipatam and Anakapalle, the 

Vizagapatam Spinning and Weaving Company (Handlooms) 
at Rajam, the rice mills at Vizianagram and Vizagapatam, 
perfumes, soaps, matches of B. V. Nath of Vizianagram-.all 
started since the advent of Swadeshism- show that Vizaga
patam District has also partaken in the general awakening. 

(10) G. V. SHRIKHANDE, EsQ., Saugor (C.P,). 
A.-AGRICULTURE. 

1. The condition of the agricultural industry in Saugor 
is not satisfactory as the district has been suffering from a 
series of famine years for the last decade and poor crops have 
L'ken the place of valuable crops. Cropped area of the last . 
settlement was 93S,H64 acres ; at present it is 811,~02 acres. 

2. No. The district area is 2,56'1,480 acres. The 
Malguzari area is thus at present, includiug a few ryotwari 
villages, 2,029,8 H acres. 01 this 140,0 ~7 acres ·is -not available 
for cultivation. 

The net available area for cultivation is 1,899,797 acres 
while the cultivated area at present is 920,022 acres inclusiv~ 
o[ the new fallo\V; or, in other words, the margin for extension 
of cultivation is still ~I per cent. on the total culturable area. 

ll, The general quality of the culturable soil is fairly 
good. 

The area classified by soils at the last settlement is :-

Mar. 7,259 acs. Rathia. 54282 acs. 
MundI. 28o,8a6 

" 
Patrua. 210,162 

" Do II. 801,ll82 
" 

Bhatua. 4~,252 
" Baiyan 108,649 

" 
Kacbar 1,141 

" Rabar. 27,026 
" 4. The landowning and cultivating classes are mostly 

Indebted and their general condition cannot be said to ba 
aatisfactory. 



5, Sir 125,196 ac., Absolute occupancy. 
Khu.dkast 88,064 , Occupancy. 
Malikmakbuza 37,ll9 , Ordinary. 

6, (a) No steps whatever. 
(b), (c) and (d). Nil. 

158,280 ·~ 
227,081 " 
488,688 " 

7. The system has not been introduced yet in this Dis· 
Hct. 

B.-MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES. 

8. (I) Cotton industry is not now important in the 
Saugor District ; the decrease has been very marked during the 
last decade ; a little thread is still spun by hand, genera:ly by 
women in the spare time and used in the manufacture of coarse 
carpets, bags and cloths. 

For weaving, ordinary weaving cloth mill spun thread is 
now mostly used. 

Cloth is woven to some extent in large villages all over 
the district; the chief centres are Saugo,·, Heidi, Deori, Gour
jhamar, Garhakota and Rahatgarh. White dhotis with red 
borders for men and red cloths with black borders for women 
are principally woven. In lb50 Garhakota was described as a 
chief cotton mart, the principal articles woven being " addhas" 
or cloths in red, white and black stripes, which were made 
into "Jahengas" or skirts for women. Very few of these are, 
however, made now. The weaving castes are principally 
Kories and Chadars who weave only coarse cloth. There are 
a few hundred Koshtis in the district and a few houses of 
Momins or Mohamedan weavers in Saugor. · These Koshtis 
make goocl l' saries" and '' dhotijoras, with silk, gold and 
silver thread. The Momins also tum out good specimens of 
cloth. A cotton press has been opened re. entl~ at Garhakota. 
Cotton cloths are dyed in Saugor, Rehli, Garhakota and 
Gourjhamar, but the industry is also decaying. Saugor is said 
to have been famous for its dyeing industry and to have had a 
large export trade in former times, but this has now altogether 
vanished ; many o! the weavers now buy coloured thread. 

Kusum or safllower, which was formerly extensively used· 
as a dyeing agent, is now scarcely ever employed owin!f to its 
cost, and indigo and •· al '' (M,rinda urtifolia) tl1ough not 
entirely discarded, are being supplanted by aniline dyes, In 
IS~O·Yl there were 400 acres under indigo and other dyes, 
but practically none are grown now in the district. 

Wool.-Coarse country blankets are woven from the wool 
f sheep by the " Gardarias" or shepherd caste, who combine 

0 .a occupation witll sheep-breeding and tending. The local 
lb• pl7 i& insufficient and blankets are imp0rted from Bundel-
sup -- · 
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Jthand and Cawnpofe. The lora! blankets are blac~. while .or 
chequered in black and white. Blankets of supenor quah~ 
are made in Khurai Tahsil. The blankets prepared a.t Kbura• 
are called "ral." -Some pjnjaras in the Saugor .C•ty make 
"namdas " of unspun wool which are covered w•th cloth w 
form native saddles. 

Silk is imported in small quantities for making borders of 
· "k d" d" ktas" dhotis and saries and for prepanng a an mu · 

This is only used by the Kosbtis in the town of San~or. . 
Jute is neither cultivated here nor used for texhle fabncs. 
"Sun" (hemp) is grown in the district and is used in 

making ropes and " tat-pattis." 

4 -POTTERY, PoRCELAIN AND GLA<s. 

There are a number of potters in the district: nearly every 
village has a few Kumban to supply its requirements for 
earthenware vessels which are used extensively for cooking 
and storing water and ~rain. The vessels are coloured red, 
white, yellow or black before being baked. The qnality of the 
earthenware is generally superior to that of the Southern 
Di•tricts, and the pottery of Shahgarh owin!Z' to some quality 
in the clay, has special reputation for strength and durability, 
The Kumbars also make bricks and tiles. 

At the newali festival the Kumbars make "cheraj!'hs,'' a 
variety of clay figures and ornaments and give them a glittering 
whitish colour with lime and mica: while the mochis make 
painted dolls and images of gods and animals. 

There is a good indu;try at Saugor where Allahabad tiles 
are manufaclured. 

Porcelain is imported into the district. GL1ss bangles are 
made in Saugor, P1thoria. Garhola, Garhakota and Rabatgarh. 
Balls of rough glass are obt.1ined from Cawnpore. The bangles 
made locally are now being superseded by those of transparent 
glass imported from Europe. 

Rude glass bottles are made for holding sacred waters, 
scented oils and medicines. 

Lac bangles are also made and are much used by females 
in the month o£ Sra,~an. Beads and necklaces of lac and 
ornaments for the e.1rs and head are worn by children and 
women of the lower castes. 

2.-VRGETADLE ANU ASIMAL PRODUCTS· 

\\'beat and oilseeds, gram, cotton and ghee and "gad'' are 
the principal articles of export. 11 Gu:" (raw s•Jgar) is manufac
tured locally. These articles are chiefly exported fl·om Sau~or, 
l'hurai, ~in~, ~amc,>ra. p dtlmria and Kareli· " 
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Cotton is mainly grown in the south in the Rehli Tehsil. 
Betel-vine leaves are sent to Northern India as also timber and 
grass. 

Teak is the timber principally used for building and 
other purposes, while bijesal, saj, and koba are those next in 
favour. · 

Wood charcoal is used for smelting and bamboo charcoal 
for refining. Teak charcoal is generally used only by Lahars 
and Dhobis, Bamboos are plentiful and are used for building 
purposes, and ba.ket and mat·making. These are now 
exportecl to Cawnpore. 

-Mahna, achar, aod tendu are the chief minor produce of 
the district jun~le ; the flowers of the former and the fruits of 
the two latter trees are collected in large quantities for food by 
the poorer classes. From the seeds of the achar tree " chi· 
ranji" is extracted. Gum is largely collected from dhaura, 
kbair aud saj trees. This is used for food and for exporl 

Catechu ·is boiled from the wood of the khair tree. Lac 
is collected in large quantity though tile lac insect is said to 
have died in the famine years. The other minor products 
are honey and wax. 

Herds of small buffaloes are driven to Chhattisgarh for 
sale from this district. 

s.' LEATHER, HORN AND PAPER. 

Other exports are hides, horns, bones and skins of catUe. 
Considerable quantities of sheep skins are also sent away ; 
these are used for making drums, bookbinding and also for 
shoes. The skins and horns of the antelope are also ~xported 
in small quantities for ornamental purposes. 

The export of dried jerked meat has recently become an 
important and lucrative trade with Burma and Madras, 

Big slaughterhouses have been established at Saugor, 
Khurai and Rahat~arh where about 1,000 heads of cattle 
are slaughtered daily during the working season. 

Formerly paper was made in this district but the industry 
is.now extinct. 

Leather industry in Saugor is also most important •• -It is, 
however, a village and not orgaQised industry. The Chamars 
make articles of leather used in agriculture and also shoes. 
Saugor shoe is noted and is even exported. Better class of 
shoes have ornamental designs worked with silk, cotton 
thread and lace ; shoes are mostly made in Saugor and 
Rahatgarh. 

There are good carpenters in towns who turn out high class 
work and English furniture. Ornamentai11'0od,~:rrvinjl is als!l 
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done to order and some of the temples · ahd · ho~l 
cont1in very good specimens of this work. · 

Kanderas or turners make tops, toys, cups, chessmen, 
" haggas " and other article<, and also do lacquer-work, 
Bamboo·workers also muster &lrong in Saugor. 

B.-MATERIALS usRo IN CoNSTRUCliON. 

The district of Saugor abounds in good materials for 
building purf>Oses. lt has good clay for bricks and tiles and 
6ne Vindhyan rocks, yielding sandstone, which is well. adapt
ed for building purroses and a number ol qnarroe• are· 
worked The besl are at Kahatgarh and Maswasi near Saugor· 
!rom which large slabs are obt.ined The houses in several 
villages are built and roofed entirely with sandstone slabs. 

Teak and oth<r limber is pl~ntiful. 

9, 10 and IS The present condition of all these indus· 
trieo~, having come in contact with che:~p machine-made 
articles, is quite un;;,1tisfactory, declining aud decaying. Be
fore this their ccncliticn was mucl1 better. 

II and 12. Statistics are not available. 
14. I hese industries, as has been stated above, supplied 

mostly local d•mands and surplus products were exported to 
surrounding districts. 

1~. Land and labour is still comparatively cheap at 
Saugor and will tacili tate any increase in the supply, if a. 
demand arose. · 

16. The existing industries are capable of expansion- : 
, (a) by !llaking advances to artisans at low rates of 
m~crcst ; 

(6) by improvemtnt of the appliances in use; 
(c) by the imparting of special instntction,.and 
(d) by the emr.loyment of power machinery. 

11. Almost alllhe industries described above still exist 
but in a dec.1yed form. 

18. .Cheap foreign articles in the market witl:out anr. 
protection or appreciation for the locally made articles. • 

19 and 20. Cotton goods, dressing and curing of hides ancl 
metal works can be much improved with profit ty the means 
noted under head 16. Saugor had formerly a large industry' 
of gold and silver workers, but \hey are now hard put to it 
to make a living. There are a fe\V Sonars at Khurai and ltawa 
and one or two in most hrge •illages. They prerare th«; 
om tments of gold and silver used by the people, besides 
plate>, chain;, bells,.bones, etc., etc. S0~ar's SQn sits ull day 

I~ . . 
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with ltis lather watching him work and handling the orna
ments ; they also receive some training jn freehand dra\ling 
at home. ,· 

Ornaments are now also largely made of bell·metal by 
the sub·caste. of Andbia sonars. Eating and drinking 
vessels are also made of this mixed metal, but they cannot 
stand fire and cannot be used for cooking purposes. Bell
metal industries exist in Saugor, Pijora, Jaisinghangar, llahat· 
garh, lsurwara, Deori, Khimlasa and Malthone. 
· Brau an:l Copper work.- Water pots and dishes are 

made of these metal• by the hammering process, while drink
ing1!nd cooking pol<, instmments, idols and toys are mainly 
cast. Copper horns for use as musical instrumenl~ are made 
at Malthone, and sent outside the district. Brass working in
dustries exist at Saugor, Kburai, It.awa, Garhakota, and Rehli. 

1ron works.- Most villages have a lobar or blacksmith 
who makes and mend; agricultur~l implements. Imported 
iron is now principally used and m>ny articles are imported 
ready made by Bohras, but cooking utensils made of iron and 
melted ot Hirapuri and Barkhera villages in this district arc 
preferred to the imported artic.les. Ornamental iron nut· 
cutters are made at Deori. Some lahars in Saugor can make 
good and strong locks. 

G. CnEAIICAL 1N£usrarES. 
The local Vaidyns and Hakims prepare their " Matrns 

and mediCines." 'fhe II attarS n prOdUCe dlfferent II JtraS,11 

scents, scent~d water and ' shnrbats.' 
''·••' 

:·' 7. · FuRNITURE ASD DECORATIOSS, 

Ca•·penters are found in most villages who make the 
wooden implements of agriculture. There are a few good 
workmen. 

C,-MINl!RALS AND OTHER NATURAL PRODUCTS. 

1!1. Deposits of iron are found in the n 1rtb of the 
district in the villages of Tigora, Heerapur, Baraitha and 
Amarman-all of the Banda Tahsil. 

The mines near the latter ;vill•ge are in Government 
Forest. This Department lets. its mines to a contractor for a 
small sum and iron workers' pay him. In the other mines 
a11y one is free to extract ore in payment of a royalty of as. 8 
per year on each furnace maintained. The number of 
furnaces has decreased in recent years. In 1899 there were 
78 furnaces ; in 19(13 there were only 31. 

Sandstone of a superior quality is found in Rahatfnrh 
and Maswasi and in Shahgarh soft stone is obt;~ined which 
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i. m>de up into cup• and vessels. The red clay found in 
Shahgarh is worked up into earthenware of a good qua
lity and superior strength. 

Mica exists at Baraitha, but is not worked: 
22. Iron and sand stones nrc used in the district. 
23, None except a little iron which is sent to Cawnpore. 

24. Hides, horns and bones. 

D.-CAPITAL. 

2r,; None except the local money-lenders. 

2G. None. 

27. Nil. 
E.-TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

:!8. None whalcv<r. Recently a class bas been opened 
in the Hi)(h School for the sons of Lorars, Sonars and 
cmpenters where drawing is taught. 

11. l\1. VENKANAH, EsQ., Vizia11agram. 
A.- AGRICULTURE, 

• 
1. The dishict ol Vizagapatam is the largest in the 

Madras Presidency. More than nine· tenths of it consists of 
Zemindary land, and o~ the remai~ing only a fifth comes 
under i11a111· Hence agncultural statistics are avmlable only 
for the ryolwari and ounor i11a111 lands in the Utree Govern
ment tnluks of the district. 'fhe maritime plain lind most 
of t11e valleys in the Agtncy Tracts are very fertile. The old 
tools and implements with which agriculture • bas been 
carried on from time· immemorial are still in vogue every• 
where. '!'he ploughs, the seed drills and other appliances 
are wholly unsuited to modern requirements and are suscep
tible of considcr.tble improvement. On the whole the soil is 
fertile, yielding at undant crops, such as paddy, cambu, ragi, . 
gingelly, gram and cholam. Owing to the high pnces which 
jute lms been fetching of late, a large area Which has hitherto 
been undel· ' wet ' cultivation is now brought under 
jute as being more lucrative. Sugar-cane is extentively culti. 
vated in the Palkonda Taluq and in the valley of the 
Sarada round AnakapaUe. Formerly cotton and indigo were. 
grown over a wide area, but since the discovery of the arti
ficial dye, the latter has been abandoned, with the result that 
the numerous indigo factories scattered over the district :iro 
to be found in a crumbling and dilapidated condition, having 
been overgrown with cypresses, . · . 
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. 2. The district may be divided into two portions. hainely 
the Agency Tracts and the plains. The former i; hilly and 
is covered with dense and impenetrable forests. The greatet 
part of the c·Jitivable area in the inland parts is brought 
under cultivation. There is, however, no inconsiderable land 
in some of the Zemindary tracts which has been left 1 uncult 1 

and .o~low. 
:i. ~·he soils of the district as classified in the thre< 

Government taluks divide themselves into the two main 
groups of red ferruginous and black, which may again be sub· 
divided into clays, loams1 and sands. The black soil is chiefly 
found in the alluvial valleys of the streams and rivers, the 
higher land being usually red. 

4. The major part of the population live by. agriculture, 
and in the absence of any industrial activity worth speak
ing of, they ·have no a"tern1tive avoo1ti>n to which they 
can readily take in the event of the failure of the monsoons. 

li. The system of tenure in the Zemindary tracts which 
denies occupancy right in the land do;,s not tend to improve
ment or careful cultivation of the soil. The Zemindars do not 
encourage the pauper cultivator and let the land to tenants 
of substantial means. In most of U1e est1tes the r}ots do not 
enjoy a fixity of tenure and the assessments are constantly 
and avariciously enhanced at the sweet will-'f the Zemindars. 
Moreo\·er, most of the pnttns granted by these Zemindars 
contain the most rigid and urtgenerous stipulations, such a; 
that no trees shall be felled or planted by the tenants 
without permission and the custom of paying the Zemindar 
in kind. In these circumstance; it is not unnatural tO' find 
that the ryots a$ a class should be wallowing in abject poverty 
in the Zemindary tracts, while the condttion of those in the 
Government talu lS fares no better. 
· 6 ( n) There is no" supply of cheap capital in the 

district to finance agricullural or any other industry. The 
cultivat01s bo:to~v from the Sowcar at usurious interest with 
the re..<tdt that they find themselves unable to refund eiUter in 
cash or kind, and after undergoing the privations and harass
ments consequ,nt upon litigation in the Indian civil courts, 
tum out coolies or labourers or migrate to the more fer· 
tile parts such as the Godavari District or Burma in search of 
livelihood. • 

(b, c) In 1904. the District Agricultaral Society was 
formed and cattle show; had been held at Vizianagram, 
Kasimkota and Bobbili. Practical demonstrations in ploughing 
with new and improved implements were held for the 
benefit of the agriculturists. But owing to extreme poverty 
;fthe ryots, they are unable !o avail the~elves of these 
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advanta)'!cs. From the very outset the A!ISOciation which 
has been under official control, docs not show much vitality, 
nor have the public any reason to enthuse over its results 
so far. 

{d) There is hardly any doubt that the soil is gradually 
becoming infecund, pa ·e Dr. Voelcker. \Vater and manure 
are the chief wants of the ryots in the district. There arc, 
however, many small rivers, but as they flow mainly through 
the Zemindary tracts, their contents are not utilised for ir
ri)'!ational purposes on a large scale. The ryots depend 
mostly on wells, tanks and mountain streams, and in the 
event of failure of monsoonal r.lios, they have nothing to fall 
back upon. Everywhere cow.dung, which is largely burnt as 
fuel, is used as a manure, but it docs not fertilise the soil 
proportionately to the loss sustained every year. lt is only in 
places adjacent to Municipal towns that night·soil can be 
proc-ured and utilised as a manurial subsL~nce. The out
lying lields of the villages are fertilised with the litter of 
cattle-sheds and the urine of farm animals. The ryots ale 
ignorant of the use of mineral and artificial manures. 

7. It is a pity that the district has not yet taken ad· 
vantage of the Co-operative Credit System. 

B -MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES. 

8. Ned to agriculture cotton weaving is the che;f occu· 
pation of the people. 

(!) Rugs and carpets me made at Jami in the 
Srungavarapnkotu Taluq. They are also woven at Anakopalle 
and Payakarowpeta in the Sarvasiddhi Talulo.. In the east of 
the district the weaving centres are B:tjam, Siripuram, and 
l'onduru, three neighbouring villages in the Palakond:t and 
Chipurupille Taluks. In the first named coloured cloths are
woven which are of a soft and exquisite texture. They ar~ 
not only sold in the plains, but also sent in large quantities to 
Ganjam, Orissa and Bengal. Weaving is also carried on in 
Siripuram and Ponduru where women spin a fine gossamery 
yet strong thread \•hich approximates to I50's and weave 
cloths which are famous for their softness and durability. 
ou,er places where cotton weaving forms an important 
industry are Vizi•nagram, Duppada, Jonnavalasa, Denkada and 
Anakapalle. 

The local jute is spun and woven into guncy·bags by 
steam at the mill at Chitth-alasa near Bimlipalam. ln a few 
\lillages near Palakonda, Anakapalle, and Vizianagram jute 
fibre is woven into long strips of gunny which are cut up and 
ltitchcd,into bags. 



(2) The chic! centre of jaggery trade is Aoakapalie 
where sugar· cane is now largely grown. Iron mills are used 
there for pressing the cane. -Messrs. Parry & Co. have been 
encouraging the cultivation of cane by advances of money and 
improving the quality of the jaggery manufactured by hiring 
out to the ryots metal vesesls for the storage of the juice in 
place of the earthen po\s generally u;ed by them. Jag~ery IS 

>I ;o manufactured on a large scale at Rayaghada and Pala
kondl which are sihmted on the outskirts of the plains. The 
oils used in the plain• are all made in the primilive wooden 
mills in almost every town and village. Ca.tor oil is prepared 
in Vizianagram in two mills which are more or less paying. 

-x:here are two rice mills in Vizianagram which were 
started only last year. 

There are three tanneries in Vizianagram and one at 
J<.>Vpore. All of them are owned by Mahommedano. Tanned 
hide 1 and skins arc exported on a large scale from the port of 
Bimlipatam. 

Large quantities of horns are sent from the Agency and 
arc exported to foreign countries. 

Vizagapatam is the centre of ivory work in the district. 
The industry is in a flourishing condition and has won medals 
at Exhibitions. Fancy articles such as chess-boards, photograph 
frames, card cases, and trinket boxes are made from tortoise. 
shells, horns, porcupine quills, and ivory combs of exquisite 

· pattern are also prerared and largely patronised l>y Europeans. 
Lacquer work is don~ at Anakapalle, Chand:nwda, 

Etikoppaka, Lakavarapukota and Srungavarapnkota. 
Wocd of fine quality is turned on the primitive lathe nnd 

lac of various colour. is then applied to it. The articles made 
In the placos consist of cots, toys of different kinds, chtss· 
boards, small boxes, tumblers and plattors. 

Glass bangles are made in scv~ral villages round about 
Anakapalle. Vellamanchili, Chipurupalle, Vizianagr~m, Paidi
palem, and Navarangapur. 

A pencil factory called the ' Krishna' Pencil Mannfactur• 
lug Company has been started at Bunlipatam. The plant and 
machinery are fresh and cost ~about 1~. 1~,000. The daily 
outturn is encouraging and with ·efficient and more economical 
management it will prove a very paying concern The factory 
is managed by a Beugalee expert who underevent training in 
Japan. 

(5} Fine work in gold and silver is done at Rajam, 
Bobbili, Parvatipore and Vizi:magram. Cups, rose·water· 
sprinklers, small silver boxes and vessels are neatly executed 
In these places. Ornamental worl; in gold and silver is dono 
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In Vizagarntam and \'iziann~tram. Brass and bell metal work 
Is usually done by the Kancharis in Parvatipc:>re and Anaka
palle, Bobbili, Somalingapalem, ~llam~nchah! Anant.waram, 
Lakavarnpukota. The work cons1sts m cashng vessels and 
utensils and giving them a fine polish. 

(i) Wood work such as cots, chairs and btbles is 
done at Vizagapatam and Tallavalsa. .. 

(8) Materials used in construction are to be had in 
abundance in the district. Since tt·e major portion of it is 
hilly, rocks and stones are procuable every" here. Lime is 
quarried throughout the district and shell·lime i~ produced on 
the littoral tracts. The Agency supplies large quantities of 
wood for building houses. 'fhe inner valleys of the hills in 
Palakonda are full or iron-wood (Xylia dolabriformis), satin 
wood (Chloroxylon Swietenia), and other varieties of timbers. 
Among the most characteristic trees in the hills are the nulla 
mmldi (1'erminalia tomcntosa), Cedrela microcarpa, · Buchani~ 
ania Latifolia, Pterocarpus·marsupium. Noticeable among the 
hill3 :are Shorca robusta. Bamboos are exported, but teak wood 
is \'cry scarce. · 

(9) d; (10) It is S1d to find thJt many of the industries, if not 
nll, enumerated aboYe, were once in a flourishing condition; 
but are now slowly but surely decaying. 

(Ill Acclrding to the last Census Jteport the population 
supported hy agriculture in the Agency is estin•ated at 699,069, 
the percentage of the agricultur.tl populatbn being 82·14 ; the 
percent1ge on agl'icultural population of actual workers is put 
dO\vn at 44·~1, while the dependents are r,s·:.s. The popula
tion supported by agricult•Jre in the plains is ~.43!,158, the 
percentage nf agricultural population being G8•7I ; the percent
age of agricultural population of actual workers is estimated at 
64'05, while the dependents are 35•9 ~. 
. (IS). Of the in_dustl'ies which have been affected by 
tmp01te:l arbcles, weavmg of cotton goods may be mentioned 
lirst Fabrics below 40s are not affected by foreign competi
tion, whitt those above that count have gone down. ~·he 
lower classes use the former, while the middle and upper 
classes go in for the latter. The lower classes are, therefore 
true but unconscious Swadeshists. ' 

(H) Vitk remarks on the cotton industry. 

16, 'a) The establishment o1 co:operative Credit 
So:ieties will go far to advance the existing industries by 
financing them at low interest 

(b) New and im;>roved tools and implements 
will the agricultuml and other industri<s. 
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(c) The opening of Experimental Farms and 
demonstratio!'s in weaving on handlooms by experts will 
prove useful m expanding the existing industries. 

(d) The Raipur-Vizianagram Railway which is 
now in courte of construction will open up I he Agency to trade 
and commerce. A jute factory wholly manned hy natives and 
located in . the centre of the jute·producing tracts will prove 
a very paymg concern. 

A sugar factory at Palakondaor Rayaghada, or at Anaka· 
palle, a comb factory and chrome·tannery at Jeypore may prove 
advantageous to enterpdsing capitalists. 

17 and 1ft Incligo·making was a great industry and the 
whole district i< still dotted with deserted indigo·vats and 
factories. 

The trade ila• dwindled to nothing since the discovery of 
·the German synthetic dye. 

C.-MINERALS AND OTRllR NATURAL PRODUCTS. 

· Agency Natural Product..-Paday, ragi, cholam, cambn, 
gram; gingelly, ·niger and mustard; .saffron, turmeric, garlic, 
arrow- root ; tamarind, soap-nut, ginger, and long pepper ; 
honey and wax, horns, hides and skins ; dammer and lac ; 
marking·nut, myrabolams and tanning barks. · 

Mineral Product..-lron is made from the local ores and 
smelted on a small scale in the Agency. 

Plaius.-Nalural Product.·-Paddy, ragi, cho'am, gingelly, 
and jute. 

Mi11eral Product..-Manganese ore. 
D.- CAPITAL. 

(25 and 27) There are no banking facilities for the sup· 
port of industries in the district. 

E.-TECHNICAL EDUCATION, 

There are no facilities for imparting technical education in 
the district. 

F. -!NllUSTRIAL. AssociATION. 
There are two Industrial Associations in the clistrict, one 

of which is located at Viz~apatam and the other at 
Vizianagram. ·. -
12. G. LAKSHMANNA, EsQ. AND G. BAMACHANDRA 

RA01 EsQ.; Rajalmrundry. 
A.- .AGRICUJ.TUI<B· 

1. In the Godavari District, the condition of t~~ Agri· 
~ullllral Industry may &~nerally be co~sidered satisfactory 
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llany kinds ol grains and com, cotton. coc:O"nnts jute, tobaCCO: 
etc., ore grown in abtmdance. But the cruel product is paddy ol 
nrioas .arts and qualities. Tl:is year the lands soffered mnch 
for want of SC350nable rain, which is scanty during the last 
quarter ol the year, the most important period lor agricultore. 
E~en in the Delta canals the usual 5)-stem of supplying water 
on a free sc:~le h:ts been modified by the introduction of 
changes bv the P. W. Departmenl So. for want of water, 
the <r"J" this vear present an unhappy condition and fore
sh~dow no good results or harvesl 

2. Yes. Almost the whole of the cultivable soil is onder 
caltiv:~tioo. In the present season the various villages and 
especiollv the fields by the side of the canals present a vast 
ocean o( waring green com extending as far as and even 
beyond what one can see. This is doe for the most 
part to the con.-lls and the gyeat Godavari aoicot, which 
stores water in the river during the bot months. 

S. For the most part the soil is fertile and produces 
manv kinds of grain•. In the Lankas or islands in the ri,..,., 
excellent tobacco is gyown in abnodao ce. In the Amalapur 
Taluk cocoanut trees are gyown in a healthy way. 

4- Not quite satisfactory e:rcept in the case of the 
Zamindars who are few in number. The ta:res are heavy 
and gyeally oppress the cultivating classes. Added to this the 
meagre and unsatisfactory supply of water has created 
great discontent amongst the coltirnlors against the 
Government. The Delta Superintendent and the Revenue 
Iospector ou)!ht to be improved in their pay so that their 
demands on the cultivators may be few and far between. 

(I) l"nder the first tenure few lands are-held. 
(a) Neither the Goreromeot, nor even individual 

proprietors on a large scale, supply cheap capital to the 
rvols. The former is ever readv to " wring from the hard 
hands of pe:tsanls their vile trash." i.e. the ta:res regularly and 
mechanically wi•hout any the least mercy even in uofamurable 
years ; while remission of lalGltion is a thing unl.:nown io this 
district durin}! even the worst famine years. In certain cases 
no doubt the Zamindars and proprietors unwillingly supply 
conitai beforehand, thool(h not at a cheap rate, ·lest their 
fields become barren and yield no produce on account of the 
wretched condition and the miserable poverty of the ryot. 

(h) No prirnle individuals introduce scientific methods 
or !tivc practical instruction to the rrot. But the GovernmEnt 
throu~h the beneficent in8uence of Mr. Alfred Chatterton' 
opened an experimental farm at Samalkola where sugar-can~ 
and other articles are jlt'()Wn on scientific methods and 
by resort to good and usdul ;manure. This farm is opened 

19 
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~~re "'!!o that the cultivators may be benefited by cxam
tmng and following the not complicated or difficult methods 
followed by the agriculturist in this new experimental farm. 

(c) Generally speaking no improved implements are 
employed.~ owever, of late the Samalkota Experimental Farm 
Is !ntroducmg slightly modified and improved implements 
wbtch can be easily adopted by the ordinary cultivator. 

(d) No improved kinds of manure are used ; but the 
old sorts are still in use everywhere. The farm at Samalkota 
referred to above is making an innovation in the matter by 
using scientific manure. 
. ?· No Co-operative Credit Society was st.~rted in this 

dtslnct as yet ; but a District Agricultural Association was 
formed with the District Collector as the President. But even 
this Society seems to have produced no good results or in any 
way affected for better the condition of the peasantry or even 
of the members thereof. 

B.-MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES. 

8. (1} Collon.-The manufacture of cotton goods is 
plentiful throughout the district. For the most part this industry 
is carried on by the Wellving classes on their old and unimprov· 
ed looms. Very fine cloths (dhoties, saris, etc.,) are produced 
at Uppada (near Corio11a), 'fhatipaka (near Nagaraml, Bende· 
murlanka, Mora and various other places even to 200 counts 
and more. At Zampet.~ (Bajahmundry}, Mandapata, etc, 
beautiful checks for the use of coats and shirting are made 
and exported in large quantities to other provinces in the: 
country, A small factory of improved handlooms was 
recently started at Nidadavole with the modest capital of 
Rs. 12,000, but it appears not to be in a flourishin!! condition. 
Improved looms are also used here at ajahmundry, Maodapata 
and other places. Cloth is woven at Cocanada out of plantain 
fibre. A new experimental farm was opened at Bajahmundry 
by 1\fr. S. Veeraswamy in which the perennial varieties of long. 
stapled cotton is grown. From this cotton, yarn used in 

.Dacca muslins can be spun. The trees are growing luxuri· 
antly. 

Wool is used in tbe manufa<;ture of carpets at Ellore and 
in the Central Jail, Rajahmundry; 

Silk-Nil. 
Jule.-A Jute Mill was constructetl recently at 

Ellore (now in the Krishna District) with a captial of about 7 
-lakhs of rupees, the greater portion of which amount was 
collected by sh1res. The factory began work a few months back 
under the supervision of M•-. Mcintosh, a Scotch Jute Expert. 
,<\bout 700 labourers are employed in it and the work is goin!l 



on satisfactorily. The gunnies manufactured are not exported 
to any distant places ; but are consumed here only m the 
Goda\-ari and Kistna Districts ; and yet the mill is unable to 
supply the demand of e.·en these two districts. This is the only 
lar~e factory in our &strict ; and if it were placed 
under good man.,gement and yields good profits or 
di\·idends, many more factories will surely arise in the district. 
For the people here do not require an innovation or a gnidinl! 
example to follow in the same path, be it good or bad. It is 
thus that hundreds of mushroom provident companies were 
started but the infant mortality amongst these companies was 
almost 100 per cent. Now a large number of rice mills also 
are arising in a similar scale. Hence. if but this jute factory is 
made a useful and profitable concern, it will bave rendered 
great benefit in the constroction of factories in this district. 
But if this, the first bold venture fails, it will do incalculable 
mischief and create great difficulties in undertaking profit
able concerns on a similar scale. 

Sugarcane, which gmws in abundance in the district, is 
made use of in the big factory at Samalkota belonging to 
Parry & Co. In this factory, relined sugar and mm are 
mannfactnred and this factory supplies the demand of sugar 
and rum in this district. 

Not much of leather or hom industries. There is not a 
single mill for the manufacture of paper. Hides are exported 
in large quantities to foreign countries. 

(2) Pottery, porcelain and glass.-Nil. 
(3) Jfeta/s.-Nil. 
(4) Cltemicallnduslrie5.-.\"il. 

With regard to furniture, the carpenters bere supply only 
the local demand ; but no export trade is practised. 

9. The chief industry of the district is handloom weav
ing. There are line workmen who can produce heautifnl 
cloth and of a durable texture. For want of patronage 
and appreciation these looms had fallen out of use during 
the last two d<eades or more. But it is refreshing to note 
that the Su:adai and Boycott movements have once 
again revived this once famous industry and the weaver 
classes and the handlooms are up again and doing excellent 
work. Without exaggeration it may be said that during these 
famine days the Swadeshi movement saved the weaver classes 
from poverty, wretchedness and hunger. However, mnch 
more remains before us and we hope gradually to improve• 
the present industries and supply cloth of all kinds on a large 
scale to other parts ol the country as we are doing on but a 
IDlOI1l scale at present. 



it. lt is difficult to give numbers In answer to this 
question,; but we may roughly say that there are .over 50,0•10 
people employed on the handloom industry in the various 
towns and taluks throughout the districL In the rice mills 
themselves, which abound in the district, there are employed 
about 10,000 coolies. In the jute mill at Ellore some 100 labour· 
ers are working, while also a large number are engaged in the 
weaving of carpets which industry is in a flourishing condi· 
lion at Ellore and is in need of patronage and appreciation 
from the country, 

12. The capital of the jute mill at Ellore .is over 7 lakhs 
Rs. while rice mills in the district should have cost not Jess 
than at least 15 L~khs. In Rajahmundry itself there are about 
half a do-ten of these rice mills. 

With regard to the weaving industry, it would 
·not be possible to give even rough figures of the 
capital employed. The poor and destitute weavers im·est 
what little amount they own, and have to wait, till the cloth 
produced therewith is disposed of, for again putting more 
money into the industry. They are sadly lacking in capital : 
Organised work, recourse to starting handloom factories on 
the basis of Joint Stock Companies and providing these village 
weavers with advances would largely increase the present 
ootturn of cloth. The capital of the sugar factory at Samalkota 
seems to be over 6 lakhs of Rs. 

13. I shall under this heading take only cloth which is 
the most important industry 'in the district and has a great 
future before it. With regard to ·Dflolies (cloth for weaving) 
during the last two decades or more the Manchester mull bas 
achieved an importance and sale which cannot bo described. 
Every one and especially the educated classes would wear no 
other cloth but this foreign mull. Just before the Swackshi 

·movement came into importance ; Ute foreign Mull command
' ed the markets and reached the climax or zenith of itS 
importance. But the Swadeslli and Boycott movements 
have struck a strong blow at this foreign cloth. Grado· 
ally, the use of this Mull began to decrease and our 
Swadeshi Dlzoties are once again taking its place. Thus we find 
that the foreign goods are gradt~~Uy giving place to Swadeshi 
ones. The same rule about the Manchester Mull applies as well 
to checks and cloth used for coats and shirting. The one article 
that the district is sadly lacking in production is woollen cloth. 
In this direction, the foreign article still commands the local 
markets, 

14. At present the handloom cloth woven by the 
'Weaver9is not only able to supply'the demand in .the district; 
but is also exported to some extent to 'oUter ·pro\lilices ·aM 



citico, especially Calcutta and Madras. Zampeta checks also are 
exported even in greater quantity to Madras and the 
neighbouring districts ; while Ellore carpets. command a 
sale throughout the country, but have of late experienced 
a perceptible fall for want of patronage. 

15. If demand increases, there is no doubt that produc
tion as well will increase in a proportionate degree. !lien of 
moderate means are ever ready to help production by paying 
advances to weavers, or by opening looms of their own accord 
to supfly demand. It is only necessary that the few Zamin· 
dars o our district should cast off their lethargy and torpor 
and take advantage of the times by investing large capital 
in the construction of factories and mills. The very fact that, 
since the advent of the Swadeshi movement, the old weavers 
have once again taken to their looms in large numbers and are 
producing cloth of different qualities and kinds to supply the 
demand indicates that there will be no drawback in produc
tion, if only there is demand. 

16. Even now, some expansion is apparent in the industries 
by advances being made by wholes.,le dealers and shopkeepers.. 
But the present advances are but meagre and extend only to a 
few cases. Surely the existing industries (we mean the 
indnstry of cloth which is the chief one in the district) is 
capable of great and even rapid expansion if only " advances 
are made to the artisans at low rates of interest." li'or this 
purpose an Industrial Bank 01· something of the sort is 
required. 

By the introduction of improved appliances gre.'t progress 
can be and will be achieved in the Industrial field. 'fhns at 
Rajahmundry, Nidadavoie, Mandapeta and othe!" places in 
the district, improved handlooms and fly-shuttle looms are 
introduced ; and it is gratifying to note that good cloth of a 
fine and beautiful texture is produced there. It ,is hoped 
that the weavers would learn from these improved looms and 
introduce the same in their own homes thus saving labour, 
time and money. 

The weavers in the District sadly stand in need of special 
instruction in improved machinery. :Some two years back 
steps were takeu to impart instruction to weavers and for this 
purpose an improved loom and a Bengalee expert were 
brought here from Calcutta ; but this instruction did not last 
long as it was given up a few months later. Great progress · 
can be achieved by imparting instruction to the artisans in the 
district by special experts on improved looms, intruments and 
machinery. 

Power machinery 'would greatly increase lhe industriC$. 
Thus we lind a prattical illustration of this in the Ellore Jute 
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Mill and the various Rice Mills in the district. In a few years. 
we hope to start some factories, through tJ>e wealth and 
munificence of our Zemiudars and with the help of practical 
lmowledge of several of our young men, who bad gone to 
Japan and other foreign countries to learn various industries. 
Further it is reported that the Raja of Pittapur will shortly 
construct a factory with a capital of 12 lakbs of Rs. for gin
ning, spinning and weaving of cotton. 

17. The carpet·weaving industry of Ellore used to be in a 
rather flourishing condition some decades back. The carpets 
produ_ced there were highly valued and praised in distant places 
in India and even in foreign countries. The Ellore carpets 
had a great name throughout the country and were being 
used by Zamindars and Rajas in their palaces, But during the 
last two or three decades they have decayed· 

18. The decay of Ellore carpets is chiefly due to want of 
patronage and appreciation from elsewhere. The Govern· 
ment Central Jails at various places in the Presidency are 
now producing carpets in large numbers and this has to 
a large extent handicapped tl1e carpet industry of Ellore. Even 
now there are a few companies of weavers employed in carpet 

· weaving at Ellore· 
19. Yes ! It is practicable to revive the once famous 

carpet industry of Ellore. 
20. The carpet industry of Ellore can best be revived by 

a wide patronage and appreciation of the same by the wealthy 
classes of the country. The weavers employed in this 
Industry are in a poor condition and requite the help a~d 
co·operation of rich men. A practical means of infusing hre 
into this industry is by starting a company on a large scale for 
this industry, wherein these intelligent weavers can be 
employed on reasonable salaries. 

C.-MINKRALS AND OTHER NATURAL PRODUCTS. 

21. So far as our knowledge goes no valuable. mineral 
products can be bad in the District. But in the Agency T_aluks, 
mica is found and now some Europeans are engaged m the 
digging of this mineral product~ 

The Agency parts abound i~ la~ge forests w~c:re valuable 
timber, especially teak, can be had m lar!$e quanbties. These 
teak trees are brought to Rajahmundry m large numbers and 
afford great trade. -

22. The mica ore is sent abroad by the Europeans 
employed there to foreign countries, but is not manufactured 
in the di&trict, 
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28. As we have s.,id in answer to the above questions, 
mica, the only. mineral product to be had in the District, ill 
exported abroad. 

24. Nil, 
D.-CAPITAL. 

~5. There is no special Bank in the district for the 
support of tho industries ; but there is a branch of the Bank of 
Madras at Cocsnada which lends money on mortgages. 

26. Nil. 
27. Nil, 

E.-TECHNICAL EDUCATION, 

28. Amongst the l(eneral class of ordinary weavers t.he 
training Is undergone in their very homes, as there is a special 
caste which is hereditarily attached to this industry. 

Also training on improved looms is imparted in the 
handloom compani~s at Nidadavole and Rajahmundry. But 
there is no special school, where weaving is taught as an art 
by itsell. A I ew years back a Ben galee expert and an improved 
loom were brought from Calcutta and a weaving school was 
opened at Zampeta (a suburb of Rajahmundry) inhabited by a 
large number of weavers. But unfortunately this weaving 
school had a premature death and there is not a trace of it 
left behind. 

The National school which the citizens of this district 
intend opening at Ra/'ahmundry shortly will impart Technical 
and Industrial ins ruction in conjunction with liberal 
Education. 

29. There are no apecial schools, as mentioned in 
answer to the above question, for imparting imtruction .or 
training in the industries of our district. 

80. In the generality of the weaver classes, instruction. 
is given only in the practice of industry in a hereditary 
succession from the very childhood of boys ; but no instruc. 
tion in the principles which underlie the industry is given. 

81, There are no schools at all, The one school opened 
at Zampeta (near Rajahmundry) some years back, feU a victim 
to infant mortality after living for two or three months. 

82. No. 
83. There are no such schools at all ; but I hear there 

is a movement abroad to start ~ural schools in the various 
yillages.by the Goyernment wherein it is intended to impart 
mstruchon on agnculture, carpentry, the smaiJer industries 
etc., from the very lowe~t classes ; ~nd give good practice t~ 
the eye and the hand tn the earhest stages as is done in 
Cermany, and other countries on the Continent. 



84. "';'es! The following are the names of the students 
a11d the countries they left for. 

(1) Vangala Venkata Narayana, B.A. 

(2) Alapati Gopala Rao 
(3) Goteti Janaki lbmiah 
(4) lfallampalli . Narasimham 
(~). Evena Satya Narayana 

Japan. 
Japan, 
Japan, 

.... England, 
England. 

Besides the above students who had gone to foreign 
countries, about half a dozen vouoJZ men went to Bombay, 
Poona, Calcutta, Meerut, etc., to undergo training in the manu
facture of candles, soaps, etc., and also to receive in~tn1ction 
In Mechanical Engineering in the Victoria Technical Institute 
at~mbay. 

85. Of the five students that went to forei~n lands the 
first, Mr. Venkata Narayana, is a graduate of the University of 
Madras, who passed high in Chemical Science. The fourth 
Mallampalli Narasimham, passed the Matriculation (Entrance) 
examination and was studying in the Senior F.A. class when he 
left together with the fifth a few months back for England. 
The other three young men (Nos. 2, 3, 5) studied as far as the 
Matriculation class. 
, .. 86 •. It may be worthy of note to mention that almost all 

the above students (excepting the first) left the country without 
the knowledl'!e of their parents or guardians. The first alone, 
Mr. Venkata Narayana, left some 2 years back for Japan, having 
been provided with a scholarship of three thousand rupees 
by the Alamnr Provident Inslilnlion. wherea• with re~ard to 
the other four, the second and third, Alapati Gopala Rao and 
G. Tanaki Ramiah, left India some 20 months back for Japan 
without the knowledl'!e of their parents. The former is the 
only son of one of the richest merchant princes of Rajah
mundry and took with him (providing expense•. etc,) his friend 
Mr. Janaki Ramiah. They are still in Japan. They underwent 
training in the manurach•re o£ soaps, candles, hi5cuits and ~lass 
and porcelain ; while the fourth and filth, Messrs. M. Nara
simham and E. Satyanarayana, also left for England some 
8 months back without the knowledge of their guardians. 

87. The reply to this is 1ound in the answer to Q. 3:1, 
Two are being trained in Japan and the rcmaininl'! two m 

· Great Britain. 
38. With regard to Messrs, Gopala Rao and Tanaki 

Ramiah, ~• I mentioned in ~nswer to Q. S l. they shall, I hear, 
in a few months buy machinery in Japan ncccssorv for the 
construction of a fac!OI'Y for the manufacture of glaso an.d 
porcelain ware, for biscuits, and then go back to lnd1a 
together with a Japanese expert, whom (I hear) they engaged 
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on a monthly gaJary or Rs. 250 or thereabouts. So they will 
manage the factory to be started by Mr. Bhaskara Ramayya, 
wh1le the other two, Narasimham and Satya Narayana, 
Jell for England only a few months back and it is not yet 
clearly known what they are studying there. So we need baye 
no anxiety about their future course so soon. They are m 
well-to-do circumstances and the latter is owner of a lltrge 
property (several lakhs) a part of which be will no doubt 
employ in the enterprise after returning to his native land 
some two or th1 ee years later. 

39. Yes. Tuere is at present one young man, Mr. Van, 
gala Venkata Narayana, B.A., who returned from Japan a 
month back after undergoing full training there-both 
theoretical and practical-in the following industries:-Dyeing; 
Calico-printing, m·mufactu re of soaps and candles, etc. 

40. At present Mr. Venkata Narayana is doing notlting. 
He says that the best and most useful industry be bad under
gone training in is dyeing and calico-printing and that a 
capital outlay of some b to ij lakhs of rupees is required for 
opening a factory for dyeing and calico-printing. But, so 
far, no such amount is forthcoming and so his scientific and 
expert knowledge in these ind Jstries may alter all prove 
!utile, if no capital is made available. 

He says, fa iii ng this project, he intends starting a soap 
and candle factory at Rajahmundry with a capital of 
Rs. 50.000, which some wealthy citizens of Penumantra 
seem to ba\·e promised to advance. 

41. It is not advisable that Mr. Venkata Narayana's 
great knowledge in the important industries of .dyeing and 
calico-printing should go unutilised. 11 no single individual
if there is any such, it should no doubt be a Zamindar or a 
Rajah- is coming forward to advance the whole capital of 
Rs. 6 to 6 lakhs. then 1 think it is the incumbent duty 
of the leaders and wealthy merchants of the district to 
co-op!rate at once and collect the required money and in the 
form of shares lor a joint stock company wherewith the 
factory can be constructed as was done in the case of the 
Ellore Jute Mills. 

. ~2. At present there is no Industrial Association in our 
diSbct. But over an vear back a District Association was 
started at Hajahmundry with Mr. S. B. Sankaram, B.A., as· 
1ts ~ecrctary. Under ;ts auspices be delivered some speeches 
on mdustrial suhje:ts in the Town Hall and collected money 
on .th~ Deepav.lli day two years back from every bouse at 
Ra1ahmundry. This money which amounts to nearly Rs 250 
Was spent in buying a loom and bringing a Bengalee e~pert 
who opened a school and taught handloom weaving to the 
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local weavers on the improved loom for a few months. But 
all this activity of the Association died away and it bas 
practically no existence at present. 

(13) IIABU PURNENDU NARAYAN SINHA, DanAipur. 
A -AGRICULTURE. 

J. · The Bihar· cultivators are well known for their 
Intelligence and they are hard.working. They have got a 
traditional agr:culturallore, rich tn useful information, 

2. In some districts the whole of the eulturable area 
bas been brought under cultivation; in this, the greater portion. 

S. 'l'be general quality of the soil is clay, clay loam and 
sand-loam. 

4. There are big and small landholders, rich and· poor 
cultivators. They are generally well off, but a large class of 
cultivatot'll live from hand to mouth and manr of these are 
badly off, specially in the con~:ested district o .i\rrah, where 
there is more labour than land. 

5, The class of tenant proprietors is increasing gradually. 
Most of the t:nants have occupancy, only a small per
centage form tenants-at·will. In Diara lands the tenants are 
mostly tenants·at·wiU. 

6. (a) Nil. 
(b) The Divisional Agricultural Association! with i~s 

District Associations is trying to •_P.read scientific an.d practi· 
cal instruction in agriculture. fhis Association ts under 
Government auspi~es. 

(c) The Association is trying to introduce improved 
appliances. . 

{d) The Association is trying to introduce recupcr· 
alive processes. · 

7. The system has not yet beon introduced in the 
district nor in Bihar. 

B.-MANUFACfURING lNDUSTRII!S OF PATNA DISTRICT-. 

· 8. (I) Textile fabrics. • 
Cotton-Town of Hihar- Dhotis, charkhanas, 

dupattas1 saris, imitation Dacca~muslin. 

bed"'3heets. 
Khasrapur and Dinapur-Table cloth, towels and 

Fatwa-Charkhanas, napkin, 
Patna City-Durries. . 
Wool-Fatna City- Woollen carpets, asns. 
Bihar-Woollen wrappers. 
Sill; and Mixed-Bihar-Dhoti, dupalla. 
Jute-Nil· Fatwa-Bapta and charkhanas-
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rtmbroidery, embroidered cloth of sort., lace, embroidery 
thrcads-l'atna City. ' 

(2) Vegetable and animal products-Sugar.. gur 
(molasses), castor·oil, linseed-oil, mustard.oil, castor, lmsecd 
and musL1rd cakes, safflower-dye, llour, pickles, butter, soap. 

(:l) Boots and leather straps. 
( 41 Glass mane articles, Glass is blown and made 

into several fantastic shapes, flower stands, teapots, shcks, etc., 
with the heir of simple implements, This is one ol the oldest 
industries of Patna City. Glass·bangles or churis. Glass 
tickles or forehead drops, 

(5) Steel trunks, portmanteaus, despatch boxes in 
Patna City. 

I ron railin~•, iron gateways, iron benches
Dinapur and Bihar School of Engineering. Cutlery-Dinapur, 

'Bras5ware. 
'J'inware. 

(6) Photography and painting, 
Electro-plating. 
Ink. 

(7) Drawing-room furniture, carriages, wood-carv
ing, house·painting, 

(8} Building materials (except iron beams). 
9, The industries are in a good condition, except 

carpet industry, which is decaying. 
10· Towel, table cloth and bed sheet industries are 

of a recent origin ; so are steel trunks and iron industry and 
soaps. llutter industry is largely encouraged by Hailway 
Refreshment Rooms. Of the old industries carpet and wood
carving are decaying and also the dye industry. 

11. I cannot give the number for which reference 
may be made to tile Census l~eport, 

12. This requires detailed enquiry for which there 
is no time. Besides, the capital must vary from year to 
year. 

13. · Vegetable dye has suffered from importation 
ol chemical dye, 

The prospect of textiles generally is brightening, 
though they had suffered before. · 

14. Only the following ·articles have more than a 
local demand and are sent to outsi<le markets, 

(i)-Table cloth, towel, bed-sheet, napkin, imita· 
tion Dacca muslin, carpets, both cotton and 
woollen, asnis1 butter, glas.· articles, glass-
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b
1
anD!lles (churis), tinware, cheap cabtnetware 

o mapur. 
15. No 

would alford. 
facilities . except what private enterprise 

16· (a) There are local ca italists h 
=~:~~: I do not at present see the purgency ~f 0fu'::~~~ 

(b) This is possible with respect to almost 
every industry. 

(c) Special instruction is badly needed. 
(d) Difficult to say. 

17. I Carpet industry has d~card· ~Iay be revh·ed 
18. J by thske s

1
upply of capita and mtroduction of 

19. ~ new i I !roll! Mir~apur. Vegetable dyeing 
20. L cahnont bhe revtved m competition with the 

c eap c emical dyes, . 

C.- MINERALS AND OTHER NATURAL PRODUCTS. 

the districL There are no mineral and natural products in 

D.-CAPITAL. 

25. The manufacturers as distinct from the artisans 
make advances to the artisans. . 

26. No. 

E.-TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

28. There is the Bihar School of Engineering at 
Bankipur, which teaches carpenter's and smith's work. 

29. It is a Government School that teaches Survey, 
Engineering and Mechanics. The standard is almost the 
same as in the Sibpur School of Engineering. 

80. Instruction is theoretical and practical. 
31. Eoys pass in increasing numbers each year, 

but they have not yet started ~ny shop. 
82. No. . ·· 
84- Yes, by the Scientific and Industrial Associ· 

ation. 
· 8b. They·have some University qualification tested 
by the Committee of the Association. 

36· Do. 
37· Japan and other countries. 
~8· Nothing as yet. 
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39. Ambika Charan, B.A., has come out as lUI 
Electrical Engineer from Japan. 

40. Nil, 
41. He has recently come. 
42. There is a branch of the Calcutta Industrial 

Association. 
F.-INDUSTRIAL AssoctATIO:<s. 

'There is also the Bihar Industrial and Agricultural 
Exhibition Committee the object of which is tohold an Indus
trial and Agricultural Exhibition every year at Bankipur, to 
secure a lull and improved representation of all the industries 
of llihar. Exhibitions were twice held at Sonepur under the 
auspices of the Association. In 1907, the Exhibition was held 
at llankipur. In February 19ll8, the Exhibition will be held 
again at llanldpur. '!'he Agricultural Department of Govern
ment contributes lis. 500 a year to the Exhibition and the Patn:1 
District Board lis. 100. The Committee also subscrii>e to 
the Fund. The balance is supplied by the gate money and 
contributions from other District Boards. 

14. RAO SAHEB DEORAO VINAYEK, Akola (Berar). 

I, 2, 3, I ha\'e not much to add to the information 
which Government reports a.1d records contain. There are, 
I believe, all varieties of land in the Akola District, and 
nearly tl1e whole of the cullurable area is under the plough.· 

4. Barring the landholders, who arc besides money
lenders, the condition of other landowning classes is not all 
that can be desired. They are fairly welJ off. in. years of 
plenty, but one drought throws many of them on the relief 
works or brings them face to face with starvation. 

5, 6. I ha\'e no authentic information to supply except 
on clause (a) of question 6, As lor clause (a),- Under the 
(.;a-operative Credit Societies Act, Societies have been 
established at some thirteen villages of this district. 
Besides these similar Societies were started by me at three 
other \•illages, years before the Act was applied to Berar, 
The object of all these is to raise funds by one method or 
another from among the members· anCI to render them 
pecuniary help when it is needed These Societies are, as it 
were,. the places where, if so desired, the benefits of CO• 
operation and mutual help can· be learnt. 'Jhe principle 
underlving them is not qui1e new to l ndia, though the 
refined and methodical manner laid down by the Act is. It 
is as yet too eorly to pass an opinion on its success or other
wise. These Sodeties will, in all probability, stand in need 
of considerable pecuniary help from outside their members ; 
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and to meet this contingency the establishment of a Central 
Bank at Akola with a moderate capital is under contemplation 
This pr?ject is _in. the sympathetic hands of our popular ami 
energ7uc Officmtmg Dtputy Commissioner Mr. Jather and 
has f:ur chances of success- '!'he attempt described above 
would, however, be a mere drop in the ocean as it were 
regard being had to the \"ast requirements of the district i~ 
general. But if the Government keep op its sympathy 
toward~ the movement as at present, and if the people in 
whose mterest the attempt is made freely join the movement 
the people will be practically benefited. . ' 

8-15. I cannot just now give precise answers to these 
questions. I may, however, say that there are many ginning 
and pressing factories in this diStrict. The number' of 
persons employed therein &nd the dependents on them may 
be al?prox1mately liO,OOO; but they have this employment 
only m the cotton season. There are throe oil mills and one 
cotton spinning and weaving miU working all the year round, 
and the number of persons. employed in them and of the depen
dents on these, may fairly be estimated at l,wo. One more 
spinning and weaving mill is under construction at Akola and 
may, when in futl swing, find employment for another 1,000, 
probably throughout the year. 

16. There are not big industries in the district except 
cotton weaving, which, too, is confined to the production ot 
coarse cloth only. This admits of improvement no doubt, but 
before supplying money, power machinery, or new appli
ances, general educal ion among the maSses and special 
training besides to the artisan classes is needed urgently. 
My experience in the Akola Industrial Association, which 
will be rel~ted presently, bears out this view· 

17-20. . In times gone by there were in e.'=istence several 
private industries such as the manufacture of sal~ paper, 
dyeing colours, opium, ganja. toddy, Sindi and Mhoura wines, 
cutlery, potteries, thikadi and other oils, bangles, etc. But they 
have all practically disappeared, some owing to fore1gn 
competition, some to Government monopoly, and others for 
want of funds, of mutual wnfidence, of a desire 10 help 
one another, of perseverance~ of honest and efiicient manage· 
ment. It is certainly practicable to rev!ve some. of them 
at least under present conditions. Spinnmg, weavmg and 
oil mitis worked by steam power will increase the quan· 
tity as well as 1m prove the quality of the arti~es Go~ernment 
are also trying to improve agriculture by mtroducmg new 
methods and by starting a model farm at A kola. 
There are, besides, good prospects of reviving pottery, 
Ianning, dyeing,. bangle-making, Hosal oil and a few 
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other industries, The difficulties in the way are want 
of technically trained men, and of education among 
the masses, their ignorance of the real needs of the country 
and the means to supply them, apathy of the leaders, want 
of confidence in them o 1 the part of the people, impatience 
of success, inexperience of business among those engaged 
in it and want of honesty and perseverance among mana. 
gcrs. 'l'hese defects are common among those who have 
lately been interesting themselves in matters industrial, 
thon~h. of course, there are honourable exceptions. These 
are not all inherited derects. To th;s day millions worth 
of transactions are daily effected among men unknown to 
one another in the trading castes, and this is only possible by 
reason of the conlidence they have in one another among 
themselves Jo'aith in one's neighbour is a necessary factor to 
ensure harmonious and success£ul working in joint business. 
And so is honest and efficient management. Radical changes 
are called for in the system of public instruction before the 
state of affairs we are talking of can be brought about. Want 
of money is not the only m· the main obstacle in the way 
of successful industrial development. There is a great dearth 
of men who command respect alike for their attainments and 
their trustworthiness, and unless this can be remedied it is 
futile to hope for any great success. 

21-24.. I have no information. I may, however, statee 
that nn amonnt of raw material goes out of the country and 
cotnes again in the shape of finished articles. To this extent 
the country suffers a mater ialloss every year. 

25. The Bank of Bombay has a branch here and it 
supplies funds when sought lor by business people. 

26 and 27. Yes. One is in contemplation. See my 
answer to question 6 (a). 

28 and 29. When the Berar Education Department in· 
troduced age limit rules in respect Q( students attending 
Government schools, about the year 1894 95, many good boys 
were cast adrift, and for their benefit l opened a technical 
class in the Native Cotton Ginning, Pressing and Spinning 
Co.'s Factory. The class is still going on. Good many boys·have 
been and are being trained as fitters and turners and they 
have been earning enough to live respectably. Many were 
sr.:nt up £or the Engineer's examination and about 25 passed in 
the examination of the Bombay Boilers Act. Of these, about 
:w have been trained and sent up for the examination since the 
engagement of Mr. Govind V. Kolhatkar as engineer in my 
factory in 1907. Of these 25, about seven are second class and 
the. r~st third class engineers. Some of these are preparing 
for htgher class certificates also· In addition to the above some 
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young men are under Instruction In my factory in the •pin. 
ning and weaving departments. There is al•o an industrial 
school conducted by Missionaries at Akola. The school is u•e· 
ful to the public and is well spoken of. It admits, I am told 
only Missionaries. ' 

80. The in•truction given in th• above ciao• and sch'lOl is 
only in the practice of the industrv and principle• are only 
taught so far as are absolutely required for sending out a 
thoroughly practical man into the world. 

81. See answers 'to questions 2i and 2D. 
82 and 33. Not that I know of. 

84 to 37. Yes. I have sent my cousin to Bombay to 
learn a branch of commercial education. He is an under· 
graduate. He is working in a respectable Indian firm dealin" 
in cotton agency business. 

38. He thinks of starting a business of his own here or 
in bombay as circumstances permit. 

89 and 40. There may be several whom I may not know. 
I know of only one person, Mr. Govinrl Vishnu Kolhatkar, 
whom I have en~aged as my engineer. He Is. hesideo bein~t 
first class engineer of the Bombay Victoria Technical 
Institute, well up in spinning and dycin~, which were his 
special subjects. He is an all-round man and there are very 
few subjects as far as engineerinj:!, spinninl! and dyeing are 
concerned, of which he has not the requisite knowledge. 
There are good many qualified engineers and almost all of 
them are well employed. 

41. As far as I know there is no necessity for doing 
anything. 

42. Yes, there is one by name 'The Alcola T ndnstrial 
Association ' established on the 2f•th April 1902 on the 
initiative and with the moral support of Kumar Sri H ar· 
bhamji Rawaji, the then Deputy Commi•sioner of Akola 
District. Its nominal capital is Rs. 1 lakh and the objects 
are as under :-(1) tn the A kola Di•trict, to revive old indu•· 
tries that have decayed owing to want of encouragement. (2) 
To start and improve new ind\lttrics. (3) To improve a!(ri· 
culture, ( i) To improve the status of a~riculturists. (6) To 
do every thing to promote the above object•: To a~complish 
the above objects-!, 'I o collect useful on!ormatoon !rom 
India and outside. 2. To publish the same information by 
proper means for the people concerned. 8. To start scholar
ships and prizes ancl to give them to those de•erving peroons 
who receive instruction in any industry. 4-. To find out markets 
for the products of the industries and agriculture. 5. To 
advance money to persons engaged in industry or agriculture 
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on moderate terms. 0. To advance loans on reasonable term! 
M to interest, and payments to associationg or companies 
"tarted on the•e lines, The Association was started for the 
A kola District but it was understood not to confine its effort 
to thi• district alone, and so directly it was started the 
Managing Board called a meetin~ and resolved, on the 21st 
April 1002, to use their first efforts towards improving the 
hand loom weaving industry. A fly-shuttle loom of an improv
ed kind and n man to work it were got down from 
Ahmedahad nnd it was set up nnd worked by the Akola 
Cotton Ginning, Pressing and Spinninl( Company. Samples 
of all cloths made in Berar were obtained. Berar weavers 
from all sides were invited and offered to learn to work the 
same. Many wea,•ers were emJlloyed and taught the work, 
hnt only disappointment was in store for the Association. 
The weavers were in the end found to be so conservative that 
thev would not, under any circumstances and conditions, 
exchange their old loom for the new. They would rather go 
on with their smnll incomes than earn more by substituting 
the improved for the old country loom. The Association 
"''" fortunate in gelling any amount of assistance from the 
Company above named. The latter has erected a shed to 
accommodate 5 •looms of the improved pattern with acces
sories •o as to turn ont 50 pe• cent. more cloth for the same cost 
and within the same time as the old looms. Tn fact, every
thing that this anangement cost was found by the Company 
for the Association with the sole object of encouraging the 
weavers to usc the new looms. The Company bas thus to 
spend nearly Rs. 4,000 for the sake of the Association, and at 
least Rs. 1,~00 out of this became a dead loss to it through the 
sheer indifference of the people for whose benefit it under
took the work. All this was, however, to no purpose, as the 
weavers refused to attach the fly-shuttle to their old looms, 
refused to work on the looms started by the Company on the 
piece-work system, refused all help from the Association in 
the shape of supply of material at a very small or no profit, 
of selling their gnods which they could no/ sell in the market 
at llrdr price to the As!\.ociation for cost price, or in the shape 
of receiving advance of money required by them tn go on 
with their work at a moderate rate of intere~t. and even 
refused to allow their boys to learn the fly shuttle working. 
The Association tried to chanl(e the attitude of the weavers 
through their own men and also through Kumar Shri 
Harbhamji Rawaji and other sympathetic high officers of 
Gc;lVcr.nment, but all in \'ain. The experience of the Associ .. 
ahon ts thus not very encouraging in this respect and it does 
not hope for better results in the near future. Success in this 
direction will only be possible when we shall have a new class 
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o! weavtrs. For this ~eneral and technical education 
Is wanted and Government assistance in the matter is in. 
dispensable. I am glad to think that it will be forthcoming 
at the hands of the local Administration. No doubt the 
experience of the Association is sad, bnt we •hould not ollow it 
to dishearten us. I have latelv added to my aforesaid Company 
a weaving shed and when !hi• is in full swing I mean •gain 
to try to interest the weavers in shuttle loom.. The cost of the 
preparatory work must be cheaper if ever we are to achieve 
success in this direction, 1 h:1dr even when there were no 
power looms in my Comf'any, prepared a warping machine to 
make a warp beam of 400 yards length and had made other 
arrangemenU also to wind cloth and unwind warps automali. 
cally. The preparatory work was thus macle reaoonahlv 
cheap, It can be made cheaper still, and the attempt is well 
worth making again. 

The Memornndum and Articles of Association of the 
Association weo·e framed and it was to be registered under the 
Indian Companies Act, but owing to the failure of the effort 
described above and other causes it had to be deferred. It is, 
in the meantime, intended to see what other industry the 
Association can take on hand. I have been inquiring what 
articles of every dav use can be f'repared and will command 
a market in competilioll witlt imported one<. I am in search of a 
man who will be able to prepare, among other things, candles, 
soaps, matches-sulphur and salety-,nibs, umbrellas and 
pencils. I had tried a Japan·returoed Indian, who had 
professed to be able to renne cotton.seed oil which I hnd a 
mind to crush and send to market-local or foreign -lor sale in 
its refined condition. The trial co•t my Oil Mill Company a good 
deal, but proved unsuccessful owing, among other causes, to the 
incompetence of the man employed, The seed is in abundance 
in Berar. and if i• can be prolilably turned to ·use in the abo1•e 
manner it would repay the outlay. 1 ha~•e also tried another 
Japan·returned Indian who could prepare matches. A regular 
Company was started and large sums of money-rather more 
than Rs. 4,000-were spent in organising the business on a 
commercial basis, but the effort failed owing to several causes. 
1 have a mind to try and put in practical shape some iuJustry 
such as tanning, dyeing, or imil~'tion ivory, and I am in search 
of a man competent to profitably work any of these thre.e. 
The Association has above R•· 5,000 in hand and can callm 
more ifit can hope usefully and profi~•bly to employ it. 

The Indian Industrial Conference loa• been of late brought 
into being and the A kola Association has offered to act a• its 
Berar Provincial Committee. The proposal is already before 
the Secretary, Rao Bahadur Mudholkar. In compliance with 
the request of the Provincial Industrial; Conference of the 
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Central Provinces and Berar, information in regard to present 
industries aud means to improve them was songht for. About 
IOIJ letters were sent to the leaders in the province, of whom 
i1bout 6 or i genUcmen sent answers and gave some informa
tion. This, of course, is not full, but as it is it will be placed 
before the next sitting of the Conference. • 

At Lonar ther~ is nn old lake producing difftrent kinds 
of salt in abundance. The product is sold by Government for 
a term of years to private individuals by auction. A well .. 
to·do Mahomedan gentleman from Mehkar, Khan Bahadur 
t-:hwaja Abdul H;lkikhan, is the present lessee. He has got 
hl':lfJS o( lit• I., amounting to thousands of tons in store. I had 
J mind to sec if tlic product could be turned to more useful 
ptu poses than at present, and I was in communication with the 
gentleman and also with an English firm in Bombay through 
whom 1 got the salts analysed, and was going to lind out what 
better use could be suggested. The attempt seems to have 
been found by the gentleman not quite hopeful and be does 
not think it worth his whae to proceed further, 

At Buldana there are smiths' families. Among them there 
arc several good workmen. They can be utilised very useful
ly but good ach·ice from me and trom many other gentlemen 
including even Kumar Shri Harbhamji R.a\vaji and 1\!r. 
H.ustomji, the present able and energetic Commissioner, was 
thrown on unwilling ears. '!'bey have got their own crooked 
ideas of their worth and value and would not adapt them· 
selves to the changed conditions of I be country. When my 
attempt to remove them from their old associations to Akola 
and help them in all possible ways here failed,!. while at 
Huldana in May last, arranged to start a company tlrere at 
their very door and take them in either as shareholders or 
even as servants to make some sort of cutlery, but 1 failed 
there too. 

On inquiry I found that in the province there are some 
public-spirited gentlemen wishing to do something to improve 
hamlloom weaving and 1 suggested to them to try to open 
classes to teach tly.shuttle weaving and have also promised 
to lend my loom and man to teach the work if such thing 
is practicable at any place, 

Since the Association did not succeed in seeing any 
p.\fticular industry started or actually helped, it has now 
resolve~ to offer re\~ards every- three months to persons 
preparmg useful arllcles. For the present India-made 
umbrellas, pencils, nibs and holders are the articles advertised 
for rewards. 

I had the honour of being introduced to the Hon'ble the 
Chief Commissioner and during the interview 1 tried to 
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explain the present condition of our industries. I rcquc~tcd 
him to have a thorough industrial survey made oi the pro\·incc 
and to open craft schools at different centres to teach different 
branches of industries. 

• Since the Akola Industrial Association has been establish· 
ed and as the improvement of agriculture is one of its ohjcds, 
I handt:d over to it the supcr\'ision of the three agricultural 
societies I had st.arted. They are now to all intents all(! pur· 
poses branches of the Association. 

~Iost of this I have done and am doing on my own 
responsibility but on behalf of the Association and with a view 
to lay formally before the Association for action any o£ my 
attempts that might be attended with success. I am not yet 
disappointed but think that we must conliuuc to work patiently 
and quietly wait for success. 

(15) AJODHYA DAS, EsQ., Gorakhpur. 

[The information given below is about the Gorakhpur and 
Basti Districts ] 

A.- AGI<ICL'J,TURE. 

1. Agriculture is the principal industry in these distrkls. 
It is conducted on old lines and the new scicritilic impro\'c. 
ments have not been adopted as yet· The soil is fertile but 
it is losing its fertility on account of the ihcrcas~d pressure 
and the impoverished state of the tenants. Attempts ha\'c 
been made from time to time to introduce UC\V staples, such 
as hemp, cotton and various kinds of rice but without success. 
Indigo was start~d about J 830 by European planters, ar•d a 
better class of dye is produced here than in any other part of 
the United Provinces. 

2. The average of the area brought under cultivation 
varies from 7[· 9 to 75 per cent, 

3 ... The district of Gorakhpur is a submontane tract. 
Most of its soil is alluvial. The exact ligures of the so1l of 
this district are not available at this time. 

As to the Basti District, tl),e figures are as folloll's ; -
Nature of soil 

Loam or Doras 
Clay or matiar 
Balna or sand 
Kachhar 

Perccnl<IC,C. 

ti5 per cent, 
27 11 

.j, l1 

the rest. 

The above figures may also be takt:n for the Goro.akhpur 
District with this modification, that there the proportwn of 
Kacbhar is Rreatcr. 
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4. The general condition of the landowning and culti

\'ating classes is not at all satisfactory. 'J'he successive f~ilure 
ol crops has made them very poor. As a r~sult of thts the 
tenants cannot improve the condition of the soil which has 
been exhausted by constant tilling. The peasantry is mostly 
imlcbted to the Zamindar. 

The petty Zamindars are also mostly in debt owing to 
their love of litigation. 

5. In these districts there are no proprietary tenants. In 
flasti District •!G·J:I per cent. is held by tenants·at.witl and 
:~:~·r,~ per cent. is held by proprietors as their Sir or K!JUdkasl 
(i.e., in their own cultivation), ~I per cent. by ex-proptietary 
tenants, 25 per cent is rent free and J9·8o per cent. is held by 
occupancy tenants. 

The exact ligures for Gorakhpur ate not) et available, bot, 
broadly speaking, the proportion is much the same as in the 
sister district of llasti. 

6. (tt) Of late Agricultural Banks have been started 
where loan is given to agriculturists at the rate of 12 per cent 
which is lower than Ute usual rate charged by the money. 
lenders. These Banks being very few in number are not wiUtin 
easy access of most of the tenants who have still to depend 
upon the money-lenders and pay an exorbitant rate of interest 

(b) 1 here is no school giviug any such instruction. 
(c) Very little. Chiefly conhned to indigo planters who 

employ improved ploul(hs lor tilling the soil, Tamkohi is a big 
e•tate in this district and it is under the Court of Wards. There 
they nse harvestiug machines for cutting and gathering crops.. 

(•/) There are no scientific methods in vogue but 
agriculturists employ ordinary manure before sowing crops 
There is cousiderable export of bones from these districts which 
tends to reduce the fertility cf the manures. 

?. This system bas been introduced here quite recently 
and the few societies that have been formed are making 
progress. It bas not been here long enough to produce any 
change towa1ds the betterment of the tenantry. 

B.-MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIRS. 

8-20, Tl)l:se districts are purely agricultural districts 
and manu£act(1res in the proper sense of the word are non4 
existent and thus the manufactures such as they are, are 
merely designed for local requirements. 

(I) The principal industry is cotton fabrics. 
(il Vegetable and animal producls none, 
(3) Horn and paper, none. · 

Leather, but only for local requirements. 
Sabar or deer skin leather is cured and pillow cases and 

bed-sheets are made out of them and sold in the market. 
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( 4) Pottery, etc., calls for no speci3l attcntim. 
('•). Metal-none of special interest. MeL'! vessels 

are made at Bakhira and MeJ,h<(aval in the Basti Vistrict but 
the business is comparatively insignificant. ' 

(6) Chemical industries-none. 
(7) l'urnit~re and ~ecorations;-none worth noting. 
( 8) Matenals used m construcllon, ordinary bricks 

and lime for local consumption. 
In Gorakhpur the most considerable industry worth 

nolintr is the sugar refining which is carried on mostly on 
the old local methods prevailing in the district In JU03 a 
large sugar refinery worked on European lines has hcen 
started. Manufacture of indigo is dwindling but still survil•es. 
The factories are owned and managed by Europeans. There is 
much room for improvement and expansion by using the 
methods enumerated in question 16· According to the last 
census in Basti- . 

66,500 persons were supported by textile industry. 
32,500 by wood, cane and jungle product.. 
29,000 by metal work. 
~6,81l0 by earthenware and glass-
Another chief industry i• textile fabrics. Here also there 

is great room for expansivn. Want of capital is the 
cause of the decay of these industries, If advances be made 
to the J ulahas and Konis I think they will be able to ptoduce 
gJod fabrics, 

For the present all these are only for local con· 
sumption wi·b the exception of sugar which is.sent to other 
places in some quantities. 

Palanquins are made for local use. 
C-MINERALS AND OTHER NATURAL PRODUCTS. 

21-24· In Bosti and Gorakhpur Kankar o£ various ki~ds 
is to be found which is used as road metal as weU as for makmg 
lime. 

In Gorakhpur the chief mineral product !s saltpetre 
which is extracted from saline effioresence by Lumas. 

D·-CAPITAL 

25-27. There are two banks bere o·;er and above one 
District Bank started under the Oo·operative Credit Societies 
Act ; but these afford no particular facilities for tbe support of 
industries· 

E.-TECHNICAL EDUCATION• 

28-41· None· 
F.-INDUSTRIAL AssOCIATioNs. 

42· There is no Industrial Association, 
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AVVBNOIX V. 

Report on the Work of the Berar COmmittee by 
Roo Soheb Deorao Vinayak, Akola. 

Dated .4kola, 28th November 1907. 

Tnll GENERAL SRCRE·t'ARv, 

Indian Industrial Confermce, Amraoti. 

As desired by :Resolution No. 2 1 of the Provincial Industrial 
Conference of the Central Pro\inces and Berar, held at Raipur 
on the 31st March last, I have the honour to submit this report. 

J. Directly the Conference was over I, on the 8th of 
April last, issued a circular letter to the leading men of Berar, 
including the members of the newly.appointed Berar Com
mittee of.the Conference to ooUect and send me information, 
among other things, about the old and new industries of the 

r.rO\ince and to suggest means to improve them. About 70 
etters were sent but only six or seven gentlemen replied and 

gave some information. This, howe\~er, is not, as it naturally 
could not be, fuU and complete. Besides this, I have 
collected some more information to supply all of it to you ; but 
•ince our Local Government has been pleased to specially 
appoint a high officer to make a regular and thorpugh Indus
trial Survey of the C. P. and Berar, the information so obtained 
and now in my possession would naturally be of very little use 
to you. I think, therefore, that I need not give it here, I 
may, however, state here that Berar does not at the present 
day boast of any industry worth the name besides handloom 
wea,;ng. This wea\;ng consists mostly of coarse cloth except 
at Kolhapur and Anjangaon-Surji and a few other places where 
silk weaving is also carried on to a small ez:tent. But I do not 
think there is need of my sending information on handloom 
wea\'ing which is carried on on antiquated lines. At some places 
fly-shuttle is being used or experimented upon and next year 
I may be able to say something about it. 

3• As 1 promised inJ my letter of the toth instant, I beg 
to inform you as to what I have done during the year. 

(1) On behalf of the Akola Industrial Association I ha\'C 
advertised that I shall gi,·e prizes for articles of e\·ery-day use 
which are good. I shall declare the result of my examin-
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atlon of the articles of workmanship which have been rcceh·ed 
from Bombay and Poona on the nt December. 

(2) I have been in communication with a gentleman 
here who manufactures candlco. The machinery he um ;, 
all India-made and the article prepared is found a• good as 
the Bombay one. He hope! to sell it in the market at 
the same pr1ceo as the Bombay candle! fetch, If he •ucceed• 
in doing so the buainess will be started on a moderate !!Calc. 

(3) T have been e•amining a cotton.seed oil project and 
one for the manufacture of umbrellas. I have crushed cotton· 
seed and refined the crude oil. I have been now getting the 
sediment turned into soap, etc. I am a1so preparing the 
required articles except iron framing, to make a complete 
umbrella. When this is done and the articles are found wor1h 
taking to the market, I shall see if a business can be started on 
commercial lines. This examination is, however, in an 
experimental stage and I cannot •ay more at present, 

I have the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your most obedient !lerv:mt, 
DEORAO VJNAYAK, 

Sccre lt~ry, 
Berar Commillee of tile l11dia11 lndrlllrial Collfererrce. 



AVVENDIX VI. 

Communication to the. PrOvincial Committees. 

From 

To 

RAO BAHADUR R. N. MUDHOLKAR, 
General Secretary, 

Indian Industrial Collferenc~. 

(1) P. Boy 0HAUDHURI1 EsQ., 
Secretary (in clzarge), Bengal PrOIIincial Com· 

miltee ~flhe Indian Industrial ConferenGtJ, . 
Calcutta. 

(2) LAI.UBHAI SAMAI.DAs, EsQ., 
Secretary, Bombay PrOIIincial Committee of the 

Indian Industrial Conference, Bombay~ · 
(3) THB 8BCRETARIBS, 

The Nali011al Fzmd and lndriStrial Association, 
Madras. 

(4) THB 8ECRBTARI:B91 

Tire United Provinces Industrial Association, 
A 1/a/Jabad. . 

(5) LALA MULKRAJ, 

Secretary, TIUJ Punjab Comrniltee ofllie Indian 
lndustral Confermce, Lahore. 

(6) KRISHNA RAO DIISRHUKR, EsQ., 
Secretary, Tlte Central PrOIIirrces Industrial 

Commitke, Nagpur, 
(7) RAo SAHBB DEoRo\o VINAYAK, 

Secretary, The Berar Industrial CommiUee, Akola. 
SIB, 

The Provincial Committees of the Indian Industrial 
Conference were established by. Resolution VI of the. First 
Conference held at Benares in December 19051 "for gh·ing 
.effect to the recommendations (of the Conference), generally· 
encouraging industries and making an industrial survey · in 
.their several pro,~nces, and compiling useful facts and sugges· 
. 22 . 
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tions for submission to. the next Industrial Conference in 
D~cem~er 1906. In order to carry out the•e view• each Com· 
flltee IS requested to. raise suitable funds, appoint trustees 

b
rame rules for the cbnduct 'of busineu ·and lay it> account; 
efore the next Industrial Conference." 

By R<;sol'!ti~ ,Y, of the Second £]dian. Industrial don'(c~ 
,renee, the ComJ\:Iitl~es w.ere " asked, b~sides i:Hdrig steps to 
promOte indilstnes mthe~r several provmces, to compile useful 
facts. aocl ;sugg,~i~n~ .f~L~Qbmis•ion to the next l11dustrial 
Conterence, and to raise smtable funds for carrying on their 
work, " I am to request you to send a report of the work 
done by your Committee ip tlie present year rn acco'rdanca 
with the, foregoing Resolutions., , . , • . . 

2, .. Jq aq:or~~C\ ... 1fith R,esol~tipn . VI. of the last 
.CP!lf!'rel}ce, an Aci<ht•onal AssiStant Secretary was to be 
appomted, " so that the Assistant Secretary may be free 
to visit the different provinces and lielp the ·Provjncial 
Commitfees.in·aJJ.matter~ in .which they ll)ay require assistance." 
And the ConferenCjl·voted" a sum of Rs. 10,uoo for meeting the 
expenses of the next tivelve months and also for issuing a 
quarterly bulletin of industrial information under iultable 
management,::'" ·I.n .point p£ fac~, less. than half of thi• sum has 
been realised ana 1t has not 'been possible, for want of adequate 
funds, either to appoint an Additional Assistant Secretary or 
to issue the bulletin. It is, however, essential that both of 
these things should be dono, As our first President, Mr. R. C. 
Dutt, 'observed in his s·pecch ·at tbe last :conference, one 
Assistant Hecretary Is required to visit tb'e different provinces 
and help in the work which devolves, pn the ·Provinc•al Co.m. 
mittees and to secure " a ,.greater degree of co-operatiOn 
between the Central Office and the Provincial Oommilte'"'· " 
The need of a bulletin. too, is great in the present circumstan. 
ces of, and with the welcome awakening to the need of industrial 
developf!lel]t .that \Ve wit,riess in . the country, How to get 
the requisite fund's is tlien th'e question. 1 hdp'e that your 
Committee wiJI give their attention to this important matter. 

3· This leads me to the question of the future organisatio.n 
and work o.f the Conference.. I have q")'n asked to commun•· 
cate, for the opinion of the ProWncial Coffimittcc~1 the papers 
received from Kumar Sri Harbhamji Rawaji of Rajkot and Mr. 
'A. c. sen of Calcutta on this qucstwn, and r send them he~e
with, It is true that if the Conference is to carry out 1ts 
object effectually there . must be regular,, metl!od!cal \\·prf> 
all through the year pased on definite pnnc1plcs and 
carried on settled lines. At the same time no \'cry elaborate 
and ambitious scheme stands in1.1cb chance of success at ~hi~ 
time. I have accordingy drawn uf what I believe to be a few 
,imple an<l workable rule• which send herewith. I request 
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you wi:l be so good as to jllace all. these. thr~e. papers before 
your Committee and favour me w1Lh the1r opnuon o~ th~~· 

4· In regard to the carrying out of au industrial survey, 
1 framed last year a set of questions with the object of facili
tating the collection of the needed informatio'\ and sent out 
nearly a thousand copies, but the response was mos~ IDf13gre 
nnd disappointing. ~ have, therefo~e, issued them a~~in this 
\'car in the bope that some attentton would be pa1d to so 
lmportant a matter. I send a copy (with four spare copies) 
of the questions herew:ith and request you to obtain answers 
from qualified persons in your l'rovince, All replies received 
before the zoth November Will be printed along with the 
annual report which we shall present to the next session of tl)e 
Conference, following the precedent of last year. 

~· A suggestion that has been repeatedly made is that 
translations should be made of the most important papers laid 
be! ore the Conference and the vernacular renderings diStributed 
largely. This is a means of disseminating valuable information 
which deserves to be adopted by the Pro,;ncial Committees. 
Hcgard being had to the number of languages into which 
translation will have to be made, it is obvious that the work 
cannot be undertaken by the Central Office· It falls within 
the sphere of the Provincial Committees a11d their earnest 
attention to this matter is solicited. -

6, Sir Guilford L. Molesworth, an eminent retired 
Anglo-Indian who t..kes an abiding interest in the industrial 
movement and who contributed able papers to the Benares 
and Calcutta Conferenoes, asks the Conference to adopt the 
proposition quoted below :-

11 That lhia Conference urges on the Government of ll!.dia :- (1) 
To inaugurate a carefully considered policy of moderate import duties, 
which will not only yield a revenue that will relieve the land df the dead 
weight of taxaUon, but w11l also protect the industries of India from unfair 
and unrestricted foreign competition. (2) To foetcr International and 
Inter-Colonial trade by the exchange of mutual concessions and preferential 
treatment witb the Colonies and Great Britain.'' 

Please Jet me know whether it is the wish of your 
Committee that the subj.ect o~ fiscal policy should b~ t..ken up 
by the Conference, and, 1f so, m what form 'a propos1tion should 
be placed before it. . . ' 7• It remains to request you to let me have the benefit 
of any suggestions your Committee may deem fit to make in 
regard to the next session of the Conference :-

(i) Who should be invited to fill tbe office of President • 
(ii) On what subjects papers should be called for and 

from whomj 
(iii) What propositions should be plaocd before the 

Conference and who should be asked to speak to them, 



(iv) Whether there •hould be a han dloom competition 
as there was last year, and if your answer be in the affirmative, 
what amount your Committee will contribute for awarding 
prizes; 

(v) Any other suggestions. 
I request you to ·convene a meeting of your Committee as 

soon as possible after receip~ of thi• and communicate their 
()pinions to me not later than the 8th of November. 

I hav~ the honour to be, 
Sir, 

Your most obedient servant, 

R. N. MUDHOLKAI!, 

Ge11eral Secretary, 
I ll<liatt I 11duslrial Co•ifere,,e. 

-



APPENDIX_VIJ. 

Technical Deportment of the Bengal National College. 

The work of the Technical Department divides itself Into 
two branches, and in both, the Pbysical and the Chemical 
Departments act in co.operation with the Technical. 

First, from the lowest classes of the school upwards 
through the Primary and Seco.ndary Courses (except!ng 
only in the ~sse of the Intermediate class students otlenng 
the alternative literary course) a graduated course of 
technical Instruction is given to our boys according to a 
scheme framed by Mr. Ranade, which was adopted 
by the Council at its last meeting. This technical 
instrnction is given along with elementary instruc· 
lion in Experimental Cilewisty and Physics and . also 
!Jotany and l'hysiology. What bas already been referred to 
as the mi.<ed cotme for the pnmary and secondary classes of 
the school is this combination of elementary, technical and 
scientific training with literary instruction. The teaching of 
Drawi11g is also necessarily compulsory in the mixed course, 
Up to toe Fifth or Matriculation standard of the school the 
mtxed course is compulsory ; and it is only in the Interme· 
diateorthe Sixth and Seventh standardconrse that students 
are given the option of taking up either the Literary or the 
Scientific and 'l'echnical Course. It is necessary to note, how· 
ever, that the Literary Course boys (Intermediate) are given 
also the option of studying any one or more of the Commer
cial subjects prescribed for the Commercial Department of 
our Institutiou. 

Besides the mixed course of stud.ies for students of the 
primary and secondary classes, there are the students of the 
Technical Department proper. Candidates for admission 
into that Department are required to produce a certificate of 
having passed the Fifth Standard Examination of the 
National Council or any equivalent examination. The 
Technical E>epartmeut students will receive in tbe General 
Department of the College a geneml scientific course of 
edu"!'tion i~ Phy~ics, Chemistry, Ma.thematics and Drawing ; 
~nd ':" U1e 'lechn!cal Department a special course of ibstruc
tion 1n the followmg subjects :-

. 1\fachir.e Drawing ; Mechanics; Steam Engines and 
Bo1le~; Hand and Machine Tools; Pattern-making. Bross 
Mou!d10g i SmithY ; Turning ; and Fitting, ' 
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Besides receiving a scientific education in principles our 
students will be specially trained to apply the principles in 
practice so as to be able to take up the smaller industrie3 not 
requiring the investme~t o{ l~r_ge capital. Thus in the 
workshops attached to the Phxs•cal, Chemtcal and Technical 
Depart111ents1 the S\Uden,ts .w•ll b,e t;aught and ~equite4. to 
manufacture, a• far as practicable, thetr own Instruments and 
apparatus. ~~ is proposed for the .. present to teach our 
students to mauufac\ure articles under. ~c (ollowiug 
ht:ad~f :~ .... , .. . -' . .. - ' ' 

I. CARD·BoARD AND PAPER·WoRK. 
(a) Medicine cases. 
(bf Stationery l;Joxes. 
(c} Other assorted boxc;, 
(d) Envelope cases, · 
(e). Portfolios. · · 
(j) Blottiug pads. 
(II) Geomotnca\· models. 
~If), .lj:~yel.9PC,•, ~tt.er•paper, pos\cards, &c., 1$!\'o 

l~ .. \VICK~~:WORJI. 
(a) Mm chairs. 
(b~ Waste-paper baskets. 
(c). Bo1<es. 
(d). 't'ravelling bags. 
(e). TI'R poys, etc., etc. 

Uir Cuy·.MonLDU<a. 

~laY, fi~~.r':": 
lV. Wooo-WORK. 

(a) Candle sticks. 
(b), Pic\u,re.frames. 
(c) T9ys. . 

~
). i;Io!Jd. les, P•!l·.holders and s.tatton~ry ~·~·· 
), Ar~tstic fur!Jtture (fret work~: ' 
) wood-carvtng. 

cgl Instrument boxes. . d 
Q•l Stan!ls, tables, supports, lifts and otb~ fi~tm.r a!' , 

applJ!Ml~ f!!f cbeniicaland ph~sicat l~bora!OrJ~s. 
(i) Drawing board~, 
(j~ Set-squares. 
(k) T-squares. 
(I) parallel rulers, 
(11l) Geome~risat d,rawiug models. 
(n) Measunng; 5\'1\~• 
(o) Mo~els of'versuers. 
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' (f) Kindergarten materials for children in elementaty 

schools. 

lq) Machine and engineering models _(whee~s. pulleys, 
inclined planes, screws, toy engines, cul'rerts. bridges, etc, 
etc.) 

Scientific instruments and apparatus for physical and 
cbemicallaboratories, 

Vi. .r.tln".u.-WoRK. 
Garden tools and agricultural implementS, 

\Til. METAL-WORK. 
cattery. 

VIII. liETAt.-\\'oRE. 
Small hand-presses, pumps, pulley-blocks Screw-rices, 

elc. ' 

IX. METAL-WORE. 
Sbeet·metal goods. 

(a) LockS and keys. 
(b) Trunks. 
(c) Candle sticks. 
(d) Water buckets. 
(<) Office boxes. 
(/) Canisters. . 
lg) Varnish and oil cans 
(h) Dutter tins, etc., etc.,. etc. 

X. AfETAi.-WoRE. 
Grinding and polishing. 

X'I. GLAss-'aLOWING. 

Class apparnhu; used in -c&emicaliaboratories. 
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16 

BVVENOIX · VIII. 

JOINT STOCK COMPANIES. 

Nmnber and Particulars of Joint Stock Companies registered in each Prouince i11 BrilisT1 ln<lia 
in the twelve months eliding the 80th September 1907 .• 

Name Of Company and Situation of its Registered Office. Object. Capital, 

I.-BANKING AND INSURANCE. Rs. 

(a) BANKING AND LoAN. ... 
Industrial Bank of India, Ludhiana, Punjab ,;. · · Banking and Commission Agency 6,00,000 
Madura Sri A11hla Lakshmi Sahaya Nidhl, Madura, Madras Money-lending (mutual) 1,89,000 
ldigarai Devalaya Paripalana Nidhi1 Coimbatore, Madras Do 1,00,000 
Indian Specie Bank, Bombay ... Banking . 2,00,00,000 
Madura Union Ela Chit Co,, Madura• Madras Money-lending (mutual) t,uo,ooo 
r .. yallpur Bank, Lyall pur, Punjab ••• Banking 1,00,000 
Woriar Alliance Bank, Trichinopoly, Madras ••• Do 1,49,081\ 
Agricultural and Commercial Bank, Tlnneveny;Madras Do .2,00,000 
Superior Bank, Muzaffamagar, United Provinces ooo Do 20,000 
Bank of Multan, Mu1tao1 Punjab 000 ooo Do !,00,000 
Indian Bank, Madras ooo ooo ooo . Do 20,00,000 
Trichinopol_y ~aUonal Bank, Trlchlnopoly, Madras Do ... , 1,00,000 
Madura Sarva}ana Upakara Sahaya Nidbi, Madura 1 Madras Money-lending ... .f,20,B40 
Orienl Bank of India, Labore, Punjab ooo Banking Business . •o• li,OO,OOO 
Shanmuga Sahaya Nidhi, Madura, Madras ••o Moncy~lending ••• 3,36,000 
Gaya Baok and Trades Association, Gaya1 Bengal Banking and Loan Business .. , Go.oou 

... ...,. 
0> 
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11 Shri VenL:atesh Bank, Hubli, Bombay ••• 
J8 Bengal National Hanlc, Calcutta 
IU Malvalli Kasaba Sri Lakshminarasinghaswami Hank. 

Malvath, Mysore. 

(6} ISSl!IU.NCE. 

20 N::ttionallndian t.ife rn·mrance Co I Calcutta 
21 
22 

S'ational Insurance Co., Calcutt.a ... • •. 
Nollional Insurance and lfanking Co., Amrilsar, Punj'tb 

••• 1 Ban'dng B•sincu -· 
••• 1 Banking and Loan ... 

Fort,' Banking 

TotaJ, Banking 

.. Busines o£ Life and other Assurances 
Bwiness of an Insurance CompaDJ' 
Life Insurance 

=i ... 
29,9'10 

.50,''0.008 
3U,l'()() 

••• 3,00,75,796 

23 Aswini Government Security Life A~urance Co , Viza~- I..o 

tO,OO,(){Ie 
10.00,000 
10,lJ0,000 

J,OO,t:()() 

1!4 
2li 
2d 

patam, Madras. 
HindusL1n Co--operative Insurance Society, CalcuU:t 
General Assurance Society, Ajmer ••• 
Indian Mercantile Insurance Co., Bombay 

11.-TRADING. 

{d) NAVIGATION, 

'27 Swadeshl Steam Navlg.\Hon Co., Tinnevelly, Madras 

Insurance Business ... 
ln~urance 
Fire Insurance 

Total, Insurance 

·r,oo,oo,ooo 
t,oo,c ... oo 

50,00,000 

l.S2,00,f00 

Total, Banking and Insurance .. 4,8S,i5,795 

... Navigation 

(bj 0TIIERs. 
Total, Navigation ... 1o,oo,ooe 

28 Assam Combination Trading Co., Dibrug:nh, Eastern Bengal Trade contract 
ancf Assam. · · ·· · · 

20 Sonamganj Lakshmi Bhan:br1 Sylhel, Eastern Dengal .and Agriculture, Trade and Banking 
A11s:1m. · 

. :10,000 

• Compiled from the Indian Trade ,lount41. 



·Name of Company and Silu>lioo of its Registered Office. Objed. 

I 
: (b) OTK&RS-{CollliniKd). 

11.-TRADING-{Coa/iua<d). 

ao , National Srtnning and \\'eaving Co., Calcutta ..... .J Spinning and \Veaving lod.oslry 
81 , 1-~ricnds' Tn.ding Co .. Gorakhpur, United Provinces ... 

1

1 General Trade ••• _ 
33 I Eta wah Fibre Trading Co... Eta wah, do. ·- Tr3de in Fibre ••• no 

SS I Kallidaikurchi Sodesa Tolil Pandasa. lai, Tinnevelly, ll adru ••• Tnding in Swadeshi articles 
St Swadesa Padcbrtha Sa.ngnh<1, Dharwar, Bombay._ .... Tr.lding in country goods 
S5 lllyso. re Raj Tobacco lb.nufacturing Co., 83ngalon; llysorc ••. Coring and tla\'OUring tobacco and 

racturing cigarettes 
a8

1

. lndi.'\n Stores Compa.n.,.v, Karachi, Sind ••• ' ••• Trading in Cu-opcntive stores 
aT TripoD j:diya Bhandar ...:0., Comilla, Eastern Bengoal and Assam Trading 
s.q Borsad Swade;fii Sahayat ll.tndal, Dorsad Bazaar, Bombay ••. Trading in country-made goods 391 AgricultuTists• and Arlis:lns' Alliaoct. Madr.ls ••• _

1 

General Tnding ·-
.&0 All-India :Satio.."lallndostriU Co.1 Ganjam, Aladr.u ••• General trading -
41 

1 
Surma Valley \Veaving and Trading Co., S)lhet, Eastem1 Trading io Swadesbi Goods ~·· ~-. 

Bengal and As:sam. 'I 
4! ll3cca. Silpa Samiti, D.1.cc:a, £Astern Bengal and Assam :. Trading .•• ••• ..j 
fS I Hhar-~t Bbamb.r. llir-upur, United Provi.tlea ... . .. Encouraging and extending production an 

· \ '--oosumplion of Indian :utid.es .... 
U \~"'Can lh.tch Manufa.ctnrin:: Co, Kan.d, Bomb1y ·- llaootacturing Matches ·- ·-
-45 W.:nited Swadeshi Tr.ldmg Co, Bombay ••• ·- General trading ••• . •• 
--tit lndt;~n Cement Syndicate, Bombay .• ·- ••• M:anufa.during attd scllinl! cement ... 
-ll I Sa.?ia.~ ~ilL; \Voollen and Cotton H.1.ndlooro Weaving Co. Tndtng and m.nufactunng doth, yam, 

I Nad1a.d1 Bombay. etc. ••• ·- ••• 
-t8 People's Swadcatu Stores Co., Hy-derab::ul. Sind ·- ·- Trading in tndi:a.n articles _ -
-49 ):ar-asapur Indu~.d hoprovement Co, Kistn~ Madr-as Sellin2 country-made goods -~ 
.60 ~o.v~;o11g Tr.tding Co._ Nowgoo.g. Eulem Ben g;al a.od Assam.1 Tr.J.dmg •.• 

""l 
... 
-· 

Manu 

capital. 

!0,000 
20,000 

l.!'.O,tro 
I!O,l'(ll) 
:!0,000 

15,000 
25,010 
30,000 

6,000 
1,00.000 

10.<'06 
~\\000 

20,000 

~1,000 
l,OO,~"'lfJ 

:>0.0..0 
:>J,QOO 

50,000 
20,0.'0 
AO,Ot."o 

"31\\l(llt) 



Trading ... 11 Jalpaiguri Silpa Samiti, Jalpaiguri, Ea!lern Bengal and Assam. 
6Z Oarbhanga Tnding Co., Darbhanga, Bengal ... - Gcr.eral Trading and Commissioo 
63 Pursharthi Co., Ajmcr ... 
64: Jogalekar & Co., Akola. Berar 

65 Indian Soap and Candle Factory, Bombay 

18 Swadeshi Hosiery and Manufacturing Co .• Bombay 
&T Kamrup Jndus~rial and Trading Co., Gaubali, Eastern 

and AMam. 

General trading ••• 
•. !llanufactnriog and dealing in 

articles 
Manufacturint: soap, candles 

fumcry 
General lr.lding 

Dengal 'I rade and Commerce 

68 Covelong Siilll Co., Chinglerut, Madras... •• Trading in Salt 
li9 Dinajrur Trading and Banking Co., Dir.ajpur, Ecutem Bengal Trade and Commerce 

and Assam. 

-·' Swade!h·' 

and ~) 

... , 
(,() Kotechandpur Swadeshl Bhandar Cc,mpany, Bengal ... Trade in Indian manufaclure and p:oduce ••• 
il !1-.legaon Swade5hi C<MJperative Trading Co., Malegaon Trade in Indian articles 

Bombay. 
82 Belgaum Match Manufacturing Co., Belgaum, Bombay 
63 Negapalam Weavjng Co., Negapatam, Madras -· 
64 Tanjore National Co-opcr;~tive Emporium, Tanjore,lWadras 
85 Small Industries Development Company, Bengal 
66 Deshi Stores Company, Shikarpur, Bombay 
67 Coimbatore Industries, Coimbatort", Madras 
as Kansat Trading <~o, Maida, Bengal 
69 Bengal Hosiery Co, Bengal ••• 
70 Hit Karni Co, Agra, United Prodncts ... 
'11 J. Roy Co., Mullan, Punjab 
72 Punjab Commercial House, Amritsar, Punjab ... ?SI Shah Brothers & Co., Bombay ... ... 
'14 Alembic Chemical Works, Bombay ... • •• 
'I& Agra Boot and Equipment Factory, AgrOJ 1 l'nited Provinc6 
'76 Shri Ambica Merchant Co.1 Ahmedabad. Bombay .•• 
t'7 Satara Swadeshi Commerctal Co., Salara, do ••• 
·f8 Coddalore Swadesbi Mercantile Co., Cuddalore, ldadras 

•. Manufacturing matches 
Wea,·ing Industries 
Co--operative Stores 
Small Industries ... 
Trade in country-made articles 
Chrome tanneries ••• 
Trade and Commerce 
HoJiery business 
General trade 

Do 
Do ... 

Commis5ioo Agency 
Chemical Works ••• . •• 
Tanning: and Manufacturing Leather 
General trade ••• 
Trade in Indian articles 
General trade 

00,00» 
!0,('00 
:ao,ouu. 

1,00,(M)() 

1,00,000 
I,QO.OlO 

60,00:0 

80,000 
1,00,000 

tn,ooo 
20,000 

80.000 
10,000 
10,000 

4,00,000 
10,000 
zo.coo 
21',{'00 

2,00,0()0 
20,000. 

2,00,000 
1,00,000 

4,000 
6,00,000 
6,00.000 

20,0CO 
20,000 
10,000 



Nq. ~-I Na~e o£ Cpmpany an_d Situation of lis Register~ Office. 

11,-TRAOING-(C,nlltmecl), 

(b) OTHERs-(Conllnncd). 

Object. ·I Ca~ital. 

R.s. 

'19 South Indian Agricultural and Industrial Improvement Co., General Trade and Commission Agency ••. 
Anakapalle, Madras. · 

t,oo,ooo 

81 
82 
83 
8! 
86 

86 
87 
88 
89 
110 

Rangpur Tobacco Co., Rangpur, Eastern Bengal and Ass.1m ... 

Ananda Bhandar, do 

Manu(acluring cigarettes, cigars, snuffs and 
other producl.i o( tobacco ... 

Trading an :I Banking ••• do 
Property Dealing Co., Lahore, Punjah .. 
Swadeshi L~la Co, Ahmedabad, Bomba)' 
Bombay 1\lilk Supply Co., Ahmedabad, Bombay 
Saidapet lndustrifll Co 1 Chinglcput, Madras · 

... Dealing in immoveable properly 

t,ocv>oo 
20,000 

J,00,006 
J,ou,ooo 

20,000 
10,000 

Trading in handlooms ••• 
•• Trading in milk, butter, etc. 

111.-MILLS AND PRESSES, 

(a) CoTTON' MILLS. 

Swadeshi Weaving Co., Amritsar, Punjab 
Kaliswarar Mills Co., Coimbatore. Madras ... • •. 
Mahar::-na Bho.wsingji Mills Co,. Bombay ... • .. 
Ahmedabad Sri Ramkrlshna Mills Co., Ahmedabad, Bombay ... 
Siwadeshi Industrial Spinning and \Vcaving Co., Viz.agapatam, 

Yadraa. 

Encouragement of industries and trade 

Total, Others .•• j~~:..o~ 

Totril, Trading .• 61,79,000 

WorkinJ:: and manufacturing cotton, etc. 
~pinning and weaving cotton 
Spinning and weaving cotton, etc. 

Do ••• 
Do 

50,QOO 
o,oo,ooo

to,uo,ooo
B,2'l,OOO. 
t ,Qo,ouo-



91 

92 

ta 
9~ 
95 
116 

Broach Jndu.strial Colton Spir.nlng and \\'caving Co., BEW~ch.l llanufacluring and Spinning cloth 
Bombay. I 

ll. H. The Maharana Shri Ajil.5inghjce Dharangadra Mills Co. Do 
Bombay. 1 

Kamakshi Mills Co., Tanjore, Madra! ... ·- .~. Srinning and weaving •.. 
jam Shri Ranjit Shinjec Spinning and \Vc:aving Co., Bombay Spinring and wearing cotton, etc. 
Sir Hasulkhan Mills Co., Bombay ·... ••• Do 
Guntur Hosiery Mills Co., Gunlur, Madras Do 

.... 

ToW, Cotton Mills ... 

(b) OTHER MILLS AND PI<ESSES. 

07 Trading Vaishya Ginning and C<itton Press Mills Co., Agra, Trade in Ginning Cotton, etc. 
United Provmces. 

Swadeshi Manufacturing Rice and Oil Mills and Trading Co ltlilliug rice, etc, 
Ganjam, Madras. 

~ Barisal National Oil :Mills Co., Nalchitti, Eastern Bengal "and Trading, etc. 

101 
101 
102 
]03 
10~ 
106 
106 
107 
108 
109 

llO 

111 

A!'lsam. 
Nimar Cotton Co., Bombay 
Malwa Cotton Co., Bombay 
Mahadcva Cotton Prcs5 Co., Bombay ••. 
Cocanada Jute Press Co., Godavari, 1\ladras 
BhaguaU Flour and General Mills Co., Ambala, Punjab 
Madanganj Pressing Co., Bengal ... 
United Ginning and Pressing Co., Bengal ... 
Swadeshi Calico PrintinJt: Co 1 Bombay ... • •• 
Bahrala CoUon Ginning Press Co., Barhali. United Provinces .. 
Barla Z:lycri Ginning and Manufacluring Co., Ahmedabad, 

Bombay. · 

Ginning and Pressing Cotton, etc. 
Do 
Do 
Do 

\Vheat and Grain Millers •.• 
Pressing jute, cotton and hide! 
Ginning and pre;sing cotton, etc. 
Bleaching, dyeing, etc. • •• 
Manufacturing cotton, wool, etc. 
Ginning and pre55ing cotton, etc. 

An01kapal!c Commercial S}'ndicate, Anakapalle, Vizagapalam, Milling rice 
Madras. • 

K;Jmatic Weaving Establishment, Bangalore \Vea\ing with impro\'ed handlooms 

:::, 

10,0),000 
8,00,000 

10,00,000 
50,000 

G4,16,(1()1l 

1,00,000 

&,800 

75,008 

2,00,000 
l,liU,OO() 

6?,000 
1,50,000 

n,one 
1,50,000 

lO,OO,Ocl 
5,00.0CO 
11fl(\f)(lO 

20,000 

60,00() 

50,00(). 

.... 
"" ...... 



No. Name of Company and Situation of its Registered Office. ObjecL Capital, 

--·-------------------~------~----------~----~------

118 
liS 

llt 
116 
116 
liT 
118 
1!9 
120 
121 
122 

... 
111.-MILLS AND PRESSES-(Con/buud). 

(b) OTHER MILLS J.ND PRESSES-(ConUIIUtd), 

Jumnna Flour Milts Co .• Cawnpore, United Provinces 
Hari Shunkar Busdco C.~tton Pn:ss and Ginning Mills 

Debai, United Provinces. 
jhotana Ginning Co., Ahmedabad, Bombay 
Sri Lakshmi Rice Mills Oo., Guntur, Madras 
Vlzag Mill=~ Co., Viza)!apatam, Madras ... 
Century Flour Mill~, Lahore, Punjab ••. 
Karachi Steam Roller Flour Mills, Karachi, Sind 
Bharat Press Cb., Bombay ... ••. • •• 
Sri Tripura Sundari Cotton Press, Bezwada, Madras 
Zayathree Rice Mills Co., Sagaing, Bunna 
Naticnal Trading Co., Rangoon, Burma 

Flour· manufacture ... • •• 
Co., Munufacturing jute, cotton, etc. 

GinninJ! and pressing 
Milling rice 

Do 
Milling Sour _( 

Do ... 
Ginning and Pressing cotton, etc. 

.... · Do ... 
Rice--milling 
Oil-milling 

Total, Other Mills and Presses .•• 

Rs. 

8,00,001 
96,000 

86,000 
20,000 

6,00,000 
6,00,000 
4,00,000 
2,50,000 

85,000 
60,000 

1,00,000 

Total, Mllls and Presses •• , l,t8,8'1,8d0 

IV,-SUGAR MANUFACTURE. 

1!8 Hadi Sugar Manufacture \VorL:s, Meerut, United Provinces •• Manuracture of sugar 
12.1. Union Indian Sucar :Mills Co., Cawnpore, United Provinces .. '. Do 

Total, Sugar Manuracture .•• 

1,00,00() 
4,0C',OOO 

5,00,0ot) 



V.-PLANTJNG, MINING AND QUARRYING. 
I 

)23 Koardi Coal Co., BmgaJ 

1211 Ead Koardf Coal Co., Bengal 
12,. Huntodfh Coal Co., Bengal ·- -
128 Bengal Bhatdee Coal Co, Bengal ••• • •• 
)29 Trichinopoly Treasure Trove Co,.. Nil girls, lladras 
UO Hajee Prospecting Syndicate, Mysore ••• 
131 Bengal Al!ricultural and Dairy Farm, fleni!al 
1S2 1 Southern India lfanganese Company, Madras 
133 I Indian Granite Cc>mpany, Madras ••• 1041 Myaore Fruit Syndicate, Bangalore 
JBt; Tata Iron and Steel Co., ~ombay 

Business of mining and dealing in coal and 
coke. 

Mining, etc. 

Do 
Do 
Do 

Mining all sorts of minerals 
Cultivation of cotton. jute. rice, etc. 
\Vorking manganese, etc. 
Mining sl011es 
Fruit cu1Uvation ••• 
ll;ning irnn ore, etc. 

3.00.0'0 
2,60,000 
a. co, coo 
4,00,000 

301,0QO 
t,OO,odb 
15,00,000 
1,00,000 
lt(>O,OCO 
3,00,000 

180 I Banganapalle Minerala Syndlcale, Madras •• Gold·mining 
2,St,75,000 

99,990 

I 
I VI.-OTHERS. 

187 Guntur Di~trlct Alhmalruru Lin Irrigation Co., Gunlur, Madras. 

lRR Belgaon Company, ChittagonC". Eastern Bengal and Anam 
139 Punjab Building Co., Lahore, Pan jab 

• 

Total, Planting, Mining and Quarryina- 2,67,5t 11'1!)0 

Construction of irrigation channels (o 
watering fields (rom the Kistna canal. 

Acquisition of Belgaon E!ble, etc. • •• 
Buying and selling of lands. building, etc • 

Total, Others .. 

Grand Total... 9,U,00,835 



Abstract Table·ofCompanies Rtgistered irrthe Twelt•e Months ending 80tfl September 1007: 
Compared wit/1 1/Je Number Registered in the Nine Montfls ending S0/11 September 1906, 

·' 
Numbers. Capital. 

Description. Jan.-Sep, I Oct. 1006- Jan.-Sept: 1906., 
Oct. 1006.-

1906. Sep.l907. Sep. 10"7. \ 

·, 
Rs. Rs. 

Banking Companies ... ... ... . .. H 19 1,6'1,00,0~0 S,Oil,76,70S 

lnsurnnce· Companies ... ... ... . .. 3 7 65,20,000 ] ,82,00,000 

Navigation Compan~es ... ... ... ... 6 1 I,21,00tOO 10,00,000 

Other Trading Companies ..• ... ... ... 16 58 7C'15S,!WO ~J,70,COO 

Cotton Mills ... ... ... . .. 22 It 1 ,so,52,ooo 1 64.,25,001) 

Other Mills and Presses ... ... ... ... 16 26' ~7 ,80,7110 4!l,02,8li0 

Sugar Manufactu1ing Companies ... '" ... 2 2 &,00,000 5,('(),000 

Planting, Mining and Quarrying ~.ompanieS .. 
( 12 ~_.112,000 s.r.'l,G-&,900 ... ... 

<llher Companies ... ... ... .. . 2 a &,&o,ooo 8,12,200 

. . 
Total ... Ill 

I 
189 o,&'1,23,9liO 9, I.Jl)9,836 



.llVV.SNOIX IX. 

(Re·printed from the " Indian Trade Journal H of 

date June 27, 1907.) 

I:O..'DIAN JOINT STOCK COMPA...'m:;s. 

A YJ>AR"S PRoGRI!SS. 

The total number of Joint Stock Companies registered in 
India in the course of 1906-07 under the Indian Companies 
Act VI of 1882 amounts to 80~ with a nominal cap1tal of 
Rs. II .~O,:J!l,075, compared with '1.77 companies . with 
Rs. 7,9;1,51,6tl8 in 1901HJij nnd 143 companies with Rs. 8,70,31,779 
in 19of. o.;. '!'here bns, therefore, been a continuous .growth in 
the number of cl)mpanies in each successive year and in the 
nvernge nmount of nominal capital per company. This was 
Rs. 2·G9lnkhs in lllo~-o;, R•. 2·86lakhs in 1905-06 and Rs. 3·88 
lokhs in lllo6.07. 

On the other hand, it is nece~ary to exttmine the variations 
in the ratio borne by the paid up to the nominal capital at time 
of registration. The figures for the last three yea1·s as far as 
reported were:-

No. 
19l'·011-HS 
IUOG-06-277 

lncrea~~;e 08·7 r c. 
11106-llT-808 

Increase 1 t·s p. c. 

CAPITAL-R. 

~~--~· 
Nominal Paid·ll/'. 

8,70,31,779 86,88,879 
7,98,61,608 19,28,118 
114•8 p. c. -l-7·7 p. c. 

ll,80,SS,075 1,9G,'J02 
~8·7 p. c. -sg 8 p. c. 

R<JIIo of Paid·•# 
to N omiMI. 

10• per=~ 
2·4: 11 

The figures of paid up capital which are shown above 
represent in each cnse the sums actually paid up at time of 
reJ.!istrntion. They do not necessarily afford any gauge of the 
pros~;>ects of the companies, but it is a fact that the market was 
mimtcal to lhe raising of capital and the contrast (which is a 
real one) between the respe<:tive centesimal ratios of paid· up to 
nominal capital bus a certain interest. 

The noruinnl capital ischiefty distributed under the folloiTO 
ing classes of industries : 

24. 



• • 

Banking and Loan ... -· I 
Insurance ·-· ... 
Navigation ·- ... 
Printing ... ... :. 
Trading ·- ... 
CoUon llills - ... 
Jute Mills - ... 
Colton and Jute Scre\VS an:l Presies 

Coal Mining ·- .. 
Land and Building -· -
Sugu ·- -· -· 

I No.I 

... ~ 

... 66 

.. s 

... 6 

- 77 

... 2'1 

... s 

... 7 

... 'I 

... s 

... I 

1906-00. 

No.I 

1906-07. 

Nomioal-Rs. I Pald·•s>-Rs. Nomiuai-Rs. I Pald-op-Rs. ~ 
I 

68,33,'1'8 26,618 65 .f..20,69,506 .,,'766 

6,15,830 -· &I 88,71,970 026 

18,00,000 ... & 1,35,00,000 -
4,45,000 8,050 8 1&,00,000 -

l 103,T9,000 8,80,000 98 1,09,83,700 11.971 

1,58.50,000 1,89,600 18 1,60,0i ,000 so.~ 

60,00,000 ... J ,1,00,000 ·-
4,35,000 62,500 13 !O,jO,OOO· ·-

18,70,000 &0,000 21 9l,26,000 -
u,oo,oco ... 6 87,70,ot0 ... 
18,00,000 4,99,650 s 10,~000 -



1!!7 

Of the new nominal capital Rll. 5,09,-IQ
1
775 or about 43 per 

cent. wu intended for Ban.lung, Loan ana Insurance Compa· · 
~no, 74 per cent. of this amount relates to companies registered 
10 Bombay and II t' ~r cent. in .\ladras. Trading companies 
account for 216 percelft (Rll. ~,OS,3;;,iW,) of which Rs. 1,2S,OO.OOO 
or nearly half was to be invested in Navigation. 

Dt\'JSIO)I OF CAPITAL. 

:>early 20 per cont. (about Rl!. 2,$,89,600) of the aggregate 
capital was to be devoted to milhs and presses_ ch1erl.y for 
workmg and pressing cotton, jute, wool and silk. A number of 
the mills and J.~res.ses are r~l.Steced in Bengal (nine with capital 
of IU. ~.~:r,ni..M'J); Homb••Y (Jiltecn with Rs. w,70,0UOJ, and Madras 
(sc\·en WJth J<.s.4.j,tS7,b.'JOJ. The new capital proposed in respect 
uf mining and quarry.ng comdanies is l<.s. l,lUo.i,OOU, of wuich 
b:, per cent. was to be invcste in coal C•rmpanies regietered in 
Bengal, The increase bas been lour--fold compared with the 
capllal invested in coal companies during 19~0ti* 

About i3 per cent. of the total nominal capital invested in 
Joint Stock Companies dur.ng J1/QQ-V7 is concentrated in 
companies registered in llengal and Bombay. Bengal had 
.Rs. -~.a;,;:,.J\1, being ~4 per ceoL and Bombay Rs. 5,81,08,100 or~ 
per ccnL 'J'hcreaftc::r, but a long way behind comes MadraS with 
a projected addition w joint btock capital of R.s. 1,~0,0~ 
or u·a per ceo,. of the whole. 

The average capital of each company is Rs. 3.83,224 against 
Rs. 2,~ti,4ti7 in HH)b·W, tbe provincial averages being R& l0.7tj,077 
for Bombay, Rs. a,w.~~o for Jleugal, Rs. 1.~1.0~~ for Madras. 
The average for Bombay is consid~bly higher this year owing 
to the registration of seven important companies, namely :-

Indian Specie Bank ... 
Bank of India 
Bombay Steam Navigation Co. 
All·lndia I osuraoce Go. 
Shah I!LCam Nav1gation Oo. of India 
Bank of Western India 
Finlay Cotton Mills •.• 

Rs. 

2,00,00,000 
... 1,00,00,000 

tiU,OO,OOO 
50,00,000 
30,00,000 
21;,01!,000 
20,00,000 

'fhe average for Madras is as usual lower on account of the 
extcndt:d apphca1.iun of the Companies Act to the liUSinbS of 
small monc:y·lenders, f~.or no le:;s than M Loan and Insurance 
Companies with a nominal capital of Rs. 6o,.J0,77& were regig. 
tered during the year in Madras. out of a total of lu6 compawes 
with&. b,O>M0,7ib for Alllnd~. 



RI/'PENDIX X •• 

INDIAN PATENTS. 

(Filed in tile Twelve' Jlfo111Tu October 1006-Seplember 1007.)' 

.l:PPLICATIOlii'S l'ILED, 

1. ], N. Dey, of llowrab, for a self-adjustable ensy 
cliair, 

2. Sreemanthula Kuppacbary, of Madra.<, for on 
imprO\'ed water-lift. 

8, RaJ Dahadur B. D. Chakravarti, of Benares, for 
improved lock-tile called 'Chakravarti' tile. 

-'· Tubidos Kbemcband Slpabimalaui, of Quelln1 for n 
pain balm. 

'6, Akbar Alf, of Ludhinnn, for a loom with a s!llgle 
•laft for shedding, picking and healing up. 

· 6, Sure!ldra Nath ~Iukerji, of Calcutta for Mukerjl'• 
patent sound doubling adjustment for attncl•menl to sound 

_boxes of dis: talking machines. 
-- 7,- Jawahor Singh, of Jawalopur, {or an improvement in 
·"heel and axle - -
·- , s. P._ S, Mudaliar, of Palnmbedu1 for a water-lifting 
machine. · . 

· 9, Rama Doyal Fuller, of Aligarb, for improvements 
in oil lamps... . . . . 

10. · Obooder Nath Bo&e, of Bolly, for a proce•s of 
colouring celluloid and the like. 
' Jl. Abdul Rajn-k- Atdul Rahim, of 811rat, for a wuolcal 

instrument called the bell instrument. 
' 12. Lalit- Chandu, of Gauhti, for improvements In 

lamps. 
- - 18. Conkala Kri>tnn.autuy Veernsawmy Naidn, of 

:Negapotnm for improvement• in brief bogs or carriers for 
legal and ~tber documents .,a &llndry articles. 

14, Knuderuatb Moudul and Hira Lol Mondul, of How. 
rah,and Cnlcutta,-for baud uheel boUiar presses for pre.-.iug 
of loose jute frcm two mounds up to the weight of four and 
A half mau11ds In hles. 

• CompJIC'd from U1c Jhita pubir.h;din the numbers of the J,dtnn 
1'<KIII,Jounrollroml\ovcmber JUOOlo 1\onmber 1U07. 
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tr.. A. K. Mnzumclar, of Dbamrai, Dacca, for hirouia or 
the lady Hpindlc. . 

1•l. Mnuo,·kji Ca\·asji Petit, of Bomba}', for an automatic 
brake (or two.wheelcd \'ebicks drawn by a patr of ammals. 

17. Kiriti B. Mukherji, of Calcutta, for a baud. machine 
for coltOII·t4pinniug or "Charkn." 

18. Uangn Singh, of Quetto, for reco,·er:ng lost orticl•s 
from inncce~siblc dt-pth:-o, whether in se11s, rivers, wells, 
orh~sinn bnring5 or \"crtiral M•uing Shaft~. 

1{), Hnd11n Ki!'lsorc Siuhn, of Jnde~war, Assam, for a fan 
mu\•ed Ly hot air pre:;surc orrnn~emcnt. 

20. Nawab Hozoor Mirzo, of Murabedabad. for improve· 
mtnts rchtiug to ~uspcuded rope rnilw::~ys or tramways. 

21. Prnkash Chunder Cbatlerjee, of Calcutta, (or an 
impro\·•d fly-shuttle loom to be called the" Sree Krishna 
Loom No. 1.' • 

22. Radbn Ki•sore Sinha, of Uttarbhag, p. 0. Indeswar, 
(or Kcrosiue g·•S·store of a syphon arraugc:rueut. 

23. Rao ll•hadur Chevur Krishnaclmr Subba Rao, of 
llellarr, for a cliUin>t tread powder for Ulan or beast for work 
in general, · 

2·1. Mr. Yusaf, of Meemt, for summer relief. 
26. K. G. Subba How, uf Tirukolur, for a pair of cook's 

tougs, 
26. D. S. Guanakan, of Bnugalore, for improv~ment. in 

Jznl disinfectant called "Ozu." · . 
27. Thakur Dutla Sharma, of Lahore, for a medicinal 

compound Cillled Amritdharn. 
28. P. Lall, of Mnuza Narela, Tehsil !lei hi, for a new 

vuriety or substitute for tea Ulade from herbs, called "Jmrat 
Sar r·iwau.t, 

29. Dornbjee Burjorjee, Engineer, of Bombay, for au 
economic hnmboo and paper roller for the cotton gin, 

30. Khutsedjee Sorabjee Jussa-.ala, of Bombay for a 
contrivance for developing continuous and even 'motive 
power both from tide aud ebb waters. 

81. A. C. hubert, of Viziauagrnm, for improved co~ press
ing or baling mncllinery. 

82. Hnrichnnd Maucharam aud Sou, of Bombay for a 
padlock without any joint. . ' 

8:l. . Gajendra Kumar Paul, of Comilla, fur improved box 
harmonmm. . 

84. Ram Lal Dns, of Calcutta, for produci.ng musical 
tones of all pitches aud qualities to be called Suralahari, 
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85. Ebrahim and Shaik Jaffer, both of Sbolapur, fot 
improvements in warping machines. 

86. Kuter Singh, of Rawalpindi, for a disinfectant to be 
known as u pl unas." 

37. :Motilal C. Mehta, and the Sayajee Loom Works, 
Ld., of Baroda, for improvements in take-up motions for 
looms. 

88. Gangadbar R. Mangrulkar, of Sholapur, for Im
provements in the manufacture of grass matches. 

39. Kedaruath Chakrovarti of Kaligbat, for a •pinning 
machine to he called "The Bijoy charka." 

40. Nil Kunth Nundy, of Calcutta, for a new or improv• 
ed machine fur making hookah tubes nud the like. 

41. Narain Singh, of Amrltsar, for Swadeshi leatberless 
boots, shoes and sll ppel':l, 

42. J'lteodra Natb Baonerjee, of Calcutta, for johor's 
ntecbanical smokeless kerosine lamp. 

48. L. K. Kirlo•kar, of Belgautn, for improvement in 
hand chaff or fodder cutter. 

44. Kaohaiya L•l, of Delhi, for making a perpetual 
calendar of the Christian era. 

45. Bawa Budh Singh, of the Public Works Department, 
Punjab, for a folding camp punkha. 

46. Soruj Dati, of Lucknow, for flour will. 
47. Ashutosh Pollay acd Wooma Churun Deshi, both 

of Howrab, for improvements of band power jute press. 
48. Sorabji Cursetji Arsiwalla, for a safety device for 

live electric cables, 
49· Kartar Singh; of Rawalpindi, for a composition.;}

chemical matter for expelling rats from premises forming au 
anti~rat preparation to be known as 'l rat scare. " 

fiO, Radhika Natb Saba, of )lenares City, for Improve· 
ments in stylographic, fountain and like pens, 

51, Diosba Pestonji Framji Gbadiate, of Surat, for 
preventing accidents to lifd' and property caused by the 
falling of aerial wires carrying electrical currents of high 
tension. 

52. Ishwar Janeswar Kbettry, of Sbolapur, for improve· 
ments in warping machines. 

fi3. Hara Dban Mandal1 of Howrab1 for the efficient jute 
'pre~s. 
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SPECil'ICATIOl\l'lt l'ILED. 

1. Motilol Chot•l•l Mebto, ond the Sayaje!' Loom 
Works, Limited, both of Baroda, for improvements tn take· 
up motions for looms. 

!. Bonkim Lnl DM. of Cd~11tta, f"r a .entta~e or 
factory loom t" be cnlled Bankim'• Patent Dome<tt,. Loom. 

8. Priva Notha Rn)', of Dorjeeling. fn• a so:mi-automatic 
flpinninJr \Yheel, heint!' n ru!=' .. ic machine wtth common 
material to be called Sanla Chamka. 

4. Rama Dayal Fuller, of Aligarh, for improvements in 
oil lamps. 

6. L•lit Chandra, of Assam, forimprovements in lamps. 
6. Khetramohon Das~. core of L. Deveria, Ali pore, for 

the" Bengal" self·acting brick and the tile-titakfng machine, 
7. Pestonjee Cursetjee Mehta, of Bombay, for a new 

fuel briquette, 
8. B. B. Chakravarti, of Benares, for an improved look· 

ing roofing tile called" Chakravarti'' tile. 
9. Akbor AU, of Ludhiana, Puninb, for a loom with a 

single shoft for shedding, picking and beating up. 
10. Rai Bisbombar Notb, of Delhi, for a cheap country 

oillorup. 
11. Rai Bisbamhar Natb, of Delhi, for an improved 

portable stove ond bed warmer. 
12. Rai Bishambar Natb, of Delhi, for a cheap water-

beater. · 
13. Ram Natb, of Delhi, for a new process (to be called 

the new Ran10 process) lor reproducing copies of drawings. 
. 14. Y. K. Davda,~o£ Bombay, for improvements in lamp 

cbtruneys of mica, 
15. Maneckshow J. Chanjibhoy Mistry, of Bombay, for 

a detoching device for vehicles. 
16. Modan Lall Kapoor, of Peshawar, for hand, treadle 

or power loom weaving machine. 
17. Kander Nath Mondul and Hirata! Mondul, of 

Howrob, ond Calcntto, for band wheel Bomar Press for 
pressing of loose jute in one bundle of one and a half 
maund in weight. 

18. Laljee Madhowjee, of llfadeji Road Station !. for 
improvements in clocks. ' ~ 

19.~ Lakbiswor~Gbatak,!of Shahapur, for!an alloyed gold . 
. 20. C~an~ra lloban Roy, of<Lucknow,lfor improved 

brtcklburmng tn a trench o(over.grouud.kiln, 



21. Kutu Sin~li.• oF R'Livalpindi Cantonment, for 
lllUShicid• or tbc si.;a •1 rat eltterouiuator. 

DE3Itl:N'.!I JI.E:)ISl:EBED. 

1. Miss Nistarini Mittcr, of Calcuua, for a pictorial 
flag showing a tiger, creicent, star, sun, mooo

1 
and the words 

!' llande Mataram '' lu Deb Nagri cllar.cter. 

2. M. · S. Das, of Cu\tack, for a tantalusor spirit 
etand of a snake dtsign. 

' . · 8. Gordhan Da•s, Sarrafi, nf Dcl!ti, for a disc for 
necklaces beariug spec•fied words on eacb side. 
·· . 4. jugal Ki~hore, of Delbi1 for a disc for necklaces· 
bearing specified words on eacb s1de. 

~ S. Sbadi Ram, jeweller, of. Dcl!ti, for a disc for 
necklaces bearing specified words ou cacti side. 

THOMPSON AND co,, BTB.AII 'PRINTERS, MA.DRo\1, 
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Srinigar WeninJr: and Manu-

facturing Mill, 4~. 
Sri WaJar.am Pencil Factory, 47. 
Sri Rasul Khan •tills Co., U. 
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Ing Co,, 62. 
Sw~deshi Rank, 46. 
Swad~.--,.bi Calico PrinUng Co., '0. 
Swadeshi Commen.ial Co., 48. 
Swadcshi Co-operative Stores. 87. 
Sw:adnhl D)·eing Factory, 46. 
Swadc:shi Hosiery aocl MmufatbJr. 

I! 
Union Indian Sugar J.Jilt. Q,-,,·63. : 
United Pro\inces lndutrial ,Aso.. 
· cialion, 7. . . 
United Provinces. Pioneer Sugar 

. . Mills, 8. . · • . 
United Swadesbi Tr:ading Co. -411. 

y. 
ViCtoria Jubilee Tecbnical ~tute, 

as. '· • . . · .. 
Viugapalam Mills Co., &9. . 
Viugapabm Sugar -~ 

Co •• Ld., 69. ' '· · · · 

w 
inR Co.,U • 

.S"•:adeshi Lata Co., .ui. 
Work of the 'Bera~ :eom..,.; .. __ 

··( . -.-~ 
Report OD 1 167·168, • ; • : 

S\\':adohi Padarthasangnha, 48. 
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